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Welcome to ITC 2014!  The International Foundation for
Telemetering (IFT) is pleased to sponsor this unique event,
now in its 50th year.
Pride in that tradition means we expect ITC 2014 will be
even better.  For this our 50th Anniversary, Mike Scardello
and I as Co-General Chairs along with Technical Program
Chair Tomas Chavez have a program with outstanding papers,
hardware and software exhibits with additional focus on our
50 years of support to the telemetry community.  Our
exceptional volunteer staff and the organizations supporting
them really are the core of ITC.  Their hard work literally
makes ITC possible.
Education is one of our primary goals — short courses, 

technical papers, exhibits, and interaction with the real experts.  You really cannot
beat that combination.  ITC supports specific telemetry education for six
Universities — New Mexico State University, University of Arizona, Brigham Young
University, Missouri University of Science & Technology, University of California at
Santa Barbara, and the University of Kansas.  Our Short Courses are the best
source for Continuing Education anywhere in telemetry.  We also sponsor the
Telemetry Standards Coordinating Council and international efforts to acquire,
preserve and defend telemetry spectrum.  The IFT is the only national 
organization exclusively for telemetry education and advancement of telemetry.
Participation directly benefits not only your current work but prepares for the
future through education.
I am always excited by the experience of the leading companies exhibiting the lat-
est in technology and “talking details.”  Historically, most new telemetry products
were announced at ITC.  Nowhere do the needs and solutions of telemetry busi-
ness meet in one place like they do at ITC.
While the latest equipment is shown, the ideas you will see implemented years
from now are found in ITC Technical Papers.  The largest single compendium of
new papers in telemetry anywhere in the world appears every year in our
Proceedings.  Nearly every important tool in the telemetry business was once an
ITC Technical Paper and then exhibited as real equipment or software at ITC.
That profound transition requires live interaction between academia, manufactur-
ers, government, test ranges and standards organizations.  That, after all, is ITC.
This is your conference.  Be thoroughly involved and enjoy it!
We are always seeking ways to improve ITC and service to the telemetry indus-
try.  Please contact me or any member of the Staff with ideas, critiques or sugges-
tions.  We are at www.telemetry.org.

~ Les Bordelon,
President, IFT

Les Bordelon
Board President 

International Foundation 
for Telemetering
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WELCOME

COME JOIN US AT ITC 2014 

Les Bordelon
2014 General Chairman

Self
Yucaipa, CA

Mike Scardello
2014 Co-General Chairman

Self
Lancaster, CA

Gold Sponsors

L-3 ViaSat Quasonix

ITC continues to be run by an all-volunteer
organizing committee without whom the
conference would never come to pass. The
Board of the International Foundation for
Telemetering wishes to thank all ITC
volunteers, and the companies who sponsor
them, for their generous contributions to
making this forum the premier event it has
been for the past 50 years.

In 2014, the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) celebrates its 50th
Anniversary and the 50th year of holding the International Telemetering Conference.

In each year of the past half century, the ITC has been a forum for sharing information
regarding new innovations to make our telemetering jobs easier and more efficient. In
addition, the primary purpose of the IFT and the conference (ITC) has been to promote
the industry of telemetry and provide a forum for exchanging technical information and
offering the community a place to view, present, and discuss the latest advances in
telemetering.  And the ancillary function/benefit of the IFT and the ITC has been to pro-
vide financial resources to the educational organizations that we support to advance
the field of telemetering and bring new and younger minds into our community.

With these lofty goals in mind, the ITC has become the cornerstone of the industry,
providing an annual get-together of industry users, developers and equipment providers
to present their ideas, innovative products, and clever ways of solving problems to their
users, customers and peers in a packed 3½-day program.  

In consonance with this, and on behalf of the ITC 2014 committee, we would like to
invite your participation and support of the 50th Annual International Telemetering
Conference/USA (ITC/USA) on 20–23 October, 2014 in San Diego, CA.  In celebration
of our 50th Anniversary, the theme for 2014 is “50 Years of Advancing the Art of
Telemetry”, designed to focus on identifying and discussing the past, present, and
future of telemetry.

The resulting forum will provide an important venue for participants to collaborate
through the sharing of both solutions and problems.  Our robust Technical Program
provides an educational and training vehicle for participants to further their career
objectives and knowledge base.  This year, we have 13 short courses to offer our atten-
dees.  An example of courses to be provided this year are Advanced Modulation &
Demodulation Techniques for TM, Implementation of the IRIG 106-13 Chapter 10
Standard, and a new course on providing an overview of the Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards for communications.  Technical sessions will
address the normal telemetry-related topics, but will also offer a view of the past and
what is better today and more complex today.

We will also have an exciting luncheon program.  On Tuesday, we will feature a special
luncheon focused on the history of the ITC with a panel of greyheads led by former
IFT president Bill Rymer.  The greyheads will bring our history to life through discus-
sions, anecdotes, and other experiences in advancing telemetry to our current state.
Our conference luncheon will also focus on the history of the ITC, but with an eye to
the future.

I hope to see you in October and encourage all to join us at our Monday evening “Luau”
theme icebreaker.  The ITC staff remains grateful to all attendees, exhibitors, and spon-
sors in support of our quest to support the importance of telemetering.  See you in
beautiful San Diego.

— Les Bordelon

ITC/USA 2014 CONFERENCE
SPONSORS

Tomas Chavez
2014 Technical Chairman

TRAX International
Kalaheo, HI

Lena Moran
2014 Executive Coordinator

TRAX International
Moreno Valley, CA

THANK YOU TO OUR 
ITC VOLUNTEERS !
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8:00 AM

Opening Ceremony & Keynote Address  >Location:  Grand Ballroom

DoD T&E – A View From the Top Chair: Dr. C. David Brown – Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Developmental Test & Evaluation Director, Test Resources Management Center

CLOSED

10:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM

OPEN
10:00
AM
to

6:00 
PM

11:30 AM
to

1:00 PM

Historical Luncheon  >Location:  Grand Ballroom

50 Years of Evolution in Telemetry
Moderator: Bill Rymer – Retired

Panelists: Gene Law – Retired; Dr. Stephen Horan– NASA, Space Technology Mission Directorate; Lee Eccles – Boeing Test & Evaluation; Warren Price – Retired

2:30 PM
to 

4:30 PM

Technical 
Sessions:

1.
Stories from 50 Years

of Telemetering
Evolution

2.
Antennas and
Tracking 1

3.
Range Systems

1

4.
Network

1

5.
Processing

1

6.
Modulation

1

5:00 PM Reception  >Location:  Exhibit Halls  (5:00 PM – 6:00 PM)

CONFERENCE
AT A GLANCE

Special sessions consist of late-breaking technical presentations and will not have material in the Proceedings.
Times and locations subject to change.  Consult on-site program for latest information.
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Short Courses Halls

TIME

9:00 AM
to

5:00 PM

Advanced
Modulation &
Demodulation
Techniques

Basic
Signals &
Modulation

Inter-
mediate 
Concepts

CCSDS 
Tutorial

iNET
Telemetric
Networks

IRIG 106-13
Chapter 10
Standard

Spectrum
& Signal
Analysis

Basic
Systems

Engineering

Intro
to

MATLAB

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

& RF

Basics of
Aircraft

Instrumen-
tation

Introduction
to Analyzing
Ethernet Data

Introduction to
Scientific Test
& Analysis
Techniques

SETUP

6:30 PM
to

8:30 PM

ITC/USA 2014 Icebreaker:  “Luau!!!!”
>Location:  Terrace Pavilion (by the pool)

CLOSED

W
ED

NE
SD

AY
, O

CT
. 2

2

8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 11:45 AM OPEN
8:00
AM
to

11:45 
AM

8:30 AM
to

11:30
AM

Technical Sessions:

7.
ICTS

8.
iNET
1

9.
Antennas and

Tracking
2

10.
Imaging

1

11.
Processing

2

12.
Modulation

2

12:00
PM

Conference Luncheon & Keynote Speaker  >Location:  Grand Ballroom

Wireless Tattoo Technology for Transmitting Vital Medical Data
Speaker: Dr. Todd Coleman – Associate Professor, Department of Bioengineering, UCSD

CLOSED

2:00 PM Exhibits Are Open from 2:00 to 6:00 PM / Exhibitor Feedback Meeting 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM >Terrace Salon 1
OPEN
2:00 
PM
to

6:00 
PM

2:30 PM
to 

5:30 PM
Technical Sessions:

13.
Metadata Description
Language (MDL)
Users Group

14.
Imaging 

2

15.
Data Transport

16.
Antennas and

Tracking
3

17.
Recollections and

Predictions

18.
Range Systems

2

Exhibits Are Open until 6:00 PM 

TH
UR

SD
AY

, O
CT

. 2
3

8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM
OPEN
8:00 
AM
to

12:00
PM

8:30 AM 
to 

11:30
AM

Technical Sessions:

19.
US Spectrum

Issues

20.
TENA

21.
Processing

3

22.
Network

2

23.
Antennas and

Tracking
4

24.
iNET 
2

Exhibits Are Open Until 12:00 PM

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

Free!
All Welcome!

Free!
All Welcome!

Fun!
Food!

Entertainment!

Special

Session
Special

Session
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SHORT COURSES

Short Course Description Instructor

Advanced Modulation
& Demodulation

Techniques For Telemetry

Explores modulation techniques currently employed or proposed for telemetry.  Material covers the legacy PCM/FM wave-
form, SOQPSK, and Multi-h CPM.  Demodulation techniques for these waveforms are also addressed with particular
emphasis on synchronization techniques and performance. 

Terry Hill, 
Quasonix, LLC

Basic Signals
& Modulation

This course is directed towards beginning technical personnel or telemetry personnel with limited experience in commu-
nications and modulation systems. The course will cover basic concepts necessary to understanding the data communica-
tions process within the telemetry system.  This will include signal descriptions, the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) process,
concepts of analog and digital modulation and demodulation, and signal bandwidth representations.  Emphasis will be on
graphical representations with minimal mathematical requirements.

Dr. Stephen
Horan, 

NASA Langley
Research Center

Intermediate 
Concepts

This course is designed for the more experienced user.  It includes a discussion on technology covering the entire system
- from signal conditioners to recorders, workstations, and software.  Specific topics include systemic implementations of
Nyquist and Nyquist folding, recorder architectures (both hardware and software), RAID implementations (DAS, NAS,
SAN) and performance issues of Windows and Unix system architectures, Range Communications, and the use of the new
Chapter 10 Data formats, with a review of how the new iNET architecture will impact the ranges through 2025.

Tim Gatton

Consultative
Committee for Space
Data Systems (CCSDS)

Tutorial

With applications in land, sea, air and space telemetry systems, the CCSDS tutorial provides an overview of the
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards for communications.  It provides a graphical depic-
tion of the CCSDS protocol stacks with references to the more common OSI stack.  It includes descriptions of practical
applications for high-latency and error-prone links, reasons to include different forms of forward error correction and
compression, practical reasons for using packet telemetry, considerations for making everything IP-based, concerns over
security, new applications of short and medium distance Wi-Fi techniques, and interoperability interests between civil and
defense systems.  The course focuses on standard commanding, telemetry and node-to-node communication operations
for remote data systems.  Time is additionally spent on presenting new global proposals by member countries to extend
the standards to cover broader interfaces, monitor and control, and even GUI features.  Students should have a general
technical competency and understanding of communications theory, protocols and systems.

Robert Ritter, 
IMI/RT Logic

iNET Telemetric
Networks

This course introduces participants to telemetric networks as applicable to the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry
(iNET) project. Participants will gain an understanding of telemetric networking principles, applicable networking technolo-
gies, trade-offs in applying networks to telemetry, and end-to-end telemetric applications. Specifically, the iNET Telemetry
Network System (TmNS) demonstration system will be presented illustrating the test article network, radio access net-
work, range operations network, mission control network, system management operations, and telemetric applications.
The presentation will include current performance and capabilities of developmentally flight tested capabilities.  This course
is intended for anyone who needs an introduction to iNET technologies and system capabilities. It will be useful for par-
ticipants to have a basic knowledge of networking concepts. This short course is particularly beneficial for persons respon-
sible for or involved in flight test instrumentation and telemetry systems.

Thomas Grace,
NAVAIR

Patuxent River
& Ben Abbott,

SwRI

Principles &
Implementation of 
the IRIG 106-13

Chapter 10 Standard

This course offers an in-depth tutorial presentation of the IRIG 106-13 Chapter 10 Digital Recording Standard for onboard
and ground recorders and includes the draft Optical Systems Group High Speed Separation Video recording format defi-
nition.  Use of recording, reconstruction, and replay systems compliant with IRIG-106 Chapter 10 will be discussed as well
as recordings from Chapter 10/GigE Vision compliant High Speed Video Cameras.  The IRIG 106-15 version of Chapter 10
standard which is in work will also be presented.  The workshop leaders have pioneered IRIG-106 Chapter 10 standard
and uses throughout developmental test, operational test and operational fleets.

Al Berard,
Air Force Test

Center, Eglin AFB
& Mark Buckley,

Telspan Data

Spectrum and Signal
Analysis

This course explores the range of measurements that can be made with a vector spectrum analyzer, from swept
measurements of the RF spectrum through spur searches and pulsed signal measurements and on to more advanced
measurements like phase noise, noise figure and demodulation of communications signals.  The material presented is
suitable for beginners, but can also serve as a useful survey for more experienced users.

Donald
Vanderweit,

Keysight
Technologies

Basic Systems 
Engineering

This course studies end-to-end telemetry systems with their signal and noise characteristics. It concentrates on analysis
of data streams for efficient transfers over the communication link. Sampling, filtering, commutation, and RF link character-
istics are studied. Line Coding (NRZ-L, BIΦ-L, etc.) with their spectral (Fourier) characteristics, bandwidth and filtering
requirements are analyzed.  Benefits of using Forward Error Correction (FEC) for data transmission is explained (Block,
Convolutional, and Turbo Coding concepts are discussed).  Modulation techniques such as AM, PCM/FM, BPSK and QPSK
are analyzed; their Eb/N0 and BER performance characteristics are compared.  Learn dB/dBm concepts better. Course relies
on the basic mathematical principals of the system.

Halil Altan, 
Altan Tech
Consulting

Introduction to
Analyzing Ethernet

Data

With the proliferation of Ethernet as a data transport on multiple commercial and military aircraft and weapon systems
it is becoming even more important to get a basic understanding of how to analyze Ethernet data. This course will start
with an introduction to the OSI model and lay out the basics that make up Ethernet traffic. Then we'll look at the open
source Wireshark program and go through a crash course in using it to examine different types of Ethernet traffic. Finally
we'll look at using the Python programming language along with several libraries to actually analyze and decode data
embedded in Ethernet traffic.

Paul Ferrill, 
Avionics Test 
and Analysis
Corporation

SHORT COURSES
>MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2014 | 9:00AM–5:00PM

* Short courses continued on page 8



SHORT COURSES, continued

SHORT COURSES &
TECH SESSIONS

*Short course certificates provided upon request.

>MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2014 | 9:00AM–5:00PM
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Short Course Description Instructor

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

and RF

The course begins with an overview of electromagnetic theory and the many common uses of RF-microwaves today.
Concepts such as the frequency spectrum, basic physics of electro-magnetic wave reflection and propagation, standing
waves, power density, phase and polarity are discussed. The second section discusses RF-microwave components typically
found in telemetry systems, touching on design and applications. Consideration of antennas, transmissions lines,
couplers/splitters/combiners, hybrids, RF amplifiers, VCOs, isolators, attenuators, modulators, etc. is given. Concepts such
as “intermodulation”, “dynamic range” and, “linearity” are introduced.  The final section of the course addresses the appli-
cation of an end-to-end digital telemetry transceiving system. A typical airborne to ground station radio link is presented
with emphasis placed on “RF-centric issues” impacting radio link performance.

Mark McWhorter,
Lumistar, Inc.

Basics of Aircraft
Instrumentation

This course is an introduction to the full measurement chain, from sensor to graphic display. The course will cover modern
airborne data acquisition, recording, RF telemetry, and data reduction/processing systems. Emphasis is on practical
application of instrumentation devices, their operations, and best practices.

Carl Kowalski
& Jim Alich,

412 Test Wing
Edwards AFB

Introduction to
Scientific Test &

Analysis Techniques

With the increased emphasis that industry and DoD are placing on the use of scientific principles in the test and evaluation
environment, you may have heard of the term STAT (Scientific Test and Analysis Techniques).  This course will provide an
overview of some of the most important scientific test and analysis techniques used in test and evaluation activities.  This
course is intended for executives, leaders, managers, and practitioners who need to know what STAT includes and what it can
do for their organizations even if they might never design a test or evaluate its results.  No prior statistical knowledge is need-
ed to garner some key principles and take-aways from this course as the presentation will be in the KISS (Keep It Simple
Statistically) mode.  The course will be very practical, giving many examples and case studies of the techniques presented, as
well as Rules of Thumb which help bypass complexity.  

Dr. Mark Kiemele,
Air Academy
Associates

Introduction to
MATLAB

This is a hands-on course for practicing engineers who would like to learn how to leverage one of industry's most powerful
software tools: MATLAB.  Participants will gain the experience of writing their own MATLAB scripts.  Topics covered will
be basic MATLAB syntax, file I/O, data analysis, data reduction, data visualization, and algorithm development.  We will
explore MATLAB's basic tool set as well as additional tool boxes.  No programming experience is required.

** MATLAB software and a rental license will be provided as part of the course, however, participants will need to provide
their own laptop computer, and have administrative rights that will allow them to install the MATLAB software.

Grant Senn,
TRAX International,

LLC

ITC/USA 2014 TECHNICAL SESSIONS AND SESSION CHAIRS

>Tuesday, October 21
Session 1. Stories from 50 Years
of Telemetering Evolution * 
Mike Scardello, Systems Engineer

Session 2. Antennas & 
Tracking 1
Christian H. Winkelmann, Boeing

Session 3. Range Systems 1
Bruce Johnson, Chief Engineer, Aircraft
Instrumentation Division

Session 4. Network 1
Joseph Bilodeau, Technical Excellence,
Boeing Instrumentation & Data
Systems

Session 5. Processing 1
Steven Meyer, Head, Airborne
Instrumentation Systems Division
Project Coordination Branch, NAVAIR

Session 6. Modulation 1
Jesus Benitez, Electronics Engineer,
White Sands Missile Range

>Thursday, October 23
Session 19. US Spectrum 
Issues * 
Darrell Ernst, Operations Research
Scientist, ErnsTek LLC

Session 20. TENA
Jessica Moore, Systems & Integration,
Boeing Test & Evaluation

Session 21. Processing 3
Anita Johnson, Software Engineer,
Boeing Instrumentation & Data
Systems

Session 22. Network 2
Philip Ellerbrock, Technical Fellow, The
Boeing Company

Session 23. Antennas & Tracking
4
Jaime Reyes, Electronics Engineer, White
Sands Missile Range

Session 24. iNET 2
Richard D. Stiers, Boeing

Session 7. ICTS * 
Jean Claude Ghnassia, Systems
Engineer (Retired)

Session 8. iNET 1
Mark Wigent, Systems Engineer, 
Leidos

Session 9. Antennas & 
Tracking 2
Scott Kujiraoka, Project Manager,
NAVAIR

Session 10. Imaging 1
Kenneth A. Wihelm, Technical Lead
Engineer, Boeing Test & Evaluation

Session 11. Processing 2
Michael Van Meter, Head, Telemetry
Systems Branch, NAVAIR

Session 12. Modulation 2
Thomas Fisher, Technical Lead Engineer,
Boeing Test & Evaluation

Session 13. Metadata
Description Language (MDL)

Users Group* 
Lee Eccles, Technical Fellow, Boeing Test
& Evaluation

Session 14. Imaging 2
Shannon Wigent, Principal, Laulima
Systems

Session 15. Data Transport
Brian Keating, Electronics Engineer,
NAVAIR

Session 16. Antennas & Tracking
3
Jesus Nevarez, Electronics Engineer,
White Sands Missile Range

Session 17. Recollections &
Predictions
Kenneth Smith, Systems Engineer
(Retired)

Session 18. Range Systems 2
Jon Morgan, Telemetry Systems
Architect, JT3, Edwards Air Force Base

* Special Session

>Wednesday, October 22
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GUEST SPEAKERS

OPENING CEREMONY & KEYNOTE ADDRESS
>Tuesday, October 21, 2014  8:00am – 10:00am | Grand Ballroom

DOD T&E – A VIEW FROM THE TOP

This presentation will focus on Developmental Test & Evaluation in the Department of Defense
and many issues that directly affect the Ranges. This will set the stage for the remainder of the
conference as we continue to focus on identifying and discussing the past, present, and future
of telemetry.

ITC/USA’14 GUEST SPEAKERS

Keynote Speaker:
Dr. C. David Brown – Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, Developmental Test
& Evaluation Director, Test Resource Management Center

Dr. C. David Brown is the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Developmental Test & Evaluation
(DASD(DT&E)) and Director, Test Resource Management Center (TRMC). As the DASD(DT&E), he
serves as the principal advisor on developmental test and evaluation to the Secretary of Defense
(SECDEF) and the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics (USD(AT&L)).
Dr. Brown is responsible for DT&E policy and guidance in support of the acquisition of major
Department of Defense (DoD) weapons systems, and providing advocacy, oversight, and guidance to
the DT&E acquisition workforce.

In Dr. Brown’s role as Director, TRMC he advises the SECDEF and USD(AT&L) on matters pertain-
ing to the DoD’s Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB), the Nation’s critical range infrastruc-
ture for conducting effective test and evaluation (T&E). Additionally, he reviews and certifies proposed

T&E budgets of Military Departments and Defense Agencies, administers the Central Test and Evaluation Investment
Program (CTEIP), and oversees the DoD program for T&E science and technology.

Prior to his appointment in September of 2013, Dr. Brown was a consulting engineer for the MITRE Corporation and the
Institute for Defense Analyses in the areas of DoD program management, systems engineering, and test and evaluation. He
was also an adjunct professor and still teaches graduate courses in program management and systems engineering for Johns
Hopkins University. He previously served as the Director of the Combined Test Organization and Executive Director for
Test for the Army Future Combat Systems (FCS) program where he was responsible for planning and overseeing the test-
ing and evaluation for this multi-billion dollar revolutionary development program.

Before working on the FCS program, Dr. Brown was the Director for Test and Technology for the Army Developmental Test
Command, where he oversaw the management of more than 1700 tests annually, technical operations at five of the DoD
MRTFBs and six associated test sites, and an annual budget of over $450 million in investment in test support and test tech-
nology development. Dr. Brown was also the focal point for the Army’s application of modeling and simulation techniques
to technical test and evaluation, including the development of the Virtual Proving Ground, the Army’s multi-million dollar,
multi-year virtual testing program. He has also been a test instrumentation engineer, test director, test manager, and an active
Army Signal Corps officer in various leadership positions.

Dr. Brown became a member of the Senior Executive Service in 1999, holds two patents, and has authored numerous tech-
nical papers. He is a registered Professional Engineer, was a member of the Army Acquisition Corps, and is a retired Army
Reserve Colonel. He has a PhD in electrical engineering from the University of Delaware, and a MS in National Resource
Strategy from the National Defense University Industrial College of the Armed Forces. He is an active member of the
International Council on Systems Engineering and the International Test and Evaluation Association.
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LUNCHEON SPEAKERS

CONFERENCE LUNCHEON GUEST SPEAKERS

CONFERENCE LUNCHEON
>Wednesday, October 22, 2014
12:00pm – 2:00pm | Grand Ballroom
Dr. Coleman’s research focuses on wireless tattoo technology to trans-
mit vital medical data, bringing yesterday’s science fiction into today’s
reality.  His ultrathin devices can monitor brain waves, heart rates, and
other vital signs without tying a patient to a machine.

WIRELESS TATTOO TECHNOLOGY FOR

TRANSMITTING VITAL MEDICAL DATA

Luncheon Speaker:  Dr. Todd Coleman
Associate Professor, Department of Bioengineering at UCSD

Todd P. Coleman joined the Jacobs School of Engineering in 2011 as an associate professor in the Department of
Bioengineering.  He received bachelor’s degrees in electrical engineering (summa cum laude), as well as computer engineer-
ing (summa cum laude) from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, in 2000, along with master’s and doctoral degrees in
electrical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, in 2002, and 2005.  During the 2005-2006
academic year, he was a postdoctoral scholar in computational neuroscience at MIT and Massachusetts General Hospital.
From fall 2006 until June 2011, he was an assistant professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering and Neuroscience at
the University of Illinois, Urbana, Champaign.

Dr. Coleman, a National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship recipient, was awarded the University of
Michigan College of Engineering’s Senior Class Prize in 1999 and was awarded the MIT EECS Department’s M. J. Levin Award
for Best Masterworks Oral Thesis Presentation in 2002.  In fall 2008, he was a co-recipient of the University of Illinois
College of Engineering’s Grainger Award in Emerging Technologies for development of a novel, practical timing-based tech-
nology.  Beginning fall 2009, he served as a co-Principal Investigator on a five-year NSF IGERT interdisciplinary training grant
for graduate students, titled “Neuro-engineering:  A Unified Educational Program for Systems Engineering and
Neuroscience”.  Coleman also has been serving on the DARPA Information Science and Technology study group for a three-
year term, beginning fall 2009.  He was a Fellow with the University of Illinois Center for Advanced Study for the 2010-
2011 academic year.

HISTORICAL LUNCHEON

50 YEARS OF EVOLUTION IN TELEMETRY

The Historical Luncheon will highlight the events of the last 50 years involving telemetry technology, instrumentation, education, and manufacturing.  The
panel will provide humorous anecdotes from days gone by and provide a historical perspective leading to current telemetry practice. Be sure to stop by
the Historical Museum to view telemetry equipment of the past, such as a custom data processing board and a Milgo Plotter.

Moderator:
Bill Rymer – Retired
Mr. Rymer began work with Naval Aviation as a student trainee at Patuxent
River, MD in 1962.  He worked a specialty in spectral analysis and vibration
for most of his career.  He was head of Telemetry from 1982-2000 and retired
January 2001 as Head of Range Instrumentation in Atlantic Ranges & Facilities
at Patuxent.  He  worked part-time on Network Enhanced Telemetry for

Spiral Technology Corp. and OSD from 2001 through 2011.  Mr. Rymer is a Rotarian and
Life Member of IEEE.  He has also served on the  Board of Directors of the IFT from 2004-
2012 and was President for 4 years ,ending October 2012. 

Gene Law – Retired
Mr. Law has worked in the field of aeronautical telemetry since 1970.  His main
effort was providing engineering support to the Telemetry Group of the Range
Commanders Council.  He retired from the Weapons Instrumentation
Division of the Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, Point Mugu, CA

in 2006.  Mr. Law now works part-time for Jacobs Technology/Aegir Systems.

Dr. Stephen Horan – NASA
Stephen Horan, PhD is presently the Principal Investigator for Avionics and
Software within the Space Technology Mission Directorate of NASA.  In 2009, 
Dr. Horan joined NASA Langley Research Center as the spacecraft communica-
tions lead and ground systems lead for the CLARREO project.  

Lee Eccles – Boeing Test & Evaluation
Mr. Eccles was hired in 1962 into the Electrical Power Group on the B-52 in
Wichita, KS.  In 1963 he was transferred into a group writing AF technical manuals
for the B-52 and in 1964 was transferred into the Flight Test Calibration Lab. 
Mr. Eccles has participated in IEEE standards working groups as well as with the

Range Commanders Council - Telemetry Group on the IRIG-106 standards.

Warren Price – Retired
Mr. Price began his 40-year career in Telemetry at Defense Electronics, Inc.,in 1963
and moved to Microdyne Corporation in 1968.  He retired in 2003 as Western
Regional Sales Manager.  He was a member of the ITC Committee for 18 years and
on the board of International Foundation for Telemetering from 1985 to 2000. 

** Complete biographies of panelists can be found in the on-site program that will be available in October

>Tuesday, October 21, 2014

11:30pm – 1:00pm | Grand Ballroom





International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) 

The International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) is a nonprofit organization dedicated 
to serving the professional and technical interests of the "Telemetering Community." The 
IFT was confirmed as a nonprofit corporation in accordance with the applicable laws of 
the State of California on May 11, 1964. Our "Articles of Incorporation" are on file with 
the State of California. 
The basic purpose of the IFT is the promotion and stimulation of technical growth in 
telemetering and its allied arts and sciences. This is accomplished through sponsorship 
of technical forums, educational activities, and technical publications. The Foundation 
endeavors to promote unity in the "Telemetering Community" it serves, as well as ethical 
conduct and more effective effort among practicing professionals in the field. 
All activities of the IFT are governed by a Board of Directors selected from industry, 
science, and government. Board members are elected on the basis of their interest and 
recognition in the technical or management aspects of the use or supply of telemetering 
equipment and services. All are volunteers who serve with the support of their parent 
companies or agencies and receive no financial reward of any nature from the IFT. 
The IFT Board meets twice annually--once in conjunction with the annual ITC and, 
again, approximately six months from the ITC. The Board functions as a senior 
executive body that hears committee and special assignment reports and reviews, 
adjusts, and derives new policy as conditions dictate. A major Board function is that of 
fiscal management, including the allocation of funds within the scope of the Foundation's 
legal purposes. 
Participation in the IFT and the ITC does not require membership in the traditional 
sense; dues or membership fees are not required. 
The IFT sponsors the annual International Telemetering Conference (ITC). Each annual 
ITC is initially provided working funds by the IFT. The ITC management, however, plans 
and budgets to make each annual conference a self-sustaining financial success. This 
includes returning the initial IFT subsidy as well as modest earnings, the source of funds 
for IFT activities such as its education support program. The IFT also sponsors the 
Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee and the International Consortium for 
Telemetry Spectrum. 
In addition, a notable educational support program is carried out by the IFT. The IFT has 
sponsored numerous scholarships and fellowships in telemetry-related subjects at a 
number of colleges and universities since 1971. Student participation in the ITC is 
promoted by the solicitation of technical papers from students with a monetary award 
given for best paper at each conference. The IFT has established and continues to 
support programs at New Mexico State University, Brigham Young University, University 
of Arizona, University of Missouri – Rolla, and University of California Santa Barbara. 
The Foundation maintains master mail and email lists of personnel active in the field of 
telemetry for its own purposes. These lists include personnel from throughout the United 
States as well as from many other countries since international participation in IFT 
activities is invited and encouraged. New names and addresses or corrections can be 
added to these lists by visiting the IFT/ITC web site, www.telemetry.org. The web site 
also provides information about the ITC and other telemetry and IFT related activities. 



International Telemetering Conference (ITC) 

The International Telemetering Conference (ITC) is the primary forum through which the 
purposes of the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) are accomplished. It is 
the only nationwide annual conference dedicated to the subject of telemetry. The 
conference generally follows an established format which includes presentation of 
tutorial courses and technical papers, and exhibition of equipment, techniques, services 
and advanced concepts provided, for the most part, by the manufacturer or the 
supplying company. To complete a user-supplier relationship, each ITC often includes 
displays from major test and training ranges and other government and industrial 
elements whose mission needs serve to guide manufacturers to tomorrow's products. 

Each ITC is normally two and one half days in duration preceded by a day of tutorials 
and standards meetings. A Keynote Technical Session, to which all conferees are 
invited, is generally the initial event. A Moderator and Panel Members prominent in their 
respective fields form the Keynote Technical Session which addresses a particular 
theme and is also available for questions from the audience. The purpose of this event 
is to highlight and further communicate future concepts and equipment needs to system 
developers and suppliers. From that point, papers are presented in four half-day periods 
of concurrent Technical Sessions that are organized to allow the attendee to choose the 
topic of primary interest. The Technical Sessions are conducted by voluntary Technical 
Session Chairmen and include a wide variety of papers both domestic and international. 
Additionally, the program offers a Keynote Luncheon featuring a distinguished speaker 
who will discuss a topic of direct interest to the telemetry community. 

Each annual ITC is organized and conducted by a General Chair and a Technical 
Program Chair selected and appointed by the IFT Board of Directors. Both chairmen are 
prominent in the organizations they represent (government, industry, or academia) and 
are generally well-known and command technical and managerial respect. Both have 
most likely served the previous year's conference as Vice Chairs. In this way, continuity 
between conferences is achieved and the responsible individuals can proceed with 
increased confidence. The chairs are supported by a standing Conference Committee of 
over twenty volunteers who are essential to the conference organizational effort. Both 
chairs and all who serve in the organization and management of each annual ITC do so 
without any form of salary or financial reward. The organizational affiliate of each 
individual who serves not only agrees to the commitment of their time to the ITC but also 
assumes the obligation of that individual's ITC-related travel expenses. This, of course, 
is in recognition of the technical service rendered by the conferences.  

Those companies and agencies that exhibit at the ITC pay a floor space rental fee which 
provides the major financial support for each conference. Although the annual chairs 
and the standing committee are credited for successful ITCs, the exhibitors also deserve 
high praise for their faithful and generous support. 

A major feature of each annual ITC is the proceedings in DVD-ROM format. The DVD 
contains proceedings and technical papers from multiple prior conferences as well as 
the current conference and is included with a paid regular conference registration. The 
DVD is also is available for purchase after the conference through the IFT/ITC web site, 
www.telemetry.org. 



Telemetry Learning Center at 
Missouri S&T 

 
The IFT established a Telemetry Learning Center at the Missouri University 
of Science and Technology to introduce telemetry and system design 
projects into the curriculum, and to support a wide range of projects which 
use telemetry.  Many of the projects have been in non-DoD related areas, 
including alternative/green energy applications, transportation systems, and 
infrastructure health monitoring. 
 
Recently a team of four undergraduate students from S&T was awarded the 
top undergraduate student paper prize at ITC for their description of a semi-
autonomous quadrotor aircraft.  The students designed and fabricated a three 
axis accelerometer and gyro instrumentation package, signal conditioning 
hardware, microcontroller board, power electronics to control the brushless 
DC motors, and RF communication link.  They wrote software for the 
microcontroller to control the aircraft, and allow it to make a number of pre-
programmed maneuvers.  In addition there was user interface and data 
logging software which was executed on a PC platform.  This project is 
typical of many at the Telemetry Learning Center, in that students are 
encouraged to take on system-level design and integration tasks. 
 

 
 
Another system level project involved an image processing system that 
would autonomously survey an area and watch for objects that appeared 
unusual.  It would then estimate the location, size and direction of movement 



of these objects, reporting the results to a central location.  The project 
involved mechanical design, image processing, microcontroller based 
design, two levels of RF communications, and user interface design. 
 

 
 
A semi-annual competition that S&T participates in is the Solar Decathlon 
challenge.  Selected universities are invited to design a house which is as 
comfortable and attractive as a modern apartment – but which relies 
exclusively on renewable sources of energy.  The homes must also be 
constructed using currently available technology – and then transported to 
the National Mall in Washington D.C. for judging. A variety of students 
working on this project have also been supported by the IFT.  Enough of 
these houses have been built that S&T now sports a “solar village” 
 
 
 



 
consisting of 4 residences where students and their families can live near 
campus, but without using conventional utilities.  An outgrowth of the Solar 
Decathlon projects has been a series of design teams that investigate 
monitoring and telemetering of data collected by wireless sensor networks in 
residential and commercial structures.  In one recent application the sensor 
network monitored utility usage in a structure, to identify anomalous usage 
and send an alarm over a conventional cellular phone network. 

 



To introduced students to system level design earlier in the curriculum, the  
Telemetry Learning Center is working with the IFT and Rolla Engineered 
Solutions to develop an inexpensive robotics platform, the LabRat™.  Early 
in their academic career students purchase the components for the robot, and 
learn how to identify, handle, and assemble the parts.  In subsequent 
laboratories the platform is used to introduce students to the equipment, 
theories, and experimental procedures needed in the electrical and computer 
engineering program.  Students are encouraged to develop their own 
additions and modifications to the platform. 
 

 
Other projects supported by the TLC include: Multiple-Input Multiple 
Output Channels for air-to-ground telemetry systems, cognitive radio 
systems, nanosat support, structural health monitoring of civil engineering 
structures, sensor networks, health monitoring and performance analysis of 
composite materials, telemetry for autonomous vehicles, and SAE formula 
race cars. 

 



The technical breadth of the telemetry community, combined with the 
flexibility of the IFT support, has made the TLC a particularly useful and 
adaptable center. The TLC is often used to support projects initiated outside 
the center.  This support has provided welcome relief to many teams who 
have discovered that they overlooked, or failed to allocate enough resources 
for, the telemetry and data logging aspects of their designs. 
 
Faculty specializing in communications, image processing, electromagnetic 
compatibility and power distribution all participate in the TLC activities. A 
distance education curriculum has been developed at Missouri S&T in 
cooperation with the University of Southern California (USC) and the 
Boeing Company to offer a Master of Science degree in Systems 
Engineering to non-traditional graduate students. Using the World Wide 
Web, and other means of electronic delivery, students from across the U.S., 
and throughout the world, can participate in selected courses taught on the 
MST and USC campuses. 
 
The IFT funds have been used to leverage additional support from a variety 
of public and private sources, providing students with improved test 
equipment including high frequency signal sources, scopes, spectrum 
analyzers, printed circuit board fabrication equipment, SMT assembly and 
rework stations, and assorted test equipment. 
Travel funding has also been supplied by the IFT, to allow students to attend 
the ITC conferences.  In addition to providing technical stimulation for the 
students, it has given some Midwestern students their first taste of Las Vegas 
and Southern California (and some have never been the same since). 
 
The faculty, staff, and students at Missouri S&T would like to thank the IFT, 
and the ITC participants for their many years of support, guidance and 
encouragement. 



 

 

ANNUAL REPORT 
University of California, Santa Barbara 

May 2014 

 

 

Graduate Research 

 

During the 2013-14 academic year, the graduate research projects in the Imaging Systems 

Laboratory include (1) dynamically reconfigurable medical ultrasound imaging, (2) 

microwave subsurface target imaging and classification, and (3) sensor networks and 

imaging arrays. The third project consists of two components of (a) ultra-low drive 

voltage Mach-Zehnder intensity modulators and (b) signal detection and parameter 

estimation for software-defined communication systems. 

 

Undergraduate Research 

 

The undergraduate research projects during the current academic year include (1) 

hexagonal microwave imaging unit, (2) visual correction for maculopathy, and (3) 

wireless networking of smoke and CO detectors. The first one is a senior capstone 

project, which is the extension of the project from the previous academic cycle. The third 

project is in the first phase, being carried out by a two-member team of sophomore 

students. 

 

Student Project Demonstration 

 

The ECE Department approved only seven senior capstone projects for the senior honor 

projects class (ECE 188AB) for 2013-14 academic year. Our project was selected as one 

of the seven. The team consists of three undergraduate seniors. (All three members 

attended ITC 2013.) The team is scheduled to present their work on the Capstone-Project 

Demonstration Day on June 5, 2014. 

 

Research Exchange Program 

 

The Imaging Systems Laboratory plans to continue the research exchange program with 

industry this upcoming summer. The industrial partners selected for the program for this 

academic year are (1) US DoE Special Technology Lab, (2) Akela Inc, and (3) Arthrex.  

The technical topics of the exchange program include sensor networks, microwave 

imaging, and image processing for telemedicine. 

 

ITC Participations 

 

Three papers were submitted by the UCSB team and accepted for presentation at ITC 

2014. The current size of the research group is 9 students. (One senior PhD student is 



scheduled to graduate this summer.) Thus, the UCSB student team at ITC 2014 will be 8 

members, if there are not conflicts with their midterm-exam schedule. 

 

IFT Endowment 

 

The 7
th

 installment was received in January. The accumulation of the principal has 

reached $350K. With the interest, the balance in January was $441,931. We will receive 

another financial report of the IFT endowment account at the end of June, and will 

provide another update in the October meeting. 

 

Request of Financial Support 

 

The research activities of the Imaging Systems Laboratory at UCSB, at both the graduate 

and undergraduate level, have been fully funded by various agencies. Thus, UCSB does 

not have a request of funding support from IFT for the 2014-15 academic year. 
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2013-14 Activities 

  12 Papers (4 undergrad, 8 graduate) at ITC 2013 
 First Place, Undergraduate Student Paper Contest 

 Second Place, Graduate Student Paper Contest 

 35 UofA Attendees at ITC 2013 
 22 Undergraduate Students  

 9 Graduate Students  

 4 Faculty Members 

 ITC 2013 Tech Chair 

 Hosted Telemetering Foundation Board Meeting 

 Member 
 Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee 

 Coding and data compression subcommittee 

 6 Papers submitted to ITC 2014 

 Started Autonomous Vehicle Club 
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ITC 2013 Graduate Student Papers  

 Validation for Visually Lossless Compression of Stereo 

Images 

 Student: Hsin-Chang Feng 

 Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Ali Bilgin 

 Spread Spectrum Signal Detection from Compressive 

Measurements 

 Student: Feng Liu 

 Advisors: Michael Marcellin, Nathan Goodman and Ali Bilgin 

 Low-Complexity Iterative Reconstruction Algorithms in 

Compressed Sensing 

 Student: Ludovic Danjean 

 Advisors: Bane Vasic, Michael Marcellin and David Declercq 
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ITC 2013 Graduate Student Papers 

 Calibration of High Dimensional Compressive Sensing 

Systems: A Case Study in Compressive Hyperspectral 

Imaging 
 Students: Phillip Poon and Matthew Dunlop 

 Advisors: Esteban Vera, Dathon Golish and Michael Gehm 

 Adaptive, Feature-Specific Spectral Imaging Classifier 

(AFSSI-C) 
 Students: Matthew Dunlop and Phillip Poon 

 Advisors: Dathon Golish, Esteban Vera and Michael Gehm 

 Direction of Arrival Estimation Improvement for Closely 

Spaced Electrically Small Antenna Array 
 Student: Xiaoju Yu 

 Advisor: Hao Xin 

 Second Place – Student Paper Contest 
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ITC 2013 Graduate Student Papers 

 Combined Modulation and Error Correction Decoder for 

TDMR using Generalized Belief Propagation 

 Student: Mehrdad Khatami 

 Advisor: Bane Vasic 

 Optical Orbital Angular Momentum for Secure and Power 

Efficient Point-to-Point Wireless Communications 

 Student: Mohammed Alfowzan 

 Advisor: Bane Vasic 
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ITC 2013 Undergrad Student Papers 

 Near Field Wireless Power Transmission for Small Electronics 
 Students: Jared Eberhard, Christian von Oppenfeld, John Manos, Aniket Patel, 

Meshal Althawab, Alex Tavour and Alan Hernandez 

 Faculty Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Hao Xin 

 Collar-Integrated Small Mammal GPS Tracker 
 Students: Ina Kundu, Sean Rice, Kevin Klug, Hao Chen, Yizhou Zhong, and 

Elizabeth Marquez 

 Faculty Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Kathleen Melde  

 National Aeronautics and Space Administration Remote Image 

System Acquisition 
 Students: Josh Gustafson, John Kay, Janelle Pilar, Rafael Rojas, Lance Sylvester, 

and Rachel Trojahn 

 Faculty Advisors: Elmer Grubbs and Michael Marcellin 

 Machine Vision and Autonomous Integration into an Unmanned 

Aircraft System 
 Students: Brendan Clasby, Anshul Jatin Shah, Chris Van Horne, and Justin Van 

Horne 

 Advisors: James Dianics, Hermann Fasel and Michael Marcellin 

 First Place – Student Paper Contest 
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ITC 2013 Attendees 
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Time Difference of Arrival for Small Mammal 
Tracking System 
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A Novel Method for 3D Printing High 
Conductivity Alloys for UHF Applications 
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Remote Image System Acquisition 
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Small Offroad Vehicle Electronic Dashboard 
Display 
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Thanks! 

 Thanks for your generous support 

 IFT funding is key to our program! 



NMSU Report to the IFT Board of 

Directors – May 2014 

Dr. Charles D. Creusere, Frank Carden Chair in 
Telemetering & Telecommunications 

Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/northernireland/yourplaceandmine/images/helpabout/keyboard_250x145.jpg
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Topics 

• Topics 

– NMSU Update 

– Educational Programs 

– Research Programs 

– IFT Scholarship Winners 

– ITC 

– New Initiatives 

 



NMSU Update 

• Klipsch School Faculty: 
• Drs. Phillip Deleon, Deva Borah, Laura Boucheron, Charles Creusere 

continue on the faculty in the Signals and Systems area 

• Dr. Joerg Kliewer (Comms/Information Theory) left in December for 

New Jersey Institute of Technology 

• The search for a replacement is ongoing 

• Dr Vojin Okglobja officially left the faculty in January 

• Dr. Jeanine Cook (Computer Engineering) formally leaves the faculty 

in September for Sandia Labs 

• Dr. Wenxin Lui (Power) is leaving the faculty in August for Lehigh 

University  



NMSU Update 
• We started searches Spring 2014 to replace Joerg 

& Vojin 

• One Communications position and one computer 

engineering position 

• It is not clear at this time whether or not the 

Dean will allow us to fill the other two 

positions. 
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NMSU Update 

• Department Head: Unchanged 

• Dr. Satish Ranade continues serving as Department Head 

• NMSU president 

• Dr. Garrey Carruthers was selected May 2013 

• Most recently, Dean of the College and Business and a former New 

Mexico governor 

• NMSU Provost: Dr. Dan Howard (Computational Biology) 

started in August 2013 

• The 3 year review of ENG Dean Ricardo Jacquez was not 

positive -> he is now half way through a 1 year ‘probationary’ 

period 
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Educational Programs 

• This year’s student capstone projects: 
• Burrow Cam 

• Computer Interface Controlled Alcohol Dispensing Appliance 

• Wireless Workout 

• CCD Spectrometer 

• Microgrid Communications Infrastructure 

• New Mexico BEST Test Station 

• New Mexico Space Grant Rocket II 

• University Nanosat Power System 

• White Sands Test Facility Sniffer II 
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Research Programs 
• Creusere: 

– 3 current externally-funded research projects (NSF, NGA, NASA) 

– One proposal white paper under review (NSF-BRAIN) 

– Publications: 

– 2 journal papers in review 

– 2 2014 ITC papers 

– 4 papers at other conferences 



ITC 2014 and Journal Papers 

Two graduate student papers are planned for submission to 

ITC 2014 and the abstracts have already been submitted.  

One journal paper (based on NSF funding) titled “A single-

input multiple-output optical system for mobile 

communication: modeling and validation” by J. Perez-

Ramirez and D. K. Borah has been published this year in 

the journal IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, Feb. 2014. 

One journal paper (based on NSF funding) is currently 

revised and resubmitted to IEEE Transactions on Vehicular 

Technology. 
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NSF Funded Research: Optical MIMO  

• High speed digital wireless communications using 

light emitting diodes (LEDs).  

• Currently exploring how an array of LEDs, i.e., MIMO 

can be optimally used to increase data throughput. 

• Current work also includes laboratory validation on 

high speed mobile communication for the LED MIMO 

systems. 

• One senior capstone project, related to the NSF grant,  

is planned to be offered in the Fall 2014 semester.  
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2013 IFT Scholarship Winners 

• Stepheny Perez (Junior, CS, 3.65) 

• Joshua Michalenko (Senior, 3.92) 

• Fransico Sanchez (Senior, 3.71) 

• John Gariano (Senior, 3.81) 

• Jeremy Smith, (Junior, ENG-Phys, 3.7) 
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ITC 

• NMSU presented 5 papers to ITC 2013 

• Capstone group (advised by Deva Borah) won 

the 2nd place Undergraduate student paper award 

• 12 students: the 5 scholarship winners plus 7 

students who had authored papers (thanks Cliff 

for the extra 2!). 

• ITC 2014:   

• 4 papers submitted 
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Fruits of IFT Gift 

• Real-time communications component for 

EE314 (Signals and Systems II) lab 

• The ETT-101 simulators and supporting 

virtual instrumentation package arrived in 

early August and have been incorporated 

into the EE314 lab—students are on their 

final week of Comms experiments this week 

• They still really like them! 



A day in the Lab 



IFT Professorship Review 

• By NMSU policy, all professorships are subject to 

review every 3 years 

• The IFT Professorship held by Dr. Deva Borah is 

up for review this year. 

• The review committee will need a representative 

from the IFT 

• This 1st review is non-competed 

• The position will only be opened to general competition if 

the committee feels that the holder is doing poorly 



New Initiative 

• DoD Center of Excellence in ‘Research Data 

Analysis’ 

• Limited to HBCU/MI universities 

• 5 year period / up to $5,000,000 

• Requires at least 2 collaborating organizations 

• RFP just came out May 1; still studying details & 

formulating a plan of attack 

• There will certainly be an internal competition 

• May request IFT Board input. 



 

Telemetry Laboratory 
Brigham Young University 

 
Summary 

The BYU Telemetry Laboratory was established in 
1992 with a generous grant from the International 
Foundation for Telemetering (IFT). Subsequent 
grants and donations from the IFT, industry, and 
private donations were used to create the Jim Abrams 
Professorship in 2003. Professor Michael Rice, 
director of the BYU Telemetry Laboratory is the 
current recipient of the Professorship. 

The research focus of the BYU Telemetry Laboratory 
is aeronautical telemetry. Research projects include 
error control coding for aeronautical telemetry, 
multipath channel models for aeronautical telemetry, 
multipath mitigation techniques such as adaptive 
equalization and OFDM; theoretical analyses of 
PCM/FM, SOQPSK-TG, and ARTM CPM modula-
tions; and multi-antenna communications for 
aeronautical telemetry. 

Preamble-Assisted Equalization for 
Aeronautical Telemetry 
Multipath interference remains one of the dominant 
causes of link outages at most ranges. Previously 
fielded equalizers were based on blind adaptive 
algorithms, and the performance of these equalizers 
did not instill confidence that they were an effective 
multipath mitigation technique. In this project, we 
explore the performance of equalizers that leverage 
the presence of periodically inserted preamble 
sequences in the serial streaming telemetry signal. 
The preamble, based on the iNET packet definition, 
can be used to generate an estimate of the multipath 
channel impulse response. This information is used to 
compute the optimum (or nearly-optimum) equalizer 
filter. 

This is a multi-university collaboration involving 
Brigham Young University (lead), University of 
Kansas, Morgan State University, and the University 
of Texas at Dallas. Our corporate partners are 
Quasonix, LLC, who provided modified transmitters 

and receivers to support the project, and NVidia, who 
donated two GPUs to support the cause. 

 

 

 

Wildlife Telemetry 
This project, in collaboration with researcher in the 
BYU Plant and Wildlife Management Department, is 
focused on designing and building next-generation 
tracking devices for wildlife. We will apply many 
principles common to aeronautical telemetry: 
ruggedized instrumentation designed to survive 
extreme environments, low power and power-
efficient electronics, efficient radio links.  

 

 



COTS Software-Defined Radio for Aero-
nautical Telemetry 
One day, we were thinking and asked, “How does a 
COTS Software-Defined Radio compare to the 
PCM/FM and SOQPSK-TG demodulators for sale at 
ITC?” It is a bold question for a university type to 
ask, but we thought the question might be interesting. 
So we assembled the gear necessary to construct a 
COTS-based software defined radio and we are 
currently programming PCM/FM and SOQPSK-TG 
modes in the radios. 

For the RF front end, we are using the USRP N210 
radio from Ettis Research. The basic idea is 
summarized in the figure below. The universal serial 
radio peripheral (USRP) tunes to the desired carrier 
frequency, filters, and samples the continuous-time 
waveform. The samples are transferred to the 
computational platform, the Digilent ZYBO 
development board, for synchronization and 
demodulation. The demodulated bits are output to a 
bit error rate tester (BERT).   

 
A second instantiation, shown below, replaces the 
ZYBO board with a Raspberry Pi. 

 
 

Two student teams, shown below, are competing to 
see which approach is best.  

 



Telemetry @ KU 

Erik Perrins 

Associate Professor 

University of Kansas—EECS 



 Overview of Telemetry-Related Research Projects 

 Recent results on Burst-Mode Synchronization of SOQPSK 

 Student Participation at ITC 

Outline 



Projects 

Overview of Recent Projects 

 Sponsors: SET T&E, AFOSR, ONR, MDA. 

 Principals: 9 investigators, 4 universities, 2 companies 

 Research Outputs: 22 journal papers, 50+ conf. papers, 4 
Best Paper Awards, 8 PhD students, 14 MS students, 1 
PostDoc. 

“Equipment to Support Research for the Impending Spectrum 
Crisis” 

“Miniaturized, Power Efficient C-band Telemetry” 

“Dual S & C-Band Telemetry Transmitter System” 

“Modulation Agile Radio for Aeronautical Telemetry” 

“Preamble Assisted Equalization for Aeronautical Telemetry” 

“Burst-Mode Synchronization for CPM” 

“Aeronautical Network and Transport Protocols for iNET” 

“High-Rate High-Speed Forward Error Correction 

Architectures” 

“Enhanced Forward Error Correction Schemes for Aeronautical 

Telemetry” 



 These are both STTR topics, they are sponsored by: 
 Missile Defense Agency (MDA) 

 Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) 

 KU was approached by a total of five small-business partners 
 We elected to partner with Quasonix, LLC, on both projects 

 Current Status: 
 The Phase II contract for the MDA STTR started on 05-Feb-2014 

 The Phase II contract for the AFOSR STTR is currently in negotiation 

 KU’s proposed effort includes: 
 Compact, high performance frequency synthesizers designed to 

accommodate simultaneous S-Band and C-Band operation. 

 An accessory external RF output combiner / diplexer structure for 
use in conjunction with the dual band transmitter to allow both S-
Band and C-Band outputs to share a single antenna cable, or to 
facilitate the use of a single dual band antenna 

 

 

“Dual S & C-Band Telemetry Transmitter 

System” 

“Miniaturized, Power Efficient C-band 

Telemetry” 



 Started 6-Mar-2013 (the first year is now complete) 

 This is a 3-year 4-university project sponsored by the T&E SET 

Office 

 BYU (lead) 

 KU 

 UT-Dallas 

 Morgan State 

 KU’s scope of work is: 

 Developing various demodulators and synchronizers for SOQPSK 

 Support the integration of equalizer algorithms with these 

demodulators 

“Preamble Assisted Equalization for 

Aeronautical Telemetry (PAQ)” 



Burst-Mode Synchronization of 

CPM 

 Comprehensive formulation 

as a four-way joint problem: 

 Start-of-signal detection 

 Carrier frequency estimation 

 Carrier phase estimation 

 Symbol timing estimation 



 Objectives of this research: 

 Establish Cramér-Rao bounds (CRBs) for joint estimation 

of carrier frequency, carrier phase, and symbol timing 

offsets. 

 The CRBs will be a function of the training sequence. 

 Use these CRBs as a design tool to identify the optimal 

training sequence (hopefully it turns out to be “useful”), and 

its length. 

 Design synchronization algorithms around this training 

sequence and (hopefully) achieve estimation accuracy near 

the CRBs. 

Burst-Mode Synchronization of 

CPM 



 Optimized CRB/FIM is of the 

form: 

 

 

 Symbol timing estimate can 

be decoupled from carrier 

frequency and carrier phase. 

 Conditions that minimize the 

CRBs are: 
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where T0 is the observation length, Re[·] is the real part

operator and ∗ represents the complex conjugate operation.

Note that T0 = L 0Ts , which is equal to the preamble duration.

The nine partial derivatives required for the computation of

the FIM are

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂ f d ∂ f d

= − 4π2t2 Es

Ts

e− j (2πf d t + θ) e− j φ( t− τ ;α ) (7)

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂ f d ∂θ
=

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂θ∂ f d

= − 2πt
Es

Ts

e− j (2πf d t + θ)e− j φ( t− τ ;α )

(8)

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂ f d ∂τ
=

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂τ ∂ f d

= − 2πt
∂φ(t − τ ; α )

∂τ

Es

Ts

e− j (2πf d t + θ) e− j φ( t− τ ;α )

(9)

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂θ∂θ
= −

Es

Ts

e− j (2πf d t + θ) e− j φ( t− τ ;α ) (10)

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂θ∂τ
=

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂τ ∂θ

= −
∂φ(t − τ ; α )

∂τ

Es

Ts

e− j (2πf d t + θ) e− j φ( t− τ ;α )

(11)

∂2s∗ (t , u ,α )

∂τ ∂τ
= − j

∂2φ(t − τ ; α )

∂τ 2
−

∂φ(t − τ ; α )

∂τ

2

×
Es

Ts

e− j (2πf d t + θ) e− j φ( t− τ ;α ) .

(12)

Substituting the above equations and s(t , u ,α ) of (3) in (6)

cancels out the exponential terms. After taking the integral,

we obtain the simplified FIM elements for the CPM as

I 11(u) =
8π2T 3

0

3Ts

Es

N0

(13)

I 12(u) = I 21(u) =
2πT 2

0

Ts

Es

N0

(14)

I 22(u) =
2T0

Ts

Es

N0

(15)

I 13(u) = I 31(u) =
4π E s

N 0

Ts

T0

0

t
∂φ(t − τ ; α )

∂τ
dt (16)

I 23(u) = I 32(u) =
2 E s

N 0

Ts

T0

0

∂φ(t − τ ; α )

∂τ
dt (17)

I 33(u) =
2 E s

N 0

Ts

T0

0

∂φ(t − τ ;α )

∂τ

2

dt. (18)

It is observed that the FIM elements for the frequency offset

and carrier phase estimation when the timing is assumed to be

perfectly known, i.e., I 11, I 12, I 21, I 22, do not depend on either

the data sequence or the CPM characteristics [namely, M , h,

L , and q(t)]. In fact, they only depend on the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR), observation length and symbol duration. On the

other hand, I 13, I 31, I 23, I 32, and I 33 do depend on various

modulated signal properties such as α , M , h, L , and q(t) due

to the presence of φ(t ;α ) in the corresponding equations.

The derivative of the CPM phase for the data sequence α

and symbol timing τ is

∂φ(t − τ ; α )

∂τ
= − 2πh

L 0− 1

i = 0

α i g(t − i Ts − τ ), (19)

where g(t) ∂q(t)/ ∂ t is the frequency pulse. After substi-

tuting (19) in (16) to (18), the five FIM elements which are

related to the symbol timing become

I 13(u) = I 31(u) = −
8π2h E s

N 0

Ts

L 0− 1

i = 0

α i

T0

0

tg(t − i Ts − τ ) dt

(20)

I 23(u) = I 32(u) = −
4πh E s

N 0

Ts

L 0− 1

i = 0

α i

T0

0

g(t − i Ts − τ ) dt

(21)

I 33(u) =
8π2h2 E s

N 0

Ts

×

L 0− 1

i = 0

L 0− 1

j = 0

α i α j

T0

0

g(t − i Ts − τ )g(t − j Ts − τ ) dt,

(22)

where we have changed the order of integration and sum-

mation in each of the above derivations. Finally, we can

summarize the FIM as

I (u) =
1

Ts

Es

N0

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

8π2 T 3
0

3
2πT 2

0 − 8π2hA

2πT 2
0 2T0 − 2πhB

− 8π2hA − 2πhB 8π2h2C

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ . (23)

where the variables A , B and C are

A =

L 0− 1

i = 0

α i

T0

0

tg(t − i Ts − τ ) dt (24)

B =

L 0− 1

i = 0

α i

T0

0

g(t − i Ts − τ ) dt (25)

C =

L 0− 1

i = 0

L 0− 1

j = 0

α i α j

T0

0

g(t − i Ts − τ )g(t − j Ts − τ ) dt.

(26)

Note that each of these variables is a function of only τ and

not f d or θ.

Although the integrals required in the computation of A , B

and C can be computed numerically, we can exploit the prop-

erties of the CPM phase response and simplify/approximate

the computations. We begin the approximation of A by

changing the integration variable to u = t − i Ts − τ

A =

L 0− 1

i = 0

α i

T0 − i Ts − τ

− i Ts − τ

(u + i Ts + τ )g(u) du

=

L 0− 1

i = 0

α i

T0 − i Ts − τ

− i Ts − τ

ug(u) du + (i Ts + τ )
T0 − i Ts − τ

− i Ts − τ

g(u) du

≈

L 0− 1

i = 0

α i Γ +
τ

2
+ i

Ts

2
, (27)



[With CPM, the data symbols modulate the frequency of the 
signal] 

 This result is very general, and applies to all CPM schemes. 

 This data pattern optimizes (minimizes) all three CRBs [i.e., 
we did not have to resort to any kind of “Plan B”]. 

 CRBs for frequency and phase are the same for all CPM 
schemes [MSK, GMSK, etc]; timing CRB varies with each 
CPM scheme. 

Optimal Training Sequence 



Timing CRB for Various CPMs 
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3) 1RC CPM shows the largest deviations from the 1REC

phase response because its frequency pulse is full re-

sponse (non-overlapping) and has the highest peak.

Based on the above discussion, we approximate the phase

response of any given CPM signal to the optimum preamble

α ∗ with a delayed version of 1REC CPM to α ∗ and the same

h . In fact, the optimum preamble enables us to accurately

apply a piecewise linear approximation to the phase of CPM.

Therefore, the approximated phase response can be mathemat-

ically expressed as

φ(t , α ∗ )≈

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

− (M − 1)πh t− T l

Ts
Tl < t ≤ T0

4
+ Tl

(M − 1)πh
t− T l − T0 / 2

Ts

T0

4
+ Tl < t ≤ 3T0

4
+ Tl

− (M − 1)πh t− T l − T0

Ts

3T0

4
+ Tl < t ≤ T0 + Tl

0 otherwise
(7)

where Tl is fixed for a given CPM and is known to the

receiver. In the Appendix, it is shown that Tl =
(L − 1)

2
Ts

for symmetric g(t), which is the case for rectangular, raised-

cosine and Gaussian pulse shapes. In the rest of our discussion,

we assume the channel observation starts from t = Tl , and

hence, we ignore Tl . In practice, we can append ⌈Tl / Ts⌉
“− (M − 1) symbols” to the end of the preamble for partial-

response CPMs in order to avoid unwanted variations at the

end of the observation interval, which is now shifted by

Tl . Thus, we use (7) to express sε [n] during the preamble

transmission as

sε [n]≈

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

exp[− j (M − 1)πh( n
N
− ε)] 0 < n ≤ N L 0

4

exp[+ j (M − 1)πh( n
N
− L 0

2
− ε)] N L 0

4
< n ≤ 3N L 0

4

exp[− j (M − 1)πh( n
N
− L 0− ε)] 3N L 0

4
< n ≤ N L 0.

(8)

We take advantage of the above approximation in order to

simplify the LLF and its maximization algorithm. Using (8)

in (6) results in

Λ∗ (r ; ν̃, θ̃, ε̃)≈Re e− j θ̃

N L 0 / 4− 1

n = 0

e− j 2πν̃n r [n]ej (M − 1)πh (n / N − ε̃ )

+

3N L 0 / 4− 1

n = N L 0 / 4

e− j 2πν̃n r [n]e− j (M − 1)πh (n / N − L 0 / 2− ε̃ )

+

N L 0− 1

n = 3N L 0 / 4

e− j 2πν̃n r [n]ej (M − 1)πh (n / N − L 0 − ε̃)

(9)

where Λ∗ (·) represents the joint LLF given α ∗ . It is evident

from (9) that the symbol timing is now decoupled from the

frequency offset and can be moved outside the summations of

the LLF. Hence, (9) can be simplified as

Λ∗ (r ; ν̃, θ̃, ε̃) ≈

Re e− j θ̃ e− j (M − 1)πh ε̃λ1(ν̃) + ej (M − 1)πh ε̃λ2(ν̃)

(10)

where

λ1(ν̃) =

N L 0 / 4− 1

n = 0

e− j 2πν̃n r [n]ej (M − 1)πhn / N

+ e− j (M − 1)πhL 0

N L 0− 1

n = 3N L 0 / 4

e− j 2πν̃n r [n]ej (M − 1)πhn / N

(11)

and

λ2(ν̃) = ej (M − 1)πhL 0 / 2

3N L 0 / 4− 1

n = N L 0 / 4

e− j 2πν̃n r [n]e− j (M − 1)πhn / N .

(12)

As the estimation parameters are now decoupled, the maxi-

mization of the LLF becomes straightforward. Let us proceed

by denoting the term in (10) which corresponds to symbol

timing and frequency offset as

Γ(ν̃, ε̃) = e− j (M − 1)πh ε̃λ1(ν̃) + ej (M − 1)πh ε̃λ2(ν̃). (13)

It is easily seen that for any value of (ν̃, ε̃), Λ∗ (·) is maximized

by choosing θ̃ such that it rotates Γ(ν̃, ε̃) towards the real axis,

i.e.,

θ̃ = arg{ Γ(ν̃, ε̃)} . (14)

which reduces the LLF to |Γ(ν̃, ε̃)|. Thus, the ML estimates

of ν̃ and ε̃ are found by maximizing

|Γ(ν̃, ε̃)|2 = |λ1(ν̃)|2+ |λ2(ν̃)|2+2Re[e− j 2(M − 1)πh ε̃λ1(ν̃)λ∗
2(ν̃)]

(15)

with respect to (ν̃, ε̃). The first two terms on the right-hand

side of (15) do not depend on ε̃. Using a similar argument as

θ̃, the third term is maximized by selecting ε̃ according to

ε̃ =
arg{ λ1(ν̃)λ∗

2(ν̃)}

2(M − 1)πh
(16)

so that the term inside the real part operator in (15) be-

comes purely real and equal to |λ1(ν̃)λ∗
2(ν̃)|. Therefore, the

maximization of the LLF is now a one-dimensional problem

that results in the ML estimate of ν. This can be expressed

mathematically in the form of

ν̂ = argmax
ν̃

{ X (ν̃) = |λ1(ν̃)| + |λ2(ν̃)|} (17)

which in turn leads to the ML estimates of the normalized

symbol timing and phase offset via

ε̂ =
arg{ λ1(ν̂)λ∗

2(ν̂)}

2(M − 1)πh
(18)

and

θ̂ = arg e− j (M − 1)πh ε̂λ1(ν̂) + ej (M − 1)πh ε̂λ2(ν̂) . (19)

respectively.



It looks like this preamble is going to work out 
after all! 

Decoupling the Timing Estimate 



 

Block Diagram of the Estimation 

Algorithm 



 Within 0.5 dB of the CRBs. 

 Good performance all the way down to 0 dB SNR. 

Numerical Results (I) 



 Within 0.5 dB of the CRB 

 Good performance all the way down to 0 dB SNR. 

Numerical Results (II) 



 The preamble should be as short as possible, but not too 
short! 

Numerical Results (III) 



 For the research community: 
 We obtained very general results that apply to nearly all CPM schemes. 

 We also considered start-of-signal/frame synchronization [not covered here].  As 
such, these papers present a very general, very comprehensive solution to a 
fundamental communication theory problem. 

[In fact, there were no existing methods to serve as a basis of comparison, except for 
our first contribution, the CRB itself.] 

 For the sponsor: 
 We contributed to the preamble specification within the iNET draft standard, and 

we demonstrated that a 128-bit preamble is more than adequate, thus minimizing 
overhead and improving spectral efficiency. 

 We are currently developing a hardware prototype of the burst-mode receiver. 
[Another journal submission will be devoted to this phase of our work.] 

 Broader Applicability.  CPM will continue to find new applications as long as: 
 Transistors are nonlinear. 

 Every two years, batteries improve by only 10%, while Moore’s Law yields 2x 
improvement. 

 Examples: low-power, energy-efficient, miniaturized, low-cost applications [sensor 
networks, machine-to-machine (M2M) communications, green communications] 

Contributions of this Project 



Tie-in to Previous Projects: 

FEC Design & Prototyping 

 



 

Student Participation at 

Conferences 



 Best Graduate Student 
Paper Award at ITC! 
[Our fourth student paper 
award] 

 Ehsan also: 
 Presented a paper at 

IEEE Milcom 

 Presented a paper at 
IEEE Globecom 

 Defended his 
dissertation “with 
honors” 

 Received the KU 
EECS best dissertation 
award 

 Got a job at Qualcomm 
in San Diego! 

 

2013 



 Plans for ITC: 

 Four papers are in preparation 

 We plan on three student attendees, two faculty, and 

one staff 

ITC 2014 



 
Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) 

The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as a 
focal point within the telemetering community for the review of standards documents 
affecting telemetry proposed for adoption by any of the various standards bodies 
throughout the world. It is chartered to receive, coordinate, and disseminate information 
and to review and coordinate standards, methods, and procedures to users, 
manufacturers, and supporting agencies. 
The tasks of the TSCC include the determination of which standards are in existence 
and published, the review of the technical adequacy of planned and existing standards, 
the consideration of the need for new standards and revisions, and the coordination of 
the derivation of new standards. In all of these tasks, the TSCC's role is to assist the 
agencies whose function it is to create, issue, and maintain the standards, and to assure 
that a representative viewpoint of the telemetering community is involved in the 
standards process. 
The membership of the TSCC is limited to 16 full members, each of which has an 
alternate. Membership of technical subcommittees of the TSCC is open to any person in 
the industry who is knowledgeable and willing to contribute to the committee's work. The 
16 full members are drawn from government activities, user organizations, and 
equipment vendors in approximately equal numbers. To further ensure a representative 
viewpoint, all official recommendations of the TSCC must be approved by 10 of the 16 
members. 
Since its beginning, a prime activity of the TSCC has been the review of standards 
promulgated by the DoD Range Commanders' Council (RCC)--formerly those of the 
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) and later, those of the Telemetry Group (TG). 
These standards, used within the Department of Defense, have been the major forces 
influencing the development of telemetry hardware and technology during the past 30 
years. In this association, the TSCC has made a significant contribution to RCC 
documents in the fields of Radio Frequency (RF) telemetry, Time Division (TD) 
telemetry, Frequency Modulation (FM) telemetry, tape recording and standard test 
procedures. 
As the use of telemetering has become more widespread, the TSCC has assisted 
international standards organizations, predominately the Consultative Committee for 
Space Data Systems (CCSDS). In this relationship, the TSCC has reviewed standards 
for telemetry channel coding, packet telemetry, and telecommand. 
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To:  Directors of the International Foundation for Telemetering 
Date: May 2014 
Subject: 2013-2014 Annual report 
 
 
The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as 
a focal point within the telemetering community for the review of standards 
documents affecting telemetry proposed for adoption by any of the various standards 
bodies throughout the world.  With a diverse membership, representing government, 
aerospace industry, academia and manufacturers, the TSCC offers a forum for 
discussion of issues for the telemetry community. 
 
The TSCC held two general meetings during this reporting period. The first was held 
in October 2013 in conjunction with the 2013 International Telemetering Conference 
(ITC) in Las Vegas, Nevada.  The second meeting, due to trave constraints will be 
held in conjunction with the ITEA Converence also in Las vegas on May 22 (we will 
also provide a telecon option for those who cannot attend). The next TSCC meeting 
will be at the 2014 ITC Show in San Diago Calafornia followed by a spring meeting 
with the RCC-TG in early 2015 at Ridgecrest California (China Lake).    
 
We currently have a total of 15 full members.  We have 7 members from 
industry/manufacturers, 6 members from government agencies, and 2 from the 
academic area.  We are looking for new members and have several candadites under 
consideration.   
 
We have rehosted our web site and continue to struggle with getting a full time web 
master. 
 
The TSCC presented the eight annual “Best Paper for Telemetry Standards” award at 
ITC 2013 in Las Vegas, Nevada.   The winning paper was: “PCM telemetry downlink 
for IRIG chapter 10” by Johnny Pappas, Balázs Bagó, Nikki Cranley, Gabriel 
Poisson:  Zodiac. 
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The TSCC members & committees reviewed (and commented where necessary) on 
the following standards/Pink Sheets:  

• Draft document review of IRIG 106 -13 and IRIG 106-15.  Pink sheets and 
final review.  Most of the work this year has been in the recorder committee 
dealing with IRIG 106 chapter 10. 

• CCSDS 123 Red Book : "Lossless Multispectral & Hyperspectral Image 
Compression" 

• CCSDS 121.0-P-1.1: Lossless Data Compression 
• CCSDS 131.2-R-2 Red Book: Flexible Advanced Coding and Modulation 

Scheme for High Rate Telemetry Application  
 
TSCC subcommittees chairs continue reviewing iNET standards to see which 
standards apply to their particular subcommittees.  At the recommendation of the IFT 
the TSCC contacted the ICTS-International Consortium of Telemetry Spectrum 
www.telemetryspectrum.org  to make each other aware of our organizations.  On our 
web sites we will both provide links to each other’s web sites.  The ICTS also 
informed us about the Aerospace & Flight Test Radio Coordinating Council 
(AFTRCC) www.aftrcc.org. TSCC will contact the AFTRCC over the next report 
period. 
 
The TSCC is currently hosting two large efforts on our website.  Inet MDL users 
group and RCC Recorder reproducer committee.  We continue to provide industry 
input to the inet MDL and chapter  10 standards via our working groups. Our input 
continues to be included in the standards. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Brad Fleury 
Chairman, TSCC 
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INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR TELEMETRY SPECTRUM 

 
The frequency spectrum allocated for telemetry purposes is increasingly at risk of 
reallocation to other purposes. For the aeronautical and astronautical 
communities, the main present threats are from the mobile satellite services 
(MSS), the personal communication services (PCS) and the digital audio 
broadcast satellite services (DBS). Other safety critical telemetry applications, 
such as missile termination, launch vehicle command/destruct, bio-medical and 
industry use are also under threat from terrestrial broadcasting applications. 
 
For the users, the application of radio telemetry is safety-critical or mission critical 
to the development and sustainment of the economic and security imperatives of 
many nations. But the importance of telemetry is little known or understood 
outside the user, engineering and test community. Strong political backing is not 
existent and a cohesive advocate group at regional and world radio-
communications conferences is lacking. 
 
Currently, the impacts of potential spectrum losses to the telemetering 
community are not adequately considered, consolidated or represented. This 
needs to change. Therefore an international group has been established to help 
consolidate impact statements and to advocate the protection of spectrum that is 
critical to continuing telemetry application. 
 
The initial steps taken to establish the International Consortium on Telemetry 
Spectrum (ICTS) were presented at a special workshop of the European Test 
and Telemetry Conference (ETTC) in Paris on 10 June 1999 and this was 
followed by a special workshop of the European Telemetry Conference held 30th 
May 2000 at Garmisch- Partenkirchen in Germany. The Charter and Bylaws 
were formally accepted and approved by the International Foundation for 
Telemetering Oct 25, 2001. The IFT at that time became the ICTS sponsoring 
organization. 
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ICTS Meetings & Sessions 
 

The ICTS held Business Meetings and General Sessions in October 2013 (Las Vegas, USA) 

and in June 2014 (Nürnberg, Germany).  In Las Vegas, ICTS Vice-Chairman Mr. Mikel Ryan 

(due to health issues, ICTS Chairman Mr. Ghnassia could not attend) prepared and conducted 

the ICTS General Session (28 participants). After his welcome and introduction the 

“Regional Reports of International Telecommunication Union (ITU)-Region I (Dr. G. 

Mayer), ITU-Region II (Mr. M. Ryan) and ITU-Region III (Mr. D. Ernst)” were presented, 

followed by briefings on the “World Radiocommunication Conference 2015 Threats on 

Telemetry Bands” (prepared by J.-C. Ghnassia, presented by Dr. G. Mayer),“Encroachment 

Threats to AMT in the USA: Update #7” (Mr. M. Ryan), “C-Band Telemetry Usage in Europe 

and Threats Update” (Dr. G. Mayer) and “C-Band Implementation” presentations for Airbus 

& Eurocopter (by Mr. G. Freaud of France and Mr. C. Herbepin of France respectively).  

 

Due to continuing USA Government budget cuts none of the USA’s ICTS Members (see 

ICTS Membership List below) were able to participate on-site at the June 2014 Nürnberg 

Sessions.  Nevertheless, the session was a striking success with a compelling series of 

presentations (some prepared by USA ICTS Members) and a large, involved audience (32 

participants). ICTS Chairman Mr. J.-C. Ghnassia prepared and conducted the ICTS General 

Session as part of the European Telemetry & Test Conference (ETC 2014). After his welcome 

and introduction the “Regional Reports of ITU-Region I (Dr. G. Mayer) and ITU-Region II 

(Mr. S. Penna)” were presented, followed by briefings on the “Encroachment Threats to AMT 

in the USA: Update #8” (prepared by Mr. M. Ryan, presented by J.-C. Ghnassia) and the “C-

Band Implementation at Airbus” with first operational results (by Mr. G. Freaud of France). 

 

ICTS Membership 
 

• Chairman – Mr. Jean-Claude Ghnassia (France), retired from Airbus 

• Vice Chairman/Region II Coordinator – Mr. Mikel Ryan (USA/Patuxent River MD) 

of Pacific Architects and Engineers Incorporated  

• Secretary – Mr. Darryl Holtmeyer (USA/St. Louis MO) of Boeing Aerospace. Mr. 

Holtmeyer will be retiring in September 2014 so Mr. Chalfant has volunteered to 

shoulder this responsibility until the ICTS Officer elections in October 2015 

• Region I Coordinator – Dr. Gerhard Mayer (Germany) of the University of Salzburg   

• Region III Coordinator – Position Vacant, Mr. Darrell Ernst (USA/Leesburg VA) of 

ErnsTek acting 

• Mr. Steve Lyons (United Kingdom), QinetiQ Group 

• Mr. Luiz Fernando de Souza (Brazil) of Embraer Sociedade Anônima 

• Mr. Sergio Pena (Brazil) of Embraer Sociedade Anônima 

• Mr. Ken Keane (USA/Washington DC) of Duane Morris LLP 

• Mr. Viv Crouch (Australia) of the Australian Defence Force 

• Mr. Ray Faulstich (USA/Patuxent River MD) of Pacific Architects and Engineers 

Incorporated  

• Mr. Tim Chalfant (USA/Lancaster CA) of the Air Force Flight Test Center Edwards 

Air Force Base  
 

We have excellent membership numbers from ITU Regions I and II and are getting the 

message out to the international community through the IFT, the International Test and 

Evaluation Association, and the Society of Flight Test Engineers.  Besides the before-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S.A._(corporation)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S.A._(corporation)
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mentioned biannual Sessions, ICTS Members regularly offer papers at technical conferences, 

trade journals and newsletters that bring the ICTS and its mission forward. 

 

Threats from WRC-15 Agenda Items  
 

The primary future threat for AMT is the new Agenda Item 1.1 "to seek additional spectrum 

for IMT" (International Mobile Telecommunications): 

 

Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) spectrum will be under significant pressure at the 

2015 World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-15) for identification/reallocation to 

accommodate mobile broadband needs (aka “International Mobile Telecommunications, or 

“IMT”).  Among the bands at risk, the L-Band (1435-1525 MHz) is particularly exposed.  

Numerous administrations in International Telecommunication Union Regions I & III 

(Europe, Africa, and Asia) have done studies supporting such additional allocations.  Except 

for Russia and other nations aligned with Russia, few, if any, ITU Region I & III 

administrations use the band for telemetry. 

 

As a result of decisions made at the time of the last WRC in 2012, a Joint Task Group (JTG) 

was established comprised of experts from the satellite, broadcast, mobile, radar, aviation, and 

space communities, among others.  The JTG is charged with developing a report for delegates 

to WRC-15 on methods to solve the mobile broadband agenda item (the so-called Conference 

Preparatory Meeting Report).  The JTG has met six times, and is typically attended by several 

hundred delegates from numerous administrations. Given the stakes involved for important 

existing uses of IMT candidate bands, the JTG meetings have been contentious. 

 

The USA has not opposed an allocation or identification for IMT in Regions I & III.  Rather, 

the USA seeks to maintain the protections and priority for AMT in Region II (the Americas). 

Among other things, the USA has submitted a study to the ITU-R demonstrating the risk of 

interference from IMT operations to flight test telemetry in Region II.  Also, the USA has 

developed and secured International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector 

(ITU-R) approval of a new publication on the business of flight testing, Report ITU-R M. 

2286, “Operational Characteristics of Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry.” 

 

Meanwhile, the USA has submitted a proposal seeking a Comisión Interamericana de 

Telecomunicaciones  (CITEL) position in favor of the ITU priority for AMT in Region II. 

The USA has also responded to a CITEL questionnaire in which the U.S. affirms its plans for 

continued use for the L-Band for AMT. However, other CITEL administrations have 

indicated a preliminary preference for mobile broadband in some part of the L-Band. This list 

includes, for example, Mexico, Colombia and Brazil. 

 

Brazil has been operating AMT in 1452-1472 MHz, but Anatel (the Brazilian Telecommuni-

cation Agency) identified the range of 1350-1525 MHz as a suitable band to implement IMT 

in according the WRC-15 Agenda Item. The Brazilian IMT team (GSMA and Qualcomm) 

persuaded Anatel to conduct sharing studies between IMT and AMT in adjacent bands. 

 

Anatel presented these sharing studies at the ITU Joint Task Group 4-5-6-7 and the November 

2013 CITEL, Mr. L.-F. de Souza participating. They determined the Brazilian 20 MHz-wide 

AMT band shall remain inside the range 1435-1525 MHz, but chances are that it will be 

moved from 1452-1472 MHz to another band in order to accommodate IMT’s supplementary 

down link. It is the opinion of the Brazilian ICTS Chapter that their administration is most 
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likely to get part of the 1350-1525 MHz band but not the total band they had proposed at the 

CITEL meeting. 

 

The ITU and CITEL work has been carried out principally by Mr. Keane, Mr. Dan Jablonski 

(John Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, USA) and Mr. L.-F. de Souza with 

support from Mr. D. Ernst and Mr. S. Penna. Mr. Keane and Mr. Jablonski support the USA 

aerospace industry association for spectrum management, the Aerospace and Flight Test 

Radio Coordinating Council (AFTRCC), and the USA’s DoD Test Resource Management 

Center. 

 

Mr. Keane and Mr. Ernst have been active in ICTS affairs, and have found their work in and 

with the ICTS invaluable in terms of developing and maintaining contacts with numerous 

telemetry professionals in other nations and regions. Those influential contacts can be 

especially useful in international fora.  The contacts will continue to be important given that 

the L-band and others used for AMT, are considered “Park Avenue’ real estate from a 

propagation standpoint.  Telemetry interests should thus maintain visibility in spectrum policy 

fora, just as other, potentially competing groups do. 

 

Likewise, Mr. Ghnassia and Dr. Mayer have vigorously and successfully pursued AMT 

interests in Europe, which is the source of much of the impetus for additional broadband 

spectrum. As detailed below, their reports involving the development of positions within and 

among European administrations have also been valuable in these international venues. 

 

European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications (CEPT) Activities 
 

ICTS European Chapter has been closely monitoring the work of the CEPT Study Groups and 

the “Radio Spectrum Policy Group,” which assists the European Commission in the 

development of Radio Spectrum. Mr. Ghnassia and Dr. Mayer attended two CEPT Meetings: 

 

 CEPT SG FM53: is analyzing the procedures for the assignment of Licensed Share 

Access (LSA) individual rights of use in conformity with the European Union 

framework and authorization directives. The main target is presently the 2300-2400 

MHz band. 

 CEPT SG FM50: finished studies on the harmonization of the 1452-1492 MHz band 

within Europe. This band is already listed on the ITU-R JTG 4-5-6-7 meeting 

documents. It was also on the agenda for a joint CEPT and African 

Telecommunications Union meeting in South Africa. 

 CEPT PG PTD: supports further studies of 1452-1492 MHz as a candidate band for 

IMT (Agenda Item 1.1, WRC-15). A questionnaire to CEPT administrations on the 

future use of that band detailed feedback from 16 countries willing to implement IMT 

in that band. 

 CEPT PG FM52: works on the licensed shared access (“LSA”) concept to enable 

spectrum release for mobile broadband services.  Be aware there is considerable 

activity of the DIGITALEUROPE lobby promoting the “LSA Philosophy” in a series 

of bands. The CEPT Electronic Communications Committee Report 172 addresses 

sharing and band compatibility studies between Broadband Wireless Services (BWS) 

and the incumbent services in the 2300-2400 MHz AMT band.  The Report’s 

conclusion declared that sharing BWS with incumbent services (AMT is  mentioned) 

is feasible.  
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A significant issue for the coming meeting in September 2014 is the development of common 

and minimum technical conditions for IMT usage and the development of common technical 

sharing solutions for IMT and incumbent services. The European Commission also supports 

the specific concept of LSA as one form of sharing in other bands. DIGITALEUROPE 

recommends to the European Commission LSA that the 5 GHz range (the 5091-5250 MHz 

AMT band is one candidate) be studied for the benefits of Radio Local Area Network 

(RLAN), WiFi and WiMax services. 

 

Threats to AMT from WRC-15 Agenda Items: The European Perspective 

 

ICTS European Chapter Members have carefully studied and assessed the WRC-12 Final 

Acts and the new Agenda Items for the upcoming WRC-15 and WRC-18.  They agree with 

the Region II ICTS Membership that the primary future threat for AMT is still:  

 

 Agenda Item 1.1: "to seek additional spectrum for IMT" (International Mobile 

Telecommunications) 

CEPT supports the AMT band 1452-1492 MHz as one study candidate. AMT band 

2300-2400 MHz is also a target due to resolution 223 (Rev. WRC-12), independent of 

other initiatives (e.g. by LSA): “. . . considering that bands or part of bands 1710-

1885 MHz; 2300-2400 MHz; 2500-2690 MHz are identified for use or already used 

by administrations.” 

 

 Agenda Item 1.7: “review the use of band 5091-5150 MHz by the FSS”  

CEPT supports Res. 114 (WRC-12): “. . . but AMT must be protected.” However, the 

allocation reviews of other services may create an impact on the status of AMT in that 

band. 

 

Conclusions 
 

The ICTS must continue to be the “eyes and ears,” the “watchers and reporters” for the 

AMT community with regards to international spectrum threats and issues.  The significant 

impact and success of our work should be evident from this and past ICTS annual reports and 

the ICTS general sessions of the ITC. However, our work is continuously handicapped by a 

lack of travel funding. The “I” in ICTS, IFT & ITU stands for “International” so the 

Conferences, the negotiations, the voting that will decide the fate of our AMT bands are 

conducted in necessarily widespread locales. 

 

The importance of having on-call, immediately accessible AMT experts to amplify and clarify 

complex telemetry spectrum issues for voting Delegates has been confirmed numerous times.  

It would be advantageous to the AMT Community to attend the relevant study group meetings 

where the critical agenda points with potential to threaten AMT spectrum are under 

discussion.  We urgently advise that the IFT support ICTS delegates (Mr. Ghnassia & Dr. 

Mayer in particular) so they can participate in the relevant study groups of the ITU Working 

Parties (WP) 4 & 5 for the preparation of the WRC-15 & WRC-18.  After all, WRC-07 & 

WRC-12 conclusively demonstrated that delegates to ITU study groups can be made sensitive 

to our encroachment concerns by ICTS Members. 



 

Lawrence Rauch Award for Best Telemetry Standards Paper 

 

2006 Michael T. Lockard and James A. Garling, EMC Corporation, Solutions Engineering 

Group, Irvine, CA, “Chapter 10 Recording Standard Update” 

 

 

2007 Brian Eslinger and Bob Kovach, TYBRIN Corporation, “Range Commander’s Council 

(RCC) Telecommunications and Timing Group (TTG) Update on TM over IP Standard 

Development” 

 

 

2008 Todd Newton, Evan Grim, and Myron Moodie,  Southwest Research Institute 

Automation and Data Systems Division, San Antonio, TX USA, “Considerations for 

Deploying IEEE 1588 V2 in Network-Centric Data Acquisition and Telemetry Systems” 

 

 

2009 Thomas B. Grace, Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) Patuxent River, Maryland; 

Joshua D. Kenney, Myron L. Moodie, and Ben A. Abbott, Southwest Research Institute, 

San Antonio, Texas, “Key Components of the INET Test Article Standard” 

 

 

2010 John Hamilton, Timothy Darr, and Ronald Fernandes,  Knowledge Based Systems, Inc.; 

Joe Sulewski, L3 Communications - Telemetry East; and Charles Jones, Edwards AFB, 

“IHAL and Web Service Interfaces to Vendor Configuration Engines” 

 

 

2011 Tim Darr, John Hamilton, and Ronald Fernandes, Knowledge Based Systems, Inc., 

College Station, TX; and Charles Jones, Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, CA, 

“Design Considerations for XML-Based T&E Standards” 

 

 

2012 Charles H. Jones, Edwards Air Force Base, “IRIG 106 Chapter Versus INET 

Packetization: Data Storage and Retrieval” 

 

 

 

2013 Johnny Pappas, Zodiac Data Systems; Balázs Bagó, Zodiac Data Systems GmbH;  

Nikki Cranley and Gabriel Poisson, Zodiac Data Systems SAS, “PCM Telemetry 

Downlink for IRIG 106 Chapter 10 Data.” 

 
 
 



Annual Best Paper Award 
 

 

1994 Eugene Law, “Binary PCM/FM Tradeoffs between Spectral Occupancy and Bit 

Error Probability” 

 

 

1995 Eugene Law, “Performance of PCM/FM during Frequency Selective Fading” 

 

 

1997 Eugene Law and Kamilo Feher, “FQPSK versus PCM/FM for Aeronautical 

Telemetry Applications; Spectral Occupancy and Bit Error Probability 

Comparisons" 

 

 

2002 Mark Geoghegan, “Bandwidth and Power Efficiency Trade-offs of SOQPSK” 

 

 

2003 G. R. Barrett, R. J. Bamberger, W. P. D’Amico, and M. H. Lauss, “Analytical 

Model for Handoff of Fast Moving Nodes in High-Performance Wireless LANs 

for Data Telemetry” 

 

 

2004 Michael A. Jensen, Michael D. Rice, Thomas Nelson, and Adam L. Anderson, 

“Orthogonal Dual-Antenna Transmit Diversity for SOQPSK in Aeronautical 

Telemetry Channels” 

 

 

2005 Chang won Jung, Ming-jer Lee, Sunan Liu, G. P. Li, and Franco De Fiaviis, 

“Reconfigurable Patch Antenna for Frequency Diversity with High Frequency 

Ratio” 

 

 

2006 Evan T. Grim, “Achieving High-Accuracy Time Distribution in Network-Centric 

Data Acquisition and Telemetry Systems with IEEE 1588” 

 

 

2007  Adam Panagos and Kurt Kosbar, “The Sum-Rate Capacity of a Cognitive Access 

Sensor Network” 

 

 

2008 Justin P. Rohrer, “End-to-End Disruption-Tolerant Transport Protocol Issues and 

Design for Airborne Telemetry Networks” 

   

 



2009 Kip Temple, Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, “Adjacent Channel 

Interference Criteria for Aeronautical Telemetry Operations with the Tactical 

Targeting Network Technology System” 

 

 

2010 Michael Rice and Oluwasegun Tinubi, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, 

“The Range Area Network: A New Approach for Aeronautical Telemetry” 

 

 

2011 Arnaud Gueguen and David Auvray, Zodiac Data Systems SAS, Bretteville 

l’Orgueilleuse, France, “Multipath Mitigation on an Operational Telemetry Link”  

 

 

2012 Satya Prakash Ponnaluri and Babak Azimi-Sadjadi, Intelligent Automation, Inc, 

“Quasi-Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple-Access for Serial Streaming 

Telemetry” 

 

 

2013 Darren Kartchner and Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “Does a 

Spinning Missile Cause Tracking Error at C-Band?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



ITC Student Paper Awards 
 
 
1989 Leonard T. Lee, Cornell University, Liverpool, New York, “Jitter Sampling of Deterministic Signals and 

Noise” 
 
 Daniel A. Durbin, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, “IBM PC Voice Mail 

Cards” 
 
 Troy Gammill, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “Apache Telemetry Antenna 

Analysis” 
 
 
1990 No known awardee 
 
 
1991 Julliette Lyn Moser, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “Subcarrier Placement in  

PCM-FM-FM/FM Modulation Scheme” 
 
 
1992 First Place – Stanley Hirsch, University of Texas at El Paso, “A Biotelemetry Unit for Monitoring 

Nocturnal Bruxism” 
 
 Second Place – Anna Marie May, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, “TDRSS 

Availability from the Lunar Surface” 
 
 Third Place – Henry D. Jacobsen, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, “Some Measured 

Performance Bounds and Implementation Considerations for the Lempel Ziv Welch Data Compaction 
Algorithm” 

 
 
1993 First Place Graduate Student – Christopher E. Loebner, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New 

Mexico, “Bit Error Problems with DES” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Michael W. Josie, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah,  “An 

Alternative Soft-Decision Decoder” 
 
 
1994 First Place Graduate Student – Timothy O. Minnix, New Mexico State University, “CCSDS Data Link 

Service Allocation for MIL_STD_1553B Bus Architecture on Small Payloads” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – N. Thomas Nelson, Brigham Young University, “Probability of Bit 

Error on a Standard IRIG Telemetry Channel Using the Aeronautical Fading Channel Model” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Dawnielle C. Baca, New Mexico State University, “Data 

Acquisition, Analysis, and Simulation System (DAAS)” 
 
 
1995 First Place Undergraduate Student – Brian J. Mott and Kevin D. Wise, Brigham Young University,  
 “An ACTS Mobile Receiver Simulation” 
 



 
1996  First Place Graduate Student – Ruben Caballero, New Mexico State University, “8PSK Signaling Over 

Non-Linear Satellite Channels” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Monica Sanchez, New Mexico State University, “Doppler Extraction 

for a Demand Assignment Multiple Access Service for NASA’s Space Network” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Navid Sabbaghi, University of California, Berkeley, “Overcoming 

the Constraints on Modeling Telemetry in VR Systems” 
 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Christopher S. Gardner, New Mexico State University, “ACTS 

Propagation Experiment and Solar/Lunar Intrusions” 
 
 

1997 First Place Graduate Student – Eric S. Otto, New Mexico State University, “Digital CPFSK Transmitter 
and Non-Coherent Receiver/Demodulator Implementation” 

 
  Second Place Graduate Student – Ali Ghrayeb, New Mexico State University, “On Symbol Timing 

Recovery in All-Digital Receivers” 
 
 Honorable Mention Graduate Student – Michael A. Swartwout and Christopher A. Kitts, Stanford 

University, “Automated Health Operations for the Sapphire Spacecraft” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Brigham Young University, “Analysis of JDAM 

Tests at China Lake” 
 
 
1998  First Place Graduate Student – Paul C. Haddock, Advisor: Stephen Horan, New Mexico State University, 

“Telemetry Data Collection from Oscar Satellites” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young 

University, “A Narrowband Model for Aeronautical Telemetry Channels” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Brent L. Bachim, Advisor: Stephen Weis, Texas Christian 

University, “Design and Testing of a Single Optical Fiber Telemetry Link for Use in Rugged 
Environments” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Donald E. Crockett and David V. Arnold, Advisors: 

Michael A. Jensen and Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “The Design and 
Construction of a C-Band Rail–SAR and an S-Band Doppler Radar” 

 
 
1999 First Place Graduate Student – Kenneth Welling, Brigham Young University, “Coded Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing for the Multipath Fading Channel” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Atle Borsholm, New Mexico State University, “Modeling of the 

Surface Attenuation Effects of Rain on Composite Antenna Structures at Ka-Band” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – David Landon, Brigham Young University, “Doppler Bandwidth 

Characterization of ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 



 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Jed Kelsey, Brigham Young University, “Autonomous Soccer-
Playing Robots” 

 
 
2000 First Place Graduate Student – Adam T. Davis, Brigham Young University, “Dynamic Behavior of 

Multipath Interfernce in ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – David Landon, Brigham Young University, “Parametric Estimation of 

the Scattering Function for ARTM Channel Sounding Data” 
 
 
2001 First Place Graduate Student – Michael Grubinger and Felix Strohmeier, University of Salzburg, Austria,  
 “Autonomous Acquisition of Environmental Data in a Global Network Environment” 
  
 Second Place Graduate Student – Vilas Uchil, University of Missouri – Rolla, “Feasibility of a Bluetooth 

Based Structural Health Monitoring Telemetry System” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kyle Hittle and Joel Coleman, University of Arizona, “A Small 

Satellite for Measuring Atmospheric Water Content; Part II, Crosslink and Data Collection” 
  
 
2002 First Place Graduate Student – Srivatrsan Kandadai, New Mexico State University, “Object Detction and 

Localization in the Wavelet Domain” 
  
 Second Place Graduate Student – Anirban Chadraborti, New Mexico State University, “Using MDP for 

Telemetry Data Transfers” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Rob Franklin and Walter Johnson, Brigham Young University, 

“Effective Ball Handling and Control in Robot Soccer” 
 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Steven Olson, Chad Dawson, and Jared Jacobson, Brigham 

Young University, “Design and Development of an Autonomous Soccer-Playing Robot” 
 
 
2003 First Place Graduate Student – Erik Perrins, Brigham Young University, “Multi-Symbol Noncoherent 

Detection of Multi-H CPM” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Joseph Dagher, University of Arizona, “Compression for Storage and 

Transmission of Laser Radar Measurements” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kendall Mauldin, New Mexico State University, “Satellite Ground 

Station Security Using SSH Tunneling” 
 

2004 First Place Graduate Student – Erik Perrins, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “An 
Alternate Proposal for ARTM CPM” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Clayton W. Commander, Advisors: Panos Pardalos and Carlos 

Oliveira, Texas A&M University and University of Florida, “Reactive Grasp with Path Relinking for 
Broadcast Scheduling” 

 



 First Place Undergraduate Student – Chad DeConink, Sarah DeConink, James Dean, and Brad Martin, 
Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Univerfsity of Missouri – Rolla, “EMI and Software Improvements to the Solar 
Miner IV Telemetry Processor” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Daniel Doonan, Mei-Su Wu, and Michael Lee, Advisors: Hua 

Lee and Leroy Laverman, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Design and Development of Wireless 
Flourometry Networks” 

 
 
2005 First Place Graduate Student – Christopher Potter, Adam Panagos, and William Weeks, Advisor: Kurt 

Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla, “Optimal Training Parameters for Continuously Varying MIMO 
Channels” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Mason Wardle, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, 

“EFTS Receiver with Improved Performance” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Martin Hinterseer and Christoph Wegscheider, Advisor: Gerhard 

Mayer, University of Salzburg, “Acquisition and Transmission of Seismic Data over Packet Radio” 
 
 
2006 First Place Graduate Student – Adam Panagos, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, University of Missouri – Rolla, 

“Analytic Solutions for Optimal Training on Fading Channels” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Tom Nelson, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, 

“Reduced Complexity Trellis Detection of SOQPSK-TG” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Nicholas Clark and Fiona Dunne, Advisors: Hua Lee and Maurice 

Chin, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Integrated Cameras as a Replacement for Vehicular 
Mirrors” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Brian Kirkpatrick, Chris Prounh, Clarence Rowland, Raymond 

Ryckman, and Elizabeth Winton, Advisor: Erik Spjut, Harvey Mudd College, “Design and Construction 
of an Optical Telemetry System” 

 
 
2007 First Place Graduate Student – Xiaoyu Dang, Advisor: Michael Rice, Brigham Young University, “An 

Optimum Detector for Space-Time Trellis Coded Differential MSK” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Prashanth Chandran, Advisor: Erik Perrins, University of Kansas, 

“Symbol Timing Recovery for SOQPSK” 
 
 Honorable Mention Graduate Student – Olusola Babalola, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State 

University, “Optimal Configuration for Nodes in Mixed Cellular and Mobile Ad Hoc Network for INET” 
 
 
2008 First Place Graduate Student – Yacob Astatke, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State University, 

“Distance Measures for QOS Performance Management in Mixed Networks” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Ricardo Luna, Hrishikesh Tapse, Advisor: Deva Borah, New Mexico 

State University, “An Analysis on the Coverage Distance of LDPC-Coded Free-Space Optical Links” 
 



 First Place Undergraduate Student – Kristin Jagiello, Mahmut Zafer Aydin, and Wei-Ren Ng, Advisors: 
William Ryan, Michael Marcellin, and Ali Bilgin, University of Arizona, “Joint JPEG2000/LDPC Code 
System Design for Image Telemetry” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Andrea Chaves, Bruno Mayoral, Hyun-Jin Park, Mark Tsang, and 

Sean Tunell, Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Hao Xin, University of Arizona, “Wireless Sensor 
Networks: A Grocery Store Application” 

 
 
2009 First Place Graduate Student – Gino Rea, Advisor: Erik Perrins, University of Kansas, “A System-Level 

Description of a SOQPSK-TG Demodulator for FEC Applications” 
 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Abhishek Gupte, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science 

and Technology, “A Method for Tracking the Accuracy of Channel Estimates in MIMO Receivers” 
 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Wade  Lichtsinn, Evan McKelvy, Adam Myrick, Dominic Quihuis, 

and Jamie Williamson, Advisors: Elmer Grubbs and Michael Marcellin, University of Arizona, “Remote 
Imaging System Acquisition (RISA)” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – John Seaber, Jacob Barkley, Tony Ngo, and Adam Poettgen, 

Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “A Programmable Dual 
Modulator Testbed for MIMO Applications” 

 
 
2010 First Place Graduate Student – Han Oh, Advisors: Michael Marcellin and Ali Bilgin, University of 

Arizona, “Visually Lossless Compression Based on JPEG2000 for Efficient Transmission of High 
Resolution Color Aerial Images”  
 

 Second Place Graduate Student – Yacob Astatke, Advisor: Richard Dean, Morgan State University, “QoS 
Performance Management in Mixed Wireless Networks”  

 
First Place Undergraduate Student – Adrian Lizarraga, Britanny Lynn, and Jeremiah Lange, Advisors: 
Elmer Grubbs and Michael Marcellin, University of Arizona, “Remote Imaging System Acquisition 
(RISA) Space Environment Multispectral Imager”   

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Clinton Guenther, Robert Mertens, and Adam Lewis, Advisor:  

Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “Telemetry System for the Solar Miner 
VII” 

 
 
2011 First Place Graduate Student – Kamakshi Sirisha Pathapati, Truc Anh N. Nguyen, and Justin P. Rohrer, 

Advisor: P.G. Sterbenz, University of Kansas, “Performance Analysis of the AEROTP Transport 
Protocol for Highly-Dynamic Airborne Telemetry Networks”  

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Michael Lee, Advisors: Michael Liebling, Hua Lee, and Warren 

Grundfest, University of California, Santa Barbara, “Image Reconstruction and Resolution Enhancement 
Algorithm for FMCW Medical Ultrasound Imaging Systems”  

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Alex Cook and Gregory Kissinger, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri 

University of Science and Technology, “Using COTS Graphics Processing Units in Signal Analysis 
Workstation” 



 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – James Dianics, Malcolm Gibson, Hans Hony, Jun Li, Elliott 

Liggett, Michael Palmer, Christopher Poole, James Powell, Joshua Tolliver, and Dimitri Ververelli, 
Advisor: Hermann Fasel, University of Arizona, “Machine Vision and Autonomous Integration for an 
Unmanned Aircraft System”  

 
 
2012 First Place Graduate Student – Javier Perez-Ramirez, Advisor: Deva K. Borah, Klipsch School of 

Electrical and Computer Engineering, New Mexico State University, “An Opportunistic Relaying 
Scheme for Optimal Communication and Source Location”  

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Nadim Maharjan and Paria Moazzemi, Advisors: Richard Dean, 

Farzard Moazzami and Yacob Astatke, Morgan State University, “Telemetry Network Intrusion 
Detection System”  

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Mark Hickle, Alexander Wilson, Joshue Kientzy, and Matthew 

Myers, Advisor: Kurt Kosbar, Missouri University of Science and Technology, “Design of a Semi-
Autonomous Quadrotor Aircraft” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Jared R. Fowler, Jon M. Austin, Kathy T. Estrada, Martin 

Velazquez, Robyn Mohr, and Ruben Sanchez, Advisors: Kathleen Melde and Michael Marcellin, 
University of Arizona, “Small Wearable Antenna for Animal Tracking”  

 
 
2013 First Place Graduate Student – Ehsan Hosseini, University of Kansas, Department of Electrical  

Engineering and Computer Science, Faculty Advisor: Erik Perrins,“ Synchronization of SOQPSK-TG  
in Burst-Mode Transmissions” 

 
 Second Place Graduate Student – Xiaoju Yu, University of Arizona, Department of Electrical 

Engineering and Computer Science,  Faculty Advisor: Hao Xin, “Direction of Arrival Estimation 
Improvement for Closely Spaced Electrically Small Antenna Array” 

 
 First Place Undergraduate Student – Chris Van Horne, University of Arizona, Department of Computer 

Science, Faculty Advisors:  Hermann Fasel and Michael Marcellin;  Graduate Advisor: James Dianics,  
“Machine Vision and Autonomous Integration Into an Unmanned Aircraft System” 

 
 Second Place Undergraduate Student – Rudy Chavez, Frank Faela, Adrian Ontiverus, Mathew Smith and 

Mathew Wallace, New Mexico State University, Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering,  Faculty Advisor: Deva R. Borah, “Design and Development of a Digital Signal Processing 
System that Responds Automatically to an Audio Trigger Event” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



IFT Pioneer Award Winners 

 

 
1984  Dr. William Pickering (1st Award Recipient)  

 

1985  Dr. Larry Rauch  

 

1986  Dr. Myron Nichols  

 

1987  Dr. Eberhardt Rechtin  

 

1988  No Award  

 

1989  Dr. James Fletcher  

 

1990  Dr. Bernard Oliver, Dr. John R. Pierce, Dr. Claude Shannon  

 

1991  No Award  

 

1992  Mr. Hugh Pruss  

 

1993  Mr. Eugene Law  

 

1994  No Award  

 

1995  Mr. Stan Reynolds  

 

1996  Mr. Harold Jeske  

 

1997  Mr. Bill Rymer  

 

1998  Mr. Benson Weinberg  

 

1999  Mr. Walter Lipe  

 

2000  Mr. Norman Lantz  

 

2001  No Award  

 

2002  Mr. Jud Strock  

 

2003  Mr. Melvin Levine  

 

2004  No Award  

 

2005  Mr. Arthur Sullivan  

 



2006  Dr. Jim Means  

 

2007  No Award  

 

2008  No Award  

 

2009  Dr. Gerhard Mayer  

 

2010  Mr. Chuck Buchheit 

 

2011  Mr. Lee Eccles 

 

2012  No Award 

 

2013  No Award 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Myron Hiram Nichols Award for Best Paper on Telemetry Spectrum 

 
  

2010 Michael K. Painter, Ronald Fernandes, Jason Gohlke, Satheesh Ramachandran, and Ajay 

Verma, Knowledge Based Systems, Inc., College Station, TX; and Charles H. Jones, Air 

Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, CA, “Dynamic Frequency Assignment and 

Management Technologies for Future Test and Evaluation Operations”  

 

 

2011 Grant Gerstner and Hans Lillevold, Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division, Patuxent 

River, MD, “Spectrum Stewardship Through Best Source Selection”  

 

 

 2012 Maria S. Araujo and Ben A. Abbott, Southwest Research Institute, “PCM vs. Networking 

Spectral/Efficiency Wars – A Pragmatic View”  

 

 

2013 Scott Kujiraoka and Russell Fielder, NAVAIR (Pt. Mugu and China Lake), “C-Band 

Missile Telemetry Test Project." 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



ITC 2014 Technical Program 

 

 
Tuesday October 21, 2014 2:00 – 4:30 p.m.      

Royal Palm 1 

 

Session 1   Special Session – Stories from 50 Years of Telemetering Evolution  

Chair    Mike Scardello, Systems Engineer 

   

Royal Palm 2 

Session 2   Antennas and Tracking 1       

Chair   Christian H Winkelmann, Boeing 

 

2:00 p.m. “An Examination of Spatial Diversity Combining Using Commercial 

14-2-1   Off the Shelf Equipment in Missile Telemetry” 

 Richard A. Graham Jr. US Navy - NSWC - Corona 

 
This experiment has two purposes. One, to determine if a modern diversity combiner normally 

used in missile telemetry for polarization diversity can be used for spatial diversity to obtain a 

gain in the signal quality. Two, to determine if a simple test can be designed such that a non-

laboratory test can be performed by the average telemetry operator in order to assess the first 

purpose. 
 

2:30 p.m. “Space-Time Coding Solution to the Two-Antenna Interference Problem” 

14-2-2  Mark Geoghegan  Quasonix,Louis Boucher Bombardier Flight Test Center 

  (BFTC)-Mirabel, (Québec), Canada 
This paper discusses the use of Space-Time Coding to eliminate this antenna interaction by 

transmitting modified waveforms that simultaneously allow for both full power transmission and 

single-channel operation. This approach effectively restores the nominal antenna performance, 

thereby resulting in better overall coverage and less pattern-induced dropouts. Telemetry 

performance results from recent flight testing are presented to validate the benefits of this 

approach. 

 

3:00 p.m. “A Novel Method for 3D Printing High Conductivity Alloys for UHF 

14-2-3 Applications”  

Undergraduate Paper Authors: Craig Bishop, Ian Armstrong, Rolando 

Navarrete  Advisors:Dr. Michael Marcellin, Dr. Hao Xin  Electrical and 

Computer Engineering Department, University of Arizona 
 

This paper presents a new method for 3d printing high conductivity metal alloys using consumer-grade 

3D printer. The design and construction of the necessary modification will be presented in addition to 

the new 3D design process. The method yields metal structures with expected conductivities exceeding 

2.6x106 S/m.  
 

 

 

 

 

mailto:christian.h.winkelmann@boeing.com


 

3:30 p.m. “Evaluation and Analysis of a Multi-Band Transceiver for Next Generation  

14-2-4  Telemetry Applications” 

Nathan Richardson, D. Eng., Samuel Berhanu, and Willie L. Thompson II, 

D.Eng Morgan State University, The Clarence M. Mitchell Jr. School of 

Engineering Center of Excellence for Tactical & Advanced Communications 

Technologies 

 
This paper presents the evaluation and analysis of two multi-band, transceiver architectures that 

address the current demands in telemetry applications. On architecture used image rejection to 

perform coarse band selection, translating the RF spectrum to IF frequencies, while the second 

architecture utilizes an adaptive filter bank architecture for or agile band selectivity. 
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Session 3  Range Systems       

Chair   Bruce Johnson, Chief Engineer, Aircraft Instrumentation Division  
 

2:00 p.m. “Buy versus Develop” 

14-3-1  Chris Budd SMART High Reliability Solutions, Inc. 

 
The decision to buy or develop any system component is a difficult one. Clearly, the development 

time and cost is less when using an off-the-shelf component; however, these components attempt to 

meet the requirements of a main-stream market segment. Outside of those markets, a designer may 

need to add unique features to solve problems for specialty markets; one example is SSDs for 

telemetry markets where one critical component is the NAND flash controller. This paper will 

focus on some of the requirement differences and why it is so important for SSD designers to 

develop their own controller for these markets. 

 

2:30 p.m. ”Development and usage of IF Recorders in Range Systems”    

14-3-2    Jack Salisbury Atlantic Test range, Patuxent River Maryland 

  Harold E. Cornelius leidos Corp., Atlantic Test Range, Patuxent River  

  Maryland, Gregory A. Pennington Atlantic Test Range, Patuxent River,  

  Maryland 

 
  The primary goal behind writing this paper was to introduce and provide an overview of IF  

  Recorders use cases using a ‘non-vendor-specific’ approach. Multiple vendors currently   

  manufacture equipment with capabilities discussed in the text.   Hopefully, discussion of   

  implementation and use of the IF Record System at Atlantic Test Range (ATR, Patuxent River,  

  Maryland) will encourage other test ranges to learn from ATR past experience and explore  

  available technology to fulfill their needs. The primary goal behind writing this paper was to  

  introduce and provide an overview of IF Recorders use cases using a ‘non-vendor-specific’  

  approach. Multiple vendors currently manufacture equipment with capabilities discussed in the  

  text.   Hopefully, discussion of implementation and use of the IF Record System at Atlantic Test  

  Range (ATR, Patuxent River, Maryland) will encourage other test ranges to learn from ATR past  

  experience and explore available technology to fulfill their needs. 
 

 

 

 



3:00 p.m. “Advanced Monitoring Techniques”  

14-3-3   Pedro Rubio, Moises Gonzalez, Diego Roses, Rodrigo Lopez Airbus Defence 

and Space Madrid, Spain 

 
The State of The Art in Operating Systems and new human machine interfaces are moving forward 

quickly. Flight Test Data Processing Department has developed new tools for monitoring  

Flight Tests using new computer technologies like .NET virtual machines, “on-the-fly” 

compilation, intelligent behavior, multi-touch capabilities and high performance vector graphics 

libraries. All these new techniques allows the user to optimize Flight Tests reducing the time for 

taking  decisions, helping to make complex calculations in real time and adapting the visualization  

displays to Flight Test Engineers requirements in real time. 
 

3:30 p.m. “Telemetry Receive/Record & Re-Radiation Pod”  

14-3-4   Bruce Johnson  Aircraft Vehicle Modification & Instrumentation NAWCAD 

Patuxent River 

This paper discusses the mission needs, design/development, and testing of the (L, S & C Band) 

Telemetry Receive/Record & Re-Radiation pod. 

 

4:00 p.m. “DAU and Ground Station Set up Concept of Operations”  

14-3-5  Lee H. Eccles, Jessica D. Moore, Richard D. Stiers  Boeing Test and 

Evaluation 

 
Many systems in use today to generate the set up information for Data Acquisition Units (DAUs) 

and for Telemetry Ground Stations are tailored around the requirements for a particular set of 

supplier’s hardware. This makes adding support for a new supplier a costly operation. An attempt 

is under way to enable development of a system that could be used to set up a DAU and a 

Telemetry Ground Station with equipment from the currently existing suppliers as well as future 

suppliers. The goal is to reduce the impact of adding a different supplier’s hardware into a 

system. As the first step in this process it was necessary to agree upon a Concept of Operations 

that could meet the needs of multiple companies. Once the Concept of Operations was developed 

then the standards necessary to enable the development of this type of a system could be 

considered. This paper discusses the Concept of Operations that was developed and the rationale 

behind the decisions that were made. 
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Session 4  Network 1  

Chair Joseph M. Bilodeau, Technical Excellence, Boeing Instrumentation and Data 

Systems 

 

2:00 p.m. ”Addressing the Challenges Created by Large Networked Ethernet FTI 

14-4-1   Systems” 

 Pat Quinn Program Manager, Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions, Avionics & 

Electronics 
 

As Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) systems move away from traditional PCM towards Ethernet 

[1], a whole new set of system level considerations must be taken into account. This is particularly 

true when these systems consist of dozens of data acquisition systems (DAUs) and multiple layers 

of switches. This paper discusses the challenges presented by very large Ethernet based systems 

and the methodologies developed to address these during a recent application. 

 

2:30 p.m. “Ethernet Packet Filtering for FTI-Part 2”  

14-4-2   Ayvind Holmeide, Jean-Fredric Gauvin  On Time Networks AS, Oslo, 

Norway 

 
Network loads close to Ethernet wire speed and latency sensitive data in a Flight Test  

Instrumentation (FTI) system, represent challenging requirements for FTI network equipment.  

Loss of data due to network congestion, overflow on the end nodes, as well as packet latency  

above a few hundred microseconds, can be critical during a flight test. To avoid these problems,  

several advanced packet filtering and network optimization functions are required in order to  

achieve best possible performance and thus avoid loss of data. This paper gives insight into how 

to properly engineer an Ethernet based FTI network and how to use advanced Ethernet switch 

techniques such as Quality of Service (QoS) and rate shaping. 

 

 

3:00 p.m. “An Engineer's Guide to TMoIP”  

14-4-3   Richard W. Hoffman III GDP Space Systems 

 

As telemetry transport systems move inexorably closer to a unified telemetry-over-IP approach, 

the operators and engineers who have traditionally deferred to a separate communications group 

can benefit from a more comprehensive understanding of the intricacies of the transport medium 

and protocol.  Ethernet, and more specifically IP network hardware, has gained increased 

robustness, as well as much of the reliability enhancing functionality of more venerable transport 

solutions, but with these increasingly integrated feature sets comes an emphasized demand on the 

telemetry systems operator to be able to configure the telemetry transport network devices in more 

dynamic environments.  This paper will seek to serve as a handbook for the telemetry community, 

guiding discussions of the strengths, weaknesses, legacy, and future outlook of this transport 

methodology both within and without the groups involved in most range telemetry transport 

environments. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



3:30 p.m. “Remote Monitoring and Control of Residential and Commercial Energy  

14-4-4   Use” 

Christopher Marchman, Jacob Bertels, Dalton Gibbs, Samuel Novosad 

(Students) and Kurt Kosbar (Advisor) Telemetry Learning Center 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Missouri University of Science and Technology 
 

This paper describes a device that integrates remote monitoring and control electronics into a 

commercial off the shelf 120 VAC power distribution strip and surge protector. An integrated 

microcontroller collects data on power usage from each of four AC outlets, along with two USB 

ports, and relays this information to a remote location. Using a conventional web browser to 

generate a graphical user interface, an untrained user can easily visualize their current and past  

energy usage patterns, and send commands to control individual outlets. 
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Session 5  Processing 1  

Chair Steven J. Meyer, Head, Airborne Instrumentation Systems Division Project 

Coordination Branch, Navair 

 

2:00 p.m. “Data Consistency Checks on Flight Test Data” 

14-5-1   Guenter Mueller Airbus Defence and Space 

Flight Test Centre Manching, Germany 
 

This paper reflects the principal results of a study performed internally by Airbus’s flight test 

centers. The purpose of this study was to share the body of knowledge concerning data 

consistency checks between all Airbus business units. An analysis of the test process is followed by 

the identification of the process stakeholders involved in ensuring data consistency. In the main 

part of the paper several different possibilities for improving data consistency are listed; it is  

left to the discretion of the reader to determine the appropriateness these methods. 

 

2:30 p.m. “A Program to Display Big Data” 

14-5-2    Elmer A. Grubbs University of Arizona/ Northern Arizona University 

 
This paper describes a new way to look at telemetry data. We examine a way to use virtual or also 

augmented reality to evaluate and view data from a large collection of stored signals. Each 

individual signal will have limits associated with it that allow us to determine whether any part of 

the signal exceeds those limits and if so what part(s) of the waveform contain these abnormalities. 

A simple program to illustrate the basic technique has been written and will be demonstrated as 

part of the presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3:00 p.m. “Smart Data Selection” 

14-5-3   Shannon Wigent Laulima Systems, Dr. Andrea Mazzario Kauai Software 

Solutions  

 
The fundamental precept presented in the iNET Concept of Operations, v. 2007.1 is that new 

telemetry technologies must be created to enable a more flexible approach to testing that includes 

on-demand access to information acquired on the test article and the ability to reconfigure the 

telemetry stream definition. Significant advances have been made in this area but one approach 

that has not yet been addressed is a concept introduced early within the iNET CONOPS  

document, that “The dominant inherent nature of TM in DoD testing is sampled time-history data 

from an ultimately analog world, (which) is not going to change drastically regardless of how 

data is transmitted to ground. A factor that could change that fact most is the degree to which 

answers instead of data are obtained on board the test vehicle.” Ultimately, the most effective way 

of dealing with the exponentially growing gap between the quantities of data generated onboard 

the test article and the rate at which it is transmitted to ground is to generate answers on board 

the test article. 

 

3:30 p.m. “Telemetry Processor Design for a Remotely Operated Vehicle” 

14-5-4   Keenan Johnson (Student) and Kurt Kosbar (Adviser) 

Telemetry Learning Center 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Missouri University of Science and Technology 

 
The Mars Rover Design Team at Missouri University of Science and Technology developed a  

multifunctional rover for the Mars Society's University Rover Challenge. The main processor of 

the rover controls various rover subsystems based on commands received from a base station,  

acquires data from these subsystems, collects primary location and environmental data, and 

transmits information to the base station. The methodology and technical design of the processor 

hardware and software will be described in the overall context of the collaborative team 

development. The paper will also discuss the process, challenges and outcomes of working with  

limited resources on a student design team. 

 

 

Session 6 Modulation 1 

Chair  Jesus M. Benitez, Electronics Engineer, White Sands Missile Range 

 

2:00 p.m. “A Simulation Testbed for Adaptive Modulation and Coding in Airborne 

14-6-1    Telemetry.” 

Enkuang D. Wang, Brett T. Walkenhorst,  Jieying Han 

Georgia Tech Research Institute 

 

A simulation testbed has been developed that can be used as a tool for the development, 

implementation, and testing/verification of algorithms for airborne telemetry applications. This 

testbed utilizes both SOQPSK and OFDM for its modulation waveforms and LDPC for the FEC 

codes. It also uses several sets of published telemetry channel sounding data as its channel 

models. Within the context of this simulation framework, we also present an adaptive algorithm 

that changes a test article’s modulation type and FEC code rate based on the telemetry channel 

quality. This paper shows the details of the simulation framework and the adaptive rules for 

selecting the near-optimal transmission mode. It also presents an example of an adaptive scheme 

that has achieved approximately 30% to 340% goodput performance improvement over the 

baseline schemes in simulation. Other potential uses of this testbed are also discussed. 
 



2:30 p.m. “Real-Time CMA Equalization for SOQPSK for Aeronautical Telemetr” 

14-6-2  Arlene Cole-Rhodes, Henry Umuolo, Farzad Moazzami Morgan State 

University;  Michael Rice   Brigham Young University 

 
This paper presents the results of using the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) to recover a 

shaped offset quadrature-phase shift keying (SQPSK)-TG modulated signal, which has been 

transmitted over an aeronautical telemetry channel using the iNET data packet structure. The 

iNET-packet structure contains known data bits (the preamble and asynchronous marker (ASM) 

bits) within each data packet, which can be used to determine the minimum mean square error 

(MMSE) equalizer and is then used as an initializer for the CMA algorithm. A baseline analysis of 

the performance of the MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer has been previously done using average 

bit error rates (BER). 

 

3:00 p.m. “Evaluation of Effect of CMA Radius on SOQPSK Equalization” 

14-6-3  Henry Umuolo, Habtamu Betelle and Solomon Thang Faculty Advisors:  

  Dr. Arlene Cole-Rhodes and Dr. Farzad Moazzami  

  Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Morgan State University 
 

In this work we investigate the effect of using different values of the radius in a constant modulus 

algorithm (CMA) equalizer for shaped offset quadrature-phase shift keying (SOQPSK), 

which is transmitted using the iNET data packet structure. The iNET packet structure contains 

known data bits (the preamble and asynchronous marker (ASM) bits) within each data packet, and 

these are used to initialize a block processing CMA algorithm. Two real-time processing methods 

are investigated here, which are referred to as the ‘Single block processing’ and the  ‘Block-by-

block processing’ methods. Both processing methods require that a number of data packets be 

discarded while the CMA equalizer converges. In this work we will investigate the effect on the 

performance of the CMA equalizer of changing its equalizing radius, and also the effect of 

processing different numbers of data packets based on the same initialization. Based on the results 

of these tests, a final choice of parameters will be made and we will produce a bit error rate curve 

for a single telemetry channel. 

 

 

3:30 p.m. “FPGA Implementation of Burst-Mode Synchronization for SOQSPK-TG” 

14-6-4 Ehsan Hosseini, Erik Perrins, Department of Electrical Engineering & 

Computer Science University of Kansas 
 

In this paper, we present an FPGA implementation for synchronization of SOQPSK-TG in burst-

mode transmissions. The system first detects arrival of new bursts, after which it estimates carrier 

frequency, carrier phase, and symbol timing offsets. Additionally, it is designed based on the 

synchronization algorithms developed for the iNET preamble. Here, we introduce some 

complexity reduction techniques in order to save chip area and to minimize latency. The 

implementation results are shown to be very close to the computer simulations in terms of 

estimation eror variances and the overall bit-error rate (BER). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday October 22, 2014 8:30 – 11:30 a.m. 
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Session 7  Special Session ICTS  

Chair  Jean-Claude Ghnassia, Systems Engineer (Retired) 

 

08:30 p.m.      Regional Reports: 

14-7-1  "International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Region-I (Europe/Africa)"  

14-7-1-1 Dr. Gerhard Mayer, European Society for Telemetry (EST), University of  

  Salzburg, Austria         

                

   The L-, S- and C-Band usage in Region I for Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) is being  

  reviewed. European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) and  

               African Telecommunications Union (ATU) positions reference to the action items of the World 

 the World Radiocommunication Conference 2015 (WRC-15) and their threat potential to AMT  

  bands are described. 

 

14-7-1-2       "ITU Region-II (the Americas)" 

                          Mikel R. Ryan, Pacific Architects and Engineers Incorporated 

                

  This presentation will deal with updates on such issues as Medical Telemetry, Wireless   

  Communications Service, Commercial Space Satellite Proposals, C-Band Implementation and  

  Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry- related World Radiocommunication Conference 2015 

          preparations involving the USA, Mexico, Brazil and Canada.  The impact of repurposing/sharing  

              the 1755-1780 MHz band for Long Term Evolution (LTE) usage will be covered in the Agenda  

  Item 14-7-4  presentation." 

 

14-7-1-3 “ITU Region-III (Asia/Pacific)" 

                Darrell E. Ernst (Acting Representative), Operations Research Scientist,  

  ErnsTek LLC  
 

14-7-2         "C-Band Telemetry Usage in Europe and Threats Update" 

09:00 p.m.       Dr. Gerhard Mayer, EST, University of Salzburg, Austria 

                  
  "Introduction of C-Band usage in Europe for Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) is further  

  progressing. Details on countries, organizations and missions will be provided. Possible  threats 

                             from WRC-15 action items are mentioned and recommendations given for internationally  

  coordinated actions of the telemetering community. In particular, the License Shared Access  

  (LSA) initiative of the European Broadband Wireless Systems (BWS) Lobby for Long Term 

              Evolution (LTE) technology usage in the 2300-2400 MHz band is coming to a critical   

               phase.  Also, the 5150-5250 MHz band seems to be a coming candidate band for further LSA  

  studies." 

 

14-7-3       "Clutter Models and Their Applicability to Sharing Studies Between 

09:30 p.m.      Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) and Broadband Wireless Systems " 

  Dr. Daniel Jablonski, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, 

  Laurel, Maryland USA 
                

   "The broadband industry has pushed, relentlessly, to include the effects of building and foliage  

  clutter in sharing studies.  This is despite admonitions to the contrary in International Telecommu-  



              nications Union technical Recommendations.  In this paper, we show why the inclusion of clutter 

              in sharing studies between Long Term Evolution (LTE) and AMT systems does not provide  

 accurate and reliable results.  This is accomplished using a "two-path" model, in which it is 

              demonstrated that the excess path loss due to clutter between a UE and eNodeB (for LTE systems) 

              is not the same path loss as that between the interference source (UE or eNodeB) and an AMT  

              ground station.  This results in the paradoxical situation in which the dynamic power control of  

              UEs causes clutter to increase, rather than decrease, the interference to the affected AMT ground  

  station." 

 

14-7-4    "Encroachment Threats to Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) in the 

10:00 p.m. USA: Update #9" 

  Scott A. Hoschar, Patuxent River, Maryland USA 

                

  "In furtherance of a Presidential Directive (June 2010) for reallocation of 500 MHz for   

  commercial terrestrial broadband, we are studying the feasibility of sharing (instead of   

  completely migrating from) the Government 1755-1850 MHz band with commercial broadband  

  mobile systems, also known as Long Term Evolution services (LTE).  AMT is a heavy user of this  

  band. The Commerce Spectrum Management Advisory Committee Studies, Transition Plans, the  

  NOV 2014 1755-1780 MHz Band Auction, Department of Defense Spectrum Initiatives and  

  other factors will be covered." 

 

14-7-5   "Report on Domestic and International Issues for Aeronautical Mobile 

10:30 p.m.      Telemetry (AMT)" 

  William K. Keane, Duane Morris Limited Liability Partnership,   

  Washington, DC USA 

                 

  "The presentation will focus on FCC and international issues affecting AMT, such as Inter- 

  American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL) activities relative to the L-Band, the   

  position of various CITEL administrations relative to protection of AMT spectrum under World  

  Radiocommunication Conference 2015 Agenda Item 1.1, and possible future rulemakings  

  affecting the AMT community." 

 

14-7-6  "Status on C-Band Telemetry Usage by Airbus After 10 Months in  

11:00 p.m. Operation" 

  Gilles Freaud, Airbus Operations SAS, EVIC, Head of Test Instrumentation  

  Components Department 

                

  "The Airbus Corporation migrated their primary telemetering band from S-Band to C-Band in  

  early January 2014 for all their development flights test aircraft. This presentation will   

  deal with the status on this initiative and the operational results after 10 months of flights." 
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Session 8  iNET 1  

Chair  Mark Wigent, Systems Engineer, Leidos 

 

08:30 p.m. “iNET MDL from a User Perspective” 

14-8-1  Jessica D. Moore, Richard D. Stiers Boeing Test & Evaluation 
 



During concept development of a new core analog acquisition system, Boeing Flight Test 

identified a need for a set of more efficient and cost effective Test System configuration and setup 

tools, preferably supported by an industry standard. Like most big test organizations we support 

years and years of legacy tools. Currently all new functions are required to be hosted within the 

legacy environment. Legacy environments tend to be big, slow, and expensive to update and 

maintain. In searching for a better way to business, we evaluated iNET/MDL, IHAL, and XidML 

standards. For a variety of reasons which will be discussed in this paper, we have chosen to focus 

on the iNET MDL standard as the means for producing a new vendor-agnostic, simpler and more 

cost effective system interface. 
 

09:00 a.m. “Dynamic Capacity Allocation Algorithms for iNET Link Manager” 

14-8-2  Mariusz Fecko(1), Kirk Chang(1), Andrzej Cichocki(1), Heechang Kim(1), 

Shree Gadgil(1), Mohsen Sarraf(1), Melbourne Barton(1), Larry Wong(1), 

Sunil Samtani(1), Ray O’Connell(2),  Bob O’Neil(2), Michael Rauf(2), Mark 

Radke(3), Tom Young(4), Thomas Grace(5) 

 

  (1)Applied Communication Sciences, Basking Ridge, NJ; (2)RoboComAI 

Cincinnati, OH; (3)Tybrin Corp., Edwards AFB, CA; (4)USAF AFMC, 

Edwards AFB, CA; (5)NAVAIR, Patuxent River, MD 
 

In an iNET telemetry network, Link Manager (LM) dynamically allocates capacity to radio links 

to achieve desired QoS guarantees. Under the T&E S&T iMANPOL program, we  

developed an enhanced capacity allocation algorithm that can better cope with severe congestion 

and misbehaving users and traffic flows. We compare the E-LM with the LM baseline algorithm 

(B-LM), which employs priority-weighted allocation. The B-LM is expected to perform well for the 

majority of traffic patterns, but does not prevent an ill-behaved traffic class from causing 

excessive latency on other radio links. The E-LM ensures that each class has a “guaranteed” 

portion of the total available bandwidth that is proportional to the weight of the class. If the traffic 

loading of a class is lower than its quota, the difference can be flexibly shared by other classes 

across multiple links. If the traffic loading of a class is higher than its quota, its demand may still 

be satisfied, provided that the capacity is not taken away from well-behaved traffic classes that 

stay below their quotas. The qualitative analysis shows the E-LM provides lower latencies for the 

well-behaved links in overloading conditions and increases the overall system throughput when 

the traffic is unbalanced. We conducted extensive experiments to confirm that analysis, with the E-

LM reducing latency of well-behaved flows up to 90%, and increasing overall throughput up to 

65% over the B-LM.  

 

09:30 a.m. “Estimators for iNET-Formatted SOQPSK-TG” 

14-8-3   Michael Rice Brigham Young University, Mohammad Saquib 

University of Texas at Dallas, Erik Perrins University of Kansas 

 
This paper presents algorithms for estimating the frequency offset, multipath channel coefficients, 

and noise variance of iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG. The estimators compare the received signal 

samples corresponding to the iNET preamble and attached sync marker (ASM) bits to a locally 

stored copy of the SOQPSK-TG samples corresponding to the same. The mean and variance of the 

three estimators over ten test channels derived from channel sounding experiments at Edwards 

AFB is presented. The results show that usable estimates are achievable. 

 

 

 

10:00 a.m. “A Comparison of Three Equalization Techniques for iNET-formatted 

14-8-4    SOQPSK-TG”   



Michael Rice Brigham Young University, Md. Shah Afran, Mohammad 

Saquib University of Texas at Dallas, Arlene Cole-Rhodes, Farzad Moazzami 

Morgan State University 
 

This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the zero-forcing, minimum mean-squared error, and 

constant-modulus equalizers in improving the BER performance of iNET-formatted SOQPSK- 

TG. The equalization algorithms leverage the existence of known bit sequences in the preamble  

and ASM fields of the iNET packet to realize data-aided equalizers. The effectiveness of these  

equalization techniques over ten test channels, derived from channel sounding experiments at  

Edwards AFB were evaluated. 
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Session 9   Antennas and Tracking 2 

Chair  Scott Kujiraoka, Project Manager, NAVAIR-Pt. Mugu, CA 

 

08:30 a.m. “In-flight Wireless Acquisition an Experience” 

14-9-1   Jean-Michel Guillot ADAS, BP 47, 9, rue Georges Besse 

 
An in-flight acquisition system with less or even no wiring is a most common requirement  among 

test engineers. Firstly, because cabling an aircraft is a long and expensive task, but  also because 

experiments must often be made at a short notice, on standard and unprepared aircrafts. In such 

cases, test engineers are looking for acquisition equipment which is fast to install, fast to remove, 

and which easily connects to any existing flight test installation. In  

some cases, such as helicopter rotors, but also rotating machines in ground installations, wiring is 

simply impossible and real time acquisition and data processing requires a wireless link toward 

central FTI. 

 

 

 

09:00 a.m. “System Framework for a Multi-Band, Multi-mode Software Defined Radio” 

14-9-2  Willie L. Thompson II, D.Eng., Samuel Berhanu, and Nathan Richardson, 

D.Eng. Morgan State University, Clarence M. Mitchell Jr. School of 

Engineering Center of Excellence for Tactical & Advanced Communication 

Technologies.  

 
This paper describes a system framework for a multi-band, multi-mode software defined radio 

(MBMM SDR) being developed for next-generation telemetry applications. The system framework 

consists of the multi-band front-end (MDFE), the multi-mode digital radio (MMDR), and the 

configuration and control (C2) sub-systems. The MDBE consists of an L/S/C-band transceiver 

architecture that provides wideband operation, band selection, and channel timing. The MMDR 

consists of the software and firmware components for high-speed digital signal processing for the 

telemetry waveforms. Finally the C2 consists of the software and hardware components for system 

configuration, control and status. 

 

 

09:30 a.m. “Time Difference of Arrival for Small Mammal Tracking System” 

14-9-3  Undergraduate Students: Auni Kundu, Brianne Noriega, Connor O’Brien, 

Corey Speros and Dawei Ju 

Faculty Advisers: Dr. Michael W. Marcellin and Dr. Kathleen Melde  



Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

The University of Arizona 
 

Scientists are interested in obtaining knowledge of the effects of deforestation on the GLT monkeys 

by tracking them in an effort to resuscitate their population. However, accurately tracking this 

species poses many challenges. One of the biggest difficulties in tracking this species is the limited 

weight that the monkeys can support. Researchers indicate that this species can only carry 5 

percent of its body weight, restricting the weight of the collar to be less than 20 grams
ii
. 

Additionally, the heavy rainfall in the natural habitat of these creatures poses risks to any tracking 

system. When tracking animals, it is important to limit the amount of human interaction in order 

to accurately study their natural behavior.  

 

10:00 a.m.  “Link Dependent Adaptive Radio Simulation” 

14-9-4  Tara Pun, Deepak Giri Faculty Advisors: Dr. Farzad Moazzami, Dr. Richard 

Dean, Dr. Arlene Cole-Rhodes Department of Electrical and Computer 

Engineering Morgan State University  

 
This paper shows the optimized Link Dependent Adaptive Radio (LDAR) using the variable QAM 

OFDM modulation size which adapts to channel conditions. The LDAR enhanced performance is 

illustrated by use of a flight path simulation with associated channel dynamics. These channel 

dynamics along the flight path and its effects on the radio link parameters are also discussed.  

 

10:30 a.m. “Flight Test Results from C-Band Missile Telemetry Project”  

14-09-5 Scott Kujiraoka, Russ Fielder, and Ben Johnson.  

 
  Over the past few years, papers have been presented relating to the design and development of a  

  telemetry section used to compare the performance between S-Band and C-Band telemetry links.   

  In addition, the flight test plans to make this comparison have been discussed.  Captive Carry Test 

  Flights (on a F-18 fighter jet) over the NAVAIR Sea and Land Ranges at Point Mugu and China  

  Lake were conducted during the April-July 2014 timeframe.  In addition a Live Fire Test Flight  

  over the Land Range of the specially outfitted missile was performed in July 2014 as well.  This  

  paper will discuss these series of flights tests and provide a performance assessment of the data  

  quality between the C-Band and S-Band telemetry data links.  In addition, lessons learned from  

  the various test flights will be included as well.  Due to publication deadlines, the results will be  

  summarized at the actual conference. 
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Session 10 Imaging 1 

Chair  Kenneth A Wilhelm, Technical Lead Engineer, Boeing Test & Evaluation 

 

08:30 a.m. “Photo- and Video-based Ranging and Modeling” 

14-10-1 Yuan-Fang Wang, Department of Computer Science, UCSB 

 
In this paper, we present our research on photo- and video-based 3D ranging and modeling. We 

have constructed such a 3D ranging and modeling system, PhotoModel3D, that was made 

available for free, non-commercial use over the Web. The system has received over a hundred 

thousands Web visits and thousands of use in the past two years alone. Currently, we demo 900 



3D models thus constructed using photos and videos contributed from anonymous users all over 

the world. Here, we describe the algorithms used in the 3D pipeline and present the results of a 

comparison study and an accuracy analysis of its performance. 

 

09:00 a.m. “Real-Time Management of Videos for UAS Telemetry System” 

14-10-2 Jian Song and Ni Luo Beijing Zoweetech Ltd. PRC 

 
Airborne videos are crucial for monitoring unmanned aircraft systems (UAS). However, the 

number of videos that could be sent to ground is limited due to the bandwidth of a telemetry  

system. An architecture of airborne video acquirement system with real-time management is 

present in this paper. In addition to acquire videos and other data like control commands, that 

architecture make it possible to manage and switch the videos to be transferred to the ground 

through telemetry channels for ground real-time monitoring and controlling. 

 

 

09:30 a.m. “Flying Boresight Source for Improved Testing and Calibration of Tracking 

14-10-3 Antennas and Advanced Flight Path Simulations” 

Dennis Haefner, Andreas Kimpe, Ludwig Altenbuchner, Peter Turner DLR 

Mobile Rocket Base, Oberpfaffenhofen, 82234 Wessling, Germany 

 
The application of ground-based boresight sources for calibration and testing of tracking 

antennas usually entails various difficulties, mostly due to unwanted ground effects. To avoid this 

problem, DLR MORABA developed a small, lightweight, frequency-adjustable S-band boresight 

source, mounted on a small remote-controlled multirotor aircraft. Highly accurate GPS-

supported, position and altitude control functions allow both, very steady positioning of the 

aircraft in mid-air, and precise waypoint-based, semi-autonomous flights. 
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Session 11 Processing 2 

Chair  Michael Van Meter Head, Telemetry Systems Branch –NAVAIR-PAX 
 

08:30 a.m. “Determinaton of Position Around Near-Earth Asteroids Using 

14-11-1  Communication Relays”  

Evan Nelson, Charles D. Creusere, Thomas Critz, Eric Butcher* 

Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 

* University of Arizona  

 
In this paper we consider the possibility of using a communications system that is operating 

between probes on the surface of an asteroid and an orbiting satellite to more accurately 

determine spatial positions. This is done by measuring the round trip communication delay 

between the orbiter and various surface probes to estimate distance. From these distance 

measurements, the position can be determined using trilateration-the same basic technique behind 



the earth-based GPS system. Within the framework of this scenario, the location of the probes or 

the orbiter can be determined depending on the scenario. 

 

09:00 a.m. “Remote Perimeter Monitoring for Agricultural Applications”  

14-11-2  Nicholas Crowe, James Meyer, Dustin Harrelson, Bradley Cook, 

Jason Gassel, Brandon Harrington (Students) and Kurt Kosbar (Advisor) 

Telemetry Learning Center 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Missouri University of Science and Technology 

 
A monitoring system has been developed to detect when a large vehicle is gaining access to an 

area such as an agricultural field or facility through a control gate. The system uses multiple  

sensors, including Hall-effect, anisotropic magnetoresistor, ultrasonic ranging, and vision. A user 

is alerted using a conventional cell phone network of the presence of the vehicle. The system is 

microcontroller based, uses photovoltaic power supply, and leverages commercial off the shelf 

components wherever feasible. The system detection algorithm was made adaptable, to minimize 

false alarms and missed detections.  

 

 

09:30 a.m. “Performance Evaluation of Space-Time Coding on an Airborne Test 

14-11-3   Platform”  

Kip Temple Air Force Test Center, Edwards AFB CA  

 
Typical airborne test platforms use multiple telemetry transmit antennas in a top and bottom  

configuration in order to mitigate signal shadowing during maneuvers on high dynamic platforms. 

While mitigating one problem, this also creates a co-channel interference problem as the same 

signal, time delayed with differing amplitude, is sent to both antennas. Space-Time Coding (STC) 

was developed with the intention of mitigating this co-channel interference problem, also known 

as the “two antenna problem”. Lab testing and preliminary flight testing of developmental and 

pre-production hardware has been completed and documented. This is the  

first test dedicated to assessing the performance of a production STC system in a real-world test 

environment. This paper will briefly describe lab testing that preceded the flight testing, describes 

the airborne and ground station configurations used during the flight test, and provides detailed 

results of the performance of the space time coded telemetry link as compared against a reference 

telemetry link. 

 

10:00 a.m. “Using C# and WPF to Create Fast Plots for Telemetry Analysis on Large 

14-11-4   Data Sets”  

William Endress, Steven Burns Raytheon Missile Systems 

 
Upon completion of a test where telemetry(TM) data was collected, the resulting TM file will 

usually contain millions of data points. Traditionally MatLab™, Mathlab ™, or some third party 

software is used to plot the data. These methods may not always be desirable due to the expense of 

licensing, restrictions on the ability to create custom graphs and the inability to quickly plot large 

amounts of data. These problems were solved by using Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) 

graphics capabilities in conjunction with C# to develop a unique set of algorithms to display 

custom graphs of unlimited size with quick response. 
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Session 12 Modulation 2 



Chair Thomas F. Fisher Technical Lead Engineer, Boeing Test & Evaluation  
08:30 a.m. “MMSE Equalization for Aeronautical Telemetry Channels”  

14-12-1  Michael Rice Brigham Young University, Md. Shah Afran, Mohammad 

Saquib, The University of Texas at Dallas 
 

This paper presents performance analysis of the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) equalizers 

applied to aeronautical telemetry channels. The challenge for equalizing received samples of the 

modulated signal lies in the fact that the underlying continuous-time SOQPSK-TG waveform is 

not wide-sense stationary. However it is assumed so in order to meet real-time implementation 

requirements. Two approximations of the autocorrelation function of the SOQPSK-TG waveform 

are used for designing MMSE equalizers. Their performance are investigated against the zero 

forcing equalizer for measured aeronautical telemetry channels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

09:00 a.m. “Adaptive Modulation Schemes for OFDM and SOQPSK Using Error 

14-12-2  Vector Magnitude (EVM) and Godard Dispersion” 

Jieying Han, Brett T. Walkenhorst  Georgia Tech Research Institute 
 
In this paper, we develop a new approach which enables adaptation across two modulation  

schemes in the iNET standard; orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) and shaped- 

offset quadrature phased-shift keying (SOQPSK). We present the error vector magnitude (EVM)  

for OFDM and second-order Godard dispersion (D(2)) for SOQPSK as our link metrics that  

measure the degradation due to thermal noise and channel effects and then derive the  

mathematical relationship between these two metrics. This relationship enables us to utilize a set  

of empirically-derived rules that incorporate both modulation schemes. 

 

09:30 a.m. “A Modified OQPSK Detection for SOQPSK-TG in Aeronautical  

14-12-3   Telemetry”  

Ding Xingwen, Song Jianyong, Chen Ming, Lu Manhong   

Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry, China 
 

SOQPSK-TG is a highly bandwidth-efficient constant-envelope modulation so that it has been 

applied in aeronautical telemetry widely. We develop a simple detection of SOQPSK-TG which is 

based on a modified OQPSK detection. The simple detection has the advantages of low 

c83complexity and good performance. And it’s also suitable for other varieties of SOQPSK and  

FQPSK. 

 

10:00 a.m. “Long Range Channel Prediction in Aeronautical Telemetry” 

14-12-4  Dr. Marilynn P. Wylie Open Door Technologies, LLC 

 
Long range prediction exploits the principal that the memory span of a predictive filter increases 

when it samples the input signal at a lower rate. Within the context of a communication system 

that employs adaptive modulation and coding communication, this implies that by measuring the 

channel at a rate that is minimally twice the highest Doppler frequency rather than twice the data 



rate (the latter typically being orders of magnitude greater than the former), one can predict the 

channel fades much farther ahead into the future. In this paper, we consider an application of a 

recursive weighted least squares estimation (WLSE) algorithm to the problem of long range 

channel prediction. The algorithm is applied to ten sets of channel measurements that have been 

made during channel sounding exercises on the Edwards Air Force Base test range and include 

the following scenarios: taxiway, takeoff, in-flight and final approach & landing. In this subset of 

the measurement campaigns, the test article speed varies from ≈ 5 m/s along the taxiway to ≈ 100 

m/s while in flight. As our results show, the algorithm can be used in real time to predict several 

milliseconds in the future while using a modest number of filter coefficients (d = 2 and d = 4 are 

considered), thus demonstrating that channel prediction is viable in the aeronautical telemetry 

testing environment. 
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Session 13 Metadata Description Language (MDL) Users Group Special Session 

Chair  Lee Eccles, Technical Fellow, Boeing Test & Evaluation  
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Session 14 Imaging 2 

Chair  Shannon Wigent, Principal, Laulima Systems 

 

2:30 p.m. ”Tracking Track Targets in External Store Separation Using Computer  

14-14-1  Vision”  

André Yoshimi Kusumoto (1,2), MSc. Luiz Eduardo Guarino de Vasconcelos 

(1,2), Dr. Nelson Paiva Oliveira Leite (1), Dr. Cristina Moniz Araújo 

Lopes(2) and Dr. Rogério Pirk (2). (1)Instituto de Pesquisas e Ensaios em 

Voo (IPEV), (2)Instituto Tecnológico de Aeronáutica (ITA) 
 

This paper, presents the implementation of computer vision techniques and Camshift algorithm as 

an approach to tracking individual track targets on the store surface which can be perform 

onboard and in real time or near real time. The development of the algorithm is presented as well 

several experimental test results that use videos frames gathered from previous FTC executed by 

Instituto de Pesquisas e Ensaios em Voo (Flight Test and Research Institute - IPEV). Preliminary 

results present satisfactory performance. 

 

3:00 p.m. “ High-Performance Tomographic Imaging and Applications”  

14-14-2  Hua Lee and Yuan-Fang Wang Department of Electrical and Computer 

Engineering   University of California, Santa Barbara 

 
Tomographic imaging systems utilize various probing waveforms, such as microwaves, acoustic 

and ultrasound, and light, for different application objectives. This paper provides a 

comprehensive overview of various tomographic imaging systems operating in different modalities 

of mono-static, bi-static, and multi-static format in both transmission and reflection modes. 

Tomographic acoustic microscopy, ground-penetrating radar imaging, synthetic-aperture sonar 

imaging, 3D medical endoscopy and terrain survey are included as direct examples of the imaging 

technology, with historical overview, physical modeling and system analysis, and experiments. 

  

 



3:30 p.m. “Ordered Dithering Codebook Model for the Detection of Moving Objects in 

14-14-3  Imaging Systems” 

(1)Jing-Ming Guo, (1)Nguyen Van Thinh, and (2)Hua Lee; (1)Department of 

Electrical Engineering National Taiwan University of Science & Technology  

(2)Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering  

University of California, Santa Barbara.  
 

This paper presents an effective multi-layer background modeling method to detect moving objects 

by exploiting the advantage of novel distinctive features and hierarchical structure of the 

Codebook (CB) model. In the block-based structure, the mean-color feature within a block often 

does not contain sufficient texture information, causing incorrect classification especially in large 

block size layers. Thus, the Binary Ordered Dithering (BOD) feature becomes an important 

supplement to the mean RGB feature In summary, the uniqueness of this approach is the 

incorporation of the half-toning scheme with the codebook model for superior performance over 

the existing methods. 

 

 

 

4:00 p.m. “LED Communication using a High Speed Digital Camera”  

14-14-4  Elam Curry, Javier Perez-Ramirez and Deva K. Borah 

  Advising Professor: Dr. Deva K. Borah, Professor 

  Klipsch School of Electrical & Computer Engineering 

  New Mexico State University 

 

  
An optical communication system using a light-emitting diode (LED) as a transmitter and a high 

speed digital camera as a receiver is considered. The camera collects data at a rate of 1,200 

frames per second (FPS). The pixel values are then processed using equal gain combining (EGC), 

best pixel selection (BPS), and maximal ratio combining (MRC) techniques. The bit error rate 

(BER) performance of these techniques is analyzed, and the effect of using different numbers of 

pixels for receiver processing is considered. The effect of the camera’s pixel grid being at an 

angle with respect to the LED’s direct path is experimentally explored. 
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Session 15 Data Transport  

Chair  Brian Keating, Electronics Engineer, NAVAIR Pax River 

 

2:30 p.m. “Synchronous Data Pathing”  

14-15-1  Gregory Uhland  U.S Air Force, 96th Test Wing, Eglin AFB  

 
With industry standard synchronous data, the clock is effectively over twice the rate of the data.  

The resultant problem is increased synchronous infrastructure bandwidth requirements and/or 

costly system architectures designed to avoid transport of synchronous data. This paper will 

discuss a potential solution. 

 

3:00 p.m. “A Modular and Extensible User Interface for the Telemetry and Control of 

14-15-2   a Remotely Operated Vehicle” 

Tyler Morrow (Student), Kurt Kosbar (Advisor) Telemetry Learning Center 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering  



Missouri University of Science and Technology 
 

This paper discusses the rover engagement display (RED), an application that integrates network 

communication, control systems, numerical and visual analysis of telemetry, and a graphical user 

interface for communicating with the embedded systems of a remote vehicle. The target vehicle  

is a wheeled rover participating in the University Rover Challenge, a competition that observes 

the performance of rovers in an environment similar to that of the planet Mars. Communication 

with the rover occurs via a TCP connection and messages adhere to a simple protocol. The RED 

user interface is visually modular in an attempt to provide additional scalability and extensibility. 

Control algorithms, user interface design concepts, and code architecture (C#) are discussed. 

 

3:30 p.m. On the Application of Time-Reversed Space-Time Block Code to  

14-15-3   Aeronautical Telemetry” 

Michael Rice Brigham Young University, Md. Shah Afran, Mohammad 

Saquib, The University of Texas at Dallas 

 
Generalized time-reversed space-time block codes (GTR-STBC) are introduced as a conceptual 

tool to examine the impact of unequal power allocation in aeronautical telemetry channels. Two 

transmitting antennas are employed to exploit partial channel state information. GTR-STBC wre 

observed to perform the best trade-off between the signal-to-noise ratio and inter symbol 

interference. It is also observed that the optimum transmitter power profile for the measured 

channel is significantly different than that in the statistical channel model. 

 

4:00 p.m. “Video Bus Integrated Telemetry System” 

14-15-3  Michael Diehl, Jason P.Swain, Tab M. Wilcox, Steven K. Kuipers 

   
The Video Bus Integrated Telemetry System (VBITS) was developed to improve 

the efficiency and effectiveness of air delivery testing at Yuma Proving 

Ground (YPG). The system consists of a common rack for mounting both video 

and telemetry equipment resulting in an easier and more time efficient 

installation. Requirements to downlink High-Definition (HD) video from the 

aircraft resulted in the utilization of technological improvements in 

transmitters, on-board encoders, and recorders. 
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Session 16 Antennas and Tracking 3 

Chair  Jesus A Nevarez, Electronics Engineer, White Sands Missile Range 

 

2:30 p.m. “Performance Analysis of Zero Forcing and Minimum Mean Square Error 

14-16-1 Equalizers on  Multiple Input Multiple Output System on a 

Spinning Vehicle” 

Aditya Kulkarni (Student) and Kurt Kosbar (Advisor) 

Telemetry Learning Center 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Missouri University of Science and Technology 
 

Channel equalizers based on minimum mean square error (MMSE) and zero forcing (ZF) criteria 

have been formulated for a general scalable multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system and 

mailto:jesus.a.nevarez.civ@mail.mil


implemented for a 2x2 MIMO system with spatial multiplexing (SM) for Rayleigh channel 

associated with additive white Gaussian noise. A model to emulate transmitters and receivers on a 

spinning vehicle has been developed. A transceiver based on the BLAST architecture is developed 

in this work. A mathematical framework to explain the behavior of the ZF and MMSE equalizers is 

formulated. The performance of the equalizers has been validated for a case with one of the 

communication entities being a spinning aero vehicle. Performance analysis with respect to 

variation of angular separation between the antennas and relative antenna gain for each case is 

presented. Based on the simulation results a setup with optimal design parameters for placement 

of antennas, choice of the equalizers and transmit power is proposed. 

 

3:00 p.m. “An Innovative Tool for Enhancing the Performance of Tracking Antenna  

14-16-2  Control Unit for Aeronautical Telemetry Applications” 

  1. D David Livingstone, Scientist ‘E’ 2. Nishad Farook-Scientist ‘C’  

  3. Anish M Mathew- Project Engineer National Flight Test Centre (NFTC),  

  Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA), Bangalore, India..  

 
This paper explains an Antenna guidance tool developed for tracking systems of telemetry stations 

engaged in Aeronautical Telemetry flight testing.  This tool proved to be a performance enhancer 

of the antenna controllers which in turn contribute to the quality of flight test telemetry data.  This 

is an intuitive tool which significantly reduces the work load of the tracking personnel.  The 

system computes the tracking information from aircraft’s INGPS positional parameters available 

on telemetry stream. Antenna tracking tool helps the antenna control unit to position the antenna 

beam axis right onto the target thus reduces the telemetry sync-losses. This system in addition to 

positioning the antenna beam right onto the target, it displays the antenna beams in both Azimuth 

and elevation axis along with aircraft model on a digital map. The tool helps the operator to know 

whether the aircraft is inside the antenna beams. The system has high immunity over multi-path, 

side lobe tracking and link losses due to aircraft maneuvers. The field test results show the 

enhanced performance of the Antenna Control units when compared to the conventional auto-

track systems.  

3:30 p.m. Direction of Arrival Estimation of Broadband Signal Using Single Antenna”  

14-16-3  Graduate Students: Xiaoju Yu and Faculty Advisor: Hao Xin   

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, University of Arizona 
 

In this paper, we propose a novel technique using a single antenna for direction of arrival  
(DOA) estimation of broadband microwave signals. We designed and fabricated a microstrip-

leaky-wave receiving antenna, which has good matching and reasonable radiation efficiency in 

the frequency range of interest: 2 - 3.5 GHz. Because the frequency response of the antenna is 

strongly incident-angle dependent, by using the spectral information at the antenna, we are able 

to estimate the DOA of a broadband microwave signal with a high  

degree of accuracy. Simulations and experiments show that the proposed technique enables good 

DOA estimation performance within a 90˚ range. 

 

4:00 p.m. “A Comparison of Compressive Sensing Approaches for LIDAR 

14-16-4  Return Pulse Capture, Transmission, Storage” 

  Juan Castorena (Graduate Student), Charles D. Creusere(Advisor) 

  Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

New Mexico State University 
 

Massive amounts of data are typically acquired in third generation full-waveform (FW) LIDAR 

systems to generate image-like depth maps of a scene of acceptable quality. The sampling systems 

acquiring this data, however, seldom take into account the low information rate generally present 

in the FW signals and, consequently, sample very inefficiently. Our main goal here is to compare 



two efficient sampling models and processes for the individual time-resolved FW signals collected 

by LIDAR system. Specifically, we compare two approaches of sub-Nyquist sampling of the 

continuous-time LIDAR FW return pulses: (i) modeling FW signals as short-duration pulses with 

multiple band limited echoes, and (ii) modeling them as signals with finite rates of innovation 

(FRI). 
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Session 17 Recollections and Predictions 

Chair  Kenneth H. Smith, Systems Engineer (Retired) 

 

2:30 p.m. “Space - History and Implications”  

14-17-1 Jerry L. Hill  Senior Science Advisor, Avum, Inc.   

 
Objects of varying sizes shapes, and origins, referred to as space debris, or “space junk,”  have 

been accumulating in Earth orbit for over a half century. This personal glimpse into this 

fascinating subject discusses sources of space debris and the implications of this debris to working 

near Earth space vehicles and orbiting laboratories. 

 

3:00 p.m. “ViaSat's 50 Year Legacy in Range Telemetry: Its Past, Present 

14-17-2  and Future” 

Armando R. Gattoni ViaSat Inc.  

 
In April of 2000, ViaSat (Carlsbad, CA) acquired the Communications and Tracking Systems  

division of Scientific Atlanta (Atlanta, GA). Through that acquisition ViaSat can trace a fifty year 

heritage of range telemetry product and system development. This paper describes some of  

ViaSat’s key contributions during those years, beginning with CORTS (Conversion of Range 

Telemetry Systems) and including development of Monoscan Converters for single-channel 

monopulse tracking, the 410 WA and Series 930 Telemetry Receivers, E-Scan autotracking and 

numerous tracking antenna systems. This paper includes recent (within ten years) systems and  

products specifically developed for telemetry applications, and concludes with what ViaSat 

believes the future holds for telemetry tracking systems. 

 

3:30 p.m. “How TM has changed in my environment in the past 53 years”  

14-17-3  William Hochner  

 
One person’s look back at telemetry from 1961 to the present. 
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Session 18 Range Systems 2 

Chair  Jon Morgan, Telemetry Systems Architect, JT3, EAFB 
 

2:30 p.m. “A Synergistic Test Flight”  

14-18-1  Charles H. Jones 412 TENG/ENTI EAFB;  Mark Wigent LEIDOS; 

   Jon Morgan JT3, LLC; Russ Beech NVE CORP. 

 
This is the story of three projects, which use three different research funding sources, coming 

together to demonstrate a small, but complete, instrumentation system that advances several 

technologies. The Onboard Smart Sensor (OSS) project is a Small Business Innovation Research 



(SBIR) project that incorporates IEEE 1451.4 sensors into an existing Common Airborne 

Instrumentation System (CAIS) based instrumentation system. These sensors are “smart” in that 

they can self-identify basic information via a Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS). The 

Enhanced Query Data Recorder (EQDR) is being developed under the T&E Science & 

Technology Spectrum Efficient Technology (S&T SET) portfolio. This recorder is based on the 

integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) specifications. One of the objectives of iNET is to 

be able to query a recorder in real-time and transfer the request across a network telemetry link. 

The third project provides Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) backfill to compensate for dropouts. 

 

3:00 p.m. “PCM Backfill: Providing PCM to the Control Room Without Dropouts”  

14-18-2   Jon Morgan JT3,LLC;  Charles H. Jones  412TENG/ENI  Edwards AFB  

 
One of the initial control room capabilities to be demonstrated by iNET program is the ability to 

provide data displays in the control room that do not contain data dropouts. This concept is called 

PCM Backfill where PCM data is both transmitted via traditional SST and recorded onboard via 

an iNET compatible recorder. When data dropouts occur, data requests are made over the 

telemetry network to the recorder for the missing portions of the PCM data stream. The retrieved 

data is sent over the telemetry network to the backfill application and ultimately delivered to a 

pristine data display. The integration of traditional SSt and the PCM Backfill capability provides 

both real-time safety of flight data side-by-side with pristine data suitable for advanced analysis. 

 
I 
3:30 p.m. “Enhanced Query Data Recorder (EQDR)  A Next Generation Network 

14-18-3   Recorder Built Around iNET Standards” 

Mark Wigent leidos; Dr. Andrea Mazzario Kauai Software Solutions 
 

The Enhanced Query Data Recorder (EQDR) has been developed under the Test Resource 

Management Center’s (TRMC) Spectrum Efficient Technologies (SET) T&E S&T program.  The 

EQDR is a network flight recorder built around the iNET standards and which is intended to meet 

the future needs of the networked telemetry environment.  The EQDR is designed to support the 

“fetch” of recorded test data during a test without interruption to the ongoing recording of data 

from the test article vehicle network. The key benefits of the network data recorder as 

implemented in the EQDR are increased flexibility and efficiency of test in an environment with 

increasing demands on spectrum available for telemetered data.  EQDR enables retrieval of 

individual recorded parameters on an as-needed basis.  Having the flexibility to send data only 

when it is required rather than throughout the duration of the test significantly increases the 

efficiency with which limited spectrum resources are used.  EQDR enables parametric-level data 

retrieval, based not only on time interval and data source, but also on the content of the recorded 

data messages.   EQDR enables selective, efficient retrieval of individual parameters using 

indexes derived from the actual values of recorded data. 

 

4:00 p.m. “New Mobile Telemetry Ground Station for Sounding Rocket,  

14-18-4  Stratospheric Balloon, and LEOP Satellite Support”    

Dennis Haefner, Andreas.Kimpe, Peter.Turner; DLR Mobile Rocket Base, 

Oberpfaffenhofen, 82234 Wessling, Germany 
 

The new telemetry station of the DLR Mobile Rocket Base (MORABA) is a fully equipped 

commanding, tracking, and data acquisition ground station developed particularly for sounding 

rockets and stratospheric research balloons. Furthermore, it seres as a support system for satellite 

missions during launch and early orbit phases. 

 

Thursday October 23, 2014 8:30 – 11:00 a.m. 
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Session 19 US Spectrum Issues Special Session 

Chair  Darrell E. Ernst, Operations Research Scientist, ErnsTek LLC 

 

“Tri-Service C-Band Roadmap Study (TSCRS)”Findings and Way Ahead 

14-19-1   Steve Musteric  Lead Engineer, TSCRS Project 96th Test Systems Squadron 

Eglin AFB, FL 

 
The purpose of the Tri-Service C-Band Roadmap Study (TSCRS) is to identify technology 

gaps and shortfalls associated with aeronautical mobile telemetry operations utilizing the 4400 to 

5150MHz frequency band (C-Band). The goal of this study is to provide the information needed 

by the military services to generate an investment strategy to develop C-Band telemetry  

capabilities.  This paper discusses TSCRS findings. Specifically, C-Band telemetry “gaps” related 

to operations on ground stations and in test articles are covered. The paper addresses key C-Band 

telemetry challenges across mission domains and provides a quick look at the DoD investment 

strategy for maturing technologies relative to these challenges. 
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Session 20 TENA 

Chair  Jessica D Moore, Systems & Integration, Boeing Test & Evaluation 

 

08:30 a.m. “TENA and JMETC in Telemetry Applications”  

14-20-1   Gene Hudgins, Keith Poch, Juana Secondine  

  TENA Software Development Activity (SDA)  
 

The Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA) is a validated, common architecture which 

provides for real-time software system interoperability as well as interfaces to existing range 

assets, C4ISR systems, and simulations. The TENA Middleware, currently at Release 6.0.4, has 

been used by the range community for testing, training, evaluation, and feedback in many major 

exercises and events since 2002, and has been selected as the interoperability solution in the Joint 

Mission Environment Test Capability’s (JMETC’s) distributed testing. Through investment in the 

Test Resource Management Center’s (TRMC’s) Test & Evaluation (T&E) / Science & Technology 

(S&T) Program and innovative use at ranges including the Pacific Missile Range Facility 

(PMRF), Yuma Proving Ground (YPG), Redstone Test Center (RTC), and Edwards AFB, TENA is 

increasingly expanding to and being utilized by the Telemetry community. 

 

 



09:00 a.m. “Application of TENA in Real-Time Wireless Flight Test Engineering with  

14-20-2  Tablet Support” 

Harold Cornelius, Thomas Treakle.  
 

Flight line checkout of aircraft and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) is a necessary part of Test 

Range operations.  Checkout systems have been designed to support the Flight Test Engineer 

(FTE) and aircraft technicians to validate the operations of the aircraft instrumentation systems 

and to help in troubleshooting problems.  Current systems in use by the FTE include using range 

assets, such as range Telemetry Receiving system, and even home built systems.  One system used 

at Edwards Flight Test Center is called the Instrumentation Ground Support Units (IGSU) or 

"Taco Carts", a system that contains the basic elements of a telemetry ground system that also has 

the additional capability to connect directly to the aircraft.  This presentation shows advancement 

prototypes that enable the FTE access to modern technologies that will provide efficiencies using 

wireless networks, tablets and the Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA) TENA through 

activities developed as part of the TENA in Resource Constrained Environments (TRCE) project. 

 

 

09:30 a.m. “Using TENA to Enable Next Generation Range Control & Data  

14-20-3   Distribution”  

Andrew Schmidt, Mark Wigent; leidos  
 

There is a need for a capability that enables setup and execution of tests, including integration of 

new instrumentation into the T&E range environment more rapidly and reliably than with existing 

methods, and with reduced cost and effort. Moreover, because individual ranges have developed 

approaches to range control and data distribution which are often range-specific and which call 

for significant interface development when integrating new instrumentation and systems to the 

range environment, there is a need to develop a range control and data distribution mechanism 

that can be reused throughout the T&E community. The purpose of the Next Generation Range 

Control and Data Distribution (NGRC&DD) project, which is funded by the Test Resource 

Management Center’s (TRMC) Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP), is to 

develop a capability that modernizes and enhances system control and data distribution in DoD 

ranges.  The Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA) is an underlying technology used by 

NGRC&DD. Migrating to the TENA middleware requires a fundamental reexamination of what 

data is produced and how it is distributed.  TENA offers some tools and mechanisms for ranges 

that are advantageous relative to traditional methods of data dissemination as well as other 

versions of middleware available to the community.   

 

 

10:00 a.m. “Protocol Analysis for Networked Acquirement System”  

14-20-4  Chun Lu, Jian Song; Beijing Zoweetech Ltd. PRC 

 
This paper analyzed protocols may be used in each layer in networked telemetry systems, and 

also presents some deeper researches of the advantages of using synchronous time-division for 

the physical layer of a networked telemetry system. 
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Session 21 Processing 3 

Chair Anita E. Johnson, Software Engineer, Boeing Instrumentation and Data 

Systems 

 

08:30 a.m. “History and Evolution of Metadata Standards for the FTI  



14-21-1  Community” 

Alan Cooke
 
 Principal Software Architect, Curtiss-Wright,Dublin, Ireland  

 

The paper discusses the history and background of metadata standards for the FTI community 

over the last 20 years and speculates on how they may develop in the future. It starts by 

highlighting the deficiencies of proprietary formats and the resulting problems.  It then discusses 

the characteristics and features of specific industry standard metadata descriptions such as 

TMATS, iHAL, MDL and XidML in addition to their levels of maturity. The attributes of what 

constitutes a fully mature FTI metadata standard is then discussed.  It is suggested that any 

standard must serve at least two functions, Configuration and Validation, and outlines what 

exactly each means. Finally, it is argued that there is now a significant level of convergence and 

consensus in both the scope and application of metadata, and in the associated concept of 

operations (ConOps).  The details of this Concept of Operations are then discussed along with 

suggestions as to how this may evolve in the coming years 

09:00 a.m. “Energy Efficient Water-Filling Algorithm for MIMO-OFDMA Cellular  

14-21-2  System” 

Hailu Belay Kassa  Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia; Farzae Moazzami, 

Yacob Astatke, Morgan State University 
 
In this work we evaluated the performance of different water filling algorithms. We have selected 

four power allocation algorithms: Conventional water-filling (CWF), Constant power water-

filling, Inverse Water-filling (IWF), and Adaptive Iterative Water-Filling (AIWF) algorithms. 

Capacity is the performance metric we used to compare the above algorithms by taking the 

optimality of transmission power allocation to each sub-channel into account. The power 

allocation can be calculated with a reference of the water level value that has different 

approaches for different algorithms. The water level can either be fixed once it is found, or it may 

be adaptive or different for different sub-channels. Hence, the results show that the adaptive 

iterative water filling (AIWF) algorithm has a better effect on the performance of MIMO-OFDM 

system by allocating power adaptively. 

 

09:30 a.m. “Moving Data Analysis into the Acquisition Hardware” 

14-21-3  David Buckley. Chief Architect, Curtiss-Wright, Ireland 
 

Data acquisition for flight test is typically handled by dedicated hardware which performs specific 

functions and targets specific interfaces and buses. Through the use of an FPGA state machine 

based design approach, performance and robustness can be guaranteed. Up to now sufficient 

flexibility has been provided by allowing the user to configure the hardware depending on the 

particular application. However by allowing custom algorithms to be run on the data acquisition 

hardware, far greater control and flexibility can be offered to the flight test engineer. As the 

volume of the acquired data increases, this extra control can be used to vastly reduce the amount 

of data to be recorded or telemetered. Also real-time analysis of test points can now be done 

where post processing would previously have been required. This paper examines examples of 

data acquisition, recording and processing and investigates where data reduction and time 

savings can be achieved by enabling the flight test engineer to run his own algorithms on the 

hardware. 

 

 

10:00 a.m. “Enhancing Security in Telemetry Post-Processing Environments with  

14-21-4   Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation”  

Jeff Kalibjian  Hewlett Packard 



 

While great strides have been made in recent years by government agencies in deploying 

proactive network security tools, the federal government as a whole desires to continue to press 

the state of the art in protecting its IT infrastructure.  To this end, the US Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS) has created the Continuous Diagnostic and Mitigation (CDM) program 

[1] (also known as Continuous Monitoring, CM). It strives to establish a technology framework 

whereby agency federal government IT networks can be continuously monitored for threats and 

vulnerabilities, providing an analysis and correlation capability that will enable entities to better 

evaluate risk.  It also defines a hierarchical dash-boarding capability that facilitates both 

aggregation and communication of each agency’s network health status into abstracted levels of 

summary so the federal system as a whole can be better evaluate  their IT security posture.  Going 

forward, these technologies will dramatically impact all government agencies, the Department of 

Defense (DOD), and commercial entities. 
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Session 22 Network 2 

Chair  Philip Ellerbrock, Technical Fellow, The Boeing Company 

 

08:30 a.m. “Comparing Packet Fill Strategies in Ethernet-Based Data Acquisition  

14-22-1   Systems” 

 Sérgio D. Penna, Engineer, EMBRAER Flight Test Instrumentation, Brazil 

Ethernet-based data acquisition systems are becoming more and more common in the Flight Test 

Instrumentation environment.  Digitized analog sensor output and various other types of digital 

data is captured and inserted into Ethernet packets using a “packet fill” strategy that in general is 

under control of the user.  This paper discuss and compares two strategies “FILL-TO-TIME” and 

“FILL-TO-SIZE” for the acquisition of ARINC-429 digital data bus. 

09:00 a.m. “A Dual Compression Ethernet Camera Solution for Airborne  

14-22-2  Applications” 

 Stephen Willis
(1) 

and Bernd Langer
(2)

   (1)Product Marketing Specialist,  

Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions, Dublin, Ireland, 

(2)Kappa Optronics GmbH, Gleichen, Germany 

 
Camera technology is now ubiquitous with smartphones, laptops, automotive and industrial 

applications frequently utilizing high resolution imagine sensors. Increasingly there is a demand 

for high-definition cameras in the aerospace market – however, such cameras must have several 

considerations that do not apply to average consumer use including high reliability and being 

ruggedized for harsh environments. A significant issue is managing the large volumes of data that 

one or more HD cameras produce. One method of addressing this issue is to use compression 

algorithms that reduce video bandwidth. This can be achieved with dedicated compression units or 

modules within data acquisition systems. For flight test applications it is important that data from 

cameras is available for telemetry and coherently synchronized while also being available for 

storage. Ideally the data in the telemetry steam should be highly compressed to preserve downlink 

bandwidth while the recorded data is lightly compressed to provide maximum quality for onboard/ 

post flight analysis. This paper discusses the requirements for airborne applications and presents 

an innovative solution using Ethernet cameras with integrated compression that outputs two 

steams of data. This removes the need for dedicated video and compression units while offering all 

the features of such including switching camera sources and optimized video streams. 



09:30 a.m. “Security Architecture for Telemetry Networks”  

14-22-3 Daryl Moten, Sekaran Jambureskan, Faculty Advisors: Richard Dean, 

Farzad Moazzami, Yacob Astatke Morgan State University 
 

This paper develops a Security Architecture for a network of telemetry networks as is envisioned 

for future telemetry systems. We show a model for an aggregation of Test Centers as might be 

deployed for the envisioned network telemetry. We build a security architecture grounded in best 

practices for security design as captured in the NIST family of standards and guidelines captured 

in the SANS 20 critical controls. 

 

10:00 a.m. “Performance Evaluation of Low Density Parity Check Forward Error  

14-22-4   Correction in an Aeronautical Flight Environment”  

Kip Temple Air Force Test Center, Edwards AFB CA  

 
In some flight test scenarios the telemetry link is noise limited at long slant ranges or during 

signal fade events caused by antenna pattern nulls. In these situations, a mitigation technique such 

as forward error correction (FEC) can add several decibels to the link margin. The particular 

FEC code discussed in this paper is a variant of a low-density parity check (LDPC)  

code and is coupled with SOQPSK modulation in the hardware tested. This paper will briefly 

cover lab testing of the flight-ready hardware then present flight test results comparing a baseline 

uncoded telemetry link with a LDPC-coded telemetry link. This is the first known test dedicated to 

this specific FEC code in a real-world test environment with flight profile tailored to assess the 

viability of an LDPC-coded telemetry link. 
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Session 23 Antennas and Tracking 4 

Chair  Jaime Reyes, Electronics Engineer, White Sands Missile Range  
 

 

08:30 a.m. “Trade-offs of Antenna Fabrication Techniques”  

14-23-1   Dr. Marv Ryken Microwave Subsystems, Inc. 
 

This paper addresses the future military munitions' system requirements for antennas in  

terms of the existing versus new fabrication technology. The antenna requirements of the  

future smart munitions will be GPS for precision guidance and TM for system  

performance testing. The environmental requirements remain the same; large  

temperature operating range with operation at high temperatures and high shock capable.  

As usual, the munitions are getting smaller, frequency bandwidth is getting larger, and  

the cost of the antennas must be minimized in production quantities. In particular this  

paper compares the existing antenna fabrication technology of Teflon based dielectric  

printed circuits versus multilayer alumina in the green state, a technology that has been  

perfected for fabricating microwave integrated circuits (MIC's). The trade-offs that will  

be addressed are temperature, shock, cost, tunability, loss, size, dielectric constant, and  



frequency bandwidth. 

 

09:00 a.m. “Generalized Spatial Modulation with Correlated Antennas in Rayleigh  

14-23-2  Fa  Channels”  

Yafei Sun, Deva K. Borah, Klipsch School of Electrical & Computer 

Engineering, New Mexico State University 

 
Spatial modulation (SM) is a transmission scheme where only one transmit antenna is active at 

any time instant. It thus reduces inter-channel interference (ICI) and receiver complexity over 

traditional multi-antenna systems. However, the spectral efficiency of SM is low. To improve the 

spectral efficient, generalized spatial modulation (GSM) can be used. In this paper, we propose to 

apply the Alamouti technique with GSM for correlated antennas, and show that the proposed 

approach provides significant improvement over conventional SM and GSM. Our study also 

shows the importance of bit-to-antenna mappings and their roles on the selection of appropriate 

correlated antennas. 

 

 

 

09:30 a.m. “FMCW Subsurface Microwave Imaging with Hexagonal Antenna 

14-23-3 Arrays” 

Vincent R. Radzicki, Faculty Advisor: Hua Lee; Department of Electrical 

and Computer Engineering    University of California, Santa Barbara 
 

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) imaging is typically conducted in the pulse-echo mono-static 

format with a simple CW pulse as the probing signal. Recently, the data-acquisition hardware has 

been extended to the use of linear multi-element arrays. This paper presents an advanced GPR 

imaging system with FMCW probing waveforms, with a seven-element hexagonal array and 

software-defined data-acquisition hardware. The use of FMCW probing signals is for the 

optimization of the information contents of the returned waveforms. The utilization of the 

hexagonal unit is to produce sub-images with direction-independent resolution capability. In this 

paper, mathematical analysis, system modeling, field experiments, and image reconstruction are 

included to illustrate the performance and capability of the engineering concepts. 

 

10:00 a.m. “C Band Telemetry at Airbus Flight Test Centre”  

14-23-4  Gilles Freaud  AIRBUS 

 
Airbus is authorized to use S-band for Telemetry transmission until 2015. In October 2011, the 

decision was taken to move to C-band in 2013, to cope with Airbus development aircraft planning. 

The objective was a real challenge for 2 main reasons: C-band channel was not characterized in 

Airbus transmission environment and it was necessary to validate the propagation performance 

for Flight Tests uses. The selected solution is based on Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (COFDM) modulation. There was no existing solution so it has led the Airbus Test 

Centre to drive the development of its own C Band solution. C-band telemetry at Airbus has been 

tested and evaluated in flight from April 2012. The first goal was to check the coverage and the 

impact of the bad weather condition. Besides, it was necessary to characterize the channel to 

choose the optimised parameters for the waveform in the Toulouse Blagnac environment. This 

selection of parameters allows the high quality and increased data rate required for Airbus 

Telemetry to be reached. The test results consolidated the choice of a COFDM modulation, when 

given the high sensitivity to multipath of usual Frequency Modulation in the airport environment 

full of buildings and aircrafts. Moreover, it has been possible to reach a similar quality to the S-

band telemetry systems , thanks to a fine tuning of the waveform parameters, and tracking system. 

Deployment of the system by modifying 8 reception antennas and 12 development aircrafts was 



done over a span of 4 weeks in January 2014. No impact on Airbus A350 certification campaign 

occurred due to close collaboration with Flight Test Operations. The new Telemetry system 

enables an increase of telemetry capabilities in the future, especially the data throughput, 

simplified remote control and monitoring. This experience is an opportunity to set up a new 

standard. 
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Session 24 iNET 2 

Chair  Richard D Stiers, Boeing 

 

08:30 a.m. “Initial iNET TA Networking Testing”  

14-24-1  Todd A. Newton(1), M. Wayne Timme(1), Ben A. Abbott(1), 

Thomas B. Grace(2), William A. Malatesta(2); (1)Southwest Research 

Institute®, (2) Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) 
 

One of the core philosophies of the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project is to 

leverage standard networking technologies whenever possible to reduce development cost and to 

allow standard networking applications to function. This also provides the best long-term  

scalability to new unforeseen applications much as the Internet has grown through its open 

standards. The Developmental Flight Test phase is currently under way to perform initial flight 

testing of the Test Article (TA) Network. This paper provides an overview of the planned TA 

Network Testing and the expected results. Current results from flight testing will be presented at 

the conference. 

 

09:00 a.m. “Initial iNET RF Networking Testing”  

14-24-2  M. Wayne Timme(1), Todd A. Newton(1), Myron L. Moodie(1), 

Ben A. Abbott(1), Thomas B. Grace(2);  (1) Southwest Research Institute® 

(2) Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) 
 

One of the core philosophies of the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project is to 

leverage standard networking technologies whenever possible to both reduce development cost 

and to allow standard networking applications to function properly. This also provides the best 

long-term scalability to new unforeseen applications much as the Internet has grown through its 

open standards. Unfortunately, the Radio Frequency (RF) channel characteristics do not fully 

lend themselves to the typical physical layer approaches utilized by Internet Protocol (IP) 

technologies. The iNET project is developing the Telemetry Network System (TmNS) RF Network 

to provide a flexible two-way IP telemetry capability. The Developmental Flight Test (DFT) phase 

is currently under way to perform initial flight testing of the RF Network. This paper provides an 

overview of the planned RF network testing and the expected results. Current results from flight 

testing will be presented at the conference. 

 

 

09:30 a.m. “iNET System Manager”  

14-24-3  Patrick J. Noonan(1), Todd A. Newton(1), Gregory C. Willden(1) 

Thomas B. Grace(2), William A. Malatesta(2); (1)Southwest Research 

Institute®, (2) Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) 
 

Network-based telemetry systems have unprecedented amounts of flexibility due to the ability to 

monitor, control, configure, coordinate, and visualize the operations of the flight test system. As a 

result of this flexibility, multiple tests can be conducted in a single flight; all it takes is 

reconfiguration of portions of the system. However, management of such a dynamic system is a 

complex task. As such, the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) Program is currently 



developing a System Manager application to provide a model for coordinated management of 

networked telemetry. The System Manager provides a user application for monitoring, 

controlling, configuring, coordinating, and visualizing the operations of the Telemetry Network 

System (TmNS) network. This paper describes the key requirements, capabilities, and development 

approach of the System Manager. 

 

 

10:00 a.m. “iNET Preamble Detector Performance In The Presence Of Multipath  

14-24-4 Interference”  

Andrew McMurdie Brigham Young University, Michael Rice Faculty 

Advisor Brigham Young University, Eric Perrins University of Kansas 

 
The iNET preamble can be used to estimate the frequency offset and multipath channel in an 

aeronautical telemetry link. To acccomplish this, the receiver must be able to identify the start of 

the preamble within the received data stream in the presence of uncompensated frequency offset 

and unknown multipath channel. In this paper, we explore the performance of seven candidate 

preamble detectors in the presence of a frequency offset and over multipath channels typically 

encountered in aeronautical telemetry. A non-coherent post-detection integration (NCPDI) 

detector considered in this paper demonstrates the best detection performance for a reduced 

complexity. 

 

 



AN EXAMINATION OF SPATIAL DIVERSITY COMBINING
USING COMMERCIAL OFF THE SHELF EQUIPMENT IN

MISSILE TELEMETRY

Richard A. Graham Jr.
US Navy - NSWC - Corona

Adviser: Dr. James S. Kang
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Adviser: Dr. Salomon Oldak
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Adviser: Gerald Herder
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

ABSTRACT

This experiment has two purposes.

One,  to  determine  if  a  modern  diversity  combiner  normally  used  in  missile  telemetry  for
polarization diversity can be used for spatial diversity to obtain a gain in the signal quality.

Two,  to  determine  if  a  simple  test  can  be  designed  such  that  a  non-laboratory  test  can  be
performed by the average telemetry operator in order to assess the first purpose.

KEY WORDS

Spatial Diversity Combining

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this experiment is to determine the effectiveness of using Commercial
Off The Shelf (COTS) diversity combiners in spatial diversity applications.

The secondary purpose is  to  determine  if  an experiment  can be designed that  is  capable  of
measuring a combiner gain in a non-laboratory setting.  Standard tests for Telemetry diversity
combiners use laboratory equipment  in a direct-wired configuration [1].  In other words, the
entire experimental system is connected using cables, with no antennas being used.  It is thought
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that using antennas, instead of cables, while testing a diversity combiner will take into account
most, if not all, of the effects of RF transmission.  It has been observed that closed-loop direct-
wired tests tend to not fully test the system as it will be actually utilized.  It has also been noticed
that although the system will be prone to various transient phenomena it is possible to use very
simple stochastic techniques, such as simple averaging [2], to detect a trend in the performance
of a device.

Post-detection combining in Telemetry acts like a simple choice of the strongest signal [3].  Post-
detection diversity combining is, basically, an automatic switching system.

Pre-detection architectures use a weighting factor system [4].  This weighting system assigns
each signal a value, such as the AGC level of the respective receiver [5] or the measured noise
ratio [6].  This value is used to decide how strongly the individual signals should be applied to
the combined signal.

It is usually preferable to use pre-detection combining [7].  The theoretical BER improvement
for modern pre-detection combiners is stated as up to 3dB [8].

One way to think about diversity combining is through an examination of signal to noise power.
If two antennas were to receive the same signal then the received signal power on the combiner
would be twice as high as with one antenna [9].  The LNAs (Low Noise Amplifiers) of each
antenna  would  each  add  thermal  noise  (assumed  to  be  AWGN).   The  noise  would  be
independent, so over multiple samples the instantaneous noise summation would sometimes be
higher than with one source, and sometimes be lower than with one source.  Thus, the total noise,
over time, would not be doubled.  This means that with two sources the signal to noise ratio
would be increased with respect to a system with one source.

A survey of the literature on diversity combining lists certain requirements and certain general
guidelines on the improvement that can be expected.  One source lists the general separation
requirement as “sufficiently separated” [10], while another states “sufficiently far apart” [11].  In
one source it  is  stated that  the separation between the antennas used for diversity should be
several  wavelengths  [12].   It  can  be  seen  here  that  diversity  is  not  only  concerned  with
independent AWGN sources.

The theoretical improvement using diversity combining is stated very simply as [13]:
γb = Lγc (Eq. 1)
Where:
γb is the average SNR per bit,
γc is the average SNR per channel,
L is the number of channels

In other words, double the channels combined and the SNR doubles.  This means that with a two
channel  system  this  experiment  should  expect  approximately  a  3dB  improvement.   This  is
assumed to be an upper limit in practical application.
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It is thought that if an experiment can be designed and performed correctly it should be possible
to  measure  an  improvement  in  the  BER such  that  two  separate  antennas  would  contribute,
ideally, half of the total power to the combined signal.  Now, it is not assumed that a “double”
improvement will result.  In fact, it is assumed that this theoretical 3dB improvement will be
extremely difficult to attain.  In order to measure the theoretical 3dB improvement capability of
the combiner it would be necessary to use existing direct-wire tests [14].

This experiment will be using PCM/FM [15][16], in the Telemetry S-band [17].

PROBLEM

In order to improve the quality of a signal various techniques are currently used.  For example, a
ground station may employ large antennas, which have high gain.  Because they are very far
from the location where the missile is fired the free space loss is great [18].  So another telemetry
system might be placed closer to the missile, such as on-board the ship firing the missile, so that
the free space loss is lessened.  Unfortunately, the size of the antennas is more limited while on-
board a ship.

Tradeoffs such as these happen in all telemetry applications.  However, there are often ways of
improving the signal with additional or improved equipment.  These include the Trellis multi-
symbol  demodulation  techniques  employed  by  Tier  0  ARTM (Advanced  Range  Telemetry)
systems.   These devices allow up to a 3dB improvement  in the data.   In other words,  if  an
individual were to compare two systems, one standard system and one with Trellis enabled, the
Trellis enabled system should get the same quality of data with half the received signal power as
the non-Trellis system.

PURPOSE

It is currently normal practice to utilize diversity combiners to combine orthogonal polarities of a
single antenna.  It is the purpose of this experiment to determine if using these same diversity
combiners for spatial diversity combining is effective.  If so then the development cost would
become effectively zero.  Many ranges could almost immediately convert to using additional
combiners.  For example, portable systems used on-board ships already use two antennas and
enough equipment  to receive,  demodulate,  and decommutate  each telemetry signal.   All  that
would  be  required  would  be  one  additional  combiner  per  signal  stream.

In addition, it may be possible to share the data obtained in this experiment with the various
vendors such that they can modify their equipment for additional diversity combiners.  Many
vendors utilize a PC card system for their  receivers  and combiners.    Other vendors have a
modular system by which adding an additional diversity combiner is as simple as adding an
additional  block inside the chassis.  This would mean many vendors could quickly design a
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variant just by adding one or more PC cards or by adding one or more modules.  The cost would
increase  slightly,  the  weight  would  increase  a  little,  and the  size  might  stay  the  same.   In
addition,  it  may  be  possible  to  retrofit  existing  systems  with  the  addition  combiners,  space
permitting.

It  is  not  the  purpose  of  this  experiment  to  examine  the  general  characteristics  of  diversity
combining.  This experiment is specifically concerned with the specific problem of a system with
two receive antennas using existing equipment.  This experiment will not attempt to generalize to
more than two antennas.  This has already been examined by more than one individual [19].

HISTORICAL STUDY

An examination of the Telemetry literature  has found mention  of both polarization diversity
combining and spatial diversity combining.  Unfortunately, no real-world testing data has been
obtained for spatial diversity combining used in missile telemetry.

The experimenter has completed many tests using dual polarity (Horizontal and Vertical or Left
Hand  Circular  and  Right  Hand  Circular)  diversity  combining.   It  has  been  shown that  this
combining  process  gives  an  improvement  in  nearly all  circumstances.   The  times  where  an
improvement is not gained can usually be traced to either a misapplication of a setting (combiner
“balance” not enabled), or a hardware fault (i.e. a faulty combiner card or module that when
replaced results in a combiner gain).

It has also been noted that tests can be performed on a combiner by bypassing the antennas.  This
“direct wire” method shows a definite combiner gain.

In both these tests it can be assumed that the two signals are phase aligned.  The two signals
would then add coherently, which means in such a way that it would be just like two copies of a
single system, with independent noise being summed.

There has been mention of phase differences between the two received signals.  In situations
where the antennas are close enough together this phase difference should be negligible.  So for
this  test  the  phase difference  will  be  minimized  as  much  as  possible.   This  means  that  the
distance between each receiving antenna and the transmitting antenna will be kept as constant as
possible.

BODY

The testing will consist of several iterations of Bit Error Rate (BER) Tests.

The first set of tests will test the Bit Error Rate of a single antenna system.  The antenna will be a
passive antenna connected  through a modern  telemetry receiver.   This  phase of  testing  will
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involve two independent antenna systems.  These systems will then be used for the combiner
system testing.

The second set of tests will test the Bit Error Rate of a two antenna system (Figure 1).  The
antennas will both be passive antennas connected through two modern telemetry receivers and a
modern diversity combiner.

For each Bit Error Rate Test (BERT) a 1Mbps (PCM) Pseudo-random (PRN-11) signal will be
FM modulated  and transmitted  (2252.5 MHz).   This  signal  will  be  received  on one or  two
antennas, depending on the testing phase, and will be sent through a modern telemetry system to
a a test set that will process the information and output a BER value.

The power level of the transmitter will be stepped across a wide enough range to show BERs
from zero (No errors) to at least a BER of 10-6 (standard BER “cutoff” threshold).  Each of the
three types of curves will be plotted on the same axes.

This  process  will  be  iterated  several  times  and averaged  in  order  to  minimize  the  effect  of
spurious results.  In addition, a sufficiently small step size will be chosen such that a relatively
smooth set of curves will result.

A key variable  to  be observed will  be the  distance  between the various  antennas.   For  this
experiment  the  receiving  antennas  will  be  kept  at  the  same  distance  from the  transmitting
antenna.  This should allow the system the best configuration to combine the signals.  In this way
the experimenter hopes to arrive at a reference point.  Other experiments can then be done to
assess the effects of a non-equal antenna distance.  It is hoped that this testing will allow the field
to expand and to find better ways to obtain combiner gain.

Figure 1: Combiner Test Block Diagram
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EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Two passive  (no amplifier)  single-polarity  antennas  were placed on tripods and used as  the
receiving antennas.  One passive omni-directional antenna was mounted outside a building and
used as the transmitting antenna.  The two receiving antennas were placed outside and pointed
generally at the transmitting antenna, at approximately the same distance from the transmitting
antenna.  A PRN-11 PCM signal was FM modulated and sent to the transmitting antenna.  The
power on each receiving antenna was measured on the receivers.  The receiving antenna with the
higher power was then directed away from the transmitting antenna until the power levels were
roughly close to one another.

DATA RECORDING PROCEDURES

For each data point the amplitude of the signal generator was adjusted and allowed to settle for a
couple seconds.  The BER measurement was then reset.  After a twenty second wait the BER
was recorded.  This was repeated for each point between -20 dBm and -40 dBm in 0.2 dB steps.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis consisted of both graphical comparisons and numerical comparisons.  The plots
(Figure 2, 3, 4, 5) show whether each test had an improvement in combined mode.  For more
precise comparisons the raw data was examined for the point at which the BER crossed the 10-6

point (Table 1).  This is a common point used in Telemetry.  For each of these points the graph
was examined to see where the curve was trending and the point where the curve crossed the 10-6

threshold.  This eliminated occasional points that momentarily had poor BER results.

RESULTS

Over the course of four days the combiner gave an average gain of 2 dB, with the lowest gain
being 1.8 dB.
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Figure 2: 12/17/2012 BER Plots
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Figure 3: 12/18/2012 BER Plots
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Figure 4: 12/19/2012 BER Plots
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Figure 5: 12/20/2012 BER Plots

12/17/2012 12/18/2012 12/19/2012 12/20/2012

Independent 1 -28.6 -33.2 -32.6 -29

Independent 2 -26.6 -34.2 -33.4 -31.8

Combined -30.6 -36.4 -35.4 -33.6

Combiner Gain 2 2.2 2 1.8
Table 1: Cutoffs, in dBm
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CONCLUSION

Two objectives were completed in this experiment.

One, tests were performed to see if any configuration existed where current commercial off the
shelf telemetry diversity combiners could provide an improvement to a received signal when
used in a spatial diversity configuration.

Two, tests were performed to determine if there was a simple test that could be performed using
standard  telemetry  equipment  to  test  the  performance  of  a  diversity  combiner  in  a  spatial
diversity configuration.

It is the author's opinion that the average 2dB gain provided by the diversity combiner shows that
spatial diversity combining is possible on existing telemetry diversity combiners, and is a potent
tool for improving the received signal quality.

It is the author's opinion that the simple test used in this experiment allows the average telemetry
operator to assess the performance of a spatial diversity configuration using existing diversity
combiners.
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ABSTRACT 

 
 

In order to provide reliable line-of-sight communications, test aircraft typically use two transmit 

antennas to create top and bottom hemispherical patterns that cover the full range of possible 

aircraft orientations.  The two transmit signals are normally generated by a single transmitter 

with the power being split between the two antennas.  Although this configuration is 

straightforward and easy to implement, problems can arise due to the two signals constructively 

and destructively interfering with each other.  This can result in the composite antenna pattern 

having periodic nulls with a depth and geometric spacing dependent upon the amplitude and 

phase differences of the two transmitted signals.  This problem is usually addressed by either 

unevenly splitting the transmit power between the two antennas, or by using two separate 

transmitters at different frequencies.  Unfortunately, these methods have drawbacks that require 

either system performance or cost trade-offs. 

 

This paper discusses the use of Space-Time Coding to eliminate this antenna interaction by 

transmitting modified waveforms that simultaneously allow for both full power transmission and 

single-channel operation.  This approach effectively restores the nominal antenna performance, 

thereby resulting in better overall coverage and less pattern-induced dropouts.  Telemetry 

performance results from recent flight testing are presented to validate the benefits of this 

approach. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Aircraft testing uses real-time RF telemetry for safety-of-flight and performance monitoring.  

This data allows the Test Conductor and Engineering team to monitor the status of various 

aircraft systems and analyze critical performance metrics during flight.  Decisions on whether or 

not to proceed with testing, modify or skip particular tests, or to change mission goals during a 

flight rely heavily on having accurate, up-to-date downlink telemetry data.  Therefore, it is 

mandatory that the telemetry system provides a reliable communications link with the aircraft 

under test.  Unpredictable outages in connectivity or having to overly restrict the operating range 

can disrupt tests, require test point repetition, or force testing to be cancelled.  This wastes 

valuable personnel and equipment resources, costing a company time and money. 

 

At the end of 2013, Cseries testing began to experience disrupting telemetry dropouts.  

Unexpected outages occurred at various distances (close and far), and the condition seemed to be 

worse in certain aircraft orientations.  In some instances, both the top and bottom antennas were 

in line-of-sight from the ground station receiving dish.  Shadowing from the airframe and 

interference between the top and bottom antennas were suspected.  Attempts to adjust operating 

procedures and power-splitting levels had limited success and proved to be sensitive and hard to 

manage.  Before making changes to the airframe or moving the antennas (both of which are very 

expensive options), it was decided to try a new type of telemetry system that uses Space-Time 

Coding in conjunction with SOQPSK modulation.  The basic idea is to transmit different signals 

out the top and bottom antennas that do not interfere with one another, simultaneously occupy a 

single SOQPSK channel, and can be combined to efficiently recover the energy from both 

transmissions.  This technique was published in [1], and subsequently commercialized by 

Quasonix in 2013.  This paper describes performance results from some of the flight testing. 

 

BACKGROUND 

Two-Antenna Problem 

Aircraft testing requires the telemetry system to maintain a reliable real-time data connection 

with the vehicle under test.  As the plane maneuvers around the test range and changes 

orientation, it generally requires two hemispherical antennas to produce a composite pattern that 

can overcome airframe shadowing of the individual antennas.  Typically, the power from a single 

transmitter is split and applied to the top and bottom antennas.  Although this installation is 

straightforward, interference issues can arise due to the signals from the antennas adding either 

constructively or destructively, creating variations in the composite antenna pattern.  

Figure 1 illustrates this concept using two point sources.  Either one of the sources by itself 

produces a uniform pattern, while the two together create areas that either are “in-phase” and 

add, or “out-of-phase” and cancel.  Signals with similar strength and opposite phase produce the 

worst-case fading (nulls), while signals with similar amplitude and phase produce the maximum 

enhancement (peaks). 
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Figure 1: Source 1 (Left), Source 2 (Middle), Source 1 and 2 (Right) 

Space-Time Coding (STC) 

Typical solutions to reduce this interaction and the resulting variations in the antenna pattern are 

to unevenly split the power between the two antennas so that one dominates the other under most 

circumstances, or to use two different frequencies.  If the signal amplitudes are substantially 

different, then the smaller one cannot significantly cancel the larger even if they have opposite 

phases.  The drawback to this approach is that there may not be a power split ratio that 

simultaneously reduces the worst-case fading, maintains reasonable gain in both paths, and 

performs well for arbitrary aircraft orientations at both short and long range.  Another approach 

is to use two frequencies for the top and bottom transmissions.  This eliminates the antenna 

interference problem, but doubles the utilized bandwidth and requires two separate frequency 

allocations, which may not be available.   

Recently, the idea of using Space-Time Coding to address this problem has been presented [1]. 

The details of STC are presented in the reference and will not be repeated here.  The key points 

are that the data is encoded into two separate SOQPSK modulated streams that do not interfere 

with one another.  They are transmitted on the same center frequency, occupy approximately the 

same single-channel spectrum (4% bandwidth increase), and are able to be combined back into 

the original data stream efficiently from one or both sources.  The main advantage of this scheme 

is that the composite antenna pattern is no longer a function of the amplitude and phase 

relationships between the two signals.  This allows the pattern to consistently provide the 

original anticipated coverage without spatial nulls and variations due to antenna interactions.  

Figure 2 shows a simple example to help illustrate the concept of ‘orthogonal’ signals.  Again, 

either one of the sources by themselves produces a uniform pattern, but this time the two signals 

do not interact.  Also note that a ‘Blue’ vertical detector plus a ‘Red’ horizontal detector recovers 

all the energy in all three cases. Although the graphic looks like polarization diversity, the STC 

signals use waveform coding to achieve similar properties between the signals. This example is 

overly-simplified, but it helps illustrate the basic concept. 

   

Figure 2: Source 1 (Left), Source 2 (Middle), Source 1 and 2 (Right) 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Figure 3 illustrates a typical telemetry application consisting of an aircraft downlinking data to a 

ground station.  The source data is combined into a single digital stream that is converted into RF 

by the telemetry transmitter, split, and sent to a top and bottom antenna.  The received signals are 

captured by the receive antenna, processed by a telemetry receiver, and demultiplexed to recover 

the transmitted data.  Note that ST and SB are subjected to different channel responses, hT and hB, 

that are aircraft orientation dependent.   

 

As discussed above, RF cancellation can occur when the two signals are of similar amplitude and 

opposite phase.  In order to minimize this effect, an uneven power split between the top and 

bottom is often used.  Unfortunately, this forces a trade between maximizing radiated power and 

coverage while minimizing self-interference. To make matters worse, the received levels from 

each antenna can vary significantly as the aircraft changes orientation, allowing cancellation to 

occur even with an uneven power split.  This phenomenon was seen during Cseries initial flight 

testing. 
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Figure 3: Typical Telemetry System 

 

To help illustrate these effects, Figure 4 shows a mathematical representation of the horizontal 

and vertical slices of an idealized antenna pattern at L band.  For this example, the radiation 

pattern was modelled as two ideal dipoles separated by several meters in the vertical direction 

and slightly offset in the horizontal plane as might be expected in an aircraft installation.  A 

cardioid function was also used to weight the response of each dipole towards the top or bottom 

as one might see with a typical blade antenna.   

 

Although this example is highly idealized, it helps illustrate the trade-off facing a test engineer.  

The blue trace in both the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) slices represents an even power 

split (PB/PT = 1).  Although the power output and coverage are maximized, extremely deep nulls 

are observed, which can result in a significant loss of signal at the receiver.  In the other extreme, 

turning off the bottom antenna (magenta trace with PB = 0) eliminates the nulls but also degrades 

coverage when only the bottom of the plane is visible or the top is shadowed by the airframe.  In 

practice, fixed coupler values of 6 or 10 dB are commonly used and represent a compromise 

between coverage and interference.  To summarize, equal weighting produces the best spatial 

coverage but has significant nulls, while an uneven split reduces the nulling at the cost of 

coverage. 
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Figure 4: Idealized Antenna Pattern (Power Split Approach) 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the same setup using an STC approach.  The source data is multiplexed and 

converted into two separate RF signals by the STC transmitter and directly applied to the top and 

bottom antennas (no split).  A helpful comparison is the case where transmit frequency diversity 

is used and FT and FB are different frequencies.  The signals are not split and they do not 

interfere with each other.  In contrast, STC uses separate coding on the two outputs to 

accomplish this with only a single frequency.  Since the STC receiver estimates hT and hB as part 

of its normal demodulation process, the amplitude and phase of each received signal can be 

directly observed and recorded.  With the exception of transmitting on two separate frequencies 

or using sophisticated channel sounding methods, STC provides valuable information that is not 

typically available about how each antenna path is performing.  Having independent channel 

measurements on an operational link significantly simplifies debugging of transmission and 

reception issues.  
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Figure 5: STC Telemetry System 
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Figure 6 shows the resulting idealized patterns for an STC setup.  Notice that there is no trade to 

be made, as full power is simply applied to both top and bottom antennas.  Since the signals do 

not interfere with each other, there is no constructive or destructive interaction.  This results in 

having both full power and full coverage without the nulls. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Idealized Antenna Pattern (STC Approach) 

 

The calculated patterns shown above are simple examples to help illustrate the differences 

between the two systems and highlight general trends and trades.  Figure 7 shows measured data 

from [2] and further corroborates the significance of the two-antenna problem by showing the 

received signal SNR versus time along with snapshots of the IF for both a traditional system with 

power splitting and a STC system. Notice how the STC signal level remains consistent and does 

not experience the rapid fluctuations as does the traditional shared signal arrangement.  The peak 

levels are limited by the signal addition (approximately 6 dB) while the nulls due to signal 

cancellation can be infinite. 

 

 

 

Data from STC and SOQPSK flight test. Recorded IF SNR versus Time. 

 

STC IF stable, SOQPSK IF 

constructive interference 

 

STC IF stable, SOQPSK IF 
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Figure 7: Published STC flight data showing the two-antenna interference phenomenon 
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FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 

This section describes flight test results that took place during the winter of 2013 and the spring 

of 2014 at Bombardier’s Mirabel facility, Québec, Canada.  As mentioned above, an STC 

telemetry system was installed after experiencing issues with a conventional SOQPSK power-

split system.  With the exception of limited hangar and runway testing, all STC flight test results 

were taken during operational aircraft testing.  As such, the most convenient observables were 

the live video, data displays, and a running PCM subframe ID ramp signal recovered from the 

downlink.  In addition to these outputs, specific information from the STC receiver was 

recorded, including the IF signal strengths and the reported levels of the top and bottom 

channels. Observing the behavior of the individual channels provides insight in how a two-

antenna system in the real-world performs during a typical mission. 

Knowing the contribution of each antenna allows the calculation of their combined interaction.  

Particular items of interest include the performance loss due to self-interference and the effect of 

varying the power ratio of the top and bottom transmissions as mitigation.  The transmitted 

signals and complex channel gains can be represented as shown in Equations 1 and 2 assuming a 

power-split of PB / PT = 
 

  ( )   
   ( )    ( )    

   ( ). (1) 

   |  | 
        |  | 

   . (2) 

The resulting received signal is shown in Equation 3 with T and B being the respective time 

delays for each channel, 0 the frequency offset, and w(t) representing additive noise.  For most 

applications, the time delay between channels is usually small compared to a symbol period (T  

B). Therefore, if ST and SB are simply scaled versions of each other, as in the case of a traditional 

power-split system, a single loss factor can be produced that is solely a function of the channel 

gains and attenuation value .  An expression for the worst case self-interference loss, which 

occurs when the channels have opposite phase, is shown in Equation 4.  Similarly, the reduction 

in radiated power which occurs when one of the channels is attenuated is described by Equation 

5. 

 ( )  [    (    )       (    )] 
      ( ) (3) 

LWC INT (dB) = 20 log10 (||hT| - |hB||/ (|hT| + |hB|)) (4) 

LRAD PWR (dB) = 20 log10 ((|hT| + |hB|) / (|hT| + hB|)) (5) 

Since the aircraft is electrically large and in motion, the phase difference between channels is 

constantly changing and therefore guarantees the worst-case loss will occur for portions of the 

flight.  Equations 4 and 5 provide a convenient means to compare the performance loss of a 

power-split system relative to an STC system. 
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Flight Test Data 

Flight testing occurs most days at the Mirabel facility depending upon the weather conditions 

and the testing schedule.  Most flights last for a couple of hours and consist of basic maneuvers 

at a variety of altitudes.  Testing is typically conducted to the north with terrain largely being a 

mixture of mountainous forested areas and water.  Figure 8 shows the general area used during 

testing.  At typical ranges and moderate altitudes, the antenna elevation angle is usually quite 

small (< 5 degrees). 

 

Figure 8: Test Flight Area North of Montreal 

Switching to the STC system from a traditional SOQPSK power-split system significantly 

reduced the data outages seen during testing.  Furthermore, there was a significant increase in the 

range at which testing could be successfully conducted.  This can be attributed to two factors: the 

STC system reduced the variations in the antenna pattern, and it also provided 3 dB more 

radiated power (dual 10W instead of a split 10W output).  The positive results led to the decision 

to equip all of the test aircraft with STC capability. 

Data was collected from several flights that occurred over the period of roughly one month.  

Signals from the receiver were sampled at a rate of 50 Hz and logged to a data recorder.  Most 

flights exhibited similar behavior, and the general conclusions are evident by examining a typical 

flight. The following data was taken during routine testing in the surrounding areas north of 

Mirabel.  The take-off and landing portions have been excluded since airframe shadowing during 

these periods are platform- and range-specific and are not necessarily representative of typical 

test conditions.   

Figure 9 shows three plots: the receiver AGC voltage, the amplitude of the top and bottom 

channels as seen by the receiver, and the resulting worst-case cancellation loss assuming 

opposite phase angles.  The equipment configuration was STC with no power split ( = 1).  The 

left and right hand polarized antenna feeds were combined and processed by the STC receiver. 
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Figure 9: Flight Data from the spring of 2014 

The receiver AGC voltage of the right-hand (blue) and left-hand (red) polarized signal feeds are 

virtually identical as expected.  The middle plot shows that the average signal from the bottom 

antenna is weaker that the top by about half.  However, there are many instances where the 

signal strength varies during turns or changes in orientation where that is not the case.  When the 

received levels are similar, the signal cancellation can be severe as seen in the black trace in the 

graph on the right, calculated using Equation 4. This is in contrast to the magenta trace 

representing the STC approach that is not susceptible to two-antenna self-interference. 

 

Figure 10 illustrates the fundamental trade-off in selecting the power ratio in a power-split 

system.  The curves show how the performance varies as the attenuated antenna changes from 

having no power to having the same power as the other antenna.  The red curve shows the 

potential 6 dB increase as both outputs are driven with the same power.  The black curve 

illustrates how the spatial coverage also improves as both antennas are fully driven.  The blue 

curve (based on the experimental data at a 90 percent confidence level) shows that the inter-

antenna interference gets progressively worse as both antennas approach equal power.  The light 

blue shaded area shows the theoretical performance envelope of a power-split system.  Note that 

it experiences both perfect signal addition and cancellation when both antennas are driven 

equally.  If only one antenna is used, both systems converge to the same moderate power 

performance with poor spatial coverage. 

These relationships force a choice somewhere between turning off an antenna (lowest power 

output, lowest antenna-interference, worst spatial coverage) and using full power out of both 

(highest power output, worst antenna-interference, best spatial coverage).  Typically, a split of 10 

dB or so is used, yielding a compromise of power, self-interference, and spatial coverage.  In 

contrast, only the red and black curves apply to the STC system.  Therefore, the correct strategy 

is to simply apply full power to both antennas to simultaneously achieve the highest power 

performance and best spatial coverage with no interference penalty. 

Although the exact losses are platform dependent, the trades presented in the analysis are 

applicable to all single-source power-split systems.  It is very difficult to eliminate this effect 

altogether due to the large gain variability in antenna patterns and range of possible aircraft 

orientations.  Options for making up these losses include increasing the transmit power, 

switching to a frequency diversity scheme (at the cost of two RF channels), or using a waveform 

coding scheme such as STC.   
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Figure 10: Link Margin Losses for Power-Split and STC System 

 

CONCLUSION 

It was shown that using two transmit antennas to address spatial coverage can lead to significant 

self-interference issues if the signals are derived from a single source.  An alternate approach is 

to use STC, which allows full-power transmission with no inter-antenna interference on a single 

frequency.  Examples were presented that showed the trade-offs between coverage and 

interference that traditional systems have to make in selecting the power-split ratio. No such 

trade-offs are required with the STC system as it simply applies full power to each antenna.  

Operational flight data was presented that confirmed the effectiveness of the STC system as 

having significantly less data dropouts and improved range over the previous traditional 

telemetry configuration.   
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ABSTRACT	  
	  
Traditional	  approaches	  to	  constructing	  3D	  structural	  electronics	  with	  conductive	  and	  
dielectric	  materials	  include	  ink-‐jet	  printed,	  silver-‐bearing	  ink	  and	  fine	  copper	  wire	  meshes.	  	  
One	  approach	  combines	  stereo-‐lithographic	  3D-‐printed	  photo-‐polymers	  with	  direct-‐printed	  
silver-‐bearing	  conductive	  inks.	  	  Results	  have	  shown	  3D	  conductive	  structures	  with	  
conductivities	  in	  the	  range	  2x106	  	  to	  1x107	  S/m	  using	  annealing	  temperatures	  ranging	  from	  
110°C	  to	  150°C	  for	  10	  to	  15	  minutes.	  	  However,	  the	  stereo-‐lithographic	  approach	  suffers	  from	  
the	  high	  cost	  of	  the	  printer	  and	  structural	  deformation	  during	  annealing.	  
	  
This	  paper	  presents	  a	  new	  method	  for	  3d	  printing	  high	  conductivity	  metal	  alloys	  using	  
consumer-‐grade	  3D	  printer.	  The	  design	  and	  construction	  of	  the	  necessary	  modification	  will	  be	  
presented	  in	  addition	  to	  the	  new	  3D	  design	  process.	  The	  method	  yields	  metal	  structures	  with	  
expected	  conductivities	  exceeding	  2.6x106	  S/m.	  The	  process	  is	  performed	  without	  an	  
annealing	  step,	  so	  the	  polymeric	  structural	  material	  is	  not	  exposed	  to	  high	  temperatures	  for	  
any	  prolonged	  time.	  A	  UHF	  ISM	  band	  antenna	  is	  constructed	  for	  an	  RFID	  application	  using	  
this	  method,	  the	  antenna	  performance	  is	  measured,	  and	  the	  results	  are	  compared	  simulations	  
in	  Ansys	  HFSS.	  This	  new	  method	  can	  reduce	  total	  cost,	  and	  several	  low	  melting-‐point	  alloys	  
could	  raise	  the	  conductivity.	  
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INTRODUCTION	  
	  
Additive	  manufacturing	  has	  great	  potential	  for	  low-‐volume	  prototyping	  and	  even	  volume	  
manufacturing	  in	  the	  future.	  	  Current	  commercially	  available	  printers	  extrude	  a	  variety	  of	  
plastics	  (ABS,	  PLA,	  polyester	  resin),	  photo-‐cured	  polymers,	  and	  laser	  annealed	  granules	  or	  
powders.	  	  In	  addition,	  the	  laser	  annealing	  process	  is	  capable	  of	  printing	  some	  metals	  
including	  steel	  and	  titanium.	  	  However,	  only	  in	  the	  last	  few	  years	  has	  research	  focused	  on	  



integrating	  conductive	  metals	  and	  dielectric	  polymers	  in	  a	  single	  additive	  process.	  	  Doing	  
so	  promises	  to	  change	  how	  rapid	  prototyping	  of	  antennas,	  non-‐planar	  circuit	  boards,	  and	  
even	  semiconductor	  packaging	  is	  performed.	  	  This	  paper	  explores	  a	  novel	  method	  for	  
integrating	  high-‐conductivity	  metal	  with	  a	  standard	  3D-‐printed	  ABS	  plastic	  without	  an	  
annealing	  step.	  
	  
Previous	  research	  in	  the	  field	  has	  achieved	  full	  integration	  of	  conductors	  and	  polymers	  
using	  stereolithography	  and	  direct	  print	  technologies	  (Lopes	  et	  al.,	  2012).	  By	  combining	  a	  
line-‐scan	  sterolithography	  system	  and	  a	  direct-‐print	  system,	  a	  seamless	  process	  for	  
printing	  conductors	  and	  polymers	  was	  achieved.	  	  The	  stereolithographic	  system	  laser	  cures	  
a	  photosensitive	  liquid	  polymer,	  and	  silver-‐based	  conductive	  inks	  are	  deposited	  using	  a	  
direct-‐print	  system	  with	  25	  micron	  lines	  and	  spaces.	  	  The	  candidate	  inks	  used	  required	  
curing	  temperatures	  of	  110°C	  to	  138°C.	  	  Medina	  et	  al.	  developed	  a	  3D	  printed	  accelerator	  
sensor	  system	  using	  ink	  dispensing	  combined	  with	  stereolithography.	  	  Additionally	  Medina	  
et	  al.	  developed	  the	  precursor	  to	  the	  system	  above	  for	  arbitrary-‐form	  structural	  electronics	  
printing.	  For	  printed	  RFID	  tags	  alone,	  much	  research	  has	  focused	  on	  using	  traditional	  and	  
widely	  available	  inkjet	  print	  heads	  to	  dispense	  silver	  bearing	  inks	  (Pranonsatit,	  2012),	  
operating	  the	  tags	  in	  the	  902-‐928	  MHz	  band.	  
	  
For	  this	  research	  project,	  the	  high	  cost	  of	  stereolithography	  3D-‐printers	  and	  the	  associated	  
materials	  necessitated	  an	  alternative	  and	  lower	  cost	  method.	  
	  
	  
SYSTEM	  DESIGN	  
	  
The	  scope	  of	  the	  project	  described	  in	  this	  paper	  extended	  beyond	  the	  fabrication	  of	  a	  3D-‐
printed	  device	  to	  include	  the	  demonstration	  of	  a	  UHF	  RFID	  tag	  within	  an	  application.	  	  An	  
application	  called	  Survivable	  Security	  was	  developed	  to	  take	  advantage	  of	  the	  unique	  
properties	  of	  a	  completely	  3D-‐printed	  RFID	  tag.	  	  Unlike	  traditional	  retail	  security	  tags	  that	  
are	  printed	  or	  adhesively	  mounted	  onto	  the	  target	  product,	  a	  3D-‐printed	  RFID	  tag	  can	  be	  
structurally	  embedded	  into	  the	  target	  product.	  	  By	  designing	  the	  security	  tag	  as	  an	  integral	  
structural	  component,	  its	  removal	  is	  made	  disadvantageous	  and	  can	  even	  disable	  the	  
product.	  	  Combined	  with	  an	  embedded	  computer	  system	  and	  standard	  RFID	  reader,	  the	  
system	  provides	  unique	  advantages	  for	  high	  value	  items.	  	  To	  fulfill	  its	  role	  in	  a	  security	  tag,	  
the	  RFID	  tag	  requires	  at	  least	  a	  one-‐meter	  readable	  range.	  
	  
To	  meet	  the	  low	  cost	  requirements,	  a	  commercial,	  low-‐end,	  3D-‐printer	  was	  selected	  for	  the	  
project:	  	  a	  Makerbot	  Replicator	  2X.	  	  The	  Replicator	  2X	  ships	  with	  two	  0.4	  mm	  extrusion	  
nozzles	  for	  use	  with	  ABS	  or	  PLA	  filaments.	  	  The	  platform	  is	  capable	  of	  100	  micron	  layers.	  
	  
	  
MATERIALS	  
	  
Several	  conductive	  materials	  were	  investigated,	  including	  conductive	  polymers,	  silver	  
bearing	  inks,	  and	  low	  melting	  point	  solder	  alloys.	  	  There	  are	  conductive	  polymers	  available	  
for	  purchase	  and	  use	  with	  consumer	  grade	  3D	  printers.	  	  The	  conductive	  polymers	  are	  



achieved	  by	  mixing	  metallic	  impurities	  into	  the	  ABS	  or	  PLA	  base,	  achieving	  5000-‐10000	  
Ohms/cm.	  	  The	  commercially	  available	  conductive	  polymers	  investigated	  are	  not	  suitable	  
for	  a	  UHF	  antenna.	  
	  
Silver	  bearing	  inks	  were	  investigated,	  and	  shown	  by	  several	  previous	  researchers	  to	  be	  a	  
viable	  option	  for	  UHF	  RFID	  applications.	  	  The	  inks	  have	  conductivities	  ranging	  from	  1x105	  
to	  1x107	  depending	  on	  cure	  temperature.	  	  For	  maximum	  conductivity,	  inks	  required	  cure	  
temperatures	  of	  150°C	  to	  170°C	  for	  15	  minutes.	  	  For	  this	  projects	  application,	  conductivity	  
of	  at	  least	  1x106	  was	  desirable,	  and	  conductive	  ink	  required	  annealing	  temperatures	  that	  
deform	  the	  structural	  ABS	  which	  is	  printed	  at	  230°C,	  but	  starts	  melting	  at	  105°C.	  
	  
In	  addition	  to	  the	  previously	  explored	  polymers	  and	  conductive	  inks,	  this	  project	  
investigate	  the	  use	  of	  low	  melting	  point	  solder	  alloys	  to	  create	  conductive	  components.	  	  
Standard	  Sn60Pb40	  solder	  melts	  at	  183°C,	  which	  is	  lower	  than	  the	  nozzle	  temperature	  used	  
for	  ABS	  plastic.	  	  However,	  a	  specialty	  solder	  alloy,	  Bi58Sn42,	  melts	  at	  138°C	  with	  a	  
conductivity	  of	  approximately	  2.898x106	  S/m.	  	  The	  solder	  alloy	  is	  commonly	  available	  as	  a	  
solder	  paste,	  suspended	  in	  a	  flux	  gel.	  	  Several	  similar	  alloys	  with	  varying	  ratios	  of	  Bizmuth	  
are	  available	  and	  a	  Indium-‐Tin	  alloy	  achieves	  a	  lower	  melting	  point	  of	  118°C.	  	  For	  this	  
project,	  the	  Bi58Sn42	  was	  selected	  because	  of	  availability	  and	  ease	  of	  handling.	  
	  
	  
3D-‐PRINTER	  MODIFICATIONS	  
	  
The	  commercial	  Makerbot	  Replicator	  2X	  does	  not	  support	  extrusion	  of	  solder	  alloys	  as	  
sold.	  	  Several	  modifications	  were	  designed	  to	  adapt	  one	  of	  the	  two	  extrusion	  nozzles	  for	  the	  
Bi58Sn42	  solder	  paste.	  	  The	  solder	  paste	  is	  widely	  available	  in	  5	  cc	  syringes	  for	  easy	  reflow	  
applications.	  	  The	  syringe	  also	  provides	  a	  convenient	  mechanism	  for	  applying	  dispensing	  
pressure.	  	  The	  modifications	  to	  the	  3D-‐printer	  take	  advantage	  of	  the	  existing	  syringe	  and	  
the	  existing	  stepper	  motor	  from	  the	  Replicator	  2X.	  	  A	  custom	  designed	  mechanical	  
assembly	  was	  designed	  that	  utilizes	  the	  stepper	  motor	  to	  drive	  the	  syringe	  pump	  using	  a	  
thread-‐rod	  mechanism.	  	  All	  of	  the	  stepper	  motor	  drive	  circuitry	  from	  the	  existing	  
Replicator	  2X	  was	  reused	  in	  the	  new	  assembly.	  
	  
The	  syringe	  pump	  is	  a	  5.1x5.2x2.4	  inch3	  L-‐shaped	  assembly	  manufactured	  symmetrically	  
from	  two	  pieces	  of	  aluminum.	  	  The	  design	  was	  completed	  using	  SolidWorks	  and	  prepared	  
for	  CNC	  cutting	  using	  Mastercam.	  	  The	  aluminum	  assembly,	  shown	  in	  Figure	  2,	  
incorporates	  a	  cavity	  for	  mounting	  the	  solder	  paste	  syringe.	  	  A	  steel	  lever	  arm	  was	  welded	  
to	  a	  hex	  nut	  matching	  the	  threaded	  rod	  and	  positioned	  to	  drive	  the	  syringe	  plunger.	  	  Two	  
drive	  gears	  were	  manufactured	  using	  the	  Replicator	  2X	  out	  of	  ABS.	  	  The	  stepper	  motor	  
torque	  required	  a	  3:1	  gear	  ratio	  in	  order	  to	  successfully	  drive	  the	  syringe	  plunger	  during	  
operation.	  	  A	  plastic	  timing	  belt	  couples	  the	  two	  gears,	  and	  two	  printed,	  circular	  pieces	  of	  
ABS	  are	  used	  to	  hold	  the	  timing	  belt	  in	  place	  during	  operation.	  	  The	  ends	  of	  the	  threaded	  
rod	  are	  terminated	  with	  circular	  bearings,	  and	  an	  additional	  metal	  shaft	  was	  used	  to	  couple	  
the	  thread	  rod	  to	  the	  ABS	  gear	  above.



  
 
Coupling	  the	  syringe	  to	  the	  extrusion	  nozzle	  of	  the	  Replicator	  2X	  was	  the	  largest	  challenge.	  	  
A	  first	  attempt	  used	  high-‐flexibility	  silicone	  rubber	  tubing	  pressure	  fitted	  to	  the	  syringe	  
needle	  and	  then	  pressure	  fitted	  onto	  a	  rolled	  steel	  2	  mm	  outer-‐diameter	  rolled	  steel	  tube	  
inserted	  into	  the	  print	  shaft	  on	  the	  Replicator	  2X.	  	  However,	  the	  necessary	  pressure	  for	  
extruding	  the	  solder	  paste	  exceeded	  the	  10-‐psi	  rated	  tubing.	  	  A	  replacement	  tube	  made	  
from	  ABS	  rated	  to	  400	  psi	  was	  able	  to	  withstand	  the	  necessary	  pressure.	  
	  
In	  addition	  to	  withstanding	  the	  necessary	  pressure,	  the	  coupling	  mechanism	  requires	  a	  
sharp	  thermal	  profile	  in	  order	  to	  prevent	  solidification	  of	  solder	  paste	  in	  the	  tubing	  above	  
the	  extrusion	  nozzle.	  	  The	  original	  design	  using	  a	  rolled	  steel	  tube	  inserted	  into	  the	  
aluminum	  print	  shaft	  resulted	  in	  solidification	  of	  solder	  paste	  above	  the	  print	  shaft	  within	  
minutes	  of	  starting	  operation	  at	  150°C.	  	  Ideally,	  the	  interface	  is	  a	  thermal	  step	  junction	  
where	  the	  extrusion	  nozzle	  is	  maintained	  at	  the	  print	  temperature	  and	  all	  the	  assemblies	  

Figure	  1.	  	  Front	  view	  of	  the	  Replicator	  2X	  with	  
syringe	  pump	  assembly	  installed 

Figure	  2.	  	  Syringe	  assembly	  design 

Figure	  3.	  	  Close-‐up	  of	  the	  syringe	  coupling	  and	  entry	  point	  into	  the	  Replicator	  2X 



above	  are	  maintained	  at	  room	  temperature.	  	  To	  better	  approximate	  a	  step	  junction,	  the	  
steel	  tubing	  insert	  was	  replaced	  with	  a	  Kapton	  polyimide	  plastic	  tubing	  with	  a	  thermal	  
conductivity	  of	  0.37	  W/m°K,	  and	  order	  of	  magnitude	  lower	  than	  the	  steel	  tubing.	  	  The	  
increased	  flexibility	  of	  the	  insert	  tubing	  required	  fabrication	  of	  a	  plaster	  stiffener	  structure	  
using	  the	  ABS	  nozzle	  of	  the	  Replicator	  2X.	  
	  
	  
ANTENNA	  DESIGN	  
	  
The	  RFID	  tag	  was	  designed	  to	  be	  passive	  to	  reduce	  the	  size	  and	  cost	  of	  each	  tag.	  The	  
SL900A	  RFID	  IC	  from	  AMS	  (Austria	  MicroSystems)	  was	  selected	  as	  the	  IC	  for	  the	  RFID	  tags	  
for	  its	  reasonable	  performance	  and	  price.	  The	  SL900A	  has	  a	  complex	  impedance	  of	  31	  -‐	  
j320	  Ω	  at	  915MHz.	  Therefore,	  the	  target	  impedance	  of	  the	  antenna	  design	  was	  31	  +	  j320	  Ω	  
so	  that	  the	  antenna	  and	  IC	  would	  be	  complex	  conjugately	  matched.	  The	  SL900A	  has	  a	  
differential	  antenna	  input,	  which	  is	  well	  suited	  for	  dipole	  antenna	  designs,	  so	  a	  half	  
wavelength	  dipole	  design	  was	  chosen	  for	  the	  RFID	  tag.	  The	  basis	  for	  the	  antenna	  design	  
was	  the	  meandered	  half	  wavelength	  dipole	  antenna	  presented	  by	  Rao	  et	  al.	  This	  design	  was	  
first	  modeled	  in	  HFSS,	  and	  then	  modified	  to	  perform	  with	  the	  specified	  RFIC	  IC	  and	  at	  the	  
desired	  operating	  frequency.	  The	  base	  antenna	  design	  parameters	  are	  shown	  below.	  	  
 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
The	  lengths,	  widths	  and	  spacing	  of	  the	  meandered	  segments	  of	  the	  dipole	  were	  adjusted	  to	  
tune	  the	  impedance	  of	  the	  antenna	  to	  the	  desired	  value.	  The	  3D	  printing	  method	  imposed	  
several	  constraints	  on	  the	  physical	  dimensions	  of	  the	  conductive	  traces.	  The	  minimum	  
trace	  width	  was	  0.4mm	  due	  to	  the	  resolution	  of	  the	  printer	  head	  extruder	  nozzle.	  The	  
thickness	  of	  the	  traces	  was	  limited	  to	  a	  minimum	  of	  0.6	  mm.	  The	  overall	  size	  of	  the	  final	  
antenna	  design	  was	  90mm	  x	  15.5mm	  x	  0.6mm	  and	  the	  size	  of	  the	  printed	  RFID	  tag	  was	  
100mm	  x	  25mm	  x	  1.6mm.	  

Figure	  4.	  	  Parameters	  of	  the	  loaded	  meander	  tag	  antenna	  (mm) 



 
 
	  
	  
RESULTS	  AND	  CONCLUSIONS	  
	  
Initial	  results	  from	  the	  project	  show	  that	  3D-‐printing	  low	  melting	  point	  solder	  alloys	  is	  
possible	  using	  commercial	  grade	  3D	  printers.	  	  A	  test	  vehicle	  consisting	  of	  a	  single	  0.6mm	  
thick	  conductive	  trace,	  0.8mm	  wide	  and	  50	  mm	  long,	  was	  printed	  using	  the	  modified	  
printer	  and	  syringe	  assembly.	  	  Several	  iterations	  were	  necessary,	  since	  the	  syringe	  to	  
printer	  interface	  is	  not	  completely	  reliable,	  even	  with	  the	  polyimide	  tubing.	  	  The	  third	  
iteration	  produced	  a	  1.4mm	  thick	  substrate	  with	  a	  single	  track	  of	  solder	  alloy	  in	  the	  center.	  	  
Several	  attempts	  to	  print	  the	  complex	  meander	  line	  antenna	  geometry	  were	  only	  minimally	  
successful	  so	  far.	  
	  

Figure	  5.	  	  Final	  antenna	  design	  shown	  in	  ANSYS	  HFSS 

Figure	  6.	  	  Plot	  of	  antenna	  impedance	  over	  operating	  frequency	  range 



	  
The	  first	  major	  problem	  stems	  from	  the	  limited	  shelf	  life	  of	  the	  solder	  alloy	  paste.	  	  The	  flux	  
mixture	  evaporates	  within	  days	  after	  first	  opening	  the	  packaging.	  	  The	  evaporation	  was	  
countered	  with	  addition	  of	  a	  liquid	  flux	  to	  the	  mixture	  before	  insertion	  into	  the	  syringe	  
assembly.	  	  However,	  the	  volume	  of	  added	  flux	  was	  found	  to	  severely	  affect	  the	  ability	  of	  the	  
system	  to	  extrude	  the	  solder	  paste.	  	  Without	  added	  liquid	  flux,	  the	  paste	  tended	  to	  solidify	  
in	  the	  ABS	  tubing	  before	  reaching	  the	  heated	  nozzle.	  	  Conversely,	  a	  high	  concentration	  of	  
added	  flux	  resulted	  in	  the	  nozzle	  leaking	  molten	  solder	  during	  ABS	  printing,	  with	  the	  solder	  
paste	  stepper	  motor	  turned	  off. 	  
	  
The	  results	  from	  the	  project	  so	  far	  prove	  the	  fundamental	  concept	  of	  printing	  a	  low	  melting	  
point	  solder	  alloy	  is	  viable,	  but	  requires	  further	  development	  before	  it	  is	  reliable.	  	  Further	  
experimentation	  is	  necessary	  to	  determine	  the	  concentration	  of	  liquid	  flux	  necessary	  and	  
the	  exact	  3D-‐printer	  CAM	  software	  parameters	  for	  the	  modified	  nozzle.	  	  In	  addition,	  
exploration	  of	  an	  alumina	  or	  mullite	  ceramic	  tube	  to	  replace	  the	  Kapton	  polyimide	  tubing	  
may	  increase	  reliability	  of	  the	  syringe	  to	  printer	  coupling.	  	  Mullite	  could	  also	  better	  
approximate	  the	  necessary	  thermal	  step	  junction.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper presents the evaluation and analysis of two multi-band, transceiver architectures that 

address the current demands in telemetry applications. One architecture used image rejection to 

perform coarse band selection, translating the RF spectrum to IF frequencies, while the second 

architecture utilizes an adaptive filter bank architecture for more agile band selectivity.  Both 

architectures consist of an analog front-end subsystem for signal conditioning and frequency 

translation, and a digital radio subsystem for band and channel selection. The transceiver 

prototype was designed to operate over the L-band (1435 – 1535 MHz), S-Band (2200 – 2295 

MHz, 2310 -2385 MHz), and C-Band (4400 -4950 MHz, 5091 – 5250 MHz). System block-

diagrams, simulations and measured results with a comparison between the two architectures, are 

presented. 
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I. Introduction 

All sectors of the wireless community are challenged to provide its users fast, efficient means of 

transferring its continually growing volumes of data. The aeronautical telemetry infrastructure is 

no exception to this challenge. The growing pinch in the availability of spectrum has placed a 

demand for usage of the C-Band allocation for telemetry purposes. This in return has created a 

need for more band agile, multi-mode radios capable of fulfilling range telemetry applications. 

Moreover, the push for network-centric communication links requires radios with two-way 

communication capabilities. 

II. MBMM SDR System Description 

To address the current challenges and demands, the Center of Excellence for Tactical & 

Advanced Communications Technologies (CETACT) at Morgan State University in Baltimore, 

Maryland has developed a multi-band, multi-mode software defined radio (MBMM SDR) 

transceiver [1]. This MBMM SDR consists of three main sub-systems: a multi-band front end 



supporting L/S/C-band telemetry allocations, a digital radio, and a configuration & control sub-

system. The multi-band front end (MBFE) provides tri-band operation, band selection, and 

channel tuning. The digital radio (DR) implements field-programmable gate array (FPGA) 

technology to provide high-speed signal processing and programmability to support multiple 

telemetry waveforms. The standard telemetry waveforms to be implemented are pulse code 

modulation/frequency modulation (PCM/FM) and shaped offset quadrature shift keying 

(SOQPSK-TG). The configuration and control (C2) sub-system allows for pre-test configuration 

and control of the multi-band front end and digital radio. This report provides an evaluation of 

the MBMM SDR to fulfill the requirements defined below. 

III. Multi-Band Front End Description, Evaluation & Analysis 

The MBFE sub-system design consists of three sections: a wideband front end (WBFE) section, 

a RF adaptable filter bank (AFB) section, and a channel tuning (CT) section. Each section 

contains a transmitter (Tx) and a receiver (Rx) channel path, as illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 

for the respective implementations. Two (2) implementations of the CT section are presented: the 

Weaver CT implementation (CTW) and the adaptable filter bank CT implementation (CTA). The 

implementations differ in the methodology of translating the RF/IF signals. The general 

requirements guiding the design of each implementation is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: General Design Requirements 

 

 

Figure 1: MFBE sub-system incorporating the Weaver 
implementation 

 

Figure 2: MBFE sub-system incorporating the AFB 
implementation 



Note, the evaluation presented herein show the capability of the prototypes to meet these general 

requirements. Evaluation of tri-band operational capability is presented via analysis of the 

insertion loss (IL) and return loss (RL) characteristics of the stage amplification. Band selection 

evaluation is presented via calculations of the selectivity performance of the appropriate filter 

components. Channel tuning evaluation is presented via calculation of the mixer’s translation 

parameters - conversion loss, and port-to-port isolation, as well as, selectivity capabilities of the 

analog IF filters. 

Tri-Band Operation Evaluation: Wideband Front-End (WBFE)  

The WBFE section conditions the incoming RF signals for subsequent frequency in the Rx 

channel path, while conditioning the outgoing RF signal for final power amplification. 

Evaluation of the WBFE is to ensure that the appropriate signal conditioning (amplification) is 

achieved within the L/S/C-bands. Figure 3 and Figure 4 present a representation of the gain and 

return loss (RL) responses for the main amplification sections of the WBFE PCB. The measured 

responses presented are representative of the gain and RL performance of both the low noise 

amplifier (LNA) in the Rx channel and general gain block amplifiers (GBA) in both the Tx & Rx 

channels. Figure 4 presents the measured gain response versus control voltage of the variable gain 

amplifier (VGA). As seen, the gain response in the LNA/GBA components is fairly flat with less 

than 2 dB of roll-off. Both the input and output return loss responses show good matching 

capability across the spectrum of interest. The VGA capabilities show 25 dB of gain variation, 

however, significant roll-off in the gain response across frequency is observed. This will have a 

dramatic effect on providing the final power amplifier consistent power across the L/S/C-Bands. 

.  

Figure 3: Representative gain and return loss responses 

for the LNA and GBA in the Rx and Tx channel paths 

 
Figure 4: WBFE Tx VGA gain response versus control bias 

Analog Band Selection & CT Evaluation & Analysis: RF/IF Bandpass Filtering  

The capability of the MBMM SDR to fulfill the analog band selection and coarse channel tuning 

requirements is achieved in the RF AFB section, as well as, the IF filter stage of the CT 

implementations. The RF AFB section contains three (3) adaptable filters (L/S/C Bands) for both 

the Rx/Tx channel paths. These commercially available filters enable tuning of the appropriate 

band filter response via the supply of control voltage signal for center frequency (fc) and a 

bandwidth (BW) adjustment. These filters are tuned to capture 100 MHz of spectrum within the 

pre-selected band. In the CT section, after the frequency translation mixer, the IF filter stage 

contains an adaptable (CTW) band pass filter (ABPF) or fixed (CTA) band pass filter (BPF). The 

CTW ABPF is similar in functionality to the RF ABPFs, except here the 100 MHz spectrum is 

contained within the 1000 to 2000 MHz IF band. The CTA fixed IF BPF is designed with a fC of 



600 MHz, a passband BW of 100 MHz, and rejection of 50 dBc at frequencies less than 500 

MHz and greater than 700 MHz.  

Figure 5 and Figure 6 provide the filter responses for these respective filter components. Note, 

the ability of the ABPF components to capture the 100 MHz spectrum is limited by the fractional 

bandwidth control. This has a profound impact on the band selection and coarse channel tuning 

capabilities to be demonstrated below. In the CTA implementation, the fixed IF BPF response 

shows excellent passband and rejection (~45 dBc) capabilities. 

 

Figure 5: Analog RF Band and IF Channel Selection 

filter responses. 

 
Figure 6: Rx IF BPF/Amp cascaded responses 

Channel Tuning Evaluation & Analysis: CTA Rx/Tx Implementation 

The CTA implementation uses a frequency translation stage within the analog channel after the 

adaptive filter bank section. In the Tx channel path a 600-MHz IF signal is translated up to the 

appropriate telemetry band (Tx channel path); while, in the Rx channel path, the selected 

telemetry band signal is translated band down to the 600 MHz IF band. The frequency translation 

strategy is guided by the frequency plan presented in Figure 8. The evaluation of the CTA 

channel tuning section will now be presented. The evaluation will provide conversion loss and 

port-to-port isolation performances under specific translation modes, as well as, will augment the 

band-selection performance. 

 
Figure 7: Frequency plan guiding the CTA Rx/Tx translation design. 

To evaluate mixer translation and selectivity capabilities, the output spectrum of the mixer stage 

is captured using a spectrum analyzer. For each Rx/Tx mode, the input specifications for the 

LO/RF and LO/IF are given in Table 2. The input specifications and the output spectrum are 

used to calculate the mixer metrics according to the following [2]: 



Table 2: Mixer stage input specifications. 

Stage Input Power Level 

[PRF_in]dB/[PIF_in]dB -10 dBm 

[PLO_in]dB +15 dBm 

 

_ _dB RF dB IF dB
CL P P     Eq. 1 

  _ int_RF RF in RFdB dB dB
P P L          Eq. 2 

  _ int_LO LO in LOdB dB dB
P P L          Eq. 3 

  _ int_IF IF in IFdB dB dB
P P L          Eq. 4  

 [PXY_in]
dB

 is the power supplied to the XY port of the mixer stage, [PXY]
dB

 is the power at the 

mixer’s reference, and [Lint_XY]dB are the internal losses between the stage inputs and the 

device’s reference. 

 

 

_ _

_ _

RF IF RF IF RFdBdB dB

LO IF LO IF LOdBdB dB

Isol P P

Isol P P

       

       

  Eq. 5 

[PIF_XY]
dB

 is the power observed at the IF reference oscillating at the respective XY frequency. 

Table 3 and Table 4 below summarize the channel tuning capability of the of the CTA Rx/Tx. 

The CTA Rx shows consistent conversion loss, port-to-port isolation and selectivity performance 

across each band. The optimum selectivity is limited by the LO-IF isolation performance. The 

average 45 dBc selectivity meets the goal (>40dBc).  

Table 3: Summary of the CTA Rx translation and spectrum selectivity capability. 

Rx Mode Conversion Loss 

(CL) 

RF-IF  

Isolation 

LO-IF  

Isolation 

Selectivity 

CTA Rx L-Band 8.6 dB 37 dB 20 dB 45 dBc 

CTA Rx S-Band 8.6 dB 40 dB 21 dB ~44 dBc 

CTA Rx C-Band 8.7 dB 38 dB 21.7 dB ~45 dBc 



While the conversion loss, and LO-RF isolation performance is consistent across the band 

allocations, the band selection capability of the CTA Tx does not meet the goal (>40 dBc), 

especially at C-Band. This degradation is a result of the fractional bandwidth capability of the 

ABPFs. The fractional bandwidth control of these commercial components is limited to the range 

of 11 % for wide-bandwidth capture and 3% for narrow bandwidth capture. For the C-Band 

ABPFs this only enables capturing as low as 120 MHz of spectrum. At the narrow bandwidth 

range, the insertion loss increases dramatically, placing a requirement for adaptive amplification 

across the RF/IF bands. 

Table 4: Summary of the CTA Tx translation and spectrum selectivity capability. 

Rx Mode Conversion Loss 

(CL) 

IF-RF 

Isolation 

LO-RF  

Isolation 

Selectivity 

CTA Tx L-Band 8.6 30 dB 21 dB ~30 dBc 

CTA Tx S-Band 8.7 dB 35 dB 23dB 33 dBc 

CTA Tx C-Band 8.7 dB 25 dB 26 dB 22 dBc 

Channel Tuning Evaluation & Analysis: Weaver Implementation Rx Channel 

The CTW channel tuning implementation leverages the image–rejection property to perform 

band selection between the telemetry allocations [1]. The two-stage frequency translation 

architecture generates in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) spectrum components with phase 

differences relative to each other. These phase differences allows for the selection between the 

upper sideband (USB) and the lower sideband (LSB) components. The first frequency translation 

is performed in the analog domain. This analog stage translates the RF energy to an intermediate 

frequency equi-distant between the two bands in the respective mode. The evaluation of this sub-

system PCB will provide the capability to down-convert the RF energy, to properly capture the 

IF energy while rejecting potential interferers created by the translation process, and to condition 

the captured signal for later analog-to-digital (ADC) conversion.  

 

Figure 8: Frequency plan for the Weaver CT implementation 

Table 5 summarizes the translations and channel selection capabilities of the CTW implementation. 

Similar to the CTA Tx, the selection capability is again limited by the selection capability of the IF ABPF 

components. Further investigation of the optimal tuning of these filters is required. 

Table 5: Summary of the mixer metrics and filter selectivity for each mode of the Weaver implementation. 

Rx/Tx Mode Conversion Loss 

(CL) 

RF-IF  

Isolation 

LO-IF  

Isolation 

Selectivity 



I 8.6 dB 37 dB 20 dB 28 dBc 

II 8.6 dB 40 dB 21 bB ~44 dBc 

III 8.7 dB 38 dB 21.7 bB ~37 dBc 

IV 8.6 42 dB 21 dB ~30 dBc 

IV. Digital Radio Description, Evaluation & Analysis 

The digital radio firmware supports the transmitter and the receiver chain for both the Weaver 

and Adaptive Filter Bank architectures. The transmitter design for the Weaver architecture 

remains the same as that of the Adaptive Filter Bank architecture. The differences between the 

architectures are pronounced in the receiver path chains.  

 Figure 9 and  Figure 9: Weaver Architecture     Figure 10 show the 

system block diagrams for the Weaver and Adaptive Filter Bank (AFB) digital firmware 

architectures. 
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 Figure 9: Weaver Architecture     Figure 10: AFB Architecture 

As shown in both figures, the digital firmware interface to the RF analog circuitry is 

accomplished through an FMC 150 card. The AFB Rx chain uses only one ADC as the signal 

received from the corresponding analog circuitry is real; the Weaver Rx chain uses both ADCs.  

Tx Chain: For the transmitter chain, both the Weaver and Adaptive Filter Bank architectures 

incorporate, an inverse-sync compensation, interpolation stages for rate matching, and final 

conversion from digital to analog. Baseband-to-IF translation is accomplished via a Nyquist zone 

replica that is created during the conversion process. A frequency translation scheme was 

devised where the 2nd Nyquist zone replicas from the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) output 

was chosen to serve as the IF input to the analog channel board. To ensure that the digital signal 

would translate to 600 MHz,  the  DAC  rate  and  ADC  rate  were  configured  to  be  400  

MSPS  and  225 MSPS, respectively. The frequency translation of the baseband signal to 600-

MHz IF is demonstrated in Figure
 
11. 
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Figure 11: Tx Chain Digital Frequency Translation 

Several Tx digital chain interpolation configurations are implemented to support 100 MSPS at 

the final stage of the signal path before entering the DAC. The supported data rates include 

1Mbps, 5Mbps, 10 Mbps, 25 Mbps, and 50 Mbps.  Each configuration mode consist 

interpolation filter stages to clock the samples arriving at the input of the DAC at 100-MSPS. 

The interpolation filter types consist of half-band, & FIR interpolators. Note, a 4x interpolation 

stage is implemented within the DAC for each Tx chain configuration mode. 

Rx Chain: The IF frequencies proposed for both the Weaver & AFB architectures in Figure are 

converted with the sampling frequencies presented in XXX below. Since direct Nyquist 

sampling is not practical at the proposed IF frequencies, band pass sampling is used for 

conversion. Based on the 100-MHz IF bandwidth specification, the minimum sampling clock is 

400 MHz to ensure a minimum availability of 4 samples in every symbol received. In addition, 

the sampling rate mapped the spectrum to the center of the Nyquist zone. This corresponds to a 

phasor of 4 Samples/Cycle in the digital spectrum. 

Table 6: Frequency Translation & Data Conversion to Digital Domain for Weaver & AFB Architectures 

Mode IF(MHz) Sampling Clock (MSPS) 

Weaver I 1158.75 159.83 

Weaver II 1409 225.44 

Weaver III 1702.5 144.89 

Weaver IV 1215.5 194 

AFB 600 160 

Because band-pass sampling can map unwanted signals outside of the IF band of interest to 

within the Nyquist zone, a band selective filter is implemented to filter out any unwanted spectra 

that would exist outside of the pass band of the band selective filer.  This FIR filter is available 

for both the Weaver and AFB Rx digital chains. The filter spans a 100 MHz 3-dB bandwidth, 

and a minimum of 40 dB attenuation in the stop band. 

The location of the spectrum of interest from IF at the center of the digital Nyquist zone allows 

for a down conversion of the spectrum to baseband without an actual heterodyne.  The 

magnitude for the complex heterodyne -0.25 cycles/sample stated above are limited in discrete 

values of +1, 0, or -1. This simplifies the operation of the coarse translation as actual complex 

mixing can be bypassed for a more simplified down conversion. The Weaver architecture coarse 

translation stage is designed within the methodology presented in [1]. The AFB architecture 

would also follow on from [1] with the requirement that only one quadrature signal processing 

pair is necessary for the incoming real analog signal. 

Results: Weaver Architecture Band Selection 



For the first phase of the design outlined above, the weaver architecture has been examined for 

its performance in being able to select the transmission & channel select. Two frequencies of 

transmission were used at 1485 MHz (designated from here on forth as L-Band signal), and 4489 

MHz (designated from here on forth as C-Band signal) at the transmission. The designation is 

corresponding to the upper and lower sided-band spectra existing in the methodology outlined in 

[1]. Two types of waveforms were used for testing purposes: a continuous wave with peak power 

of 5 dBm and, a CPM signal at 4 MSymbol/sec. Both signals were produced from an arbitrary 

waveform generator, which went through a connectorized RF circuitry to form the first stage RF 

down conversion. 

As an example, Figure 12 shows the spectrum of a tone signal transmitted at 1485 MHz at an IF 

frequency of 1702 MHz after being sampled residing at the center of the Nyquist zone.

 

Figure 12: Spectrum of CW tone after sampling 

Digital Image Rejection Performance: To determine the image rejection performance, the 

spectrum between the upper side band (L/S- band switch) and the lower side band spectrum (C-

band Switch) from the digital Weaver channel Rx chain output were compared. 

The first evaluation was based on the transmission of an L-Band tone and, reception of the lower 

side band (LSB) component (from toggling the L-Switch) in comparison to the upper side band 

(USB) component (C-Switch).  The resulting spectra from the test are shown on Figure 13 below. 

As shown on Figure 13, the suppression of the image signal, in this case the L-Switch spectrum, 

was close to 15 dB (36-19 = 15 dB). 

A similar test conducted with a C-Band tone transmission and the results showed that 

suppression on the order of10 dB was achieved. Further tests conducted with modulated 

waveforms with the Weaver image rejection architecture consistently achieved a 10 dB 

suppression.  



 

 (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 13: PSD Plots at the Weaver Receiver for L-Band Transmission (a) LSB side & (b) USB,  

All tests conducted above had I-Q imbalance, as the plots from Figure 13 indicate. This 

imbalance degraded the image rejection performance of the Weaver Rx architecture since perfect 

quadrature relationships couldn't be established between the I & Q paths. Still, a suppression of 

10 dB was achieved. Another factor that degraded the performance of the Rx Weaver channel 

was the FMC150.  Though the daughter card was able to sample the signal at the IF frequencies, 

the full bandwidth specification for the card was limited to 500 MHz.  This meant that at input 

frequencies of 1GHz and above, the sampler was not able to optimally capture the analog signal. 

V. Conclusion 

As summarized below, the MBFE met functional requirements for TRL4 Validation by 

providing wideband operation between 1 to 6 GHz, band selection between the C-,L- or S- 

telemetry bands, and the tuning of specific channels within the bands just mentioned. 

In addition to validating the three specific areas, efforts were conducted to distinguish the two 

implementations (Weaver and AFB). Below are the summary findings of the Weaver vs. AFB 

comparison: 

 Image rejection performance at sub optimum operation for the Weaver architecture was 

at least 10 dB and above. 

 I&Q balance mitigation circuitry is required for the Weaver implementation for correct 

demodulation. 

 AFB is impacted by selectivity due to the fractional bandwidth performance of ABPF at 

higher frequencies. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The decision to buy or develop any system component is a difficult one.  Clearly, the 

development time and cost is less when using an off-the-shelf component; however, these 

components attempt to meet the requirements of a main-stream market segment.  Outside of 

those markets, a designer may need to add unique features to solve problems for specialty 

markets; one example is SSDs for telemetry markets where one critical component is the NAND 

flash controller.  This paper will focus on some of the requirement differences and why it is so 

important for SSD designers to develop their own controller for these markets. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Every system design consists of multiple components.  When developing a new aircraft or 

retrofitting an existing program, the designer must integrate several major avionics system 

components including a data recorder. When developing a data recorder, the designer must 

integrate different subcomponents including storage such as a Solid-State Drive (SSD). When 

developing an SSD, the designer must integrate different components including the NAND flash 

controller.   

 

Each designer faces a decision:  is it better to buy the component or develop the component?  

There are advantages and disadvantages for buying a component; conversely, there are 

advantages and disadvantages for developing the same component; there is no universal right or 

wrong answer.  Three main criteria for making the decision involve development cost, time to 

market, and features available in off-the-shelf components; given a specific set of circumstances 

and requirements, one choice usually wins.  This paper will discuss the circumstances and 

requirements for one critical component in an SSD for telemetry applications:  the NAND flash 

controller. 

 

 

1. BUY VERSUS DEVELOP OVERVIEW 

 

Every design decision must be evaluated against a set of criteria.  The decision to buy versus 

develop a system component could involve a variety of requirements and conditions.  For the 

sake of brevity, this paper will focus on three criteria specifically:  the development cost, the 

time to market, and features in off-the-shelf components. 

 

 

1.1 DEVELOPMENT COST 

 

Cost is usually an important factor in any decision, and engineering development cost is no 

different.  Usually the cost to develop a component far exceeds the development cost to integrate 

a similar off-the-shelf component; however, the recurring costs of a developed component are 

usually less.  Similarly with a NAND flash controller,  the development costs can easily exceed 

the cost of several man-years of work, but the recurring costs will be just the cost of the silicon 

chip rather the silicon chip plus some vendor’s profit margin. 

 

 

1.2 TIME TO MARKET 

 

Time to market is another important factor in the buy-versus-development decision.  If the time 

to market is too long, customers may not wait for the product.  Clearly developing the 

component will take more time than simply purchasing readily available components.  The time 

to market when developing a new flash controller can be a calendar year or more.  Adding 

additional engineering design resources can shorten the time to market, but additional resources 

will usually add to the development cost.  
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1.3 FEATURES 

 

Features differentiate a product and give it a competitive advantage.  A majority of off-the-shelf 

components tend to concentrate on features to satisfy a large market in order to maximize sales 

of the particular component; the problem is that specialty markets may not need some of these 

features and, worse, may need additional features not implemented. See figure 1 which shows a 

hypothetical example of a list of possible features versus the count of customers served by each 

feature; the middle of the figure illustrates the list of features actually implemented by the vendor 

to satisfy a large market. 

 

 
Figure 1:  Sample illustration of possible features versus customers served 

 

 

2. FEATURES OF OFF-THE-SHELF CONTROLLERS 

 

The majority of off-the-shelf NAND flash controller vendors are no different than other 

component vendors: they cannot practically implement every possible feature, and they aim to 

implement only those features that satisfy a large market segment.  Consequently, they do not 

have the money or time to implement features for any specialty markets. 

 

The NAND flash controllers typically support several different NAND flash vendors.  In 

addition, the NAND flash controllers support several different generations and geometries of 

NAND flash.  These features allow the SSD designer to pick and choose the NAND flash that 

works best for their system architecture and corporate business processes. 

 

Due to the widespread use of these off-the-shelf NAND flash controllers, they are well tested in 

a variety of host system environments.  However, these host environments are usually main-

stream systems, and not the systems typically found in specialty markets such as telemetry. 
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The NAND flash controllers are normally quite fast, and release firmware and new silicon 

frequently to keep up with customer’s next generation demands for more speed. 

 

 

3. REQUIREMENTS OF TELEMETRY CUSTOMERS 

 

These off-the-shelf NAND flash controllers normally do not satisfy the specific needs of the 

telemetry market segment.  Telemetry customers may require special security and erase features, 

custom commands beyond those found in standards documents, adaptability to unique host 

system environments, reduced speed to conserve power, and long-term availability and BOM 

control. 

 

 

3.1 SECURITY AND ERASE 

 

One feature of security and erase not found in most off-the-shelf NAND flash controllers is the 

special erase procedures required to sanitize or declassify the contents of a storage device such as 

an SSD.  Some examples of the sanitize procedures include NSA/CSS Manual 9-12 and RCC-

TG IRIG 106-13.  Another feature not found is being able to erase the entire contents of a 1 TB 

SLC SSD in less than 10 seconds. 

 

Some telemetry applications require special certification that may involve implementing extra 

commands, code inspection, and other laboratory testing.  Some examples of certification 

include FIPS 197, FIPS 140-2, and NIAP Common Criteria Protection Profiles. 

 

 

3.2 CUSTOM COMMANDS 

 

The standards bodies define the commands that must be implemented to insure compatibility 

among many different devices and hosts.  However, it is impossible for these commands to 

satisfy all possible requirements.  Some unique telemetry systems may require custom 

commands to implement special sanitize procedures and/or replace legacy storage devices.  The 

off-the-shelf NAND flash controller vendors almost certainly will not spend the effort to 

implement such commands. 

 

 

3.3 ADAPT TO SPECIFIC HOST SYSTEM 

 

In addition to the custom commands, some telemetry host systems have very unique 

characteristics.  Sometimes the host interface chips were developed rather than bought, and may 

not implement the full interface specification.  In addition, some cabling systems may not 

support the latest speeds.  In these situations and others, the SSD must adapt to the specific host 

system requirements - possibly reducing interface speeds and/or modifying the SSD’s interface 

to the host system. 
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3.4 POWER THROTTLING 

 

Reducing the interface speed may also reduce power consumption on the SSD; the faster the 

SSD moves data, the more power it consumes.  Some applications run off of special power or 

batteries; consequently, the power system cannot afford to provide 10 or more Watts of power to 

the SSD alone.  Another area to throttle could be the erasing of all NAND flash; if there is no 

requirement for 10-second erase times, and the system is limited on power, the SSD could 

possibly erase slower and consume less power. 

 

 

3.5 LONG-TERM AVAILABILITY 

 

Many telemetry systems are designed for production runs over several years; if a component 

changes, the requalification efforts could be costly and time consuming.  Therefore, these 

telemetry designers seek components that have long-term availability.  The designer does not 

want to purchase components from the local electronics store where the firmware and revision on 

the SSD will most likely change frequently.  Off-the-shelf NAND flash controllers are also 

subject to frequent changes with the main-stream markets pushing for newer feature sets, faster 

silicon, and lower cost. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The design decision of whether to buy or develop a component in a system can be a challenging 

one.  Usually the system designer will evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each in 

categories such as development cost, time to market, and features available in off-the-shelf 

components.   

 

The NAND flash controller in an SSD designed for telemetry applications can be such a 

component on which SSD designer must decide whether to buy or develop.  Clearly, an off-the-

shelf NAND flash controller will have a smaller development cost, and shorter time to market.  

However, the features in these off-the-shelf components may not work for this specialty market; 

most NAND flash controller vendors are not interested in custom features for a small market 

opportunity.   

 

With over 20 years of experience in solid-state storage, SMART High Reliability Solutions 

believes we had only one choice:  we must invest the development cost and development time 

into designing our own NAND flash controller to satisfy the needs of this complicated telemetry 

environment. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Flash:  A non-volatile memory device using an array of transistors each with a floating gate to 

store a charge 

 

GB or Gigabyte:  10
9
 bytes 

 

HDD or Hard-disk drive:  Traditional storage device using rotating, magnetic platter. 

 

MLC or Multi-Level Cell:  A flash technology which stores more than one bit per transistor cell 

using more than two voltage levels on the floating gate; most commonly referred to two bits per 

cell using four distinct voltage levels 

 

NAND:  A high-density flash device usually with defect blocks marked by the factory; read and 

write operations must be done at a page level (several kilobytes), and erases done at an erase 

block level consisting of several of pages 

 

SATA or Serial ATA:  A storage bus interface where the data is transferred serially rather than 

through parallel data wires as in previous generations. 

 

SLC or Single-Level Cell:  A flash technology which stores one bit per transistor cell using two 

distinct voltage levels on the floating gate 

 

SSD or Solid-State Drive:  Storage device typically using the same form factors as traditional 

hard disk drives, but without the moving parts 

 

TB or Terabyte:  10
12

 bytes 
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ABSTRACT 

Accurate reproduction of RF transmissions for test and development has been out of reach for 

some time. The testing of RF equipment, multipath generation and downstream TM processing 

systems has been done in the past with varying levels of accuracy. In the past the techniques of 

checking TM equipment worked, but lacked realism that real TM transmissions provide. 

This paper describes the development of an IF recorder for range TM. We discuss the usage of a 

recorder with multiple channels, time correlation, channel skew capability, IF over IP 

capabilities and file management will allow repeatable, realistic testing of TM systems. 

 

KEY WORDS: IF RECORDER, TELEMETRY, 70 MHZ IF RECORDER, RECEIVERS, RF 

RECORDING 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary goal behind writing this paper was to introduce and provide an overview of IF 

Recorders use cases using a ‘non-vendor-specific’ approach. Multiple vendors currently 

manufacture equipment with capabilities discussed in the text.   Hopefully, discussion of 

implementation and use of the IF Record System at Atlantic Test Range (ATR, Patuxent River, 

Maryland) will encourage other test ranges to learn from ATR past experience and explore 

available technology to fulfill their needs.  

 

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 

Accurate reproduction of real-world RF (radio frequency) transmissions for test and 

development has been out of reach for some time.  The ability to accurately test RF equipment, 

simulate multipath, and verify TM (telemetry) processing systems has been done with varying 

levels of exactitude.  Techniques employed to check proper operation of various components of 

the Test Range’s System of Systems worked well, but lacked repeatability using real-world TM 

transmissions.  

 

Transmitter output signals are becoming more complex, such as SO-QSPK, CPM-h etc. It is 

imperative that real-world signals and conditions be employed for complete receiver testing and 

validation of the signal processing systems.  In order to do this, advanced record-and-playback 

systems are necessary for capturing these real-world signal conditions, for repeatable result 

expectations in the lab and data center. 
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The TM spectrum reallocation and sell-off efforts coupled with a significant increase in the 

number of test flights leads one to be even more diligent in our efforts to make every program 

test a success the first time. This will reduce flight time and save money by providing the 

thorough and applicable preflight check processes and eliminating the majority of unforeseen 

pitfalls experienced during flight test. 

 

Recent advancements in digital IF recording provide a means to accurately test antenna feeds, 

TM receivers, bit synchronizers, TM best source selectors, telecommunication equipment, 

decryptors, decommutators, and TM data processors.   Key IF recorder characteristics developed 

to provide repeatable non-simulated testing of TM systems at ATR include multiple (4) channel 

record and playback, time correlation (below 10 nsec), channel time skew capability during 

playback, IF over IP, remote control, and data file management. 

During development of the IF recorder, special care was taken to make the system easy to setup 

and use.  Some general ATR guidelines provided to the vendor were: see Table 1 below. 

 

Simple GUI interface for operation Main system uses off the shelf components 

Availability of off the shelf removable drive 

storage 

Time coherent recordings 

4 channels of record/reproduce at full 

bandwidth 

Near real-time IF over IP 

Selected data time slice from four 

independent sources can be time aligned and 

replayed  

Irig B time (but can use other time sources) 

Remote control capability Ability to reproduce 70 MHz from local 

storage, remote storage, and Ethernet 

Selectable recording bandwidths with 

resolution selectable up to 16 bits 

Independent channels time skew during 

playback 

True 50MHZ record to accommodate up to 

40MHZ data bandwidth 

 

Table 1: Recorder General Guide Lines 

 

There are possibilities of other enhancements that could be integrated within the architecture of 

the equipment but, as always, funding is not always available. Things such as filters, BER 

generation / reception, noise generation, best source selection, demodulation, IF to RF up- 

converters are examples of capabilities that could be added. 

 

The IF recorder, equipped with the current options designed into the ATR system, enhances 

testing of receivers, best source selectors, TM system components, and end-to-end Telemetry 

Systems from antenna feed to data display by providing controlled repeatable real-world data 

that, in turn, leads to expected results.  In addition, the IF recorder provides a valuable training 

tool  since the recorded  IF  has a majority of the spectral characteristics and data content of the 

RF energy originally captured by the antenna feed.  

 

The IF Recorder can import data from four independent IF recorders located at different 

locations and time align these recordings for playback, even if recordings were started and 
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stopped at different times.  Specified time slices from files in storage can also be retrieved to 

enable operators to move smaller files to other ranges for preflight analysis or to prepare for a 

ferry flight.  

 

Data storage management enables to operator to select Wrapped Storage Area (WSA) recording 

or Managed Storage Areas (MSA) recording.  In WSA recording, WSA automatically deletes 

oldest data when the disk file is full, meaning the next samples are recorded at the beginning of 

the file.  In Managed recording mode, user-managed data deletion occurs once the file storage 

area is full; no additional recording is added to the file. 

 

Since the recorder has four channels and ATR has TM acquisition locations with multiple quad 

receivers, selection of the TM receiver IF output into the recorder is needed (when there are 

more than four IF’s available).  The inclusion of an IF switch to route the selected IF source to 

the appropriate record channel eliminates the need for an external switch..  This is yet another 

addition that could make the unit useful in your organization. 

 

Internally, the recording system could provide the operator the option to have an Automatic Gain 

Control (AGC) of the incoming signal.  Other IF recorders have this capability.  ATR’s 

requirement was to have no AGC control on the signal input, since we wanted to have the true 70 

MHz input.  The idea was to reproduce the actual RF signal levels and characteristics (some 

receivers have both AGC control and non AGC control on the IF output).  It is important to put 

the telemetry receiver in the mode that would provide the expected results for your analysis.  
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Figure 1: Main GUI of the IF recorder 

The recorder provides a graphical display of each input channel.  For actual input levels, 

calibration of the spectral display will be necessary.  In the Non-AGC mode, the display shows 

the IF level being recorded.  The recorder has built-in input and output spectrum analyzer 

capability that shows what is going on. See fig. 2 
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Figure 2: Actual TM from single source on four different receivers connected to four 

different antennas. Notice the differences in signal characteristics. 

 

An important capability of the recorder is the IF Channel to Channel Skew control on Playback 

(±10 ns to ±1 sec).  The skewing works on individual channels or groups of channels.  This 

allows delay testing of devices such as Best Source Selectors and decommutators.  This 

capability could also be used for testing multi-channel TMoIP interfaces. 

 

There are other inputs that can be added to the recording system.  It is actually possible to add 

receiver cards to the system or even receiver demodulators.  Addition of noise generation is 

possible, either in the digital domain or a card that could affect the input channel.  Since the input 

design is based on FPGA technology, personalities can be developed for specific applications.  

With the accurate time tagging in the system, we will have complete control of both input and 

output. The system also has the ability to output over IP.  This capability allows testing of IP 

based demodulators and decommutators system designs.   

 

Additionally, the repeatability of the unit provides operational software verification in the TM 

display centers.  We now have the ability to do a complete time study of a TM processing 

system. (Additional work will need to be done on the systems that are downstream from the 

recorder.) 
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Fig 3: One of Many Test Setups to Verify Time Correlation When Importing IF Recordings From 

Different Locations 
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CONCLUSION 

As has been described, the IF Recorder can be a valuable tool for testing range systems.  It also 

has the ability for development of advanced capabilities, such as IF over IP, IP demodulators and 

decommutation systems.  With new best source selectors coming on line, the capabilities 

described provides ways of testing that would be difficult or impossible today.  Even verification 

testing of TM receivers can now be done with repeatability, providing fair evaluation of TM RF 

processing systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

The State of The Art in Operating Systems and new human machine interfaces are moving 

forward quickly. Flight Test Data Processing Department has developed new tools for monitoring 

Flight Tests using new computer technologies like .NET virtual machines, “on-the-fly” 

compilation, intelligent behavior, multi-touch capabilities and high performance vector graphics 

libraries. 

All these new techniques allows the user to optimize Flight Tests reducing the time for taking 

decisions, helping to make complex calculations in real time and adapting the visualization 

displays to Flight Test Engineers requirements in real time. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

25 years ago only few hundred parameters were monitored during a Flight Test Campaign. 

Nowadays, the A400M Flight Test Program monitors over 350,000 parameters in real time. With 

the evolution of computers, flight tests should improve productivity per flight test hour. With the 

improvement of processors performances, parallel computing and new human-machine interfaces 

it’s possible to regenerate and develop graphics representations previously unthinkable. 

Flight Test Data Processing Department in Airbus Defence and Space establish to use the state of 

the art in technologies for test optimizations. For that reason, software developers inside Flight 

Test have attempted to establish alternative forms of visualization and interaction with the 

information in real time. 

Through this document, new ways of monitoring and the basis of the development will be 

explained.  
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NEW WAYS OF MONITORING 

Since last years it is possible to manage tactile portable devices like mobile phones, tablets and 

laptops with multi-touch capabilities. Besides, operating systems support these new interfaces 

and ways of interaction. The best known examples are Android, Microsoft Windows 8 and iOS 

platforms. 

Flight Test Spain in Airbus Defence and Space uses Microsoft Windows technologies based in 

the .NET Framework and High Performance graphics libraries like vgdotnet and Lightning 

charts. 

For that platform, the following new techniques have been developed: 

 Behavior Code. Designed to give the user the capability of changing the behavior of a 

display in real time. 

 Smart Objects. New kind of monitoring tools that give the user the capability of making 

complex calculations and aids to take decisions. 

 Document Oriented Monitoring and Analysis Tool (DOMA) has been designed to give 

capability to fulfill digitalized documents in real time. Acceptance Manuals, check-list 

and other crosscheck procedures are examples of documents digitalized. 

 

BEHAVIOUR CODE 

In many cases Flight Test Engineer (FTE) requires little changes in the behaviour of a monitoring 

screen due to a misunderstanding, a last minute modification or because it is more clear for him 

to have different behavior. In a standard way of work, Flight Test Engineers must require to a 

Software developer a change in the implementation.  

Behavior code allows changing the behaviour of any display on the execution environment by 

means of a property of the object. That property is able to change others properties of the object 

(color, HighDanger, scales.....) using C# code. Some of these properties are represented in Figure 

1: List of properties for a monitoring object 
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Figure 1: List of properties for a monitoring object 

 

Dynamic code execution is a powerful feature that allows applications to be extended with code 

that is not compiled into the application. Users can customize applications and developers can 

dynamically update code easily. The Behavior Code Property is possible through Dynamic Code 

Using CodeDOM for .NET framework. 

CodeDOM is Code Document Object Model. This provides a graphical (in the sense of graph 

nodes, not of a picture) representation of code in the form of a tree. This represents the hierarchy 

of nested code elements: namespaces contain classes, classes contain methods, and methods 

contain variable declarations. 

Compiling code on-the-fly 

.NET framework provides powerful access to the CIL (CIL is a CPU- and platform-independent 

instruction set that can be executed in any environment supporting the Common Language 

Infrastructure such as the .NET runtime on Windows, or the cross-platform Mono runtime) code 

generation process through the System.CodeDom.Compiler and Microsoft.CSharp and 

Microsoft.VisualBasic namespaces. In these namespaces is possible find the tools that allow 

compiling an assembly either to disk or into memory. There is also need the Reflection 

namespace as it contains the tools to invoke an object and its methods once you've compiled the 

object. 

In Figure 2: BehaviourCode property, there is an example of this property, that modified the 

backcolor and textcolor of a label based on the value of a parameter. This BehaviorCode could be 

as complicated as you can imagine, any C# code is allowed. 
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Figure 2: BehaviourCode property  

 

SMART OBJECTS 

For Production Aircraft Tests it’s very significant the number of flights performed to verify the 

proper systems operation. For that task the Air Crew must follow a Production Aircraft Test 

Manual (PATM). This document contains all the test points, operations procedures and 

maneuvers needed to complete the test.  

In a general case, is necessary to make complex calculations in order to identify the flight phase, 

an aircraft condition or calculate a repetitive computation and generate evidences of the correct 

aircraft operation. 

A SMART object usually has several phases during its cycle of life: 

 Initial conditions. Check that some parameters or even calculated parameters are inside 

boundaries. 

 Run. During these phase, SMART object is acquiring data and doing some calculations 

until some conditions have been reached. 

 Results. SMART object does some calculations and gives numeric results and the final 

status of the test. 

One example of complex calculations, shown in Figure 3: Smart Object for Stabilizations is 

when some maneuvers needs a previous stabilization. The criteria of validation are based on the 

vertical difference between the values of the linear regression (least squares) in the first and in the 

last sample of the time slice for the following parameters: 

• MACH (Speed) 

• SAT (Ambient Temperature) 
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• ALT (Altitude) 

• EGT (Engine Temperature) 

• Others 

A Manual detection delegates the responsibility of the quality of the stabilization to the intuition 

and expertise of the FTE. By the aid of a SMART object there is an automatic detection based in 

the rule of calculating the criteria of validation every 10 seconds using the data from the previous 

3 minute  

 

Figure 3: Smart Object for Stabilizations 

 

Every single object contains a set of buttons, status and warnings that manage the smart object 

operations in real time.  

• START  Automatic tasks are started.  

• STOP  Automatic tasks are stopped and data are not deleted.  

• RESET  Reset the component to initial status, deleting all data.  
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Every Smart Object indicates its status 

• RUNNING Indicates that the component is activated and running automatic 

tasks.  

• FINISHED  Indicates that the component is finished and suggests a result.  

• STOPPED  Indicates that the component has been stopped and all tasks are 

stopped.  

When a component is activated (RUNNING) it starts to perform the programmed computation, 

and when all the computations are finished, it suggests to the user OK or NO OK depending on 

the results  

• OK  indicates that all tasks have been performed and all checks are OK.  

• NO OK  indicates that all tasks have been performed and some of them have some 

problem. 

However, even if the suggestion has been NO OK, the FTE has the capability to override the final 

output (ie. Minimal discrepancies in some parameters…) 

Another feature implemented in the SMART Object architecture is the capability of generates 

result files. This facilitates the FTE to generate evidences and automatic reports even on board. In 

Figure 4: Smart Object Output File, a sample of this output file is shown 

 

 

Figure 4: Smart Object Output File 
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Additionally, Flight Test Data Processing has developed and architecture for gathering results 

and store in a Database. From this database is possible to generate a PATM document fulfilled 

using the DOMA Application Framework. 

 

DOMA 

Document Oriented Monitoring and Analysis is a Framework developed for digitalized a Tagged 

Word document. The idea is to avoid the use of paper on board. That implies that the documents 

used for taking notes with the aircraft parameter results must be written by an automatic system. 

Starting from a Word document, DOMA is able to read the document that has been tagged using 

a strict labeling method which aid to identify the kind of parameter that must be associated with 

each token. For example, check-box, boxes for values and tables are associated to parameters 

from FTI or results of the SMART Objects calculations. 

 

 

Figure 5: DOMA Document management process 

In Figure 5: DOMA Document management process the overall process is shown; it consists 

on the following steps: 

• A Word Document is generated according to a Tagging system rules in order to know the 

parameter associated to each element of the document and also the type of element.  

• DOMA on ground tool (DOMINO) parsers the document and store the information in a 

Database. 

• Before the test, DOMA download the information in a Tablet. That allows managing the 

document in a stand-alone mode. The document is stored in XML format  
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• During the test, FTI data is acquired with ALIEN (compact data acquisition system) and 

sent to a Server PC (PREDATOR) 

• SMART objects could be run either in PREDATOR or in DOMA (tablet) or in both 

• During the test, data is gathered and stored in the tabled using XML file. 

• Once the test has finished, in ground, data is uploaded to the database. 

• DOMINO can regenerate the Word Document with the information of the tests needed to 

fill the document. 

 

Figure 6 and 7 show a piece of the PATM word document and how is displayed in DOMA. 

 

 

Figure 6: MSWord PATM document extraction 
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Figure 7: Same as Fig. 6 digitalized in DOMA 

 

DOMA application runs on a MS Windows 8 based tablet PC, taking the advantage of touching 

screen, multi-touch capabilities… 

Inputs in the digitalized PATM document can be one of the following: 

 Direct human input. Only human being can answer 

o A/C is clear for start engines, clear safety area… 

 

 Direct parameters gathered from FTI 

o Height, rpm, speed… 

 

 Simple calculations made inside DOMA 

o Average, minimum, maximum… 

 

 Complex computations coming from SMART objects 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

With the aid of new technologies, Flight Test Data Processing in Airbus Defence and Space has 

developed a new set of tools which gives the user new possibilities for the real time monitoring. 

This new tools are the previous step to use expert systems in the near future.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the mission needs, design/development, and testing of the (L, S & C Band) 

Telemetry Receive/Record & Re-Radiation pod. 

KEYWORDS 

(AVMI) Air Vehicle Modification & Instrumentation, Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft 

Division (NAWCAD), Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division (NAWCWD), Concept of 

Operations (CONOPS), “Shooter” aircraft (launches weapon), “Chase” aircraft (carries TM 

Receive/Record & Re-Radiation Pod), Pulse Coded Modulation (PCM). 

INTRODUCTION 

Weapon separation testing presents unique challenges when attempting to obtain decision quality 

data from the weapon under test. The telemetry system on the weapon is typically low power 

(less than 2 watts) and flight testing is conducted off shore for safety reasons. Many of  the flight 

tests are at low altitudes and outside the range of the ground station. Flight test scenarios are 

becoming increasingly complex, with multiple PCM data streams from the weapon (inside & 

outside) the weapons bay, and additional PCM streams from the “Shooter” aircraft. A combined 

effort with the Naval Air Warfare Center’s Aircraft Division (Patuxent River, MD) and Weapons 

Division (Pt. Mugu CA) developed a Telemetry Receive/Record & Re-Radiation pod to be 

carried on a chase aircraft. Due to the ever changing telemetry spectrum allocations, the pod 

must have the flexibility to work in the L, S, & C bands. 

HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 

 Receive (4) PCM data streams (configurable in L, S, & C band) 

 Record (4) PCM data streams in the IRIG-106 CH-10 format 

 Re-Transmit (4) PCM data streams (configurable in L,S, & C band) 

 Pod carried on an F/A-18 A-F (port or starboard weapon stations) 

 No modifications to the host aircraft permitted 
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 Support chase aircraft Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for weapons separation flight 

testing  

 

TYPICAL WEAPONS SEPERATION CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 

A typical weapon separation flight test includes a minimum of two aircraft. Aircraft #1 is the 

“Shooter”; this aircraft launches the weapon under test (e.g. missile, bomb etc.) The weapon is 

modified to include a telemetry system that contains weapon specific data. The shooter aircraft 

also has several telemetry streams containing aircraft specific data. Aircraft #2 is the chase 

aircraft. The chase aircraft carries the Telemetry Receive/Record & Re-Radiation Pod, and 

serves as a safety observer, capturing video of the weapon separation event. Refer to figures 1, 

2 & 3 for concept of operations diagrams. 

 

Figure 1.0 Internal Weapons Bay Concept 
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Figure 2.0 Nose on View 

 

Figure 3.0 Top View 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The Telemetry Receive/Record & Re-Radiation pod consists of custom receive and transmit 

antennas, four receivers, four transmitters, IRIG-106 CH-10 recorder, and GPS time 

synchronization. The pod is capable of receiving/recording and re-transmitting four PCM 

streams in the L, S, & C bands. Refer to figure 4.0 for the system block diagram.  

 

Figure 4.0 System Block Diagram 

Receive Subsystem: 

The receive system consists of configurable port & starboard receive antennas, multiplexers, 

amplifiers, splitters, and receivers (ARTM Tier 0, 1, &2) capable of operating in the following 

frequency ranges: 

1435-1535 MHz (Lower L Band) 

1750-1855 MHz (Upper L Band) 

2200-2395 MHz (S Band) 

4400-5250 MHz (C Band) 
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Figure 5.0 Receive Subsystem 

The receive antennas are custom tri-element patch antennas configurable for each mission, refer 

to figure 6.0. 

 

Figure 6.0 Receive Antennas 
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Transmitter Subsystem: 

The transmitter system consists of four transmit antennas, isolators, multiplexers, and 

transmitters (ARTM Tier 0, 1, &2) capable of operating in the following frequency ranges: 

1435-1535 MHz (Lower L Band) 

1750-1855 MHz (Upper L Band) 

2200-2395 MHz (S Band) 

4400-4940 MHz (C Band) 

5091-5150 MHz (C Band) 

 

Figure 7.0 Transmit Subsystem 
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The transmit antennas are custom tri-element patch antennas configurable for each mission, refer 

to figure 6.0. 

 

 

Figure 8.0 Transmit Antennas 

Recording System: 

The recording system consists of an IRIG-106 CH-10 recorder capable of recording four PCM 

streams at 20Mbps. The recording system also provides the native PCM stream playback for 

immediate data validation during preflight. 128Gbyte memory provides 3+ hours record time at 

80Mbps. 

System Performance: 

To determine the system performance, two link analyses needed to be performed. The TM link 

from the “Shooter” to the “Chase” aircraft and the link from the “Chase” aircraft to the ground 

station. TK solver software was used to perform the link analysis. Based on a specific mission 

scenario these links are calculated to determine the expected performance and suggested 

separation range between the “Shooter” and “Chase” aircraft (Figure 9) and the Chase aircraft to 

the ground station (Figure 10). Using these tools to predict performance, several key inputs (e.g. 

Range, Frequency, Power Levels, Bit Rates etc.) can be varied for the aircraft, weapon and the 

pod to optimize the TM link performance.  
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Figure 9.0 “Shooter” to “Chase” Link Margin 

Units Input Output Input Output Input Output

>> Constants

Speed of light m/s 3.00E+08 3.00E+08 3.00E+08

Boltzmann's constant dBm -198.6 -198.6 -198.6

Reference noise temperature K 290 290 290

>> Path loss elements

Range ft 5,000 5,000 5,000

Transmit frequency MHz 1,525 2,300 5,150

Space loss dB 99.773 103.342 110.344

Atmospheric loss dB 0.01 0.012 0.018

transmitter antenna pointing and polarization loss dB 0 0 0

receiver antenna pointing and polarization loss dB 3 3 3

Total path loss, dB dB 102.783 106.354 113.362

>> Transmitting terminal side

Power amplifier output, watts W 5 5 5

Power amplifier output, dBm 36.990 36.990 36.990

Transmit antenna gain, dB dB -3 -3 -3

TX coupling loss, cable loss + connectors, dB dB 1 1 1

Transmit VSWR loss, dB dB 0 0 0

Effective isotropic radiated power dBm 32.990 32.990 32.990

>> Receiving terminal side

Receiver signal power at antenna dBm -69.793 -73.364 -80.372

Receiver antenna gain, dB dB -3 -3 -3

Received carrier power, dBm dBm -73.493 -77.164 -84.372

>> Noise temperature calculations

antenna noise temperature K 350 350 350

multi-plexer (loss) dB 0.7 0.8 1

RF amp gain dB 15.7 15.3 12.7

RF amp NF dB 3.3 3.3 3.3

noise temp of amp K 330.009 330.009 330.009

cable & connector (loss) dB 1.1 1.5 2

splitter 1:4 (loss) dB 6.4 6.7 8

ant+RF components noise temperature K 333.397 333.537 322.427

rcvr noise figure dB 4 4 4

rcvr noise temperature T 438.447 438.447 438.447

System noise temp K 1121.844 1121.985 1110.874

>> Calculate SNR & Eb/No

Noise spectral density, dBm/Hz dBm -168.101 -168.100 -168.143

carrier to noise ratio, dB/Hz dB 94.607 90.936 83.771

Data rate Mbps 12 12 12

Eb/No dB 23.816 20.144 12.980

>> Calculate link margin

required EbNo for BER dB 11.4 11.4 11.4

Required link margin dB 10 10 10

Surplus dB 2.416 -1.256 -8.420

Shooter to Pod, L-Band Shooter to Pod, S-Band Shooter to Pod, C-Band
Link Analysis Paramters
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Figure 10.0 “Chase” to Ground Link Margin 

 

Test Equipment: 

The test equipment to support the re-rad pod consists of a self-contained equipment rack built 

into the pod cradle.  The test equipment rack allows full end to end data validation of the pod 

functionality on or off the aircraft. The equipment rack includes four transmitters, four stream 

PCM simulator, four receivers, bit synchronizer, decommutator, O’scope, spectrum analyzer, and 

time code reader.   

Link Analysis Paramters Units Input Output Input Output Input Output

>> Constants

Speed of light m/s 3.00E+08 3.00E+08 3.00E+08

Boltzmann's constant dBm -198.601 -198.601 -198.601

Reference noise temperature K 290 290 290

>> Path loss elements

Range, nautical miles nmi 125 125 125

Transmit frequency MHz 1,525 2,300 5,150

Space loss dB 143.404 146.973 153.975

Atmospheric loss dB 1.461 1.83 2.708

transmitter antenna pointing and polarization loss dB 0 0 0

receiver antenna pointing and polarization loss dB 3 3 3

Total path loss, dB dB 147.865 151.803 159.683

>> Transmitting terminal side

Power amplifier output, watts W 10 10 10

Power amplifier output, dBm 40.000 40.000 40.000

Transmit antenna gain, dBi dB 0 0 0

TX coupling loss, cable loss + connectors, dB dB 1.7 3 3.7

Transmit VSWR loss, dB dB 0 0 0

Effective isotropic radiated power dBm 38.300 37.000 36.300

>> Receiving terminal side

Receiver signal power at antenna dBm -109.565 -114.803 -123.383

G/T system: Gain/System noise temperature dB/K 5.9 9.25 14.5

>> Calculate CNR & Eb/No

carrier to noise ratio, dB/Hz dB/Hz 94.936 93.048 89.718

Transmitted data rate Mbps 12 12 12

Eb/No dB 24.144 22.256 18.926

>> Calculate link margin

required EbNo for BER dB 11.4 11.4 11.4

Required link margin dB 10 10 10

Surplus dB 2.744 0.856 -2.474

Pod to GND, L-Band Pod to GND, S-Band Pod to GND, C-Band
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Figure 11.0 Telemetry Receive/Record Pod with Pod Cradle & Equipment Rack 

Conclusions 

Designing a system that receives and transmits in the L, S, & C bands presents some unique 

challenges. Some of the challenges were addressed by instituting frequency utilization 

guidelines. Because of the size of the pod and proximity of the antennas, interference was a 

major concern. The design approach was to maintain a minimum of  20 dB of isolation between 

bands of the telemetry system. Through extensive lab testing it was determined these isolators 

could be bypassed in certain pod configurations, thus increasing the link margins. This was 

especially beneficial in the C band. Heat dissipation was also a major concern. The four receivers 

and transmitters generate a considerable amount of heat. The pod is a water tight sealed system 

with no external cooling available. The heat was managed using large heat sinks, thermal 

shutdown circuits in the transmitters, and pod operational procedures while to the aircraft is on 

the ground.   
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Abstract 
 

Many systems in use today to generate the set up information for Data Acquisition Units (DAUs) and for 

Telemetry Ground Stations are tailored around the requirements for a particular set of supplier’s 

hardware. This makes adding support for a new supplier a costly operation. An attempt is under way to 

enable development of a system that could be used to set up a DAU and a Telemetry Ground Station with 

equipment from the currently existing suppliers as well as future suppliers. The goal is to reduce the 

impact of adding a different supplier’s hardware into a system. As the first step in this process it was 

necessary to agree upon a Concept of Operations that could meet the needs of multiple companies. Once 

the Concept of Operations was developed then the standards necessary to enable the development of this 

type of a system could be considered. This paper discusses the Concept of Operations that was developed 

and the rationale behind the decisions that were made. 

Introduction 
 

Each supplier of Data Acquisition Units (DAUs) provides software to program their hardware and each 

set of hardware requires that a different set of registers be programmed with different bit patterns. The 

situation is somewhat analogous to software concepts of assembly language and high level languages. In 

addition the set up software that is used to set up a DAU probably cannot be used to set up the data 

processing system. This is the result of the suppliers for the DAUs and the data processing system 

typically being different. There have been efforts made to create the equivalent of high level languages to 

address the set up of the DAUs and the Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) has existed for 

several years to create a standard way to pass the set up information from the Data Acquisition system to 

the ground station. What has not existed is a single “high level language” that is capable of supporting all 



aspects of the system. However, before such a language and its supporting compilers can be successfully 

developed one or more Concepts of Operations needs to be agreed to so that the language can provide the 

necessary features. The Concept of Operations helps define the requirements for the language. 

The Situation 
 

Over the last few years there have been efforts to develop a high level language to set up a DAU but little 

has been done to address a replacement for TMATS. The authors are aware of three independent attempts 

to develop a high level language to be used to set up a DAU. The first of these was developed by ACRA 

Controls (now Curtiss-Wright). It is called the eXtensible Instrumentation Definition Markup Language 

(XidML). ACRA intended XidML to be an open standard so it was posted on a website where other 

suppliers and users had access to it. The reports that we have seen from users of XidML indicate that they 

are very much satisfied with it. They can use it with hardware supplied by Curtiss-Wright as well as 

legacy equipment or hardware purchased from other suppliers. XidML is currently limited to setting up a 

DAU and TMATS is still required to set up the data processing system. What most people see as a major 

drawback to XidML is that only Curtiss-Wright has adopted it so that it can only be used with others 

supplier’s hardware if the user does its own development. 

Another language that has been developed to address this issue is the Instrumentation Hardware 

Abstraction Language (IHAL). IHAL was developed by Knowledge Based Systems (KBSI) under 

contract from Edwards Air Force Base. The development of IHAL was supported by a working group 

made up of Test Range operators and manufacturers. The Range Commanders Council – Telemetry 

Group (RCC-TG) has adopted IHAL as a standard but as far as we can tell no user has implemented it and 

is using it. There have been multi-vendor demonstrations of IHAL at ITC in past years. IHAL is designed 

to be part of an interactive system where the user made a change and received immediate feedback if 

there was a problem with the proposed change. 

The third attempt to address this issue is the integrated Network Based Telemetry (iNET) program’s 

Metadata Description Language (MDL) standard. The MDL is the most ambitious of these efforts. It 

makes an attempt to describe everything from the measurement requirements, to the set up of the DAU 

and the Data Processing. In addition it provides a document describing the test as well as the set up of the 

hardware and software. The iNET standards have yet to be released so all that exists is a draft of the 

standard. In an effort to mature the standard the iNET program has contracts with multiple companies to 

develop systems around the draft standards. They are examining the results of these efforts as well as the 

feedback from the vendors to help mature the standards. 

The MDL Users Group 
 

The MDL Users Group was formed to address the issues that people were finding with the iNET MDL 

Standard. It consists of representatives from four potential users including Airbus, Airbus Helicopters, 



Boeing Test & Evaluation and Embraer, as well as ten suppliers of DAUs and/or support hardware and 

software. Also included are representatives of the iNET program, Southwest Research Institute who is 

responsible for writing the iNET Standards, and the RCC-TG who will be responsible for maintaining the 

standards once they are released. This group first made an effort to come up with a Concept of Operations 

that the MDL would need to support to meet our needs. 

The “System” Model 
 

The model to be used to implement the system is similar to the IHAL model and is shown in Figure 1. 

The operator will be working at the Configuration Manager. Previously set up files, either partial or 

complete, can be loaded into the Configuration Manager from the Users Database Management System or 

a new file can be created. We expect that a set of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) will be available as 

part of the Configuration Manager to enable operation. It is also assumed that each supplier of hardware 

in the system will provide the software necessary to design and configure their hardware. A standard 

interface between the Configuration Manager and the Supplier Configuration Software is also necessary 

and has yet to be addressed. The Supplier Configuration Software can exist on a server in the users 

system, on the same hardware as the Configuration Manager or on the DAU itself. There is also another 

place where the Supplier Configuration Software could reside and, although people express horror at the 

thought of depending upon that location, it could reside on a system at the supplier’s site. This last option 

would probably be most useful when trying to decide what hardware to purchase. It would allow the user 

to try to configure a system before buying it. The other block in the diagram is the User Constraints and 

Policies. These put limits on how a DAU can be configured but are items that the supplier’s software will 

not know about. The DB API is the Application Programming Interface between the users database 

system and the Configuration Manager. 

Note that the Users Group is not trying to standardize on the system model. It is just a tool to help us 

describe what needs to be in the language. 

The Concept of Operations 
 

There are two areas of concern when trying to configure and set up a DAU. The first we will call the 

“Design” process which is involved with the hardware that will be assembled to create a DAU. This can 

involve installing cards into a chassis or assembling a stack of modules. Regardless of whether a chassis 

or stack is used, the steps necessary to select and arrange them into an assembly is the same, so we will 

use the term “modules” when describing the elements in either case. The modules may include power 

supplies, core or overhead modules, signal conditioners and possibly a chassis. The other process is the 

“Configuration.” This process is concerned with defining the set up for the channels on the signal 

conditioning modules although the set up for the overhead modules may also be part of this process. 



In general the Concept of Operations expects the processes to be both interactive and iterative. By 

interactive we mean that the user can get immediate feedback for each selection that is made if that 

selection is unacceptable or if it requires a change to a previous selection. By iterative we mean that the 

user can do part of a process and save the partial result. At a later time the partial information can be 

reloaded and the process continued. The other general concept is that when the design and configuration 

processes are complete, the final MDL file can be submitted to the supplier configuration software which 

will return a list of warnings and errors. 
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Figure 1 System Model 

The Design Process 
 

During the design process the user will select the modules and possibly a chassis that will be assembled to 

create the DAU. A high level flowchart of one possible implementation is shown in Figure 2. To 

accomplish this, a library of the available functions will be requested from the supplier’s software 

package. In IHAL this is called the Instrument Pool. In MDL it may be something that needs to be added. 



It is expected that the user at the Configuration Manager will select the modules that are required for the 

DAU. As each module is selected and its location in the stack or chassis is defined, the system will keep 

track of the size of the stack or the available slots in the chassis. It should be able to report the possible 

range of power required by the assembly. This will change as transducers are added and become more 

completely defined but at this point in the process it will inform the operator about potential problems. 

The weight of the unit can also be defined. 

 

There are two schools of thought about when the validation of the selections should be made. In the case 

of a new user the interactive mode may be preferable so that any problems are reported as the selections 

are made. However, the experienced user may well want to turn the automatic validation feature off and 

complete all selections before allowing the supplier’s software to confirm the selections or point out that 

mistakes may have been made. However, this is a design problem for the Configuration Manager and not 

an issue with the MDL. 

The Configuration Process 
 

A very high level flow diagram of the expected Concept of Operations for the configuration process is 

shown in Figure 3. During the Configuration process the user will need to determine the capabilities of 

the module that is being configured from the supplier configuration software. The exact programmable 

characteristics of a given module are expected to be identified as tag/data pairs. The tags may either be 

included in the schema, as was done by the IHAL; or they may be selected from a dictionary as is done in 

XidML. The current plan for MDL is to define the tags in the schema. 

As much as possible, the system should only allow the user to select options that are valid. For example, 

if the gain of a particular channel on a module can only be set to 1, 2, 4 or 8, the user would see a drop 

down list and only be allowed to pick from that list. This implies that the language must include 

enumerations that can be used to specify acceptable values. For lists of values for which enumerations are 

not appropriate a range of values and a step size can be used to define the acceptable values. Each 

parameter that has an impact on the transfer function (calibration) of the measurement must be reported 

even if it is not programmable. For example, suppose that a bridge signal conditioning card has a fixed 

gain of 100 volts per volt. The gain value is not programmable but it is important when calculating the 

end-to-end transfer function of the measurement. 

The Modification or Editing Process 
 

A very high level flow diagram of the expected Concept of Operations for this Process is shown in Figure 

4. This Process is very similar to the previous two Processes. However in this Process an existing design 

or configuration or both will be recovered from the Users Data Base and loaded into both the 

Configuration Manager and the supplier’s software. From this point there are several possible things that 



can be done. If what was loaded is a partially completed design or configuration the user can proceed to 

complete the DAU design or set up. If the user is trying to troubleshoot a problem with a DAU then the 

settings can be displayed and a decision made about the changes required to fix the problem. 

Summary 
 

The Concept of Operations is a tool that was developed to help define the requirements for the Meta 

Description Language (MDL). Within itself it is not part of the language but it helps define what the 

language needs to support. This is just the beginning of the process of defining what needs to be added to 

the MDL to be able to meet the user’s needs. The plan is to first define the MDL that is needed to set up a 

DAU and then proceed with what is required to set up a Ground Station. The set up for a ground station 

has yet to be addressed. 
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ABSTRACT 

As Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) systems move away from traditional PCM towards Ethernet 

[1], a whole new set of system level considerations must be taken into account. This is 

particularly true when these systems consist of dozens of data acquisition systems (DAUs) and 

multiple layers of switches. This paper discusses the challenges presented by very large Ethernet 

based systems and the methodologies developed to address these during a recent application. 

KEY WORDS:  

INTRODUCTION 

 

For some flight test programs, the move to a fully networked data acquisition system may seem 

daunting. However, given the sheer volume of data required to be captured and managed during 

flight test programs, the move to Ethernet based systems has become a reality. 

While traditional PCM systems have over the years thrown up many challenges, network centric 

systems throw up their own set of unique challenges. 

This paper attempts to discuss some of the issues encountered and how they were addressed 

when dealing with a very large networked system. 

 

 

THE SYSTEM 

 

The Flight Test System under discussion in this paper is a 45 chassis, redundant Ethernet system, 

with 3 layers of switches. Data from all 45 chassis and external Ethernet traffic needed to be 

transmitted across both networks and redundantly recorded, while simultaneously extracting a 

subset of the parameters out of the network traffic for inclusion in a coherent PCM telemetry 

stream. 
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Figure 1: An outline of the system 

 

The System in Figure 1 contains two mirror Ethernet networks, each of which has 3 layers of 

switches and is synchronized via the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP). The first Switch 

Layer is contained in a single module sized, fully configurable, crossbar switch which takes the 

output from the controller in each chassis and mirrors it to two redundant networks. 

 

 

 

The second layer is a cluster level switch, where clusters of seven chassis are aggregated to a 

single 1000 Base T output, which is routed to the final switch layer. The switch used for this 

layer is an eight port, fully configurable, crossbar switch.  

 

 

 

This final layer is the PTP Grandmaster level. Data from all sources is fed into this switch, where 

the data is managed and filtered such that all data goes to the redundant network recorders and a 

subset of the data is directed at the PCM transmission chassis for transmission to the ground 

station. 
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The data being generated by the above system contains a wide variety of traffic types, including 

over 1000 strain channels, over 1200 temperature channels, nearly 900 ICP channels and over 

260 avionic bus channels of various protocols, including over 240 ARINC 429 channels.  

CHALLENGES 

 

Compiling Tasks 

Before any data can be gathered by any system, regardless of size, the elements in the system 

must be told what is expected of them. This is achieved by creating a Task file, or XidML [3] file 

that describes: 

 All elements in the system 

 How they are connected 

 What settings are applied to each element in the system 

 What sample rates are required for the various parameters 

 How data from all the chassis in the system is transported across the network to 

appear in the PCM frame for telemetry to the ground station. 

 

To address these issues Curtiss-Wright’s DAS Studio software has been developed, from the 

ground up, with ease of system configuration in mind. It features a number of tools to simplify 

and speed up configuration including; 

 Hardware discovery 

 Reading calibration data off the modules in the system 

 Wizards to allow the user to instantly create hundreds of MIL-STD-1553, ARINC 

429, CANbus (and more…) parameters 

 Import for user-defined CSV files that contain definitions of 1000s of other avionic 

bus parameters 

 Automated generation of all your outgoing packages, PCM and Ethernet, at user-

defined sampling rates at the click of a single button 
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With the current DAS Studio software, a task describing such a system can be created in less 

than an hour and the binaries compiled, ready to program the system in a matter of minutes. 

 

Programming the System 

 

Once the system has been defined and the binaries created, the next challenge is to program the 

system. Unlike PCM systems, where there are dedicated programming links to every chassis in 

the system, Ethernet systems are programmed, synchronized and transmitted across the same 

wires. 

The first step in programming the system is to clear the network of all traffic so that there is a 

clear path to all DAUs from the programming PC. Curtiss-Wright has developed a two-step 

process that is built into our hardware and software to ensure that a traffic-free network is created 

and maintained for the duration of the programming cycle. 

First, the switches in the system are put in programming mode; an SNMP command is sent to the 

switches to block all multi-cast traffic out of every port and force a programming mode routing 

so that all ports can talk to all ports. This clears the path for the programming PC to talk freely to 

any DAU connected to any port to start the programming cycle. 

 

 

 

Second, the controllers in the chassis are placed in programming mode, forcing scheduled 

Ethernet packets to stop transmission. Once programming of a particular chassis is complete, the 

programming mode on both switches and chassis then times out and traffic flow recommences. 

To ensure that traffic flow from one programmed chassis does not interfere with the 

programming of another chassis, programming mode for both switches and chassis is maintained 

by the sending of a periodic “heart beat” packet that tells the chassis and switches to remain in 

programming mode until programming of all chassis is completed. Such an approach allows a 

system such as the one discussed in this paper to be programmed in less than 2 minutes. 

 

Synchronizing the System 

 

Ethernet based systems commonly use the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [2] to 

ensure all chassis are synchronized to the same time base. This is an Ethernet based protocol 
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whereby the path delay from any chassis to the grandmaster is constantly monitored and adjusted 

so all chassis are kept within around 100 ns of each other. Typical synchronization levels 

achieved in systems such as these are in the region of 80 – 130 ns time delta across the system. 

This is achieved through the exchange of delay requests and sync messages across the network, 

and it is therefore essential that all layers switches between the Grandmaster and the chassis 

controllers be PTP Transparent. 

In the system under consideration, there are two redundant Ethernet networks and two 

grandmasters operating at the same time. The customer specified that the controllers in the 

chassis must only synchronize to one of the grandmasters. This was achieved in the four port 

switch module in each chassis which was programmed to let the traffic from the controllers be 

transmitted out of two ports but only one of those ports can talk back to the controller. This 

ensured that only PTP traffic from one side of the network was ever seen by the controller. 

Having ensured that only one grandmaster was controlling the synchronization, we measured 

how fast the full system could be synchronized to <500ns delta from the PTP Grandmaster – this 

was found to be typically <45 seconds after power up. 

 

 

 

Strain Gauge calibration 

 

The traditional shunt processes involves attaching a shunt resistor across one of the arms of the 

strain gauge bridge and checking that the desired deflection was achieved on the bridge output. 

However, this process can be time-consuming – in particular where there are a lot of strain 

gauges. Curtiss-Wright has developed a pseudo-shunt procedure whereby this same effect can be 

achieved by driving a known current across one arm of a bridge to replicate the effect of a large 

shunt resistor and checking the resulting deflection.  

The shunt process is initiated by simply wiring a switch to the inputs of a discrete acquisition 

card. Flicking this switch is reflected in a status word which is read by the chassis controller 

across the backplane. This chassis is thus placed in shunt mode. In a multi-chassis system, this 

chassis will act as the shunt master chassis. The Shunt Master chassis then tells all other chassis 

in the system to also shunt at the same time via a series of specific Ethernet packets being sent 

out from this chassis across the network to all other chassis in the system. 

However, this creates a dilemma; how do you create a path across the network from this Shunt 

Master chassis to talk to all other chassis in the network, while ensuring that this path is not 

overwhelmed with all the network traffic that could possibly flow on the system? 
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The answer to this was found by carefully choosing which chassis was the Shunt Master and then 

managing the traffic through crossbar switches and traffic filtering. Identifying the Shunt Master 

Chassis is simple – networked systems have a natural pyramid type shape, where all chassis 

transmit their data across the network towards one Ethernet to PCM bridge chassis, where the 

required PCM data is extracted out of the network traffic for inclusion in PCM. This chassis is 

essentially at the top of the pyramid and already has a path to receive traffic from all other 

chassis. A combination of traffic routing and packet filtering can be employed on the switch 

ports to ensure that this chassis controller, with its 100BaseT link, can talk to everyone else, 

while not being overwhelmed by the 1000BaseT traffic on the line. 

 

 

 

The Ethernet to PCM Bridge 

 

With the volume of data in FTI Systems ever increasing it has become impossible for Engineers 

to rely on solely PCM for analysis of flight data. Over time it has become the norm for PCM to 

be only a small subset of the whole data set that is captured and recorded during a flight. It has 

been mentioned several times in the paper that an Ethernet to PCM bridge gateway chassis is 

used to extract the required data out of the Ethernet traffic for transmission in PCM. 

The process of how this works is one of the greatest challenges in achieving coherent PCM data 

for ground station analysis. In the DAS Studio software when constructing the PCM frame, the 

software lists all parameters available to the PCM stream, based on the chassis to switch routing 

topology as defined by the user. The user can then define the broad rules of how the PCM frame 

should be structured, choose the sampling rates for the required parameters – the software then 

takes care of the rest. 

The software does this by identifying which parameters are required from which chassis and 

what sample rate they are required at. It then goes and builds transport packets to get the 

parameters out of these chassis at the required rate and across the network into the PCM bridge 

chassis. The bridge itself is simply a chassis with an Ethernet bus monitor that reads these 

transport packets off the network and makes them available to the PCM transmitter module in 

the same chassis. In order to differentiate this transport Ethernet traffic from all of the other 

traffic, the packets are grouped together into one multicast group, which enables easy traffic 

routing and filtering in the switch cores. 
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Quite often, these PCM parameters are also required to be sampled at higher rates for the “BIG 

Data” recorded on the aircraft. In these cases, these extra packets required for PCM transmission 

do not affect the sampling of this channel at the higher rate. The parameter will be sampled as 

required and the appropriate subset of these samples will be placed into the transport packets. 

 

Network Latency 

 

The network latency of these transport packets is critical to achieving coherent PCM data – 

however, when this was first implemented in a system of this scale it was discovered that the 

latency across the network was too unpredictable, with small fast transport packets getting stuck 

behind larger slower recorder packets as the traffic traversed the three layers of switches on the 

way to the Ethernet to PCM bridge. 

The solution to this core issue resulted in what we refer to as the “clock-worked” solution. This 

is a process by which all the traffic transmitted by chassis was analyzed, taking into account 

packet size, line speeds and calculated latency figures for every single device in the path of each 

packet, from source chassis to Ethernet bus monitors and all switches in between. Every packet 

is assigned a transmit time to ensure no packet gets delayed by another packet in the network and 

therefore makes it to the Ethernet to PCM bridge in time for it to be read and inserted into PCM. 

Then software calculates “receive-by” times which are essentially the moment in time it must 

receive a transport packet in order to get the parameters into their PCM location coherently. It 

then compares the initial transmit by time, plus the max. calculated path delay to see if this 

receive-by time can be achieved.  If not, the transmit time is moved to the earliest possible 

moment, while keeping the required sampling windows for that parameter. If this still does not 

show to be achievable then the receive-by window is pushed enough to ensure all parameters 

make it into PCM on time to guarantee coherent data. The consequence of this may be that the 

start of the PCM frame is delayed. 

 

Achieving Coherent PCM 

 

Once network latency had been implemented the customer was invited over to test and confirm 

the full system operation. Modules of the same type, sampled at the same rate into PCM, from 
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anywhere in the system, were checked for coherency, accuracy and latency against a 

specification of <1% of the sample frequency. 

A sample of the results for some different module types is as follows for a 6.5Mbps PCM frame. 

The 139 strain channels were tested in the full system at 512Hz, 256Hz, 128Hz, 64Hz, 32Hz, 

16Hz & 8Hz. The typical results were, comparing the same sine wave into any two modules at 

the same time, in the region of 50ns to 350ns at 512Hz. These were tested with both low input 

frequencies and full frequency sweeps up to the filter cut-off. Similarly, the 240 ARINC 429 

channels were tested and found to be not more than 375ns apart. 

 

External Traffic 

 

Not all the traffic in the system originates from the same vendor. Non clock-worked traffic in 

such a system can be managed in the switches so as not to interfere with the Ethernet to PCM 

bridge through a combination of routing and filtering the traffic to the correct ports. 

This was tested on the system using ADFX traffic which was introduced into one of the ports of 

the switch modules in one of the chassis. The switch module was programmed to aggregate both 

the AFDX traffic, along with the traffic from the controller in that chassis to the cluster level 

switch and on to the main switch where the transport packets were filtered out to the PCM 

Bridge module. 

For testing, this was done while viewing a sine wave from a strain gauge module in the same 

chassis overlaid against the same sine wave input into another module in another part of the 

system. The AFDX traffic was increased until it started to affect the coherency of the sine waves. 

Along with the traffic from the controller in that chassis, AFDX traffic could be added to reach 

93Mbps throughput on the 100BaseT link before any effect was observed. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper was written to highlight some of the issues that may arise when working with large 

Ethernet based FTI Systems, and what approaches were found to be effective in dealing with 

these issues. Using the solutions developed to meet these issues, whether your system is a simple 

two/three chassis configuration or a very large scale multi-chassis, multi-switch layer system, 

coherent PCM data can be guaranteed. 
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Abstract: 

Network loads close to Ethernet wire speed and latency sensitive data in a Flight Test 

Instrumentation (FTI) system, represent challenging requirements for FTI network equipment.  

Loss of data due to network congestion, overflow on the end nodes, as well as packet latency 

above a few hundred microseconds, can be critical during a flight test. To avoid these problems, 

several advanced packet filtering and network optimization functions are required in order to 

achieve best possible performance and thus avoid loss of data. 

This paper gives insight into how to properly engineer an Ethernet based FTI network and how to 

use advanced Ethernet switch techniques such as Quality of Service (QoS) and rate shaping. 

Keywords: IP, UDP, filtering, QoS, traffic shaping, port trunking, LACP, FTI 

Introduction 

Ethernet in a Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) system is a fairly new approach.  Even though 

Ethernet is widely accepted for FTI systems, the use of Ethernet for FTI remains fairly simple.   

Advanced packet filtering, QoS, traffic shaping and port trunking are only used to a small extent 

today. These features can, if configured properly, increase the network switch throughput by 

more than 100% compared to legacy network equipment and guarantee a worst-case latency of 

less than hundred microseconds for latency sensitive data. 

This paper targets two FTI network challenges: 

1.) How to guarantee worst-case latency for latency sensitive data? 

2.) How to achieve near wire speed network performance on recorder ports without packet 

loss? 

Abbreviations: 

CoS Class of Service 

DSCP Differentiated Services Code 
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Point 

FCS Frame Check  Sequence 

IED Intelligent Electronic Device 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPG Inter-Packet Gap 

LACP Link Aggregation Control 

Protocol 

MAC Medium Access Control 

QoS Quality of Service 

RTOS Real Time Operating System 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

ToS Type of Service 

 

How to guarantee worst-case latency for latency sensitive data? 

Ethernet switches may have support for priority containing two or more output queues per port, 

where the high priority queue(s) are reserved for latency sensitive critical data offering best 

possible QoS for such data. Relevant packet scheduler schemes for an Ethernet switch with four 

priority queues can be: 

1. Round-robin weighting. I.e. N-highest (Priority Level 3) packets are sent from the highest 

priority queue, before N-high (Priority Level 2) packets are sent from the high priority queue, 

before N-low (Priority Level 1) packets are sent from the low priority queue, before N-lowest 

(Priority Level 0) packets are sent from the lowest priority queue.  The packet scheduler will 

move directly to the next priority queue in the chain if no packets are present in the given 

queue. 

2. Strict priority scheduling. I.e. all available packets in the highest priority queue will be 

transmitted from the highest priority queue before any of the lower priority queues are served. 

Thus, packets from a queue will only be sent if all higher priority queues are empty. 

Note that a high priority packet also will be delayed due to a low priority packet if the 

transmission of the low packet is started before the high priority packet enters the egress port. 

The high priority packet will then be delayed by the time it takes to flush the rest of the low 

priority packet. Worst case will be that the transmission of a low priority packet with maximum 

packet length (1518 bytes) is just started when a high priority packet arrives the given egress port. 

The extra switch queuing delay will then be 122μs in case of 100Mbps egress port speed, and 

12μs in case of 1Gbps port speed. 

A high priority packet may also be delayed through the switch due to other latency sensitive 

packets that are already queued for transmission in the same high priority queue for a given 

egress port. It is, however, often a straightforward job to calculate the worst-case switch latency 

such a packet may experience if the network load and traffic pattern of the latency sensitive 

applications using the high priority queues are known, and all other traffic in the network have 

lower priority. Typical worst-case switch latency for a high priority packet in such a system will 

be a few hundred μs through each network hop in case 100Mbps is used on the egress port and 

less than 50us case 1Gps is used on the egress port. 

Example 1: 
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- 100 Mbps with full duplex connectivity is used on all drop links. 

- The switch is a store-and-forward switch, with a minimum switch latency of 10μs. 

- The switch uses strict priority scheduling. 

- The latency sensitive packet has a length of 200 bytes including preamble, MAC, IP, 

UDP, payload, FCS and minimum IPG. The latency sensitive packets are treated as high 

priority packets, all other packets have less priority. 

- Up to five other end nodes may generate similar latency sensitive packets of 200 bytes 

that may be in the same priority queue before the packet enters the queue, and causes 

extra switch delay. 

- All latency sensitive packets are generated in a cyclic manner. 

The worst case switch latency of a latency sensitive packet will then be: 

1.) 16μs, store-and-forwards. 

2.) 10μs, minimum switch latency. 

3.) 122μs, worst case latency due to flushing of a packet with maximum packet length. 

4.) 80μs, five latency sensitive packets already in the same priority queue. 

5.) 228μs, total. 

Example 2: 

Same as above, but with 1Gps rate on the egress port. The worst-case switch latency of a latency 

sensitive packet will then be: 

1.) 16μs, store-and-forwards. 

2.) 10μs, minimum switch latency. 

3.) 12μs, worst-case latency due to flushing of a packet with maximum packet length. 

4.) 8μs, five latency sensitive packets already in the same priority queue. 

5.) 46μs, total. 

Example 3: 

Same as above, but with 1Gps rate and rate shaping set to 256Mbps on the egress port. The 

worst-case switch latency of a latency sensitive packet will then be: 

1.) 16μs, store-and-forwards. 

2.) 10μs, minimum switch latency. 

3.) 48μs, worst-case latency due to flushing of a packet with maximum packet length. 

4.) 31μs, five latency sensitive packets already in the same priority queue. 

5.) 105μs, total. 

These three examples represent worst-case latency for the latency sensitive packets identified as 

high priority packets.  These estimations are valid regardless of any other network load with less 
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priority in the network. Several priority implementations exist with respect to how a packet is 

identified as a high priority packet. The priority handling depends on the switch functionality.  

Layer 2 priority 

A layer 2 switch performs switching based on the Ethernet MAC destination addresses, see 

Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1, MAC header (layer 2), no VLAN tag 

 

A layer 2 switch may provide priority information based on: 

MAC addresses. Both the MAC source- and destination address can be used for priority 

identification, see Figure 1. This is not a very flexible feature. 

Ethernet port. One or multiple ports of the switch can be configured for high priority. This means 

that all packets received on these ports will be treated as high priority packets. The technique 

requires a static setup and all packets received on a given port will be treated with the same 

priority. 

Priority tagging. The IEEE 802.1p (and IEEE 802.1Q) standard specifies an extra field for the 

Ethernet MAC header. This field is called Tag Control Info (TCI) field, and is inserted between 

the source MAC address and the MAC Type/Length field of an Ethernet packet (see Figure 2). 

This field contains a three bit priority field that is used for priority handling. These three priority 

bits map to the priority queues of the switch.  The mapping depends on the number of queues the 

switch supports. For example: priority field = 111 will map to priority queue 7 on a switch with 8 

priority queues, while priority field = 111 and 110 will both map to priority queue 3 on a switch 

with four priority queues. Both unmanaged and managed switches can support this feature. Thus, 

no switch configuration is needed. A disadvantage with this method is that most end nodes do not 

support VLAN tagging. Configuring the switch to remove the tag after switching can solve this, 

and should be done before the packets are sent on the output ports, where stations without support 

for this feature are connected. This requires managed switch operation. Another problem could be 

that other existing Ethernet switches in the network do not support priority tagging. See [1] for 

more details on this topic. The maximum Ethernet packet size will, due to the VLAN tag, 

increase by four bytes to 1522. 

 

Figure 2, MAC header (layer 2) with VLAN tag 

Layer 3 priority 

A layer 3 switch can perform packet switching based on both the Ethernet MAC destination 

addresses and the layer 3. E.g. the header fields of IP packets. 
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A layer 3 switch may provide priority identification based on the same criteria’s as a layer 2 

switch. The following layer 3 field is also relevant: 

IP ToS/Cos. Each IPv4 header contains a ToS/CoS field, see Figure 3. The RFC standards known 

as Differentiated Services see [2], partition the ToS/CoS field into two fields: DSCP (6 bit) and 

CU (2 bit). The DSCP field is used to determine the required priority. The 6 bit of the DSCP field 

represents 64 possible “code points” that is split in three pools: 

-Pool 1 DSCP = [0 .. 31] reserved for standard actions (e.g. VOIP) 

-Pool 2 DSCP = [32 .. 47] reserved for experimental or local use, but may be allocated for 

standard actions in the future. 

-Pool 3 DSCP = [48 .. 63] reserved for experimental or local use.  

Any subset of the 64 possible code points can be used as a high priority identification criterion in 

the switch. The high priority code points should preferably be user configurable. The code points 

from Pool 3 are the preferred alternative for a given nonstandard IP based real time application. 

F.ex. an FTI UDP stream. 

High priority setting of the IP ToS field of real time critical packets must be set in the IP protocol 

of the sending station. This can be done on TCP/UDP socket level by a setsockopt( ) command 

both on the client and server socket side in most Operating Systems (OS). 

 
Figure 3, IPv4 header (layer 3) 

 

An IPv6 header contains a corresponding field called Traffic Class. This field has the same 

function as the ToS/Cos field of IPv4. The Traffic Class octet has the same location in the IPv6 

header as the ToS field has in the IPv4 header. 

How to achieve near wire speed network performance on recorder ports without packet 

loss? 

The following FTI application example (see Figure 4 and 5) will be used to demonstrate the 

different Ethernet packet filtering and network engineering techniques that can be used to 

maximize network performance: 
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Figure 4, FTI data acquisition cluster Figure 5, Central switch and recorder 

connecting six clusters 

The FTI application example, shown in Figure 4 and 5, is composed of six data acquisition 

clusters, where each cluster is connected to a central switch via a GigE link.  The central switch 

forwards the FTI data received from all six clusters to a recording unit over a GigE link, while 

each cluster contains Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED) that send data over 100Mbps links. 

The worst-case load scenario will occur when all IEDs in all clusters send their data at the same 

time.  This means that the total IED load that will hit the central switch will be several Gbps for a 

short time period even if the average IED data rate is a few tenths of Mbps. This load exceeds the 

data rate of the recorder link.  This means that the central switch must buffer incoming packets 

from the IEDs. If the total incoming IED data rate exceeds 1Gbps for several ms, then the switch 

packet buffers will go full and the switch will start to drop packets.  Low priority packets will be 

dropped first. 

The higher the total average IED data rate is, the higher is the probability for packet loss on the 

central switch due to network congestion.  Note, however, that packets can be lost on the central 

switch in the example above even with an average total IED data rate of only a few hundred 

Mbps. 

 

The property of some IEDs is that data originating from each IED is cyclic.  This is both a good 

and a bad property from a network engineering point of view.  It is good that an IED data stream 

from an IED is spread out in time.  The risk for long packet burst on the central switch in the 

example above, can then be reduced, while it is bad if the cyclic streams from the IEDs are 

synchronized.  Thus, each cluster switch will then generate a burst to the central switch of at least 

five IED packets from the five IEDS connected to the cluster switch if the IEDs send their data 

more or less at the same time. 

Ethernet drivers and TCP/IP stacks of most RTOS are far from deterministic. This means that so-

called true cyclic IEDs also may send packets with a variable Inter-Packet Gap (IPG). One should 

also have in mind that if IEDs from different vendors (where some are cyclic and others are not) 

are combined in the same network including high-speed cameras (that for sure will send data in 

packet burst), then network engineering could only to a small extent utilize the assumption that 

some of the data sources are cyclic. 

A robust and future proof FTI system should be able to handle packet bursts originating from 

switches as well as IEDs.   The FTI example described above contains only two network hops 

with ports speed of only 100Mbps on all the IED drop links.  One should note that the bursty 

behavior in a network load will increase: 
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- If the number of network hops increases 

- If the same port speed (e.g. 1GBps) is used on all or the majority of drop links in the 

network 

- If the packet sizes are longer 

So, we will assume that the data sources from time to time can generate packet bursts.  The idea 

is to shape the traffic egressing from the cluster switches. 

Traffic shaping 

Traffic shaping is also known as "egress rate shaping".  The switch will delay some or all of the 

incoming packets before the packets are forwarded to an egress port. As the name suggests this 

network engineering technique will “shape” the traffic by using a rate limiter.  The rate limiter 

will increase the minimum IPG on the packets egressing on the GigE port connected to the 

central switch, see Figure 6.  Modern switches also have the support for shaping traffic for each 

priority queue individually. 

 

 

Figure 6, Traffic shaping principle 

Example: 

- Rate shaping is set to 150Mbps on the switch port connected to the central switch for each 

of the cluster switches 

The IEDs may send burst data with the following worst-case pattern: 

- Packet length of 220 bytes 

- 35 packet per burst with minimum IPG 

- Inter-burst gap of 2ms. 

This setting means an average IED data rate load of 29.9Mb/s and an average load to the central 

switch of 149Mb/s.  (The worst-case data rate load egressing from a cluster switch is, however, 

700Mbps unless rate shaping is used.)  The total average load on the central switch and recorder 

will be 894Mbps. 

The total number of packets sent in each burst is: 210,000.  The packet bursts sent from the IEDs 

are not synchronized. The packet pattern before and after the central switch will be as shown in 

Figure 7. 
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Figure 7, Traffic shaping before central switch 

 

Traffic shaping - test result 

A lab test setup based on the following components was established. 

- 30 x IED simulators (Smartbit cards) 

- 6 x CM1600 cluster switches 

- 1 x CM1600 central switch 

- 1 x recorder simulator 

Figure 8 shows the lab setup: 

 

Figure 8, Lab setup 

Two tests were performed: 

1.) No rate shaping enabled on the cluster switches 

2.) Rate shaping enabled on each of the cluster switches.  Rate shaping level set to 150Mbps 

 

The first test, 1.), showed that 9,043 packets out of the 210,000 packets were lost, while no 

packets were lost for the second test.  The packet loss statistics would be even higher in case of 

no rate shaping and if the IEDs burst sending were synchronized. 

 

Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) 

The next step on the migration path to 10GBE is to combine two or more one GigE ports in a 

logical trunk by using the Link Aggregation Control Protocol. 
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LACP combines (aggregate) multiple network connections in parallel to increase throughput 

beyond what a single connection could sustain, and to provide redundancy in case one of the 

links fail. 

LACP is defined in IEEE 802.1ax or the previous IEEE 802.3ad standard. 

This can be relevant for a recorder having support for more than one GigE ports. 

Conclusion 

This paper has demonstrated that worse-case latency through an Ethernet switch with ingress data 

rate of 100Mbps and egress data rate of 1Gps can be far less than 100μs for latency sensitive data 

if this data is identified as high priority data.  This means that we can guarantee worse-case 

latency through a FTI network based on using standard QoS techniques. 

Near wire speed data rate on the recorder drop links can be achieved if rate shaping is used on 

Ethernet switches. 

Port trunking according to LACP can also be considered on the switches in order to be able to go 

beyond 1Gps on the recorder links. 
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ABSTRACT 

As telemetry transport systems move inexorably closer to a unified telemetry-over-IP 

approach, the operators and engineers who have traditionally deferred to a separate 

communications group can benefit from a more comprehensive understanding of the 

intricacies of the transport medium and protocol.  Ethernet, and more specifically IP 

network hardware, has gained increased robustness, as well as much of the reliability 

enhancing functionality of more venerable transport solutions, but with these increasingly 

integrated feature sets comes an emphasized demand on the telemetry systems operator to 

be able to configure the telemetry transport network devices in more dynamic 

environments.  This paper will seek to serve as a handbook for the telemetry community, 

guiding discussions of the strengths, weaknesses, legacy, and future outlook of this 

transport methodology both within and without the groups involved in most range 

telemetry transport environments.   
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WHAT IS TMoIP? 

 

Telemetry-over-IP, hereafter referred to as TMoIP, is a method of transporting telemetry 

data over a network at OSI layer 3, or the network layer, though in practical terms, this 

could be done at layer 2 as well.  Data is acquired, packetized, transmitted, and re-

serialized as part of the process of transporting the TM stream. 

 

 

THE FUTURE OF TMoIP 

 

As IP networks continue to become more ubiquitous in the range environments, the 

expansion path for the TM transport systems becomes increasingly clear.  Regardless of 

the carrier, the ease-of-use and implementation of IP-based solutions make them 

attractive transport options.  With the continuing implementation of IPv6 networks, there 

is a trade-off between the learned, ease-of-use of IPv4 and the new benefits of IPv6 such 

as true point-to-point data streaming, globally routable multicast, etc. 
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IP NETWORK TOPOLOGY 

 

In describing an IP network, the nodes, interconnections, routes, and data taps are 

referred to collectively as the network topology.  A network’s topology, viewed 

graphically, could also be considered to be represented by a constellation diagram, 

assuming numerous many-to-many, one-to-many, and one-to-one data paths. 

 
Figure 1- Network Constellation Diagram 

 

SIMPLE TOPOLOGY 

 

In its most simplistic form, an IP network could consist of two nodes, or devices, 

connected directly.  This would be considered a pure point-to-point connection.  While 

this connection would simplify the need to understand some of the more esoteric 

complications that can arise when using IP networks to transport telemetry data, this is an 

impractical means of implementing a transport solution.   

 

A simplified, though still functionally practical network would involve the TMoIP 

devices, separated by one or more ethernet switches, passing data over some 

indeterminate network, represented quite appropriately ambiguously as a cloud.  

 
Figure 2 - Simple Network Topology 

In all practical terms, this type of connection would typically be implemented by using a 

means of encapsulating the transport layer telemetry stream within a transport protocol 

for ease of transmission over legacy infrastructure before breaking it back out into the 

transport layer streams. 

 

 

CONVENTIONAL TOPOLOGY 

 

A typical IP network will consist of many different interconnected nodes, utilizing a 

number of intermediate networking routes.  These connections are themselves potentially 

portions of larger networks.  Very complex networks can be simplified down to models 
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that appear to be the same as in the above graphic.  Intervening network hardware, which 

the user may have no direct control over, can be considered to be part of the “cloud”. 

 
Figure 3 - Network Data Path and Simplification 

 

 

PROTOCOLS 

 

There are two primary transport layer protocols which could be utilized in order to 

provide the level of information required by the network to route the telemetry data 

stream.   

 

TCP 

 

Transmission Control Protocol, or TCP, is a connection based protocol that leverages 

acknowledgment, sequencing, and error-checking capabilities to ensure maximum data 

integrity is maintained throughout the transport process.   

 

Delivery acknowledgment is a means of ensuring that previously sent packets have 

arrived at their destination and works hand-in-hand with the sequencing portion of the 

protocol, using incrementing values based on the initial sequence number for subsequent 

acknowledgment packets.  The error checking, in the form of a per-packet checksum field 

in each TCP header, provides the last layer of integrity assurance. 

 

The latency incurred by TCP data transmissions is largely a result of the acknowledgment 

process and can vary depending on relative endpoint distance, network congestion, 

routing and prioritization rules, and the imposition of the synchronization mechanism.   

 

In understanding transport overhead encountered while using TCP, it’s important to 

consider that there is a per-packet cost incurred, as well as an impact on the total 

bandwidth utilization of the transmission.  The packet header for TCP consists of 24 

bytes with a varying number of bytes allocated to the data payload.  In addition to the 

data overhead, there is an additional bandwidth requirement when there is a need for a 

packet to be re-transmitted.  Further overhead is added in order to facilitate the 

acknowledgement process. 
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While the robustness of the protocol may seem appealing, it’s important to note that use 

of TCP is not specified in IRIG218 and as such, will not be discussed beyond this cursory 

explanation of the protocol. 

 

UDP 

 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a connectionless protocol that trades the advantages of 

TCP, as enumerated above, for more desirable transmission characteristics in the real-

time applications that range telemetry users face.  UDP is the de facto protocol for 

delivery of time sensitive data like voice and telemetry and is the basis upon which 

higher level transport protocols, like RTP, are constructed. 

 

 

CHALLENGES 

 

Many of the challenges facing operators of TMoIP systems are inherent to the UDP 

protocol itself.  Where these issues are considered to have a potentially significant impact 

on the desired functionality of a TMoIP system, a brief discussion of the challenge and a 

high-level view of a solution are presented below. 

 

 

NON-ASSURED DELIVERY 

 

Unlike in TCP, there is no assurance that the delivery of transmitted packets was 

successful when utilizing UDP.  While efforts have been made to make UDP more 

“robust”, these efforts are at least somewhat contradictory to the intent and purpose of 

UDP and do much to re-introduce the time and data overhead of TCP back into the 

transport process. 

 

In most cases, it is more favorable that a device report lost packets than for it to attempt 

to initiate a re-transmission of the lost packet.  There are numerous reasons that this is 

undesirable, including an additive delay for each failed packet and an increasingly heavy 

requirement for buffering and checking at high bitrates.  The TMoIP device should 

implement an informative function by utilizing a proprietary sequence number, inserted 

into a proprietary TMoIP header at the acquisition site by the source device to allow the 

receiving device to notify the user when packets fail to arrive, as indicated by an out-of-

sequence packet.  Utilizing the knowledge that this state has been observed, a user can 

take steps to attempt to address the network condition that caused it, or mark the relevant 

records indicating this failure. 
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Figure 4 - Example TM Packet Header with Sequence ID 

 

 

 

PACKET SEQUENCE 

 

In an IP network, the path which a stream of packets takes on its way to its destination 

device is non-deterministic, changing to accommodate traffic shaping rules, congested 

network conditions, and failed network hardware, among other perturbations.  In practical 

terms, this may cause packets to arrive via different routes to the destination, and at 

different times in relation to previously received packets.  This condition presents the 

opportunity for the same failure behaviors displayed as in the non-assured delivery 

condition described above.  As in the above failure, the appropriate solution is likely not 

to attempt to re-sequence packets, but to report to the user that this condition has been 

observed and allow the user to take appropriate action to address this condition.  As 

above, this can be achieved by utilizing a sequence number in a proprietary, low 

overhead packet header. 

 

 

LATENCY 

 

The UDP packet has a packet size ranging between the minimal packet header size of 4 

bytes and the maximum length field size of 65,507 bytes.  This wide range of values for 

the packet size presents the potential for the packet length to become a factor with regard 

to latency.  This condition can arise when a data rate is low enough in relation to the 

packet size that it takes a relatively long time for the device to acquire, packetize, and 

transmit the data.  A telemetry data rate of 28 kbps would require almost half a second to 

fill the payload portion of a 1500 byte packet.  This challenge makes the case for an 

adjustable buffering scheme, whereby the user can specify a packet payload size which 

will best balance their mission requirements for latency with their network requirements 

for bandwidth usage, trading time for efficiency. 
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Figure 5 - Graph of time required to fill packet payload 

 

 

PACKET JITTER 

 

Due to the non-deterministic nature of IP networks, the arrival time of packets, created 

and transmitted within a relatively consistent period of time, can vary wildly.  This 

variability in the reception of packets of telemetry data requires the receiving device to be 

able to buffer received data in order to “smooth” any delays in the inter-packet arrival 

time and eliminate stutters or pauses in the reconstructed data stream.  Telemetry 

hardware typically encountered in the range environments, like bit-syncs, have been 

known to experience issues with many of the more simplistic clock and data smoothing 

algorithms implemented by TMoIP device manufacturers.  Ideally, the TMoIP device 

must have an adequately sophisticated algorithm so that the data does not skew outside of 

the acquisition or tracking range of the bit-sync.   

 

Implementing this buffering necessarily introduces further latency into the system, and 

should be user-configurable in order to allow for tuning to meet mission requirements. 

 
Figure 6 - Example Arrival Time Variation of IP Packets 

 

 

PACKET SIZE 

 

As mentioned above, a discussion on the implications of packet size is obviously linked 

to a discussion on the mission requirements for latency, but there are additional 
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considerations that are tied to the capabilities of the network itself.  In developing a 

TMoIP solution, consideration must be given to the maximum transmission unit, or 

MTU, of the network hardware.  This MTU, in bytes, can potentially impose a tighter 

restriction on packet size than the user would desire when consideration is focused purely 

on the efficiency of the IP link.  It is absolutely critical that the user fully understands the 

limitations and configuration of the switches and routers in the network.  Additionally, 

parameters must be provided in the TMoIP device to allow the user the level of control 

needed to accommodate these limitations. 

 

 

COLLISION/CONGESTION 

 

Packet collision or congestion in an IP network can occur as a result of inadequate line 

speed or network device queuing, as well as prioritization rules imposed by network 

administrators.  Congestion can occur over the whole span of the network, but is most 

commonly encountered in single segments of the network where there are unexpected, 

unlooked for, and even unintended rules governing network traffic.   

 
Figure 7 - Network Segment Data Rate Bottleneck 

 

There is little that can be done by the TMoIP device vendor to account for this, but an 

awareness of the symptoms can assist the user in determining that this condition exists.  

Most often, this failure manifests itself as a link that “flickers” in and out of sync when 

tested with a BERT.  Additional diagnostic information can be obtained by running a 

packet capture utility on a workstation and looking for gaps in the packet arrivals that are 

significantly longer than the “normal” delay between packets.  This is likely a result of 

too many packets being buffered, or a prioritization that is superseding the TM stream.  

In the latter case, a discussion on DSCP/TOS, detailed below, can assist the operator in 

mitigating these disruptions. 

 

 

PROTOCOL OVERHEAD 

 

Protocol overhead is a valid concern for the TMoIP user and becomes a larger concern as 

the data rates get lower while the latency demands for the mission become tighter.  

Because UDP allows for an extremely small packet payload, the acquisition and 

packetization latency can be minimal.  In a case where this is required, the payload 

portion of an IP packet will necessarily be quite small.  This configuration presents a 
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condition where protocol overhead could constitute a very high percentage of the total 

data transmitted over the network.   

 

Handling this challenge is, oftentimes, going to be a matter of tuning the packet sizes in 

order to most effectively meet the mission requirements, usually trading latency for 

efficiency.  Understanding the limitations of the network is critical to making this 

determination, but the crucial considerations are those of line speed and router buffering 

and will require attention to the network hardware itself.  The TMoIP device vendor can, 

as detailed in the ‘Packet Size’ section, provide mitigating parameters. 

 

 

LEVERAGING NON-TM NETWORK STRENGTHS 

 

While the number of complications that could potentially arise from utilizing a TMoIP 

solution might create the impression that there are other, better options for the telemetry 

operator, there are equally compelling reasons and solutions that make the case for the IP 

network based solution to some of the aforementioned challenges. 

 

 

DSCP/TOS 

 

The differentiated services code point (DSCP) field in the IP packet header allows a 

network user to “mark” telemetry traffic on a per-device, per-channel, or even per-packet, 

basis.  The values used to mark these streams are then used to create prioritization rules 

in network hardware that will ensure telemetry traffic is delivered without incurring 

delays or disruptions due to a high traffic condition on the network segment.   

 
Figure 8 - Example DSCP Priority Queuing 

 

The implementation of the DSCP queuing is specific to the network hardware, but ranges 

from requiring all packets carrying a specific DSCP value to be sent from the queue 

before moving to the next DSCP value, to time allotments being given to each DSCP 

value. 

 

 

SPANNING/REDUNDANCY 
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Rapid spanning tree protocol (RSTP) is a method of ensuring that data traversing a 

network does not have looping paths where broadcast and multicast data could potentially 

loop perpetually and establishes a single path between any two network nodes.  RSTP 

also allows for the user to provision redundant data paths to ensure that a loss of a single 

branch or node of the tree does not cause a loss of data on the receiving end.   

 
Figure 9 - Spanning Tree Showing Redundant Path 

 

 

MULTICAST 

 

Multicast is an advancement of the broadcast transmission of packets.  It cuts down on 

the network load by introducing the concept that groups of devices on which the user is 

interested in receiving the transmitted packets will inform the network that they should 

receive a “copy” of that data stream.  The receiving TMoIP device must support IGMP 

multicast “group join” requests, but the transmitting device need not do anything other 

than address the appropriate address range.  Multicast is typically encountered in a one-

to-many configuration where the TMoIP device is used to perform a similar function to 

what would traditionally be left to a matrix switch or distribution device. 

 

 
Figure 10 - Multicast One-to-Many TM Path 

 

 

SECURITY/IPSEC 

 

Internet protocol security, or IPSec, is a collection of protocols that allow a user to 

perform packet-level encryption.  This encryption can be carried out between two TMoIP 

devices on the same network, a TMoIP device and a routing device, or two routing 
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devices.  The benefit to this method of encrypting the data is that the device does not 

necessarily need to be burdened with the process, which would add latency and 

processing overhead.  Additionally, the need for expensive additional hardware is 

removed; depending upon the implementation, the encryption suites can add very little 

cost to the solution. 

 

 
Figure 11- IPSec Encryption at Alternative Nodes 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Implementing a TMoIP solution to a telemetry transport requirement presents 

opportunities to incrementally migrate to a more modern telemetry backbone in existing 

range environments.  While the proper user of a TMoIP device will invariably require a 

deeper understanding of concepts traditionally outside the domain of the telemetry 

operator, this paper strives to present these principles in an understandable manner.  

While greater collaboration between telemetry operators, network administrators, 

information assurance teams, and information security groups will almost certainly aid in 

a smoother implementation of a TMoIP solution, an understanding of the concepts as 

presented herein will aid the user in more simply navigating the challenges they will 

encounter.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper describes a device that integrates remote monitoring and control electronics into a 
commercial off the shelf 120 VAC power distribution strip and surge protector.  An integrated 
microcontroller collects data on power usage from each of four AC outlets, along with two USB 
ports, and relays this information to a remote location.  Using a conventional web browser to 
generate a graphical user interface, an untrained user can easily visualize their current and past 
energy usage patterns, and send commands to control individual outlets. 
 
Keywords:  Remote monitoring, COTS, Smart Grid, GUI 
 
 

INTRODUCTION  
 

A growing concern among industrialized nations is the increasing cost and consumption of 
electricity. By allowing consumers to monitor the power consumption of their devices, 
household electrical habits can be improved by increased awareness. A device that is shown to 
use a significant amount of power can then be switched off by the consumer. Software can also 
be written to automatically turn off devices in standby mode resulting in the decrease of waste 
electrical use.  
 
Typical devices to monitor and analyze power already exist in the marketplace and are known as 
power distribution units [1]. These units are typically used to monitor the power consumption of 
server racks and networking devices. However, these devices are cost prohibitive for typical 
residential consumer applications. 
 
The goal of this project is to allow access of power consumption information to a typical 
consumer and to facilitate the development of a consumer power distribution strip. The first 
phase is to monitor the power used by multiple outlets and to allow human control of each outlet 
through a web interface, all in real-time. 
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To execute this concept, power monitoring circuits and solid state relays are designed for each 
outlet. An integrated microcontroller collects data from each outlet and controls the relays. The 
microcontroller runs a dedicated server to decrease complexity of the system and ease 
prototyping. Using a conventional web browser to generate a graphical user interface, an 
untrained user can easily visualize their past and present energy usage patterns and send 
commands to control individual outlets. An encrypted login page maintains security control of 
the power distribution strip. The device is also equipped with surge protection circuitry to protect 
both internal components as well as the devices plugged into the device. A USB port is included 
to charge mobile devices. Figure 1 shows the final prototype in a custom enclosure.  
 

 
Figure 1. Final Prototype 

 
 

 DESIGN DETAILS 
Overview 
 
The project involves many separate components working in conjunction to meet the goals and 
objectives. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the project. The solid arrows represent power flow 
through the device while the dashed lines represent data signals. The prototype consists of the 
following components: 
 
 -Surge Protector consisting of fuses and varistors 
 -Solid State Relay consisting of an optoisolator, triac, and heatsink 
 -Current Sensor to measure the current of the outlets 
 -Voltage Sensor to measure the line input voltage 
 -USB outlet for easy charging of mobile devices 
 -AC/DC converter / power supply to power the internal components and USB outlets 
 -Microcontroller to run the server, host the web page, and connect to the sensors 
 -Web page development to display the data in a meaningful way 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram 

 
Surge Protection 
 
Special circuitry is necessary to protect the internal components and outlets from over voltages 
and currents. This is handled with fuses and varistors. One fuse is used on both the hot and 
neutral lines and ensures the device is properly protected even if wiring is done incorrectly. The 
fuses are placed in front of the varistors and will blow when the circuit is over the rated current. 
Varistors handle overvoltage situations and short when over the rated voltage. Once shorted, the 
fuses would blow cutting power to the device. Two neon bulbs are placed on either side of the 
circuit to show that voltage is coming in from the wall outlet and that a fuse has yet to be tripped. 
Figure 3 shows the circuit diagram for the surge protection. 
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Figure 3. Surge Protection Circuit Diagram 

  
Solid State Relay (SSR) 
 
Control of an outlet is made possible through a SSR. This style of relay was chosen over a 
traditional mechanical relay because they are silent, smaller, and protect the load. An SSR can be 
used in conjunction with pulse width modulation to change the duty cycle of the load. When 
used with an LED load, the SSR can effectively dim the device with no additional hardware. The 
SSR was custom built to save on cost while still being able to switch currents up to 15A. The 
SSR is made of three parts: an optotriac, power triac, and heatsink. 
 
An optotriac electrically isolates the high voltage line currents from the low voltage 
microcontroller signals. The optotriac that was selected incorporates a built-in zero cross circuit 
and begins operation when the AC waveform hits zero. This prevents the power triac from 
clipping portions of the voltage curve which can cause current surges and electromagnetic 
interference. 
 
A 20A power triac was used to switch the AC line voltage on each outlet. A resistor and 
capacitor circuit in parallel with the power triac, called a snubber network, is used to reduce 
accidental activations caused by inductive loads.  A three-quadrant triac is used to remove the 
need of the snubber network and to simplify the circuit. A heatsink is attached to each triac to 
dissipate heat being emitted by the component. By combining the optoisolator and triac, the SSR 
is formed. Figure 3 shows the entire SSR circuit diagram. Resistor R1 determines the input 
current for the optoisolator. Resistor R2 determines the gate current for the triac. 
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Figure 4. SSR Circuit Diagram 

 
Current Sensors 
 
Current sensors are needed to measure the power being used by each load. A Hall Effect 
integrated circuit (IC) was chosen because of certain advantages it has over the other methods 
such as resistive shunts and transformers [2]. The Hall Effect sensor is inexpensive, small, and 
non-contacting, making it ideal for the system. The IC outputs an analog voltage signal that 
varies linearly with the sensed current. The analog-digital converter of the microcontroller reads 
in the voltages and converts them to integers. An algorithm converts these integers into current 
values. Because the IC outputs a sine wave with the same frequency as the line voltage, a half-
wave rectifier is used to eliminate the negative voltages which could damage the microcontroller. 
This removes the negative voltages which could give errors in the result if the current changes 
during this portion of the waveform. Multiple samples of each phase are needed to detect the 
peak of the waveform. The circuit used is simple and is most accurate when measuring resistive 
loads such as lights rather than inductive loads like motors because of a lower power factor. This 
error is acceptable for this application because of the primary concern of cost. Once calibrated to 
a known current source, the sensors are found to be accurate to 10mA for this particular sensor. 
Figure 5 shows the circuit diagram of the current sensor. 
 

 
Figure 5. Hall Effect Current Sensor Diagram 

 
Voltage Sensor 
 
Both current and voltage measurements are needed to determine power usage. Current was found 
using the above current sensors. For voltage, a constant value can be assumed but this is not very 
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accurate, as the actual voltage can change. In the United States, the ANSI C84.1 standards 
require a regulation of ±5% for a 120VAC base [3]. This allows for a range of 114-126VAC.  
Figure 6 shows the circuit used as a sensor. The circuit was designed for 120VAC applications 
and uses a transformer to reduce the 120VAC to 10VAC, which simplifies the interface with the 
microcontroller. This AC voltage is then rectified with a capacitor to smooth the signal which 
reduces the ripple voltage. The voltage divider at the end reduces the voltage to a level that will 
not damage the microcontroller. An algorithm relates the output signal to the original voltage. 
This circuit is used because of its simplicity, linearity, and low cost.  
 

 
Figure 6. Voltage Sensor Circuit Design 

 
PCB 
 
The PCB for the project was designed to be compact. As shown in Figure 7, the two sided circuit 
board was designed to withstand the line voltages and currents while insulating these voltages 
from the low voltage control signals. The microcontroller and power supply are not located on 
this board.  
 
 

 
Figure 7. PCB Design 

 
Microcontroller 
 
The initial goal of this project was to select a microcontroller that would only acquire the data 
from all of the current and voltage sensors and transmit the data. A separate external server 
would be used to host the website and to store the data. This could have been done by using an 
8051 or Arduino® microcontroller with network hardware. However, hosting the website and 
data on a local server is more conducive for a prototype.  The BeagleBone® Black (BBB) was 
chosen because of its ability to host a server and its high number of analog and digital I/O ports 
[4].  The microcontroller is pre-loaded with the Ångström Linux Distribution [5]. This system 
allows for a boot time of approximately ten seconds, letting the system start recording quickly 
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after being powered. The system was loaded with x11vnc software to allow virtual viewing of 
the desktop [6]. This gives developers a method of implementing and installing the software. 
Another feature of this device is to allow wireless connection to a router instead of requiring an 
Ethernet cable plugged into the device.  
 
Website  
 
To run the website a LAMP stack was installed and configured to run on the microcontroller [7]. 
The website’s user interface was designed with consumer ease of use at its core. The website 
allows the user to have full control over the power distribution strip. The first page incorporates 
encrypted login software to provide security. Security of the device is an important area to 
consider because of the implications of unauthorized users being able to turn devices on and off. 
After a user logs in to the site, an overview of the current status of all outlets is displayed in user 
friendly graphs as shown in figure below. The website overview page has four buttons in each 
row of the table relating to a specific task of the site, turning on and off the outlets, as well as 
showing power consumption graphs. When the user clicks on the “show graph” link, a real time 
graph is revealed and displays the power consumption over that outlet. Figure 8 shows two 
outlets of the device each powering a device for a short length of time. 

 

 
Figure 8. Real-time Power Consumption Graphs 

 
The backend of the website was built using the latest versions of PHP and Apache [7]. These 
allow for the website to be served from the microcontroller within separate power distribution 
strips, and control the operation of the four outlets connected to it. The on and off buttons 
operate by an AJAX call that then runs a shell command to set high and low values for the 
corresponding general purpose input/output pins that control the outlet relays [7]. The real time 
graphs are produced using the same method except the AJAX call triggers a shell command that 
reads values recorded from the voltage and current sensors and packages them into a JSON 
object sent back to the page for analysis and display [7]. This operation currently happens at one 
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millisecond intervals. The user-visible elements of the website were built using HTML5 and 
JavaScript. These allow for the user to be able to access the website from most modern browsers, 
whether they are on a traditional computer or any mobile device connected to the network. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

A remote consumer power distribution strip was demonstrated and successfully showed the 
ability to provide consumers with a cost effective way to monitor and control electrical 
appliances. Future work will enable households to monitor more devices and to automatically 
turn on and off devices depending on power settings. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper reflects the principal results of a study performed internally by Airbus’s flight test 
centers. The purpose of this study was to share the body of knowledge concerning data 
consistency checks between all Airbus business units. An analysis of the test process is followed 
by the identification of the process stakeholders involved in ensuring data consistency. In the 
main part of the paper several different possibilities for improving data consistency are listed; it is 
left to the discretion of the reader to determine the appropriateness these methods. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Obtaining a clearance for a new aircraft requires a perfectly performed and documented test 
process. The tests are finalized in reports demonstrating that the aircraft’s requirements, as 
specified by design and authorities, have been fulfilled.  To establish a solid baseline for these 
reports, data must be gathered in numerous tests, to compare the performance of the "Object 
under Test" with respect to the requirements.  If problems occur during the test process which 
lead to incorrect or unexpected data, it is normally expected that these will be detected during 
the analysis phase at the end of each test step.  This can result in confusion, as the analyst 
must decide if the anomalous data is caused by the “System under Test” or is a result of a 
problem in the data gathering process itself. 
 
The amount of data gathered during flight test has grown dramatically over the last 30 years. In 
the early years of flight test data recording, only a few physical actuators were measured, and 
the quality of the recording was checked by the system engineers immediately after the test by 
visual inspection of the data.  Later, as aircraft started incorporating bus systems into their 
architecture, the bus messages were recorded as well.  Over the years aircraft systems became 
more and more complex, introducing the requirement for more and faster busses.  Currently, up 
to a half a million different parameters may be recorded during a flight test.  Additional to the 
number of parameters, the software configuration of the aircraft may be changed much more 
rapidly than as in the past, due to the use of modern development tools and methods.  These 
methods allow for shorter software cycles and faster data delivery; consequently for the analysis 
engineer who has been tasked to integrate these parameters into the test environment, it means 
the available time for testing between the different software stages has been shorted, too. 
 



In the past, the aircraft configuration, as specified in the Interface Control Document (ICD) was 
very stable, and the analysis engineers were very experienced with this data and the underlying 
data description. They could easily decide if problems encountered during a test had to be 
forwarded to the design department (in case of a system problem) or back to the test department 
(in case of a data gathering/data processing problem). Unfortunately today no one system 
engineer is able to have in mind all thousands of parameters of the “System under Test”; 
fortunately this is not necessary in the most cases, as only a small subset of data is required 
routinely to complete an extensive analysis of the test points performed during a test. Only when 
a problem is detected is a more detailed view of the data required, and at that point, it is 
expected that the recorded data be of good quality.  
 
This expectation of good quality data requires that all organizational units supporting flight test 
must avoid errors in data gather and processing, as far as this is possible. This imposes the 
requirement to perform as many data validation checks as possible, to identify errors and 
potential problems, before the data is released to the analysis department; at the very least 
users must be a warned if the data has been identified to be spurious.  Naturally, it must be 
acknowledged that the data validation and verification process entails costs in terms of time and 
money, but proper data verification in an early stage of data generation and data processing will 
produces savings in the long run. 
 

DEFINITIONS 
 
To avoid any misunderstanding, the test object will be referenced as "System under Test", 
when discussing the different steps in testing and data validation and verification. 
 
Data validation means the process of gathering data is correct and the accuracy of the data has 
been checked.  Dedicated validation tests against known values in laboratory have been 
performed. 
 
Data verification means that the data, gathered during a test has been checked on plausibility 
and reliability before and after data processing. 
 

DATA VALIDATION PREPARATION:  PROCESS ANALYSIS 
 
To understand the criticality of this problem, we have to consider the stages of test execution 
which influence data gathering and data processing: 
 

- During the project planning phase a test program, which defines the test objectives and 
the test tasks, must be created. 
 

- During test preparation (for the whole test program) the test environment must be 
designed, installed and documented. The Interface Control Document (ICD) must be 
transferred to the test department, must be analyzed and understood and must be made 
available on the test equipment, for the setup of data recording. Single test points are 
derived from the test program, and written into the test plan. Then the planning of the 
individual tests can start. Every test point must be transferred to the test plan and must 
be documented. 
 

 



- After the completion of planning the test can be performed; the test data is acquired, 
transmitted and recorded. 
 

- After test execution the recorded data is submitted to the organizational unit responsible 
for the processing of the test data. Certain preliminary data quality checks are performed.  

 
- Lastly the organizational unit responsible for test data analysis must analyze (and check) 

the test data. 
 

From the list shows that many different organizational units are involved in the process, all which 
support our effort in the validation of the data. 
 

IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS 
 
The next step is to identify the stakeholders of the particular process step or steps to define 
responsibilities and clear channels of communication. The actual organization identities of 
stakeholders may vary from organization to organization; the list below is provided only as an 
example: 
 

- Stakeholder one: The Design Department (hereafter: Design) which must provide Test- 
and Analysis department with the description of the internal digital and analog interfaces 
of the system under test. 

 
- Stakeholder two: The Flight Test Instrumentation Department (FTI) which is responsible 

for collecting measurement requirements of the object under test from the analysis 
department. The FTI also is responsible for the design of the measuring system and for 
the installation and maintenance of the sensors, the data acquisition system, the 
telemetry system and the recording system. 
 

- Stakeholder three (remote testing only): The Telemetry Ground Station (FTGS) which is 
responsible for the reception of the telemetry data stream and the further processing of 
the telemetered data. FTGS is also responsible for the distribution of the processed data 
to the monitoring stations and strip chart writers of the analysis engineers. FTGS also 
provides the monitoring SW in the monitoring rooms. 
 

- Stakeholder four: The Data Processing Department (DP) which is responsible for post 
flight processing of the “raw” recorded test data into various formats suitable for further 
analysis. The DP also may provide simple tools for data visualization and investigation. 

 
- Stakeholder five: The Analysis Department (hereafter: Analysis), which checks the 

processed data with respect to the system requirements. Analysis also may also provide 
(or to request) special analysis SW for higher level data analysis. 

 
Once it is defined which stakeholders are involved in the process, it must be analyzed which 
checks should be performed in each phase of the test. 

 



DATA CHECKS FOR DIFFERENT PHASES OF DATA 
 
Different data validation and verification methods may be used during the phases of the test 
program’s life cycle; the methods presented in the following sections are listed with respect to 
their relevance to the particular test phase.  If automatic data validation/verification is to be 
performed during any test phase, the overall requirements of the test department must always 
be considered. Some of these checks are trivial, but are included here for completeness.  Many 
of these suggested “best practices” recommend what is to be done, but not how; whether they 
are to be employed in whole or in part must be decided on a project basis.  The methods listed 
are structured according to stakeholder and test phase. 
 

Checks during Project/Test Program Planning 
 
The “Design” stakeholder should: 
 

- Define the ICD format; taking care to ensure that the data formats for every source, for 
the data itself and for data from an external supplier is uniquely defined. 

 
- Define Data busses and messages.  Bus specifications should not be violated, existing 

bus designed should be used and complex data structures should be avoided. 
 

- Prepare the Interface Control Documents. These documents should be made available in 
an electronically readable format to all stakeholders, to reduce effort and eliminate 
typographic errors.  Every parameter of the system under test must be explicitly specified 
by the ICD. This specification must explicitly define a message or system position, as 
from the viewpoint of the “FTI” stakeholder, a parameter is a measurand which is 
measured from a certain place in the system.  A formal ICD change process must be 
established, in order to ensure that changes to the ICD content due to the correction of 
errors or other issues are uniquely identifiable and well documented.  
 

The “FTI” stakeholder should: 
 

- Define all sensors, checking measurement range and hysteresis against the requirement. 
 

- Prepare a sensor database, in which all necessary sensor information should be stored. 
The physical minimum and maximum values of the sensors should be defined in this 
database for later reference. 

 
- Prepare a database of test parameters, composed from the different ICDs; the plausibility 

of the data descriptions must be ensured. New ICD data must be compared with 
previous versions of the ICD data and any differences must be made public to the 
analysis department. 

 
- Define the Airborne Data Acquisition System (ADAS) layout. The capacity of the system 

must be checked against the requirements; as much system information as possible 
(even ADAS system information) must be collected. The compatibility of ADAS modules 
with system interfaces must be analyzed. For further processing the ADAS configuration 
metadata shall be made available as digital data for automatic reuse. All decisions of FTI 
regarding the onboard data acquisition must be done in accordance with the DP 
department, to avoid later problems or misunderstandings with the DP. 



- Define the recorder layout. The criteria are quite similar as for the ADAS. It is important 
that for the layout of ADAS and recorder the interface modules are operated in 
accordance to their design. Recording discrete signals via RS244 interfaces is a 
possibility, but not recommended. 

 
Test Preparation and Test Setup 

 
The best practices for test preparation (for the overall test program) and test setup (for a 
particular test) are presented in this section. Many of the steps described here as occurring at 
the beginning of a test program, will reoccur in later stages as well; for this reason I have 
presented both stages of the test process in a common section.  In order to ensure the 
consistency and integrity of the data, all organizational units involved should hold regular 
meetings.  It is a must that all configuration changes be communicated to all stakeholders 
involved.  
 
For the preparation of the Data Acquisition System the stakeholder FTI should: 
 

- Check the requirements against the capacities of the system. 
 

- Check the calibration of sensors, for sensors, where coefficients are provided by the 
supplier. The calibration data should be available in digital format and this data should be 
compared with other calibrations of the same sensor. 

 
- Check the calibration for self-maintained sensors. For this purpose a calibration and 

documentation process be defined, which includes a periodically recalibration plan. It is 
good practice to define reference maneuvers and repeat these maneuvers during the test 
periodically; statistics obtained from flight test data can and should be used to compare 
results from calibration to calibration. Very important parameters can be externally 
stimulated to check their functionality (temperature sensor by a heating device, 
accelerometers by knocking or jarring it). Parameters which have a known value at the 
begin of the test are very easy to check by standard procedures. 

 
- Compare similar parameters from Test-Rig recordings with Flight Test Recordings for 

discrepancies and anomalies. 
 
For the preparation of the Recording System the stakeholder FTI should: 
 

- Inform the data processing department of any recorder configuration changes, with 
electronic data exchange being preferred. 
 

- Record test data with new recorders. 
 



For the preparation of the Data Processing System the stakeholder DP should: 
 

- Provide a single database for all data. 
 

- Provide an interface for data access for all data sources. 
 

- Provide test data to analysis department. 
 
For the preparation of the Data Analysis the stakeholder Analysis should: 
 

- Validate parameter database content by analyzing data as gathered from a qualified and 
documented ground test and processed by the DP department. 
 

- Organize quality gates to ensure coherence of parameter descriptions between different 
organizational units. 

 
- Verify the online monitoring displays with data from a qualified ground test. 

 
- Check input parameters of analysis software after ICD change with respect to data 

format (i.e., int, float) and engineering units. 
 

- Ensure version control of different analysis software stages, corresponding to different 
software stages of the system under test. 

 
- Perform data validation reviews to ensure that all parameters essential for the evaluation 

of the system are present and verified. 
 

Test Execution (single test) 
 
After all preparations have been accomplished the test will be executed. Before online 
monitoring can start, the FTGS must perform a checkout of the setup of the telemetry system. It 
is recommended that unique configuration information should be sent via the programmed data 
stream of the system under test. This information is used to compare the incoming datastream 
with the setup of the online monitoring system. 
 
Once the data transmission has started, it is good practice: 
 

- To predefine certain displays, which display either fixed or know data to verify the 
correctness of the complete data chain. 
 

- To execute a defined set of maneuvers at the beginning of every test to have comparable 
data of dynamic sensors. 

 
- To record telemetry dropouts during test, to identify spurious online data as telemetry 

faults. 
 
After the test has been performed, the recorded data will be processed by the Data Processing 
department. DP should: 
 

- Archive the original data in unprocessed (“raw”) form for every test. 
 



- Check, if available, the documented recorder interfaces against recorder internal 
interface setup description. 

 
- Check, if available, errors reported by the recorder, and check recorder internal stored 

performance and maintenance values (temperature, interface load, …). 
 

- Document all problems during data processing with timestamp. 
 

- Check again ADAS data stream’s unique configuration ID against DP Setup description. 
 

- Check PCM frame counter stability. 
 

- Check recorded bus data messages against bus data message documentation, count 
messages and analyze message timings. 

 
- Validate recorded test data by doing plausibility checks of selected parameters. 

 
- Validate recorded test data by comparing selected parameters with results from prior 

tests. 
 
The results of the checks described above shall be made available to the analysis department. 
 

Data Analysis 
 
After all the consistency checks have been executed, the analysis department should have 
reliable data for further analysis; nevertheless all data must be examined critically. In the case of 
doubts about the quality of the data, the data in question should be investigated by comparing 
the questionable data with the same data recorded from different sources. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Data verification is a must. Automated processes should perform as may plausibility checks as 
possible; but the design of these checks must be the product of careful consideration. 
Parameters selected for automatic plausibility checking must be selected individually, depending 
on the physical behavior of the parameter. For example: For a "heading" an average value 
makes no sense, but for an AOA or a voltage, statistical values such as upper and lower limits,  
mean and standard deviations can indicate changes in the behavior of the underlying  sensors. 
From this small example we see that the establishment of automatic data verification will cost 
much time end effort. 
 
The ICD requires very much attention. It must be ensured that on issuance of ICD data that the 
originator of this data distributes this data to all stakeholders/departments involved – simulation, 
ground test, flight test, data processing and analysis – at the same time and with exactly the 
same content.  Currently, the conversion of the ICD data to department specific data formats are 
performed for the most part by the individual departments, starting with the ICD data as 
delivered.  In the future, it is strongly recommended that a signal organizational unit should 
provide the ICD information in some final format for all stakeholders. Each test (ground, 
software, etc.) should contribute to the validation of the dataset, leading to a gradual but 
continuous increase in the quality of the data for every user. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper describes a new way to look at telemetry data. We examine a way to use virtual or 

also augmented reality to evaluate and view data from a large collection of stored signals. Each 

individual signal will have limits associated with it that allow us to determine whether any part 

of the signal exceeds those limits and if so what part(s) of the waveform contain these 

abnormalities. A simple program to illustrate the basic technique has been written and will be 

demonstrated as part of the presentation. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

For years, the amount of telemetry data collected for test vehicles has increased almost 

exponentially. Even in the early years eight to ten signals displayed on a strip chart proved 

difficult to examine and then to be able to pull out the relevant information. As more signals 

have been added over the years, the huge amount of data collected has finally reached a point 

where it is extremely difficult to find the exact data that you would like to investigate. The era of 

“Big Data” is here and many different industries are now struggling to pull out the specific bits 

of data that they want to look at. The technique to be introduced here could be used for several 

different types of big data, but has been optimized for use where there is a large collection of 

data files, each containing a physical waveform. This easily lends itself to use in the field of 

telemetry. 

Virtual Reality (VR), using 3D glasses or a head mounted display to represent a three 

dimensional virtual world to the user, has been around for several decades now, but so far has 

not progressed much beyond its use for entertainment. It remains an untapped resource for 

scientific use other than perhaps in medicine, where it is used for training surgeons. Early 

versions of the glasses or head mounted displays were expensive and had very narrow fields of 

view. Fortunately, prices have lowered considerably over the last ten years and fields of view 

have increased. Also early in its evolution, virtual reality was envisioned as a tool for analyzing 

large amounts of data, but this field of research has largely disappeared over the years. Some 

early pioneers said that data could be visualized as a forest of trees, where each tree represented 

some collection of information. A user could then wander through the forest looking for clues 

from the trees that contained information about the data sets. The height of the tree, the color of 

the bark, the amount of leaves and their color could all represent various parameters of interest to 

the user. It never really caught on, perhaps because it was a very artificial way of looking at real 
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data. Nevertheless, the idea still has merit, but it just needs to be adjusted a bit in its use. This 

paper will try to make that adjustment. 

Virtual reality also has other aspects to it which try to model the interaction between our senses 

and the outside world. A head tracker follows the movement of a user’s head and allows the 

computer to model what happens to the user’s point of view as he turns his head. A data glove 

allows the user to point to and grasp items in the virtual world. Haptic feedback allows the user 

to feel something as he picks it up. A body suit puts the user into the picture of the world he is 

looking at. Another way to track movements of the body or a hand would be to use a system like 

Xbox Kinect which uses sensors to track the physical movements of the user. 

Augmented Reality (AR) has also been around for a few decades. It also uses some glasses that 

contain an LCD screen, but allow the user to see normally as well. An aircraft mechanic might 

use the glasses to view a repair manual while actually looking at a jet engine, for example. He or 

she could look back and forth between the actual engine and a schematic of the engine with, for 

example exploded views and/or a procedure for disassembling the engine. Google glass is one 

version of this kind of a display and also contains the ability to record the scene the user is 

looking at. This could be useful for trouble shooting repairs that didn’t work correctly or failed 

sometime after the repair. 

 

 

THE VIRTUAL WORLD OF TELEMETRY AND BIG DATA 

The first part of this problem is to design a way for a person to find the specific set of already 

stored data that he or she wants to look at. This could be done easily without VR or AR, but 

since other parts of the procedure use VR, it seems natural to use it for this part as well. Upon 

entering the virtual world, the user will see a set of virtual boxes forming a three dimensional 

cube (see Figure 1). The vertical dimension represents different kinds of test vehicles, i.e. 

missiles, watercraft, aircraft, land vehicles, space vehicles, weapons, etc. The first horizontal 

dimension represents specific programs, AMRAAM, EKV, TOW as examples of missile 

programs, etc. The second horizontal dimension represents different types of tests, like hover, 

flight, range, etc. When you first choose a specific layer (for example aircraft) representing the 

test vehicle by reaching inside of the layer of blocks, the upper blocks disappear so you now see 

on the top of the cube a two dimensional set of blocks (see figure 2). You choose a specific block 

from the top of the cube and pull it out. So you might have chosen, for example F16 flight tests. 

This then gives you a square of blocks with years as the vertical dimension and specific tests 

written on each block, grouped according to the organization/company that sponsored the test 

(see figure 3). You find the correct test and again pull out the block.  

Next you see a bookcase with books representing the different signals that have been captured 

during a specific test (figure 4). The first book is an index listing where in the bookcase, i.e., 

shelf and position, a specific signal is located. Each book jacket is a specific color depending 

upon the information contained in that particular signal. For example it would be green if the 

signal had no anomalies or red if it did contain anomalies. The color could also represent the type 

of anomaly. It might be red if the signal amplitude exceeded some predetermined limits, or blue 

if the frequency was out of bounds, or orange if a digital pattern was incorrect, etc.  
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By grabbing a book and pulling it out of the bookcase, the user would be then be immersed in a 

plot of the signal versus time (figure 5). The vertical dimension could be voltage, current, power, 

etc. and the horizontal dimension would be IRIG time. The signal would be green where there 

were no anomalies and red/blue/orange where there was a problem area. By flicking your finger 

vertically across the waveform you could move it up or down, flicking horizontally would move 

it back and forth. You could pinch your thumb and index finger together to compress the 

waveform or spread your thumb and finger apart to expand the waveform in the particular area 

that you were looking at. So a particular session might involve pulling a book out of the 

bookcase which would bring up a compressed waveform. By flicking your index finger you 

could find where the red area was, then by spreading your thumb and finger apart you could 

expand the waveform to see the details (figure 6). You could observe even the smallest details 

since you are immersed in the waveform. You close the data set by touching a close button with 

your finger.  

The preprocessing of the waveform would be an important part of the data processing program. 

All signals would need to be on digital storage such as magnetic tape, disk or in electronic 

memory before the program could be run. These waveforms would be the signals that the books 

in the bookcase represent. By choosing a particular book, the program would then read the 

correct signal into the local computer memory, so there would have to be a table that translated 

the test requested into a location and name of where to load the information from. The user 

would also have to specify parameters such as allowed minimum and maximum amplitudes, 

frequencies, etc. for analog signals, and/or specific digital patterns to look for at specific or in a 

range of IRIG time values. These would probably be specified by a system or design engineer 

associated with each test and could be entered into the raw data stream or more likely be input to 

the display program described here by the end user. 

A sample computer program has been written to illustrate how the program would work. It does 

not use Virtual Reality hardware but does illustrate how the software would work. Designing 

actual hardware and software would be a major design and programming task which could be 

done by an outside software company, in house by local engineers and programmers or even by 

students at a university. This would be a suitable task for a mixture of graduate and 

undergraduate students in a multi-year design environment. A proposed hardware system is 

shown in figure 7. Software could be written in C, C++, Java or even Python with a link to some 

sort of graphing program, perhaps MATLAB. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

A system has been proposed to display large amounts of data output from a typical telemetry set 

of tests. It allows the user to get inside the data and also to view it using color coded graphics 

which quickly tell the user where the errors in the data have occurred. A program has been 

written to illustrate how the program would work and a block diagram of an actual working 

system has been presented. 
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Figure 3 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The fundamental precept presented in the iNET Concept of Operations, v. 2007.1 is that new 
telemetry technologies must be created to enable a more flexible approach to testing that includes 
on-demand access to information acquired on the test article and the ability to reconfigure the 
telemetry stream definition.  Significant advances have been made in this area but one approach 
that has not yet been addressed is a concept introduced early within the iNET CONOPS 
document, that  
 

“The dominant inherent nature of TM in DoD testing is sampled time-history data 
from an ultimately analog world, (which) is not going to change drastically 
regardless of how data is transmitted to ground.   A factor that could change that 
fact most is the degree to which answers instead of data are obtained on board 
the test vehicle.” 
 

Ultimately, the most effective way of dealing with the exponentially growing gap between the 
quantities of data generated onboard the test article and the rate at which it is transmitted to 
ground is to generate answers on board the test article.  The Test Resource Management Center 
(TRMC) Test and Evaluation (T&E) Science and Technology (S&T) Spectrum Efficient Test 
(SET) Program is sponsoring development of the Smart Data Selection (SDS) system which 
provides a capability to continually monitor measured data and then select which parameters, or 
which combination of parameters, to send to ground in a given time interval, based on what is 
actually happening with the system under test.    
 
The SDS system was initially introduced at ITC in 2013.  At that time, the system was under 
initial development and system testing was not yet completed.  This paper provides a SDS 
system update, the results of initial testing, and introduces the PCM compression enhancement 
that is currently under development.   
 
The benefits of this work, in terms of efficient use of spectrum to support T&E are substantial, 
and could be leveraged by any DoD ranges that execute aeronautical and precision-guided 
munitions testing.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The fundamental precept presented in the iNET Concept of Operations, v. 2007.1 is that new 
telemetry technologies must be created to enable a more flexible approach to testing that includes 
on-demand access to information acquired on the test article (TA) and the ability to reconfigure 
the telemetry stream definition.  Significant advances have been made in this area by both the 
iNET and T&E S&T SET programs.  One area that has not yet been addressed by these programs 
is a concept introduced early within the iNET CONOPS document, that  
 

 “The dominant inherent nature of TM in DoD testing is sampled time-history 
data from an ultimately analog world, (which) is not going to change drastically 
regardless of how data is transmitted to ground.   A factor that could change that 
fact most is the degree to which answers instead of data are obtained on board 
the test vehicle.” 
 

Ultimately, the most effective way of dealing with the exponentially growing gap between the 
quantities of data generated onboard the test article and the rate at which it is transmitted to 
ground – even with advancements brought forth by iNET – is to generate answers on board the 
test article.  The Smart Data Selection (SDS) project is focused on developing a capability that 
will begin to do just that.  The SDS capability continually monitors measured data and then 
selects which parameters, or which combination of parameters, to send to ground in a given time 
interval, based on what is actually happening with the system under test.  This capability is not 
intended to replace the existing telemetry paradigm, as some parameters such as safety related 
data must always be sent to ground.  Rather, SDS will augment current approaches to telemetry, 
and opens the door for an order of magnitude more spectrum efficiency in terms of sending 
actionable information/sec/Hz to ground. 
 
Fundamentally, our approach uses onboard processing prior to transmission to reduce the volume 
of data that must be transmitted from the test article.  Rather than sending all measured data 
points, the SDS system applies bandwidth efficient algorithms to selected data, resulting in a 
significant savings in spectrum. SDS also provides greater operator awareness of system 
anomalies while ensuring critical data, such as range safety data, is sent to ground continually 
without interruption.  
 
This paper describes the SDS system design and the results of the initial test phases.  SDS is 
currently adding the PCM compression capability to provide the ability to apply lossless 
compression algorithms to PCM telemetry data for additional spectrum efficiency.  SDS system 
development is on-going and further tests and demonstrations will be conducted during the 
summer of 2014.  The results of these tests and demonstrations will be presented at the 
International Telemetering Conference in October 2014. 
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 

The SDS system design is illustrated in Figure 1 and the major components are described below. 
 

 
 Figure 1.  SDS System Overview 

The SDS system major components include: 

• SDS_TA  
The Test Article (TA) component subscribes to TmNS messages carrying the 
measurements that SDS will analyze and monitor.  Measurement data that are considered 
normal are sent to the ground using a bandwidth efficient algorithm.  The user may 
disable use of the bandwidth efficient algorithm for selected measurements.  Upon 
detection of an abnormal measurement condition the TA component will generate a 
TmNS alert message.  The TA component will also begin transmitting the abnormal 
measurement data without using the bandwidth efficient algorithm.  If a measurement 
that was behaving abnormally returns to its normal behavior, SDS will generate a 
corresponding end-of-alert TmNS Message. 

• SDS_Ground    
The Ground component is responsible for reconstituting the original TmNS data 
messages whose measurements have been transmitted using the bandwidth efficient 
algorithm and for publishing them to the ground network.  It is also responsible for 
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displaying the alerts generated by the TA component on its Alert Display, which also 
allows the user to mark a displayed alert as a “false alert”. 

• SDS_UI  
The UI component is responsible for accepting user commands that control the 
compression of packages and the handling of individual alert messages. 

• SDS_Analysis 
The Analyze component analyzes recorded data files to determine behavioral patterns as 
well as utilizes user-define behavioral criteria.  The analysis of recorded data and the 
user-defined criteria are used to establish what is considered normal and abnormal 
behavior or what data is of interest for real-time observation and analysis. 

 
 

ERROR BOUND EXTRAPOLATION ALGORITHMS 
 
The error bound extrapolation (EBE) algorithms implemented in SDS are based on existing 
extrapolation algorithms.  Rather than transmitting individual measurement values, the SDS_TA 
transmits extrapolation parameters.  The SDS_Ground uses these parameters to calculate and 
publish the measurement values with the required frequency.  At the same time, the SDS_TA 
monitors the error between the extrapolated and the actual measurements.  Whenever the error 
value exceeds a user defined threshold, the SDS_TA calculates and sends new extrapolation 
parameters to the SDS_Ground.  More specifically, the SDS_TA uses a first algorithm to smooth 
the data as it receives them, and then calculates the extrapolation parameters for the smoothed 
data.  These extrapolation parameters are sent to the SDS_Ground which uses them to publish 
the reconstructed measurements.  At the same time, the SDS_TA uses the same extrapolation 
parameters to compare the “current extrapolated value” (which is the value used at that time by 
the SDS_Ground) with the “current smoothed value”.  If the difference exceeds the error 
threshold specified for that measurement, a new set of extrapolation parameters (i.e., an 
“extrapolation reset”) is sent to the SDS_Ground. 
 
Exponential Smoothing 
 
The SDS_TA uses exponential smoothing to calculate the smoothed values of the measurements. 
There are multiple levels of smoothing, but tests performed on real measurement data revealed 
that the best results are obtained by using single or double exponential smoothing. 
Single Exponential Smoothing 

In the single exponential smoothing algorithm, the smoothed value sv[i] of a measurement m is 
calculated using the formula: 

sv[i] = α*m[i] + (1- α)*sv[i-1] 

The initial value sv[0] is usually set to 0, and α is a chosen value between 0 and 1. The value of 
α controls the degree of smoothing: an α close to 1 does little smoothing (the smoothed value 
follows the current value relatively closely) while a small α does more smoothing (the smoothed 
value is very stable). 
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Double Exponential Smoothing 
In the double exponential smoothing algorithm, the smoothed value sv[i] of a measurement m is 
calculated using the formula: 

sv[i] = α*m[i] + (1 - α)*(sv[i-1] + t[i-1]) 
t[i] = β * (sv[i] - sv[i-1]) + (1 – β)*t[i-1] 

The initial values smoothed value,sv[0], and the trend, t[0], are usually set to 0, and α and β are 
chosen value between 0 and 1. Their values control the degree of smoothing: values close to 1 do 
little smoothing (the smoothed value follows the current value relatively closely) while small 
values do more smoothing (the smoothed value is very stable). 

Choice of the Smoothing Algorithm and of the Smoothing Parameters 
The SDS_Analysis tool will evaluate multiple recordings of a measurement and recommend the 
best smoothing algorithm (simple or double exponential smoothing) and the best parameter 
(α and possibly β) to use.  
Extrapolation 

Extrapolation parameters result from the exponential smoothing algorithms.  For single 
exponential smoothing, the extrapolated value ev[i+n] is derived from the smoothed value sv[i] 
using the formula: 

ev[i+n] = sv[i] 

In other words, the extrapolated value is a constant.  This constant is adjusted when the 
difference to the actual smoothed value exceeds the user specified threshold. 

For double exponential smoothing, the extrapolated value ev[i+n] is derived from the smoothed 
value sv[i] and the trend t[i] using the formula: 

ev[i+n] = sv[i] + n*t[i] 
In other words, we have a linear extrapolation. The extrapolation parameters (sv[i] and t[i]) are 
adjusted when the difference to the actual smoothed value exceeds the user specified threshold. 
Reset of the Smoothing Function 

The SDS_TA also monitors the difference between the current measurement and the current 
smoothed measurement value.  If this error exceeds a given threshold, usually related to the 
intrinsic error and variability of the measurement, it is deemed to be a sudden change of the 
measurement itself that cannot be followed by the smoothing algorithm.  In this event, the 
smoothing function is reset to reflect the actual value of the measurement.  Any reset of the 
smoothing function results in a reset of the extrapolation parameters, which are then transmitted 
to the SDS_Ground. 
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Error Threshold 
The acceptable error threshold for the extrapolation depends on one hand on the user’s 
requirements, and on the other hand on the intrinsic accuracy of the measurement. In other 
words, the acceptable error should be larger than the intrinsic fluctuation of the measurements.  

The SDS can accept an absolute error threshold, or a multiple of the intrinsic measurement error. 
In this last case, if the intrinsic measurement error is not provided, the SDS will initially estimate 
it as the error between the measurements and their smoothed value. 
Compression Examples 

Thermocouple A 
This example uses a recording of a thermocouple measurement. The represented values are the 
raw telemetry data, before application of the Engineering Unit conversions. Frequency of the 
measurement is 98.04 Hz and there are ~45000 measurements with values between 32500 and 
41000. 
In the following graphs, red dots represent smoothing resets and green dots represents 
extrapolation resets.  In the enlargements, the blue dots represent the raw values, the black line 
represents the smoothed value, and the green line represents the extrapolated value. 

Example 1: Maximum error < 5 times intrinsic error 
In this example, as shown in Figure 2, we generated an extrapolation with a very small error 
threshold. 5 times the intrinsic error results in a maximum error between the measurement and 
the extrapolated value of ~ 5, which results in an error <= 0.01%. 

This measurement uses double exponential smoothing with α = 0.1 and β = 0.1.  

 
Figure 2.  Example 1 
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To transmit this measurement to the ground the SDS needs 1001 resets to represent the 44091 
measurements. Given some overhead and the need to transmit 2 values per reset, the 
transmission cost of a reset is ~ 3 measurements. At 2 bytes per measurement, we can estimate 
the amount of data transmitted to the ground: 

SDS compressed data:  2 * 3 * 1,001 = 6,006 
Raw Measurements:  2 * 44,091 = 88,192 

In other words, the SDS needs less that 7% of the bandwidth required to transmit the original 
data. One could think that this is a very special case, with the parameters finely tuned to obtain 
the best result, but looking close at the graph we can show that this is not the case. 
In Figure 3, we enlarge the initial, very steep rise: 

  
Figure 3.  Example 1 Enlarged 

What happened here is that the rise of the function is so steep that the smoothing cannot follow, 
and practically every measurement causes a smoothing reset, which is not an optimal situation. 
Near the top of the curve, the smoothing function can finally keep up which results in less 
frequent extrapolation resets, especially in the descending arm, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  Example 1 Enlarged 

It is also interesting to notice that the almost flat area in the center of the original graph, between 
15,000 and 40,000, when enlarged is not flat, but the extrapolation algorithm still manages to 
follow it quite accurately, Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5.  Example 1 Enlarged 

Example 2: Maximum error < 10 times intrinsic error 

If a somewhat smaller accuracy of the extrapolated data is necessary, it is possible to achieve 
even greater bandwidth savings.  10 times the intrinsic error results in a maximum error between 
the measurement and the extrapolated value of ~ 10, which results in an error <= 0.02%. 
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Keeping all the other parameters the same as in the previous example, we now need only 446 
resets to represent the 44091 measurements. We perform the same calculations as in the previous 
case: 

SDS data:    2 * 3 * 446 = 2,676 
Raw Measurements:  2 * 44,091 = 88,192 

We see that in this case the SDS needs only 3% of the bandwidth required to send the original 
data.  The behavior of the extrapolation is very similar to the previous example, only the allowed 
error is larger, so that resets can be further apart, Figure 6. 

 
 

Figure 6.  Example 2 Enlarged 

Thermocouple B 
 
We ran a similar test with a different thermocouple from the same test article.  This 
thermocouple also had 44091 measurements with a rate of 98.04 Hz. 

Example 3: Maximum error < 5 times intrinsic error 
In this example, Figure 7, we generated an extrapolation with a very small error threshold. 5 
times the intrinsic error results in a maximum error between the measurement and the 
extrapolated value of ~ 5, which results in an error <= 0.01%. 

This measurement uses double exponential smoothing with α = 0.1 and β = 0.1.  
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Figure 7.  Example 3 

To transmit this measurement to the ground the SDS needs 492 resets to represent the 44091 
measurements. Given some overhead and the need to transmit 2 values per reset, the 
transmission cost of a reset is ~ 3 measurements. At 2 bytes per measurement, we can estimate 
the amount of data transmitted to the ground: 

SDS data:    2 * 3 * 492 = 2,952 
Raw Measurements:  2 * 44,091 = 88,192 

In other words, the SDS needs only 3.4% of the bandwidth required to send the original data.  
The extrapolation algorithm applied to Example 3 results in greater savings than Example 1 due 
to the nature of the curve.  In Example 3, the extrapolation algorithm requires less resets because 
the measurements between 10,000-40,000, Figure 8, is more smooth than in Example 1. 

 
Figure 8.  Example 3 Enlarged 
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Example 4: Maximum error < 10 times intrinsic error 
 
If a smaller accuracy of the extrapolated data is necessary, it is possible to achieve even greater 
bandwidth saving is possible. 10 times the intrinsic error results in a maximum error between the 
measurement and the extrapolated value of ~ 10, which results in an error <= 0.02%. 

Keeping all the other parameters the same as in the previous example, we now need only 294 
resets to represent the 44091 measurements. We perform the same calculations as in the previous 
case: 

SDS data:    2 * 3 * 294 = 1,764 
Raw Measurements:  2 * 44,091 = 88,192 

We see that in this case the SDS needs only 2% of the bandwidth required to send the original 
data. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The addition of the SDS capability onboard the test article provides bandwidth savings and 
increased spectrum efficiency to the T&E community.  Rather than sending all measured data 
points, the SDS system applies error bound extrapolation algorithms to selected data, resulting in 
a significant savings in spectrum.  SDS also provides greater operator awareness of system 
anomalies while ensuring critical data, such as range safety data, is sent to ground continually 
without interruption. 
 
The benefits of this work, in terms of efficient use of spectrum to support T&E are substantial, 
and could be leveraged by any DoD ranges that execute aeronautical and precision-guided 
munitions testing.   
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ABSTRACT !
The Mars Rover Design Team at Missouri University of Science and Technology developed a 
multifunctional rover for the Mars Society's University Rover Challenge. The main processor of 
the rover controls various rover subsystems based on commands received from a base station, 
acquires data from these subsystems, collects primary location and environmental data, and 
transmits information to the base station. The methodology and technical design of the processor 
hardware and software will be described in the overall context of the collaborative team 
development. The paper will also discuss the process, challenges and outcomes of working with 
limited resources on a student design team. !
Keywords: Remote Control, Remote Sensing, System Design, Robotics, Student Design Teams !!

INTRODUCTION !
The Mars Rover Design Team (MRDT) is a Missouri University of Science and Technology 
Student Design Team that was created to compete in the University Rover Challenge (URC). The 
URC, which is hosted by the Mars Society, tasks teams with designing and building the next 
generation of Mars Rovers that are capable of being operated remotely by future astronauts on 
Mars. 

Rovers competing in the 2014 competition needed to complete four distinct tasks: 

1. Sample Return Task 

The rover needed to be capable of both identifying sites of potential biological interest 
as well as obtaining samples from 5 cm below the surface of these sites. The Rover then 
had to perform an in-situation experiment on these samples which extrapolates data that 
is indicative of life. 
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2. Astronaut Assistance Task 

The rover needed to be capable of collecting and moving multiple objects weighing in 
excess of 5kg to designated GPS coordinates. 

3. Equipment Servicing Task 

The rover needed to complete a sequence of tasks to repair damaged equipment. The 
equipment included a series of valves, switches and pipes that needed to be actuated and 
disconnected. 

4. Terrain Traversing Task 

The rover needed to be capable of traversing various terrains ranging from loose gravel 
to rocks with a diameter of greater than 31 cm.  

A rendering of the rover is shown below in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. - A Rendering of the Missouri S&T Mars Rover 

The rover’s electrical system is summarized in Figure 2. The batteries are connected to and 
controlled by a battery management which provides power to the power distribution board. This 
board regulates and distributes power to the rest of the rover. The motherboard is connected 
directly to a network switch to which the radio and I.P. cameras are also connected. The 
motherboard also provides power to the fans that cool the electronics enclosure. Finally, the 
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motherboard sends control signals to the rest of the devices pictured: the camera pan, tilt, zoom 
(P.T.Z.) controller, a spectroscopy experiment, the robotic arm,  a drill, a gripper, and the six 
motor controllers. 

Figure 2. - Electrical Box Diagram 

Most of the components shown in Figure 2 were designed and manufactured by the team. The 
motherboard is a custom printed circuit board that sits at the center of the rover’s electrical 
system. All control signals and telemetry for the rover pass through the motherboard. 
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SPECIFICATIONS !
The motherboard had three primary purposes: !

1. To aggregate and transmit data from the rover subsystems to the base station 
2. To receive control commands from the base station, interpret them, and issue the    
appropriate control signals to the rest of the rover 
3. To house several primary sensors including a G.P.S. module !

 Additionally, the project needed to be easily manufacturable, while adhering to the team’s 
schedule and budget. A custom printed circuit board was designed to accomplish the 
aforementioned goals. This allowed the team complete control over the functionality of the board 
and gave the team members valuable experience in hardware design, manufacturing and 
troubleshooting. !

HARDWARE DESIGN !
Figure 3 lists describes the major hardware components and topology of the motherboard. 

 

Figure 3. - Motherboard Block Diagram !
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At the center of the motherboard, sits an A.R.M. M4 micro-controller that acts as the primary 
processor for the rover. In early iterations of the motherboard, this processor was soldered 
directly to the motherboard. However, the pitch of the processor pins proved to be too small for 
the team to reliably manufacture. To circumvent this problem, the team chose to utilize the Texas 
Instrument LM4F120 LaunchPad Evaluation Board as the main processor. This development 
board is approximately 13 USD and has female header pins on the bottom of the board. This 
allowed the team to place easy to solder male header pins on the printed circuit board and simply 
insert the entire Launchpad board onto the motherboard. This method had the added advantage, 
of allowing the team to remove the Launchpad in order to program, flash and debug the main 
processor without requiring the rest of the motherboard. The circuit board layout is shown in 
figure 4 below. 

Figure 4. - Motherboard P.C.B. Layout 
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The link to the base station comes from a TCP / IP controller chip, the Wiznet 5100. This chip 
was mounted in the same way as the Launchpad, using the breakout headers since the pitch was 
also very small. All communication with the base station came through this path, flowing first 
through this chip, then through a network switch on board the rover and finally out of the 2.4 
GHz radio. !
A secondary micro-controller on the motherboard was designed to manage and aggregate data 
from several sensors on the motherboard, thus relieving the primary processor of the low level 
collection and management tasks. This processor was an Atmel ATmega328P. The team used this 
processor for all onboard computing tasks, with the exception of the main TI processor. This 
allowed the team to make use of the easy to use and learn libraries provided as part of the 
Arduino environment. The common processor also allowed the team to minimize the number of 
spare parts required. !
This auxiliary processor is directly connected to a G.P.S. receiver, a temperature and humidity 
sensors, and a Bluetooth transceiver. The team made use of both the G.P.S. receiver and the 
temperature / humidity sensor. However, due to time constraints, the team did not implement 
software for the Bluetooth transceiver. !
All other electronics on the rover connect to the motherboard via RS-485 connections. This 
differential pair signal standard works well since it is full duplex and can be used with off the 
shelf ethernet cable and RJ-45 jacks. The motherboard has 20 RS-485 transceivers: 6 are 
connected to RJ-45 jacks mounted directly on the motherboard, 12 are connected to a ribbon 
cable that connects to a patch panel mounted on the exterior wall of the rover’s electronics 
housing. The main processor on the rover contains only 6 accessible hardware universal 
asynchronous receiver / transmitter, which the rover was designed with 18 devices in mind. To 
solve this issue, a series of dual channel multiplexers are connected between the main processor 
and the RS-485 transceivers. !

SOFTWARE DESIGN !
The team was also responsible for developing all of the software for the motherboard. This 
included both the main processor and the sensor co-processor. All software was written in either 
C or C++ and is discussed further below. !
Main Processor Software !
In order to create a responsive system, the team decided that they would need to use a real time 
operating system (RTOS) that could handle scheduling and prioritizing tasks to run on the single 
core of the processor. Texas Instruments provides a free RTOS called SYS/BIOS that already has 
many drivers written for the the LM4F120 processor. Thus, the team chose to use SYS/BIOS to 
schedule our tasks on the processor.  
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!
The team defined two tasks, a command processing task and a telemetry aggregation and 
transmission task. The command tasks was given a higher priority than the telemetry task and 
would preempt the telemetry task if a command was received. The command task had to first 
decode the JSON message. It then changed the appropriate multiplexer to the correct RS-485 
transceiver and sent the message in the format described below. When no commands were in the 
command queue, the telemetry task cycled through all devices connected, polling for the latest 
telemetry values. JSON messages were then constructed for each telemetry parameter and sent 
into the TCP connection to the base station. !
Sensor Co-Processor !
The sensor co-processor software consisted of a single, infinite loop that would execute the 
following sequence in order: !
1. Poll G.P.S. receiver for position 
2. Poll temperature sensor for temperate & humidity 
3. Send data to motherboard !!
Base Station Message Format !
In order to support legacy base station code, the javascript object notation (JSON) was required 
for commands to the rover and for telemetry sent to the base station. Telemetry and commands 
followed a common format. Each message contained an identification field and a value field as 
shown in Figure 5. The identification field was a four digit number that served as the key for 
each message. The value was either the value of the telemetry parameter or the value for the 
command. 

Figure 5. - Example Base Station Message  !!!
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Inter-Rover Message Format !
Communication internal to the rover was done by serializing standard c structs. Each message 
contained the following components shown in Figure 6, where each row represents an eight bit 
byte. The two start bytes in the beginning are to ensure that the message is correctly byte aligned. 
The next byte, the size, indicates the number of payload bytes. The payload is the serialized 
struct with any padding bytes removed. Finally, a checksum is added to ensure that the data 
arrives intact. The software on the receiving side, will discard any messages that fail the 
checksum. !

!
Figure 6. - Inter-rover Message Format !

Design Control !
The team versioned all of the hardware and software design files using the Git version control 
software. The repository was then published to Github, a online repository hosting site. The site 
also contained a wiki with documentation for all others working on the rover to quickly 
reference. This allowed all members of the team access to all design files at any time.  

Start Byte 1

Start Byte 2

Size of Payload

Payload Byte 1

Payload Byte 2

Payload Byte 3

…..

Payload Byte Size

Checksum
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CONCLUSION !!
In the early summer of 2014, the Missouri S&T team took the rover to the Mars Desert Research 
Station in Utah, U.S.A. to compete in the University Rover Challenge. Figure 7 shows the rover 
at the competition site. The team had learned a lot from designing, troubleshooting and operating 
the rover over the course of the year. Ultimately, the decision to design a custom motherboard, as 
well as a multitude of other custom hardware for the rover proved to be a successful decision. 
The team encountered no major hardware or software problems with the motherboard during 
competition, allowing the team to place second. This verifies that it is indeed possible for a group 
of volunteer students to design, fabricate, and program a custom piece of hardware such as this in 
their free time. 

!
Figure 7 - The completed rover  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ABSTRACT 

 
A simulation testbed has been developed that can be used as a tool for the development, 

implementation, and testing/verification of algorithms for airborne telemetry applications. This 

testbed utilizes both SOQPSK and OFDM for its modulation waveforms and LDPC for the FEC 

codes. It also uses several sets of published telemetry channel sounding data as its channel models. 

Within the context of this simulation framework, we also present an adaptive algorithm that 

changes a test article’s modulation type and FEC code rate based on the telemetry channel quality. 

This paper shows the details of the simulation framework and the adaptive rules for selecting the 

near-optimal transmission mode. It also presents an example of an adaptive scheme that has 

achieved approximately 30% to 340% goodput performance improvement over the baseline 

schemes in simulation. Other potential uses of this testbed are also discussed. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Adaptive modulation and coding has been studied and implemented in several standards such as 

WiMAX [1], HSDPA [2], and others. These have been informed in the past by numerous academic 

studies over the years (see examples in [3-6]). These implementation and studies, however, are 

limited to single modulations compared to the multi-scheme adaptation we are investigating. 

Moreover, because these implementations and academic studies have not been applied to the 

telemetry systems, GTRI has been working to address this gap to allow telemetry systems to be 

more efficient in data transfer while utilizing both modulation schemes defined in the iNET 

standard [7]. As a first step, the authors have developed a simulation environment to develop the 

adaptive algorithms and verify their functionality in software. We designed the simulation software 

to be broadly extensible and useful for other applications and studies in the telemetry community. 

This paper outlines the software architecture of that environment and implementation of link 

adaptation within that architecture.  
 

GTRI has developed a simulation testbed to explore the use of adaptive modulation and coding in 
an airborne telemetry environment. This testbed was developed based on the integrated Network 
Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) standard [7] and employs one of two modulation techniques: 1) shaped 
offset quadrature phase shift keying (SOQPSK) and 2) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM). Both modulations have various tunable parameters, such as numbers of subcarriers, bit 
rates, and cyclic prefix lengths. The forward error correction (FEC) code used in this testbed is low 
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density parity check (LDPC) codes with tunable code rates, and both static and dynamic telemetry 
channel models are included.  
 
In an effort to maximize the aeronautical telemetry spectrum efficiency, GTRI has developed an 
adaptive modulation and coding scheme to be used with this simulation testbed. This adaptive 
scheme is different from other adaptive schemes [1-6] because it employs multi-modulation scheme 
adaptation, in which both SOQPSK and OFDM are used in the same adaptation rule. Based on the 
conditions of the channel estimate, the adaptive rule seeks to adjust the transmission parameters 
such that the modulation and coding scheme can tolerate the channel distortions. From the 
simulation results, the adaptive rule has shown significant spectral efficiency improvement in terms 
of total size of successful packets received (cumulative goodput) in a given simulation time. 
 
The authors constructed the simulation testbed to be applicable to many research questions 
involving airborne telemetry applications other than adaptive modulation and coding. Such 
questions include the performance tradeoffs associated with utilizing phased array antennas at the 
ground station or assessing the utility of various kinds of multiple access schemes, and performance 
of command and control for aeronautical telemetry. These are some examples that can be facilitated 
by this simulation testbed by adding or modifying existing software objects and their functions 
while maintaining an overall structure that allows us to extract relevant results. 
 
In Section II, we present the architecture of the simulation testbed, including the overall framework 
architecture, channel modeling, modulation, and demodulation. In Section III, we present a rule-
based adaptive modulation and coding scheme, and its results are shown in Section IV. Other 
applications and uses of this simulation testbed are discussed in Section V. Conclusions are 
discussed in Section VI. 
 
 

II. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
 

A. Simulation Framework Architecture 
 

A system model for the simulation testbed is shown in Figure 1. The testbed consists of a 
transmitter, a receiver, and a telemetry channel model. The transmitter has an FEC encoder, a 
scrambler, an attached synchronization marker (ASM) prepender, and a modulator, which includes 
both OFDM and SOQPSK modulations. The receiver consists of a demodulator, a decoder, and a 
descrambler. The channel models include static, user-defined, and dynamic channel models. The 
implementation and design for each of the system blocks are discussed in the following subsections. 
 

 
Figure 1. System model for simulation testbed. 

 
The simulation testbed was implemented using object-oriented Matlab because we want to 
maximize the reuse of the objects and the flexibility of the design to other telemetry applications 
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besides the adaptive schemes. The hierarchical view of classes for the system model is shown in 
Figure 2, and the diagram utilizes the Unified Modeling Language (UML) notation to capture the 
hierarchy and dependencies of each class. The dotted lines indicate dependencies, the triangle 
arrows indicate generalizations, arrows with an empty rhombus indicate aggregations, and arrows 
with a filled rhombus indicate compositions. In the diagram, darker colored boxes indicate Phase 
one development.  Many of the boxes shown here contain multiple subclasses, but we restrict our 
presentation here to the top-level due to space limitation. 
 

 
Figure 2. UML diagram showing the top-level view of the simulation testbed. 

 
The Matlab graphic user interface (GUI) of the simulation testbed is shown in Figure 3. As seen 
from this figure, the user can select different modulation (SOQPSK and OFDM), coding, and 
channel parameters. The “Enable LDAR” check box is used for the adaptive modulation and coding 
scheme GTRI has developed.  
 

 
Figure 3.  Simulation testbed graphical user interface (GUI) in Matlab. 

 

B. Transmitter 

 

1) LDPC Encode 

The first task in the simulation testbed is to encode and modulate the message stream. The FEC 

encoder in this testbed is an LDPC encoder. LDPC codes are binary block codes with large code 

blocks, and the LDPC code used in the iNET standard is a 2/3 rate punctured LDPC block from 

[11]. Each LDPC code is specified by its parity check matrix, and the construction algorithm for 

the generator matrix and parity check matrix are also given in [11]. The codeword 𝑪 can be 

generated by multiplying the generator matrix 𝑮  and the message block 𝒎 , such that 𝑪 =
(𝒎𝑇𝑮) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2 , where 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑥  is a modulo-x function, and (∙)𝑇  is the transpose function. To 
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increase the flexibility of the software, we have implemented all four code rates specified in [11] 

for this particular LDPC code (code rates 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 4/5).  

 
2) Scrambler and ASM 

In addition to the LDPC code, a pseudo-randomizer is used in the simulation testbed to maximize 

the entropy of the data stream, enabling robust synchronization at the receiver. The codeword is 

scrambled by exclusive-OR (XOR) with the pseudo-random sequence from [7]. The ASM, 

however, is not scrambled because it is used for frame synchronization, and the ASM used in the 

testbed is a 64 bit pattern (034776C7272895B0hex) prepended to each codeblock frame as the 

synchronization header, and the burst sequence structure is shown in Figure 4 [7]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Burst sequence construction [7]. 

 
3) OFDM Modulation 

The iNET standard specifies IEEE 802.11a [7] OFDM as the standard multi-carrier waveform with 

QPSK and 16 QAM as the iNET subcarrier modulation schemes. The physical layer convergence 

protocol (PLCP) preamble field for synchronization consists of short training symbols (STS) and 

long training symbols (LTS). The general modulation process for OFDM is defined in [8]. 

Additional tunable parameters were implemented for OFDM, including extended subcarrier 

modulation schemes including BPSK and 64 QAM, various number of subcarriers, and cyclic 

prefix lengths. The list of the tunable OFDM parameters is shown in Table 1. Due to the extended 

OFDM parameters, new PLCP preamble fields were implemented in our design to accommodate 

OFDM synchronization and channel estimation for higher orders of subcarriers. For example, 

since the LTS designed in the IEEE 802.11a standard was only applicable to 64 subcarriers, the 

LTS for higher numbers of subcarriers was implemented by repeating the same LTS in the 

frequency domain.  

 

Table 1. OFDM Tunable Parameters 

Tunable Parameters Values 

Subcarrier Modulation Types BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM 

Cyclic Prefixes 10 %, 25 %, 50 % 

Numbers of Subcarriers 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 

 
4) SOQPSK Modulation 

The single carrier waveform used in this testbed is SOQPSK-TG (Telemetry Group SOQPSK) [7]. 

The implementation of an SOQPSK-TG modulator is shown in Figure 5. The transmitted symbol 

sequence is taken from the ternary alphabet, α ∈ {-1, 0, 1}, and the frequency pulse for SOQPSK-
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TG is a product of a frequency-domain raised cosine function with a time-domain raised cosine 

function defined in [7]. Similar to the OFDM modulation, a 128 bit preamble is prepended to the 

transmitted signal, s(t), for channel equalization. In addition to the 12.5 Mbps bit rate defined in 

the iNET standard, we have added four extra bit rate selections (5, 6.7, 7.5, and 10 Mbps) for 

SOQPSK modulation to increase the flexibility of the design. 

 

 
Figure 5. SOQPSK-TG modulator block diagram [5]. 

 

C. Channel Models 
 

After the input message is encoded, scrambled, and modulated, the baseband waveform is filtered 

with a channel model to simulate the effects of a wireless air-ground telemetry channel on the 

transmitted signal. As shown in Figure 1, three types of channel models are used in the testbed: 

static, user-defined, and dynamic channel models. The user can also pick a desired signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) in dB. 

 
1) Static Channel Models 

The static channel model consists of 11 different static telemetry channel models identified by Dr. 

Michael Rice’s telemetry lab as representative of the telemetry environment over Edwards Air 

Force Base [15]. These channel models were used as the representative channels for our adaptive 

modulation and coding scheme simulation. 

 
2) User Defined Channel Models 

The user-defined channel model option in the simulator allows the user to input their desired 

models. The input format for this channel model is the channel impulse response. For example, to 

get the impulse response and frequency response of a three-ray model in [9], the user would input 

the impulse response as [1, 0.88ej1.3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.23e-j2.0] since the default sampling rate of the 

user-defined channel is 20 MHz. Similarly, to get an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 

channel, the input for the impulse response is simply 1. 

 
3) Dynamic Channel Models 

The dynamic channel models that are used in this testbed are taken from [14]. This set of channel 

models consists of data collected over different flight paths, including flights approaching and 

moving away from a ground station, various TARMAC paths, and takeoff and landing models. 

The sampling rate of the collected data set is 200 MHz. All of the dynamic channel models were 

trimmed using a non-linear filter (where only the samples that contributed to 90% of the total 

energy were kept and the rest were zeroed), normalized to unit energy, and shifted to 0 Hz center 

to eliminate carrier frequency offset (CFO) and compensate for the centroid of the Doppler shift.  

 

D. Receiver 
 

After the transmitted signal is filtered with a channel model, the filtered signal arrives at the 

receiver. The receiver is responsible for demodulating, descrambling, and decoding the received 
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signal. Channel and link metrics including error vector magnitude (EVM) [8], dispersion [13], bit 

error rate (BER) are also computed at the receiver.  

 
1) OFDM Demodulation 

The process of the OFDM demodulation is defined in [8]. The channel estimate for OFDM is 

computed using the two received LTS blocks preceding the codeword and the known LTS via a 

least square (LS) method [16]. The LS method is defined as 

 

�̂�𝐿𝑆 = 𝑿−1𝒀 (1) 

 

where �̂�𝐿𝑆  is the channel estimate, 𝑿 is an 𝑁 × 𝑁  diagonal matrix of the original LTS in the 

frequency domain, 𝒀 = 𝑿𝑯 + 𝑵 is the 𝑁 × 1 received LTS signal in the frequency domain, 𝑯 is 

the channel frequency response, and 𝑵 is noise. The channel estimate (1) is used as an equalizer 

to correct all of the OFDM signals with a simple multiplication. As previously mentioned, the STS 

of the PLCP is yet to be used in the testbed because CFO or phase offset has not been introduced 

to the transmitted signals, though they may be added in future work. 

 
2) SOQPSK Demodulation 

In our development effort thus far, the SOQPSK demodulator is very simple because only a time-

domain equalizer is used to estimate the channel response. No timing, frequency, or phase offset 

detection is included because none of these offsets have been introduced in the testbed. The 

equalizer for SOQPSK demodulator is a minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) filter [10]  

 

𝒄𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑨−1𝒃 (2) 

 

where 𝑨 = 𝐸[𝒓𝑘𝒓𝑘
†]  and 𝒃 = 𝐸[𝑎𝑘𝒓𝑘] . The vector 𝒓𝑘  is the received preamble, 𝑎𝑘  is the 

transmitted preamble, 𝑨 is an 𝑁 × 𝑁 symmetric matrix, 𝒃 is an 𝑁-dimensional vector, and (∙)† is 

the Hermitian function. The MMSE filter (2) is convolved with the received signal to perform 

equalization.  

 
3) Descrambler 

As shown in Figure 4, an ASM is attached before each codeblock to aid the decoder in detecting 

and resolving phase ambiguities. The descrambling process happens after demodulation and before 

the decoder, and the process is the same as the scrambling process in [7]. 

 
4) LDPC Decode 

The LDPC decoder is specified by its parity check matrix H. The inputs of the decoder are log 

likelihood ratios (LLR) of the received signals from the demodulators. The decoder algorithm used 

in the testbed is specified in [12], in which H is used to check whether or not the parity check 

equation is satisfied. The parity check equation is given as 

 

𝑯𝒄𝑇 = 0 (3) 

 

where 𝑯 is the parity check matrix, 𝒄 is the codeword, and (∙)𝑇 is the transpose function. If (3) is 

not satisfied, the decoder continues to decode until either the equation is satisfied or the maximum 

iteration is finished.  
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III. LINK DEPENDENT ADAPTIVE RADIO 
 

Using this simulation testbed, GTRI has developed an adaptive scheme that can adapt across two 

modulation schemes: SOQPSK and OFDM. We call the adaptive algorithm link dependent 

adaptive radio (LDAR) because the adaptability of the radio depends on the telemetry link quality. 

This algorithm selects a near-optimal transmission mode based on the highest throughput available 

among the various combinations of modulation and coding parameters while ensuring a minimum 

level of reliability. The selection of transmission parameters is based on the channel characteristics 

with metrics including RMS delay spread of the channel and EVM for OFDM (or dispersion [13] 

for the SOQPSK) received signal. The adapter in the GS conveys the chosen transmission mode 

to the TA. The TA encodes and modulates the message using the desired transmission parameters.  

 

The adaptation rules used in this scheme were developed empirically from several simulation runs 

with the 11 static channel models. For each static channel, a lookup table (LUT) was created during 

the simulations, and it includes a collection of the values of EVM, dispersion, BER, throughput, 

and goodput for various SNRs. In addition, since each of the static channel models has a unique 

RMS delay spread, LDAR chooses a channel with the closest RMS delay spread from the static 

models as the representative for the current channel model. Then, the current EVM/dispersion 

value is compared to the table EVM/dispersion values with the same transmission parameters. If 

the current EVM/dispersion value is less than the LUT value, and the LUT BER for the same 

parameters is less than the BER threshold, the transmission parameters with the highest throughput 

is selected as the new transmission scheme. The BER threshold for the LUT is chosen as 1x10-5. 

In other words, we don’t allow a rule to select a transmission scheme that would result in a BER 

higher than 1x10-5. The algorithm for LDAR is summarized below. 

 

LDAR Algorithm for Selecting New Transmission Mode 

1: Compute the RMS delay spread of the current channel 

2: Select a static channel that has the closest RMS delay spread as the representative channel 

3: Look up the EVM/Dispersion value with the same transmission mode from the LUT of the 

representative channel  

4: Select a mode with the highest throughput that has a BER lower than the threshold 

5: Repeat Steps 1 to 4 for each delivered packet 

 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

In this section, we show simulation results for the LDAR algorithm alongside a baseline 

modulation. The baseline scheme we use is an OFDM waveform with 2/3 code rate and 16 QAM 

subcarrier modulation. The scheme was chosen because it has the highest throughput among the 

three potential baseline schemes (2/3 SOQPSK, 2/3 QPSK, and 2/3 16 QAM) specified in [7]. The 

dynamic channel models are used for the simulations. From the simulation result, LDAR has 

significantly better goodput performance compared to the baseline scheme. A comparison between 

the cumulative goodput of the two schemes is summarized in Table 2.  

 

As shown from Table 2, the performance increases range from 30 to 120%. Since the data rate for 

2/3 16 QAM (28.8 Mbps) is twice as much as the data rate of 2/3 QPSK (14.4 Mbps) and 2/3 

SOQPSK (12.5 Mbps), the cumulative goodput performance increase of the LDAR scheme to each 
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of these schemes is approximately 130% to 340%. Moreover, for some frequency selective fading 

channels (channels 3, 6, and 8), none of the packets of the baseline scheme were delivered. The 

LDAR scheme, however, was able to successfully deliver packets by adaptively selecting 

transmission schemes to avoid loss of data. The cumulative goodput plots of the selected baseline 

scheme and the LDAR scheme of channels 2, 7, and 11 are shown in Figure 7. 

 

Table 2. Cumulative Goodput Performance Comparison 

Dynamic 

Channel 

Baseline 

Goodput (Mb) 

LDAR 

Goodput (Mb) 

Performance 

Increase (%) 

1 4.0 5.2 30 

2 2.9 5.3 83 

3 0 4.2 N/A 

4 2.0 4.4 120 

5 4.0 8.2 105 

6 0 8.1 N/A 

7 3.3 4.4 33 

8 0 3.7 N/A 

9 3.3 5.2 58 

10 4.0 8.8 120 

11 4.0 8.4 110 

 

 
(a)                                       (b) (c) 

Figure 7. Cumulative goodput comparisons of the baseline and LDAR schemes on channel 2 (a), 

channel 7 (b), and channel 11 (c). 

 

Channel 2 is one of the frequency selective fading TARMAC channel models. As illustrated in 

Figure 7 (a), all of the packets of the baseline scheme were dropped for approximately 40 ms 

(between 80 and 120 ms) whereas the LDAR scheme was able to adapt its transmission parameters 

such that it would continually deliver packets during this period. As shown in Table 2, the goodput 

performance increase for channel 7 is the lowest. This is because channel 7 is very inconsistent, in 

which the channel impulse response is constantly changing and largely uncorrelated from one 

frame to the next. Because LDAR selects a scheme based on the previous frame, if the frames are 

changing rapidly enough, the selected transmission scheme may not work in the new frame. The 

same scheme, however, may work if consecutive frames are correlated. As shown in Figure 7 (b), 

the LDAR scheme is not particularly robust in this channel, but it can still outperform the baseline 
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scheme. Finally, channel 11 is very consistent and smooth. This can be illustrated in Figure 7 (c), 

in which the cumulative goodput of the LDAR and baseline schemes increase consistently 

throughout the entire simulation period. This shows that LDAR would constantly pick the 

transmission scheme with the highest throughput (4/5 code rate and 64 QAM) if the channel frames 

are smooth. 

 

 

V. OTHER APPLICATIONS 
 

From the previous sections, we have shown that the simulation testbed can be used to simulate an 

adaptive modulation and coding scheme for an airborne telemetry system. Other potential 

applications include the simulation and implementation of multiple access, phased array antennas, 

and command and control schemes. The simulation testbed can be reused for all of the applications 

since the transmitter and receiver both already possess the capability to generate the transmission 

signals specified in the iNET standard [7]. For the multiple access schemes, additional classes in 

the medium access control (MAC) layer are needed to assign specific time or frequency to the 

TAs, but the receiver and transmitter of the testbed can be reused for both the TA and the GS.  

 

The same implementation structure can also be applied to phased array antennas at the GS and 

command and control for aeronautical telemetry. For example, for phased array antennas, the 

geographic channel model class, shown in Figure 2, can be added to track the locations of the TAs 

such that the GS will be able to adjust its antenna beam angles based on the TA position. Another 

addition to the testbed may be a class that computes the link budgets and SNRs for the phased 

array antennas since the received signal power is different for each TA. For command and control, 

one example the framework will need is an uplink using the same transceiver structure. Ultimately, 

the simulation testbed can serve as a basis for further experimentation, simulation, and research on 

a variety of topics associated with aeronautical telemetry.  

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

A simulation testbed for aeronautical telemetry has been developed. In addition to the modulation 

schemes and LDPC code specified in the iNET standard, more modulation parameters and coding 

rates are also implemented in this testbed. The testbed is used as a tool to simulate and verify an 

adaptive modulation and coding scheme. The algorithm to select near-optimal transmission 

parameters and the results of this adaptive scheme are also discussed.  

 

The next development phase of this testbed is to implement the classes shown in white colored 

blocks from Figure 2, such as the link and MAC layers. Some other classes to be implemented 

include CFO, Doppler shift, an iNET uplink, etc. These additional features would further improve 

the accuracy of the simulation testbed by simulating the telemetry environment in which the TAs 

are traveling at high velocities. The LDAR scheme can also be improved by adding more static 

channels for data collection. Since LDAR is currently using data collected from 11 static channels, 

the selection of different RMS delay spread is currently limited. A potential improvement to LDAR 

is to utilize a single channel metric to drive adaptation across both EVM and dispersion. In [17], a 

mathematical relationship between EVM and dispersion has been derived, allowing us to map a 
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single channel metric to drive adaptation across both SOQPSK and OFDM. This may be a further 

enhancement of LDAR. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents the results of using the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) to recover a shaped 

offset quadrature-phase shift keying (SOQPSK)-TG modulated signal, which has been transmitted over 

an aeronautical telemetry channel using the iNET data packet structure. The iNET-packet structure 

contains known data bits (the preamble and asynchronous marker (ASM) bits) within each data packet, 

which can be used to determine the minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizer and is then used as 

an initializer for the CMA algorithm. A baseline analysis of the performance of the MMSE-initialized 

CMA equalizer has been previously done using average bit error rates (BER). In order to achieve real-

time processing, in this implementation the CMA equalizer weights are updated using a new data packet 

for each adaptation of the equalizer during which the bit error analysis is being done. Two 

implementations of the block processing CMA are compared. The first achieves convergence of the 

equalizer in the startup phase by processing a single fixed packet and the second achieves convergence 

by processing the multiple packets of received data. Performance evaluation results based on bit error 

rates, are presented for these two methods and they are compared to a previously determined baseline 

performance. We note that with the proper choice of parameters these real-time methods can achieve the 

baseline performance.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

We investigate the effectiveness of the CMA equalizer in recovering an unknown data bit-stream that 

has been transmitted over an aeronautical telemetry channel with shaped offset QPSK, version „TG‟ 

(SOQPSK-TG), using the iNET data packet structure. The CMA equalizer has been widely used and is 

the most popular blind adaptive equalizer in use today because of its relative simplicity, and also its 

good global convergence properties [1]. It is well studied, and it is known to be effective for signals and 

constellations that possess the constant modulus property.  

Since SOQPSK-TG is a partial response continuous phase modulation (CPM), it should be a perfect 

candidate for this equalizer, but previous work by Law [2] had noted some difficulties with the use of 

CMA to equalize SOQPSK-TG over a telemetry channel. Previous work in [3] showed that a CMA 

equalizer with block processing is an effective equalizer for recovering SOQPSK-TG modulated signals 

in the the iNET data packet structure which have been transmitted over an aeronautical channel. This 

equalizer is especially effective when the known data bits in the form of the preamble and asynchronous 



 

marker (ASM) bits contained in the iNET-packet structure are used to provide an alternative method of 

initializing the CMA equalizer. Since this decreases the convergence time of the adaptation and actually 

produces a lower final bit error count when compared to the usual method of center tap initialization. 

For real-time processing, the block processing CMA algorithm is applied to a data stream of multiple 

packets, where the bit error analysis is done after convergence of the equalizer is achieved, and we then 

continue to update the CMA weight vector using each new incoming data packet. The effect of the 

equalizing CMA radius on the BER performance is also investigated.  

 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MODEL 
 

The INET packet structure is made up of the known preamble of length, 128 bits and ASM is of length, 

64 bits, together with the actual data of length, 6144 bits. The total packet length is 6336 bits and this 

packet structure is shown in Fig. 1. The transmitted signal is SOQPSK-TG, a partial-response 

continuous phase modulation (CPM) with a constrained ternary alphabet. The precoder, modulation 

index and frequency pulse are described in [5,6]. 

 
  

 
Fig. 1: INET Packet structure 

 

The system communication model is shown in Fig. 2. A bit stream, formatted as shown in Fig. 1, is 

modulated using SOQPSK-TG. The SOQPSK-TG signal experiences multipath propagation, in the form 

of an LTI system with impulse response h(n), with the addition of white Gaussian noise. The received 

signal is equalized by an FIR filter with impulse response w(n). The equalizer output is input to a 

symbol-by-symbol SOQPSK-TG demodulator [6] to produce the bit estimates used to assess the 

performance of the equalizer. Because of the known preamble and ASM bits in the transmitted data 

packet, it is possible to compute the minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizer, which is then used 

to initialize the CMA equalizer for efficiency. The CMA equalizer is updated by using each received 

data block after convergence of the adaptation, and bit error rates are determined. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: SOQPSK Communication System Model 

 

The channel is a single-input single-output (SISO) system characterized by the input/output relationship:  
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where h(n) is the channel impulse response which is non-causal and of length (K1 +K2 +1), s(n) are 
samples of the complex-valued low-pass equivalent signal corresponding to the SOQPSK-TG 
modulated carrier within the packet structure, and v(n) is AWGN noise. The sequence x(n) comprises N 
samples. Assuming the received signal is sampled at a rate equivalent to 2 samples/bit, N is at least 
12672. (The actual length depends on the length of the channel.) For our experiments the equalizer 
update is done using a single packet of transmitted databits, which was randomly generated, these are 
modulated and transmitted over a set of aeronautical test channels [4]. The equalizer output is given by 
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where T

nnnnn LwwwLww )](.......)0()1(.....)([ 21   is the equalizer weight vector at iteration, n of the 

CMA adaptation process. 

 

CMA EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM 
 

Because SOQPSK-TG is constant modulus, it is expected that it will be well-suited for equalization 

using CMA. The MMSE equalizer is the filter that minimizes the mean square error between the 

equalizer output y(n) and the channel input s(n) [7]. By initializing CMA with the MMSE equalizer, 

there will be no phase ambiguity for the CMA equalized symbols.  
 

Description of CMA Equalization Algorithm 
 

The constant modulus algorithm (CMA) is a blind equalization algorithm, which provides an adaptation 

based on a specific cost function. The cost function, ))(( nyJCMA
, which is minimized, is a function of the 

distance of the equalizer output from a circle of known radius. This radius is determined from the 

modulation used for signal transmission. The CMA cost function is given by  
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where R2 is the radius squared of the CMA circle on which the received samples, x(n) lie. This cost 
function performs equalization by taking into account the distance between the equalizer output samples 
and the pre-specified radius of the desired signal. For SOQPSK-TG, the transmitted signal is CPM and 
of the form: ))((exp)( njns 

 

, so the value of CMA radius is R2 = 1. Note that because SOQPSK-TG is a 

CPM it has constant modulus, and the equalizer operates on samples of the complex-valued low-pass 
equivalent signal, which are the received samples from a transmitted signal that was constant modulus. 
This motivates the use of CMA.  

The update of the equalizer weights for this cost function is based on a stochastic gradient descent rule 
given by  

          ))((1 nyJww CMAwnn                                                        (4)                                            



 

where   is the algorithm step-size, the equalizer output is a block of data determined by 
n

T

n xwny )( , 

for equalizer weight vector nw , and a received data vector, T

n LnxnxLnxx )](.......)(.....)([ 21  .  

The gradient vector of the cost function is given as: 
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The * operator denotes the complex conjugate, and for these experiments an adaptive step-size, µ was 
used in (4) which is given (with α=0.4) by 
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In general the CMA equalizer weight vector is updated starting from an initial vector, w0  which is 

center-tapped. Previous work in [3] has shown the improvement in performance over the CMA equalizer 

with center-tap initialization of the CMA equalizer when it is initialized using the MMSE equalizer. 

Since the MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer does converge faster to achieve a lower bit error rate. For 

SOQPSK the value of the CMA radius to be used should be unity, but a non-unity radius of 2 is tested in 

our experiments below in order to equalize the received SOQPSK modulated signals and it is observed 

that when the value of R2 in equation (3) is chosen to have the value of 2, instead of unity, the CMA 

equalization works much better.  

 

AERONAUTICAL TELEMETRY CHANNELS 
 

Four aeronautical test channels with impulse responses which have been previously measured from 

channel sounding experiments at Edwards AFB [4] were used in our experiments. Characteristics of 

these four channels used are provided in Table 1 in terms of total channel delay spread and total number 

of non-zero multi-paths. These channels represent snapshots of the flight path of an aircraft. Channels 1 

and 3 were captured on a taxiway, channel 4 was captured during takeoff on runway 22 L, and channel 6 

is airborne flight. 

TABLE 1: CHANNEL INFORMATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

Implementation of the CMA for PAQ 
 

For this implementation the CMA equalizer weight vector, w0  is initialized using the minimum mean 

square (MMSE) equalizer, which is computed using the known (the preamble and ASM) databits 

Channel # 
1 3 4 6 

Channel Length 9 24 19 4 

No. of Non-zero taps 3 6 9 4 

 



 

contained in the data packet.  For this application CMA is to be evaluated on a real-time system which 

consists of data stream received as multiple packets. Thus for the case of real-time processing, there is 

an initialization phase during which the incoming data packets are being processed to achieve 

convergence of the CMA equalizer. This phase may take 50 to 100 data packets, after which the bit error 

analysis can be done to count total errors on the following data packets. Two real-time approaches are 

considered here as described in the simulation procedures below. 

Simulation Procedure 1 (Multiple Packet - Adaptive startup) 

This is referred to as the Block-by-Block (BxB) update procedure. 
 

Step 1: Generate an iNET packet at 2 samples/bit. Send the packet through the test channel and add 

noise to create the received packet. 

Step 2: Initialize the equalizer filter. 

Step 3: Equalize, update the equalizer filter coefficients based on the received packet produced in Step 1. 

Go to step 1 until the equalizer has converged (50 packets), then proceed to Step 4. 

Step 4: Generate a new iNET packet at 2 samples/bit. Send the packet through the test channel and add 

noise to create a received packet. 

Step 5: Equalize, update the equalizer filter coefficients, and count the number of bit errors. 

Step 6: Repeat Step 4 and Step 5, 600 times. 
 

Simulation Procedure 2 (Single Packet – Static startup) 
 

Step 1: Generate an iNET packet at 2 samples/bit. Send the packet through the test channel and add 

noise to create the received packet. 

Step 2: Initialize the equalizer filter. 

Step 3: Iterate on the received packet produced in Step 1, updating the equalizer filter once per packet, 

until the equalizer has converged (50 iterations). 

Step 4: Generate a new iNET packet at 2 samples/bit. Send the packet through the test channel and add 

noise to create a received packet. 

Step 5: Equalize, update the equalizer filter coefficients, and count the number of bit errors. 

Step 6: Repeat Step 4 and Step 5, 600 times. 

 

The main difference between these two procedures is as follows: For Simulation Procedure 1, the filter 

update equation (4) achieves convergence by updating from startup using multiple received data packets. 

For Simulation Procedure 2 at startup, a single fixed data packet is used for the update of equation (4) 

until convergence at 50 iterations, and only after this does its update continue with a new data packet 

being processed at each iteration.  

 In the section below we present results for the two real-time processing schemes outlined above, 

and we compare performance of this MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer for the communication system 

model which was described in Section II based on the test channels outlined in Table I. We consider the 

effect of changing some parameters in order to achieve the best performance indicated by the baseline 

bit error rates from [3], and in particular we consider the effect of using a CMA radius squared with a 

value of 2 for SOQPSK equalization. Note that the baseline performance is determined by running steps 

1-3 of procedure 2, and averaging over a 500 Monte Carlo simulations. In addition we also compare the 

effect of using a different CMA radius squared value. 



 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS 
 

In this section we present results which show the performance of the MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer 

for the communication system model described above using four aeronautical telemetry channels. Since 

the CMA equalizer is initialized with the MMSE equalizer, the MMSE equalizer performance is 

included in all plots as well as the baseline performance from [3], and the theoretical lower bound curve 

for AWGN channel. We compare the bit error curves of the multiple packet startup procedure 1 to the 

single packet startup procedure 2, where for consistency 100 data packets are used for initialization to 

convergence of both procedures, and errors are then counted over 600 packets of received data. 

 
Fig. 3: Single Packet start-up and Block-by-Block CMA Equalizer for channel 1 

R2 = 2 (left) versus R1 = 1 (right) 

 

  
Fig. 4: Single Packet start-up and Block-by-Block CMA Equalizer for channel 3 

R2 = 2 (left) versus R1 = 1 (right) 
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Fig. 5: Single Packet start-up and Block-by-Block CMA Equalizer for channel 4 

R2 = 2 (left) versus R1 = 1 (right) 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Single Packet start-up and Block-by-Block CMA Equalizer for channel 6 

R2 = 2 (left) versus R1 = 1 (right) 
 

In Figures 3 - 6 we compare the performance of the CMA equalizer using the multiple packet startup 

(Simulation Procedure 1) to the single packet startup (Simulation Procedure 2) for two different values 

of the CMA radius squared R2. Radius squared R2 = 1 is on the right, while R2 = 2 is the plot on the left 

of each numbered figure. We note that for both of the procedures tested, the bit error rate performance is 

generally better for R2 = 2 than for R2 = 1, especially at the higher SNRs. In fact at low SNR, the 

performance of the MMSE-initialized CMA is much worse than the MMSE equalizer when the CMA 

radius squared R2 = 1 is used. It would appear that neither of the two simulation procedures has a bit 

error rate performance advantage over the other, even though both procedures do approach the baseline 

performance at high SNR.  
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CONCLUSIONS  
 

In this work, we have presented two block-processing CMA equalization schemes for SOQPSK-TG 

modulated data, which has been transmitted over an aeronautical channel.  Since the transmitted data 

packets contain known data for the telemetry application of interest (iNET data packet structure) the 

MMSE equalizer has been used as an initializer for CMA in this application. We have implemented, 

tested and compared the use of a multiple packet startup (Simulation Procedure 1) and a single packet 

startup (Simulation Procedure 2) for the CMA algorithm. In general using a CMA radius squared R2 = 2, 

the MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer achieves better performance than the use of radius 1 for the two 

procedures introduced here. Considering real-time implementation issues it is observed that for both 

procedures, the bit error rate performance is also more stable at a lower error rate when the radius 

squared value of 2 is used, versus a value of unity. It is unclear exactly why the non-obvious choice of 

CMA radius 2 provides lower bit error rates, and this continues to be a topic of further investigation.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

In this work we investigate the effect of using different values of the radius in a constant 

modulus algorithm (CMA) equalizer for shaped offset quadrature-phase shift keying (SOQPSK), 

which is transmitted using the iNET data packet structure. The iNET packet structure contains 

known data bits (the preamble and asynchronous marker (ASM) bits) within each data packet, 

and these are used to initialize a block processing CMA algorithm. Two real-time processing 

methods are investigated here, which are referred to as the ‘Single block processing’ and the 

‘Block-by-block processing’ methods. Both processing methods require that a number of data 

packets be discarded while the CMA equalizer converges. In this work we will investigate the 

effect on the performance of the CMA equalizer of changing its equalizing radius, and also the 

effect of processing different numbers of data packets based on the same initialization. Based on 

the results of these tests, a final choice of parameters will be made and we will produce a bit 

error rate curve for a single telemetry channel. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

We investigate the performance of the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) equalizer, when using 

different values of the CMA radius, for which has data transmitted using shaped offset 

quadrature-phase shift keying (SOQPSK) modulation. Two different block processing methods 

are considered for real-time CMA equalization, and these methods are applied to equalize data 

bits, which have been transmitted over an aeronautical channel, using SOQPSK modulation in 

the INET packet structure. The iNET packet structure contains known data bits (the preamble 

and asynchronous marker (ASM) bits) within each data packet, and these are used to initialize 

the block processing CMA algorithms. CMA is a blind equalizer which recovers unknown 

transmitted data by forcing the equalized points to lie on a circle of a fixed radius (see [1]). In 

this work we consider the effect of varying the CMA radius on the performance of this equalizer. 

SOQPSK modulation is a type of continuous phase modulation (CPM) whose symbols are 

therefore of a constant modulus, and these actually lie on a circle of radius 1. Previous work by 

Law [2] had noted some difficulty in using the CMA equalizer for this application, but in this 

work we evaluate two block processing methods, which are referred to as block-by-block and 

single block processing [3]. Both of these methods have an initialization stage which requires a 

number of data packets to be discarded during convergence of CMA. We will investigate the 

effect of using different values of radius on the convergence of the CMA cost function. The two 



block processing methods discussed here have been chosen in order to achieve real time 

performance and both are evaluated using the different radii. 

 

2. COMMUNICATION MODEL 

The communication model for our application is shown in figure 1. It shows the transmitter, 

receiver and channel, together with some basic operations which occur at the transmitter and at 

the receiver. A binary data stream is transmitted in the INET packet structure which is made up 

preamble (128 predefined bits), ASM (64 bits) and the actual data bits composed of 6144 

randomly generated binary bits. The preamble and ASM is a training sequence, which can be 

used to identify the start of the data, to calculate the MMSE initializer for CMA equalization, and 

for error correction [4]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: SOQPSK Communication System 

As shown in Figure 1, the data is encoded using a precoder, which converts the binary input data 

to a ternary output stream consisting of {-1, 0, +1}. The signal is then modulated using the CPM 

modulator with a pulse shape filter applied and this produces the SOQPSK signal which is 

transmitted over the channel. At the receiver inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to the channel 

effects is removed by equalization (CMA). Two block processing methods are discussed for 

processing the received data while updating the CMA equalizer. The equalizer output is then 

convolved with a detection filter, which acts like a matched filter and converts the equalized 

SOQPSK signal into QPSK form.  

3. CMA EQUALIZATION 

At the receiver, the CMA cost function is used to specify a blind equalizer which is based 

on the t r a n s m i t t e d  source signal. The cost function for our equalization scheme is the CMA 

cost function given in (1). The CMA cost function, 𝐽𝐶𝑀𝐴(𝑦), minimizes the distance of the 

equalizer output from a circle of known radius, which is normally determined by the known 

constellation points. The CMA cost function is given by  
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,                                                       (1) 

where R denotes the square value of the CMA equalizer radius and y(n) represents the equalizer 
output block at time n. It is known that SOQPSK modulation symbols of the transmitted 
modulated data are of a constant modulus and of radius 1, but in this work four different values 
of this CMA radius squared, (R=1,2,3 and 4) are evaluated for equalization performance.  
For CMA radius R=1, figure 2(a) and 2(b) shows respectively the equalized output and the QPSK 

 



constellation after the detection filter is applied at the receiver at SNR =18 dB for channel 1.  
 

 
Figure 2(a): Equalized SOQPSK for radius1         (b) Equalized QPSK constellation for radius 1 
 
When a CMA radius squared value of R =2 is used, the equalized output and corresponding 
QPSK constellation respectively are shown in figures 3(a) and 3(b). 
 

 
Figure 3: (a) Equalized output for radius 2             (b) Equalized QPSK constellation for radius 2 
 

The symbols of the equalized SOQPSK modulated symbols appear to lie on a circle of radius √2 

while the QPSK constellation points are located at +/- √2. Similar results have been observed for 
the higher values of radius, but for the radius squared values of  R = 3 and 4, the SOQPSK circle 
radius and constellation points actually lie at the values of 3 and 4, respectively. 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF CMA FOR AERONAUTICAL TELEMETRY 

In order to evaluate the equalizer performance, we will use the previously measured aeronautical 

telemetry channel 1 for simulation and testing [5]. This channel is of length 9 and was measured 

on the taxiway before the aircraft takes off. Flowcharts are presented below for the two real-time 

block processing methods implemented in this work. Section 4.1 describes block-by-block 

processing and section 4.2 describes single block processing. 
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4.1 Block–by–Block (BxB) Processing Method 

 

 

Generate the INET packets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              

                                                                       

 

                                                   

 

                                               

 

                                             

            

 

                                                        Figure 4: Flow chart of BxB processing 

For BxB processing the CMA equalizer is updated iteratively on multiple packets. Errors are 

counted after a specified number of packets have been processed to allow for convergence, and 

averaging is done over a total number of specified packets. The flow chart in figure 4 shows the 

implementation of the block-by-block processing method. 
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4.2 Single Block Processing Method    
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Figure 5: Flow chart of Single block processing 

For single block processing the first packet is used to update the equalizer filter coefficients until 

convergence of the equalizer. The error analysis is then done by bringing in new packets to 

update the equalizer.             
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5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS 

In this section we present performance evaluation results for the CMA equalizer for channel 1. 

First the convergence curves for the block-by-block processing and single block processing 

methods are compared for different values of CMA radius in order to determine the number of 

packets required for initialization of each block processing method, and then we compare the bit 

error rate performance when using different values of CMA radius. 

5.1 Evaluation of different values of CMA radius 

In this section the values of CMA radius is changed and we compare the performance of the 

CMA equalizer by plotting the average bit error rate. First we consider the CMA cost function, 

Jcma to determine the number of data packets required for convergence of the equalizer. Figures 6 

(a) and (b) show for a single Monte Carlo run the convergence curves of Jcma for BxB processing 

and for Single block processing respectively for radius squared values of  R=1, 2, 3 and 4. 

             

                            (a) Block-by-Block                              (b)    Single Block 

Figure 6: Convergence curves for Jcma using radius, R=1, 2, 3, and 4  

The number of data packets, which must be discarded during initialization for these two real-

time methods, can be determined from the convergence curves of figures 6 (a) and (b). We note 

that the cost function value increases with increasing radius. In addition the larger the value of 

the radius the more iterations it takes for both methods to converge. 50 packets as startup (for 

convergence) appears to be sufficient when using a radius squared value of 1 and 2 for this 

particular Monte Carlo run, while radius 3 requires about 150 packets for convergence, and 

radius 4 requires about 250 packets for convergence for both methods. The number of packet 

iterations needed for initialization of the block-by-block processing method is comparable to the 

number of iterations required for the single block method. Table 1 summarizes the parameters 

that were chosen from the convergence curves of figure 6, in order to perform the bit error 

analysis for the four different values of CMA radius. These results presented in figure 7 use the 
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last column of Table 1 so that the number of packets used for error averaging is consistent for the 

two methods. 

Table 1: Number of Packets used for Radius Performance Analysis 

Radius Total Block Length 

(BxB) 

Convergence 

iterations 

Average errors over 

1 700 50 650 

2 700 50 650 

3 750 150 600 

4 850 250 600 

 

In figure 7 the bit error rate curves for the two methods are plotted for channel 1 based on the 

packet initialization specified in Table 1 and determined from figures 6. The theoretical lower 

bound curve for the AWGN channel is included to show the best achievable equalizer 

performance for a single tap channel with additive white Gaussian noise. Note that the best 

results are produced for CMA radius, R = 2. A baseline curve for the performance of the MMSE 

CMA equalizer is also included. This curve was produced by taking a Monte Carlo average of 

the final error rate of an MMSE-initialized CMA equalizer where convergence is achieved using 

a single fixed packet [4]. It is not a real-time procedure and it produces almost identical results 

for both radius squared, R = 1 and 2.  

 

  (a)   Block-by-Block                      (b) Single Block 

Figure 7: BER vs. SNR for different radius values (R= 1, 2, 3, and 4) for channel 1. 

We note from figure 7 that for both methods the radius R = 1 curves produce the highest bit error 

rates at low SNR followed by radius squared, R = 2, and both achieve the baseline performance 

of the MMSE CMA equalizer described above. At low SNRs, the radius, R = 3 and 4 curves 

produce lower BER than even the baseline MMSE CMA, but at higher SNR their error rates are 

less stable and are higher than the baseline MMSE CMA. In addition radius R = 3 and 4 require 
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higher numbers of packets to be discarded during initialization when compared to radius, R = 1 

and 2. For the reasons stated above, we choose to continue the performance evaluation of CMA 

by comparing only radius, R = 1 and 2. 

5.2 Packet Length Comparison 

In this experiment, we test the effect of increasing the block length in BxB processing method 

for radius 1 and radius 2 using channel 1, by plotting bit error rate curves for different packet 

lengths. These results are shown in figure 8.  

   

    (a) Radius squared, R=1                            (b)   Radius squared, R=2 

Figure 8: Packet Length comparison for Block-by-block processing 

CMA squared radius, R = 2 continues to produce lower bit error rates than radius, R=1. The 

performance using radius squared, R = 2 remains consistently stable as the packet length varies 

from 500 to 2000. For a packet length of 2000 we note improved performance at higher SNRs, 

except for a spike in errors which occurs at 12 dB. The radius 1 curves are more varied for 

different packet lengths, but for a packet length of 2000 they also show improved performance at 

higher SNRs, with a similar spike in errors at 12 dB. The Single block processing method has 

been observed to show similar performance to the BXB method for different packet lengths. 

5.3 BER Performance of BxB versus Single Block processing methods 

In this experiment we compare the block-by-block processing method with the single block 

processing method for the aeronautical telemetry channel 1. Both block processing methods 

(with radius, R = 1 and 2) will use an initial set of 50 packets for startup (and convergence) of the 

equalizer, so these packets are discarded. Errors are then counted and averaged over a total of 

650 data packets for a total of 700 data packets. Figure 9 shows the error rates for the two real-

time methods discussed here.   
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Figure 9: BER vs SNR for Channel 1 using radius squared, R=1 and 2  

We observe that CMA radius squared, R = 2 produces consistently better results for this channel. 

The performance of BxB method is very similar to that of single block method for radius, R=2, 

but there is more of a difference in the performance of the two methods when CMA radius 1 is 

used. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we investigated the effect of using different values of radius squared, R for a CMA 

block equalizer for SOQPSK, which has been transmitted using the iNET data packet structure. 

The known data in the iNET packet structure is used to determine the MMSE equalizer which is 

used to initialize the CMA equalizer. Two implementations of the block processing CMA 

equalizer have been investigated, and these have been shown to have similar performance. Both 

of these methods are implemented to achieve real-time equalization of the transmitted data, and 

they both require that a number of data packets are discarded during convergence of the CMA 

equalizer.  

 In general, a CMA radius squared value of R = 2 would be our best choice for the CMA 

radius, since it achieves consistently lower bit error rates over the full range of SNRs than radius 

1. For the radius squared values of R = 3 and 4, the bit error rates at low SNR can be lower than 

that of radius squared R =2, but these require a larger number of data packets to be discarded for 

initialization and the high SNR behavior for these higher radius values appears to be unstable 

and it diverges from the baseline performance provided by the MMSE CMA equalizer curve. 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present an FPGA implementation for synchronization of SOQPSK-TG in burst-mode
transmissions. The system first detects arrival of new bursts, after which it estimates carrier frequency,
carrier phase, and symbol timing offsets. Additionally, it is designed based on the synchronization algo-
rithms developed for the iNET preamble. Here, we introduce some complexity reduction techniques in
order to save chip area and to minimize latency. The implementation results are shown to be very close to
the computer simulations in terms of estimation error variances and the overall bit-error rate (BER).

INTRODUCTION

The migration toward the integrated network enhanced telemetry (iNET) system introduces a funda-
mental physical layer challenge: how to acquire and lock onto—i.e., synchronize with—brief signal bursts
at a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this paper, we begin by formulating this important synchroniza-
tion problem. We then show how detect the so-called start-of-signal (SoS) condition and how to roughly
estimate its exact beginning. Once the location of the SoS is roughly known, we then formulate the remain-
ing task as a three-way joint problem of estimating carrier frequency, carrier phase, and symbol timing.
We provide synchronization algorithms that solve this problem, which are based on the data preamble
for the iNET system. We take care in formulating these algorithms for use in FPGA implementations.
We conclude by presenting a performance characterization of hardware prototypes of the synchronization
algorithms.

Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 412TW-PA-14298.
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SOQPSK-TG SIGNAL MODEL

In our model, we assume each burst starts with a preamble, which is comprised of L0 symbols having
a duration of T0 = L0Ts seconds where Ts is the symbol duration. It is immediately followed by the
payload carrying the information symbols. The complex baseband SOQPSK signal during transmission
of the preamble can be expressed as

s(t) =

√
Es
Ts

exp{jφ(t;α)} (1)

where is Es is energy per transmitted symbol. The phase of the signal φ(t;α) is defined as

φ(t;α) = 2πh

L0−1∑
i=0

αiq(t− iTs) (2)

where αi is the transmitted ternary symbol, i.e. αi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, and h = 1/2 is the modulation index.
The waveform q(t) is the phase response of SOQPSK and in general is represented as the integral of the
frequency pulse g(t) with a duration ofLTs. There are currently two different versions of SOQPSK defined
by their own frequency pulses. The first one known as the SOQPSK-MIL [1] is a full-response (L = 1)
scheme with a rectangular-shaped frequency pulse. The second form is the telemetry group version [2],
i.e. SOQPSK-TG, which is partial-response (L = 8) with a custom frequency pulse. According to the
CPM definition, q(t) is zero for t < 0 and is 1/2 for t > LTs.

The SOQPSK modulator can be characterized as a precoder connected to a CPM modulator. The
precoder converts information bits ai ∈ {0, 1} to ternary symbols by means of

αi = (−1)i+1(2ai−1 − 1)(ai − ai−2) (3)

in order to impose OQPSK-like characteristics on the CPM signal. In the following, we will perform our
analysis based on {αi} because the preamble is fixed and known in terms of the ternary symbols. Note
that the precoder does not change the rate of input bits, and hence, Tb = Ts.

Assuming transmission over an AWGN channel, the complex baseband representation of the received
signal is

r(t) =

√
Es
Ts
ej(2πfdt+θ)ejφ(t−τ ;α) + w(t) (4)

where θ is the unknown carrier phase, fd is the frequency offset, τ is the timing offset, and w(t) is complex
baseband AWGN with zero mean and power spectral densityN0. The transmitted data symbols are denoted
by α = [α0, α1, · · · , αL0−1]. Our known preamble is implicit in the definition of s(t). Prior to signal
detection, we need to estimate the synchronization parameters. The first step in synchronization is called
frame synchronization in which the location of the start-of-signal (SoS) is determined within one symbol
duration. Next, we jointly estimate frequency offset, phase offset and symbol timing. Thus, we assume
−Ts/2 < τ < Ts/2 when we are dealing with symbol timing estimation.

The proposed preamble for iNET has a length of L0 = 128. This preamble is periodic and it consists
of repeating a sequence of 16 ternary symbols 8 times as follows.

αk = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0
αk+8 = −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1, 0

}
for k = 0, . . . , 7. (5)
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Figure 1: The frame synchronization data path.

SYNCHRONIZATION ALGORITHM

As mentioned earlier, the first stage is frame synchronization. The frame synchronization algorithm in
this work is based on the data-aided synchronization algorithm of [3], which is for general CPM signals.
We only need to replace h, q(t) and the data symbols with their SOQPSK-TG counterparts.

The first step in frame synchronization is called the SoS detection, where the algorithm decides on the
presence of the preamble in the received signal using the following test:

LD[n] ,
D∑
d=1

∣∣∣∣∣
n+Np−d−1∑

k=n

r[k]r∗[k + d]s∗[k − n]s[k + d− n]

∣∣∣∣∣ ≷ γD (6)

where Np = 128N is the number of samples in the preamble when r(t) is sampled at N samples per
symbol. Additionally, s[n], for 0 ≤ n < 128N − 1, are the known samples of our preamble. In the above,
1 ≤ D′ < Np is a design parameter to control the complexity. The above test is performed on a sliding
window over the received samples, and the SoS is detected when it becomes greater than the test threshold
γD. The second step in frame synchronization is called the SoS estimation, where the exact location of
the SoS is estimated by finding the maximum of (6) over a window of Nw samples after it crosses the
threshold.

A high level block diagram of (6) is depicted in Figure 1. Based on our MATLAB simulations, we
determined that D = 4 performs close to D = Np. Consequently, the frame synchronization algorithm
requires us to implement four complex finite impulse response (FIR) filters. We denote these filters by
FIRd for 1 ≤ d ≤ 4. The input to FIRd filter is r[n]r∗[n+ d], or equivalently r[n]∗r[n− d]. Additionally,
the coefficients of the d-th filter are Cd

i = s∗[i]s[i+ d] for 0 ≤ i < 128N − d. We are able to generate the
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Figure 2: The joint frequency, timing and phase estimator.

left hand side of (6) by adding the absolute value of the FIR filters’ outputs. As (6) suggests, we have a
new value for L4[n] with every incoming sample. This value is compared to γ for the SoS detection.

The SoS estimator observesL4[n] after it crosses the threshold for a duration equivalent to the preamble
length, i.e. Nw = Np. This is the uncertainty window in which we expect the SoS. The SoS estimator
simply returns the index of the peak in the uncertainty window. Finally, the input samples are buffered to
accommodate the latency introduced by the frame synchronization circuit and the search window for the
SoS.

The hardware complexity of the frame synchronization block is proportional to the number of samples
per preamble, and is dominated by the FIR filters. Therefore, the complexity can be reduced by decimating
r[n]. In our implementation in Figure 1, we found that a decimation factor of 2 when N = 2 results in
satisfactory performance at Es/N0 as low as 1 dB. More importantly, this rate of the input signal allows
the FIR filter coefficients to be selected from {−1, 1,−j, j}, which reduces the filter multipliers into
multiplexers. These coefficients are exact for the majority of the preamble except for the transition points
where we truncate the filter coefficients to the above values.

The next stage in our synchronization algorithm is carrier and symbol timing recovery based on the
joint ML estimator of [4]. A high level block diagram of this algorithm is presented in Figure 2.

The first step in the joint estimator is frequency estimation. First, r[n] is demultiplexed at the time
instants shown in Figure 2 where 0 ≤ k < 8. This results in r1[n] and r2[n]. It is assumed that r[n]
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is initially connected to r1[n]. Moreover, r2[n] is fed with zero samples when r[n] is connected to r1[n]
and vice versa. The frequency estimator employs two fast Fourier transform (FFT) blocks. Prior to the
computation of the FFTs, these blocks zero pad r′1[n] and r′2[n] by a factor of Kf in order to improve the
frequency resolution. Each of the FFT blocks generates 128NKf samples, which correspond to discrete
frequencies separated by 1

128Kf
of the sampling frequency. Our investigations show that Kf = 2 delivers

satisfactory frequency resolution. The maximum of the magnitude of the frequency domain samples cor-
respond to the frequency offset normalized to the sampling frequency. The frequency offset estimator is
further improved by using a Gaussian interpolator, i.e.,

ν̂ = ν̂0 +
1

2KfNL0

logX(ν̂−1)− logX(ν̂1)

logX(ν̂−1) + logX(ν̂1)− 2 logX(ν̂0)
(7)

where ν̂0 represents the maximizing frequency resulting from FFT operations, andX(·) is the output of the
adder. ν̂−1 and ν̂1 denote the discrete frequency components immediately before and after ν̂0 respectively.

The next stage is the symbol timing estimation where ν̂ is used to remove the frequency offset from
r′1[n] and r′2[n] for 0 ≤ n < 128N . Two accumulators are then employed to compute λ1 and λ2 from
r′1[n] and r′2[n] respectively. Finally, the angle of λ∗1λ2 divided by π results in the symbol timing estimate
normalized by the symbol duration, which is denoted by ε̂. Therefore, the symbol timing estimator’s range
is limited within ±Ts.

The last stage is computation of the carrier phase offset. This stage requires λ1, λ2, and ε̂ from the
symbol timing estimator. Similarly, the argument function has to be realized.

Similar to the frame synchronization block, we are able to reduce the hardware size by decimating r[n]
by a factor of 2. In particular, it allows us to perform smaller FFTs, which have smaller latency. The side
effect of this operation is the reduction in the frequency estimation range by 2. Additionally, we need to
utilize a low pass filter (LPF) before the decimator in order to avoid aliasing. In our work, we implement
the LPF by averaging three consequent samples at the rate of N = 2. This configuration is not an ideal
LPF and will cause distortion if the frequency offset is high. However, we assume that the frequency
offset is reasonably smaller than the bit rate in our application. Finally, it is noted that this LPF filter has
a delay of Ts, and hence, the estimated symbol timing can be directly applied to the un-decimated signal
for timing recovery and demodulation.

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION

In order to develop an exact representation of the hardware, we developed a bit-precise MATLAB
model to determine the bit-widths in our design. Eight bits of precision are used to represent the received
signal. This consists of one sign bit, three integer bits and four fractional bits, when the SOQPSK signal
has an amplitude equal to one. Based on this assumption and our MATLAB model, we identified suitable
bit-widths for the internal signals. The frequency estimate is represented using 14 bits to cover the range of
[−0.5, 0.5) when it is normalized to the symbol rate. Both symbol timing and phase estimates are signed
values represented using 8 bits including 6 fractional bits. The symbol timing is normalized to Ts and the
phase estimate is normalized to π.

The proposed burst-mode architecture is written in VHDL and verified using Modelsim. The VHDL
design is implemented on a Xilinx Virtex 5 110xt FPGA with a speed grade of -1. The implementation
results are presented in Table I. It is seen that our implementation consumes about of third of the FPGA.
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Resource Type Number Utilization Ratio
Slices 5,783 33%

Block RAMs 26 17%
DSP48 21 32%

Table 1: FPGA utilization results
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Figure 3: The normalized frequency error variance of the joint ML estimator. The frequency is normalized to the
symbol rate.

A great amount of savings in terms of FPGA area is due to the decimation of the received signal, which
leaves us enough room for future implementation of the demodulator and the decoder. Furthermore, the
FPGA is capable of running at up to 100.878 MHz.

We study the synchronization performance of our FPGA implementation using test vectors generated
by MATLAB. First, we investigate the performance of the joint frequency, symbol timing, and phase
estimator by providing the FPGA with preambles that have known frequency, timing, and phase offsets,
in addition to the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The estimated values from the FPGA are sent
back to the host PC and are compared with their original values. In this setup, we bypass the frame
synchronization step in order to solely observe the performance of the joint estimator. The error variances
corresponding to the frequency, timing, and phase are plotted in Figures 3, 4, and 5 respectively. In this set
of plots, we run the simulations for 20,000 bursts at each signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value. Moreover, we
provide estimation results from MATLAB where no simplification or quantization is present. The Cramér-
Rao bound (CRB) is also included, which represents the lower bound on the estimation error variance. It
is observed that the FPGA implementation performs very close to the MATLAB results as far as frequency
and phase estimations are concerned. However, we see some degradation in the symbol timing estimate.
This is mainly due to the down-sampling and our non-ideal LFP, which cause signal distortion. Despite
this, our simulations show that SOQPSK-TG’s demodulation is almost intact for timing errors as large as
Ts/4, which is quite a bit larger than the timing error standard deviation delivered by our design.
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Figure 4: The normalized timing error variance of the joint ML estimator. The timing error is normalized to the
symbol duration.
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Figure 5: The joint frequency, timing and phase estimator
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Figure 6: The BER performance of a burst-mode SOQPSK-TG receiver that employs our synchronization system.

The overall performance of our system is tested by simulating a burst-mode receiver where the FPGA
performs the synchronization task and the demodulation is carried out in MATLAB on the host PC. Each
burst consists of the 128-bit known preamble and 6204 random bits as the payload. In order to emulate
a burst-mode scenario, we add a guard time of 200 bit intervals between bursts in which only AWGN is
present. However, the duration of this guard interval is unknown to the receiver. Moreover, we introduce
a random frequency offset (up to 0.2 times symbol rate), a random carrier phase offset, and a random
symbol timing offset. The generated signal is sent to the FPGA and the detected bursts along with the
estimated values are sent back to the host PC for demodulation and bit error rate (BER) computation. The
BER results for this setup are plotted in Figure 6. The results are also compared against two other sce-
narios where the synchronization is performed in MATLAB as well as a perfect synchronization scenario,
i.e. where only AWGN is present. It is observed that the FPGA synchronization has almost identical
performance to the MATLAB results. This validates our simplifications and choice of proper bit-widths
in VHDL. Furthermore, we observe an SNR loss of less than 0.5 dB in all regions. This small SNR loss is
of great importance in the low SNR region because synchronization does not become the limiting factor
for modern error correction schemes, which are capable of correcting error bits at Es/N0 = 1 dB.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described an FPGA implementation for burst-mode synchronization of SOQPSK-
TG. The proposed architecture has a feedforward structure and is designed based on the synchronization
preamble of iNET. It detects the arrival of a new burst after which it estimates frequency offset, symbol
timing, and carrier phase. Our test results demonstrate that the error variances of the synchronization pa-
rameters generated by the hardware are very close to that of our MATLAB implementation. Additionally,
we simulated a burst-mode SOQPSK-TG receiver in which the synchronization is executed on the FPGA.
The BER results of such a system shows an SNR loss of less than 0.5 dB compared to a receiver with
perfect synchronization.
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ABSTRACT 

 During concept development of a new core analog acquisition system, Boeing Flight Test identified a need 

for a set of more efficient and cost effective Test System configuration and setup tools, preferably supported 

by an industry standard.  Like most big test organizations we support years and years of legacy tools.  

Currently all new functions are required to be hosted within the legacy environment.  Legacy environments 

tend to be big, slow, and expensive to update and maintain.  In searching for a better way to do business, 

we evaluated iNET/MDL, IHAL, and XidML standards. For a variety of reasons which will be discussed 

in this paper, we have chosen to focus on the iNET MDL standard as the means for producing a new vendor-

agnostic, simpler and more cost-effective system interface. Our initial evaluation uncovered several gaps 

in the data structure and concept of operations. The iNET community acknowledged the gaps and 

encouraged us to work with them to enhance the standard. The iNET MDL concept of operations also 

represents a significant operational paradigm shift. Through an industry users group, we have been working 

to refine and enhance the data structures and concept of operations. This paper will describe the journey 

from a demonstration environment to an enterprise implementation of MDL as it relates to data acquisition 

setup and control. 

INTRODUCTION 

iNET is a standard being developed by the US DoD for use on US test ranges. The iNET standard includes 

the Metadata Description Language (MDL), a schema-controlled XML language to define the information 

necessary to describe a test scenario in an iNET system, including one or more test articles and locations. 

While its scope is quite comprehensive, Boeing’s area of interest at this time is focused on a smaller piece 

of the language. 
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SCOPE OF INET MDL 

iNET MDL encompasses the entire description of a test system, including the test-

specific information, the entire data system network, and the telemetry system. As 

shown in the figure, this information is contained within several top-level 

elements: TestMissions, Units, MeasurementDomains, NetworkDomains, and 

RANConfigs.  

The TestMissions element contains information describing a particular test. Units 

contains descriptions of derived units based on SI Units. Measurement Domains 

contains all of the information associated with measurement requirements and the 

transport of measurements within the system. NetworkDomains contains the 

description of one or more networks associated with the test article, as well as 

descriptions of each component of the network. RANConfigs contains 

information associated with the telemetry system. 

While the MDL schema as a whole offers interesting possibilities for future enhancements, Boeing is at this 

time primarily concerned with those elements that are required for the setup of a data acquisition device.  

USER BENEFITS OF INET MDL 

iNET MDL is one of several attempts to define a language for vendor-agnostic setup and configuration of 

an acquisition system. Other existing standards include the Instrumentation Hardware Abstraction 

Language (IHAL) and eXtensible instrumentation definition Markup Language (XidML). Both have 

features that are attractive, but neither has as broad a scope as MDL. The potential for expansion of MDL 

usage to other areas of the flight test system make MDL stand out. In addition, MDL offers a new paradigm 

for setup and configuration that offers potential benefits. 

IHAL is focused heavily on description of the hardware and its settings. Descriptions of measurements is 

borrowed from the MDL schema, but there is not a direct correlation between the measurement 

requirements and the device configuration. IHAL also defines an API through which vendor constraints 

and rules can be communicated. XidML describes the complete system as well as the measurements, and 

also offers a flexible file-based method of describing the vendor constraints and rules; however, it also does 

not offer a way to correlate measurement requirements to device setup. MDL is different in that it focuses 

heavily on measurement requirements, and provides the ability for a device to define a setup that will meet 

the user’s stated requirements. It currently has some gaps which will be discussed in more detail in this 

paper, but once those are addressed there is a great potential for increasing the efficiency and quality of the 

setup and acquisition system while also decreasing the implementation and maintenance costs. 

INITIAL GAP ANALYSIS 

In late 2013, when we began seriously looking into MDL as a possible solution for us, we performed a gap 

analysis to see how well it fit with our needs for describing an analog acquisition system setup and 

measurement configuration. At the same time, we explored the current iNET Concept of Operations to see 

how well it fit with our concept of operations. We identified some questions and some potential issues in 

both categories. 

MDLRoot

TestMissions

MeasurementDomains

NetworkDomains

RANConfigs

Units
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INET CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 

The iNET concept of operations represents a significant paradigm shift from the way the industry has 

historically accomplished setup of an acquisition system. It revolves around the idea that the device itself 

can, given a set of measurement requirements, set itself up and run to produce data that meets the 

requirements. While this idea is attractive and has the potential to increase efficiency and reduce errors, we 

believe there is still a use case for having user knowledge and control over all of the device’s settings.  

The main idea behind the differences in these two approaches centers on measurement requirements vs. 

setup definitions. In legacy systems, the focus is on setup definitions. That is, acquisition devices are 

configured by presenting an interface to the user which allows the assignment of values to each available 

hardware setting. The user is responsible for understanding the measurement requirement and what defining 

the settings as required to meet those requirements.  

In the iNET system, the focus is instead on measurement requirements. The device vendor provides 

software that can receive the measurement definitions in a standard format and automatically provide the 

user with a configuration that meets those requirements, or prompt the user for more information if 

necessary. 

MDL SCHEMA 

In performing the gap analysis on the MDL schema, each element within our scope of interest was examined 

and evaluated based on its intended purpose, how well it can perform that purpose, and whether it fits within 

the existing and desired concept of operations. In addition we noted that there was some uncertainty about 

the nomenclature used, and the intended use of parts of the schema. 

Elements 

 For our initial gap analysis, our focus was on elements contained within Units, MeasurementDomains, and, 

NetworkDomains. We are not considering TestMissions or RANConfigs elements at this time. 

Units contains elements that are used to define any unit that can be derived from a standard SI unit. These 

derived units can be referenced throughout the rest of the schema. We did not find any gaps with these 

elements, but we did encounter a potential difficulty due to the way units are defined in our legacy system. 

This will be discussed in more detail in the following section. 

MeasurementDomains contain elements that describe measurements and how they are processed and 

transported by the system. The Measurement element describes the properties of the measurement, both 

analog and digital. The DataOperation element describes EU conversion operations that can be performed 

on the measurement. DataStreams are used to describe the properties of a digital bus. Packages and 

Messages describe the way measurement data is transported through the network. 

NetworkDomains contains elements describing the physical components of the network and the ways in 

which they are connected. A Device element describes a component that does not have a direct connection 

to the network, such as a transducer. A NetworkNode element describes a component that does have a 

network connection, such as a switch, recorder, or DAU. PortMapping elements describe the connection 

between a Device, a NetworkNode, and a DataStream or Measurement. 
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Units 

The concept of units in MDL is fairly straightforward, and our analysis did not uncover any 

gaps in the way units are defined or used. There is, however, a potential difficulty in describing 

information from a legacy system using MDL. 

Derived units are defined as fractional expressions consisting of standard units of measure. 

The units used in the terms of the numerator and denominator elements can be either SI Units 

or other derived units. All elements within MDL that require units to be specified must 

reference either an SI Unit or a DerivedUnit. Thus, in importing measurements from legacy 

systems, all units must be able to be described using these concepts. This poses a difficulty 

for systems in which units may be entered as free-form text by the user. These legacy systems 

may contain units which are not described in terms of a standard unit of measure, or which 

are not described using standard abbreviations, thus requiring a manual translation to standard 

units. 

Measurements 

The Measurement element should describe all requirements for the measurement to be used 

in the configuration of a Test Article. Both analog and digital properties can be defined. The Measurement 

element is one of the places where the paradigm shift becomes most apparent, i.e. measurement 

requirements vs. setup definitions. Describing the requirements of the measurement as separate from any 

implementation details will likely require significant changes in the measurement description used in legacy 

systems.  

At the top level there are a few things that stood out initially. The MeasurementID field is a 

32-bit hex or binary value, so is not useful for documenting the measurement identifier from 

a legacy system that may include decimal numbers or letters. The Name element may be used 

for this purpose instead and the MeasurementID would be a value used only by the system. 

The MeasurementType is an enumeration that could be set to either Analog or Digital. In the 

initial evaluation, we noted that this element could be more useful if it was expanded to allow 

more specific types, e.g. temperature, or pressure. However legacy systems that have these 

detailed types can easily filter them down to the two basic types currently included in the 

enumeration. 

MeasurementActive is a boolean value, indicating if the measurement is to be acquired in the 

configuration. This element could also be more useful if it allowed a greater variety of 

measurement statuses, such as “malfunction” or “questionable”. It may be that there should 

be a separate element for the status of the measurement, in addition to the existing “active 

flag.” 

DerivedUnit

Name

Description

Symbol

Numerator

Denominator

AddedConstant

Measurement

Name

Description

MeasurementID

MeasurementType

MeasurementActive

DeliveryClass

DataAttributes
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DataAttributes is a container within the Measurement element which 

has many more elements worth further discussion. Specification of 

units are done here as well as UnitConversions, which are specified 

as references to any number of DataOperation elements. As these are 

only references to other elements there are no issues to discuss at this 

point. 

The Uncertainty element raises a few interesting questions. This 

element describes a confidence level over a confidence interval. 

Measurement definitions in a legacy system may not be as rigorously 

defined as this in terms of a requirement; often the specification 

includes only an accuracy value with no tolerance or confidence 

interval associated with it. There is often an implied or assumed 

confidence interval. While using the assumed values could allow this 

Uncertainty element to be used, it raises a number of questions about 

the extent and the quality of uncertainty analysis within an MDL-

based configuration system. This issue will be discussed in more 

detail in a later section. 

Within DataAttributes are two subcategories: AnalogAttributes & 

DigitalAttributes. Analog attributes are those characteristics that 

apply to the input signal to an acquisition device. Digital attributes 

apply to the processing and output of the signal.  

Within AnalogAttributes are SignalRange, Resolution, and 

FrequencyContent. Signal range, representing the minimum and 

maximum values of the input signal, is straightforward. Resolution 

is included in the schema, but not clearly defined either in its 

definition or its use. FrequencyContent is the element where filtering 

requirements would need to be specified.  In legacy systems, it is 

typical to simply call out a specific filter; however, in a vendor-agnostic system there must be a way to 

specify the requirement for filtering without mentioning a specific filter. FrequencyContent allows 

specification of frequency bands and attenuation ranges that can be combined to describe the user’s desired 

filter characteristics. The initial gap analysis identified that this was likely not sufficient to select from a 

variety of possible filters; further discussions on the topic have drawn some conclusions that will be 

discussed in more detail later in the paper. 

Within DigitalAttributes, many of the elements were not looked at in any detail, as our focus was on how 

the schema could be used to define the measurement requirements, and many of the elements here describe 

the implementation. SampleRate and DataRate were considered of some importance, as we are accustomed, 

in our legacy system, to specifying a sample rate. However, it was not immediately clear what each of these 

elements is meant to represent and whether either was useful for specifying a requirement rather than an 

implementation. 

 

DataStreams 

DataStreams was not looked at in any detail during the initial analysis, as our focus was on analog 

measurements. We did note, however, that only 1553, ARINC429, and PCM were explicitly defined. All 

other bus types are expected to fit into the Generic structure. 

DataAttributes

Units

Uncertainty

AnalogAttributes

DigitalAttributes

UnitsConversions

AnalogAttributes

SignalRange

Resolution

FrequencyContent

DigitalAttributes

DataLength

Endianness

DigitalEncoding

SampleRate

DataRate

ActiveInputRange
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DataOperations 

DataOperations are the containers for EU conversion information for a measurement. While not typically 

required for setting up the device, this information is a result of the selected setup parameters, and it is very 

important for data processing. A data operation may be 

constructed either as a single method, or as a chain of 

other data operations. This will allow documentation of 

each component that was used to produce the final 

transfer function for a measurement, as well as the 

transfer function itself. 

We discovered two major concerns with DataOperations. 

The first is that this element supports only a single input. 

There are many use cases for a multi-variable transfer 

function. Also we noted that there is no support for multi-

section polynomials, which are used frequently in our 

system, often in combination with multiple inputs. Some 

systems may use a lookup table for these types of 

conversions, and lookup tables are supported here. 

 

Devices 

Device elements are meant to represent anything on the 

system that does not have a direct connection to the network. Its contents, however, limit it to sensor 

devices. 

DataOperation

Name

One of...

Description

DataOperation

Method (One of…)

MethodRef

BitShift

DiscreteLookup

EndiannessConversion

LogicalOperation

MathematicalExpressionInputUnits

Output Units TMATSFormula

DataStreams

Name

DataRate

One of...

Description

MILSTD1553Messages

ARINC429Messages

PCMDataLink

GenericDataStreamMessages
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The only significant issue with the Device element is the DeviceType, which is 

an enumerated list of transducer types. Currently this list is limited and does not 

cover the full range of possible transducer types. The enumeration will need to 

be expanded in order to be useful within large commercial flight test systems. 

 

NetworkNodes 
Network Node elements were not evaluated in detail for this exercise, as a 

vendor would be better suited to identifying gaps in the NetworkNode definition 

than a user. However, we did identify a couple of concerns that are more related 

to the concept of operations: initializing a DAU and communication of DAU 

settings (e.g. gain, offset, filter, etc.) 

The current iNET Concept of Operations assumes that the setup and 

configuration system is connected directly to a DAU which reports its current 

configuration via an MDL file. There is also the concept of a “proxy,” which is 

a software instantiation of a particular DAU. There was no concept of beginning 

with nothing but a knowledge of what building blocks are available and setting 

up the description of a device in software. Yet this is how our legacy systems work, and how we need to 

operate. In setting up a large data system, we often define the DAU descriptions well before the physical 

system is built up, and possibly even before we have the equipment available. In addition, it is important 

that we have a single, vendor-agnostic user interface for the entire setup and configuration process and do 

not need to access vendor-specific tools as part of the process. Much discussion has since taken place on 

this topic and an enhanced concept of operations is being proposed which will meet the need for a vendor-

agnostic DAU initialization process. 

PortMappings 

PortMapping elements are meant to represent the physical connection between devices and network nodes 

and the logical mapping to their associated measurements or data 

streams. Devices and network nodes are referenced by their Port 

elements; multiple ports may exist on a device or network node, 

where each port would represent a single channel. The 

PortMapping may reference either a single DataStream or a single 

Measurement. 

In some systems, it is possible to set up multiple measurements to 

be output from a single channel. The PortMapping element could 

easily accommodate this by allowing multiple MeasurementRefs 

but currently it does not. This could be worked around by using 

multiple PortMapping elements but does not seem to be as clean. 

 

Naming and use 

Often it is difficult to discern what exactly is meant by some of the elements in the MDL schema. The 

names used are generic and the comments do not adequately describe the element definition. Similarly, the 

intended use is not clear in many cases. The concept of operations has not been defined at a detailed level 

for setup of acquisition devices. 

Device

Name

Manufacturer

Description

ModelNumber

SerialNumber

InventoryID

DeviceType

LogicalLocation

PhysicalLocation

DataOperationRef

Sensitivity

Excitation

Calibration

Connector

Ports

PortMapping

DataStreamRef

Name

Description

Port Ref (1-2)

One of...
MeasurementRef
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CURRENT STATUS 

The MDL Users Group was formed in early 2014 and is made up of representatives from four potential 

users including Airbus, Airbus Helicopters, Boeing Test & Evaluation and Embraer as well as ten suppliers 

of DAUs and/or support hardware and software. Also included are representatives of the iNET program, 

Southwest Research Institute who is responsible for writing the iNET Standards and the RCC-TG who will 

be responsible for maintaining the standards once they are released. The group has made an effort to define 

a Concept of Operations that MDL would need to support to meet our needs. This concept of operations is 

discussed in more detail in the paper “DAU and Ground Station Setup - Concept of Operations.” 

Several items have been discussed in the group at some length, and conclusions or further questions have 

been formulated. The three primary discussion topics that have been covered are filtering, uncertainty, and 

resolution. 

Filters 

The filter characteristics are described in MDL today as a FrequencyContent elements consisting of a 

BandType (pass band, stop band, or transition band), an Edge Frequncy and an Attenuation. Multiple bands 

may be used within FrequencyContent to fully describe the filter characteristics. 

The way that MDL today allows a filter to be described is in terms that MATLAB uses to define a filter. 

Most of the characteristics of the filter are defined. However, the phase response (delay) of the filter is not 

specified. MDL assumes that the delay can be accounted for in the time tags, 

however the time tags are associated with the package and the delays are 

associated with individual parameters. They may be combined with the time tag 

on the package to determine the time associated with the measurement. 

Knowing the delay is critical to the users. 

Operationally, there are other problems with the way the filters are specified. 

The data analyst supplies the characteristics of the filter that is desired. The 

supplier’s software can evaluate the requested filter characteristics and select 

the supplier-unique filter that most closely resembles what was requested. It will then notify the 

Instrumentation engineer if there is any mismatch. The instrumentation engineer must then consult with the 

analyst and decide if the filter selection is acceptable. If a filter mismatch occurs once or twice in a large 

system it is not a problem but if it happens hundreds of times it becomes an issue. This is not a necessarily 

a problem with the MDL schema but is an operational issue that the system will need to consider. 

We believe that the MDL FrequencyContent element is adequate to describe the amplitude response of the 

filter.  While this method of specifying frequencies of interest is functional, it is overly complex for an 

average user. Whether in the MDL schema or in a user system, there will likely need to be a method of 

abstracting the frequency definition and assigning a name or category to a particular FrequencyContent 

element. The average user can define measurement requirements by selecting the category that is 

appropriate for each use case and the MDL definition will be applied in the background without user 

interaction. 

The phase response is currently not addressed, but future changes to the schema may address this. Those 

changes will need to be evaluated when they become available. While the MDL descriptions may be 

adequate there may be significant operational challenges in integrating this new paradigm into existing 

processes for measurement requirements definition. 

FrequencyContent

BandType

EdgeFrequency

Attenuation
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Uncertainty 

Uncertainty is specified in MDL as a confidence interval (a range of values with units), and a confidence 

level (a percentage value). It can be specified once for any Measurement element. 

The first step in discussing Uncertainty was to come to an agreement on the 

definition of terms. The terms discussed are “uncertainty”, “accuracy”, and 

“precision” and the differences between them.  

Precision, as demonstrated in the figure, represents the dispersion of values when repeated measurements 

are taken. The accuracy represents the proximity of the measurement values to the true value. Uncertainty 

includes both accuracy and precision as defined above and must be accompanied by a confidence interval 

to be of value. 

Since the uncertainty for a measurement is specified as a combination of component uncertainties that each 

contribute to the overall measurement uncertainty, it must be recognized that the setup and configuration 

system may not have all of the information required to calculate a complete measurement uncertainty. Thus 

this value in MDL must generally be considered an “estimated” uncertainty. The acquisition hardware may 

have a known nominal uncertainty based on the selected setup parameters, and the transducer component 

may have a known uncertainty; however other factors such as installation method and environmental 

impacts will also have an effect and in many cases these components will not be known by the system. An 

uncertainty value for a Measurement can easily be computed based on the known factors and documented 

in MDL, but the user must be aware of what went into the computation to understand the fidelity of the 

final result. 

Resolution 
Resolution is specified in MDL as a value or range of values with a unit of measure. As there is no definition 

or intended use for this element documented with the MDL schema, the group agreed upon a definition. 

We defined resolution as referring to the difference in value of the input that is required to obtain a 

discernible change in the output; it should be expressed in the units of the input per one unit of the output. 

Discussion has not yet progressed further regarding usage of this concept in MDL. Open questions remain 

about the effect of noise on resolution and whether the system should balance resolution against uncertainty 

when setting up a requested measurement. Resolution may be specified as a requirement, a goal, or a 

Uncertainty

Confidence Interval

Confidence Level
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minimum/maximum. The schema does not offer any guidance on how the system will interpret 

“resolution”.  

NEXT STEPS 

Discussions within the User Group are continuing to develop the proposed MDL schema updates and 

concept of operations by considering the interface points between vendor logic and the customer user 

interface. Topics under consideration relate to the interface point between the vendor configuration software 

and the user interface. From the vendor to the user, communication includes descriptions of vendor-unique 

settings, constraints and setup rules. From the user to the vendor, communication a notion of system and 

user constraints that may affect the vendor configuration system. Current status of these topics will be 

presented in more detail at the ITC presentation. 

CONCLUSION 

During concept development of a new system a need was identified for a set of more efficient and cost 

effective test system configuration and setup tools, preferably supported by an industry standard. We have 

chosen to focus on the iNET MDL standard as the means for producing a new vendor-agnostic, simpler and 

more cost-effective system interface. The iNET community has acknowledged gaps in their current schema 

and encouraged us to work with them via the industry User Group to enhance the standard. While the iNET 

MDL concept of operations represents a significant operational paradigm shift, we believe that it presents 

a significant opportunity for improving the reliability and repeatability of our test system setups.  
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ABSTRACT †‡ 
In an iNET telemetry network, Link Manager (LM) dynamically allocates capacity to radio 

links to achieve desired QoS guarantees. Under the T&E S&T iMANPOL program, we 
developed an enhanced capacity allocation algorithm that can better cope with severe 
congestion and misbehaving users and traffic flows. We compare the E-LM with the LM baseline 
algorithm (B-LM), which employs priority-weighted allocation. The B-LM is expected to perform 
well for the majority of traffic patterns, but does not prevent an ill-behaved traffic class from 
causing excessive latency on other radio links. The E-LM ensures that each class has a 
“guaranteed” portion of the total available bandwidth that is proportional to the weight of the 
class. If the traffic loading of a class is lower than its quota, the difference can be flexibly shared 
by other classes across multiple links. If the traffic loading of a class is higher than its quota, its 
demand may still be satisfied, provided that the capacity is not taken away from well-behaved 
traffic classes that stay below their quotas. The qualitative analysis shows the E-LM provides 
lower latencies for the well-behaved links in overloading conditions and increases the overall 
system throughput when the traffic is unbalanced. We conducted extensive experiments to 
confirm that analysis, with the E-LM reducing latency of well-behaved flows up to 90%, and 
increasing overall throughput up to 65% over the B-LM. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In a multiple-access telemetry network such as the iNET [1] Radio Access Network (RAN), 

where an RF-link is shared across geographically dispersed nodes, allocating capacity to achieve 
QoS guarantee for multiple mission priority levels is a challenging task. The iNET network-
based architecture provides this functionality through the Link Manager (LM) [2][3]. In the LM 
configuration, every QoS class is assigned a “class weight” based on DSCP, and every link is 
assigned “link priority weight” based on Mission Service Level Profile (MSLP) Weight/Priority. 
The LM instance at a ground node obtains the current per-mission/per-QoS class traffic demands 

                                                 
† This material is based upon work supported by the Program Executive Office for Simulation, Training & 

Instrumentation (PEO STRI) under contract W900KK-09-C-0021. Any opinions, findings and conclusions or 
recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
Program Executive Office for Stimulation, Training & Instrumentation (PEO STRI). 

‡ Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 412TW-PA-14256 
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and queue depths from airborne Test Articles (TAs) and ground network nodes (Figure 1). Using 
these inputs, LM acts as a TDMA controller to allocate slots by assigning RF channel capacity. It 
does so through generation of Transmission Opportunities (TxOps) messages that establish 
uplinks and downlinks and allocate transmission resources based on packet and mission priority. 

The iNET Management and Operations with Policy Controls (iMANPOL) program developed 
several techniques to provide end-to-end QoS [4] for advanced telemetry networks. In particular, 
the iMANPOL capacity allocation algorithms are designed to help LM deal with difficult 
scenarios of severe congestion and ill-behaving users and traffic flows. The underlying premise 
is that protecting “well-behaved” links (i.e., the ones that do not overload the system at the 
expense of other links) and penalizing “ill-behaved” ones (i.e., the overloading links) is in line 
with demonstration/anticipated CONOPS for the test range networked telemetry system. 

In the course of the project, these algorithms have been adapted for the LM architecture, 
implemented, and validated. The modeling and evaluation effort has confirmed the feasibility 
and value of the presented approach. 

The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows. Section II describes and 
compares different capacity allocation 
algorithms. Performance evaluation 
study is presented in Section III. 
Section IV concludes the paper. 

II.  CAPACITY ALLOCATION 
The goal of capacity allocation is to 

minimize latency when traffic that 
exceeds the current allocation is sent to 
the radio. If the allocation can be 
adjusted to traffic demand, it will 
reduce the possibility of data loss on 
radio queues due to overflow or timeout 
conditions. Capacity allocation 
algorithms should follow sound Traffic 
Management principles to cope with 

three conditions: (1) Severe congestion, (2) Bursty traffic (VBR, On/Off), and (3) Ill-behaving 
users and traffic flows. (An ill-behaving flow is one that offers more traffic than indicated by its 
priority relative to other flows.) 

A. Baseline Algorithm (B-LM) 
The B-LM allocates on-demand capacity in proportion to the queue weight and the share of 

demand that the given queue contributes to its associated traffic class among all links. After 
minimum capacity is allocated to each traffic class (to guarantee basic fairness), the remaining 
on-demand capacity is iteratively allocated to each traffic class in proportion to traffic class 
capacity demand ratio: 

Demand ratio = (Link weight)*Class weight *(Class demand/Total class demand) 
Allocation = (Total capacity) * Demand ratio 

The B-LM algorithm is expected to perform well for the majority of traffic patterns. 

 
Figure 1: High-Level LM System Architecture 
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B. Enhanced Algorithm (E-LM) 
In the E-LM algorithm developed under the iMANPOL program, each class has a 

“guaranteed” portion of the total available bandwidth (called “quota”) that is proportional to the 
weight of the class. Quota is computed dynamically as the fair share of currently available on-
demand capacity. 

When applied to high priority traffic, quota prevents possible starvation of low priority traffic, 
thereby ensuring fairness. The quota for high priority flows will be higher than for low priority 
flows proportional to the priority ratio, i.e., quotahigh / quotalow = weighthigh / weightlow. An ill-
behaved class, i.e., the one exceeding its quota, may be degraded, but it should not adversely 
impact other classes. If the traffic loading of a class is lower than its quota, the difference is 
shared by other classes. If the traffic loading of a class is higher than its quota, its demand may 
still be satisfied, provided the loadings of some other traffic classes are less than their quotas. 

These principles are applied and are the most effective in presence of multiple traffic classes 
and multiple links. The flow chart of the E-LM algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 

In the first step, the algorithm allocates capacity equal to min (Quota, demand), where Quota 
= (Total capacity)*(Link priority weight)*(Class weight)/(Total weight). The quota 
depends on configured link/class weights (fixed) and available capacity (varying). However, it 
does not depend on demand, which prevents greedy flows from capturing too much capacity in 
overload conditions. The latency experienced by non-overloading flows will thus be reduced 
thanks to the application of the quota. 

In the second step, remaining capacity is distributed among queues according to demand and 
weight. 

 
Figure 2: E-LM Algorithm 

C. Qualitative Comparison 
Compared with the LM baseline algorithm (B-LM), which is relatively simple to configure, 

the enhanced algorithm (E-LM) has more dependencies on various parameters in Layers 2 and 3. 
As to the performance, if the offered load does not exceed the total on-demand capacity, there 
should be no difference between the B-LM and the E-LM. 

However, since the B-LM does not differentiate ill-behaved and well-behaved flows, it runs 
the risk of allocating capacity to well-behaved flows only after their queues experience excessive 
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buildup. Consequently, an ill-behaved class may punish its own class in other missions/links, 
resulting in excessive latency. Additionally, capacity may be underutilized, reducing the overall 
throughput of the system if loading of different traffic classes is “orthogonal” across links (i.e., 
each traffic class is on a separate link). 

The E-LM should work well regardless of the overloading conditions as each traffic queue is 
guaranteed its quota. Only ill-behaved links and traffic classes with traffic loadings exceeding 
their quotas get penalized. The E-LM should protect well-behaved flows, and may satisfy 
demands of the ill-behaved flows if the loadings of some traffic classes are less than their quotas. 
Finally, the E-LM should significantly reduce latency of well-behaved queues because their 
quotas are guaranteed regardless of the presence of ill-behaved flows. 

III.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
We performed an extensive performance evaluation of both algorithms in two different 

platforms. A Linux testbed allowed us to use real traffic and queue implementation in a 
simplified framework, where the objective was to capture and verify main behavior aspects. 
However, the Linux testbed has the limitation of not modeling certain details such as: 
• Timing of queue draining based on LM commands, 
• Interplay between MAC and Traffic Engineering (TE) queues at the IP layer, 
• Pre-built Code Blocks. 

Hence, all test cases have been subsequently replicated in a higher fidelity OPNET LM 
environment. 

A. Linux Testbed 
To implement iNET Traffic Engineering (TE) Queues, the testbed shown in Figure 3 

enhances the Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB) queue provided in Linux kernel. To control the 
queue remotely, the LM sends UDP datagram (emulating TxOp) every 100ms to the VMs 
(emulating the TAs) containing capacity assignments. The HTB in the VM responds with its 
queue statistics (e.g., traffic loading and queue depth reports). The LM receives the reports, 
computes per-link capacity allocations using one of the two algorithms, and sends allocation 
results to the VMs in the next epoch. The HTB analyzes the datagram from the LM and drains 
packets from the HTB queue structure according to the per-link capacity allocations. 

We collected the following metrics: 
Throughput:  Average rate of data 

delivery, in megabits per second (Mbps). 
Delay: Queuing delay in the Linux kernel, 

in milliseconds (msec). 
Jitter:  The average inter-packet arrival 

time measured at the destination in msec (as 
defined in IETF RFC 3550). 

B. OPNET LM Testbed 
In OPNET experiments, we used offered 

traffic estimates per TE queue instead of TE 
queue depth as the estimate of traffic demand. 

This approach provides better representation of actual traffic demands when the TE queues are 
saturated. It also accounts for traffic buffered at both TE and MAC queues. As shown in Figure 
4, statistics are measured for incoming IP traffic (red arrow between “ip” and “net_intf”) at the 

 
Figure 3: Linux Testbed 
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input of the net_intf process model before IP packets are forwarded to each TE queue. We 
collected the following metrics: 

Throughput:  Application traffic received (per-queue) in bytes/sec. Transport Layer (UDP or 
TCP) traffic received (per-link), which will be forwarded to the application layer. 

Latency (End-to-end Delay): Time taken for the packet to reach its destination, measured as 
the difference between the time a packet arrives at its destination and the creation time of the 
packet, measured in seconds (sec). 

Queue Depth: Traffic Engineering (TE) queue depth at Test Articles. 

 

 

Figure 4: LM OPNET Model Figure 5: LM OPNET Configuration Parameters 

To configure the E-LM algorithm in OPNET, we needed to appropriately map traffic load 
between IP and PHY layers. The E-LM uses the concept of ‘quota’ derived from the PHY layer 
“working capacity” resource. Hence it needs to know traffic demand at PHY layer, which it 
calculates by multiplying measured load (at the IP layer) by the so-called ‘X-factor’: 

X = {all layers under IP layer overheads (MAC Frame Bytes, FEC Coding 2/3 Rate, 

Burst Sequence Header Bytes, ASM Bytes, etc) + IP packet size} / IP packet size 
‘Effective PHY load’ = ‘X’ times ‘IP layer load’ 

The result is a traffic demand viewed in the PHY layer. Inside the E-LM algorithm, this PHY 
layer traffic demand is compared with the ‘quota’. The value of the ‘X-factor’ was derived both 
analytically and experimentally and added to the LM parameter set (Figure 5). 

C. Test Cases and Performance Results 
We defined a number of test cases summarized in Figure 6: Test Cases 1–4 are tailored to 

create overload conditions in selected queues, mixing CBR, VBR, and bursty ON-OFF traffic; 
Test Case 5 is tailored to show handling of highly unbalanced traffic loading both within and 
across links; and Test Case 6 replaces “over-loading UDP traffic” with TCP flow in one queue. 

Consider Test Case 1 (Figure 7), which uses customized CBR test flows with periodic packet 
arrival and fixed-size packets of 8 KB. The total on-demand capacity across all links and queues 
is 8Mbps, whereas the total offered load is 12.8Mbps. Links 2 and 3 are below their load quota 
and Link 1 (Queue 1) exceeds its load quota. 

LM Parameter Value

TDMA Duration (Epoch) 100 msec

TDMA Guard Time 1 msec

Number of Active Links (down links) 3

Number of Queues (per link) 3

TE Queue Size 64 Kbytes

MAC Queue Size 32 Kbytes

Initial Working Capacity 8 Mbps

Minimum Capacity per link 493460 bps

Radio Channel Data Rate 34.36558 Mbps

X-Factor*: (PHY Layer Downlink Working 
capacity) / (IP Layer Received Traffic)

3.89
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Figure 6: Test Cases Synopsis 

 
Figure 7: Configuration of Test Case 1 – High-loading flows shown in red 

As depicted in Figure 8 and Figure 9, the Enhanced-LM and Baseline-LM show similar 
throughput performance, with the E-LM showing small increase for the low-loading links (7% 
overall, more than 16% for the impacted traffic class in Queue 1) and 17% decrease for the high-
loading link (limited to the offending class in Queue 1). 

 
Figure 8: Test-Case 1 Results – Per-Link UDP Throughput Performance (OPNET) 

Test-case Traffic Loading Traffic Pattern* Overloaded Link(s)

0 Customized test flows CBR None (sanity check)

1 Customized test flows CBR Hi-priority link 1

1.1 (1) with addition of ON-OFF traffic CBR Hi-priority link 1

2 Customized test flows CBR Lo-priority links 2 and 3

2.1 (2) with addition of ON-OFF traffic CBR Lo-priority links 2 and 3

3 Customized test flows VBR Hi-priority link1

3.1 (3) with addition of ON-OFF traffic VBR Hi-priority link1

4 iNET flows VBR and CBR Lo-priority links 2 and 3

5 Customized test flows with 
orthogonal loading**

CBR None

6 Customized flows with one TCP flow CBR and TCP None (except a TCP flow)

Q1 Q1 Q1Q2 Q2 Q2Q3 Q3 Q3

Link1 Link2 Link3

Queue 
weight

30% 15% 5% 15% 7.5% 2.5% 15% 7.5% 2.5%

E-LM Quota 
(Kbps)

2400 1200 400 1200 600 200 1200 600 200

Offered
Traffic 
(Kbps)

8000 
(CBR)

560 
(CBR)

240 
(CBR)

1200 
(CBR)

560 
(CBR)

240 
(CBR)

1200 
(CBR)

560 
(CBR)

240 
(CBR)

Enhanced LM Baseline LM

Total avg:  7.580 Mbps 
Link1 avg: 3.548
Link2 avg: 2.016
Link3 avg: 2.016

Total avg:  8.061 Mbps
Link1 avg: 4.309
Link2 avg: 1.880
Link3 avg: 1.872

Throughput variation due to 
using queue depth rather than 

offered load as input
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Figure 9: Test-Case 1 Results – Per-Queue Application Demand Throughput Performance (OPNET) 

Figure 10 shows that the enhanced-LM significantly (by 76%) reduces average latency on 
well-behaved/low-loading links (Links 2 and 3), while latency on the overloaded Link 1 is 
increased by 27%. The observed latency improvements for the E-LM are achieved by the 
significantly reduced queue depths (Figure 11) on well-behaved/low-loading links. 

 
Figure 10: Test-Case 1 Results – Latency Performance (OPNET) 

 

Link 1 Link 2 Link 3
Enhanced LM

Baseline LM

Q1
340KBytes/s (2.72Mbps)

Q2
70KBytes/s (560kbps)

Q3
30KBytes/s (240kbps)

Q1
150KBytes/s (1.2Mbps)

Q3
30KBytes/s (240kbps)

Q2
70KBytes/s (560kbps)

Q1
150KBytes/s (1.2Mbps)

Q3
30KBytes/s (240kbps)

Q2
70KBytes/s (560kbps)

Q3
30KBytes/s (240kbps)

Q1
434.392KBytes/s (3.475Mbps)

Q2
70KBytes/s (560kbps) Q3

30KBytes/s (240kbps)

Q1
133.198KBytes/s (1.066Mbps)

Q2
70KBytes/s (560kbps)

Q3
30KBytes/s (240kbps)

Q1
132.095KBytes/s (1.057Mbps)

Q2
70.045KBytes/s (560.36kbps)

Enhanced LM Baseline LM

Link 1 avg: 0.1623 sec
Link 2 avg: 0.0476 sec
Link 3 avg: 0.0490 sec

Link 1 avg: 0.1280 sec
Link 2 avg: 0.2123 sec
Link 3 avg: 0.1990 sec
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Figure 11: Test-Case 1 Results – TE Queue Depth Performance (OPNET) 

The experimental results confirmed our qualitative analysis. When the high priority link (Link 
1) was overloaded, the E-LM reduced overall latency (by >38% on average). For traffic on the 
low priority, well-behaved links (Link 2 and 3), the latency decrease is more significant (>76% 
on average), while the high priority, ill-behaved traffic’s latency was increased (~27%). Latency 
decrease is achieved with small degradation to the throughput performance on overloaded link, 
and with a small increase of throughput performance on well-behaved links. 

 
Figure 12: Test-Case 1.1 Results – Per-Link UDP Throughput Performance (OPNET) 

Test Case 1.1 is an extension of Test Case 1 with an ON-OFF traffic model. The E-LM and 
the B-LM show similar throughput performance, with the E-LM producing small increase for the 
low-loading links and small decrease (13%) for the high-loading link (Figure 12). The E-LM 
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Total avg:  6.338 Mbps 
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Link2 avg: 1.818
Link3 avg: 1.819

Total avg:  6.595 Mbps
Link1 avg: 3.099
Link2 avg: 1.747
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when loading 
is low
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when 
loading level 
changes
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also significantly reduces average latency on well-behaved/low-loading links (Link-2 and 3) by 
60%, while latency on overloaded Link 1 increased by 24% (Figure 13). In both test cases, the 
latency decrease is achieved without degrading throughput or jitter performance (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 13: Test-Case 1.1 Results – Latency Performance (OPNET) 

 
Figure 14: Test-Case 1 Results – Jitter Performance (Linux) 

Test Case 5 uses highly unbalanced, but not overloaded traffic with only one queue active per 
link, i.e., “orthogonal” loading: Link 1, Queue 1 (0.4 Mbps); Link 2, Queue 2 (3.6 Mbps); and 
Link 3, Queue 3 (3.6 Mbps). The total offered load is 7.6 Mbps vs. 8 Mbps of the available on-
demand capacity. Link 2 and 3 are over their load quota and Link 1 is below the load quota. As 
shown in Figure 15, the E-LM significantly increases overall throughput (by >65%), with the E-
LM and B-LM showing similar throughput performance for the low-loading Link 1. 

Enhanced LM Baseline LM
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Figure 15: Test Case 5 Results: Per-Link UDP Throughput Performance 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
Both the qualitative analysis and the experimental results showed that Enhanced-LM 

algorithm provides better protection for the low loading links in overloading conditions than 
Baseline-LM. The E-LM significantly improves latency (by 6%–60% in our experiments) for 
low-loading traffic without degrading its throughput and jitter. For traffic in well-behaved links, 
the latency decrease is even more significant (by 25%–90% on average). These results hold for 
both CBR and VBR traffic with multiple ON-OFF traffic scenarios (i.e., periodic bursting). E-
LM also significantly increases throughput (>65%) for an extremely unbalanced traffic loading 
and does not cause transient instability when traffic loading level changes. The experiments also 
demonstrated that having even a single TCP flow can cause overload conditions. In this case, the 
E-LM better protects the low-loading UDP flows, similar to those non-TCP test-cases. 

Both baseline and enhanced algorithms can coexist in the Link Manager, either statically 
configured or dynamically switched depending on traffic conditions. In the latter case, additional 
logic is needed to detect when the system is under stress due to (1) severe overload or (2) highly 
unbalanced traffic patterns. If such a situation occurs, the E-LM is activated. When traffic 
volume/patterns return to a normal operational regime, the B-LM is re-activated. 

At the conclusion of the iMANPOL program, the E-LM had been integrated in the LM 
OPNET model that can be used to generate the operational code for a target deployment 
platform. 
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Total avg:  5.783 Mbps 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents algorithms for estimating the frequency offset, multipath channel coefficients,
and noise variance of iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG. The estimators compare the received signal
samples corresponding to the iNET preamble and attached sync marker (ASM) bits to a locally
stored copy of the SOQPSK-TG samples corresponding to the same. The mean and variance of
the three estimators over ten test channels derived from channel sounding experiments at Edwards
AFB is presented. The results show that usable estimates are achievable.

INTRODUCTION

Modern digital communication techniques leverage the capabilities of advanced digital signal pro-
cessing capabilities to improve the BER performance of modulated carriers in harsh radio fre-
quency (RF) environments. A fundamental element of these improvements is knowledge of the RF
environment (e.g., frequency offset, multipath channel coefficients, noise variance). If the trans-
mitted signal contains one or more known bit fields, then a sampled data receiver may compare
the received signal corresponding to the known bits with a locally stored copy of the known bits to
estimate the desired channel conditions. iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG is an example of a trans-
mitted signal containing a known bit pattern (in the form of preamble and ASM bits: see the top
portion of Figure 1). This paper describes estimators for the frequency offset, multipath channel
coefficients, and noise variance.

Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 412TW-PA-14245
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In what follows, boldface lowercase variables denote column vectors whereas boldface uppercase
variables denote matrices. For the matrix M, M> denotes the transpose of M where as M† denotes
the Hermitian (conjugate-transpose) of M.

The transmitted signal, s(t), is SOQPSK-TG whose input bit stream is summarized in the top
portion of Figure 1. The signal propagates through a frequency selective channel and experiences
a frequency offset and the addition of additive white Gaussian noise. We assume the received signal
is filtered, down-converted to complex baseband, and sampled (not necessarily in that order) using
standard techniques. The resulting sequence of received samples is

r(n) =

[
N2∑

k=−N1

h(k)s(n− k)

]
ejω0n + w(n) (1)

where h(n) is the impulse response of the unknown channel impulse response with support on
−N1 ≤ n ≤ N2, ω0 rads/sample is the frequency offset, and w(n) is a proper [1] complex-valued
zero-mean Gaussian random process with auto-covariance function

1

2
E
{
w(n)w∗(n− k)

}
= σ2

wδ(k). (2)

As an example of the need for these estimators, data-aided MMSE equalization requires estimates
of h(n) for −N1 ≤ n ≤ N2 and σ2

w [2]. But good estimates for h(n) and σ2
w require the received

data to be de-rotated by an estimate of the frequency offset ω0 rads/sample. (A good estimate for
ω0 is required for coherent detection as well.) The estimator described in this paper is a three step
estimator:

1. A frequency offset estimate ω̂0 is computed from the received samples r(n) corresponding
to the iNET preamble bits.

2. The channel coefficient estimates ĥ(n) for −N1 ≤ n ≤ N2 are computed using ω̂0 and the
received samples r(n) corresponding to the iNET preamble and ASM bits.

3. The noise variance estimate is computed from ω̂0, ĥ(n), and the received samples r(n) cor-
responding to the iNET preamble and ASM bits.

Each of these estimators are described in the following sections.

FREQUENCY OFFSET ESTIMATOR

Let i be the index in r(n) corresponding to the beginning of the preamble sequence and let Lp
be the number of samples in the preamble sequence. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1. The
complicating factor here is the unknown channel impulse response h(n). The difficulty of the
presence of h(n) may be overcome by exploiting the periodic properties of the iNET preamble.

Because the iNet preamble comprises 8 repetitions of a 16 bit sequence, the resulting SOQPSK-
TG modulated carrier is also periodic over the time interval corresponding to the occurrence of the

2
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preamble. Furthermore the sampled SOQPSK-TG signal is periodic over the interval correspond-
ing to the preamble sequence. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1. Here, s(n) are the samples
of the complex baseband SOQPSK-TG signal and p(n′) for n′ = 0, 1, . . . , Lp − 1 are the samples
of the complex baseband SOQPSK-TG signal corresponding to the preamble bits. If the preamble
sequence starts at index i, then s(i) = p(0), s(i+1) = p(1) and so on to s(i+Lp−1) = p(Lp−1).
Now let q(n) be the samples of the complex baseband SOQPSK-TG signal corresponding to the
16-bit sequence that is repeated to form the preamble, and let the length of q(n) be Lq. (At an
equivalent sample rate of 2 samples/bit, Lp = 256 and Lq = 32.)

Using a simple change of index, we may re-write r(i), r(i+1), . . . , r(i+Lp−1) as r(i+`Lq+m)
for ` = 0, . . . , 7 and m = 0, . . . , Lq − 1. The contribution of h(n) to r(i + `Lq + m) depends
only on m, the position inside the q(·) block. Consequently, the only difference (other than the
additive noise) between the sample at position m in adjacent blocks is the phase rotation due to the
frequency offset. This feature is captured by the correlation function.

Assuming N1 < Lq and N2 < Lq, we are interested in the correlation function involving the
middle six blocks:

R(δ) =
1

6Lq − δ

i+7Lq−1∑
n=i+Lq+δ

r(n)r∗(n− δ) (3)

Because the samples r(n) are periodic with period Lq, we are interested in evaluating this function
at integer multiples of Lq. For δ = dLq (1 ≤ d ≤ 5) the correlation is

R(dLq) =
α2

Lq
ejdLqω0 + v (4)

where α2 is given by

α2 =

Lq−1∑
m=0

|α(m)|2 (5)

and v is approximately a zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian random variable. Inspired by the
delay-and-multiply (D&M) estimator described by Eq. (4.5.1) of [3], we use a frequency estimator
based on (4) corresponding to d = 1:

ω̂0 =
1

Lq
arg
{
R(Lq)

}
. (6)

This estimator is simple and exploits the noise averaging that occurs over the 5Lq consecutive
samples of r(n).
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CHANNEL ESTIMATOR

The channel estimator is based on the SOQPSK-TG samples corresponding to the iNET preamble
and ASM fields. The situation illustrated in Figure 2. Because the channel estimator does not
exploit the periodic nature of the preamble, the periodic elements of the preamble sequence are not
made explicit here. For notational purposes, we let x(0), . . . , x(Lp+La−1) represent the samples
corresponding to the preamble followed by the ASM bits.

The first step is to remove the frequency offset from the sequence of received samples. This is
accomplished using

rd(n) = r(n)e−jω̂0n, n = i, . . . , i+ Lp + La + Ld − 1 (7)

where Ld = N × 6144 is the number of samples corresponding to the 6144 data bits. (Here the
subscript d means “de-rotation.”)

The next step is to organize the rd(n) corresponding to the preamble and ASM bits in to a vector,
but skipping the first N2 samples and last N1 samples:

rd =

 rd(i+N2)
...

rd(i+ Lp + La −N1 − 1)

 . (8)

This vector is related to the samples corresponding to the preamble and ASM samples by

rd = Xh + w (9)

where X be the (Np + Na − N1 − N2) × (N1 + N2 + 1) convolution matrix formed from these
samples:

X =

 x(N2 +N1) · · · x(0)
...

...
x(Lp + La − 1) · · · x(Lp + La −N1 −N2 − 1)

 (10)

and where h is the (N1 +N2 + 1)× 1 vector formed by the channel coefficients,

h =
[
h(−N1) · · · h(N2)

]>
, (11)

and w is the (Lp + La −N1 −N2) × 1 vector of noise samples. From this, the vector of channel
estimates is

ĥ =
(
X†X

)−1
X†rd. (12)

This is only true for middle six blocks (i.e., ` = 1, . . . , 6) because the convolution sum in the first block (` = 0)
includes samples from the data field immediately preceding the first block whereas the last block (` = 7) includes
samples from the ASM field immediately following the last block. Eliminating the first and last blocks is sufficient as
long as N1 < Lq and N2 < Lq . If either of these conditions are not true, then this is true for fewer blocks.

Because the preamble is an 8-times repetition of CD98hex, the convolution matrix formed from the samples cor-
responding to the preamble is not sufficiently well-conditioned to provide robust channel estimates in the presence of
even a small frequency offset. The convolution matrix formed from samples corresponding to both the preamble and
ASM fields has less structure and provides more robust channel estimates. See Section 4 of [4].
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At first glance, the computational complexity of (12) seems quite high. But note that the matrix
X is fixed. Consequently, the matrix product

(
X†X

)−1
X† may be precomputed and stored at the

receiver. The result is that the channel estimator reduces to a matrix-vector multiplication.

NOISE VARIANCE ESTIMATOR

The noise variance may be computed from a scaled version of the sample variance corresponding to
the error between the observed signal and its estimate. In matrix/vector form, the sample variance
is the inner product of a vector, divided by its length. The noise variance estimator is

σ̂2
w =

1

2ρ

∣∣∣rd −Xĥ
∣∣∣2 (13)

where rd is given by (9), X by (10), and ĥ by (12). The scale factor ρ is

ρ = Tr
{
I−X

(
X†X

)−1
X†
}

(14)

where I is the (Np +Na −N1 −N2)× (Np +Na −N1 −N2) identity matrix. This scale factor is
chosen to produce an unbiased estimate of the noise variance (see Section 7 of [4]).

PERFORMANCE

The performance of the three estimators was evaluated in compute simulation using the following
parameters:

1. The payload data rate was equivalent to 10 Mbits/s (the equivalent “over-the-air” bit rate was
10.3125 Mbits/s). The iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG signal and channel were generated at
an equivalent sample rate of 2 samples/bit.

2. Because the channel estimator does not know the true length of the channel, the estimator
used values for N1 and N2 larger than any of the test channels. These values were N1 = 12
and N2 = 25 samples.

3. The simulations were performed over 10 representative channels derived from channel sound-
ing measurements conducted at Edwards AFB under the M4A program [5]. The test chan-
nels are summarized in Table 1 and the corresponding frequency-domain plots are shown in
Figure 3.

The results for the frequency offset estimator (6) are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The simulated
estimator means for frequency offsets −50 kHz ≤ ∆f ≤ 50 kHz over the ten test channels are
plotted in Figure 4. This figure shows that the frequency estimator is unbiased and capable of
accurately estimating the frequency offset over this range. The simulated variance of the frequency
offset estimator (6) is shown in Figure 5 where it is observed that the estimator error variance
decreases with increasing Eb/N0, as expected. The RMS frequency error is the square root of the

7



Table 1: Description of the ten test channels used in the simulations.
channel N1 N2 length environment

01 1 7 9 Taxiway E
02 2 17 20 Taxiway E
03 1 22 24 Taxiway E
04 5 13 19 Takeoff on 22L
05 1 1 3 Cords Road
06 1 2 4 Cords Road
07 0 4 5 Cords Road
08 2 3 6 Black Mountain
09 1 1 3 Black Mountain
10 2 3 6 Land on 22L

variance. The plots show that for Eb/N0 ≥ 12 dB, the RMS frequency error is a few hundred Hz.
This is small, but a mechanism for tracking out the residual frequency offset in the SOQPSK-TG
detector is still required. (For example, see Figure 3 of [2]).

The results for the channel estimator (12) are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Here, the figure of merit
is based on the sum of estimation errors:

Eh =

N2∑
n=−N1

[
h(n)− ĥ(n)

]
. (15)

In Figure 6, the error mean is the expected value of Eh which, in turn, was estimated in simulation
using the sample mean. In Figure 7, the error variance is the variance of Eh which, in turn, was
estimated in simulation using the sample variance. The impact of the frequency offset estimation
errors on the accuracy of the channel estimates is clearly evident. The estimator error mean only
decreases with increasing Eb/N0 when Eb/N0 ≥ 15 dB.

The results for the noise variance estimator (13) are shown in Figures 8 and 9. Because the noise
variance decreases with increasing Eb/N0, we plot the normalized versions of the noise variance
estimator error:

Ew =
σ2
w − σ̂2

w

σ2
w

. (16)

As with the channel estimator, the noise variance estimator clearly suffers from the frequency and
channel estimation errors. Consequently, of the three estimates, this one is least reliable.

How these estimation errors impact the overall bit error rate (BER) is discussed in detail in [4]. The
impact of the estimation errors may also be inferred from the (BER) performance of the MMSE
equalizer presented in [2] where it is demonstrated that the equalization techniques enabled by
these estimates have reasonably good BER performance over the same set of ten test channels.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents algorithms for estimating the frequency offset (6), multipath channel coeffi-
cients (12), and noise variance (13) of iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG. The estimators compare the
received signal samples corresponding to the iNET preamble and attached sync marker (ASM) bits
to a locally stored copy of the SOQPSK-TG samples corresponding to the same. The mean and
variance of the three estimators over ten test channels derived from channel sounding experiments
at Edwards AFB is presented. The impact of the estimation errors may be inferred from the (BER)
performance of the MMSE equalizer presented in [2] where it is demonstrated that the equalization
techniques enabled by these estimates have reasonably good BER performance over the same set
of ten test channels.
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Figure 3: Frequency-domain plots of the example channels from channel sounding experiments at
Edwards AFB. In each plot, the thick line is the channel frequency response and the thin line is the
power spectral density of SOQPSK-TG operating at 10.3125 Mbits/s.
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Figure 4: Estimator means for the frequency estimator (6) for the ten test channels described in
Figure 3.
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Figure 5: Estimator error variance for the frequency estimator (6) for the ten test channels described
in Figure 3.
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Figure 6: Estimator means for the channel estimator (12) for the ten test channels described in
Figure 3.
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Figure 7: Estimator error variance for the channel estimator (12) for the ten test channels described
in Figure 3.
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Figure 8: Estimator means for the noise variance estimator (13) for the ten test channels described
in Figure 3.
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Figure 9: Estimator error variance for the noise variance estimator (13) for the ten test channels
described in Figure 3.
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ABSTRACT

This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the zero-forcing, minimum mean-squared error, and
constant-modulus equalizers in improving the BER performance of iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG.
The equalization algorithms leverage the existence of known bit sequences in the preamble and
ASM fields of the iNET packet to realize data-aided equalizers. The effectiveness of these equal-
ization techniques over ten test channels, derived from channel sounding experiments at Edwards
AFB, was evaluated. The BER curves for nine out of the ten test channels display the desirable
“waterfall” shape. The BER curve for the remaining test channel displays a “BER floor.” Fortu-
nately, the “BER floor” is low enough to allow error correcting codes, such as the iNET LDPC
code, to correct the errors and provide virtually error-free performance.

INTRODUCTION

Multipath interference occurs when the radio signal form the airborne transmitted arrives at a
ground-based receiver via multiple propagation paths. Usually, one of the propagation paths is
the line-of-sight propagation path whereas the others are due to reflections. Multipath interference
continues to be the dominant cause of link outages in aeronautical telemetry.

Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 412TW-PA-14264
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DATA 
(6144 bits) 

PRE 
(128 bits) 

ASM 
(64 bits) 

Figure 1: The iNET packet structure used in this paper.

Equalization, using the constant modulus algorithm (CMA), in the context of aeronautical teleme-
try has been investigated before [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, laboratory tests with hardware prototypes
produced less than compelling results [4]; these results have raised questions on the applicability
to aeronautical telemetry of purely blind equalization algorithms.

Here we investigate a data-aided approach to equalization. In data-aided equalization, the equalizer
filter coefficients may be computed from the multipath channel coefficients. The question is, “how
does the receiver know what the channel impulse response is?”

The answer to this question lies in the iNET packet structure. iNET-formatted transmissions in-
clude a 128-bit preamble and 64-bit attached sync marker (ASM) preceding a block of data bits
(at least 6144 bits: an LDPC codeword): see Figure 1. Because the preamble and ASM bits are
known, the receiver can compare the received signal to a locally stored copy of the SOQPSK-TG
signal corresponding to the preamble and ASM bit fields. This comparison is capable of producing
estimates of the frequency offset, noise variance, and multipath channel coefficients [5]. And from
the multipath channel coefficient estimates, the equalizer filter coefficients may be obtained.

In this paper we evaluate the performance of three popular equalization algorithms: the zero-
forcing (ZF) equalizer, the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) equalizer, and the CMA equal-
izer. The ZF and MMSE equalizers are data-aided equalizers. Traditionally, the CMA equalizer is
a completely blind equalizer; but here we use the MMSE equalizer filter coefficients to initialize
the CMA equalizer. Relative to the traditional “center-tap initialization,” the MMSE-initialized
CMA equalizer as a shorter convergence time and lower bit error rate.

SYSTEM-LEVEL DESCRIPTION

The bit sequence for iNET is organized as outlined in Figure 1. The preamble sequence (PRE)
is CD98hex repeated eight times [6, p. 48]. The preamble field is followed by the attached sync
marker (ASM) field defined as 034776C7272895B0hex. The DATA field is 6144 randomized data
bits. (These bits correspond to a single LDPC codeword in the coded system. Here, we evaluate
the uncoded bit error rate after equalization.)

The transmitted signal is SOQPSK-TG whose input bit stream is summarized in Figure 1. The
signal propagates through a frequency selective channel and experiences a frequency offset as well
as the addition of additive white Gaussian noise.

The received signal is filtered, down-converted to I/Q baseband, and sampled (not necessarily in
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Figure 2: The data packet format and high-level signal processing explored in this paper.

that order) using standard techniques. The resulting sequence of received samples is

r(n) =

[
N2∑

k=−N1

h(k)s(n− k)
]
ejω0n + w(n), (1)

where h(n) is the impulse response of the equivalent discrete-time channel with support on−N1 ≤
n ≤ N2, ω0 rads/sample is the frequency offset, andw(n) is a complex-valued zero-mean Gaussian
random process with variance σ2

w. The focus of this paper is on the application of equalization
techniques to the I/Q baseband samples. Because SOQPSK-TG is a nonlinear modulation, the
equalizer cannot operate on the symbols in the same way it does for linear modulation (cf., [7,
Chapter 9]). Consequently, the equalizer must operate on the samples of SOQPSK-TG, similar to
the way fractionally spaced equalizers operate.

Because the preamble and ASM bits are known, the samples corresponding to the preamble and
ASM bits are used to estimate the frequency offset, channel impulse response, and, for the MMSE
equalizer, the noise variance. Before these tasks can be accomplished, the start of the samples
corresponding to the preamble bits in the received signal must be known. This is accomplished
by the preamble detector block, whose algorithm is based on the detection algorithm described in
[8]. Once the start of the preamble is known, the frequency offset is estimated using the algorithms
described in [5]. The frequency offset is used with a complex-exponential to derorate the received
data to remove the frequency offset. The derorated data rd(n) are used to estimate the channel
and noise variance as described in [5]. The channel estimates ĥ(n), for −N1 ≤ n ≤ N2, are used
to compute the ZF and MMSE equalizer filter coefficients. For the CMA equalizer, the channel
estimates ĥ(n) are used to initialize the adaptive filter whose update is based on the CMA.

THE EQUALIZATION ALGORITHMS

The equalizers operate in the system configuration shown in Figure 3. [cf., Figure 2]. Here, the
derotated samples rd(n) are equalized using a length L1+L2+1 FIR filter defined by the impulse
response c(n) for −L1 ≤ n ≤ L2 to produce the output

y(n) =

L2∑

m=−L1

c(m)rd(n−m). (2)
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The equalizer output forms the input to the well-known symbol-by-symbol SOQPSK detector com-
prising a detection filter operating at N = Tb/T samples/bit and a decision process, operating on
the decision variable u(k) at 1 sample/bit. This detector, based on an offset QPSK approximation
of SOQPSK-TG, is described in more detail in [9, 10]. The detectors of Figure 3 also include
a phase lock loop (PLL). The PLL is required to track out any residual phase increments due to
frequency offset estimation errors. A timing loop is not required because timing offsets are part of
the channel estimate ĥ(n). In what follows, we will organize the equalizer filter coefficients into
(L1 + L2 + 1)× 1 vectors as follows:

cZF =




cZF(−L1)
...

cZF(0)
...

cZF(L2)



, cMMSE =




cMMSE(−L1)
...

cMMSE(0)
...

cMMSE(L2)



, c

(p)
MMSE =




c
(p)
CMA(−L1)

...
c
(p)
CMA(0)

...
c
(p)
CMA(L2)



. (3)

The superscript “(p)” for the CMA equalizer coefficients is the update index and is explained
below.

The ZF equalizer is a filter that is the best length-(L1+L2+1) FIR approximation to the “inverse”
of the channel. That is, c(n) is chosen so that

ĥ(n) ∗ c(n) ≈ δ(n− n0) (4)

for −L1 ≤ n ≤ L2 where “best” minimizes the least squares error. The vector of filter coefficients
defined by this criterion is given by [11]

cZF =
(
H†H

)−1
H†un0 (5)

where

un0 =




0
...
0
1
0
...
0







n0 − 1 zeros




N1 +N2 + L1 + L2 − n0 + 1 zeros

and H is the (N1+N2+L1+L2+1)× (L1+L2+1) convolution matrix formed by the estimates
of the channel impulse response:

H =




ĥ(−N1)

ĥ(−N1 + 1) ĥ(−N1)
...

... . . .
ĥ(N2) ĥ(N2 − 1) ĥ(−N1)

ĥ(N2) ĥ(−N1 + 1)
...

ĥ(N2)




.
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The minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) equalizer is a filter that minimizes the mean squared
error

E = E
{∣∣∣s(n)− r(n) ∗ c(n)

∣∣∣
2
}
. (6)

The solution is given by a form of the Wiener-Hopf equations [11]. The (L1 + L2 + 1)× 1 vector
of MMSE equalizer filter coefficients are

cMMSE =

[
GG† +

σ̂2
w

σ2
s

IL1+L2+1

]−1
g†, (7)

G is the (L1 + L2 + 1)× (N1 +N2 + L1 + L2 + 1) matrix

G =




ĥ(N2) · · · ĥ(−N1)

ĥ(N2) · · · ĥ(−N1)
. . .

ĥ(N2) · · · ĥ(−N1)


 ;

g is the 1× (L1 + L2 + 1) vector given by

g =
[
ĥ(L1) · · · ĥ(−L2)

]

where it is understood that h(n) = 0 for n < −N1 or n > N2 (how many zeros need to be
prepended and appended depends on the relationship between L1 and N2 and the relationship be-
tween L2 and N1); and σ2

s is the signal power. This solution is based on the assumption that
SOQPSK-TG samples corresponding to a sample rate of 2 samples/bit are approximately uncorre-
lated. The impact of this approximation is discussed in [12].

The CMA equalizer is outlined in Figure 3 (b). As with the ZF and MMSE equalizers of Figure 3
(a), the length-(L1 + L2 + 1) FIR equalizer filter precedes the SOQPSK-TG symbol-by-symbol
detector. Unlike the ZF and MMSE equalizers of Figure 3 (a), the CMA equalizer is an adaptive
filter whose coefficients minimize the cost function JCMA given by

JCMA

(
y(n)

)
= E

{(
|y(n)|2 −R2

)2}
(8)

where

R2 =
E
{
|s(n)|4

}

E
{
|s(n)|2

} . (9)

The CMA cost function measures the departure of the equalizer output from a circle of radius R2,
but does so without any phase information.

Using the steepest descent algorithm to drive the adaptation, which occurs once per packet here,
the (L1+L2+1)× 1 vector of filter coefficients for packet p+1 is an updated version of the filter
coefficients used for packet p:

c
(p+1)
CMA = c

(p)
CMA − µ∇JCMA (10)

6
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Figure 4: A block diagram of the simulation procedure.

where µ > 0 is the step size and where

∇JCMA = E
{
2
[
y(n)y∗(n)−R2

]
y(n)r∗(n)

}
(11)

with

r∗(n) =




r∗d(n+ L1)
...

r∗d(n)
...

r∗d(n− L2)



. (12)

A critical issue for any adaptive filter is convergence: both how long and to what state. Here, we
initialize the CMA equalizer filter with the MMSE filter coefficients. That is

c
(0)
CMA = cMMSE (13)

given by (7). Not only does this reduce convergence time, but also it helps the adaptive filter con-
verge to a state the produces a lower bit error rate than that achievable with center-tap-initialization.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

The bit error rate (BER) performance of the three equalization techniques was assessed using the
simulation environment outlined in Figure 4. The simulation parameters were the following:

1. The payload data rate was equivalent to 10 Mbits/s (the equivalent “over-the-air” bit rate was
10.3125 Mbits/s). The iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG signal and channel were generated at
an equivalent sample rate of 2 samples/bit.

2. Because the channel estimator does not know the true length of the channel, the estimator
used values for N1 and N2 larger than any of the test channels. These values were N1 = 12
and N2 = 25 samples.

7



3. The equalizers used L1 = 4×N1 = 48 samples and L2 = 4×N2 = 100 samples. Thus the
length of equalizer filter was 149 samples.

4. The CMA equalizer filter is an adaptive filter. After initializing the filter with the MMSE
equalizer filter coefficients, the CMA filter was allowed to converge for 100 packets before
errors were counted.

5. The simulations were performed over 10 representative channels derived from channel sound-
ing measurements conducted at Edwards AFB under the M4A program [13]. The test chan-
nels are summarized in Table 1 and the corresponding frequency-domain plots are shown in
Figure 5.

The simulated BER performance is shown in Figures 6 – 10. In all cases we observe that the ZF
equalizer has the worst performance and that the MMSE and CMA equalizer have about the same
performance. (The lone exception is the simulation results for test channel 9 shown in Figure 10
where for high Eb/N0, all three equalizer achieve the same performance. This is to be expected
because test channel 9 is rather benign [see Figure 5].) The fact that the ZF equalizer has the worst
performance is not surprising. The ZF equalizer simply “inverts the channel” (this phrase derives
from the frequency domain point of view). For channels with nulls, the “inversion” restores the
frequency content of the desired signal in the frequency band surrounding the null. This restoration
also amplifies the noise power in the same frequency band. The end result is a phenomenon
known as “noise amplification:” the distortion due to the multipath channel is corrected, but the
signal-to-noise ratio (greatly) decreased. In contrast the MMSE and CMA equalizers take a more
measured approach to “channel inversion” and balance the impact of residual multipath distortion
and amplified noise on their respective cost functions [mean squared error (6) for the MMSE
equalizer and JCMA (8) for the CMA equalizer].

Another interesting feature of the simulation results is that all test channels, except test channel 2,
display the “waterfall” shape; a large decrease in BER as Eb/N0 increases above a certain value.
Systems characterized by BER vs. Eb/N0 curves with the “waterfall” shape are those for which
equalization and additional link margin can achieve a desired reliability level. The good news
here is that for nine out of the ten cases, reliable communications is possible. Test channel 2 is a
counter example. Here, the BER performance seems to “flatten out” as Eb/N0 increases. That is,
the BER curve is characterized by a “BER floor” rather than the “waterfall” shape. A “BER floor”
is undesirable because it means that no matter how much Eb/N0 is increased, the system designer
cannot drive the BER below the floor. All is not lost, however. If the “BER floor” is low enough
(as it is in this case), then a good error correcting code (such as the LDPC code defined in the iNET
standard) can remove the errors to produce a close-to-error-free link.
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Figure 5: Frequency-domain plots of the example channels from channel sounding experiments at
Edwards AFB. In each plot, the thick line is the channel frequency response and the thin line is the
power spectral density of SOQPSK-TG operating at 10.3125 Mbits/s.
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Table 1: Description of the ten test channels used in the simulations.
channel N1 N2 length environment

01 1 7 9 Taxiway E
02 2 17 20 Taxiway E
03 1 22 24 Taxiway E
04 5 13 19 Takeoff on 22L
05 1 1 3 Cords Road
06 1 2 4 Cords Road
07 0 4 5 Cords Road
08 2 3 6 Black Mountain
09 1 1 3 Black Mountain
10 2 3 6 Land on 22L
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Figure 6: Simulation results for test channel 1 (left) and test channel 2 (right).
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Figure 7: Simulation results for test channel 3 (left) and test channel 4 (right).
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Figure 8: Simulation results for test channel 5 (left) and test channel 6 (right).
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Figure 9: Simulation results for test channel 7 (left) and test channel 8 (right).
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Figure 10: Simulation results for test channel 9 (left) and test channel 10 (right).
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper has demonstrated the effectiveness of the ZF, MMSE, and CMA equalizers with iNET-
formatted SOQPSK-TG. The equalization algorithms leverage the existence of known bit se-
quences in the preamble and ASM fields of the iNET packet to realize data-aided equalizers.
The effectiveness of these equalization techniques over ten test channels, derived from channel
sounding experiments at Edwards AFB, was evaluated. The BER curves for test channels 1, 3–10
display the desirable “waterfall” shape, whereas the BER curve for test channel 2 displays a “BER
floor.” Fortunately, the “BER floor” is low enough to allow error correcting codes, such as the
iNET LDPC code to correct the errors and provide virtually error-free performance.
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Abstract : The wireless acquisition system LISA has been designed for mechanical 
phenomenon analysis onboard aircrafts. It has been in use for more than one year now. This 
paper describes the organization of this equipment and the experiences related by first users.  

Keywords : IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee, O-QPSK, wireless acquisition, synchronous acquisition 

1. Introduction 

An in-flight acquisition system with less or even no wiring is a most common requirement 
among test engineers. Firstly, because cabling an aircraft is a long and expensive task, but 
also because experiments must often be made at a short notice, on standard and unprepared 
aircrafts. In such cases, test engineers are looking for acquisition equipment which is fast to 
install, fast to remove, and which easily connects to any existing flight test installation. In 
some cases, such as helicopter rotors, but also rotating machines in ground installations, 
wiring is simply impossible and real time acquisition and data processing requires a wireless 
link toward central FTI. 

 

2. Initial requirements 

The device described below was a request from a Dassault Aviation flight test team. The 
purpose of the system was temperatures, vibrations, acoustic levels and strain-gages 
measurements on aircraft structures. Experiments on the most remote parts of the aircraft such 
as wings or empennage would necessitate a complex wiring crossing many internal structures.  
It was thus a good occasion to experience a wireless system. A reflection was conducted on 
the best technical choices for the acquisition part and the transmission link. Such acquisitions 
require a relatively high sampling frequency (several kHz) and also a good synchronism 
between different acquisition channels in order to correlate physical phenomena. 

The radio link is one of the major choices of such equipments. It must comply with a complex 
set of requirements : data throughput, distance, synchronism, frequency band… WIFI  was a 
possibility but was finally abandoned for at least two reasons : the presence in the FTI of 
powerful  telemetry emitters using frequency bands very close to  WIFI 2.4GHz and a 
complexity of the protocol which requires important hardware resources. ZigBee, a simpler 
and more controllable standard was chosen. ZigBee has been originally designed for WPAN : 
Wireless Personal Area Network but has extended its usage to more industrial applications. Its 
transmission range (more than 100 meters) covers the needs of aircraft instrumentation. A 
proprietary variant of IEEE standard 802.15.4 designed by ATMEL, O-QPSK,  was chosen in 
order to increase data throughput up to 550 kbit/s instead of 250 kbit/s. The transmission 
frequency is 868 MHz, one of the possible bands in the standard.  
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A last requirement was related to the size and the modularity of the equipment which is 
installed in remote parts of the aircraft structure, often in relatively small compartments. It 
was preferred to reduce the size of the equipment and to separate functions in various smaller 
and flexible modules rather than mixing all functions into a bigger enclosure. 

 

 

Figure 1: a MACQ-862 module and an ER-800 transmitter 

 

3. The equipment 

Based on these requirements, LISA was designed as a set of modules : 

• MACQ-862 : 8 channels (2 PT100 + 6 multipurpose) acquisition module. The MACQ-
862 transmits its measures on a PCM link, being the first level of a distributed 
acquisition system. General purpose channels can support and power a large choice of 
sensors. Sampling rates are 5 ksample/s for general purpose channels and 1 ksample/s 
for temperatures. Other acquisition rates are possible on demand. Resolution is 12 bits. 
The MACQ-862 features 3 simultaneous outputs : local SD-card, USB and a 12 bit 
PCM output. When fitted with the local SD-card memory, the MACQ-862 can be used 
as a stand-alone data logger. 

• ER-800 : is a wireless emitter/receiver. It receives the PCM output of the acquisition 
module and forwards it toward another ER-800 module which, in turn, reproduces the 
original PCM stream. Antennas can be separated from the module in order to be 
installed in the most convenient place. Emission power is less than 0.25 Watts. 

• Other modules exist such as batteries and battery chargers. 

 

Figure 2: a typical configuration 
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A typical wireless configuration is made of one MACQ-862 and two ER-800 modules. The 
receiving ER-800 will be installed in aircraft body. Its output can be processed by an existing 
FTI or directly on a PC through an USB port. 

Several sets can be used simultaneously, using different transmission frequencies. These sets 
can be managed independently but can also be synchronized in order to form a unique 
acquisition system with a true synchronism of all data acquisition even over separate MACQ-
862 modules. 

Due to frequency band limitations (see below) between 4 and 8 sets can be used 
simultaneously.  

4. Synchronization and control 

MACQ-862 modules can be remotely operated through the RF network. One of the ER-800 
receivers is elected as the system master and synchronizes all acquisition modules. During 
initialization phase, remote modules are configured by the master. An initial date is 
transmitted.  Then, every 10 milliseconds a re-sync pulse is generated toward all ER-800 
emitters which, in turn, transmits the pulse to the MACQ-862 module. This pulse re-
synchronizes acquisition clocks. The result is a true synchronism of measures over the entire 
LISA installation : 

• Channels are sampled at the same time 

• PCM frames are time stamped with the same time reference 

The master ER-800 can receive an IRIG B input: all measures will be time stamped in 
accordance with the entire FTI. 

 

USB
PCMPCM

MACQ-862 ER-800 ER-800

USB
PCM

USB
PCM

PCM

PCM
 

Figure 3: The master receiver synchronizes all acquisitions 
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5. Experimentations 

LISA has been tested in various conditions, both on-ground and in-flight.  

The on-ground experiments have shown that effective distance range was greater than 
expected. An error-free communication is easily established at a distance of 500 meters or 
more in the open and more than 150 meters in a closed place (aircraft hangar). On-ground use 
may be an interesting application, even for aircraft tests : landing gears tests, wing 
deformation, are examples of such uses.  

The first in-flight applications have been conducted by Dassault Aviation. Sensors and remote 
acquisition modules where installed in wings and empennage of a Falcon jet. The receiving 
ER-800 was in the aircraft body. Antennas were not in direct view. 

Other experiments are on the way, including strain gage and acceleration onboard a helicopter 
rotor. This kind of application is a perfect illustration of LISA's ability for rotating 
equipments. These techniques can also apply to many ground applications such as cranes, 
rotor of turbo-alternators in power plants etc. 

 

 

Figure 4: Typical experiment 

6. Feed-backs 

6.1 Transmission efficiency 

These first experiments of LISA have brought interesting feed-backs. One of them is a rather 
surprising robustness of radio communications. It is often heard that setting a radio 
communication link is a tricky task.  Our users' experience show that in most cases 
communication was trouble less, even when antennas were not in direct view. The worst 
obstacle in communication seems to be the human body : a person standing near-by the 
emitter or receiver may disturb the data flow. This is, fortunately, not an issue for in-flight 
applications. Even communications inside a metallic hangar were undisturbed. 

6.2 Radio Frequency Issues 

When speaking of LISA to test engineers from various origins it becomes very clear that 
frequency choice is an important issue. Local regulations vary a lot and frequency band 
attribution will be very different in different countries. Keeping the possibility to change the 
ER-800 frequency band is thus an important feature. Various models of ER-800 will be 

Receivers
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available for unlicensed 2.4 GHz band, 915 MHz for Americas and Australia and 868 MHz 
for Europe.   

6.3 Stand-alone use 

It is not useless to mention that LISA, initially chosen by users for its wireless features, is also 
widely used as a stand-alone data recorder.  A small box which can be easily and quickly 
installed in any part of an aircraft (a few sensors, a battery, a MAC-862 and that's all) is 
appreciated by users. 

6.4 Multi-sensors needs 

The first systems with LISA have been designed for vibrations and strain gages 
measurements, which need a fast acquisition rate. They use all the bandwidth of the radio link 
(550 kbit/s). The counterpart is a small number of channels. There are many other 
applications which need many more sensors, even if used at a slower rate. Typically, testing 
an engine will require thousands of measures, many of which (temperatures, pressures…) can 
be scanned at a very low speed.  

A new module is currently designed which is able to collect data of multiple sensors on a 
local network. This network can be a mix of several instrumentation or industrial field busses: 
1-wire, Profibus, CAN, asynchronous  RS485, Ethercat etc…  Again, this is a limitation to 
individual channel performance but one can federate hundreds of sensors into a single MAC 
acquisition module. 

 

Figure 5: Mixing data sources 

6.4 Confusions with wireless sensors 

To speak true the expression "wireless" attracts many users looking for wireless sensors. This 
is not the aim of LISA and the design and use of wireless sensors is another topic. But the 
wireless gateway to a wired sensor network as seen above can be a very attractive solution, 
which at least, solves the problem of the power supply of these sensors and gives much more 
choice to the user when choosing his sensors. 
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8. Conclusion 

This experiment of a WPAN for local wireless transmission in an aircraft has shown effective 
solutions. Many things remain to be done for applications of local wireless transmission. The 
speed limit remains the most important issue. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper describes a system framework for a multi-band, multi-mode software defined radio 

(MBMM SDR) being developed for next-generation telemetry applications.   The system 

framework consists of the multi-band front-end (MBFE), the multi-mode digital radio (MMDR), 

and the configuration and control (C2) sub-systems.  The MBFE consists of an L/S/C-band 

transceiver architecture that provides wideband operation, band selection, and channel tuning.  

The MMDR consists of the software and firmware components for high-speed digital signal 

processing for the telemetry waveforms.  Finally, the C2 consists of the software and hardware 

components for system configuration, control and status.  The MBFE is implemented as a stand-

alone hardware sub-system, while the MMDR and C2 are integrated into a single hardware sub-

system that utilizes state-of-the-art system-on-chip (SoC) technology.  Design methodologies, 

hardware architectures, and system tradeoffs are highlighted to meet next-generation telemetry 

requirements for improved spectrum efficiency and utilizations.  Approved for public release; 

distribution is unlimited (412TW-PA-14281). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

It is envision that the next-generation telemetry infrastructure will be a net-centric architecture 

that optimizes spectrum efficiency and utilization due to the decreasing spectrum allocations for 

Department of Defense’s (DoD) systems.  To improve spectrum efficiency and utilization, the 

telemetry infrastructure must provide operational flexibility in frequency and modulation.  As a 

result, Test Resource Management Center (TRMC) is supporting the development of a multi-

band, multi-mode software defined radio (MBMM SDR) to demonstrate the next-generation of 

radio segments for net-centric telemetry.  The MBMM SDR operates across the L/S/C-Band 

telemetry allocations and provides advanced state-of-the-art system-on-chip (SoC) technology 

for multi-mode operations.     
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The system framework for the MBMM SDR is illustrated in Figure 1.  The framework consists 

of three primary sub-systems: the multi-band front end (MBFE), the multi-mode digital radio 

(MMDR), and the configuration and control (C2).  The MBFE provides wideband operation, 

band selection, and channel tuning that support L/S/C-band telemetry allocations.  The MMDR 

implements field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology to provide high-speed signal 

processing of Pulse Code Modulation/Frequency Modulation (PCM/FM) and Shaped Offset 

Quadrature Shift Keying (SOQPSK-TG) waveforms, respectively.  The C2 consists of software 

and hardware for booting, configuration, control & status of MBFE and MMDR, and memory & 

filesystem management. 
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Figure 1: MBMM SDR System Framework 

  

This paper highlights the design methodologies, hardware architectures, and system tradeoffs for 

each of sub-systems.  The MBFE is implemented as a stand-alone hardware sub-system 

consisting of design tradeoffs between two receiver (Rx) channel architectures and single 

transmitter (Tx) channel architecture.  The MMDR and C2 are implemented into a single 

hardware sub-system consisting of two operation planes:  the digital radio (DR) plane that hosts 

the telemetry waveform firmware, and the C2 plane that hosts the embedded software for the 

system configuration, control and status.   

 

 

MULTI-BAND FRONT END 

 

For this work, we are investigating two receiver (Rx) design methodologies to provide band 

selection and channel tuning within the telemetry allocations.  The first design methodology is 

based on the Weaver architecture that utilizes image-rejection to provide band selection between 

L/S-Band and C-Band allocations, respectively.  Detail explanations of the Weaver architecture 

and the design methodology are given in [1, 2].  The primary design objective is to develop a 

frequency plan that allows for the proper sideband relationship between the L/S-Band as the 

lower sideband (LSB) component and the C-Band as the upper sideband (USB) component to 
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perform band selection using image-rejection.  A simplified block diagram of the Weaver 

architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Weaver Rx Architecture 

 

The hardware architecture consists of a wideband front-end, static filter bank, and the Weaver 

channel architecture.  The wideband front-end is designed to provide signal conditioning across 

the 1000 MHz to 6000 MHz spectrum, the static filter bank provides coarse filtering based on the 

entire frequency allocation for each band.   The Weaver channel architecture is a hybrid 

implementation between analog and digital components.  The analog portion provides the initial 

frequency translation to the intermediate frequency (IF) that ensures proper sideband relationship 

for image-rejection [2].  The required IFs range from 1000 MHz to 2000 MHz, which is based on 

the frequency separation of the L/S-band allocations to C-Band allocation.  To accommodate this 

frequency range, adaptive band-pass filter (ABPF) components are implemented after the analog 

translation stage.  The ABPF is able to tune its center frequency based on the required IF.  After 

signal conditioning and data conversion, a secondary digital frequency translation and coarse 

sideband selection are performed based on [2].  The channelizer within the digital Rx chain 

performs channel selection within the 100-MHz channel bandwidth. 

 

The second Rx design methodology is based on an adaptive filter bank (AFB) architecture that 

utilizes the ABPF components.  The ABPF is able to tune its center frequency and bandwidth to 

provide better selectivity based on the configuration mode (i.e. data rate, channel, and 

modulation).   An analog frequency translation stage down converts the RF spectrum to a 100-

MHz IF spectrum, which is filtered with a highly selective band-pass filter (BPF) as illustrated in 

Figure 3.   A 600-MHz IF was selected to relax filtering requirements for local oscillator (LO) 

and image suppression.  During data conversion, undersampling is utilized to centered the 100-

MHz IF spectrum within the Nyquist zone.  As a result, a second-stage digital frequency 

translation is required to move the spectrum to baseband, while providing I & Q samples for 

demodulation and detection within the digital receiver.  As previously, the channelizer within the 

digital Rx chain performs channel selection within the 100-MHz channel bandwidth. 
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Figure 3: AFB Rx Architecture 

     

The transmitter (Tx) design methodology is based on a high-IF architecture that relaxes the 

analog filtering requirements of the adaptive filter bank.  The high-IF is achieved by selecting a 

high-order alias from the data conversion.  To compensate for the digital-to-analog converter 

(DAC) roll-off effect, the DAC rate is selected to center the aliases within the centered of the 

Nyquist zones as illustrated in Figure 4.  In addition, an inverse sinc compensation filter is 

implemented within the digital interpolation stage of the digital Tx chain.   An 600-MHz IF was 

selected based on a 400-MHz DAC rate and 40 dBc of attenuation by ABPFs at the LO 

frequencies.   Channel selection within the 100-MHz channel bandwidth is performed by 

frequency offsetting the digital baseband signal and analog frequency translating to the 

appropriate telemetry allocation. 
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Figure 4:  Tx Architecture 

 

Circuit performance and analysis for the MBFE sub-system are presented in [3].  In addition, 

optimization of the MBFE sub-system is on-going for test range demonstration of the MMBM 

SDR by FY2015. 
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MULTI-MODE DIGITAL RADIO 

 

The telemetry waveforms implemented are PCM/FM and SOQPSK-TG.  Both waveforms are 

continuous phase modulation (CPM) that allows for common components to be designed for 

both waveforms.  The primary difference between the waveforms is the modulation technique: 

frequency vs. phase.  However, frequency modulation can be implemented as phase modulation.  

As a result, a common Tx chain can be designed as illustrated in Figure 5.  For SOQPSK, the 

differential encoder, Q-bit delay, and symbol precoder are required per IRIG 106 specifications.  

In addition, the shaping filter is different for each telemetry waveforms:  a 2-symbol length 

raised cosine (2RC) filter for PCM/FM and an 8-symbol length temporal raised cosine for 

SOQPSK.  Detail specifications of the telemetry waveforms are given in [4].  
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Figure 5: Tx Chain Common Hardware Architecture 

 

The primary Rx functionalities include channelization, demodulation, and detection.  

Channelization selects the appropriate channel within the 100-MHz baseband spectrum from the 

MBFE.  The channelizer is implemented using a filter bank architecture that translates the 

prototype filter to offset frequency of the channel.  The occupied channel spectrum is based on 

the data rate and modulation configuration, which defines the filter requirements for the 

prototype filter.  Once the channel is filtered, baseband translation is performed for demodulation 

and detection.  Figure 6 & Figure 7 illustrates the design methodology and hardware architecture 

for the channelizer. 
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Figure 6: Channelizer Design Methodology 
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Figure 7: Channelizer Hardware Architecture 

 

Demodulation and detection is based on a match filter architecture with multi-symbol detection.  

First, carrier and phase synchronization is performed based on the phase statistics of the trellis 

decoder [5-7].  As a result, the numerically controlled oscillators (NCOs) are adjusted for 

demodulation of the baseband waveform.  For optimum detector of CPM waveforms, a trellis 

decoder is implemented based on the Viterbi algorithm.  A trellis decoder utilizes the inherent 

memory of the CPM waveforms across multi-symbol to achieve better performance compared to 

a symbol-by-symbol detection.   The match filter matrix is developed based on the shaping filter 

characteristics, which defines the phase tree of the modulation.  The output of the match filter 

matrix is used as the branch calculator for the Viterbi algorithm [8].   The common Rx chain 

hardware architecture for demodulation and detection is illustrated in Figure 8. 
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CONFIGURATION AND CONTROL 

 

The MMDR and C2 are implemented using state-of-the-art SoC technology.  The SoC consists 

of dual-core ARM processing system (PS) integrated with a high-performance programmable 

logic (PL) system.  In addition, dedicated hardware interfaces are available for utilization.  As a 

result, the MMDR and C2 can be implemented into a single hardware sub-system consisting of 

two operational planes:  the digital radio plane that hosts the telemetry waveform firmware and 

the C2 plane that hosts the embedded software for the system configuration, control and status as 

illustrated in Figure 9.  A FPGA mezzanine card (FMC) interface consisting of dual 12-bit 1-

GSPS analog-to-digital converters (ADC) and dual 16-bit 1-GHz digital-to-analog converter 

(DAC) is used for the high-speed data conversion.       
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Figure 9: MMDR and C2 Hardware Sub-System 

Open-source Linux is used to host the embedded software on the dual-core PS.  Software 

components include the C2 core software and the DR general purpose processor (GPP) software.  

The C2 core software is responsible for general system configuration, control, and status.  The 

DR GPP software implements the Viterbi algorithm for the detection, while the VITA Radio 

Transport (VRT) protocol over Gigabit Ethernet (GIGE) is implemented for the data interface.  

In addition to the SoC PS, a micro-controller is implemented for stand-alone configuration of the 

MBFE sub-system, which includes several ABPF components, automatic gain control (AGC) 

amplifiers, variable gain amplifier (VGA), and frequency synthesizers.  Memory maps are used 

for control and status between the dual-core PS and PL. The hardware architecture for the C2 

sub-systems is illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: C2 Hardware Architecture 
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CONCLUSION 

 

A system framework for a multi-band, multi-mode SDR platform was presented.  The 

framework consists of hardware architectures for the multi-band front-end, the multi-mode 

digital radio, and the configuration and control sub-systems.  Common architectures for the 

transmitter and receiver channel are used to minimize development time.  System-on-Chip (SoC) 

technology is used to achieve high integration between the digital radio and configuration and 

control sub-systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper describes in depth the specifics of a tracking system for small mammals. This method 

is based on time difference of arrival. This project was deployed for proof of concept and 

demonstrates the advantages of time difference of arrival over GPS based schemes employed by 

previous teams. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Background 

There are roughly 395 different endangered species located in Brazil which includes the Golden 

Lion Tamarin (GLT) Monkey, the main focus of this project. Due to massive deforestation of the 

Brazilian Rain Forests, which the GLT’s call home, the species has quickly become one of the 

worlds’ most endangered species. Currently, only 1,500 GLTs remain in the wild with less than 

500 held in captivity. This species is recognizable due to its orange/gold mane which gives the 

monkey its name. The GLT weighs between 400 and 800 grams and its head and body measures 

in dimension from 19 to 22 cm with a tail ranging in size from 26 to 34 cm.  These species 

frequently travel in groups of 2-8, thus tracking one monkey will be able to provide data for an 

entire group. Typically, these creatures are active for 9 to 12 hours a day and reside in trees 

approximately 13 ft above ground. This species stays very close to where they sleep and remain 

within a half a mile radius of their resting place when they go out to collect food
i
.  

 

Tracking the GLT has been a goal for animal researchers with only a few off-the-shelf options 

available. As a result, Dr. Michael Marcellin and Dr. Kathleen Melde in the Department of 

Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Arizona have sponsored Senior Design 

Projects at the University of Arizona to develop a proof of concept for a plausible method to 

track this species. This project has developed in various directions in the last few years. The team 

from the year prior to last year’s team (AY 2011-2012) designed an antenna to fit the GLT’s 

neck. This antenna was designed to be compatible with the Garmin DC40 collar and Astro 320 

handheld device. The system they intended to implement is typically used with hunting dogs and 

is not ideal for tracking small mammals.  As a result, last year’s (AY 2012-2013) design team 
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had a goal to reduce the size of the transmitting collar while utilizing the prior year’s antenna. 

Ultimately, they sought to continue utilizing Global Positioning System (GPS) in order to 

accurately track the species. However, the team quickly realized that the GPS signal attenuates 

too much in the dense rainforests causing inaccuracy in tracking the GLT’s position. 

Additionally, the collar weighed over 60 grams; greatly exceeding the maximum permitted 

weight
ii
.  

 

Problem Statement 

Scientists are interested in obtaining knowledge of the effects of deforestation on the GLT 

monkeys by tracking them in an effort to resuscitate their population. However, accurately 

tracking this species poses many challenges. One of the biggest difficulties in tracking this 

species is the limited  weight that the monkeys can support. Researchers indicate that this species 

can only carry 5 percent of its body weight, restricting the weight of the collar to be less than 20 

grams
ii
. Additionally, the heavy rainfall in the natural habitat of these creatures poses risks to any 

tracking system. When tracking animals, it is important to limit the amount of human interaction 

in order to accurately study their natural behavior.  

 

 

Objectives 

Upon reviewing the conclusions and methods used in previous years, this year’s design team 

created a goal of researching alternative available methods for tracking small mammals to create 

an effective tracking system that did not employ GPS techniques. Additionally, the team sought 

to design a collar for the monkey that would weigh less than 20 grams. In an attempt to minimize 

the interaction between the GLT’s and researchers, the battery of the collar would ideally have a 

lifespan of at least two months. Since the system should properly function in a rainforest 

environment, it was important that all major components in the tracking system be water 

resistant. It was necessary for the system to cover a span of approximately half a mile in radius in 

order to track the majority of this species’ habitat. The tracking system should be able to 

accurately identify and locate multiple monkeys simultaneously. One major constraint for the 

system was the allotted budget of $3,500.  

 

 

DESIGN SOLUTIONS 

 

Design Overview 

The final design employed methods for tracking by utilizing radio frequency, time difference of 

arrival and triangulation techniques to accurately determine the location of the GLT. Several new 

components went into creating the tracking system. The first component was the transmitting 

collar for the GLT which operated at a frequency of 144.02 MHz. In order to differentiate 

multiple monkeys from one another, each transmitter would be assigned a unique frequency. 

Then three ground receiving units would be set on the ground to scan for the determined 

frequencies.  The transmitted signal would then be recognized by all three receivers. Each 

receiver would store data regarding the strength of the detected signal and the time at which it 

was discovered. The team created a MATLAB program that would read the stored data from 

each receiver and utilize a time difference of arrival equations to determine the location of each 

monkey over time. In order to use time difference of arrival, the clocks of the three receivers had 
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to be synchronized. This was done by using a common external clock source and connecting it to 

all receivers through the use of coaxial cables of equal. 

 

Time Difference of Arrival and Triangulation  
All electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light, and since radio waves are a type of 

electromagnetic wave, they too travel at the speed of light. The constant for the speed of light is,  

c = 2.998*10
8
 ms

-1
, this can be considered to be the rate constant in equation for calculating 

distance. Since this system utilizes radio frequencies, the distance between the transmitter and 

any one receiver can be calculated by using the time at which each receiver discovers the 

transmitter using Equation 1: 

                                                                      Equation 1 

 

In the equation, d is the calculated distance between a single receiver and transmitter, t is the 

time it takes for the transmitter to be detected by the receiver and c is the speed of light in air. 

Figure 1 below provides a visual representation of time difference of arrival and triangulation 

techniques to pin-point the location of the transmitter in two-dimensional space
iii

.  

 

 
Figure 1: Triangulation in Two-Dimensional Space 

 

Triangulation is a method of determining the location of an object, by using the known location 

of other entities. For this project, all three receivers would be placed in an equilateral triangle 

with each location marked, such that all three of their ranges overlap to cover the span of the 

GLT’s habitat.  

 

Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) is another method of determining the location of an object. 

Two things need to happen to use this measuring technique. First, the time of arrival 

measurements from the receivers must be obtained. Secondly, a strict time source must be 

utilized to ensure that the clocks of the receivers are synchronized. This requires cross-

correlation techniques, where the detected signal at one receiving unit is correlated with the 

detected signal at the other two receiving units. In an effort to eliminate the need for awareness 

of source transmit timing, the differencing of arrival times at the receivers was used
iv

. Figure 2 

below portrays how calculations would be made to determine the location of the transmitter. By 

using a system of equations the location of the transmitter can be determined relative to the 

location of the receivers. 
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Figure 2: System Layout  
 

In order to calculate the time difference between receivers 2 and 3, Equation 2 is used. 

 

                                                           Equation 2 

 

Similarly, the time difference between receivers 1 and 3 can be calculated using Equation 3. 

 

                                                           Equation 3 

 

The position of the transmitter relative to receivers 3 and 2 is then found by using the time 

difference calculated in Equation 2 and plugging it into Equation 4.  

 

                                                     Equation 4 

 

Then the position of the transmitter relative to receivers 3 and 1 using the time difference 

calculated in Equation 3 is found using Equation 5. 

 

                                                    Equation 5 
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The position of the transmitter relative to a set of receivers is then related to the known locations 

of the receivers and the unknown location of the transmitter which is denoted as        . Finally, 

using Equations 6 and 7, the exact coordinates of the transmitter can be solved for by using a 

system of two equations and two unknowns
iv

. 

 

                                                    Equation 6 

 

                                                    Equation 7 

 

 

Holohil PD-2CT Transmitter 

The Holohil PD-2CT Transmitter was selected for this design; it weighs 4.3 grams and has a 

battery life of 9 months if transmitting continuously. Its dimensions are given as 21 mm x 12 mm 

x 9 mm. Hence, this collar is well within set requirements of weighing less than 20% of the 

GLT’s overall weight and operating for two to three months. The Holohil Transmitter is defined 

as a crystal controlled two-stage design pulsed by a multi-vibrator with a pulse width of 20 ms 

+/- 10%. These transmitters are designed with multiple layers of biologically inert waterproof 

epoxies in order to ensure that the collars will function properly in rainforest conditions. 

Furthermore, it comes with a built in antenna which is made from stainless steel wire covered 

with black nylon that also acts as the collar. 

 

This collar is programmed to transmit at 50 pulses per minute when the ambient temperature is 

above 40 degrees Celsius and 30 pulses per minute when the ambient temperature falls below 

this value. By varying the frequencies that each individual collar transmits, researchers will have 

the ability to distinguish different troops in order to track numerous monkeys simultaneously. 

Customers can request for frequencies to be varied by Holohil when they place an order for the 

product
v
. 

 

Ettus USRP B200 Circuit Boards 

Three Ettus USRP B200 boards were selected to be used for the receivers. These boards provide 

a fully integrated Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) platform and can provide 

continuous frequency coverage from 70MHz – 6GHz. Each board can be powered by convenient 

bus-powered USB 3.0 connectivity or an external power source. For the purpose of this project, 

each board was powered by an external power source in the form of a 12 V motorcycle battery. 

Furthermore, these boards provide full support for the open source UHD (USRP Hardware 

Driver) software which allows for development with GNU Radio
vi

.  

 

GNU Radio 

GNU Radio Software is a “free [open source] software development toolkit that provides the 

signal processing runtime and processing blocks to implement software radios using readily-

available, low-cost external RF hardware and commodity processors”
vii

.  A block diagram of 

GNU Radio, as used in the system, is seen in Figure 3. The Variable block determined the 

sample rate for the USRP board. Then the WX GUI Text Box determined the operating 

frequency of the transmitter. Next the UHD: USRP Source acted as the radio frequency sensed 

by the board from the transmitted signal. This data was then passed onto a Low Pass Filter which 

reduced excess noise in the signal. The WX GUI FFT Sink then displayed the signal as a Fast 
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Fourier Transform. Lastly, the File Sink wrote and stored essential data to a file which was later 

used in MATLAB to determine the location of the transmitter. In this system, the created file 

stored signal strength information over time. This block diagram was used to generate a Python 

file which could be run by the URSP board.  

 
Figure 3: GNU Radio Block Diagram 

 

MATLAB 

The MATLAB program first read user inputs from the file generated using GNU Radio. Each 

input file was stored with a timestamp in the name of the file, this timestamp reflected the time at 

which the file was synchronized. The user was then prompted to enter the location of each 

receiver board relative to one another. Next, using the names of the files, MATLAB read each 

data file collected from the receiver boards. After reading all of the collected data, each file was 

trimmed to prevent data from being repeated, since each file had some data that overlaps with the 

file created prior to it and after. In order to do this, MATLAB used the time on each file name to 

determine which file was last synchronized as well as the standard clock rate to decide how 

much data must be removed from each file. Once all files were synchronized, they were 

processed through the TDOA calculations. First, the radial distance from the receiver board to 

the transmitter was solved for using the time at which the maximum signal strength was detected. 

Then using the known radial distances of all receivers, the position of the transmitter in relation 

to the receivers was determined. Equations 2 to 8 were implemented in the TDOA calculations. 

Finally, the program outputs the collected data as both a list view of coordinates as well as a plot. 

The plot indicated the location of all three receivers in blue and the location of the transmitter in 

red.  

 

Clock Synchronization 

In order to synchronize the clocks of all receivers, a fourth external time source, in the form of a 

function generator, was used. All three receivers were connected to the function generator 
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through BNC to SMA Cable connectors and splitters of equal length in order to eliminate signal 

delay. The external clock produced a Pulse per Second (PPS) signal which output a 5 V wave 

peak to peak with an offset of 2.5 V, in order to prevent a negative voltage. A frequency of 80 

KHz was used in order to produce a stable square wave and the signal was AC terminated at 50 

Ohms. The signal sent through the coaxial cables was in the form of a digital square wave.  

 

 

RESULTS 

 

The Ettus USRP B200 Receiver Boards were able to successfully communicate with the Holohil 

PD-2CT transmitter using the GNU Radio Software as indicated in the FFT Plot in Figure 4. The 

plot correctly identifies a signal at 144.02 MHz which was the frequency at which the transmitter 

broadcast its signal.  

 

 
Figure 4: FFT Plot 

 

Furthermore, the clocks of each receiver were able to synchronize to the fourth external clock 

source while the coaxial cables were connected. However, when the coaxial cables were 

disconnected after synchronization an error message was displayed in Python, indicating the 

external PPS signal was no longer detected. This then led to the issue that the receivers were no 

longer in sync, causing an error in utilizing TDOA. Such an unexpected challenge meant that 

testing at the range of half a mile radius, as was initially expected, would no longer be possible. 

Still, with the limited time that was available, the system was tested with all three receivers 

connected to the external clock source to verify if all other components in the system were 

functioning properly.  

The MATLAB program created for this project was able to successfully plot the signal strength 

over time of the transmitter in a single location. Three similar plots were created, one for each of 

the three receivers using the Python file created from the GNU Radio Software. Additionally, the 

program was able to use the time from the maximum signal strength to calculate the location of 

the transmitter and display a visual plot of transmitter with respect to the receivers in the known 

locations as seen in Figure 5. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the files created by the MATLAB 

program. 
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Figure 5: Projected final output plot, red is movement of monkey, blue is range covered by the receivers 

 

 
Figure 6: Signal Strength over Time for a Single Receiver 

 

The system was further tested to verify its ability to recognize various frequencies in order to 

track multiple troops utilizing one system.  Four different frequencies were created with at the 

following values, 140 MHz, 150 MHz, 160 MHz and 170 MHz. A GNU Radio Simulation 

Graph was generated to confirm that the system could identify multiple frequencies. The GNU 

Radio Simulation Graph, shown in Figure 7, indicates that the system can accurately detect 

multiple frequencies to track a multitude of GLT troops.  
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Figure 7: GNU Radio Simulation Graph of Multiple Frequencies 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Although the system developed in this paper did not meet all of the initial objectives, in 

particular the range of the tracking system, there were several new ideas that were developed in 

this proof of concept to improve the previous year’s tracking system. This year, the team found 

an alternative method to using GPS to determine the location of the monkey by using Radio 

Frequency tracking instead, which does not endure signal attenuation in the dense rainforest 

environment. Additionally, this year’s team effectively reduced the size and weight of the collar 

by modifying the collar to simply transmitting at a particular frequency and moving the 

components to track and locate the monkey to a ground based system. Weighing only 4.3 grams, 

the Holohil PD-2CT tracker used in this system is within the maximum allowable 20 grams load 

that the GLT can sustain. The longevity of the collar has always been of high concern since 

animal researchers want to minimize human interaction. Since the Holohil PD-2CT has an 

expected battery life of 9 months, researchers would have to capture the GLTs 1.33 times a year 

on average to replace the collar. The aluminum housing designed for the receiver boards were 

cost effective and successfully water resistant. Preliminary observations indicate that this system 

should function properly in rainforest conditions.  

 

To improve this system, GPSDO (GPS Disciplinary Oscillator) can be implemented to 

synchronize the receiver clocks. GPSDO is an external component that can be added to the Ettus 

USRP B200 Board. Once added, it synchronizes the receiver clocks by means of a GPS Signal
viii

. 

This then eliminates the need of the coaxial cables and function generator which would in turn 

eliminate the error message that appeared when the coaxial cables were disconnected. 

Additionally, if the receivers are continuously in communication with a GPS signal, they will 

remain synchronized at all times and the concern of the receiver clocks drifting would be 

eliminated. Without drifting, the calculated location of the transmitter would always be accurate. 

This would then allow testing larger ranges that would hopefully meet the design objectives. 
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Another way to improve the system would be to replace the USRP B200 boards with the USRP 

N200 boards. The N200 offers several advantages over the B200. Such advantages are that it can 

process multiple signals at different frequencies with greater speed and accuracy. It can cover a 

larger range, and it can be programmed to be more customizable than the B200 board. 

Unfortunately, due to the budget constraints for this project, it was not feasible to use the N200 

which cost nearly three times as much as the B200 boards
ix

. Future teams may consider using 

this alternative hardware in hopes of obtaining accurate location information to improve the 

proof of concept developed by this year’s team.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper shows the optimized Link Dependent Adaptive Radio (LDAR) using the variable QAM 

OFDM modulation size which adapts to channel conditions. The LDAR enhanced performance is 

illustrated by use of a flight path simulation with associated channel dynamics. These channel dynamics 

along the flight path and its effects on the radio link parameters are also discussed.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Radio channel is an integral part of any wireless communication system.  Radio channels are 

unpredictable, and dynamic. Channel conditions affect performance in several ways including noise, 

multipath, Doppler and other effects. In highly dynamic environments such as aeronautical 

communication where the speed of aircraft exceeds mach1, channel dynamics, specially fading of the 

channel becomes even a bigger issue. Furthermore data demand is growing everyday which causes 

spectrum scarcity for all users in the telemetry community. 

Dedicated links between the ground station and the test article has proven to be an inefficient bandwidth 

utilization method. The integrated network enhanced telemetry (iNET) project - supported by Test 

Resource Management Center (TRMC) - has aimed at abandoning the point to point link dedication and 

moving toward networked telemetry. Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) and Morgan State 

University have undertaken a project within iNET aimed at a bandwidth efficient and adaptive system for 

aeronautical communication. This work is directed at mitigating the high variance of the aeronautical 

channels and highly dynamic channel impulse responses of such channels, Link dependent adaptive radio 

(LDAR) is an effort to maximize the throughput for telemetry links while ensuring an acceptable level of 

data quality and reliability. This effort includes the development and test of a prototype system that adapts 

its modulation scheme and error correction coding rate based on channel conditions in a telemetry 

environment in real time. LDAR selects a modulation scheme that maximizes throughput while ensuring 

a minimum level of link quality given the current channel conditions. If the quality of channel (SNR or 

delay spread) is improved, a control signal informs both communication parties to switch to a higher data 

rate. This increase in data rate is drawn from a table with information on multiple modulation schemes 

and multiple coding rates. Later on if the error exceeds the predefined acceptable threshold, the same 

mechanism ensures that next transmission happens in a lower data rate, either by reducing the modulation 
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size or by the coding rate [1]. In iNET standard, two types of modulation are considered; SOQPSK and 

OFDM-QAM [2]. This paper focuses on OFDM-QAM signaling. 

The technical approach to this effort is focused on the OFDM modulation scheme which incorporates 

BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 256-QAM modulations shown in figure 1, and Convolution coding rates 

such as, no coding, ¾ coding and ½ coding. This provides 12 options as shown in table 1.  

 

Table 1: Variable rate Transmission choices 

# Modulation 
Code 

Rate 

Data 

Bits/Symbol 

1 BPSK No coding 1 

2 BPSK 1/2 0.5 

3 BPSK 3/4 0.75 

4 QPSK No coding 2 

5 QPSK 1/2 1 

6 QPSK 3/4 1.5 

7 16 QAM No coding 4 

8 16 QAM 1/2 2 

9 16 QAM 3/4 3 

10 256 QAM No coding 8 

11 256 QAM 1/2 4 

12 256 QAM 3/4 6 

         Figure 1: Link dependent adaptation 

OFDM is a combination of modulation and multiplexing. It is a powerful modulation technique that 

increases bandwidth efficiency and reduces the multipath effect. The occurrence of multipath fades the 

selected tones carrying data which can be recovered using error correcting codes. OFDM also 

incorporates a cyclic prefix to remove inter-symbol interference and to maintain orthogonality in the 

presence of multipath [1]. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

The primary purpose of every communication system is to deliver the maximum throughput. Data has to 

be transmitted from transmitter to receiver. 

 

Figure 2: System model 
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The data is passed on to encoder where additional code bits are inserted. It decreases the probability of 

data loss. There are various types of coding available, but for this particular project, the coding has not 

been included. The encoded data is then passed down for modulation. This project adopts OFDM with 

BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 256-QAM modulation schemes. IFFT is applied and pilot bits are inserted. 

This will help in equalization, synchronization, control, or reference purpose.                         

The data signal is now transmitted through the channel. Channel effects such as noise, distortion, fading 

and Doppler result in the low SINR in the signal. At the receiver end, previously added cyclic prefix is 

removed. Then the signal is transformed into the frequency domain using FFT. In demodulation, the 

transmitted data is extracted out from the carrier frequency. Channel Estimation is used to predict the 

original signal sent by the transmitter using pilot bits. Equalization is performed to reverse the distortion 

occurred while passing through the channel. Then signal is passed into the decoder where the previously 

added code data are removed. Finally the transmitted data is obtained at the receiver. 

In an earlier work [1], variable coding rate OFDM for aeronautical channel were developed and 

simulated. In this paper a flight scenario has been developed as a test bed for Link Dependent Adaptive 

Radio simulation. The aeronautical radio telemetry channel is a complex wireless connection between an 

aircraft and a base station. Such channels are complicated by the multipath distortion and the Doppler 

related to high speed aircraft [1]. If the channel variations are slow enough, then over a short time 

interval, the channel can be modeled as linear, time-invariant system whose complex baseband impulse 

response is of the form: 

 

Where  is the complex gain of the k-th propagation path,  is the propagation delay of the kth 

propagation path, and is the RF carrier frequency [3]. The typical airborne connection can be 

represented as a 2 ray model with just the direct path and a reflected path. Such a channel has been 

captured by Dr. Rice [1].  

3. FLIGHT SCENARIOS 

Inspired from LDAR, a flight path demo has been developed which simulates the flight path for test 

article (TA) and selects the modulation scheme based on the channel condition.  

The flight path demo has three different phases: Taxi, Take off, and Cruise as shown in figure 3 below. 

Rice channels are used in this simulation[4].   

 
Figure 3: Simulated flight scenario  
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The first stage is taxi. This is the phase that TA moves away from the ground station with ground speed of 

60 miles per hour for three miles. In the takeoff phase, the aircraft elevates with an angle of 45 degrees 

with 200 miles per hour speed for 5 minutes. In the cruise phase, the aircraft cruises at the height of 6000 

feet with speed of 300 miles per hour for 25 miles. The next phase is to come back through same path to 

the ground station with same parameters.   

Taxi 

In this phase, the aircraft travels 3 miles for takeoff. A cleaned up version of taxi runway channel from 

Dr. Rice’s measurements is chosen for this MATLAB simulation [3]. Figures 4 and 5 show the impulse 

response and frequency response of this channel respectively.   
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Figure 4: Impulse response of taxi channel 

 
Figure 5: Frequency response of taxi channel 

There are three significant taps in this channel. The first and second impulses denote the direct path and 

ground bounce respectively. The third path with a high delay spread represents the clutter associated with 

small scale fading. The frequency response of the channel shows two deep nulls, one of which is as low 

as -20dB.  

Take off   

Figures 6 and 7 show the impulse response and frequency response of this channel respectively.  
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Figure 6: Impulse response of take off channel 
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Figure 7: Frequency response of take off channel 

In this phase, the TA elevates for approximately 13 miles. This channel is an approximation drawn from a 

real channel sounding [3]. The first two impulses shown at figure 6 are direct line of sight and reflected 

path respectively. There are no clutters in this channel. The frequency response at figure 7 shows a deep 

null below -20dB.  

Cruise 

In this phase, the aircraft flies away for approximately 25 miles. Figures 8 and 9 show the impulse 

response and frequency response of this channel respectively.  
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Figure 8: Impulse response of cruise channel 

 
Figure 9: Frequency response of cruise channel 

The impulses response of this channel at figure 8 shows the direct line of sight reflected path respectively. 

The frequency response of this channel at figure 9 shows a deep null below -15dB.   

4. SNR PROFILE 

The SNR profile of the flight path is the parameter used in the development of flight demo. This SNR 

profile provides the signal to noise ratio value for the path being taken by the TA. These SNR values are 

generated by simulating the path loss using a log distance path loss model with path exponents that vary 
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from 2 to 4 as a function of the flight stage. It is done to make the channel more realistic. For this 

purpose, this flight path demo also uses the channel simulator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 shows the SNR values for the complete flight path of the aircraft which takes U-turn at the time 

800 seconds. The steep slope of the SNR for first 200 second is used for the Taxi phase of the flight 

demo. Similarly, SNR values from 200 to 500 second are used for the takeoff phase, and from 600 to 800 

seconds for cruise phase. After 800 seconds TA returns to the base using its original course and SNR 

profile. 

5. QAM SIZE ADAPTATION 

The primary purpose of this project is to select of the QAM modulation size based on the channel 

conditions. In order to select the best modulation size with the current channel, there has to be a threshold 

parameter directly related to the channel condition which switches the modulation scheme. In this project, 

symbol error rate (SER) is used as the threshold parameter which helps to switch the modulation scheme 

based on the level of error performance. If the performance of the channel fluctuates above and below the 

threshold, the modulation scheme is adopted accordingly.  
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Figure 11: SER values for variable QAM size for flight path without FEC 
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Figure 11 shows SER curves for BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 256-QAM. The modulation scheme is 

selected based on highest available data rate which satisfies the SER threshold. 10
-4

 threshold line is 

shown on figure 11 as an example. The graph represents the selection of high data rate transmission at 

higher modulation scheme above the threshold value. When the channel has low SNR, it selects 256-

QAM if SER is below . When 256-QAM has SER more than , it selects 16-QAM. If SER for 16-

QAM is more than , it selects QPSK, and if SER for QPSK is more than , it selects BPSK 

respectively. 

Figure 12 shows several snapshots of the flight path simulation scenario taken at different time 

throughout the flight. Different QAM sizes are autonomously selected for the optimum throughput. The 

number of transmitted bits is monitored in the simulation and is plotted on the top right corner of the 

simulation screen. The throughput is increased compared to iNET baseline by several folds.  

 

 

Figure 12: LDAR flight simulator snapshots 
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6. FUTURE WORK 

In addition to the QAM size, the second parameter to be adapted based channel condition is the error 

correction coding rate within the LDAR project. Figure 13 shows the error performance of the M-QAM-

OFDM modulation with no coding, rate1/2 and rate ¾ coding over AWGN channel. Next step in this 

work would be the extension of the parameter selection decision table to include coding rate and QAM 

size together to further improve the throughput. This extension seems reasonable based the separation if 

the error curves on figure 13 with respect to the coding rates.  
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Figure 13: SER curves for M-QAM_OFDM modulation with different coding rates over AWGN 

7. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the Link Dependent Adaptive Radio can be a powerful method to optimize iNET data 

throughput. Since, the channel condition determines the data rate. This adaptive mechanism over the 

modulation helps minimize the error performance. Also, flight path scenario simulation has shown that 

the adaptation over the data rate by switching the modulation scheme based on the channel condition 

provides greater throughput. The result will improve when the coding mechanism is added as part of 

future work.  
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Flight Test Results from C-Band Missile Telemetry Project 
 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

 Over the past few years, papers have been presented relating to the 
design and development of a telemetry section used to compare the performance 
between S-Band and C-Band telemetry links.  In addition, the flight test plans to 
make this comparison have been discussed.  Captive Carry Test Flights (on a F-
18 fighter jet) over the NAVAIR Sea and Land Ranges at Point Mugu and China 
Lake were conducted during the April-July 2014 timeframe.  In addition a Live 
Fire Test Flight over the Land Range of the specially outfitted missile was 
performed in July 2014 as well.  This paper will discuss these series of flights 
tests and provide a performance assessment of the data quality between the C-
Band and S-Band telemetry data links.  In addition, lessons learned from the 
various test flights will be included as well.  Due to publication deadlines, the 
results will be summarized at the actual conference. 
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 

Augmentation, C-Band, and Missile Telemetry 

 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

Due to the National Broadband Initiative (NBI), the federal government will 
be auctioning off frequency spectrum traditionally used for airborne telemetry 
(more specifically defined as the 2200 MHz to 2290 MHz frequency range).  
These platforms include military planes, drones, and missiles.  Much work has 
been performed in the area of telemetry for military planes, but up until now no 
study has been conducted on the performance of missile telemetry operations in 
the lower- and mid- C band (4400 - 4940 MHz and 5091 - 5150 MHz) frequency 
range.  This project funded by the Office of Secretary of Defense for Science and 
Technology (OSD S&T), is the first and only effort so far to compare the 
performance of telemetry operations in the S- and C- Bands. 
 
 

REVIEW OF DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT EFFORT 
 
 As described in earlier papers, the design effort involved taking two 
existing missile telemetry (TM) units and modifying them.  Most of the existing 
components were removed but only the S-Band transmitter, the GPS Receiver, 
the GPS/TM antenna, and a few assorted cables were retained.  A C-Band 



transmitter and a low data rate S-Band transmitter (to relay the GPS TSPI (Time, 
Space, Position, Information) data to the ground) were added to the modified TM 
unit.  A power supply was added to provide power to the three transmitters and 
GPS receiver.   In addition, a C-Band antenna had to be designed and fabricated 
to operate with the newly added C-Band transmitter to assess link and tracking 
performance. 
 
 

ORIGINAL FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVES AND PLANS 
 

 The primary flight test objective of the C-Band Missile Telemetry Test 
Project is to compare the link performance for a telemetry data stream 
transmitted in the C-Band with the data stream transmitted in the S-Band.  The 
secondary objective is to compare the ground based tracking performance 
between the C- and S-Bands.  A total of three captive-carry flights and one 
missile air-launch will be conducted as part of this baseline study. 
 
 The original flight test plans included the following five Phases: 
Phase I- Static Testing:  Test Objective to ensure all tracking assets, 
instrumentation systems, data receiving and recording equipment are functioning 
properly prior to conducting flight testing. 
Phase II - Captive Test, Land Range:  The test objectives are to assess general 
tracking and link performance over land at both high and low altitudes relative to 
the tracking antennas systems and to assess the integrity of the tracking loop 
when slewing up to 90% of the maximum angular rate of the antenna. 
Phase III - Captive Test, Sea Range, General Tracking and Link Quality 
Assessment:  The test objective is to assess general tracking link performance 
over the sea range at various altitudes. 
Phase IV - Captive Test, Sea Range, Low Signal to Noise Ratio and Low 
Grazing Angle Tracking:  The test objective is to assess tracking performance 
when receiving very weak signals in the presence of multi-path and to determine 
the link margin improvement when utilizing LDPC forward error correction. 
Phase V - Missile Live Fire:  The test objectives are to perform an actual live 
fire demonstration of a short-range air-to-air missile employing a C-Band 
telemetry data link and to compare the tracking performance of the antenna 
systems modified for C-Band reception to S-Band counterparts.  As a byproduct 
of this demonstration, the C-Band data link performance will also be compared to 
the S-Band data link transmitting the same data from the same platform. 

 
 



ACTUAL CAPTIVE CARRY AND LIVE FIRE TEST FLIGHTS 
 
 Since the modified TM unit had the same weight and center of gravity as 
the original unit, attaining the F-18 flight clearance went quite smoothly.  
However the Test Plan approval of the various Phases listed in the last section 
took much longer than expected.  Therefore as a risk mitigation effort, two C-12 
flights were conducted (one at the Sea Range and the other at the Land Range).  
The C-12 aircraft was stationed at Edwards AFB and was equipped with both a 
S-Band and C-Band transmitter.  The TM tracking vans were located in the same 
location as they would be for the actual test flights and the C-12 flights were 
exercises in tracking an airborne vehicle using C-Band.  In addition, they 
provided valuable data in the calibration of the equipment used for the C-Band 
test flights.  The C-12 aircraft was used since it did not require a Navy Test Plan 
and the flight was accomplished as an Air Force operation.  As a cost saving 
effort, the C-12 flights were used to conduct Phase IV (listed above).  The results 
of the Sea Range C-12 test flight were presented at the 2013 ITC Symposium.  
 
 Due to the logistics of transporting the C-Band Tracking Antenna 
Pedestals from both Edwards AFB and China Lake, the Sea Range captive carry 
flight (Phase I & Phase III) was conducted first at Point Mugu on 22 April 2014.  
After the successful completion of this flight, all of the assets were moved to the 
Land Range at China Lake and repeated (Phase I & Phase II).  The Land Range 
flight was conducted in the June 2014 timeframe.  Then in July 2014, the Live 
Fire Test Flight (Phase V) was held.  Once again it should be noted due to 
publication deadlines, the results of all of these tests will be presented at the 
actual conference. 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 

 The successful completion of the Live Fire Test Flight concludes the 2½ 
year S&T project to determine what steps need to be accomplished in order to 
augment telemetry operations into the C-Band frequency range.  Although this 
may be the end of this project, it is just the start of providing the government test 
ranges the information needed to procure the ground equipment needed to 
support future airborne test operations in the C-Band frequency range. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we present our research on photo- and video-based 3D ranging and modeling. We have constructed such
a 3D ranging and modeling system, PhotoModel3D, that was made available for free, non-commercial use over the
Web. The system has received over a hundred thousands Web visits and thousands of use in the past two years alone.
Currently, we demo 900 3D models thus constructed using photos and videos contributed from anonymous users all
over the world. Here, we describe the algorithms used in the 3D pipeline and present the results of a comparison
study and an accuracy analysis of its performance.

Keywords: photo, video, 3D, model, reconstruction, vision

1 Introduction
In this paper, we present our research on photo- and video-based 3D ranging and modeling. Image-based 3D modeling
is widely considered an ill-posed, inverse problem in computer vision that is difficult to solve efficiently, robustly and
accurately [7, 11, 21]. Furthermore, photo- and video-based 3D modeling is complicated, as it comprises a pipeline
of intertwined components, touching upon many facets of computer vision, e.g., 2D feature analysis and tracking,
localized 2D to 3D structure and motion inference, global numerical optimization, 3D surface generation, and multi-
view texture mapping. A complete 3D pipeline must successfully address all these problems and more.

Recently, the rapid maturity and wide adoption of some crucial infrastructure and hardware technologies has greatly
facilitated such image-based, 3D ranging research. In 2011alone, over 1.4 billion camera phones and another 100
million digital cameras were sold worldwide. A commodity PCthese days comes with a 2-, 4-, or 6-core CPU with
gigabytes or terabytes of disk storage for processing and storing image and video data. Wired, wireless, and cellular
networks abound that allow easy upload and download of videos and photos. The technological confluence is enabling
“rubber-meets-the-road” validation of over 40 years of 3D image-based ranging and modeling research, and help
pushing the academic research into the real-world consumerand military markets.

We have developed such a photo- and video-based 3D ranging and modeling software that we call PhotoModel3D [28].
PhotoModel3D employs a photo-based and photo-only analysis paradigm known as either structure from motion (SfM)
in the computer-vision and computer-graphics communities[7, 11, 21, 19, 25, 9] or simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) in the robotics communityy [5, 13, 22, 17]. Regardless of the nomenclature, the general principles
of such a 3D modeling system are to exploit the motion parallax effect exhibited in multiple images taken by a
travelling camera to infer the 3D scene structures and the camera poses. PhotoModel3D (1) works with both discrete
images and continuous videos taken by a consumer-market digital camera, camcorder, or camera phone of any make
and model, (2) uses no special equipment (e.g., lens and tripod), active projection, artificial lighting, prior camera
calibration, and man-made markers and registration patterns, (3) requires no user training (just point and shoot),
(4) is fully automated and end-to-end (from photographs to fully colored and textured 3D models) without manual
intervention or data-specific parameter tuning, (5) is a software-based solution that runs on commodity Linux and
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Windows servers without the need of special hardware (GPU, DSP, etc.) acceleration, (6) has been demonstrated in
an unbiased study to outperform many state-of-the-art 3D modeling pipelines based on a similar SfM principle [29],
(7) has been shown to infer 3D models of high fidelity, with an average 3D structure error less than 0.2% measured
against ground-truthed 3D LIDAR models, (8) has been deployed on the web allowing free, non-commercial use for
more than 2 years; receiving over 100 thousands web visits and thousands of use, and (9) has successfully constructed
thousands of 3D models of a large variety of 3D scenes using images and videos contributed from anonymous users
all over the world.

The remainder of the paper will describe our 3D processing flow and algorithms used in PhotoModel3D. The dis-
cussion will be followed by the presentation of an comparionand an accuracy study. Finally, we will summarize the
current status of our research and development in a concluding remark.

2 Technical Description

Figure 1: Flowchart of Visualsize’s 3D mod-
eling pipeline.

Here we present the architecture of our 3D pipeline using theflow
chart depicted in Fig. 1. Different modules in Fig. 1 and their functions
are described in more detail below.

3 Feature selection, tracking, and matching(Boxes A and B): This
step identifies prominent and semi-invariant features and matches
these features across multiple images to establish their correspon-
dences. We use two complementary paradigms: continuous tracking
for videos (Box A) and discrete matching for images (Box B).

When continuous videos are captured at a high video frame rate, there
is often trifling change in the appearance and position of image fea-
tures in adjacent frames. We therefore detect prominent features (us-
ing the Harris corner detector [10]) and track their locations in images
through a localized search operation. While a large number of trackers
are available, we have opted to use our FFT-based tracker [14] that is
accurate and achieves real-time performance for reasonably complex
scenes.

If only a few isolated snapshots of the scene are acquired, changes in
a feature’s pose and appearance in these snapshots can be significant
to render tracking infeasible due to large changes in perspective and
illumination, and a limited search-window size. Instead, we compute
advanced features (similar to SIFT [15] or SURF [1]) which are in-
sensitive to scale, rotation, and color changes in images. We match
these features in two images, regardless of their locations, to establish
feature correspondences.

3 Robust camera motion inference(Boxes C, D, and E): This step uses
matched image features in two views to infer the camera’s movement
in between the views. The core process is either a 5-point polynomial
algorithm or an 8-point linear algorithm [18, 7, 12, 11]. The5-point
algorithm handles both planar and non-planar 3D configurations, and

hence, is more general than the 8-point counterpart that fails if the 3D scene is planar. However, 8-point runs faster
than 5-point.

The names of the inference algorithms refer to the minimum numbers of pairs of matched image features in two
views that are needed for deducing the camera’s motion parameters. In reality, we track and match significantly more
features than just five or eight. Furthermore, tracking/matching results are necessarily imprecise due to noise and
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image quantization. Catastrophic failure in tracking (loss of trajectory) and matching (erroneous pairing assignments)
do happen occasionally. To improve the robustness in cameramotion inference, we use a nonlinear selection and
filtering strategy called RANSAC [8] to better condition thefeature matching process.

Finally, nonlinear optimization (Box E) is used to give a final “polish” to the best result from RANSAC and the 5-
point or 8-point linear algorithms. We have used the Levenberg-Marquart (LM) [11], Dog Leg (DL), Double Dog Leg
(DDL), and Hook-Step (HS) algorithms [2, 6], which are different variances of procedures for optimally combining
the Gauss-Newton method and the gradient-descent method. While LM, DL, DDL, and HS are nonlinear iterative
optimization procedures, convergence is fast because of a good initial guess has been obtained (Boxes C and D).

3 Stereo rectification, matching, and depth inference(Boxes F and G): This step is to infer 3D surface depth and
construct a 3D model that captures both structure and appearance information. We consider two different approaches.
In one approach (Box F), only the depths of the tracked/matched image features (Boxes A and B) are explicitly
computed to form a sparse depth map. Depths of the intermediate pixels are estimated through bi-linear interpolation
from those of the tracked/matched features. This approach is computationally efficient and works well if the scene
structure is smooth.

A more accurate 3D model can be constructed by computing pixel disparity and inferring 3D depth ateach and every
pixel in the images (Box G). To efficiently and reliably perform stereo analysis, the image pair should be in a standard
side-by-side configuration. If not, we must either identifythe corresponding epipolar lines in the two images, or rectify
the two images to rearrange the image pixels in such a way thatthe corresponding pixels in the two images lie on the
same image scan lines [20]. We then apply a stereo matching algorithm based on dynamic programming [3], which
takes into consideration pixel-, neighborhood-, and globally-based similarity criteria in matching.

3 Multi-view registration(Box H): The final step is for registering partial 3D models constructed from multiple 2-view
analyses into a more complete 3D model. We treat each partial2-view model as a cloud of 3D points, and these point
clouds are related by rigid-body transforms in space. We solve the registration problem by finding the rigid-body
registration parameters to match 3D point clouds with one another using least-square.

Fig. 2 shows sample 3D models. Note that depending on the requirement of a particular application, we can generate
both texture-mapped models and point-cloud models, thoughonly texture-mapped models are shown. A lot more
results, currently comprising 900 3D models of all kinds of objects: human faces and others, soft and hard objects,
smooth and rough appearance, large and small targets, nature and man-made scenes, complete (360o all-around) and
partial 3D models, indoor and outdoor settings, ground and airborne photos, short (as few as 5 images) and long (as
many as 800 images) sequences, are available at our website http://www.visualsize.com.

3 Experimental Results
We present two studies here: one is a performance comparisonof five 3D modeling systems based on the same SfM
principle, and the other is an accuray study to learn how faithful our computer models can be to the ground-truthed
LiDAR models of the same 3D scenes.

3.1 Performance Comparison
We present here a comparison study of five 3D modeling systemsbased on the SfM principles (Bundler [25], Bundler
+ PMVS2 [9], Project Photofly from Autodesk, ARC 3D Web Service [27], and our own [29]). The usage scenario we
try to emulate in this study is that of a commercial 3D modeling system that accepts 3D modeling requests from clients
(cell phones, tablets, PCs, etc.) over the Web, executes the3D modeling pipeline on a back-end server, and returns
the 3D model as a result. The users (1) are not computer visionexperts and cannot provide additional information
other than the photos themselves, (2) are not willing to go through lengthy training, or purchase expensive cameras or
specialized photography equipment for building 3D models,(3) may be cost conscientious especially when connecting
to the back-end server through a mobile device where the usermay have to pay for the bandwidth usage (and hence,
no uploading large photos that tie up Web links for a long time), and (4) are accustomed to the “instant gratification”
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Figure 2: Sample results of our 3D modeling system. Each dataset is represented by one input image (left) and one
image of the 3D model (right). Short movies of the 3D models of900 test data sets are available for viewing on the
Web at: http://www.visualsize.com/3ddemo/index.php.
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Web experience, and hence, are impatient to get the results back.

While similar performance comparison has been attempted before [23, 24, 26], our study stands out by performing
“rubber-meets-the-road” validation tests that closely mimic what a commercial 3D modeling system needs to accom-
plish in the real world. The novelty of our comparison study is three-fold:

(1) The comparison was performed by exercising the full 3D modeling pipelines, from input images all the way to 3D
models, instead of testing some isolated components in a 3D pipeline [24],

(2) In addition to the ground-truthed 3D data provided by [26], we have used over 100 data sets (122 to be exact), with
over three thousand images, representing a variety of 3D scenes, collected from a large number of consumer-market
digital cameras and camera phones of many makes/models, andcontributed by anonymous users all over the world.
Furthermore, these images were shot without prior camera calibration, use of special equipment (tripod, lens, etc.) and
lighting (laser and structured light projection), and usertraining in image acquisition. In contrast, [23, 24, 26] have
used small, calibrated data sets, and

(3) To ensure that the comparison is fair and the results do not depend on the details of implementation, we have
included only those 3D modeling systems that are available for use on the Web or locally in a binary format; comprise
a complete, fully-automated 3D pipeline that leads from input images to 3D models—without any user intervention
and without data-dependent parameter tuning; and are able to perform the feats using images of a reasonable size.
Furthermore, a diligent Web search has unearthed no other 3Dmodeling system that fits the comparison requirements,
and hence, our selection is believed to be comprehensive andprovides a holistic view of the state of the art.

The test platform was a PC with a 2.8Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 4GRAM, running Windows 7. The experimental
procedures were extremely straightforward: As all these 3Dmodeling systems need were input images, all we did
was to provide them with the input images and then waited for the computation to finish. We felt that the simplicity
of the procedures better ensured fairness. We (1) have used the binary releases of these programs so we could not
have compiled them incorrectly, (2) we have used the defaultexecution scripts supplied with the releases without
modification so we could not have tuned the parameters wrongly, and (3) we have run these programs on the same
machine using the same number of CPU cores, the same amount ofmemory, and under similar runtime conditions.
For Project Photofly and ARC 3D Web Service, the images were uploaded to their servers on the Web and there was
no end-user tunable parameters on their GUI.

Fig. 3 presents three such results of running the five modeling systems on ten sample data sets. The two images at top
left are sample input images, the two at top right are our results, the two at middle left are results of Bundler, the two at
middle right are results of Bundler + PMVS2, the two at bottomleft are results of ARC 3D Web Service, and the two
at bottom right are results of Autodesk’s Project Photofly. The table below the graphic results shows the name and size
of the data set, how many pictures were processed, how many 3Dpoints were generated, and the runtime for Bundler,
Bundler+PMVS2, ARC 3D Web Service, and our system. Runtime of ARC 3D and Photofly was not included as
data sets were processed on their cloud servers. Photofly used a proprietary point-cloud format so the cloud density
information was not available either.

Results of Bundler, Bundler+PMVS2, and ARC 3D Web Service are presented in discrete point-cloud format as these
programs did not generate 3D texture-mapped models. We supplement texture-mapped results for Project Photofly
and our system if one point-cloud picture is enough to illustrate the density and quality of such a discrete structure. As
page limit does not allow us to show all these examples, and the quality and accuracy of a 3D model is best evaluated
by viewing the model in 3D—instead of just a few screen shots,we strongly urge interested readers to browse our Web
site for more information [29]. In terms of cloud density andquality, and the chance of success, the test data indicated
that ours outperformed Project Photofly, which outperformed Bundler+PMVS2, which outperformed Bundler, and
which outperformed ARC 3D. This observation also confirms our experience with the much larger, over 100 data set
ensemble.
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Lady: 10 images
Bundler Bundler + PMVS2 ARC 3D Ours

Pic processed 4 4 6 10
# 3D points 467 2,428 148 10,810
Run time 0:39 0:58 - 2:00

Fountain: 11 images
Bundler Bundler + ARC 3D Ours

PMVS2
Pic processed 5 5 11 11
# 3D points 604 7,221 1,025 132,670
Run time 0:55 1:30 - 6:05

Figure 3: The two images at top left are sample input images, the two at top right are our results, the two at middle
left are results of Bundler, the two at middle right are results of Bundler + PMVS2, the two at bottom left are results
of ARC 3D Web Service, and the two at bottom right are results of Autodesk’s Project Photofly. For each data set, the
table below the graphic results shows the name and size of thedata set, how many pictures are processed, how many
3D points are generated, and the runtime for Bundler, Bundler+PMVS2, ARC 3D Web Service, and our system.
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Soda Bottle: 46 images
Bundler Bundler + PMVS2 ARC 3D Ours

Pic processed 18 18 35 46
# 3D points 6,214 27,221 2,473 75,275
Run time 5:48 11:07 - 11:18

Figure 3 continued

3.2 Accuracy Study
Here, we attempt to answer the question that is likely to be ina reader’s mind: How accurate is our 3D modeling sys-
tem? Accuracy analysis requires comparison with the groundtruth. However, as mentioned before, our test datasets
were collected from a large number of consumer-market cameras and phones, and no ground-truth 3D profiles were
available. The Dino and Temple data sets used in [24] were gathered using the Stanford Spherical Gantry, which pro-
vided the ground truth in the camera poses, but not in the 3D structures. Middlebury Stereo Datasets [4, 23] comprise
only short sequences (up to 7 images) using a fixed linear camera translation, and hence, are not that interesting to us.
To our best knowledge, [26] provides the only publicly available 3D data sets with ground-truthed 3D profiles that used
a general camera motion, and were specifically generated to validate 3D modeling algorithms using the SfM principle.
Ground-truth 3D profiles (gathered using a LIDAR system) fortwo data sets, Fountain-P11 and Herz-Jesu-P25, were
used in our accuracy analysis. These data sets are availablefor download at: http://cvlabwww.epfl.ch/data/multiview,
and were used in the following academic paper [26].

We tried to emulate—as faithfully as possible—what a commercial 3D modeling system needs to accomplish for a
client submitting 3D modeling tasks through a Web-service model. To this end:

• We have used two different spatial resolutions: the VGA size(640×480) and a higher 2150×1434 resolution, for
upload and processing. This is for testing the ability of thesystem for handling both low-res and high-res imagery.

• We did not use any camera calibration data generated externally (i.e., we did not use the intrinsic or the extrinsic cam-
era parameters supplied with the images). Again, in the real-world application scenarios, such intrinsic and extrinsic
camera parameters are not available. Most, if not all, consumer-market digital cameras and phones are not calibrated.
A 3D modeling pipeline must be able to automatically calibrate the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters using
nothing but the input images, without any outside assistance.
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Table 1: Accuracy Evaluation results

Data set Herz-Jesu-1 Fountain-1 Herz-Jesu-2 Fountain-2
# of images 25 11 25 11

spatial resolution 640× 480 640× 480 2150×1434 2150×1434
Runtime 11min 01sec 4min 30sec 59min 48sec 7min 12sec

# of 3D points 342,949 140,785 1,437,984 1,072,139
# of faces 735,419 315,195 2,781,106 2,107,543
max error 4.74% 5.07% 4.42% 1.92%

median error 0.62% 0.62% 0.44% 0.23%
average error 0.41% 0.44% 0.26% 0.17%

• We have concentrated on the “end results” and ignored the “byproducts” of such 3D processing. That is, our com-
parison is on the faithfulness of the 3D models, not on the accuracy of the recovered intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters. We believe that in the consumer market, the end users are mainly interested in the 3D models. Further-
more, we believe that the situation where a modeling system estimated erroneous camera parameters but somehow
still obtains correct 3D structures fortuitously is extremely unlikely (we have never observed such a phenomenon).

After our 3D pipeline finished generating 3D models from the input VGA images, these models were aligned with the
ground-truth models in a two-stage procedure: We first used the manual alignment process provided by Meshlab [16]
to roughly align our 3D models with the ground-truth models.The alignment process consisted of loading both
models into Meshlab, manually specifying a small number of corresponding points in the two models to establish a
rough alignment, and then allowing Meshlab to refine the initial manual alignment using an iterative ICP algorithm.

After the models were roughly aligned as in the previous step, we loaded both models into our own display pro-
gram that allowed small x, y, z rotations and translations applied to the ground-truth models. We applied such small
translations and rotations interactively and eye-balled the display for the best qualitative alignment results.

After models had been aligned, we computed an absolute errormeasure for each and every 3D point in our 3D models.
This error was the minimum distance from a 3D point in our models to the closest points in the corresponding ground-
truth models. We then computed a percentage error by dividing the absolute error distance by the largest dimension of
the ground-truth models in the x, y, or z direction.

Our modeling pipeline ran on a Windows 7 desktop with an IntelCore i-3 3.3GHz processor, 6GB of memory, and 1TB
of disk space. For each data set, we used two different spatial resolutions: VGA and 2150×1434. The runtime, density
and accuracy statistics are summarized in Table 1 and the 3D models are depicted graphically in Figs. 4 to 5. One can
also download or view these models in 3D at http://www.visualsize.com/3ddemo/comparison/accuracy.html. As can
be seen in Table 1, our modeling algorithm was able to construct 3D models which confirmed with the ground-truth
models very well. The average error was less than 0.5%—and this error was computed over hundreds of thousands
of recovered 3D points. Increasing spatial resolution improved the accuracy only marginally, but can lengthen the
computation time significantly in the case of Herz-Jesu.

4 Concluding Remarks
There is obvious trade-off of using photos and videos for 3D ranging and modeling. The impact of a system like
PhotoModel3D on the society is that the system enables anyone and everyone with a digital camera, camcorder, and
phone (over three billions such devices are in circulation worldwide today) to become a 3D content producer without
any training in science and engineering. PhotoModel3D system has been deployed for about 2 years and has received
more than 100,000 Web visits and thousands of uses since 2011. However, it is theoretically impossible to determine
the absolute distance and scale using photos or videos alone. So some dimension (distance and size) measurements
must be known of certain scene entities to make absolute ranging possible.
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Figure 4: Herz-Jesu-P25 (top) and Fountain-P11 (bottom) processed at the VGA resolution. For each data set, left two
on the 1st row: our results. Right two on the 1st row: ground truth. The 2nd row displays both our model and the
ground truth registered in a common reference frame.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Airborne videos are crucial for monitoring unmanned aircraft systems (UAS). However, the 
number of videos that could be sent to ground is limited due to the bandwidth of a telemetry 
system. An architecture of airborne video acquirement system with real-time management is 
present in this paper. In addition to acquire videos and other data like control commands, that 
architecture make it possible to manage and switch the videos to be transferred to the ground 
through telemetry channels for ground real-time monitoring and controlling.  
 
 

KEY WORDS 
 

Video Acquirement, Video Management, Telemetry System 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Camera has been widely used in telemetry system nowadays, especially the UAS flight test. In 
most case, several cameras will be mounted during a flight test for UAS, and the video images 
from each camera will be recorded for after-flight use. It will be better to transmit the video 
images to the ground during the flight test for real-time monitoring. However, video images from 
only two or three cameras could be transmitted at same time by a radio channel due to the 
bandwidth limit, even if the images were compressed by methods like H.264. In the other hand, 
in spite of how many cameras installed on an UAS, only a few video images needed to be 
displayed at a certain moment during a flight test. The difficulty is that the video sources (i.e. 
cameras) needed to be displayed varies from time to time.  
 
In some scenarios, only part of the image from one video will be needed. For example, 
sometimes maybe only centre 1/4 is needed, or only 10 frames from a 24-frames video stream 
will be needed each second. 
 
Currently, it is obviously that video acquiring is only a small part of a data acquiring system, and 
there is no such system could meet above requirements. Therefore, we had constructed a new 
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architecture with real-time video source management for a video acquiring system to meet the 
requirement mentioned above. 
 
 

SYSTEM STRUCTURE 
 
Shown as figure 1, the system could be constructed by several video acquirement units (VAU) 
and a central management unit (CMU). This is a distribute structure so that the VAU could be 
installed near the video source as close as possible to avoid the electromagnetic interference. 
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Figure 1 Structure of the video acquiring system 
 
The VAU is composed of video image acquiring modules, compression modules, one record 
module and one communication module. VAU could be installed near the camera where the 
video image source located and it acquire and record the video images from that video source, 
then compresses the video images into digital streams by using H.264 and transports the stream 
to CMU. In addition, it could pass the sync shutter signal to the cameras. 
 
The CMU is composed of communication modules to receive video streams from each VAU, and 
a record module in accord with Chapter 10 of IRIG 106 Standard [1] to record everything it 
received, a PCM module to enable the transmission of selected video streams by Radio. 
Furthermore an Ethernet module could be added to maintain the connection with other systems. 
Meanwhile, it is better to have a time center module for receiving the IRIGB time code and 
acting as a time sync server for this whole video acquiring system. 
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VIDEO MANAGEMENT 
 
In addition to the system management and communication management not described in this 
paper, we had designed video management for the system. There are three kind of video 
management, image tailor management, sync management, and video dispatch management. The 
specific video management could be activated by a command, a timer predefined in setup file, or 
a certain event. 
 
The image tailor is performed in VAU. There are two types of tailor, picture tailor and frame 
tailor. When only a certain part of picture in every frame of video is concerned, the picture tailor 
could be enabled to send only a specified part of image in each frame of a video to CMU. If the 
picture in a video did not change too much from frame to frame, the frame tailor could be used to 
reduce the frame rate in a video source. The purpose of image tailor is to reduce the data rate to 
let more videos to be sent to ground by radio. 
 
The synchronization is crucial for using multiple video cameras as a measuring tool. Therefore, 
we integrated a time-sync module in CMU to maintain the synchronization for the system, in 
which a new time sync circuit clock recovery technique [2] and 1588 time protocol were both 
applied [3]. The CMU will maintain the system clock and issue the sync shutter signal to cameras 
through the VAU. 
 
Finally, the video dispatch function was fulfilled in the CMU. The switch of videos to be sent by 
radio could be predefined by the setup file. During a flight test, if the situation meets predefined 
conditions, the data stream of the designated video would be switched to the radio. Unlike the 
one-way radio in ordinary telemetry system, almost all UAS has an alternative radio channel to 
receive control commands from ground center. So we also designed to switch the videos by a 
dispatch command from ground center during a flight test. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
More colors have been brought to a video acquiring structure after the video management has 
been added, it becomes a totally complete system rather than traditional simple data acquiring. 
With this system, we can take the most advantage of the vision monitoring during a flight test of 
UAS just like there were always our eyes on it. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The application of ground-based boresight sources for calibration and testing of tracking antennas 

usually entails various difficulties, mostly due to unwanted ground effects. To avoid this prob-

lem, DLR MORABA developed a small, lightweight, frequency-adjustable S-band boresight 

source, mounted on a small remote-controlled multirotor aircraft. Highly accurate GPS-

supported, position and altitude control functions allow both, very steady positioning of the air-

craft in mid-air, and precise waypoint-based, semi-autonomous flights. In contrast to fixed near-

ground boresight sources this flying setup enables us to avoid obstructions in the Fresnel zone 

between source and antenna. Further, it minimizes ground reflections or other multipath effects 

which can affect antenna calibrations. In addition, the large operating range of a flying boresight 

simplifies measurements in the far field of the antenna and permits undisturbed antenna pattern 

tests. A unique application is the realistic simulation of sophisticated flight paths, including over-

head tracking and unusual trajectories of fast objects such as sounding rockets. Likewise, dynam-

ic tracking tests are feasible which provide crucial information about the antenna pedestal per-

formance, particularly at high elevations, and reveal weaknesses in the autotrack control loop. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION TO MORABA 

 

The Mobile Rocket Base (MORABA) is a division of the German Aerospace Center (DLR), lo-

cated in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. Since the 1960s, MORABA performs design, construction, 

preparation, and launch of sounding rockets and stratospheric research balloons, providing the 

scientific community a platform for research in atmospheric physics, microgravity, astronomy, 

materials science, and hypersonic technologies. 

The MORABA group “Mobile Infrastructure” is in charge of conception, setup, and operation of 

mobile TT&C (Telemetry, Tracking & Command) ground stations required for sounding rocket 

and balloon missions. A new mobile telemetry station was purchased and put into service recent-

ly. It comprises a main S-band tracking antenna system with a five-meter parabolic dish and a 

smaller secondary tracking antenna with a diameter of 1.5 meters. To verify these new antenna 

systems, an extensive acceptance test was performed, which required a flexible and dynamic 

tracking target, in addition to a customary, mast-mounted boresight source. Hence, the idea of a 

small and easily manageable airborne boresight was developed and successfully applied. 
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MOTIVATION AND BASIC IDEA OF A FLYING BORESIGHT 

 

Stationary boresights installed on masts are the standard tool for qualifying, calibrating, and ad-

justing tracking antennas. Naturally, due to the proximity of the transmitter to ground, measure-

ments based on mast-mounted boresights are affected by ground reflections, obstacles in the 

Fresnel zone between transmitter and antenna, and potential multipath effects from large nearby 

objects. 

To overcome such disturbances and study dynamic tracking characteristics of an antenna, one 

option is to attach a transmitter to an airplane or helicopter, which then serves as a “flying 

boresight” (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1 

Illustrating beam paths in-between tracking antenna and stationary / airborne boresight 

Apart from avoiding ground effects and validating the tracking of moving targets, a flying 

boresight facilitates testing of critical antenna operating modes such as near-zenith passes or 

over-the-shoulder tracking. In addition, far field characteristics of an antenna are easier to evalu-

ate with an aircraft, since – due to natural obstacles on ground – large distances between transmit-

ter and antenna demand higher boresight elevation, and thus more effort in boresight placement. 

In most cases, however, boresight tests with manned aircrafts require detailed preceding plan-

ning, formal authorization, and a considerable budget. Furthermore, essential antenna adjustment 

and calibration procedures, such as measurements of lobe geometry, antenna patterns, or auto-

track error signals, demand an absolutely stationary positioned boresight. A GPS-supported heli-

copter could suffice this requirement. However, helicopters generally are not well suited tracking 

targets, due to signal reflections from the large and fast moving rotor blades that induce modula-

tion in the signal amplitude, influencing the AM-based target tracking mechanism of the antenna 

system. 

 

 

MULTIROTOR UAV AS FLYING BORESIGHT 

 

For the acceptance tests of their new tracking antenna system, MORABA developed a compact, 

yet versatile flying boresight system based on a remote-controlled multirotor unmanned aerial 

vehicle (UAV). This concept combines advantages of fixed-wing and hover-capable aircrafts, and 

coalesces desirable attributes such as compactness, flexibility, ease of use, and low costs. 
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UAV Platform 

 

 
Figure 2 

MORABA’s Flying Boresight in mid-air 

The first prototype of the Flying Boresight was built using a commercially available rotorcraft 

UAV, propelled by eight electric motors (Figure 2). It has a diameter of about one meter and a 

takeoff weight of approximately 2.5 kilograms. The UAV is equipped with a microcontroller-

based flight attitude control and navigation system comprising a precision GPS receiver, baro-

metric altitude sensor, magnetic compass, and three-axis accelerometers and gyros. Position-hold 

and altitude-hold modes enable exceedingly easy handling of the UAV in flight. Hence, all neces-

sary skills can be acquired in a minimum of time. Without intervention of the remote-controlling 

pilot, the UAV stays “fixed” in mid-air, even during moderate wind gusts. Likewise, autonomous 

flights along trajectories based on GPS waypoints are possible. The pilot is supported by a built-

in telemetry link of the remote control (RC) system, which provides all relevant real-time flight 

data of the UAV. These include position, altitude, orientation, ground range, power consumption, 

battery status, and link quality. Even more detailed information is available using separate ground 

station software, displaying the flight path and enabling in-flight waypoint planning. 

 

Boresight Transmitter 
 

 
Figure 3 

Miniature S-band boresight with rod antenna (later replaced by actual rocket compliant antenna) 

Since conventional boresight transmitters are too large and heavy to be lifted by small UAVs, 

MORABA designed a simple, ultra-small and lightweight S-band transmitter (Figure 3), tunable 

between 2.1 and 2.4 GHz via a standard channel of the UAV RC link. A microcontroller decodes 

the RC signal and adjusts a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) through a precision digital-to-

analog converter (DAC). Due to the required frequency stability in the order of few kHz and the 

VCO’s sensitivity to temperature changes, the circuit is optimized for minimal temperature de-

pendence and is placed in a thermally isolated box. 
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Advantages of a UAV as Flying Boresight 

 

Compared to conventional airplanes or helicopters, MORABA’s UAV-based Flying Boresight 

has the following unique features: 

 

 Its intrinsic ability to precisely hold a position in mid-air replaces unfeasibly tall boresight 

masts. High elevation is essential for pattern tests, lobe and error signal measurements 

free from ground effects. 

 Due to low weight and very dynamic flight characteristics, complex flight patterns of fast 

tracking targets can be imitated. 

 Trajectories can be exactly repeated, either pre-programmed or by recording a manual 

flight. This simplifies repetitive tests and failure analysis. 

 The RC pilot can stay close to the antenna control unit (ACU). Therefore, only minimal 

pre-flight briefing is necessary, since flight maneuvers can be adapted spontaneously 

through immediate feedback from the ACU operator. 

 No long-term preparation or planning is required. Apart from charging batteries and ob-

taining flight permission, if any, the UAV is ready to fly within minutes. 

 It is always available and immediately operational at any time. Due to its compactness 

and useful attributes, the Flying Boresight now is a standard component of the MORABA 

antenna equipment. 

 In light of expenditure for conventional antenna tests with manned aircrafts, MORABA’s 

Flying Boresight is unrivaled and has virtually no operational costs. 

 

 

EXPERIENCES WITH THE FLYING BORESIGHT 

 

Mainly developed for acceptance tests of MORABA’s new tracking antennas (Figure 4), the Fly-

ing Boresight surpassed all expectations regarding usability, efficiency, and precision. Hence, it 

became an integral part of the standard antenna setup and calibration procedures. 

 

 
Figure 4 

Both MORABA antennas autotracking the Flying Boresight 
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During acceptance tests a manned aircraft was never needed, since all tracking tests were carried 

out by the Flying Boresight. 

Being delicate tracking targets due to high accelerations and elevations close to 90 degrees, 

sounding rockets impose stringent requirements on tracking antennas with regard to tracking 

speed and near-zenith tracking performance. Using the Flying Boresight, projected tracking 

speeds of up to 30°/s and antenna pedestal accelerations of 30°/s² have been verified successfully. 

Likewise, the gain increase within the azimuth control loop at high elevations – originating from 

conversion of feed azimuth to pedestal azimuth angles (secant correction) – was examined exten-

sively with repetitive near-zenith passes. Only with the highly dynamic flight capabilities of the 

Flying Boresight was it possible to reveal oscillation tendencies of the antenna pedestal at high 

elevations. Comparatively inert flight characteristics of conventional aircrafts would most proba-

bly never trigger such deficiencies in the antenna pedestal control. 

Thanks to the simple repeatability of critical flight patterns, the antenna system provider was able 

to tune the antenna pedestal control loop parameters in unprecedented detail, eliminating all os-

cillations while preserving maximum tracking responsiveness. 

 

 

OUTLOOK 

 

Having proven excellent usability, MORABA continues research and development of its Flying 

Boresight. Among other optimizations, key improvements entail: 

 

 Employing a more advanced UAV platform, which provides even better flight character-

istics, higher payload capacity, and a collapsible frame for improved transportability 

 A consequence thereof will be a significant increase in flight time from about 14 minutes 

to roughly 40 minutes, for longer continuous measurements 

 Replacement of the simple boresight transmitter with a full-featured, yet compact and 

lightweight telemetry simulation system for profound, real-scenario telemetry tests 

 Upgrade to a professional grade digital RC system in the 900 MHz ISM band 

 

With these improvements, MORABA’s Flying Boresight will be able to provide a comprehensive 

and versatile measurement and calibration tool for tracking antennas at a fraction of the cost of 

current methods, yet offering unprecedented usability and flexibility. 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider the possibility of using a communications system that
is operating between probes on the surface of an asteroid and an orbiting satellite to
more accurately determine spatial positions. This is done by measuring the round
trip communication delay between the orbiter and various surface probes to estimate
distance. From these distance measurements, the position can be determined using
trilateration—the same basic technique behind the earth-based GPS system. Within
the framework of this scenario, the location of the probes or the orbiter can be deter-
mined depending on the scenario.

Keywords: Space communications, space communication networks, NEA missions, Po-
sition Determination, Trilateration

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in sending robotic precursor missions to
near-earth asteroids (NEAs) for scientific study and to prepare for a possible manned mission
in the mid-2020s. In particular, increased understanding of these small irregularly-shaped
bodies is essential to the development of an NEA deflection strategy which might someday
be implemented for planetary protection. In the far future, NEAs might also serve as fueling
stations, mining sites, or remote observatories, and recent interest in asteroid exploration
has been demonstrated by past, present, and future missions such as NEAR Shoemaker,
Hayabusa, DAWN, and OSIRIS REx.

The research presented here considers the need for determining the positions of objects
either in orbit or on the surface of the asteroid. This paper considers a low cost way of
determining the relative positions of objects in the vicinity of an NEA. Specifically, we
consider two different but closely related application scenarios, both of which use the round-
trip communication delay between different objects to determine the distance between them.
The first is a way of determining position in space above a set of probes on the surface. Using

∗Research supported by NASA/EPSCORE Grant 1065603
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Figure 1: Simulated spacecraft orbit around asteroid Eros shown in the asteroid body-fixed
frame.

the distances between the probes on the surface with known positions the location of the
orbiter in space can be determined, and we consider how this can be applied to tracking
the path of an object in orbit while reducing the number of calculations required. The
application scenario considers using an orbiting satellite to determine the location of a fixed
point on the surface given that the satellite’s path is known. The orbiter takes multiple
measurements of distance along its path, and it uses these to trilaterate the location of the
object on the surface. We note that the orbit around an asteroid can be irregular compared
to that of a standard orbit as seen in figure 1. This can be helpful here because it results
in orbital range sample points that are less co-linear than those of standard orbit which can
improve the results of the trilateration. On the flip side, however, this also makes it harder
to model how the orbiter is moving in order to accurately estimate its position. We modeled
the asteroids in our simulations as scalene ellipsoids with constant densities and the orbiter
as a point mass which is based on the work of Scheeres [?]. For more on the orbital modeling
we used here see our previous paper [?].
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2 TRILATERATION

Trilateration is a method to determine the location of a point by using measurements of
distances. In the three-dimensional case, this is done by measuring the distance to at least
three known points. Trilateration is then accomplished by taking each of these measurements
and forming a set of spheres were each point is the center with the radii being the different
distance measurements. The desired location is then determined to be the point were the
spheres intersect. The equations for these spheres is

(x− xi)
2 + (y − yi)

2 + (z − zi)
2 = ri (1)

where (x, y, z) is the point in space being evaluated, (xi, yi, zi) is the center point of the
sphere, and ri is the radius. Solving these set of equations directly is not very practical,
however.

A common way to solve this problem in a more computationally tractable manner is to
linearize it. This can be accomplished by using a fourth point which changes the problem
from that of finding the point of intersection between spheres into one of finding the point
of intersection between several planes [?]. This results in a linear system that can be solved
using least squares. This linear system written in matrix form is

A~x = ~b (2)

where

A =


x2 − x1 y2 − y1 z2 − z1
x3 − x1 y3 − y1 z3 − z1

...
...

...
xi − x1 yi − y1 zi − z1

 , ~x =

 x− x1

y − y1
z − z1

 , ~b =


b21
b31
...
bn1

 (3)

with

bij =
1

2

[
r2j − r2i +

√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2

]
. (4)

This linear method works very well in the noiseless case, but when there is measurement
noise its performance degrades significantly.

A potentially better way to solve the trilateration problem is to use an iterative non-linear
least squares method [?]. For this application, we chose to use the Gauss-Newton algorithm.
We begin by defining a cost function which is the sum of the squared errors of the distances:

F (x) =
n∑

i=1

fi(x, y, z)2 (5)

with

fi(x, y, z) = r̂i − ri =
√

(x− xj)2 + (y − yj)2 + (z − zj)2 − ri. (6)

The next step is defining a vector ~f such that F (x) = ~f t ~f and finding the Jacobian J of ~f ,
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i.e.,

~f =


f1
f2
...
fn

 ,J =


∂f1
∂x

∂f1
∂y

∂f1
∂z

∂f2
∂x

∂f2
∂y

∂f2
∂z

...
...

...
∂fn
∂x

∂fn
∂y

∂fn
∂x

 . (7)

We then compute the first derivative and approximate the second derivative as follows:

F′ = 2JT ~f, (8)

F′′ ≈ 2JTJ. (9)

From this, we can iteratively solve for the solution ~R

~R =

 x
y
z

 (10)

using the equation
~Rk+1 = ~Rk − (JT

k Jk)−1JT
k
~fk (11)

where JTJ and JT ~f are defined as

JTJ =


n∑

i=1

(x−xi)
2

(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(x−xi)(y−yi)
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(x−xi)(z−zi)
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(x−xi)(y−yi)
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(y−yi)2
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(y−yi)(z−zi)
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(x−xi)(z−zi)
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(y−yi)(z−zi)
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(z−zi)2
(fi+ri)2

 ,JT ~f =


n∑

i=1

(x−xi)fi
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(y−yi)fi
(fi+ri)2

n∑
i=1

(z−zi)fi
(fi+ri)2

 . (12)

This method requires that an initial guess to be made about the position; the linear method
described earlier provides a good initial guess for this algorithm. Equation (11) is iterated
until its rate of change drops below a certain threshold or until a set amount of iterations
have occurred.

3 ORBITER POSITION DETERMINATION

The first scenario we consider is one in which the location of the probes on the surface are
known and the location of the orbiter is determined by trilateration. In this simulation,
four probes are placed on the surface of the asteroid in the formation of a triangle with
one inside the triangle. For the simulations using only three probes, the probe inside of the
triangle is not used. We then numerically evaluate the relative performance of the linear and
nonlinear position-finding algorithms described above. For the nonlinear algorithm, sets of
both 3 and 4 probes are used find the orbiter’s location. In all of the plots that follow, the
linear algorithm is referred to as ‘LLS 4 probes’ and the performance over one orbital pass
is evaluated. Furthermore, the previously calculated spacecraft location is always used as
the initial guess for the new location calculation, and a fixed number of iterations is used for
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the nonlinear algorithm. By fixing the number of iterations, we also fix the computational
complexity of the algorithm and thus can more fairly compare the different cases. Finally,
zero mean Gaussian noise with a variance of 0.1m is added to the distance measurements
and the results are averaged over 100 simulations.

Figure 2: Position error after 3 iterations Figure 3: Position error after 5 iterations

Figure 4: Position error after 10 iterations
Figure 5: Position error with 4 probes at different
noise levels

Figures 2 through 4 show the position estimation error of the orbiter’s location for varying
numbers of (nonlinear algorithm) iterations at each spatial location in the orbital path. When
looking at the graphs, we note that the error is much higher at the beginning and at the
end of the plotted time interval. This corresponds with the beginning and end of the orbital
pass over over the set of surface probes. At these times, the spacecraft is at a low angle
relative to the probes on the surface, and thus, from the perspective of the spacecraft, some
the probes appear to be nearly on top of others. At these low angles, the surface positions
are close together, making accurate trilateration much more difficult. The linear method
does not appear to have as much trouble with these poor angles, but it does have a serious
problem with the measurement noise in general. The results from using 4 probes show slight
improvement over 3 probes which is to be expected since having additional information from
the added surface location should lead to better results.
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We have performed another simulation that compares the positional accuracy with vary-
ing amounts of Gaussian noise added to the distance measurements. In this case only the
nonlinear algorithm with 4 probes was used. Instead of using a fixed number of iterations,
however, we allowed the algorithm to iterate to convergence. The resulting position esti-
mates for each different noise level were averaged over 100 simulations. Figure 5 shows the
position estimation error for the spacecraft as it passes over the surface probes for the dif-
fering amounts of noise, and we see that the error cause by measurement noise has a much
greater effect at the beginning and end of the orbital pass. These are the times when the
orbiter as a bad angle relative to the probes, so it comes as no surprise that the impact of
the additive noise is greatly increased.

4 SURFACE POSITION DETERMINATION

The other scenario we consider in this paper is the situation in which the location of the
orbiter is known and the location of a probe on the surface must be estimated. In this
scenario, the distance to the probe is measured at different times as the orbiter passes
overhead. The location of the probe is then estimated using the distances measured from
different locations in orbit. Gaussian noise with variance 0.1m is again added to each distance
measurements and the results are averaged over 100 simulations.

Figure 6: Surface position error.
Figure 7: Surface position error starting from 14
samples.

Figures 6 and 7 show the resulting position estimation error for the surface probe with
51 different measurements taken as the spacecraft makes one pass across the surface. Figure
7 shows results from figure 6, but zoomed on the results from 14 samples on. The different
rates shown on the plots are of the trilateration being performed using only every other
spacecraft position point (1/2), every 3rd position point (1/3), and every 4th position point
(1/4). We do this downsampling in order to compare the effects of spatial separation in
our distance samples to the effects of using more data points in general. The results from
figure 7 show that, while using more distance measurements results in less errors, it is more
important to have measurements taken sufficiently far apart in order to get good results.
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5 DELAY ANALYSIS

One issue in using the time it takes for a signal to be received and then retransmitted is that
there are delays involved, during which time the spacecraft will have moved. These delays
will caused by more than just the time it takes for a radio signal to travel through space
to the asteroid surface and back— they will also be caused by the processing of the signal
in the surface probe prior to retransmittion. In this section, we consider the effects of such
delays by measuring how much the spacecraft moves with varying levels of delay around two
asteroids, Vesta and Gaspra. The two asteroids will provide very different results, because
they are very different in size: Vesta is 265 km wide while Gaspra is 9.5 km wide.

Table 1: Orbit details

Asteroid Vesta Gaspra
Average Velocity 329.99 m/s 7.605 m/s

Average distance to surface 496 km 13.3 km
Minimum distance to surface 223 km 4.79 km
Maximum distance to surface 754 km 22.4 km
Average round trip time delay 1.655 ms 0.0447 ms

Minimum round trip time delay 0.747 ms 0.01599ms
Maximum round trip time delay 2.518 ms 0.07498ms

Table 2: Distance moved in orbit during communications with delays

Asteroid Vesta Gaspra
Average distance moved in orbit with 0 ms delay 0.5464 m 0.00034 m

Minimum distance moved in orbit with 0 ms delay 0.24635 m 0.00012 m
Maximum distance moved in orbit with 0 ms delay 0.830928 m 0.00057 m
Average distance moved in orbit with 0.1 ms delay 0.579399 m 0.00110 m

Minimum distance moved in orbit with 0.1 ms delay 0.279349 m 0.00088 m
Maximum distance moved in orbit with 0.1 ms delay 0.863927 m 0.00133 m

Average distance moved in orbit with 1 ms delay 0.87639 m 0.00795 m
Minimum distance moved in orbit with 1 ms delay 0.57634 m 0.00773 m
Maximum distance moved in orbit with 1 ms delay 1.16092 m 0.00818 m
Average distance moved in orbit with 10 ms delay 3.8463 m 0.07639 m

Minimum distance moved in orbit with 10 ms delay 3.54625 m 0.07617 m
Maximum distance moved in orbit with 10 ms delay 4.13083 m 0.07662 m
Average distance moved in orbit with 100 ms delay 33.5454 m 0.7609 m

Minimum distance moved in orbit with 100 ms delay 33.2454 m 0.7606 m
Maximum distance moved in orbit with 100 ms delay 33.8299 m 0.7611 m

Table 1 shows the details of the orbital simulations such as the average velocity of the
spacecraft in orbit, and also the distances and time it take for communications to reach the
surface. Table 2 shows the distance the spacecraft moves for when there are 0, 0.1ms, 1ms,
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10ms, and 100 ms delays for each of the two asteroids. For a small asteroid like Gaspra, the
processing delay does not have much of an effect as the velocities and distances involved are
small. For a large asteroid like Vesta, on the other hand, the delays can result in a significant
amount of movement which would result in larger errors in position determination.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have looked at possibility of using a communications system to determine
relative position in the vicinity of an asteroid. First, we considered a scenario in which a
set of probes on the surface are used to determine the relative position of a spacecraft in
orbit. Second, we looked at a scenario where an orbiting spacecraft is used to determine
the relative position of a probe on the surface. Furthermore, we also considered the effect of
probe processing delays on the position estimate of the spacecraft. In future work, we hope
to study the effects of combining the two approaches and using the spacecraft to improve
the estimation of the position of the probes and visa versa by alternating between spacecraft
position estimation and probe position estimation. This could result in low cost system for
determining position around an asteroid.
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ABSTRACT 
 
A monitoring system has been developed to detect when a large vehicle is gaining access to an 
area such as an agricultural field or facility through a control gate.  The system uses multiple 
sensors, including Hall-effect, anisotropic magnetoresistor, ultrasonic ranging, and vision.  A 
user is alerted using a conventional cell phone network of the presence of the vehicle.  The 
system is microcontroller based, uses photovoltaic power supply, and leverages commercial off 
the shelf components wherever feasible.  The system detection algorithm was made adaptable, to 
minimize false alarms and missed detections 
 
Keywords:  Remote monitoring, COTS, alternative energy 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper describes a remote monitoring system that can detect the presence of a land vehicle in 
the range of 1 to 5 metric tons.  The intended application is to provide perimeter monitoring in 
agricultural applications.  In these applications it is often difficult to gain access to an area except 
through a control point, or gate.  We assume the gate can vary in width from approximately 1 to 
5 meters.  The goal is to determine when a vehicle has approached, or is passing through, this 
gate.  Ideally the device should require little if any training or calibration by the user, be easy to 
install, operate in a wide range of locations, in all weather conditions, and of course have a low 
probability of false alarm and missed detection. 
 
To accomplish these goals, an array of inexpensive sensors was integrated into a single device.  
A Hall-effect sensor is used in conjunction with a common magnet to determine if the gate has 
moved from its initial position.  Since many vehicles contain a substantial amount of ferrous 
metal, an anisotropic magnetoresistor sensor will monitor changes in the ambient magnetic field, 
an ultrasonic ranging device will sense when a large object is approaching the gate, and a vision 
system will observe the area in front of the gate to detect changes that imply a vehicle is present. 
 
Once the device has determined that a vehicle is present, it will notify the end user through a 
conventional cellular telephone network.  The device will also be able to photograph the vehicle 
for security and monitoring purposes. 
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To maximize the usability of the device, it will be important that it use a limited amount of 
power, to allow it to be driven by an inexpensive photovoltaic array.  It must also require only 
minimal installation and calibration operations to be performed by the end user.  In addition it 
must have a very low false-alarm and false-positive rage.  These rates should ideally be 
independent of terrain, weather conditions, and other factors beyond the control of the designers.  
The design goal is to have a false-positive rate of less than once per calendar year.  Self-
diagnosis is also performed, and reported to the end user on a weekly basis.  
 

SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
Since the device needs to be powered by a photovoltaic array, and in a location where it can 
visually see the gate, it will be challenging to make it small enough to be inconspicuous.  Rather 
than trying to hide the device, we chose to make it appear similar to devices commonly found in 
these applications – and used a commercial solar powered fence charger as a housing for the 
system.  As an added benefit, we were able to use the photovoltaic array and battery supplied 
with the fence charger to operate the electronic systems of our device. 
 
The next challenge was to develop a method for determining when a gate has been opened.  The 
most obvious choice was to use a conventional contact switch.  However this approach has a 
number of drawbacks.  Gate hardware often has very large margins of error, so a small switch 
may not work in this application.  A larger switch would work, but could be cumbersome, 
expensive, and easy to identify and defeat.  We also anticipated that any type of contact switch 
would have a high failure rate, both with false positives and false alarms.  We investigated a 
number of non-contact switches, such as those that use optical or infrared sensors.  While these 
could be easier to conceal, they were prone to failure due to obstructions from vegetation, dust, 
and other commonly found objects in this application. 
 
The final decision on the gate sensor was to use a magnetic sensor.  A magnetic device is either 
attached to the gate, or in a more secure setting integrated into the gate structure.  A magnetic 
sensor can then be embedded in the post that the gate is attached to.  The sensor is reasonably 
small, so it could be easily concealed in the post, or again in a more secure system, integrated 
into the post design. 
 
The next challenge was to find a means to detect when a vehicle is present.  One method of 
doing this was to burry an inductive coil in the ground.  When a vehicle passes over the buried 
loop we expect the inductance of the cable to change.  By using the cable as an inductor as part 
of a tuned circuit in an oscillator, a frequency counter could easily detect when the inductance 
has changed, indicating a vehicle is present.  This approach was widely used in early traffic 
detection systems, and requires the digging of a small trench to place the wire, and extending the 
trench to the detection device.  We rejected it, because of the installation expense and difficulty 
of maintaining in many rural environments. 
 
However, just as the vehicle causes a change in the inductance of the wire, it also disrupts the 
Earth’s magnetic field.  These changes can be measured directly.  A similar approach is used in 
factory automation requiring precise vehicle positioning and tracking using anisotropic 
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magnetoresistor (AMR) devices [1].  These same devices are specialized to detect the Earth’s 
magnetic field for compass bearing applications. 
 
Machine vision offers another method of detecting vehicles, and is commonly used at 
intersections monitoring traffic signals [2].  These cameras require significant power due to the 
computationally intensive continuous image processing, but offer a great deal of flexibility and 
reliability.  In addition it is possible to use both optical, and near infrared wavelengths to give the 
device more than one way to detect the presence of a vehicle, which in many applications will be 
significantly warmer than the surrounding environment. 
 
The final sensor used was an ultrasonic ranging device, which can sense the presence of an 
object by generating an acoustic signal above the audible range of humans, and then sense a 
reflection.  The device is normally used to measure distances, and in our application it will help 
us determine not only if a vehicle is present, but if it progressing toward the control point. 
 
We initially considered implementing a custom processor for this application.  However the 
limited design time, and availability of powerful and low-power development systems, led us to 
select a commercial off the shelf solution.  The particular device we chose to base our design on 
was a Raspberry Pi [3].  It is physically small enough to fit in the enclosure we chose, has a 
power consumption low enough to allow powering using a small photovoltaic array, it has the 
necessary communication ports for both the sensor and cell phone network interface, and has 
ample documentation and example code which we could leverage. 
 

COMPONENTS 
 
ENCLOSURE / POWER MANAGEMENT 
 
As mentioned above, the enclosure of the device was a COTS electric fence charger.  The 
particular device we selected was 30 x 15 x 10 cm.  It included a 7 Ahr, 6 volt battery which 
weighted approximately 1 kg and could be recharged in 12 hours of direct sunlight by the 
photovoltaic array.  Once fully charged, the battery could power the device for approximately 72 
hours of normal operation.  For the proof-of-concept model we used a linear regulator, as shown 
in figure 1.  The final design will use a DC-DC converter to avoid the inefficiency of linear 
regulators. 
 
GATE MOVEMENT SENSOR 
 
To detect the movement of the magnetic gate device, use used a Honeywell SS41 Hall Effect 
senor [4].  This is an inexpensive three lead analog device.  The sensor had a range of 
approximately 0.5 meters, which allowed for a wide spacing in the gate.  The output of the 
sensor could be connected to a general purpose input/output pin on the processor if binary 
detection is sufficient, or it could be used to drive an analog to digital converter to allow for 
additional processing of the signal to try to minimize errors. 
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Figure 1.  Power Supply 

 
VISION SYSTEM 
 
Since the device is based on a Raspberry Pi, it was possible to run the Linux operating system, 
and use open source libraries such as OpenCV [5].  This increased the capabilities of the device, 
and streamlined the development process.  We chose to use an Airlink101 AWCN200 Infrared 
Night Vision Webcam for the vision system.  This gives the device the ability to capture images 
both during day and night.  The camera has built-in infrared LEDs to improve visibility in low 
light.  Higher cost/quality cameras were considered, but experimental results indicated that this 
particular camera works well enough for our purposes. 
 
The detection algorithm used for the project was to train the system by periodically recording the 
background image.  We expect the image will change slowly with weather, lighting, and other 
factors.  The background image is then compared to the most recently sampled image, to 
determine if a large object has suddenly come into view.  The vision algorithms were 
implemented with the OpenCV image processing library.  Using this open source library reduced 
the development time significantly, although it was still necessary to develop algorithms to 
reliably determine when a vehicle was present. 
 
This detection algorithm divides an image into regions, and examines each for a significant 
deviation from the background data.  A function was used to combine all of the pixels contained 
in a region into a single value per channel to simplify training and comparisons.  This function 
was the average of all the pixels but other functions may be tested to see if they give better 
results.  From the values collected through training over a number of captured images, a mean 
value and standard deviation was calculated to determine if the region had changed. 
 
Images are compared to the training data by determining if the calculated values for each region 
fall within some given number of standard deviations of the mean found during training.  When 
using a color image, there will be multiple channels and the results of each will need to be 
combined for each region.  This potentially gives us the ability to ignore or give low weight to 
unreliable data such as lightness of the image, which may change considerably between training 
and detection during operation in outdoor environments with continually varying cloud cover.  
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Having determined which of the regions have changed since training, and attempt can be made to 
determine the nature of the cause.  If the change had resulted from variations in lighting, wind, 
etc. the system should ignore it.  This can be accomplished by examining the size, and shape, of 
the clusters of changed regions.  By simply specifying a minimum width and height for what can 
be considered a potential positive detection, we can ignore much of the inevitable noise that will 
be experienced. 
 
A sample test of the vision system is shown in figure 2.  The image on the left is what the camera 
sees.  The image on the right shows the area in red that is considered to be a substantial change 
from the background image recorded prior to the vehicle approaching. 
 

          
 

Figure 2.  Detection of Vehicle by Vision System 
 
MAGNETIC FIELD SENSING 
 
The Earth’s magnetic field near the surface of the Earth in populated areas currently varies from 
approximately 250 to 650 mG.  The target vehicles for this application can cause a variation in 
this field on the order of 1 mG for up to 10 meters from the vehicle.  Typical AMR magnetic 
sensors are sensitive enough to detect these changes.  Since the devices are often used in devices 
which need an electronic compass, they are reasonably low cost and easy to obtain.  In the initial 
design, a Honeywell HMC1001 was chosen, since it has 27 μG resolution, well better than 
needed for this application.  Unfortunately this device requires external circuitry that 
complicated the design, so a Honeywell HMC588L was used instead.  The sensor was purchased 
on a breakout board which also contained the necessary communication electronics.  The 
sensitivity was 2 mG, which we anticipated would be sufficient for detection of a vehicle up to 5 
meters from the sensor. 
 
When the device gain was set to maximum sensitivity, the measurement noise was noticeable.  
To combat this problem, the sensor was set to sample at the fastest rate possible, in this case 75 
Hz.  When the device is calibrated, a large number of samples are taken and both the mean and 
standard deviation are found.  Then during use, 8 samples are averaged before making a 
measurement.  If this average deviates by more than one standard deviation from the calibration 
mean, then the sensor declares that a vehicle is present.   The system must be periodically 
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recalibrated to account for natural variations in the naturally occurring magnetic field strength of 
the Earth’s magnetic field. 
 
ULTRASONIC SONAR SENSOR 
 
Another means to detect the presence of a vehicle is with an ultrasonic sonar range finder.  We 
chose to use a Maxbotix I2CXL-MB1202 sensor.  This particular device has an approximately 
60 degree beam width, and claims an accuracy of 1 cm to a range of at least 7 meters for large 
objects.  In our detection algorithm the detection range was divided into 4 approximately equal 
size intervals.  Once an object is detected in the farthest region, monitoring begins for reading the 
next closest region.  This progresses until the nearest region is reached and a positive approach is 
detected.  If a reading is taken equal to the maximum measurable distance at any point in this 
process, detection is reset to monitoring the far end region.  If a reading is taken closer than this 
far end region, it is ignored.  This allows for the rejection of vehicles or animals passing near the 
detection region. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Each sensor was first tested individually before being tested as a whole system to confirm 
baseline operation.  With the magnetic sensor gate sensor a small magnet was held in close 
proximity to the Hall Effect sensor, and then removed.  For the magnetic field sensor, a steel 
water bottle was held close to it, to confirm it could sense the changes in the magnetic field.  It 
was apparent that the device would be operating at the limit of its noise threshold if adequate 
range was to be achieved.  The sonar rangefinder was similarly configured and tested by 
approaching the sensor and conforming readings were accurate.  Further testing took place in a 
similar manner as the respective operating algorithms were developed for each sensor. 
 
A sample output of the sensor array is shown in figure 3, where the horizontal axis represents the 
distance from the vehicle to the gate, with the distance being the greatest at the left side of the 
graph, and the vehicle approaching the gate as we move to the right.  The magnetic field readings 
were offset so that the minimum reading taken during initialization corresponds to the zero along 
the axis.  This allows the field plot to overlay accurately with the distance plot.  The sonar sensor 
reports a maximum distance of 7.65 meters when there is no object reflecting the ultrasonic pulse 
used for measurement.  When an object comes within the maximum distance, the approach is 
tracked.  The smooth nature of this decreasing curve is essential to the current approach detection 
algorithm.  As shown, the vehicle is tracked at every point in its approach, passing through each 
of the four regions monitored.  Once the distance measured is less than the set approach trigger 
distance (gray dotted line in figure 3), an approach is confirmed. 
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Figure 3.  Sample Senor Outputs  

 
 

Failed detections were easily detected during testing.  Sources of these corresponded to the 
sensitive nature of the sonar sensor or the inopportune timing of motion sensor output.  
Anomalies occurred at seemingly random points that caused the sonar sensor to fluctuate wildly 
in its readings, most likely the result from small reflections off of the detailed features of the 
vehicle grill.  If this occurred during an approach, it almost certainly led to a failed detection.  
Out of the 50 logged approaches, there were two failed detections. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
A multi sensor data fusion device was fabricated, which combined a magnetic gate sensor, video 
camera, magnetic field sensor, and sonar range finder, to detect when a vehicle is approaching a 
control point such as an agricultural gate.  Two photographs of the prototype are show in figure 
4.  By combining the outputs of the sensors, it was possible to reliably detect when a vehicle is 
approaching 
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Figure 4.  Prototype 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Typical airborne test platforms use multiple telemetry transmit antennas in a top and bottom 
configuration in order to mitigate signal shadowing during maneuvers on high dynamic 
platforms. While mitigating one problem, this also creates a co-channel interference problem as 
the same signal, time delayed with differing amplitude, is sent to both antennas. Space-Time 
Coding (STC) was developed with the intention of mitigating this co-channel interference 
problem, also known as the “two antenna problem”. Lab testing and preliminary flight testing of 
developmental and pre-production hardware has been completed and documented. This is the 
first test dedicated to assessing the performance of a production STC system in a real-world test 
environment. This paper will briefly describe lab testing that preceded the flight testing, 
describes the airborne and ground station configurations used during the flight test, and provides 
detailed results of the performance of the space time coded telemetry link as compared against a 
reference telemetry link.    
 

KEY WORDS 
 
Space Time Coding, STC, SOQPSK, Resynchronization, Bit Error Probability, Eb/No, Link 
Availability 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Space-time coding, a form of transmit diversity, has been shown through theoretical studies [1,5] 
and developmental hardware [2,3] to mitigate the co-channel interference problem created using 
two antennas to transmit the same telemetry signal. This has also been referred to as the “two 
antenna problem” [1-3]. Years of concept generation, analysis, hardware development, and 
testing of a space-time coded telemetry waveform has led to production hardware ready for 
installation into test aircraft and ground receiving stations in support of real-time missions. 
 
The work contained in this paper builds upon the initial flight testing work accomplished with 
pre-production hardware [2, 3]. The STC link was compared to an uncoded reference link with 
the overall performance metric being link availability [4]. Bit error data and receiver automatic 
gain control (AGC), which gives an indication of the received power level at the antenna for 
each link, was both recorded for the links. This paper presents the results of these tests and 
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shows that space-time coding is effective in eliminating the signal outages caused by the “two-
antenna problem.” 
 
The space time coded system relies upon transmit diversity to mitigate the two antenna problem. 
The input bit stream is space-time coded resulting in two parallel bit streams which then have a 
pilot sequence added to each at fixed bit intervals (or blocks). These encoded/pilot-added streams 
are then individually modulated to a carrier using SOQPSK modulation, power amplified, then 
connected to a top and bottom antenna. The keys to remember are: 
 

1. Only SOQPSK is available with space-time coding 
2. A space-time coded “transmitter” requires two phased-locked transmitters, one connected 

to a top antenna and one connected to a bottom antenna  
 

The job of estimating frequency offset, delays, gains, and phase shifts due to the transmission 
channel then space-time decode the signal is done within the STC receiver [2].   
 

LABORATORY HARDWARE TESTING 
 
Prior to flight testing, the production STC hardware consisting of a transmitter and receiver 
manufactured by Quasonix was tested in the Telemetry Laboratory at the Air Force Test Center 
(AFTC) at Edwards AFB. The testing was comprised of comparing modulated spectrum, 
detection performance, and resynchronization performance to an uncoded reference system. The 
reference system consisted of a transmitter and receiver also from Quasonix representing current 
state of the art SOPQSK performance in terms of waveform generation and detection. Most of 
the lab testing was done with a baseband data rate of 5Mbps to emulate the data rate of the flight 
test.    

 

   
Figure 1 – STC Hardware, Transmitter and Receiver 
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Figure 2 - Spectrum Comparison, SOQPSK vs. SOQPSK-STC 

 

    
Figure 3 – Eb/No vs. BEP for Production STC Hardware 

 

 
Figure 4 – Resynchronization Time STC Receiver 

 
A comparison of the spectrum reveals identical performance in generating the over-the-air 
SOQPSK waveform. A closer look reveals the STC waveform is slightly wider than the 
reference waveform. This is due to the slight overhead associated with the space time code 
structure resulting in a 4% increase (5Mbps to 5.2Mbps).  
 
Two sets of detection performance curves were generated differing only in the relative 
amplitudes of each STC signal (S1 and S2). The first compared the reference to equal power 
levels of S1 and S2, then S1only, then S2 only. The second compared the reference to differing 
levels of signal amplitude difference of 3dB, 6dB, and 10dB. The result of this testing showed: 
 

• Difference in detection curve shape of the STC system when compared to the reference 
• Consistent detection performance of the STC system at various signal amplitude 

differences 
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• Like detection performance between the reference and STC system when only one STC 
signal is present 

 
Resynchronization performance was then investigated as demodulator resynchronization time is 
one contributor to degraded link availability. A direct comparison with the reference shows a 
100X increase in resynchronization time when testing flat fade recovery [6]. At first glance this 
is a significant amount, but given the complexity of the STC decoder/demodulator and what it 
must accomplish during each data block, this number is justified. Also remember the purpose of 
STC is to mitigate antenna pattern nulling, one source of flat fades. As resynchronization events 
decrease, link availability will increase so the added time to resynchronize may be offset by the 
space-time code. Lab testing gave some insight into the performance of the STC system with the 
results providing no indication that the hardware should not be tested in an airborne 
environment.  
 

AIRCRAFT AND GROUND STATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
The airborne and ground station set-ups were nearly identical as those described in [3] with the 
exception of the actual STC transmitter and receiver being production units. The airborne system 
was designed to simultaneously produce space-time coded and traditional telemetry streams 
which were power matched, combined, and sent to a top and bottom antenna. This approach 
eliminated aircraft location, transmit antenna placement, and output power as variables in the 
comparison. One variable is the amount of transmit power sent to each antenna, for this specific 
test the telemetry signals were divided evenly (“50/50 split”) by using a power divider. Other 
common options are an 80/20 split and 90/10 split. The other variable is carrier frequency for the 
STC and reference signals. For this test upper L-Band was chosen for Range scheduling 
purposes with the signals being separated by 30MHz. This amount of separation is common to 
[3] which verified similar antenna patterns when separated by 30MHz. See Figure 5 for a block 
diagram of the aircraft transmission system. The test parameters are summarized in the Table 1.  
 

 STC Link Reference Link 

Data Type PRBS-11 PRBS-11 

Baseband Data Rate 5Mbps 5Mbps 

Over-the-Air Channel Rate 5.2Mbps 5Mbps 

Modulation Method SOQPSK-TG SOQPSK-TG 

Carrier Frequency 1800.5MHz 1770.5MHz 

Power per Antenna ~+37dBm (matched) ~+37dBm (matched) 
Table 1 – Aircraft System Test Parameters 

 
The over-the-air data rate for STC link is higher than the data rate because of pilot bit insertion. 
The pilot bits are required to estimate the channel gains between each transmit antenna and the 
receive antenna as described in [1, 2, 5]. For this specific STC implementation there were 128 
pilot bits for every 3200 data bits. The Reference link was chosen as the tracking signal as that 
removed another variable from the test.  
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Figure 5 – Aircraft System Bock Diagram 

 
The ground station utilized a 10 foot parabolic dish as the receiving aperture located at Building 
4795 (see Figure 6) within the AFTC complex. Existing telemetry site receivers (L-3 RCB2000) 
were used as sources of automatic gain control (AGC) data for both telemetry signals. The 
receiver labeled “STC” was tuned to 1800.5MHz, the receiver labeled “Ref” was tuned to 
1770.5MHz. The combined intermediate frequency (IF) of the STC link was directly recorded 
with a wideband recorder. The Quasonix receivers for the Reference and STC links were 
connected to the right hand circularly polarized (RHCP) multicoupler for access to the RF signal 
from the antenna. It should be noted that the STC demodulator is resident within the Quasonix 
STC receiver. Each Quasonix receiver was then connected to two sets of bit error rate testers. 
The Fireberd BERTs were used to capture and calculate error statistics. The Reach BERTS were 
used to capture and record individual bit errors on a second by second basis for detailed post 
flight analysis.  
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Figure 6 – Ground Station Block Diagram 

 
FLIGHT TESTING DESCRIPTION 

 
Six test points were defined for flight testing the STC system. Two of the test points were circles 
at a 100 bank angle on both a clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) direction (points 
M1/M2) and two were circles at a 500 bank angle in both CW and CCW directions (points 
M5/M6). These points are thought of as “antenna pattern” tests points as the profile mimics an 
antenna pattern test done on outdoor antenna ranges. The difference being the aircraft is not on a 
tilting platform rather flying at differing bank angles supplying different elevation angle views, 
i.e. “cuts” in azimuth. The altitude and location in space for the test point was chosen carefully to 
minimize multipath as is shown later in the paper will affect the results. The intent of these test 
points was to examine link performance through the composite radiation pattern anomalies 
formed by transmitting the same signal through top and bottom antennas.  
 
The last two test points were along the Cords Road flight corridor (points C2/D2). The C-12 
performed alternating 300 bank turns off centerline to form a series of “S-Turns” along the route. 
The intent of these test points was to compare the performance of the STC link when compared 
to the reference link as the ground station antenna encountered aircraft antenna pattern nulling 
created as the aircraft performed the S-Turns down the flight path. For this flight profile 
multipath would be a contributing factor to decreased Link Availability. The flight path for the 
entire mission from take-off to landing is plotted in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7 – Flight Track 

 
TEST RESULTS 

 
Signal to Noise Ratio and Bit Error Rate versus Time 
 
Time correlated antenna system data was captured from the antenna control unit (ACU) which 
included antenna pointing angles (for antenna tracking determination) and automatic gain control 
(AGC) levels of the existing site receivers tuned to the reference and STC link frequencies.  Prior 
to the flight testing, the receiver’s AGC was zeroed using the same signal source allowing 
estimates of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Figures 8 through 11 show plots of SNR versus time 
which can be used for both relative and absolute SNR comparisons. These SNR levels are 
typically an excellent metric for channel conditions including effects of antenna pattern nulling 
and multipath. Combined with the SNR versus time plot is the instantaneous bit error rate (BER) 
in one second intervals throughout the test point. This illustrates the effect the channel event had 
on each telemetry link. It is thought if the space-time code does mitigate antenna pattern nulls 
any “long-term” signal variation in the reference link that is mitigated by the space-time code in 
terms of BER will be caused by antenna pattern nulling. Any rapid signal variations in the 
reference and STC SNR will be due to multipath.   
 
Due to the shallow bank angle of 100 for test points M2/M1 the duration of each point was 
roughly 6-7 minutes roughly equating to a radial rate of less than a degree/second. This leads to 
the ground antenna spending a significant amount of time “looking” at both the peaks and nulls 
of the composite antenna pattern. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate this as the nulls in the antenna pattern 
are very evident. Also evident is the mitigation provided by the space-time code when the SNR 
plots are compared to each other, the STC SNR does not exhibit the large “long-term” variations 
as the reference system. As a final comparison, antenna nulls that caused bit errors in the 
reference system where not present in the STC system. This should be evident when Link 
Availability is calculated for these test points in the following section. There are two instances in 
both points (Point M2: 08:10:35-08:11:00 and Point M1: 08:23:26-08:24:00) where the STC link 
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experienced errors and pattern synchronization loss. A further investigation did not reveal the 
underlying mechanism that caused these errors.  The next two “antenna pattern” points (M6/M5) 
were flown at a 500 bank angle resulting in roughly a radial rate of 6 degrees/second, much faster 
than points M2/M1. Because of this higher angular rate the individual composite pattern nulls are 
not as pronounced. Still it is easy to observe the mitigation STC provides. Also for this test point 
there are clear indications of multipath which are areas where the received signal strength of both 
links had amplitude variations that tracked each other. As with points M2/M1 the number of bit 
error events was far less with the STC link.   
 

 
Figure 8 – Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time Point M2, 10K MSL, 160knots, RH turn, 100 Bank 

 

 
Figure 9 – Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time Point M1, 10K MSL, 160knots, LH turn, 100 Bank 

 

 
Figure 10 – Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time Point M6, 10K MSL, 160knots, RH turn, 500 Bank 
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Figure 11 – Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time Point M5, 10K MSL, 160knots, LH turn, 500 Bank 

 
Points C2/D2 combined two flight scenarios designed to further stress the STC system. The 
aircraft bank angle was varied to provide cuts through the composite antenna pattern but this 
time the aircraft flew through a more severe multipath environment. The different look angle 
between ground station antenna and the aircraft was varied by flying “S-Turns” down a given 
flight path thus providing different cuts of the composite antenna pattern. The S-Turns were 
defined with a bank angle rate with a maximum limit set to 300 of bank angle. The multipath 
aspect is added by flying at a lower altitude in/around flat and mountainous terrain subjecting the 
ground station antenna to both short and long delay multipath. Figures 12 and 13 show received 
SNR and BER versus time for both links with a flight track added to correlate the data with 
aircraft position relative to the receiving station. Test point C2 is a west to east flight path with 
the aircraft flying away from the ground station. Test point D2 is the opposite with the flight path 
towards the receiving antenna.  
 
Looking at the plots for both C2 and D2 it is evident these points do indeed have variations due 
to aircraft antenna pattern gain variation and multipath. Further investigation reveals that SNR 
viewed in conjunction with the error events makes it very easy to detect the source of the signal 
corruption. For example, if the SNR plot for the reference system has large signal variations 
coupled with many error events that is corruption due to the aircraft antenna pattern. (Example – 
Point C2 @ 08:44:03, Point D2 @ 09:04:42). For this type of signal corruption the STC system 
provides mitigation. On the contrary, SNR fluctuations and random error events affecting both 
TM links can be attributed to multipath. (Example – Point C2 @ 08:48:05, Point D2 @ 
08:56:03). The STC system does not provide mitigation for this type of signal corruption.    
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Figure 12 – Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time Point C2, 5K MSL, 160knots, S-Turns 

 

 
Figure 13 – Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time Point D2, 5K MSL, 160knots, S-Turns 
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Link Availability 
 
The accepted system-level performance metric for telemetry links is Link Availability (LA) [4]. 
As indicated in Figures 8 through 13, this communication channel exhibits long error free 
intervals interrupted by signal fades caused by several mechanisms (in this case aircraft antenna 
pattern gain variations and multipath) lasting as long as seconds. This causes large error tallies 
with potential demodulator resynchronization during these events. Based upon the error statistics 
captured, LA for each test point was calculated per the following equation:   

LA (%) = �
(𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐸𝑆)

𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
� ∗ (100%) 

                     
TTotal – Total length of the test point or interval of interest 
ES – Errored Seconds, summation of SES and LT 

• Severely Errored Second (SES) - 1 second interval where bit error rate > 1x10-5  
• Lost Time (LT) - 1 second interval where demodulator was not in synchronization 

 

          

Figure 14 – Link Availability Results 
 
For the test points that were limited by only the composite aircraft antenna pattern (points 
M1/M2/M3/M4) LA was far greater for the STC link. These LA numbers correlate well with 
what was observed comparing the SNR plots between links. Table 2 also reveals some 
interesting results. For these same points the reference LA was dominated by SES and not LT 
meaning the antenna pattern nulls caused excessive bit errors but not demodulator 
synchronization loss. The STC link mitigated the SES events and had about an equal number of 
demodulator synchronization losses so overall LA was greater for the STC link. 
 
For the test points that included multipath (points C2/D2) LA was very similar between the links. 
This can be explained by noticing that while the antenna pattern nulls were mitigated by the 
space-time code, multipath events were not. Referring to Figures 15, 16 and Table 2, the 
uncoded link for both points did not suffer any demodulator resynchronization events while the 
STC link had 32 tallies for point C2 and 37 tallies for point D2 attributed to signal corruption due 
to multipath. These additional resynchronization events biased the LA approximately equal to 
the uncoded reference link, without these LT events LA would be 94.9% and 94% respectively.  

  Link Availability 
Test Point Reference STC 

M2 85.8% 95.0% 
M1 76.6% 93.7% 
M6 70.0% 92.9% 
M5 42.3% 77.5% 
C2 88.9% 89.4% 
D2 92.9% 88.8% 
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Figure 15 – Demodulator Resynchronization Events (LT), Point C2 

 

      
Figure 16 – Demodulator Resynchronization Events (LT), Point D2 

 

 
Reference STC 

Test Point SES LT SES LT 
M2 47 4 12 6 
M1 87 6 14 11 
M6 21 0 4 1 
M5 30 11 10 6 
C2 64 0 29 32 
D2 50 0 42 37 

Table 2 – Error Tallies 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

• Lab testing of the production STC hardware characterized spectral occupancy of the over-
the-air waveform, detection performance, and resynchronization performance and compared 
those results with an uncoded SOQPSK transmitter/receiver system.  

• Production STC hardware was shown to have measureable gains in Link Availability when 
compared to traditional telemetry links operating with top and bottom transmit antennas 
under certain flight scenarios.  

• SNR plots coupled with bit error events for the test points limited by antenna pattern 
anomalies (M1/M2/M5/M6) clearly show how STC mitigates variations in the composite 
gain pattern of the aircraft transmit antennas. 

• For the test points where the TM links were corrupted by both antenna pattern anomalies and 
multipath (C2/D2), gains in LA for the STC link were limited by the number of multipath 
events.  
 

 STC  mitigates aircraft antenna gain pattern variations caused by the “two antenna 
problem” but STC does not mitigate multipath in the transmission channel 
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ABSTRACT 

Upon completion of a test where telemetry(TM) data was collected, the resulting TM file will 

usually contain millions of data points.  Traditionally MatLab™, Mathlab ™, or some third party 

software is used to plot the data.  These methods may not always be desirable due to the expense 

of licensing, restrictions on the ability to create custom graphs and the inability to quickly plot 

large amounts of data.  These problems were solved by using Windows Presentation Foundation 

(WPF) graphics capabilities in conjunction with C# to develop a unique set of algorithms to 

display custom graphs of unlimited size with quick response. 

Keywords: Telemetry, Data Analysis, MatLab, C#, WPF, Fast Plotting 
 

INTRODUCTION 

When testing a unit with TM output, whether during the design, manufacturing, field testing or 

pre delivery tests, a large amount of raw data is generated.  Upon completion of a test, the 

resulting data file will usually contain millions of raw values that were generated by sensors, 

processors and transducers of the unit under test.  Transforming the collected raw data into data 

points that are plotted out in a series of graphs has traditionally been accomplished by using 

MatLab™, Mathlab ™, or some third party software. These traditional methods may not always 

be desirable due to the expense of licensing, restrictions on the ability to create custom graphs 

and the inability to quickly plot large amounts of data.  This paper discusses the advantages of 

using Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) graphics capabilities in conjunction with C# to 
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input, process and present the data. In addition it will cover the algorithms used to plot large data 

sets of unlimited size with fast display times. 

SuperTM charting was developed using the .NET Framework 4.0 and the Windows Presentation 

Foundation (WPF).  The .NET Framework consists of the Common Language Runtime (CLR) 

and the Framework Class Library (FCL).  The CLR manages memory, thread execution, code 

execution, code safety verification, compilation and other system services.  The FCL is a 

collection of reusable types that tightly integrate with the CLR.  The FCL types include objects 

to accomplish a range of common programming tasks, including string management, data 

collection, database connectivity, file access and WPF. (Microsoft reference 1 & 2) 

INTRODUCTION TO WPF 

WPF is a next generation presentation system for building windows client applications. WPF 

was first released in the .NET Framework 3.0 (2006) and is included in every subsequent .NET 

Framework release.  At the core of WPF is a resolution-independent and vector-based rendering 

engine that performs hardware graphics acceleration on the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to 

minimize CPU usage. WPF applications also start out with 2 threads, one for rendering and one 

for managing the user interface increasing the User Interface (UI) responsiveness. On computers 

using DirectX 9 or higher, the combination of using the GPU for rendering and the 2 threaded 

GUI result in high performance presentation capabilities.  WPF is part of the Microsoft .NET 

Framework and can be used with C# and the other .NET languages. 

WPF’s vector based graphics allows the graphics to scale according to screen resolution without 

losing image quality.  WPF uses a resolution independent layout, with all dimensions specified 

using device independent pixels.  Each resolution independent pixel is 1/96
th

 of an inch; this 

allows the graphics to look similar when rendered to any device. WPF’s layout is dynamic, and 

the UI elements arrange themselves according to their content, parent layout container and the 

available screen area.  This dynamic layout automatically adjusts the size and position of the UI 

elements when the size and position of their contents change. 

WPF separates the graphics portion of the UI into Extensible Application Markup Language 

(xaml) which allows for user interface elements to be parsed and manipulated at design time or 

runtime and a partial class that contains the code behind.  Xaml uses event handlers to 

communicate with the code behind.  WPF also allows the UI elements to be developed in code. 

 

HOW C# AND WPF WAS USED FOR FAST PLOTTING OF  TELEMETRY DATA 

The following contains the definitions and descriptions of the classes used for the building and 

presentation of the plot. 

Polyline 
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Part of the System.Windows.Shapes namespace in the .Net Framework. Each Polyline has a 

collection of points (System.Windows.Point) that are drawn in series of connected lines.  

DataSeries 

The DataSeries class contains all the information for a single line plot.  Each line plot will have 

its own DataSeries  In this container is the complete set of data points, along with their 

corresponding x axis values (time - such as IRIG, counts or other x axis data types).  It also 

contains a structure to contain the actual data points used in the plot.  A stack structure is 

implemented that contains the starting and ending addresses of the plotted line for use in 

zooming in or zooming out. This class creates a Polyline object for a given DataSeries. It then 

defines the line style for the Polyline, including the line color, line thickness, line pattern and 

series name. The SeriesName property is used in creating the legend for the chart. The line 

pattern is defined by a public enumeration called LinePatternEnum, in which five line patterns 

are defined including Solid(default), Dash, Dot, Dash-Dot and None. The None enumeration 

means there will be no line drawn (Xu, 2009, p. 169). 

DataCollection 

The DataCollection class contains a number of DataSeries objects, one DataSeries for each line 

to be plotted. For each DataSeries, a line is added to the chart canvas using the specified line 

style for that data series (Xu, 2009, p. 171).  Also included is the maximum and minimum value 

of the DataSeries with the largest values.  This is used in ChartStyle to appropriately size the 

graph. 

ChartStyle 

ChartStyle.cs is a C# class modeled from Jack Xu’s book Practical WPF Charts and Graphics 

(Xu, 2009, pp. 166-167).  It is used to define all the chart layout information and is the base class 

for ChartStyleGridlines.  It consists of an instance of the chartCanvas, the minimum and 

maximum values for the x and y axis and the NormalizePoint(Point pt) method.  

NormalizePoint(Point pt) uses the width and height of chartCanvas to convert the pixels from the 

real world coordinate system to device independent pixels. ChartStyle.cs also contains a method 

called OptimalSpacing(double original) which is used to determine the optimal space between 

tick marks on the axis (Xu, 2009, p. 305). 

ChartStyleGridlines 

ChartStyleGridlines is also modeled after the ChartStyleGridlines class in Practical WPF Charts 

and Graphics (Xu, 2009, pp. 174-178).  It is derived from ChartStyle and it creates the gridlines, 

labels and ticks including the color and placement on the chart.  To produce the gridlines 

ChartStyleGridlines relies on two methods, AddChartStyle() and AddLinePattern() and an Enum 

called GridLinePatternEnum.   
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AddChartStyle() does all the axis and tick setup and labeling of the gridlines for the plot. 

AddLinePattern() takes the gridline and  converts it to a pattern of GridLinePatternEnum (Solid, 

Dash, Dot, DashDot).  

TMChart 

TMChart is the main class used for creating the plot.  It is made up of a .xaml file that is used to 

layout the WPF controls and a .cs file that holds the C #code behind. The .XAML file and the .cs 

file together make up the WPF form.   

The structure of TMChart.xaml consists of an overall Grid control that forms the layout for 

several Label and TextBlock controls and an inner Grid control named chartGrid which is the 

layout control for the plot. The chartGrid control connects the SizeChanged event to its handler 

in the code behind. ChartGrid contains a Canvas control named textCanvas that serves as the 

outer area of the plot and is used for labeling the plot.  TextCanvas has a child Canvas control 

called chartCanvas and it is the main control that is used to display the plot. Besides displaying 

the plot, chartCanvas also has a 2 menu controls as children, Change Color menu and Add 

Symbol menu.  

TMChart.xaml.cs, the code behind for TMChart, requires an instance of the following classes on 

construction, ChartStyleGridlines, DataCollection and DataSeries.  The method AddChart is 

used to draw each plot line.  AddChart processes the data by looping through each DataSeries in 

the DataCollection.  For each data series a polyline is created by combining a telemetry 

parameter (y) and its respective time stamp (x) to create a data point.  The data point is 

normalized using ChartStyles’ NormalizePoint method and then it is added to a polyline. Once 

all the required points are added to the polyline, the polyline is added as a child to 

ChartStyleGridlines’ ChartCanvas and this in turn triggers a rendering of the UI causing the plot 

to be drawn in the ChartCanvas. In addition to creating the plot lines AddChart calculates the 

maximum number of points that can be plotted in pixel area of the plot.  

Speeding up graphs 

Even using the speed enhancements of WPF, plotting large numbers of data points can be very 

time consuming.  One way to increase the speed at which plots are produced is to reduce the 

number of points to be plotted.  For example, suppose the user needs to plot 8 million data points 

on a canvas that is 1,000 independent pixels (1,000 x 1/96
th inch

) wide.  Plotting all 8 million 

points would result in painfully long wait times.  On the other hand, plotting a polyline of only 

1,000 points is very fast.  So the question exists which data points should be used to do the  

plotting? One way to determine which data points to plot would be to divide the number of data 

points by the canvas width then we could plot every 8,000
th

 data point.  Doing so produces a nice 

curve approximation of the data present.  But this does not account for any data outliers that 

would be of interest.  A better representation of the data results is to make consecutive groups of 
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8,000 data points, getting the minimum and maximum value of each group, and then plotting 

them against the same x axis value.  This will result in plotting 2,000 points per group which is 

still very fast. While skipping over most of the 8,000 data points will throw out a lot of data, it 

will produce a plot that will show areas of interest (outliers) that the user may wish to zoom in 

on.  When the user selects the area to zoom in on, the number of data points now under 

consideration is reduced by one or more orders of magnitude.  Eventually the user will zoom in 

far enough that all data points will be displayed. 

 The code fragment in Figure 1 demonstrates the portion of AddChart that controls the data 

points to be displayed: 
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Figure 1. 
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Conclusion 

When needing to produce plots from millions of connected data points, the traditional 

applications MatLab™, Mathlab ™ have the expense of licensing and the inherent limitations of 

plotting large volumes of data.  Using WPF’s graphics capability combined with an algorithm 

that limits the actual number of points plotted produces a fast full featured charting capability, 

that is inexpensive, responsive and allows for customization. 

The authors also recommend the following as an excellent introduction to WPF:                

Petzold, Charles (2006). Applications = Code + Markup a guide to the Microsoft Presentations 

Windows presentation foundation. Microsoft Press, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, Washington. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents performance analysis of the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) equalizers
applied to aeronautical telemetry channels. The challenge for equalizing received samples of the
modulated signal lies in the fact that the underlying continuous-time SOQPSK-TG waveform is
not wide-sense stationary. However it is assumed so in order to meet real-time implementation
requirements. Two approximations of the autocorrelation function of the SOQPSK-TG waveform
are used for designing MMSE equalizers. Their performance are investigated against the zero
forcing equalizer for measured aeronautical telemetry channels.

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of the radio signal from an airborne transmitter to a ground-based receiver over
multiple paths may cause multipath interference. Usually, one of the paths is the line-of-sight
propagation path whereas the others are due to reflections. Multipath interference continues to be
the dominant cause of link outages in aeronautical telemetry. In this paper we investigate a data-
aided approach to equalization assuming iNET packet structure. In data-aided equalization, the
equalizer filter coefficients may be computed from the multipath channel coefficients.

iNET-formatted transmissions include a 128-bit preamble and 64-bit attached sync marker (ASM)
preceding a block of data bits (at least 6144 bits: an LDPC codeword): see Figure 1. Since
the preamble and ASM bits are known, the receiver can compare the received signal to a locally

Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 412TW-PA-14300
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DATA 
(6144 bits) 

PRE 
(128 bits) 

ASM 
(64 bits) 

Figure 1: The iNET packet structure used in this paper.

stored copy of the SOQPSK-TG signal corresponding to the preamble and ASM bit fields. This
comparison is capable of producing estimates of the frequency offset, noise variance, and multipath
channel coefficients [4]. The multipath channel coefficient estimates can then be used to obtain
equalizer filter coefficients.

The minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) filter coefficients depend on multipath channel coeffi-
cients, autocorrelation function of the SOQPSK-TG waveform and noise variance. Unfortunately,
SOQPSK-TG waveform is not wide-sense stationary which results in time-varying filter coeffi-
cients and makes MMSE equalizer practically very difficult to realize. This situation leads us
to make two approximations of the autocorrelation function of the SOQPSK-TG waveform and
investigate their performance against the zero forcing (ZF) equalizer for measured aeronautical
telemetry channels.

SYSTEM-LEVEL DESCRIPTION

The bit sequence for iNET is depicted in Figure 1. The preamble sequence (PRE) is CD98hex re-
peated eight times [5, p. 48]. The preamble field is followed by the attached sync marker (ASM)
field defined as 034776C7272895B0hex. The DATA field is 6144 randomized data bits.1 The iNET
bit sequence is modulated by SOQPSK-TG waveform which propagates through a frequency selec-
tive channel and experiences a frequency offset as well as the addition of additive white Gaussian
noise.

The received signal is filtered, down-converted to I/Q baseband, and sampled (not necessarily in
that order) using standard techniques. The resulting sequence of received samples is

r(n) =

[
N2∑

k=−N1

h(k)s(n− k)

]
ejω0n + w(n), (1)

where h(n) is the impulse response of the equivalent discrete-time channel with support on−N1 ≤
n ≤ N2, ω0 rads/sample is the frequency offset, andw(n) is a complex-valued zero-mean Gaussian
random process with variance σ2

w.

The focus of this paper is on equalizing the I/Q baseband samples of the received signal (1). Prior
to applying the equalization techniques multiple tasks need to be performed by the receiver as
shown in Figure 2. The preamble and ASM bits are known and thus the samples corresponding to
those bits are used to estimate the frequency offset, channel impulse response, and, for the MMSE

1These bits correspond to a single LDPC codeword in the coded system. Here, we evaluate the uncoded bit error
rate (BER) after equalization.
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Figure 2: The data packet format and high-level signal processing explored in this paper.

equalizer, the noise variance. Before these estimations can be performed, the start of the samples
corresponding to the preamble bits in the received signal must be detected. This is accomplished
by the preamble detector block, whose algorithm is based on the detection algorithm described in
[7]. Once the start of the preamble is known, the frequency offset is estimated using the algorithms
described in [4]. The frequency offset is used with a complex-exponential to derotate the received
data to remove the frequency offset. The derotated data rd(n) are used to estimate the channel and
noise variance as described in [4]. The channel estimates ĥ(n), for −N1 ≤ n ≤ N2, are then used
to compute the MMSE and ZF equalizer filter coefficients.

THE EQUALIZATION ALGORITHMS

Since SOQPSK-TG is a nonlinear modulation, the equalizer cannot operate on the symbols in the
same way it does for linear modulation (cf., [6, Chapter 9]). Consequently, the equalizer must
operate on the samples of SOQPSK-TG, similar to the way fractionally spaced equalizers operate.
The equalizers operate in the system configuration shown in Figure 3 [cf., Figure 2]. Here, the
derotated samples rd(n) are equalized using a length L1+L2+1 FIR filter defined by the impulse
response c(n) for −L1 ≤ n ≤ L2 to produce the output

y(n) =

L2∑

m=−L1

c(m)rd(n−m). (2)

The equalizer output forms the input to the well-known symbol-by-symbol SOQPSK detector com-
prising a detection filter operating at N = Tb/T samples/bit and a decision process, operating on
the decision variable u(k) at 1 sample/bit. This detector, based on an offset QPSK approximation
of SOQPSK-TG, is described in more detail in [8, 9]. The detectors of Figure 3 also include a
phase lock loop (PLL). The PLL is required to track out any residual phase increments due to
frequency offset estimation errors. A timing loop is not required because timing offsets are part
of the channel estimate ĥ(n). Now we will organize the MMSE equalizer filter coefficients into
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(L1 + L2 + 1)× 1 vectors as follows:

cMMSE =




cMMSE(−L1)
...

cMMSE(0)
...

cMMSE(L2)



. (3)

The MMSE equalizer is a filter that minimizes the mean squared error

E = E
{∣∣∣s(n)− rd(n) ∗ c(n)

∣∣∣
2
}
. (4)

As mentioned earlier, the challenge with equalizing samples of the modulated signal is that the
underlying continuous-time waveform is not wide-sense stationary [6]. This fact carries over by
the autocorrelation function of s(n)

Rs(k, `) =
1

2
E
{
s(k)s∗(`)

}
. (5)

Notice in (5) that the autocorrelation function is a function of both sample indexes, not the dif-
ference between them. Consequently, the equalizer filter coefficients are a function of the sample
index n. It is hard to see how this solution has any practical utility, especially in the presence of a
real-time performance requirement. In the end, the designer is left with suboptimal approaches of
reduced computational complexity whose accompanying performance penalty is acceptable.

The simplest suboptimal approach is to assume that the signal samples are wide-sense stationary.
Here, the autocorrelation function is of the form

Rs(k − `) =
1

2
E
{
s(k)s∗(`)

}
, (6)

that is, the autocorrelation function depends on the difference of the sample time indexes. The
wide-sense stationary assumption for s(n) greatly simplifies the solution. Because the equalizer
coefficients no longer depend on the samples index n, the relationship between s(n) and the equal-
izer output ŝ(n) is

ŝ(n) = c(n) ∗ rd(n) =
L2∑

m=−L1

c(m)rd(n−m) . (7)

Recall that rd(n) is the derotated version of the received samples. The vector of filter coefficients
that minimizes the mean squared error

E = E
{∣∣∣s(n)− ŝ(n)

∣∣∣
2
}
, (8)

is given by

c =
[
GRs,1G

† +Rw

]−1
Rs,2g

†, (9)
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where c is the (L1 +L2 +1)× 1 vector of filter coefficients, G is the (L1 +L2 +1)× (N1 +N2 +
L1 + L2 + 1) matrix described by

G =




ĥ(N2) · · · ĥ(−N1)

ĥ(N2) · · · ĥ(−N1)
. . .

ĥ(N2) · · · ĥ(−N1)


 ; (10)

Rs,1 is the (L1 + L2 +N1 +N2 + 1)× (L1 + L2 +N1 +N2 + 1) matrix given by

Rs,1 =




Rs(0) Rs(−1) · · · Rs(−L1 − L2 −N1 −N2)
Rs(1) Rs(0) · · · Rs(−L1 − L2 −N1 −N2 + 1)

...
...

Rs(L1 + L2 +N1 +N2) Rs(L1 + L2 +N1 +N2 − 1) · · · Rs(0)


 ;

(11)
Rw is the (L1 + L2 + 1)× (L1 + L2 + 1) noise autocorrelation matrix given by

Rw =




Rw(0) · · · Rw(−L1 − L2)
...

...
Rw(L1 + L2) · · · Rw(0)


 ; (12)

Rs,2 is the (L1 + L2 + 1)× (L1 + L2 + 1) matrix given by

Rs,2 =




Rs(0) Rs(−1) · · · Rs(−L1 − L2)
Rs(1) Rs(0) · · · Rs(−L1 − L2 + 1)

...
...

Rs(L1 + L2) Rs(L1 + L2 − 1) · · · Rs(0)


 ; (13)

and g is the 1× (L1 + L2 + 1) vector given by

g =
[
ĥ(L1) · · · ĥ(−L2)

]
, (14)

where it is understood that h(n) = 0 for n < −N1 or n > N2 (how many zeros need to be
prepended and appended depends on the relationship between L1 and N2 and the relationship
between L2 and N1).

The question is now, what function should be used for the autocorrelation function Rs(k)? Two
approximations are investigated here. The first is an empirically-derived autocorrelation function.
The empirical autocorrelation function is obtained by generating a large number of samples s(n)
and using the standard estimation technique assuming wide sense stationarity. Given L samples of
s(n) for n = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1, this empirical autocorrelation function is

Re(k) =
1

2(L− k)

L−1∑

n=k

s(n)s∗(n− k), 0 ≤ k < L− 1 (15)
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Figure 4: A plot of the empirical autocorrelation function for SOQPSK-TG: (top) the real part of
Re(k); (bottom) the imaginary part of Re(k). The sample rate for the SOQPSK-TG samples is at
2 samples/bit. Markers indicate the values for −5 ≤ k ≤ 5.

together with
Re(k) = R∗e(−k), −L < k < 0. (16)

A plot of Re(k) corresponding to L = 2× 106 samples of SOQPSK-TG sampled at 2 samples/bit
is shown in Figure 4 for the first 100 lags (i.e., −100 ≤ k ≤ 100). The top plot shows the real
part of Re(k) and the lower plot shows the imaginary part of Re(k). The only significant values
are those for −5 ≤ k ≤ 5 and indicated by markers on the plot. Consequently, in the simulation
results presented below, we assume Re(k) = 0 for |k| > 5.

The second approximation is to assume the data are uncorrelated. This generates a correlation
function of the form

Ri(k) = σ2
sδ(k). (17)

Here, the corresponding correlation matrices Rs,1 and Rs,2 are scaled identity matrices and they
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Figure 5: A block diagram of the simulation procedure.

function as regularizers in the numerical computations (9).The solution is given by a form of the
Wiener-Hopf equations [10]. The (L1 + L2 + 1)× 1 vector of MMSE equalizer filter coefficients
are

cMMSE =

[
GG† +

σ̂2
w

σ2
s

IL1+L2+1

]−1
g†, (18)

where G is the (L1 + L2 + 1) × (N1 + N2 + L1 + L2 + 1) matrix as described in (10), g is the
1 × (L1 + L2 + 1) vector as described in (14) and σ2

s is the signal power. This solution is based
on the assumption that SOQPSK-TG samples corresponding to a sample rate of 2 samples/bit are
approximately uncorrelated. The ZF equalizer is a filter that is the best length-(L1 + L2 + 1) FIR
approximation to the “inverse” of the channel. Its filter coefficients can be derived from (18) by
letting noise variance σ̂2

w = 0.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

The BER performance of the equalization techniques was assessed using the simulation environ-
ment outlined in Figure 5. The simulation parameters were the following:

1. The payload data rate was equivalent to 10 Mbits/s (the equivalent “over-the-air” bit rate was
10.3125 Mbits/s). The iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG signal and channel were generated at
an equivalent sample rate of 2 samples/bit.

2. Because the channel estimator does not know the true length of the channel, the estimator
used values for N1 and N2 larger than any of the test channels. These values were N1 = 12
and N2 = 25 samples.

3. The equalizers used L1 = 4×N1 = 48 samples and L2 = 4×N2 = 100 samples. Thus the
length of equalizer filter was 149 samples.

4. The simulations were performed over 10 representative channels derived from channel sound-
ing measurements conducted at Edwards AFB under the M4A program [12]. The test chan-
nels are summarized in Table 1 and the corresponding frequency-domain plots are shown in
Figure 6.
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Table 1: Description of the ten test channels used in the simulations.

channel N1 N2 length environment

01 1 7 9 Taxiway E
02 2 17 20 Taxiway E
03 1 22 24 Taxiway E
04 5 13 19 Takeoff on 22L
05 1 1 3 Cords Road
06 1 2 4 Cords Road
07 0 4 5 Cords Road
08 2 3 6 Black Mountain
09 1 1 3 Black Mountain
10 2 3 6 Land on 22L

The simulated BER performance is shown in Figures 7 – 11. In all cases we observe that both ver-
sions of the MMSE equalizer exhibit almost identical performance, which is noticeably better than
the performance of the ZF for most of the channels except channels 6 and 9. This is to be expected
because test channels 6 and 9 are rather benign [see Figure 6]. Similarly, when the channel has deep
and wide spectral nulls in the middle of the spectrum of SOQPSK-TG waveform, MMSE equalizer
is expected to provide significant gain over the ZF equalizer. In Figure 8 for channel 4, it can be no-
ticed that at a target BER = 10−5 both MMSE equalizers yield about 3 dB signal-to-noise ratio gain
over the ZF equalizer. The fact that the ZF equalizer has such performance is not surprising. The
ZF equalizer simply “inverts the channel” (this phrase derives from the frequency domain point
of view). For channels with nulls, the “inversion” restores the frequency content of the desired
signal in the frequency band surrounding the null. This restoration also amplifies the noise power
in the same frequency band. The end result is a phenomenon known as “noise amplification:” the
distortion due to the multipath channel is corrected at the cost of reduced signal-to-noise ratio. In
contrast an MMSE equalizer takes a more measured approach to “channel inversion” and balances
the impact of residual multipath distortion and amplified noise on cost functions [mean squared
error (4) for the MMSE equalizer]. Again, from the plots of simulated BER we observe that there
is essentially no difference in the performance between the two versions of the MMSE equalizer.
Consequently, Ri(k) is preferable over Re(k) because this choice simplifies the computations of
the equalizer filter coefficients.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrated the effectiveness of the MMSE equalizers against the ZF eqalizer with
iNET-formatted SOQPSK-TG over measured aeronautical telemetry channels. SOQPSK-TG wave-
form is not wide-sense stationary. However, the real-time implementation of the MMSE equalizer
led us to assume the underlying continuous waveform as a wide-sense stationary process. To
further simplify the computational complexity of the equalizer coefficients we assumed that the
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Figure 6: Frequency-domain plots of the example channels from channel sounding experiments at
Edwards AFB. In each plot, the thick line is the channel frequency response and the thin line is the
power spectral density of SOQPSK-TG operating at 10.3125 Mbits/s.
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Figure 7: Simulation results for test channel 1 (left) and test channel 2 (right).
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Figure 8: Simulation results for test channel 3 (left) and test channel 4 (right).
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Figure 9: Simulation results for test channel 5 (left) and test channel 6 (right).
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Figure 10: Simulation results for test channel 7 (left) and test channel 8 (right).
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Figure 11: Simulation results for test channel 9 (left) and test channel 10 (right).

waveform was not only wide-sense stationary but also uncorrelated. Our numerical results showed
that this simplification did not penalize the system in terms of BER and depending on the channel,
at a target BER = 10−5 MMSE equalizers were capable of providing 0− 3 dB signal-to-noise ratio
gain over the ZF equalizer.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we develop a new approach which enables adaptation across two modulation schemes
in the iNET standard: orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) and shaped-offset
quadrature phased-shift keying (SOQPSK). We present the error vector magnitude (EVM) for
OFDM and second-order Godard dispersion (D(2)) for SOQPSK as our link metrics that mea-
sure the degradation due to thermal noise and channel effects and then derive the mathematical
relationship between these two metrics. This relationship enables us to utilize a set of empirically-
derived rules that incorporate both modulation schemes.

I. INTRODUCTION

In current telemetry systems, a constant phase modulation (CPM) scheme such as CPM-FM or
SOQPSK is typically used to transmit data from an airborne test article (TA) to a receiving ground
station (GS). The chosen scheme will have a fixed data rate and coding rate and be unable to adapt
its transmission to changing channel conditions. In an attempt to improve the spectral efficiency
of such telemetry systems, the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) is developing an adaptive
modulation and coding capability called link-dependent adaptive radio (LDAR). The main purpose
of the algorithm is to maximize the throughput of the telemetry link while maintaining a minimum
level of reliability, measured as bit error rate (BER). In order to accomplish this objective, the
channel must be estimated and link quality assessed to determine what mode of operation would
meet the objective. Multiple parameters may be changed in attempting to maximize throughput
while maintaining link quality, such as modulation types, forward error correction schemes and
rate, signal bandwidth, and number of sub-carriers.

The idea of adapting modulation and other parameters to meet the demands of the current channel
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is not new; there have been numerous papers published on the idea such as [1,2], and others. How-
ever, these implementations are somewhat limited in scope compared to what we proposed in the
LDAR project, and very few studies address the adaptation of so many parameters simultaneously.

This paper focuses on enabling adaptation across two modulation schemes found in the iNET
standard: OFDM and SOQPSK. Seeking to find metrics that measure degradation due to thermal
noise and channel effects, we chose error vector magnitude (EVM) as our metric for OFDM. This
metric measures the difference between the received symbols and their expected positions in the
I/Q plane. Because of the partial response filter of SOQPSK and its associated method of demod-
ulation using the Viterbi decoder [3] or similar decoding method such as the BCJR’s sequential
decoding scheme [4], EVM has no meaning for SOQPSK since there is no soft decision in the
demodulation of the signal. We therefore chose a metric called second-order Godard dispersion,
defined as D(2) = E[(|y(n)|)2 − R2)

2] where y(n) is the received signal and R2 is the amplitude
of the constant modulus signal, to measure the quality of a received SOQPSK signal. This metric
measures the width modulus error of a constant modulus signal and therefore captures the effects
of both thermal noise and channel effects. In order to dynamically adapt the modulation type be-
tween these two schemes, we derive in this paper the mathematical relationship between EVM and
Godard dispersion, which enables us to utilize a set of empirically-derived adaptation rules that
incorporate both modulation schemes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the SOQPSK and OFDM modulation
schemes that are used in aeronautical telemetry applications. In Section III, we present the link
metrics of EVM and Godard dispersion (D(2)). Section IV develops the mathematical relationship
between EVM andD(2), followed by numerical results in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section VI and discuss our future work.

II. MODULATION SCHEMES

Description of SOQPSK The SOQPSK modulation scheme [6–8] is defined as a continuous
phase modulation (CPM) with baseband modulated signal expressed as

x(t) =

√
Eb
Tb

exp[j(φ(t, α) + φ0)] (1)

where Eb is energy per bit, Tb is the bit duration, φ0 is an arbitrary phase that will be set to 0 for
this work, and the information carrying phase is given by

φ(t, α) = 2πh

∫ t

−∞

∞∑
n=−∞

αng(τ − nTb)dτ (2)

where g(t) is the frequency pulse, h = 1/2 is the modulation index, and αn ∈ {−1, 0, 1} are the
ternary input symbols, which are related to the binary data bits bn ∈ {0, 1} by

αn = (−1)n+1(2bn−1 − 1)(bn − bn−2). (3)
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Different versions of SOQPSK differ by their respective frequency pulse. In this paper, we use
the telemetry version SOQPSK-TG, which is partial-response with pulse duration of L = 8 and
a frequency pulse given by the product of a raised-cosine frequency-domain window and time-
domain window given by the following expression

g(t) = C
cos(πβ1β2t

2Tb
)

1− 4(β1β2t
2Tb

)2

sin(πβ2t
2Tb

)
πβ2t
2Tb︸ ︷︷ ︸

Frequency-domain window

w(t)︸︷︷︸
Time-domain

window

(4)

where

w(t) =


1 0 ≤ | t

2Tb
| < T1

1
2
+ 1

2
cos( π

T2
( t
2Tb
− T1)) T1 ≤ | t2Tb | ≤ T1 + T2

0 T1 + T2 < | t2Tb |
(5)

According to the iNET standard [5], the parameters are β1 = 0.7, β2 = 1.25, T1 = 1.5, and
T2 = 0.5. The constant C is chosen to make g(t) = 1/2 for t ≥ 2(T1 + T2)Tb.

The discrete-time SOQPSK system model is presented in Fig.1, where xn is a discrete-time SO-
QPSK waveform, hl is the multipath channel impulse response, L is the channel length and wn is
an additive white Gaussian noise. The output of the channel yn can be written as

yn = h ∗ xn + wn =
L−1∑
l=0

xn−lhl + wn. (6)

{hl}L−1
l=0

wn

Encoder
SOQPSK

Mod
SOQPSK
Demod

Decoder
xn

h
Input
Bits

Output
Bits

Multipath Channel

yn

Figure 1: SOQPSK system model

Description of OFDM The OFDM [9] implementation is illustrated in Fig.2.
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Symbol
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w

Y (i)
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Ŝ
(i)
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b
b
b

b
b
b

b
b
b

b
b
b
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Input
Bits

M
ultipath

C
hannelOutput

Bits

Figure 2: OFDM system model

At each OFDM block index i, a set of N QAM symbols S(i) = {S(i)
k }N−1k=0 is transmitted over N
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sub-carriers and these frequency components are converted into time samples by performing an
inverse DFT (IFFT). After parallel to serial conversion, a cyclic redundancy of length v is added as
a prefix in such a way that x(i)−m = x

(i)
N−m,m = 1, 2, ...v and the signal is then serially transmitted

over a noisy multipath channel with channel impulse response (CIR) {hl}L−1l=0 . If the Cyclic Prefix
length is at least as long as the CIR length (v ≥ L) [10], the received signal y(i) can be expressed
in terms of x(i) and noise vector w as


y
(i)
0

y
(i)
1
...
...

y
(i)
N−1

 =


hv · · · h0 0 · · · · · · 0

0
. . . . . . . . . ...

... . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

... . . . . . . . . . 0
0 · · · · · · 0 hv · · · h0





x
(i)
−v
...
x
(i)
0

x
(i)
1
...
...

x
(i)
N−1


+


w0

w1
...
...

wN−1

 . (7)

The received symbols y(i)−1, · · · , y(i)−v are discarded since they may be affected by ISI from the
prior data block, and they are not needed to recover the input signal. The first v symbols of x(i)

correspond to the cyclic prefix: x(i)−1 = x
(i)
N−1, · · · , x

(i)
−v = x

(i)
N−v. We therefore write (7) as

y(i) = Hcircx
(i) +w (8)

where Hcirc is an N ×N circulant matrix with an eigenvalue decomposition of

Hcirc = QHΛQ (9)

where Q ∈ CN×N is the normalized Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix (note that Q is
unitary i.e. QQH = IN ), and the diagonal matrix Λ contains the eigenvalues of the circulant
matrix. These values can be written as

Λ = diag
(
Q

[
h

0N−L

])
, H . (10)

The matrix H is defined to be a diagonal matrix containing the channel frequency response coef-
ficients along its main diagonal.

Taking the FFT of (8), we find

Y (i) = Qy(i)

= Q(Hcircx
(i) +w)

= Q(HcircQ
HS(i) +w)

= Q(QHHQQHS(i) +w)

= HS(i) + w̃ (11)

where w̃ = Qw. After equalization [11], the estimated symbol Ŝ
(i)

is given as

Ŝ
(i)

= H−1Y (i) = H−1(HS(i) + w̃) = S(i) +H−1w̃ (12)
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III. LINK METRICS

Based on the system models introduced from the previous section, we want to find a common met-
ric that will allow us to adapt our transmissions over both of these modulation schemes. However,
there is no such a common metric that exists for both modulation schemes, we therefore chose
EVM as our metric for OFDM and Godard dispersion for SOQPSK.

In order to adapt over both OFDM and SOQPSK with two distinct metrics, we need to find the
relationship between EVM and Godard dispersion. The two metrics are detailed in the following.

Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) EVM measures the deviation of the received symbols from
their original transmitted positions in the I/Q plane. Fig.3 shows the normalized constellation di-
agram for QPSK with one received symbol. It has been shown that EVM normalization enables
direct comparison for a given average power level per symbol between modulation types (i.e.,
BPSK, QPSK,16QAM, 64QAM, etc) [12].

I

Q
1

bb

b b

b

Original Symbol

Error Vector

Received Symbol

Figure 3: Normalized constellation diagram for QPSK

EVM is defined as the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the difference between a collection of re-
ceived symbols and the original transmitted symbols. These differences are averaged over a given,
typically large, number of symbols and are often shown as a percentage of the average power per
symbol of the constellation, or mathematically:

EVMRMS =


1

Ns

Ns∑
i=1

∣∣Sr,i − So,i∣∣2
1

Ns

Ns∑
i=1

∣∣So,i∣∣2


1
2

, (13)

where Sr,i is the received symbol, So,i is the original transmitted symbol, and Ns is the number of
symbols over which EVM is averaged. In this paper, we use

EVM = (EVMRMS)
2. (14)

Godard Dispersion Function (Cost Function) Godard dispersion function [13] was first pro-
posed by Godard [14], and is defined as

D(p) = E[(|yn|p −Rp)
2] (15)
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Rp ,
E[|xn|2p]
E[|xn|2]

(16)

where xn is the input symbol, yn is the received symbol, Rp is a constant depending only on the
input data constellation, p is an integer. For p = 2, the special Godard algorithm was developed as
the Constant Modulus algorithm (CMA) independently by Treichler and co-workers [15], and the
CMA is widely used for blind equalization. In this paper, we use p = 2.

IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EVM AND GODARD DISPERSION

Based on the description of EVM and Godard dispersion from the previous section, we now seek
to relate the two metrics.

EVM for OFDM Assume the transmit symbol S(i) is one OFDM block (with N sub-carriers)
normalized to unit energy and Ŝ

(i)
denotes the estimated symbol defined in (12), the EVM is

defined as follows:

EVM =
E[‖Ŝ(i) − S(i)‖2]

E[‖S(i)‖2]
=

1

N
E[‖Ŝ(i) − S(i)‖2]

=
1

N
E[‖S(i) +H−1w̃ − S(i)‖2]

=
1

N
E[‖H−1w̃‖2]

=
1

N
E[(H−1w̃)H(H−1w̃)]

=
1

N
E[Tr{(H−1w̃)(H−1w̃)H}]

=
1

N
Tr{E[H−1w̃w̃H(H−1)H ]}

=
1

N
Tr{H−1σ2

w̃I(H
−1)H}

= σ2
w̃

1

N

N∑
jj=1

|H−1jj |2 (17)

where Hjj is the jth diagonal element of H (defined in (10)) . As w̃ = Qw, we have

E[w̃w̃H ] = E[(Qw)(Qw)H ] = E[QwwHQH ] = Qσ2
wIQ

H = σ2
wI (18)

Thus w̃ ∼ CN (0, σ2
wI) and σ2

w̃ = σ2
w. Therefore,

EVM = σ2
w

1

N

N∑
jj=1

|H−1jj |2 (19)
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Godard Dispersion for SOQPSK Let xn denote the transmitted complex signal, yn denote the
received signal, h denote the channel impulse response of length L, and wn denote the noise with
distribution w ∼ CN (0, σ2

wI). The received signal is then given by yn = h ∗ xn + wn. Assume
we normalize the transmitted signal to unit energy: E[ |xn|2] = σ2

x = 1, and the channel has unit
energy:

∑L−1
l=0 |hl|2 = 1. The second-order Godard dispersion (D(2)) for SOQPSK is defined as:

D(2) = E
[(
|yn|2 − 1

)2]
(20)

We model xn as a complex variable with zero mean and variance σ2
x. GivenE[(xn)2] = E[(x∗n)

2] =
E[xn] = 0, we find the following (see Appendix for the complete derivation):

D(2) = 2
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
p=0

|hl|2|hp|2 −
L−1∑
l=0

|hl|4 + 2σ4
w + 2σ2

w − 1 (21)

Mapping Between EVM and Godard Dispersion From the previous sections, we have ex-
pressed EVM and second-order Godard Dispersion in terms of the noise variance and channel
impulse response. We now relate these metrics to one another by solving for σ2

w in (19) and sub-
stituting into (21) to obtain

D(2) = 2
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
p=0

|hl|2|hp|2 −
L−1∑
l=0

|hl|4 + 2
[( EVM

1
N

∑N
jj=1 |H−1jj |2

)2
+

EVM
1
N

∑N
jj=1 |H−1jj |2

]
− 1 (22)

where N is the number of sub-carriers, hi is channel impulse response and Hjj is the frequency-
domain channel response of the jth subcarrier.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We now perform simulations to compare our theoretical mapping to metrics computed from time-
domain simulated data using an AWGN channel. The theoretical data is calculated using (19) and
(21), the simulated data is calculated using (13) and (15) with simulated SOQPSK and OFDM
waveforms. The simulation results were obtained using 2/3 low density parity check (LDPC) code
rate. The EVM values were calculated using OFDM/QPSK with 64 sub-carriers. Both EVM and
D(2) were simulated using 100 iNET bursts, each burst consists of 49152 coded bits (8 LDPC
codeblocks).

Table 1 presents our results using SNR = −5 dB, 0 dB and 15 dB, the simulated data of EVM
and D(2) are both very close to the theoretical data, which verifies our mathematical expressions in
(19) and (21). The “mapped D(2) from EVM” is essentially identical to the theoretical D(2), which
verifies our mathematical mapping in (22).

More simulation results are shown in Fig.4 with SNR ranges from −5 dB to 20 dB. The top figure
is for EVM while the bottom is for Godard dispersion (D(2)). It can be seen from the figure that the
simulated EVM and D(2) are both very close to the theoretical data, the average percentage error
between “mapped D(2) from EVM” and “theoretical D(2)” is only about 0.0682%.
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Table 1: Simulation results comparing to theoretical results

SNR(dB)
EVM Godard Dispersion (D(2))

Theoretical Simulated Theoretical Simulated Mapped from EVM
-5 3.1623 3.1642 26.3246 26.3318 26.3525
0 1.0000 0.9993 4.0000 3.9968 3.9960

15 0.0316 0.0316 0.0652 0.0652 0.0652

Figure 4: Simulation results comparing to theoretical results

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a theoretical mapping between two metrics to enable the adaptation across two mod-
ulation schemes in the iNET standard: OFDM and SOQPSK. We derived the mathematical map-
ping from EVM to second-order Godard dispersion, which enables us to utilize a set of empirical
adaptation rules that incorporate both modulation schemes [16]. Moreover, we verified our map-
ping using an AWGN channel with experimental results very close to theoretical results. Future
work will integrate this mapping to our adaptation rules in [16] and test using representative chan-
nel models we have developed; then we will implement these rules in hardware and test in real
wireless channels.
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Appendix: Derivation of (21)

(
|yn|2 − 1

)2
=
(
|h ∗ xn + wn|2 − 1

)2
=
(
(
L−1∑
l=0

xn−lhl + wn)(
L−1∑
l=0

xn−lhl + wn)
∗ − 1

)2
=
( L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

xn−lhlx
∗
n−kh

∗
k +

L−1∑
l=0

x∗n−lh
∗
lwn +

L−1∑
l=0

xn−lhlw
∗
n + |wn|2 − 1

)2
=

L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

L−1∑
p=0

L−1∑
q=0

xn−lhlx
∗
n−kh

∗
kxn−phpx

∗
n−qh

∗
q (23)

+
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

x∗n−lh
∗
lwnx

∗
n−kh

∗
kwn (24)

+
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

xn−lhlw
∗
nxn−khkw

∗
n (25)

+ (|wn|2 − 1)2 (26)

+ 2
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

L−1∑
p=0

xn−lhlx
∗
n−kh

∗
kx
∗
n−ph

∗
pwn (27)

+ 2
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

L−1∑
p=0

xn−lhlx
∗
n−kh

∗
kxn−phpw

∗
n (28)

+ 2(|wn|2 − 1)
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

xn−lhlx
∗
n−kh

∗
k (29)

+ 2
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

x∗n−lh
∗
lwnxn−khkw

∗
n (30)

+ 2(|wn|2 − 1)
L−1∑
l=0

x∗n−lh
∗
lwn (31)

+ 2(|wn|2 − 1)
L−1∑
l=0

xn−lhlw
∗
n (32)

Using the equation labels, we have

D(2) = E
[(
|yn|2 − 1

)2]
= E[(23)] + E[(24)] + E[(25)] + E[(26)] + E[(27)] + E[(28)]

+ E[(29)] + E[(30)] + E[(31)] + E[(32)]

10



Approaching these in turn, we have

E[(23)] =
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
p=0

(l=k,p=q,l 6=p)

|hl|2|hp|2E
[
|xn−l|2

]
E
[
|xn−p|2

]

+
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

(l=q,k=p,l 6=k)

|hl|2|hk|2E
[
|xn−l|2

]
E
[
|xn−k|2

]

+
L−1∑
l=0

(l=k=p=q)

|hl|4E
[
|xn−l|4

]
+ 0

(others)

= 2
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
p=0

|hl|2|hp|2 −
L−1∑
l=0

|hl|4

E
[
(24)

]
=

L−1∑
l=0

E
[
(x∗n−l)

2
]
E
[
(h∗l )

2
]
E
[
(wn)

2
]
= 0

E
[
(25)

]
=

L−1∑
l=0

E
[
(xn−l)

2
]
E
[
(hl)

2
]
E
[
(w∗n)

2
]
= 0

E
[
(26)

]
= E

[
|wn|4 + 1− 2|wn|2

]
= 2σ4

w + 1− 2σ2
w

E
[
(27)

]
= 2

L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

L−1∑
p=0

E
[
xn−lx

∗
n−kx

∗
n−p

]
E
[
hlh
∗
kh
∗
p

]
E
[
wn

]
= 0

E
[
(28)

]
= 2

L−1∑
l=0

l−1∑
k=0

L−1∑
p=0

E
[
xn−lx

∗
n−kxn−p

]
E
[
hlh
∗
khp

]
E
[
w∗n

]
= 0

E
[
(29)

]
= 2(σ2

w − 1)
L−1∑
l=0

|hl|2E
[
|xn−l|2

]
= 2(σ2

w − 1)

E
[
(30)

]
= 2

L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
k=0

E
[
x∗n−lxn−k

]
E
[
h∗l hk

]
E
[
wnw

∗
n

]
= 2

L−1∑
l=0

σ2
xσ

2
w|hl|2 = 2σ2

w

E
[
(31)

]
= 2E

[
wn(|wn|2 − 1)

] L−1∑
l=0

E
[
x∗n−l

]
E
[
h∗l

]
= 0

E
[
(32)

]
= 2E

[
w∗n(|wn|2 − 1)

] L−1∑
l=0

E
[
xn−l

]
E
[
hl

]
= 0

Finally, we have D(2) as follows:

D(2) = 2
L−1∑
l=0

L−1∑
p=0

|hl|2|hp|2 −
L−1∑
l=0

|hl|4 + 2σ4
w + 2σ2

w − 1

11
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ABSTRACT 
 
SOQPSK-TG is a highly bandwidth-efficient constant-envelope modulation so that it has been 
applied in aeronautical telemetry widely. We develop a simple detection of SOQPSK-TG which 
is based on a modified OQPSK detection. The simple detection has the advantages of low 
complexity and good performance. And it’s also suitable for other varieties of SOQPSK and 
FQPSK. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Dapper and Hill [1] described a form of continuous phase modulation (CPM) known as shaped 
BPSK (SBPSK) in the early 1980s. This modulation evolved into the constrained, ternary, 
full-response CPM using a rectangular frequency pulse that forms the basis for the MIL-STD 
188-181 UHF Satcom standard. This modulation is also known as “Shaped Offset QPSK” 
(MIL-STD SOQPSK or SOQPSK-MIL) since it looks like an offset QPSK with smoothed phase 
transitions. An even more bandwidth efficient version of SOQPSK, called SOQPSK-TG, was 
adopted as an interoperable alternative to FQPSK in the IRIG 106 standard for aeronautical 
telemetry [2]. The family of SOQPSK waveforms, as described by Hill [3], are constant envelope 
signals with excellent spectral containment and detection efficiency. Furthermore, they can be 
detected using a standard OQPSK receiver with a certain loss of detection efficiency. 
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The objective of this paper is to investigate a modified OQPSK detection for SOQPSK-TG to 
improve detection efficiency. The remainder of the paper includes a brief review of SOQPSK 
modulation characteristics, an introduction of percoder for SOQPSK, a comparison between the 
standard OQPSK detector and the modified OQPSK detector with simulation results, and the 
conclusion. 
 
 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOQPSK MODULATION 
 

The SOQPSK signal can be defined as a CPM signal[4] 

{ }( ; ) exp ( ; )s t j tφ=α α             (1) 

where the phase is a pulse train of the form 
( ; ) 2 ( )

i

i

t h q t iTφ π α= −∑α            (2) 

and 
i

α  is an M-ary symbol, T  is the duration of each 
i

α , and h  is the digital modulation 

index. The phase pulse ( )q t  is usually thought of as the time-integral of a frequency pulse ( )g t  

with area 1/2 and duration LT.  

0
( ) ( )

t

q t g dτ τ= ∫  
            (3) 

0
( ) ( ) 1/ 2

LT

g d q LTτ τ = =∫            (4) 

 

For SOQPSK, 
i

α  is drawn from a ternary alphabet, i.e. { 1, 0,1}iα ∈ − , where M =3. The 

modulation index is h = 1/2. The SOQPSK variants differ by their respective frequency pulses. 
Figure 1 gives two typical examples: SOQPSK-TG and MIL-STD SOQPSK. 

 
Figure 1. The frequency pulses for SOQPSK-TG and MIL-STD SOQPSK 

 
As shown in Figure 1, MIL-STD SOQPSK is full-response (L = 1) with a rectangular-shaped 
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frequency pulse ( )
MIL

g t : 

1
, 0

2

0,

( )
MIL

t T
T

others

g t
≤ <

=
⎧⎪
⎨
⎪⎩  

          (5) 

SOQPSK-TG is partial-response (L = 8) with a frequency impulse shaping filter function ( )
TG

g t : 

( ) ( )( )
TG

n t w tg t =              (6) 

Where[2] 

1 2

2

2
1

cos ( ) sin ( )
( )

1 4 ( ) ( )

A t t
n t

t t

πθ θ

θ θ
=

−

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

          (7) 

1
( )

2

Bt
t

T

ρ
θ =               (8) 

2
( )

2

Bt
t

T

π
θ =               (9) 

1

1 1 2

1 2

1

2

1

2

1,
2

( ) ,
2

0,
2

21 cos

t
T

T

t
w t T T T

T

t
T T

T

t
T

T

T

π

≤

= < ≤ +

> +

−
+

⎧
⎪
⎪

⎡ ⎛ ⎛ ⎞ ⎞⎤⎪ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎝ ⎠
⎨ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎝ ⎠⎦⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

      (10) 

The function ( )n t  is a modified spectral raised cosine filter of amplitude A , rolloff factor ρ , 
and an additional time scaling factor B . The function ( )w t  is a time domain windowing function 

that limits the duration of ( )
TG

g t . The amplitude scaling factor A is used to normalize the pulse 

shape such that the phase shift induced by a single frequency pulse is π/2 radians, as 
1 2

1 2

2( )

2( )
( )

2

T T T

T T T
g t dt

π+

− +
=∫              (11) 

For SOQPSK-TG, other parameters are
1 2

0.7, 1.25, 1.5, 0.5B T Tρ = = = = . 

 
Using Hill’s article [3] for reference to a visual revelation, the top trace in Figure 2 shows that, 

for unshaped OQPSK, the frequency pulse is simply a delta function, ( ) (1/ 2) ( )g t tδ= . In each bit 

period, the frequency pulse is either present or absent. If present, the phase will shift by π/2 
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radians, but it can only go in the “allowed” direction for that bit period. Because of the offset 
between the I and Q channels, the allowed direction will depend on the current state, such that the 
signal will change in I value, or Q value, but never both at the same time.  
 

• • •
Bit Period

OQPSK

• • •
MIL-STD SOQPSK

SOQPSK-TG

 
Figure 2.  Frequency pulses for Offset QPSK variants 

 
MIL-STD SOQPSK is depicted by the middle trace in Figure 2. Again, the area of the frequency 
pulse is exactly π/2 radians, but the shape is rectangular, with a duration of one bit period. This 
has the effect of shifting the phase of the carrier by exactly one-quarter rotation over a span of 
one bit. At any instant in time, the phase is either stationary, or is moving at a constant rate of 
one-quarter of the bit rate. 
 
The bottom trace in Figure 2 represents the frequency pulse of SOQPSK-TG, which will also 
shift the phase of the signal by π/2 radians in one bit period. It is important to note that all of 
these waveforms are perfectly constant envelope; only the phase trajectory differs from one 
variant to the next. It is also significant that all of them can be demodulated with a conventional 
OQPSK detection.  
 
Figure 3 shows the power spectral density of MIL-STD SOQPSK and SOQPSK-TG. The 
primary difference between them is that SOQPSK-TG improves its sidelobes more effectively, 
which is achieved by partial-response characteristic at the expense of higher complexity. To 
emphasize the highly bandwidth efficiency of SOQPSK, OQPSK and PCM-FM are also shown 
for reference. In this paper we concentrate on SOQPSK-TG. 
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Figure 3.  Power spectral density of SOQPSK-TG and MIL-STD SOQPSK 

 
 

PRECODER FOR SOQPSK 
 

The characteristic that sets SOQPSK apart from ordinary CPM is that the ternary data 
i

α  is the 

output of a precoder, as shown in Figure 4. 
 

Precoder CPM Modulator

{0,1}ia ∈ { 1,0,1}iα ∈ − ( ; )s t α

 
Figure 4.  Signal model for SOQPSK 

 

The precoder converts the binary data {0,1}
i

a ∈  into ternary data { 1, 0,1}iα ∈ −  according to the 

mapping [5] 

1 12
1 1 2( 1) ( 1) (2 1)( )

2
i ii i

i i i i i

d d
d a a aα + +−

− − −

−
= − = − − −⎛ ⎞

⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

      (12) 

Where 2 1 { 1, 1}
i i

d a= − ∈ + −  and {0,1}
i

a ∈ . 

 
Therefore, SOQPSK is viewed as a constrained ternary CPM. The mapping in Equation (12) 
imposes three important constraints on the ternary data [6] 

1) While 
i

α  is viewed as being ternary, in any given symbol interval 
i

α  is actually drawn from 
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one of two binary alphabets: {0, 1} or {0, −1}. 

2) When 0
i

α = , the binary alphabet for 
1i

α
+

 switches from the one used for 
i

α , when 0
i

α ≠ , 

the binary alphabet for 
1i

α
+

 does not change. 

3) A value of 1
i

α =  can not be followed by 
1

1
i

α
+
= − , and vice versa. 

 
The original motivation for SOQPSK is that Equation (12) leads to a simple symbol-by-symbol 
detection architecture [1]. Conceptually speaking, we can separate the input bits for even symbol 
times and odd symbol times into inphase and quadrature bit streams, as in 

, 2 , 2 1,I n n Q n na a a a += =            (13) 

The role of the precoder is to ensure that the phase state of the CPM modulator is oriented 
correctly so that the inphase and quadrature bits can be recovered using a standard OQPSK 
detector. 
 
 

MODIFIED OQPSK DETECTOR 
 

As mentioned above, SOQPSK-TG can be demodulated using a standard OQPSK detector [1][3], 
as shown in Figure 5. The detector is simple and easy for hardware implementation, whereas with 
a certain loss of detection efficiency. 
 

I&D filter

I&D filter

SOQPSK-TG

cos( )ctω θ+

sin( )ctω θ+

2nT

(2 1)n T+

I channel

Q channel

Demodulation bits

 
Figure 5.  Block diagram of a standard OQPSK detector 

 
To improve the detection efficiency, a modified OQPSK detector for SOQPSK-TG is 
investigated, as shown in Figure 6. The only difference between two detectors is the detection 
filter before data judgments. For standard OQPSK detector, the detection filter is just an integrate 
and dump (I&D) filter. For modified OQPSK detector, the detection filter is a modified filter, 
which can match SOQPSK-TG better, so as to improve the bit error rate performance with only 
little increased complexity. The modified filter can be a third order Butterworth filter, or an 
average matched filter, or just a half-sine filter. 
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Modified filter

Modified filter

SOQPSK-TG

cos( )ctω θ+

sin( )ctω θ+

2nT

(2 1)n T+

I channel

Q channel

Demodulation bits

 
Figure 6.  Block diagram of a modified OQPSK detector 

 
 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

The performances of SOQPSK-TG with both detectors are simulated by MATLAB Software. 
The results are shown in Figure 7, along with the theoretical curves of OQPSK and SOQPSK-TG. 
A simple comparison between two detectors is also given in Table 1.  
 
Compared to the standard OQPSK detector with I&D filter, the modified detector with a better 
matched filter has an improvement of 0.70 dB at BER = 10−5 for SOQPSK-TG, although is still 
worse than the theoretical optimum detector about 1.21 dB. From Figure 7, we also see that at 
BER = 10−5, SOQPSK-TG is about 0.64 dB worse than OQPSK, both in theory. But 
SOQPSK-TG has the higher bandwidth efficiency than OQPSK, as shown in Figure 3. 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
10

-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10
-2

10-1

Eb/No(dB)

B
E

R

 

 
Standard OQPSK Detector
Modified OQPSK Detector
SOQPSK-TG Theory
OQPSK Theory

 
Figure 7.  Performances of SOQPSK-TG with both detectors 
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Table 1. Comparison of two detectors 

Modulation 
Type 

Eb/N0(dB) required for BER = 10-5 
Standard OQPSK 

Detector 
Modified OQPSK 

Detector 
Theoretical Optimum 

Detector 
SOQPSK-TG 12.15 11.45 10.24 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have investigated a modified OQPSK detector for SOQPSK-TG to improve detection 
efficiency. Compared to the standard OQPSK detector with I&D filter, the modified OQPSK 
detector with a better matched filter has an improvement of 0.70 dB at BER = 10−5 for 
SOQPSK-TG, with only little increased complexity. And this modified OQPSK detector is also 
suitable for other varieties of SOQPSK and FQPSK. 
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ABSTRACT

Long range prediction exploits the principal that the memory span of a predictive filter increases when it samples
the input signal at a lower rate. Within the context of a communication system that employs adaptive modulation
and coding communication, this implies that by measuring the channel at a rate that is minimally twice the highest
Doppler frequency rather than twice the data rate (the latter typically being orders of magnitude greater than the
former), one can predict the channel fades much farther ahead into the future.

In this paper, we consider an application of a recursive weighted least squares estimation (WLSE) algorithm to
the problem of long range channel prediction. The algorithm is applied to ten sets of channel measurements that have
been made during channel sounding exercises on the Edwards Air Force Base test range and include the following
scenarios: taxiway, takeoff, in-flight and final approach & landing. In this subset of the measurement campaigns,
the test article speed varies from ≈ 5 m/s along the taxiway to ≈ 100 m/s while in flight. As our results show,
the algorithm can be used in real time to predict several milliseconds in the future while using a modest number
of filter coefficients (d = 2 and d = 4 are considered), thus demonstrating that channel prediction is viable in the
aeronautical telemetry testing environment.

INTRODUCTION

Under the proposed INET (Integrated Network) architectural vision for future telemetry systems, the research
and evaluation community would benefit by an upgrade of the legacy one-way communication system to a bi-
directional system that would allow the test directors to communicate with the flight testers. This new communica-
tion protocol would potentially decrease the need to repeat as many flight tests due to data corruption, as the ground
station control would be able to request a retransmission of corrupted data during the flight test. However, the
complexity of the aeronautical telemetry channel will impact the fidelity of the data that is measured at the ground
station, and this constraint motivates the introduction of adaptive transmission methods, which can potentially aid in
the achievement of higher data rates (at the expense of a higher bit rate) by exploiting channel behavior.

In order to realize the full potential of adaptive transmission techniques, the Resource Allocation unit (which
would determine the optimal transmission scheme) needs accurate channel state information for the next transmis-
sion frame. In many commercial systems, the channel state is estimated at the receiver and then fed back to the
transmitter. However, in the highly dynamic environment of flight testing where aeronautical manuevers can be
characterized by very high speeds, the rapid channel variations that are caused by multipath fading and the Doppler
effect can quickly render the latest channel measurement outdated. Thus, it is advisable to consider the feasibility of
long range (in time) channel prediction, and this is the motivation of our study.

Fading channel prediction has long been studied for mobile radio adaptive transmission systems, such as in [1],
[2], where critical issues involving complexity, robustness and the design and analysis of transmission adaptation
methods have been thoroughly examined. There it is shown that accurate channel prediction can enable adaptive
transmission in various applications. The most salient feature of the approach is to demonstrate that by adopting
a sampling rate that is much lower than the date rate but on the order of twice the maximum Doppler frequency
∗Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 412TW-PA-14279.
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(which may be a hundred times less than the symbol rate), that the prediction filter can achieve a much higher
memory span. Consequently, the channel prediction capability reaches farther ahead in the future. In [3], it is shown
that by sampling the at twice the Doppler rate, that the autoregressive filter parameters used to model and predict
the channel actually span a much longer time frame than they would if the sample rate was dictated by the data rate.
By predicting the future envelope variations, the future fade events are potentially identified so that the appropriate
modulation and coding scheme can be applied. Interpolation between predicted values can also be used to improve
resolution [4].

Long range channel prediction based on nonstationary parametric modeling has also been explored, as in [5]
where the use of nonstationary multicomponent polynomial phase signals is proposed. By exploring an iterative and
recursive method for detecting the number of signals and the order of the polynomial phase terms, [5] demonstrates
how to predict the channel L steps ahead in time, taking into account the accuracy in detection in the number of
signal components and how the accuracy degrades when using iterative procedures are applied.

The contribution of this paper is to apply the long range prediction approach to actual channel measurements that
have been acquired on a test range (see [6] for a comprehensive description of the measurement set up) during various
testing scenarios which include taxiway, take-off, en-route and final approach & landing. Empirical observations
suggest that an autogressive model may well apply to the individually fading taps in the wideband profile, and we
use this assumption in order to explore the predictive performance of the Weighted Least Squares Estimation WLSE
approach under dynamic conditions that range from test article speeds of ≈ 5 m/s to ≈ 100 m/s.

CHANNEL MODEL

Most aeronautical telemetry channels are well modeled as the superposition of M ′ paths (which may include a
line of sight component), each having a time-varying amplitude and delay:

c(τ, t) =

M ′−1∑
m=0

c̃m(t)δ(t− τ̃m(t)) (1)

where c̃m(t) denotes the complex fading path amplitude of the mth arrival path, τ̃m(t) denotes its arrival time
relative to the line of sight path and δ(t) is the Kronecker delta function. By referential modeling, τ̃0(t) = 0 and
(after normalizing with respect to the phase of the line of sight component), ={c̃0(t)} = 0. (1) is demonstrative of a
tapped delay line containing time-varying coefficients. This non-stationary structure can arise when there is relative
motion during flight testing as multipath arrivals along the route exhibit an evolutionary birth and death process in
response to appearance of new reflecting or scattering sources and the cessation of influence of past reflectors.

In order to facilitate time variation of the path gain during long range channel prediction, we adopt a model that
defines the delay axis as having fixed, equi-spaced delays associated with time-varying gains (τm = m∆ : m ∈
{0, 1, 2, · · · , } ; ∆ > 0). The time-varying gain associated with the superposition of paths that falls in the mth bin
of the delay axis can be decomposed into its in-phase and quadrature components, respectively:

cm(t) = cm,1(t) + jcm,2(t) =

2∑
n=1

−jn+1 · cm,α(t). (2)

The modified channel model, which uses the discretized delay bins and collects the total path energy falling into
each bin, is characterized as having N equally spaced taps:

c̃(τ, t) =

N−1∑
m=0

cm(t)u(τ − τm) (3)

2



where

u(τ) =

{
1 τ = 0
0 else.

(4)

In the sequel, we consider techniques for predicting the amplitude of {cm,α(t)} for α = 1, 2 and m = 0, · · · , N − 1
based on past channel observations.

A. Application of an Autoregressive Channel Model

In order to apply the prediction filter to measured channel data, we have to assume a mathematical model that
well characterizes the amplitude fluctutations of each tap in the channel. In this section, we discuss the applicaton of
an autoregressive model, which constructs a prediction of the tap amplitude at the next measurement instant by using
a weighted summation of past channel tap measurements. The calculation of the filter coefficients (i.e., weights),
which may be static or dynamically updated based on prediction error, are actually determined by the methodology
of the predictive algorithm.

Simply expressed, given d (d ≥ 1) observations of the (m,α) th fading tap in the multipath profile, over short
intervals we apply the model:

ĉm,α(t) =

d∑
n=1

am,α(n, t)cm,α(t− nLT0) (5)

where L ≥ 1 denotes the prediction horizon, T0 is the time between consecutive samples of the channel, α = 1
corresponds to the in-phase component, α = 2 refers to the quadrature component and d denotest the autoregressive
filter order. The filter coefficients are represented by the set: {am,α(1, t), · · · , am,α(d, t)}. It is our objective to
produce the predicted value: ĉm,α(t). Clearly, by selecting L > 1, we are effectively performing L-step ahead
prediction (with a LT0 second window) without having to apply an L-th order recursive filter. Instead, by sampling
at a rate that is L times slower

(
1
LT0

)
, a one-steap ahead predictor actually performs the prediction L time steps

ahead in the future. Herein lies the distinguishing feature of the long range predicton methodology.

Long Range Channel Prediction Using the Weighted Least Squares Approach

In this section, we discuss how the WLSE method may be used to adaptively update the filter coefficients in (5).
Using the WLSE approach [7], we construct a filter that minimizes the root mean squared error between the predicted
versus the actual values of the fading tap gains in the measured aeronautical telemetry flight testing channel. This
approach is desirable in that it is dynamic and may be performed in real time after d initial observations have been
made.

Assume that we have d fading tap measurements taken at time epochs that are separated by LT0 seconds in time
(i.e., t = {−dLT0,−(d− 1)LT0, · · · ,−LT0}). We use the WLSE approach in order to predict the tap gain LT0
seconds ahead (i.e., at time t = 0).

The WLS filter input at time t− LT0 is defined as the following vector of measurements:

cm,α(t− LT0) =
[
cm,α(t− LT0) cm,α(t− 2LT0) · · · cm,α(t− dLT0)

]′
. (6)

(·)′ denotes complex conjugate transpose.
The predicted tap amplitude is computed as the inner product of the linear prediction coefficient vector, am,α(t),

with the channel observation vector, cm,α(t− LT0):

ĉm,α(t) = a′m,α(t)cm,α(t− LT0) =

d∑
n=1

am,α(n, t) · cm,α(t− nLT0) (7)
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where the filter time-varying coefficients are defined as:

am,α(t) =
[
am,α(1, t) am,α(2, t) · · · am,α(d, t)

]′
. (8)

The WLSE algorithm may be summarized as follows:

• Select the prediction horizon, LT0, and the filter order, d.

• At time = t = 0−, initialize the algorithm with the d× 1 unit vector am,α(0) =
[

1 0 0 · · · 0
]′ and the

d× d identity matrix: Pm,α(0) = I.

• Initialize using the past d channel measurements: {cm,α(−dLT0), · · · , cm,α(−LT0)}.

• Choose a value for the forgetting vactor, β (typically −0.95 ≤ β ≤ 0.99).

• For all t ≥ 0− and for each quadrature component, α ∈ {1, 2}, do the following:

1. Calculate the current predicted channel tap: ĉm,α(t) = a′m,α(t)cm,α(t− LT0)
2. Update the current coefficient for the upcoming iteration (at time t):

am,α(t+ LT0) = am,α(t) +

(
Pm,α(t)cm,α(t− LT0)

β + c′m,α(t− LT0)P(t)cm,α(t− LT0)

)
{cm,α(t)− ĉm,α(t)} (9)

3. Update the covariance matrix Pm,α(t) for the next iteration:

Pm,α(t+ LT0) =
1

β

{
Pm,α(t)−

Pm,α(t)cm,α(t− LT0)c′m,α(t− LT0)Pm,α(t)

β + c′m,α(t− LT0)Pm,α(t)cm,α(t− LT0)

}
. (10)

Simulation results

Iin this section, we present the simulation results obtained using the WLSE prediction algorithm. The test
channels used in this study, which are summarized in the Table (1), represent a small subset of themeasurements
taken during flight maneouevers at Edwards Air Force Base. More details of the channel measurement campaign are
specified in [6].

In each case, the (resampled) channel has a total of 207 taps with a tap spacing of ∆τ = (1/20.625)µs. Hence,
we observe each channel for 800µs. The interval between consecutive samples of the channel (in time) is 800µs
(corresponding to a sample rate of 1250 Hz). The test article speeds during each measurement interval is also
indicated.

Figs. (1a) and (1b) provide a visual indication of the predictive performance of the WLS algorithm for the first
two taxiway scenarios (Cases 1 and 2). The prediction horizon and filter order are, respectively, LT0 = (1 · 0.8) ms
and d = 2 (1.6 ms). This corresponds to one-step ahead prediction using two filter coefficients. In each case, we
are comparing the in-phase component of the line of sight tap as a function of time (c0,1(t)) to its prediction, ĉ0,1(t).
As shown, the predictive algorithm is responsive to the autoregressive model, and gives a reliable prediction of the
channel fluctuations for this low filter order (d = 2). Similar results have been obtained for all of the other active
taps in the profile but have been omitted due to space restrictions.

Evaluation of taxiway Cases 1 and 2 is continued in Figs. 2a and 2b. However, in those figures we show a
comparison of the behavior of the in-phase channel taps versus the predicted in-phase channel taps forLT0 = (4·0.8)
ms and d = 4 (3.2 ms predictive window and looking 3.2 ms back in time). As shown, the algorithm is well
capable of predicting the fades and gains of the channel 3.2 ms ahead in real time by using a sliding window of
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Case Scenario Vehicle speed (m/s)

1 Taxiway E (S-N) 5.29
2 Taxiway E (S-N) 5.08
3 Taxiway E (S-N) 6.31
4 Takeoff on 22L 67.59
5 Cords Road (W-E) 107.16
6 Cords Road (W-E) 107.12
7 Black Mountain (W-E) 106.82
8 Black Mountain (W-E) 110.04
9 Final Approach and Landing on 22L 61.78

10 Final Approach and Landing on 22L 22.72

Table 1: Measurement Scenarios at Edwards Air Force Base

past measurements. Similar results have been obtained for the quadrature component of the channel, but have been
omitted due to space restrictions.

The same parameters have been used to study performance of the prediction algorithm in the remainder of the
channels. In Figs. (3a) and (3b), we compare the predicted in-phase component of the line of sight path to the actual
measurement when L = 1 and d = 2 in the third taxiway and takeoff environments (Cases 3 and 4, respectively). As
the results indicate, the algorithm performs well in both cases, even though there is an order of magnitude difference
in the test article speed when comparing the taxiway to the takeoff events.

Next, we consider a longer prediction horizon and higher filter order for Cases 3 and 4: (L = 4 and d = 4). As
shown in Figs. (4a) and (4b), the prediction algorithm is able to follow the path fluctuations very well. There is some
hyper-activity in the prediction of one of the wekaer paths at around (680 ms) (the curve is in red) which quickly
dies out, and this may be due to the sudden emergence of this reflective path in the profile.

The next set of comparative plots are from flight testing above Cords Road (see Figs. (5a) and (5b)). In this
case, as before, L = 1 and d = 2, and the predictive algorithm is able to predict the line of sight path fluctuations.
Next, looking at all of the active taps for the same scenarios (but now considering L = 4 and d = 4), we see in Figs.
(6a) and (6b) that the path activity of all of the taps is well predicted using our WLSE approach. Recall that these
maneouvers are characterized by the highest test article speeds available in our data set (≈ 100 m/s).

During the flight, when the test article is above Black Mountain (see Figs. (7a) and (7b)), the line of sight
component in both cases is predicted well using L = 1 and d = 2. The ability to predict the faster fluctuations that
are present in the measurements of Fig. (7b) demonstrate that the sampling rate selected (1250 Hz) is adequate to
capture the rapidly varying amplitude of this path, and that a higher sampling rate (i.e., that would be on the order
of the data rate) is not necessary. A comparison of the performance of the algorithm for all taps in the channel is
shown in Figs. (8a) and (8b) for L = 4 and d = 4. Again, the prediction technique is able to perform well in real
time during the flight testing.

Finally, the last set of comparative plots is shown in Figs. (9a) and (9b). This refers to the final approach
& landing scenario, where the vehicle speed is ≈ 61.78 m/s (top) and the lowered speed of 22.72 m/s (bottom).
Obviously, the first scenario generates a faster fluctutating signal, but the prediction algorithm does capture the
fading behavior of the line of sight channel tap. The performance of all of the in-phase tap components is compared
in Figs. (10a) and (10b), and again demonstrates that the algorithm performs well during this stage of flight testing
as well.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered the application of long range channel prediction algorithms to channel mea-
surements taken at Edwards Air Force Base during a flight test. The WLSE predictive technique has been explored.
Our results indicate that at the low sampling rate of 1250 Hz, that we have adequately sampled the channel in order to
predict its fluctuations in various scenarios, including taxiway, takeoff, en-route and final approach & landing. Our
results indicate that the WLSE performs well for low filter orders and that faithful prediction of channel behavior is
feasible for test article speeds varying between ≈ 5 m/s and ≈ 100 m/s and for a prediction window that is on the
order of milliseconds.
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(a) Case 1: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS Tap amplitude along the taxiway.
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(b) Case 2: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during takeoff.

Figure 1: WLSE LOS tap prediction versus actual LOS channel measurement (Cases 1 and 2 along taxiway). L = 1
and d = 2.
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(a) Case 1: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS Tap amplitude along the taxiway.
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(b) Case 2: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during takeoff.

Figure 2: WLSE prediction of all in-phase taps versus true amplitudes of in-phase channel taps. (Cases 1 and 2 along
taxiway). L = 4 and d = 4.
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(a) Case 3: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude along the taxiway.
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(b) Case 4: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during take-off.

Figure 3: WLSE LOS tap prediction versus actual LOS channel measurement (Cases 3 and 4). L = 1 and d = 2.
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(a) Case 3: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude along the taxiway.
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(b) Case 4: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during take-off.

Figure 4: WLSE prediction of all in-phase taps versus true amplitudes of in-phase channel taps. (Cases 3 and 4).
L = 4 and d = 4.
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(a) Case 5: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude in-flight above Cords Road.
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(b) Case 6: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude in-flight above Cords Road.

Figure 5: WLSE LOS tap prediction versus actual LOS channel measurement (Cases 5 and 6). L = 1 and d = 2.
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(a) Case 5: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS Tap amplitude during flight along Cords Road.
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(b) Case 6: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during flight over Black Mountain.

Figure 6: WLSE prediction of all in-phase taps versus true amplitudes of in-phase channel taps. (Cases 5 and 6 while
in-flight). L = 4 and d = 4.
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(a) Case 7: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude in-flight above Black Mountain.
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(b) Case 8: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude in-flight above Black Mountain.

Figure 7: WLSE LOS tap prediction versus actual LOS channel measurement (Cases 7 and 8). L = 1 and d = 2.
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(a) Case 7: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude in-flight above Black Mountain.
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(b) Case 8: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude in-flight above Black Mountain.

Figure 8: WLSE prediction of all in-phase taps versus true amplitudes of in-phase channel taps. (Cases 7 and 8 while
in-flight). L = 4 and d = 4.
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(a) Case 9: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during final approach & landing.
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(b) Case 10: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during final approach & landing.

Figure 9: WLSE LOS tap prediction versus actual LOS channel measurement (Cases 9 and 10 during final approach
& landing). L = 1 and d = 2.
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(a) Case 9: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during final approach & landing.
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(b) Case 10: Comparison of WLSE predicted versus actual LOS tap amplitude during final approach & landing.

Figure 10: WLSE prediction of all in-phase taps versus true amplitudes of in-phase channel taps. (Cases 7 and 8
while in-flight). L = 4 and d = 4.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Flight tests and flight safety are tightly coupled. For a given experimental test flight, the main 
objective to be achieved is related to the test bed and crew integrity (i.e. Bring back the test bed in 
one piece). Furthermore, the aircraft operational safety (i.e. continued airworthiness) relies into the 
accuracy of gathered information, provided by the airborne Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) 
system. Typically, the FTI system includes: a data acquisition system; a transmission system; a 
data recorder; multiple sensors and auxiliary equipment such as Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) Receiver.  
 
In a specific Flight Test Campaign (FTC), such as external stores separation FTC, the associated 
risk is high because the non-linear and unpredicted aerodynamics couplings between the released 
store and the aircraft structure (e.g. wings) could lead to a catastrophic collision condition. 
Typically, the setup for such FTC is a big technical challenge for the instrumentation group because 
the determination of six degrees of freedom (6Dof) trajectory of the release store becomes 
mandatory. Such information could be by the means of an optical tracking system that requires the 
integration of two or more hi-speed hi-resolution video cameras into FTI. Unfortunately, the FTI 
and the Real-Time Telemetry Link (RTL) limited bandwidth imposes several restrictions for the 
development and implementation of a real-time application to be used at the Ground Telemetry 
System (GTS) for the verification of the separation safety and the validation of the test point. 
 
This paper, presents the implementation of computer vision techniques and Camshift algorithm as 
an approach to tracking individual track targets on the store surface which can be perform onboard 
and in real time or near real time. The development of the algorithm is presented as well several 
experimental test results that use videos frames gathered from previous FTC executed by Instituto 
de Pesquisas e Ensaios em Voo (Flight Test and Research Institute - IPEV). Preliminary results 
present satisfactory performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In Flight Test Campaign (FTC) where the test bed is a large aircraft, the data acquisition, reception 
and analysis equipment can be conditioned within the aircraft. The test flight engineers and the 
team of the campaign can also remain inside the aircraft and verify the parameters behavior, 
viewing the data directly from the source. In fighter aircrafts, there are no area to accommodate 
this structure. The data acquisition, as far as possible, must be transmitted to the ground station, 
then the engineers can perform the data analysis and depending on the case, releasing a new test 
point.  
 
The data analysis process in store separation tests is usually perform post flight. The store 
separation test is recorded on video, by the cameras installed below the aircraft, and only after the 
landing of the aircraft, the video is analyzed using a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software 
and if the test was controlled, a new flight can be released for the verification of a new test point. 
The analysis is performed post flight because the Real-Time Telemetry Link (RTL) limited 
bandwidth. If it were possible to transmit high-resolution (e.g. 1024i format) real-time video stream 
acquired during the test, in some cases, the aircraft could leave for an upcoming test point without 
land, improving the efficiency of available resources uses. In fact, the video stream to the ground 
station is possible, but at a resolution below the ideal, not being possible to perform a more accurate 
analysis 
 
Nowadays with the electronics equipment advance, a single video camera can produce hi-
resolution (e.g. 1024i format) and hi-speed (e.g. up to 400 frames per second) images with a very 
good sensitivity. Is possible to use these cameras on the aircraft during flight tests and the images 
frames acquired could be used as an alternative information source for the FTC. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 - Photogrammetric pod used for external stores release FTC[1] 
 

Video frames acquired by the cameras in the photogrammetric pod (Figure 1) can be used to 
accomplish Time-Space Position Information (TSPI) analysis for the determination if the store 
trajectory is safe or not. Photogrammetry is the TSPI data extraction process and can be performed 
by computational resources that analyze captured videos frames. Therefore, the only important and 
necessary data will be provided by the RTL for the analysis of ground crew. 
 
Currently, the IPEV uses a dedicated off-line video processing application (i.e. TrackEye) that 
computes the store release 6DoF trajectory in a post mission operation. The usage of this system 
limits the FTC efficiency. To overcame such limitations, the IPEV and Instituto Tecnológico de 
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Aeronáutica (Aeronautical Technology Institute - ITA), with Financiadora de Estudos e Projetos 
(Project and Studies Funding agency – FINEP) funding are developing a novel system where the 
store separation trajectory will be computed on-board into the camera pod and in real-time or near 
real-time. This system will allow embedding the released store trajectory into the FTI stream 
without bandwidth overloading. Then such data could be processed into GTS to be compared with 
the estimated trajectory. 
 

 
COMPUTER VISION TECHNIQUES 

 
To perform the tracking track targets during a store separation test is necessary to analyze the 
frames acquired by cameras installed in the aircraft. A video sequence is a frameset and at first, it 
is necessary to identify the track targets on the store surface and thereafter tracking them during 
the store release. The Computer Vision, which can be considered a field area of image processing, 
although this classification is not unanimity among authors, can contribute to do this. Computer 
vision tries to behave as human vision, taking as input the images, learning to process them and 
making inferences to act as the visual data available [2]. Both in the objects identification, or pattern 
recognition, as for object tracking, computer vision provides several algorithms and techniques as: 
SIFT[3], Haar-like[4] and Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [5] – identification – and Kalman Filter [6] 
and Camshift [7] – tracking. LBP were used in this work for the feature extraction and classifier 
training in the identification of targets and CamShift for tracking. 
 
The use of LBP descriptors were chosen because they present satisfactory results and the training 
time length is very shorter compared to other classifiers (e.g. Haar-like) [8]. Shorter time length of 
training process is not a mandatory requirement, because this phase is performed in the pre-flight, 
however can be considered an indirect advantage. The LPB attributes are extracted from the 
division of the source image in sub windows, typically 3x3 pixels, which are calculated the 
differences in threshold values of each extremities pixel to the central pixel. The results are 
converted into binary values and then a final value for the sub window is assigned. 
 

 
Figure 2 – LBP attribute extraction 

 
The Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (Camshift) is Mean Shift modified algorithm and was 
presented by Bradski [7] in 1998, for object tracking in real-time. Originally, the algorithm is 
proposed for faces tracking color-based. However, it has the ability to fast and efficient tracking, 
with low computational consumption, even in the presence of noise [7], this makes it more suitable 
to the proposal of this work. The Mean Shift algorithm works with the color probability distribution 
in the image. From a fixed window size and according to the color distribution will be changing, 
the Mean Shift adapts. CamShift uses the Mean Shift resulting window, resize the window size and 
calculates the area for the next image. The following steps are performed in CamShift [7]: 
 

1. The calculation region of the probability distribution to the entire image is set. 
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2. Select the target location of mean shift search window. 
3. The color probability distribution in the search window location is calculated in an 

area larger than the initial window size. 
4. Convergence of Mean Shift. The zeroth moment (area) and the location are stored. 
5. The search window at the location found in step 4 is centered and the window size to a 

function of the zeroth moment is set. Go to Step 3. 
 
The main advantage of CamShift is the ability to change the window size, this fact allows to 
perform the tracking of objects in video sequences. Because of perspective image, the objects in a 
video change size depending on the distance and speed movement. 

 
 

IDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING PROCESS 
 
To perform the identification and tracking targets on the store surface is necessary to carry out a 
preparation which is the classifier training that will be used during the image analysis for the targets 
identification. In the preparation phase, a set of positive samples (i.e. images containing the target 
object) and a set of negative samples (i.e. images that do not contain the object) are produced. 
These sets of images will be the input data and during the training process, the target object 
descriptors are extracted. The descriptors are target characteristics or a region of interest used as 
pattern recognition, each pattern recognition technique works with different descriptors. The 
training process is executed and the result of this step is a file containing the attributes,  typically 
an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file. This file is used by the application to identify the 
targets. The process of training and identifying was based on work by Kusumoto [8]. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3 – Training Process 
 
After that, the application has the necessary requirements to make the targets tracking. The first 
step is to identify all targets on the store surface. The identification process must be performed in 
the first frame. Using the generated file in training process, the position of all targets identified by 
the identification process is passed as an input parameter to the tracking algorithm. 
 

 
DEVELOPMENT TOOL 

 
The authors defined as a basic requirement in assembling the development environment tool for 
tracking targets using framworks that could be embedded easily. For that was defined by using the 
Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV), which is an open source library [9] that provides a 
powerful platform for developing applications in the computer vision area with hundreds of 
implemented algorithms. It was used the OpenCV version 2.4.8.0 with the C + + language interface 
and operating system Linux Ubuntu 13.10. 
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The first step of the application is to read the XML file descriptors of the target generated by the 
training process. Then, the first frame must be read and sent as an input parameter to the targets 
identification method. It is not necessary to use the complete original image to perform the 
identification process. Such as the initial position of the load is known, it is possible to use only a 
region of interest (ROI), that is, only part of the image containing the store. The identification 
process performs some transformations on the image, such as histogram equalization to improve 
its contrast, uses file descriptors as input to the detectMultiScale method available in OpenCV 
CascadeClassifier class and returns the identified targets. Thus, it only remains to make the 
transposition to the position identified by the method to the original image. The output parameter 
of this is a vector of rectangles where each rectangle contains the location of an identified target. 
 
Each item of the vector (i.e. each identified target) is defined as a starting point for tracking 
algorithm CamShift. A color histogram model is generated for each target. For this, Hue Saturation 
Value (HSV) system color is used. A mask is also defined for calculating the histogram. The image 
of each target is then normalized. The calculation of the backprojection is performed using the 
histogram of each target to find the areas of the same color model in the image. Finally, OpenCV 
provides CamShift method that returns a data structure of rotated  rectangles with the position, size 
and orientation of the object. 

 
 

EXPERIMENTS RESULTS 
 

To evaluate the software, videos of store separation tests conducted by EFEV (i.e. Brazilian Flight 
Test School) were used. The training phase was performed in a notebook Dell Inspiron 14z, Intel® 
Core™ i7-3537U CPU @ 2.00GHz × 4, 8GB DDR3, 500GB 5400 RPM SATA  HDD  and  32GB  
mSATA SSD. The set of positive samples was composed by 240 images with 20x20 pixel size. 
The set of negative samples was composed by 500 negative images of different dimensions. In this 
case, it is not necessary the images have the same dimension. The only requirement is that the 
negative images may not contain the object to be identified. Figure 4 shows examples of positive 
and negative samples used in the training process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        (a) 
         (b) 

Figure 4 – Positive samples (a) and negative samples (b) 
 
The software loaded the file generated by the training process and then made the capture of the 
first video frame. Only the region of interest has been processed by the targets identification 
method. Figure 5 shows the results. It is possible to verify that all targets have been identified. No 
false-positive or false-negative results was verified. After identification, each identified target 
position is transposed to the actual location in the original image. 
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Figure 5 – Results of track targets identification method  
 
The six targets identified locations are stored in a vector structure. This vector is used as input to 
the tracking process. Thus, the algorithm performs CamShift independent tracking of each 
identified target. The software stores all positions identified for each target in the previous frames. 
Every frame read, plots all previous positions of each target and its current position. 
 
The results are shown in Figure 6, where the six targets are being tracked. Only at one target is 
possible to check the tracking error. The algorithm loses the tracking of the target in the frame 38 
and is set to 674,222 position and after change to the target that is positioned immediately above. 
Another important point is also that the CamShift has rotated rectangles as output and its 
representation can be done by ellipses. In this case, the center of the ellipse, is not always the exact 
center of the target identified. 
 

 
Figure 6 – Results of six track targets tracking method – frame 38 (a) e frame 70 (b) 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The use of the CamShift tracking algorithm, despite being initially proposed for face tracking, can 
be used for tracking track targets in store separation tests, as demonstrated in the results presented. 
As the CamShift is based on the image colors distribution, it is important that the target has different 
colors of the colors of the aircraft, store and background (e.g. blue color of the sky or gray color of 
the aircraft wing fuselage). 

(a) 

(b) 
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With some refinements such as checking every n number of frames of the appearance of new targets 
beyond those identified at the beginning or the correctness of the actual position of the center of 
each target every frame read, the results can be even better. 
 
New experiments should be conducted in other flight test campaigns with different stores In this 
case, it is important to have control over where the targets should be placed on the surface of the 
store, so the error occurred in the experiment presented here can be disposed. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Tomographic imaging systems utilize various probing waveforms, such as microwaves, acoustic 

and ultrasound, and light, for different application objectives. This paper provides a 

comprehensive overview of various tomographic imaging systems operating in different 

modalities of mono-static, bi-static, and multi-static format in both transmission and reflection 

modes. Tomographic acoustic microscopy, ground-penetrating radar imaging, synthetic-aperture 

sonar imaging, 3D medical endoscopy and terrain survey are included as direct examples of the 

imaging technology, with historical overview, physical modeling and system analysis, and 

experiments. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Imaging represents the most direct and complete integration of sensing technology. Imaging 

functions in different modalities and applications. This paper provides a complete overview of a 

full range of imaging systems developed in the Imaging Systems Laboratory of the University of 

California, Santa Barbara. In this paper, the systems including tomographic acoustic microscopy, 

microwave subsurface imaging, synthetic-aperture sonar imaging, 3D medical endoscopy and 

terrain survey, are thoroughly described. 

 

Conventional acoustic microscopy has been limited to the imaging of thin specimens. The 

research objective of tomographic acoustic microscopy is to achieve three-dimensional acoustic 

imaging at the microscopic scale and advance the resolving capability to the limit. The imaging 

modality is single-frequency transmission-mode with multiple illumination observation angles. 

The operating frequency of the illumination acoustic waves is 100 MHz, and the data acquisition 

of the acoustic wavefield is performed by a scanning laser beam. The direct applications are the 

3D imaging of biological specimens and nondestructive evaluation. 

 

One microwave subsurface imaging application is the ground-penetrating radar (GPR) imaging. 

Typically, it operates in the mono-static pulse-echo mode. Two-dimensional and three-

dimensional survey is performed through synthetic aperture data acquisition. Applications 

include subsurface survey and NDE of civil structures. 



 

Synthetic-aperture sonar imaging is the acoustic equivalent of SAR. It normally functions in the 

pulse-echo mode with a multi-element array. The applications cover a wide range of oceanic 

search. The use of a multi-element array is for the redundancy for the estimation and 

compensation of platform motion. 

 

The concept of combining sub-images for system optimization can be applied to video-camera 

systems. 3D terrain survey and medical endoscopy are utilized to demonstrate the improvement 

and optimization of system performance in the optical domain. 

 

In this paper, for each imaging application, the historical overview, system modeling and 

analysis, experiments, and field tests results will be presented. 

 

 

MICROWAVE IMAGING 

 

There are many applications of microwave imaging other than the conventional in-air radar 

imaging. One interesting and important application is the ground-penetrating radar (GPR) 

imaging. In terms of operating modality, it is a reflection-mode imaging within the microwave-

frequency range. Typically, it operates in the mono-static pulse-echo mode. Two-dimensional or 

three-dimensional imaging can be achieved in the synthetic-aperture format. Important 

applications of GPR imaging are subsurface survey and nondestructive evaluation of civil 

structures. 

 

The first experiment is performed with a GSSI GPR unit. The system consists of a bow-tie 

antenna as the transceiver. The illumination probing signal is a CW pulse at the operating 

frequency of 1 GHz, with an applicable bandwidth of approximately 100 MHz. For this 

experiment, it is operated in the mono-static pulse-echo mode with a planar two-dimensional 

synthetic aperture. The two-dimensional planar synthetic aperture was formed by repeating the 

linear scan. Then three-dimensional tomographic subsurface images can be reconstructed. 

 

Figure (1) is the three-dimensional image of the internal structure of a concrete specimen, 

showing two layers of rebars. The image also shows the artifacts at the two corners, from the 

reflections from the edges of the specimen. 

 

 
 

Figure (1): Three-dimensional image of the internal structure 



 

As the technology advances, the operating modality changes accordingly. The second 

experiment is performed with a different GPR imaging system. This ground-penetrating radar is 

a fully software-defined unit. This system employs FMCW illumination waveforms, instead of 

the conventional use of a short time pulse as the probing waveforms. Vivaldi antennas are used 

as the transceivers for wideband high-gain operations. 

 

The data set was taken over the walkway pavement. Figure (2-a) shows the walkway area during 

the repair process. After the repair, the GPR system scanned along a linear path and took data at 

200 spatial positions. The spatial spacing between the data-collection positions is 0.0213 m (2.13 

cm). At each data-collection position, the system illuminates the walkway pavement with 

microwaves in the step-frequency mode, stepping through 128 frequencies, from 0.976 GHz to 

2.00 GHz, with a constant increment. The relative permittivity for this experiment is set at 6.0.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (2-a): Walkway area during the repair process 

 

 

The image reconstruction algorithm can be implemented in two versions. One is to first form 128 

holographic sub-images, corresponding to the 128 coherent wavelengths. The superposition of 

the 128 sub-images produces the final image. The second version first forms 200 range profiles 

at the 200 data-collection positions. The superposition of the range profiles produces the final 

images. These two versions give identical final images. Figure (2-b) shows the reconstructed 

image of subsurface rebar structure. 

 

 

 
 

Figure (2-b): Image of subsurface rebar structure 

 

 

 



ACOUSTICAL IMAGING 

 

Synthetic-aperture sonar imaging is the acoustic equivalent of synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) 

imaging. Typical applications are oceanic search, survey, and underwater mapping.  

 

It normally functions in the mono-static reflection mode. More recently, the functionality has 

been extended with multi-element transceiver array. The use of multi-element arrays is to 

provide the redundancy to enable the estimation of platform motion which is common in 

practical deployment. There exist six parameters in 3D motion estimation, of which three are 

associated with the translational-motion vector and the other three are associated with the 

rotation matrix in three dimensions.  

 

The field experiment was conducted in the San Diego Bay with a linear 10-element sonar array 

operating in the side-looking linear-scan model. The synthetic aperture in one-dimensional and 

the objective of the imaging experiment is the two-dimensional planar ocean floor. Figure (3) is 

the reconstructed image of a sunken airplane. 

 

 

 
 

Figure (3): Sonar image of a sunken airplane 

 

 

Acoustical imaging can function in both transmission and reflection mode. The scanning 

tomographic acoustic microscopy (STAM) is an excellent example of acoustical imaging 

operating in the transmission mode. Its exact imaging modality is classified as single-frequency 

illumination in the transmission mode with multiple observation angles. The operating frequency 

of the illumination acoustic plane waves is 100 MHz, and the data acquisition of the acoustic 

wavefield is performed by a focused laser beam scanning over a 2D aperture, followed by a 

knife-edge detector.  

 

Subsequent to the knife-edge detector, the detected signal is down-converted from 100 MHz to 

32.4 MHz. Then a quadrature receiver, operating at 32.4 MHz, estimates both the amplitude and 

phase of the waveforms. The full complex waveforms over the two-dimensional aperture are 

then backward propagated down toward the 3D subsurface region to form a holographic image. 



Figure (4) shows a STAM image of a subsurface test specimen to demonstrate the capability of 

holographic acoustical imaging at microscopic scale. 

 

 

 
 

Figure (4): STAM image of a subsurface test specimen 

 

 

Corresponding to each coherent wavelength, a holographic image of the specimen can be 

reconstructed. To improve the range resolution, a rotation stage is added to the data-acquisition 

device to extend the system to the level of multi-angle tomography. A two-layer specimen is 

used to test the resolving capability in the depth direction. Figure (5-a) is STAM image of the 

first layer, and Figure (5-b) shows image of the second layer. 

 

 

 

       
 

Figure (5-a): STAM image of the first layer; Figure (5-b): image of the second layer 

 

 

 

 



 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL MEDICAL ENDOSCOPY AND TERRAIN SURVEY 

 

In acoustic and microwave imaging, the resolving capability of the systems is governed by the 

coverage and bandwidth of the spatial-frequency spectrum, which involves the size of the 

receiving aperture, angle of the active illumination, and bandwidth of the probing waveforms. To 

improve system performance, the typical approach has been the expansion of aperture size, 

observation angular coverage, and probing signal bandwidth, to elevate the systems to the level 

of multi-frequency or multi-projection tomography. 

 

In the optical domain, the system optimization is achieved through the expansion of the 

observation perspective. The procedure is to first integrate the sub-images from various 

perspective angles to construct the 3D image profile. The superposition produces the variation in 

the depth direction and improves the resolution through background noise reduction. 

Subsequently, the user can view the 3D profile from any selected perspective. Conceptually, this 

has a high degree of equivalence to multi-projection tomography in acoustical and microwave 

imaging. 

 

One interesting application of this approach is 3D medical endoscopy. Figure (6-a) shows the 

procedure of combining 2D image frames for the estimation of the 3D profile. After the 

formation of the 3D profile, it can be viewed from any elected perspective, which is of critical 

importance to the precision in the surgical procedures. Figure (6-b) shows the view of the 3D 

profile from six different perspective angles. This capability allows the surgeons to examine the 

region of interest from the preferred perspective to improve the effectiveness of hand-eye 

coordination in a dynamic manner. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (6-a): Combination of 2D image frames for the estimation of the 3D  

 

 



 
 

Figure (6-b): Views from six different perspective angles 

 

 

Similarly, the concept can be applied to the topographic survey of 3D terrains. Figure (7-a) 

shows the 3D composite image from the video sequence recorded during the survey flight. The 

circular flight path is marked in red in the photo. The algorithm also provides the estimates of the 

data-acquisition positions, as part of the process.  

 

 

 
 

Figure (7-a): 3D composite image from a survey flight 

 

 

By combining the 2D image frames accurately from the video sequence, a 3D terrain profile can 

be constructed and stored. Then it can be viewed from any selected perspective. Figure (7-b) is 

the enlarged version of the 3D reconstructed profile, viewed from a selected view angle. 

 



 
 

Figure (7-b): Enlarged version of the 3D reconstructed profile 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper provides an overview of tomographic acoustic microscopy, ground-penetrating radar 

imaging, synthetic-aperture sonar imaging, 3D medical endoscopy and terrain survey, as 

examples of the design, development, system integration and optimization of tomographic 

imaging systems. The purpose is to compare system functions and applications with various 

probing signals, operating modalities, and system configurations. Laboratory and field 

experiments were included to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system performance. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an effective multi-layer background modeling method to detect moving objects 

by exploiting the advantage of novel distinctive features and hierarchical structure of the Codebook 

(CB) model. In the block-based structure, the mean-color feature within a block often does not contain 

sufficient texture information, causing incorrect classification especially in large block size layers. 

Thus, the Binary Ordered Dithering (BOD) feature becomes an important supplement to the mean 

RGB feature In summary, the uniqueness of this approach is the incorporation of the halftoning 

scheme with the codebook model for superior performance over the existing methods. 

 

 Keywords: Multilayer codebook, Ordered dithering, Moving object detection. 

 

  

INTRODUCTION 

 

The detection of moving objects is a fundamental and crucial step in various vision-based applications 

such as imaging, sensing, and recognition. As reported in [1], ten primary technical elements need to 

be considered in background subtraction applications. Non-stationary backgrounds such as the 

movement of trees and water surface produce incorrect classifications in moving object detection. 

Significant efforts have been devoted to the improvement of the detection process in order to 

overcome these problems by utilizing image features such as the color information in RGB[2] or HSV 

space[ 3, 4], textural information, and image gradient[5, 6]. The statistical parameter in RGB color 

model [2] overcomes the problems of real-time requirement in moving object detection. However, 

the non-stationary background problem remains.  
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In some detection techniques, the pixel-based background model is first constructed with statistical 

distributions. The Mixture of Gaussian (MoG) [7] method characterizes an image pixel in a specific 

position with a collection of Gaussian distributions. The MoG method is adapted and extented in 

several researches. For example, Harville et al. [8] used YUV color space and depth information from 

a stereo camera as detected feature. Other extension of MoG utilize the CIE L*u*v color space and 

textural feature to classify pixels[9]. However, the practical application of these methods has been 

limited often due to the constraints of extensive computation. 

 

In the process of background subtraction, background model constructed from the CodeBook (CB) 

has been proposed [10-12].  The spatial relationship among image pixels was examined by using 

Markov Random Field (MRF) to improve CB model [11]. Yet, the CB method with MRF also is 

associated with an increase of computation complexity, compromising the processing efficiency. The 

block-based CB, illustrated in [12], addresses the element of processing efficiency. On the other hand, 

the fixed size of block-based Codebook limits the flexibility of the system. In order to ease the 

computation problem, a fast background subtraction method [13] incorporates a hierarchical block-

based and pixel-based codebook model. The low discriminative property of mean RGB feature may 

lead to misclassifications. 

 

The focus of this paper is a new multilayer background modeling method for the detection of moving 

objects using the structural property of the hierarchical CB model and a discriminative characteristic 

feature, namely BOD feature. The BOD feature is generated from the OD process from a given image. 

A simple example of the ordered dithering technique is the conversion of a grayscale image into a 

binary image by utilizing a trained dither matrix. Because the order dithering is inherently of very 

low processing complexity, and it has the capability in preserving the texture property of the original 

image, it is a good candidate for the traditional moving-object detection approaches. As documented 

in the experimental results, the hybrid system can result in superior detection performance to 

conventional methods. 

 

 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE MULTILAYER BACKGROUND MODEL 

 

In first part of figure 1 (0 t T)., we introduce the construction of proposed background model which 

are built based on new discriminative feature.  

 

A. Feature extraction 

 

To improve the overall performance, the feature extraction procedure of this method utilizes both the 

mean color and the BOD feature, as shown in figure 2. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed moving object detection method. 

 

In each image block, the mean RGB value can be computed from the pixels as 

𝜇(𝑀,𝑐ℎ) =
1

𝑀×𝑀
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑚,𝑛  

𝑐ℎ𝑀
𝑛=1

𝑀
𝑚=1                                                                                      (1) 

where ch = R, G, B represents the red, green, and blue color channels respectively . M is the block 

size, which can be 16, 8, or 4 for block-based processing.  

To extract the BOD feature, scaled dithered arrays Dd = {D0, D1, D2, …, D255} can be computed as   

 𝐷𝑑(𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝑑
𝐷(𝑚,𝑛)−𝐷min

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝐷min
 ; 𝑚 = 1, 2, … , 𝑀; 𝑛 = 1, 2, … , 𝑀                                                          (2) 

where Dmax and Dmin are the maximum and minimum values of the dither array, respectively. The set 

of dither arrays Dd {D1, D2, … , D255} can be pre-calculated and stored in the array Look-up Table 

(LUT) for repeated use in the execution of the process for the reduction of computation time. The 
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parameter d is the dither array index in the LUT and can be computed as the difference between the 

maximum and minimum values of input block. The maximum and minimum values are within the 

range interval of [0-255] implying that the value of d is also bounded in the same interval. Thus, the 

LUT consists of 255 scaled dither arrays corresponding to 255 possible values of the parameter d.  

RGB 

decomposition

Mean value for each block

16x16

BOD feature

16x16

RGB feature

Threshold

Min & Max 

of each block

8x8

4x4

1x1

8x8

4x4

Changeable 

block size

Dithered Ordering LUT

Original Image

Gray-scale image

OD bitmap

 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the proposed features extraction process. 

 

The BOD feature can be formulated by thresholding each grayscale image block bM by incorporating 

the scaled dither array of index d in the LUT as in equation  (3). 

 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑀(𝑚, 𝑛) =  {
1; 𝑖𝑓 𝑏𝑀(𝑚, 𝑛) ≥ 𝑏min + 𝐷𝑑(𝑚, 𝑛)

0; 𝑖𝑓 𝑏𝑀(𝑚, 𝑛) < 𝑏min + 𝐷𝑑(𝑚, 𝑛)
                                                              (3) 

At the final step of the feature extraction process, an image block is represented in the form of 

BM={(M, ch), bitmapM}, where M = 4, 8, 16 and ch = R, G, B. For the pixel-based layer, the mean 

color value for the pixel is B1 = {(M, ch)}. 

 

B. Background model construction 

 

In the training process, the feature in a specific block can be represented in the form of BM={(M, ch), 
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bitmapM}. The CB for a block is CM={Ci
M|1iL}, and L denotes the number of codewords in CB. 

For an incoming block (BM), the first step in multi-layer background model is to compare it with the 

corresponding codebook (CM). If CM does not have any codeword, the first codeword in the 

corresponding codebook is generated.  If CB (CM) contains at least one codeword, a matching 

function can be deployed to the matching process. To compute the matching function of the features, 

two sub-matching functions for each sub-feature: Euclidian distance for mean RGB feature and 

Hamming distance for BOD feature are computed. Combining the mean RGB matching score with 

the BOD matching score, a hybrid score matchValue is computed as given in equation (4). However, 

in the pixel-based CB matching, Euclidian distance value is assigned to be the matchValue. Finally, 

the match_function operation determines whether the incoming block BM matches the corresponding 

CB (CM). When matching produces a positive outcome, the incoming block BM is used to update the 

corresponding CB. Otherwise, the subsequent codeword (Ci
M; i=i+1) is activated for the matching 

process for the entire codeword database CB (CL
M). If no codeword is matched, a new codedword is 

added at the end of the corresponding codebook. 

 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝑣𝑀
𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 , 𝑣𝑀

𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑) 

=  {
𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝑣𝑀

𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 , 𝑣𝑀
𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑) + 𝜔 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑂𝐷(𝑣𝑀

𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 , 𝑣𝑀
𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑); 𝑖𝑓 𝑀 = 4, 8, 16

𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝑣𝑀
𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 , 𝑣𝑀

𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑟𝑜𝑑); 𝑖𝑓 𝑀 = 1                                                                                 
      (4) 

 

𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝑣𝑀
𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 , 𝑣𝑀

𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑
 
) =

 {
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒; 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝑣𝑀

𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 , 𝑣𝑀
𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑) ≤ 𝜆𝑀

2 ; 𝑖𝑓 𝑀 = 1, 4, 8, 16

𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                                                            
  

(5)  

The updating process for the rearrangement and removal of redundant codewords is commonly 

known as the refining procedure. The refining procedure compiles codewords in an descending order 

(bigger Wi to smaller Wi) and collects K active codewords from the original set of L in CB (K < L) 

according to the order. This procedure can be formulated in the form of 

𝐾 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔[∑ 𝑊𝑖
̅̅ ̅ > 𝜂

𝑔
𝑖=1 ]; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑔 ≤ 𝐿                                                                                        (6) 

where iW  and  are the weighting coefficients of the sorted codewords and the threshold.  

 

 

MOVING OBJECT DETECTION BASED ON MULTILAYER BACKGROUND 

SUBTRACTION 

 

The focus of this section is the multi-layer background subtraction for the detection of moving objects 

as shown in second part (t > T) in figure 1. In the multilayer background model, background regions 

are iteratively filtered out from coarse to fine levels. In the finest level, pixel-based background model 

is applied to refine the foreground region, which is located from the block-based layers. LSFR method 

is applied for dealing with stationary foreground.  
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A. Moving object detection with multilayer CB background model 

 

At an early stage moving object detection process, an incoming block of the size 1616 (B16) is first 

processed with the corresponding block-based CB, C16={Ci
16|0iK}. The incoming block BM is 

checked against the matching function as discussed earlier. If the ith codeword, Ci
16 is matched with 

the incoming block BM, the CB is updated. Otherwise, the remaining codewords are checked 

sequentially. If no codewords in CB C16 matches the image block B16, the incoming block is divided 

into four blocks of the size 88 (B8). Each B8 is considered as the incoming block and checked for 

match with the codeword in CB C8. Matching procedure is similar to that applied to CB C16. An 

incoming block B8 that matches a codeword in CB C8 is then used to update the background model. 

Otherwise, it is subsequently divided into four blocks of the size 44. After the first three layers, most 

background regions are removed. Yet, the block-based stages may produce only preliminary results. 

To further improve the accuracy, the pixel-based stage is then applied. 

In pixel-based detection, each pixel within B4 is checked for match with the pixel-based codeword 

CB Ci
1. The main difference between the block-based and pixel-based stages is the feature for 

matching. In the block-based stage, the feature for matching is a combination of two sub-features: 

mean RGB and BOD features. Notably, simply the RGB feature is used for matching in the pixel-

based stage. For any incoming pixel B1, the RGB value is utilized to check by the matching function. 

If the return is positive for a codeword Ci
1, the incoming pixel is assigned as the background. 

Subsequently, the pixel update process is applied for updating the background model. Otherwise, the 

incoming pixel is labeled as the foreground. 

 

B. Long-term Stationary Foreground Removal 

 

Long-term stationary foreground occurs when a certain foreground region remains unchanged at the 

same location for an extended period of time. This type of foreground should be classified and  treated 

as background profiles. To overcome this problem, the LSFR approach is applied to construct the 

model for the recording non-background information for all layers. The construction of the LSFR 

model is similar to the generation of the background model discussed in the previous section.  

As a foreground block is detected, the LSFR model is constructed and updated to form an additional 

multi-layer CB model (LSFM={LSFi
M | 1iLLSFi

M }). Each codeword in the LSFR model can be 

regarded as a vector, containing the elements of (1) the features, (2) the weighting parameter WLSFi
M, 

and (3) the parameter timeLSFi
M . The parameter timeLSFi

M indicates the time lapse since the last update 

of the corresponding codeword. And the weighting parameter WLSFi
M is the counts of the codeword 

updates. These two parameters provide quantitatively indications of the degree of the stationary of 

the foreground. If the stationary degree of a foreground block is greater than a pre-defined threshold, 

this image block should be considered and treated as background. Then again, the background profile 
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continues to go through updates during the moving-object detection process. With this configuration, 

the detection procedure functions in an effective, consistent, and reliable manner. 

  

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

For quantitative system performance evaluation, six parameters are utilized to examine the 

effectiveness of this approach which are defined as  

𝑇𝑃𝑅 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛
; 𝐹𝑃𝑅 =

𝑓𝑝

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛
; 𝐹𝑁𝑅 =

𝑓𝑛

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛
; 

                   𝑃𝑊𝐶 = 100 ∗
𝑓𝑛+𝑓𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛+𝑓𝑝+𝑡𝑛
; 𝐹𝑚 = 2 ∗

𝑃𝑟∗𝑇𝑃𝑅

𝑃𝑟+𝑇𝑃𝑅
; 𝑎𝑛𝑑 Pr =

𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝
,                                (8) 

where tp, tn, fp, fn denote the true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative rates, 

respectively.  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 3. Performance of the proposed method over various frames. 

  

 The performance of the proposed method is also objectively examined with respect to the six 

parameters, including TPR, FPR, FNR, PWC, Fm and Pr. Figure 3 shows the performance 

comparison of HCB, MCBS, with the proposed method for the WATERSURFACE video sequence 

over several video frames. It is clear that proposed method outperforms both HCB and MCBS in all 

criteria. In order to show efficiency of proposed method in wider range, whole frames in 
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WATERSURFACE video sequence is put into the test. The best value of each criteria is marked with 

a rectangle in table 1. It can be seen that proposed method give better performance in all criteria 

except for FPS. 

 

TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG HCB [12], MCBS [13], AND THE 

PROPOSED HYBRID METHOD WITH WATERSURFACE [14].  

 TPR FPR Similarity PWC Fm Pr FPS 

HCB [12] 0.899873 0.002352 0.866093 0.880438 0.92492 0.955141 320 

MCBS[13] 0.89138 0.001612 0.867814 0.871981 0.92653 0.967516 510 

Proposed 0.917938 0.001409 0.899632 0.701227 0.94627 0.977758 313 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study has proposed a new CB background model by utilizing new discriminative features and 

the hierarchical structure. Two features are employed, namely the RGB mean color value and the 

Binary Ordered Dithering (BOD) feature, which can be extracted with very low computational 

complexities. By combining the advantage of the hierarchical CB model and the two strong features, 

a significant of the background regions can be effectively removed in the block-based layers, the 

detected foreground regions are subsequently refined in the pixel-based layer. To deal with the 

stationary foreground problem, additional procedure named Long-term Stationary Foreground 

Removal (LSFR) is proposed. In comparison to the existing methods, the proposed method is as a 

competitive technique for effective and efficient detection of moving objects. 
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ABSTRACT
An optical communication system using a light-emitting diode (LED) as a transmitter and a high
speed digital camera as a receiver is considered. The camera collects data at a rate of 1,200 frames
per second (FPS). The pixel values are then processed using equal gain combining (EGC), best
pixel selection (BPS), and maximal ratio combining (MRC) techniques. The bit error rate (BER)
performance of these techniques is analyzed, and the effect of using different numbers of pixels
for receiver processing is considered. The effect of the camera’s pixel grid being at an angle with
respect to the LED’s direct path is experimentally explored.

INTRODUCTION
Optical communication has become a promising technique for providing high speed data rates while
maintaining a very secure link [1]. A typical optical communication system consists of optical
transmitters, such as laser diodes or LEDs, as well as receivers such as photodiodes or digital
cameras. Using a digital camera as a receiver has some advantages over a photodiode, as it allows
the transmitter to be moving and provides a much larger field of view for receiving signals. As
camera speeds continue to improve, optical communication’s potential for high speed data rates
will rapidly improve in the future. LEDs operating in the visible light spectral range can serve the
dual purpose of lighting a room as well as providing a high speed and secure communication link
[2].
One of the challenges facing optical communication is the need to dramatically increase the data
rates. One method of achieving this is to use an array of LEDs as a transmitter forming a multiple in-
put multiple output (MIMO) system. The concept of a MIMO optical communication system using
LEDs has been demonstrated in [1]. In [3], the BER performance of different diversity combin-
ing techniques is compared showing promising results for MRC. An improved receiver processing
technique allows lowering of the received optical energy to achieve the same BER performance. As
a result, the time duration of the transmitted pulses can be made shorter, which can allow higher data
rates. At the same time, LEDs with high data rates must also meet certain room lighting standards.
It is shown in [2] that LEDs in a room can maintain International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) standards for lighting while also providing a data transmission link, validating the concept of
a dual role room light source and communication system.
In this paper, we consider a communication system with an LED as a transmitter and a digital
camera as a receiver. We model the received LED image by using the Gaussian mixture model



(GMM) proposed in [3]. While this paper closely follows [3], one of the main contributions of this
paper is the results using a high speed complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) Promon
501 digital camera from AOS Technologies. Note that the results in [3] were obtained using a Sony
charge-coupled device (CCD) digital camera. Accordingly, our results in this paper use 1,200 FPS
in contrast to 120 FPS used in [3]. We study three different receiver processing techniques: EGC,
BPS, and MRC. EGC’s BER performance depends on the number of pixels used. Conditions on
how many pixels to use when the receiver uses EGC are given in [3], and the conditions are verified
with both simulation and experimental results. As expected, MRC outperforms the other receiver
processing techniques in terms of BER performance. We also explore the effect of the LED’s angle
of incidence on BER performance.

SYSTEM MODEL AND LED/CAMERA PARAMETERS
A single LED is used as a transmitter and a digital camera as a receiver. The camera is positioned
so that the tip of the camera lens is at a distance d from the tip of the LED. The camera has a
focal length f . In our model, the camera is allowed to rotate by an angle θ relative to being pointed
directly at the LED as shown in Fig. 1. In [3], a GMM combined with a reference image pixel

d

 = 0

LED Lens

Digital

Camera

Information 

source

LED driving 

circuit

Pixel processing

and data detection

Information 

sink

Fig. 1. An optical communication system using a digital camera as a receiver and an LED as a transmitter.

estimation (RIPE) is proposed for the LED image on the camera’s pixel plane. Using this model
the received signal, r′m,n, at the (m,n)th pixel can be expressed as

r′m,n = sm,nb+ qm,n + nm,n (1)

where sm,n is the signal due to the LED in the (m,n)th pixel, b ∈ {0, 1} is the transmitted bit,
qm,n is the background illumination in the (m,n)th pixel, and nm,n is Gaussian distributed noise in
the (m,n)th pixel. The variance of nm,n is given as σ2

m,n = α(sm,nb + qm,n) + β, where α and β
are constants [1],[4]. In order to use the GMM proposed in [3], it is necessary to define variables
that represent the location of the (m,n)th pixel relative to the pixel that contains the center of the
LED image. Let p be the pixel length and g be the gap between pixels. For our camera, g = 0
so the pixels are contiguous with no gaps in between. Let the center of the LED image fall at a
distance ξx in the x direction and ξy in the y direction from the center of the (i, j)th pixel, where
−p/2 ≤ ξx, ξy ≤ p/2. Then the location of the center of the (m,n)th pixel can be represented
relative to the center of the (i, j)th pixel as ax = (m− i)p− ξx and ay = (n− j)p− ξy as given in
[3]. The GMM then gives the signal, sm,n, due to the LED at the (m,n)th pixel as

sm,n = A(
µ

µo
)2

ν∑
k=1

ck(Q(
ax − p/2
σx,k

)−Q(ax + p/2

σx,k
))× (Q(

ay − p/2
σy,k

)−Q(ay + p/2

σy,k
)) (2)

where Q(x) = 1/
√
2π

∫∞
x
exp(−y2/2)dy, A = 1/p2, µ is the magnification of the LED image and

is given as µ = f/d, ν is the number of Gaussian mixture components used to fit the LED image,

2



σ2
x,k = (µ/µo)

2σ
′2
k + σ2

b,x , σ2
y,k = (µ/µo)
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b,y, σ
′2
k is a constant from GMM fitting, and σ2

b,x

and σ2
b,y are constants due to blur. In our results, we use σb,x = σb,y = 2.5× 10−6 m.
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Experimental data (f = 4.9 mm)
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Fig. 2. GMM fit on the received LED image at d = 10 cm and θ = 0o for f = 4.9 mm and f = 9.8 mm.

Fig. 2 shows the GMM fit for sm,n with different focal lengths of f = 4.9 mm and f = 9.8 mm.
The normalized pixel value in the figure is defined as sm,n/smax, where smax = maxm,n(sm,n). The
GMM fit uses two Gaussian curves (ν = 2). For the f = 4.9 mm fit case, we use σ′1 = 1.0571×10−5
m, σ′2 = 3.3333×10−5 m, c1 = 5.4438×10−8, and c2 = 1.1261×10−6, and for the f = 9.8 mm fit,
we use σ′1 = 2.7181×10−5 m, σ′2 = 7.9620×10−5 m, c1 = 4.0326×10−7, and c2 = 5.9429×10−6.
The experimental data sets in Fig. 2 are obtained by the digital camera by capturing 10,000 frames
with the LED on and 10,000 frames with the LED off. The 10,000 frames with the LED off are
then averaged in each pixel to find the average background illumination. The 10,000 frames with
the LED on are then averaged in each pixel and the background illumination is subtracted from the
averaged frame. Finally, vertical and horizontal lines across the image are considered through the
pixel with the highest intensity and the pixel values along these axes are averaged. It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that as the focal length increases, the image created by the LED on the pixel plane
expands, affecting more pixels.
The noise model for our camera is shown in Fig. 3. The noise variance varies linearly with the pixel
values. This plot is generated by averaging each pixel over 10,000 frames and plotting each pixel’s
variance versus its mean.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Our experiments use a 5 mm super white LED (RL5-W4575) from superbrightleds.com. The digital
camera used is an AOS Technologies Promon 501 with a 2/3 inch pixel grid with 8 bit dynamic
range. The camera is capable of resolutions of up to 2048× 1088, but in our experiments we use a
320 × 128 resolution. The sampling rate is 1,200 FPS with an exposure time of 500 µs. The pixel
length, p, is 5.5 µm.
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Linear fit (α = 0.02654; β = −0.2127)
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Fig. 3. Linear noise variance model for Promon 501 digital camera from AOS Technologies.

In this paper, three methods for processing the received image are explored: EGC, BPS, and MRC.
The background illumination is first removed from the received pixels to create rm,n = sm,n+nm,n.
Each pixel is multiplied by a weighting factor, wm,n, and then summed. In EGC, wm,n = 1 for all
selected pixels. In BPS, wm,n = 1 for the best pixel and wm,n = 0 for all other pixels. In MRC,
wm,n can be calculated as [3],

wm,n =
sm,n

1
2
αsm,n + αqm,n + β

(3)

For simplicity, in the simulations qm,n is considered to be a constant, q. This value was usually
between 15 and 30 in our experiments. The variance of the received pixels with the LED on
and with the LED off are given in [3] as σ2

on =
∑

m,nw
2
m,n(α(sm,n + qm,n) + β) and σ2

off =∑
m,nw

2
m,n(αqm,n + β). The receiver calculates zr =

∑
m,nwm,nrm,n and makes decisions based

on a threshold γo. Thus, if zr > γo then a binary 1 is detected, and a binary 0 is detected other-
wise. The decision threshold is given in [3] as γo = zs/(1 + ρ), where zs =

∑
m,nw

2
m,nsm,n and

ρ = σon/σoff . The expression used to generate analytical results for a given (ξx, ξy) can be found
in [3] as

Pb(ξx, ξy) =
1

2
(Q(

γo
σoff

) +Q(
zs − γo
σon

)) (4)

In order to verify the GMM’s representation of the LED’s image, the simulation, analytical, and
experimental BER results of the three processing schemes are compared for different values of
received power, R =

∑
m,n sm,n, in Fig. 4. The experimental results were obtained by fixing

the center of the LED image in the center of a pixel and then capturing 10,000 frames with the
LED on and 10,000 frames with the LED off for a given value of R. This was done twice for a
total of 40,000 frames for each value of R, and the received power and the BER is averaged over
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Fig. 4. BER performance at a distance d = 2 m, θ = 0o, and f = 9.8 mm. The LED’s image is centered in a pixel and
kept fixed.

the two sets of data. The 10,000 frames with the LED off are averaged to estimate the average
background illumination for each pixel. The 10,000 frames with the LED on are averaged and
the average background illumination is removed to estimate zs, σ2

on, σ2
off , and γo for each receiver

processing technique, as well as wm,n for MRC. Each individual received image then has the
average background illumination removed, and is processed using the three diversity combining
methods. For MRC and EGC, we use 9 pixels for data detection. For our results in Fig. 4 we use
d = 2 m, θ = 0o, and f = 9.8 mm.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the experimental results agree well with the analytical and simulation
results. MRC and EGC are shown to have similar performance, while the performance of BPS is
significantly worse. In the GMM, the shape of the LED image on the camera’s pixel plane is
controlled by the variance in the x and y directions, σ2

x,k and σ2
y,k. As σ2

x,k = (µ/µo)
2σ

′2
k + σ2

b,x

and σ2
y,k = (µ/µo)

2σ
′2
k + σ2

b,y where σ′2
k , σ2

b,x, and σ2
b,y are constants, the size of the LED image

in the x and y direction is controlled by the ratio (µ/µo)
2. Since µ = f/d and µo is a constant,

as f increases, the ratio (µ/µo)
2 increases as well. Because of this, the LED’s image spreads out

as we increase f , effectively lowering the intensity of the central pixel and raising the intensity
of the pixels around it. As a result, BPS ignores a large portion of the signal that is present in
the pixels surrounding the central pixel. However, EGC and MRC use the surrounding pixels
for receiver processing, and as a result they are able to provide much better BER performance.
The gap between the BER performance of EGC and MRC demonstrates the improvement in BER
performance of MRC obtained by optimally weighting the involved pixels.
The BER performance of EGC significantly depends on the number of pixels used for receiver
processing, and the optimal number of pixels to use for EGC can be determined using the conditions
given in [3]. Let N be the number of pixels considered, S̃N be the sum of pixels considered, and
uN = 0.5S̃2

N/(
α
2
S̃N+αqN+βN). The conditions state that no further pixels need to be considered

for receiver processing once uN > uN+1. In our results, we have found the sm,n values in the
decreasing order to be 2.3700, 1.2900, 1.0817, 1.0605, 0.9947, 0.6004, 0.5390,... . Hence u5 =
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14.5781 and u6 = 14.3138, so no more pixels need to be considered for receiver processing after
N = 5 pixels. For MRC it is not necessary to develop such conditions, as the pixel weights, wm,n,
reduce the effect that low signal pixels have on detection. To validate these results and concepts,
the BER performance of EGC and MRC is shown using different number of pixels for receiver
processing in Fig. 5. It is apparent from the plot that EGC provides its best BER performance
when using N = 5 pixels. When the number of selected pixels is small, MRC and EGC show
similar performance. However, for a larger number of pixels (N > 9), MRC begins to drastically
outperform EGC. With f = 9.8 mm, the LED image falls in a 5 × 5 pixel square with the central
3× 3 square of pixels receiving the most of the LED’s illuminance. Because of this, as more pixels
are included in receiver processing, EGC is adding pixels with a lower signal equally, while MRC
is applying very small weights to the low signal pixels. The result is that the BER performance of
EGC begins to degrade after uN > uN+1, while MRC’s BER performance floors, degrading only
very slightly in the experimental results.
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Fig. 5. BER performance at a distance d = 2 m, θ = 00, and f = 9.8 mm using different numbers of pixels. The
LED’s image is centered in a pixel and kept fixed, and the transmitted power is fixed.

The experimental data in Fig. 5 is obtained using the same method as in Fig. 4. However, only one
set of data, consisting of 20,000 frames, is used for the results in Fig. 5. The pixels are placed in
a vector in order of descending pixel value, and the N highest intensity pixels are used to generate
the results. In our results for Fig. 5, we use a fixed value of R = 19.0495, d = 2 m, θ = 0o, and
f = 9.8 mm.
It is important that an optical communication system is capable of providing reliable data transmis-
sion even if the transmitter and receiver are not pointed directly at each other. When using a digital
camera as a receiver, the capability of detecting a signal from a transmitter that is at an angle with
the camera’s pixel plane allows transmitter movement within the camera’s field of view. However,
the transmitter being somewhere in the camera’s field of view other than directly in front of it will
cause a loss in signal strength. In Fig. 6, we characterize this loss for different angles of θ along the
horizontal axis. Two values of 10log10(R) are considered. Our results use up to a maximum hori-
zontal field of view of θ = 40o. The experimental data in Fig. 6 is obtained by placing the digital
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Fig. 6. BER performance at a distance d = 1 m, f = 4.9 mm for different camera angles θ. BER performance is
shown for two fixed values of 10log10(R).

camera on a rotatable mount and adjusting the camera viewing angle. This effectively changes the
LED’s angle of incidence for each value of θ. For each angle θ, the experimental data is obtained
by collecting two sets of 20,000 frames, and using the same method as in Fig. 4. In our results for
Fig. 6, we use d = 1 m and f = 4.9 mm.
From Fig. 6, the BER performance of EGC and MRC degrades by a factor of 6.21 and 7.25
respectively at the maximum angle of θ = 40o for the case when 10log10R = 19.84 at θ = 0o. For
the 10log10R = 22.77 at θ = 0o case, the BER performance of EGC and MRC degrades by a factor
of 32.88 and 30.73 respectively at the maximum angle of θ = 40o. The simulation results in Fig. 6
are obtained using (2) with ck replaced by ck cos θ and using σ2

y,k = (µ/µo)
2(σ

′

k/ cos θ)
2 + σ2

b,y.

CONCLUSION
This paper considers a high speed digital camera as a receiver and an LED as a transmitter in an
optical communication system. The camera captures images at a rate of 1,200 FPS. The high speed
digital camera used is the Promon 501 from AOS Technologies with a CMOS sensor. The GMM
given in [3] is experimentally validated for the high speed camera with a CMOS sensor. Conditions
for the number of pixels to use for EGC are explored and are shown to provide optimal performance
when satisfied. The loss due to the LED’s angle of incidence is experimentally characterized and
found to have a significant effect on performance for large camera viewing angles. For small camera
viewing angles (e.g., less than 15o), the BER performance degradation is not significant.
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Abstract 

With industry standard synchronous data, the clock is effectively over twice the rate of the data (Figure 

1.).  The resultant problem is increased synchronous infrastructure bandwidth requirements and/or 

costly system architectures designed to avoid transport of synchronous data. This paper will discuss a 

potential solution. 

 

Introduction 

I have been working with telemetry systems since 1991. Over the years I have run into many occasions 

where I needed to provide data and clock through a long cable and/or significant infrastructure to a 

device and was disappointed to find that the end device did not work. As demand for high-rate data 

increased, this occurrence became more frequent.  Out of necessity, as bit-rates continued to increase I 

decided to take a closer look at transporting data and clock (synchronous data). During this effort, I 

determined some interesting facts about the bandwidth requirements of synchronous data and its 

impact on telemetry systems’ architecture. 

 

 

1 1 10 0

One Megabyte Data

Two Megabyte Effective Clock 

1

 

Figure 1. 
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For the purposes of this paper, the following definitions apply: 

Asynchronous data is defined as data that is transported without an associated clock (i.e., one cable, 

data only) 

Synchronous data is defined as data that is transported with an associated clock (i.e., two cables / data 

and clock) 

An end device is any device requiring synchronous data as input. 

A feedback loop is an indication that an end device is operating correctly. 

A transmission line is a pair of parallel conductors exhibiting certain characteristics due to distributed 

capacitance and inductance along its length.1 

A telemetry system is comprised of all telemetry hardware and facility infrastructure. 

Threshold detection latency is the cumulative latency created by repeatedly transporting a digital signal 

over a cable and detecting the now malformed signal with a digital device.  

 

Asynchronous Paradigm  

A long standing approach is to design an architecture that avoids transporting synchronous data any 

great distance. Systems are designed to transport only asynchronous data and to physically locate bit 

synchronizers close to end devices.   

The asynchronous paradigm is a very common and intuitive design that is easily implemented, but it is 

not without its short comings and associated costs. This paradigm is very hardware intensive. It requires 

a bit synchronizer and bulk decryptor immediately in front of each end item.  Cable lengths between the 

bit synchronizer, bulk decryptor and the end device are best kept short. Operators must load each 

decryptor separately and set up each bit synchronizer correctly based on feedback from multiple data 

paths and associated feedback loops. The asynchronous paradigm is also bit rate dependent.  If there is 

data rate change, each bit synchronizer must be reconfigured.  A single-stream four-end-device 

asynchronous paradigm example is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

1. Kuphaldt, Tony R.  (2000-2012). Lessons in 

ElectricCircuits.http://openbookproject.net/electricCircuits/AC/index.html     
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The Synchronous Paradigm  

The synchronous paradigm approaches the problem simply by providing enough bandwidth to transport 

synchronous data. This paradigm receives data/clock and transports it via a switching matrix to each end 

device.  Each switching matrix must have enough bandwidth to support the effective bit rate of the 

synchronous data’s clock. For example, to switch 35Mbps synchronous data, the switch must be capable 

of switching a 70Mbps effective clock.  The synchronous paradigm has some significant advantages: 

1. It can use code modifiers to correct polarity and provide Non-Return-to-Zero-Level (NRZ-L) to 

the bulk decryptors. Code modifiers are low cost and high density, relative to bit synchronizers 

with analog front-ends.  

2. Code modifiers are bit-rate independent. 

3. It uses less bulk decryptors. 

4. It uses fewer code modifiers/bit synchronizers 

5. Relative to the asynchronous paradigm, it has fewer data paths and associated feedback loops. 

However, it is still hindered by synchronous data bandwidth requirements and any long cable runs are 

subject to two different transmission line characteristics and any associated threshold detection 

latencies. A single-stream four-end-device synchronous paradigm example is illustrated in Figure 3. It 

uses approximately 40% less hardware than its asynchronous paradigm equivalent.  
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The Problem 

How can Systems Engineers move away from the complex and costly asynchronous paradigm-based 

telemetry systems and move toward the efficient and less costly synchronous paradigm based telemetry 

systems while avoiding synchronous data bandwidth requirements and associated data/clock 

transmission line inconsistencies? 

 

 Proposed Solution 

Sample a bit on every transition of the clock and reduce the clock-rate to one half of the industry 

standard. 

 

Half Clock

01 1 1 00

Data

 

Figure 4 

 

Half-clock accomplishes two significant synchronous data transport goals. First, it halves the bandwidth 

requirement for transporting synchronous data. Second, it makes the transmission line characteristics 

for the data and clock much more similar.  
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Conclusion 

In summary, implementation of half-clock would reduce the synchronous data infrastructure bandwidth 

requirements and make design and installation of lower-cost high-efficiency synchronous paradigm 

based telemetry systems much easier.  A one-time development cost would save significant Department 

Of Defense telemetry hardware, infrastructure and maintenance dollars. Development as a drop-down 

selection for bit synchronizer outputs, decomutator inputs and as a front panel selection on bulk 

decryptors would allow for half-clock as well as legacy telemetry hardware support. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper discusses the rover engagement display (RED), an application that integrates network 
communication, control systems, numerical and visual analysis of telemetry, and a graphical user 
interface for communicating with the embedded systems of a remote vehicle.  The target vehicle 
is a wheeled rover participating in the University Rover Challenge, a competition that observes 
the performance of rovers in an environment similar to that of the planet Mars.  Communication 
with the rover occurs via a TCP connection and messages adhere to a simple protocol.  The RED 
user interface is visually modular in an attempt to provide additional scalability and extensibility.  
Control algorithms, user interface design concepts, and code architecture (C#) are discussed. 
 
Keywords:  Graphical User Interface, Remotely Operated Vehicle, University Rover Challenge 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Mars Rover Design Team (MRDT) at Missouri University of Science & Technology was 
founded in the spring of 2012 to compete in the Mars Society’s University Rover Challenge 
(URC).  The URC is an annual, international competition held in desert of southern Utah in the 
United States that tests the next generation of rovers (Figure 1) that will hopefully, one day work 
alongside astronauts exploring Mars [1].   

 
Members of MRDT contribute in ways specific to their skillsets and interests, which support the 
primary objective of completing tasks at URC.   Completing tasks requires one or more operators 
to control the rover with a computer from a remote site, referred to as the base station, where the 
operators have no line of sight to the rover.  In order to perform the tasks from a position of little 
information, MRDT wanted a single base station application that would seamlessly integrate 
telemetry and controls.  In this paper, we will focus primarily on the design and implementation 
of the base station application, as well as the observed results from its use during development, 
integration, and competition.  Still, it is important to mention rover systems at times as they have 
a direct influence on the base station application (a paper on those systems has also been 
submitted to the International Telemetering Conference [2]).  For example, the integration of our 
robotic arm introduced 12 commands from which to choose in order to operate it.  So while we 
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may introduce rover systems at times, the primary focus is how the base station application is 
designed in response to the design of the rover and the needs of the operators.   
 

 
Figure 1.  The MRDT 2014 Mars Rover 

 
In early May 2013, the first incarnation of a base station application, dubbed MRDT-GUI, was 
started, roughly one month before the MRDT’s first competition [3].  The application used for 
competition was rushed due to the limited time allotted.  Consequently, the end product only 
contained the functionality needed to operate the rover at a basic level, and only telemetry that 
was deemed critical was transmitted.  After URC 2013 (MRDT’s first competition), a plan was 
put in place to develop a base station application that would not need to be rebuilt from the 
ground up each year.  The current base station application used by MRDT is known as Rover 
Engagement Display (RED).  Initial development of RED had been private up until URC 2014 
when it was published on GitHub, where it will remain as an Open Source project under the 
GNU General Public License (v2) [4].  In the long-term, RED may be able to service more than 
just MRDT as a telemetry and command interface for a remote, embedded system.   
 
RED employs some of the latest technology available on the Microsoft® .NET platform.  By 
using the most recent releases of certain technologies, we hope to increase the longevity of the 
project in terms of interest and support.  The primary Microsoft technologies used include: 
 

 .NET 4.5 / C# 5.0 
 Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) 
 Visual Studio 2012/2013 

 
Using the latest technologies also gives members of MRDT the opportunity to gain experience 
that will make them more marketable in the software development industry. 
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REQUIREMENTS 
 
The primary goal of RED is to maintain a connection with the rover and give operators the 
ability to control, configure, and monitor the rover.  The following requirements outline the 
essential functionality needed to accomplish this: 
 

1. Establish a redundant network connection that allows the simultaneous sending and 
receiving of data on both ends of the connection. 

2. A standardized format for data sent to and from the rover. 
3. A user interface that displays received telemetry and input in an organized fashion. 
4. Processes that capture controller input from operators and send appropriate commands to 

the rover. 
 
RED satisfies the first requirement by acting as an asynchronous TCP server that treats the rover 
as a client.  Resources covering network programming on the .NET Framework can be found on 
the Microsoft Developer Network [5].  Once the connection is established, RED parses and 
composes any messages it receives or sends as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).  The 
serialization and deserialization of JSON is handled by a third-party library called JSON.NET 
[6].  Messages received from the rover are routed to classes that manage specific areas of the 
user interface.  At execution, four threads are created that are responsible for reading and 
interpreting controller input.  Once valid input is given, one of these threads will send the correct 
command message over the connection to the rover.  We will cover the controller a little more 
later on. 
 

NETWORK COMMUNICATION 
 
Communication can be visualized as a constant stream of bytes being passed over the network 
between the base station and the rover (Figure 2).  Furthermore, communication can be 
organized as either telemetry (messages from rover to the base station) or commands (messages 
from the base station to rover).  Currently, the direction of message flow determines the category 
into which a message falls, but in the future this may not be the case.  For example, if a software 
update is made on the rover that adds telemetry or commands, the rover would ideally inform the 
base station the next time they connect.  This could be considered the rover commanding RED to 
alter its user interface to display the new telemetry.  Another example would be the rover 
sending messages to RED that prevent the operator from continuing a potentially harmful 
operation.  This is effectively the rover deciding what is best for it, as opposed to RED analyzing 
telemetry to make that decision.  The latter example requires a more complex rover, but it is one 
of many steps in the direction of autonomy. 
 
CONNECTION MANAGEMENT 
 
As previously mentioned, RED employs an asynchronous TCP server for managing its network 
connections, which is just a class initialized at application execution.  Asynchronous methods 
allow long-running I/O operations from the network to be processed while user interface (UI) 
rendering and logic remain responsive [7].  From the UI, operators can initiate listening on the 
internal TCP server with a button click.  Listening puts the server into a state of accepting TCP 
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connections from clients.  The UI also contains a disconnect button that halts listening, and 
closes all existing connections.  The .NET framework provides numerous classes with which we 
 

RoverRED

Radio Radio

Commands

 
 

Figure 2. RED-to-Rover Communication Structure 
 
can manage connections.  We opted to use the TcpListener and TcpClient classes with the 
Asynchronous Programming Model (APM) [8] [9] [10].  Using these classes simplified the 
programming of the TCP server by wrapping lower-level classes and providing methods that 
help with common network operations.  While APM itself does not necessarily make the 
programming any easier, plenty of examples could be found that enabled us to build off of until 
we achieved what suited our present needs.  The most recent version of .NET introduces the 
async/await keywords for asynchronous operations, something that we are considering for future 
releases. 
 
TCP was chosen to provide the reliable delivery of data to and from the rover.  While it is 
important that telemetry be received and displayed in real-time on RED, it is more important that 
the commands, such as those for driving, arrive at the rover.  If for any reason packets were to 
get out-of-order or never arrive, the rover may carry out actions detrimental to its well-being.  
Currently, due to hardware limitations and time, very few measures have been put in place to 
have the rover automatically detect when it is in danger.  The primary protections implemented 
within the last year have been for the power system to ensure the safe charging and discharging 
of the batteries.  The motors on the rover are programmed to apply the last value they received, 
so if no command is received with a value to stop, then the motors will not stop until the batteries 
are dead.  With a reliable connection and by constantly surrounding the rover with people in the 
field, we have never experienced a scenario where the rover was damaged due to such a failure.  
However, it is a well-known possibility that we have full intentions of rectifying in the future 
with better awareness on the rover. 
 
The rover’s communication is conducted by a custom printed circuit board (PCB) containing an 
ARM processor, called the motherboard.  Among other things, the motherboard is configured to 
always attempt to establish a connection with the base station, and once it has done that, 
continuously send telemetry and receive commands.  The motherboard is configured to send 15 
to 30 JSON messages every 100ms, providing a seemingly constant stream of data.  If this 
stream of data ceases for a period longer than five seconds, RED will assume that the connection 
is bad and close it properly.  If nothing fatal has occurred on the rover, the motherboard will 
reconnect and operation can resume.   
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Typically, the network connection with the rover failed due to damaged cords, power issues, or 
poor signal quality.  Damaged cords were the result of insufficient wire routing or stress from 
activity from operating the rover.  Any power issues resulted from improper management of 
discharging power by the PCB dedicated to this task.  Lastly, poor signal quality came into play 
when the rover’s distance exceeded what the antennas could handle, or when the rover broke line 
of sight with the antenna behind an obstruction of considerable size. 
 
MESSAGE FORMAT 
 
Messages are serialized as JSON prior to being sent over the network where they have to be 
parsed by receiving entity.  These messages contain only two things: (1) and ID number and (2) a 
value.  IDs are unique integers that correspond to a particular piece of telemetry or command.  
Once the message is identified, the value is taken and applied to either updating the UI (on RED) 
or commanding a subsystem of the rover.  JSON is a simple format, and third party libraries exist 
that provide simple serialization and deserialization support [6].  Regardless, the rover’s limited 
hardware resources should be used sparingly.  In order to ensure that more telemetry and 
commands do not hinder performance, we will be exploring an alternative, custom format that 
reduces processing time during serialization and deserialization, as well the amount of data 
transmitted over any network connection. 
 
CAMERAS 
 
It is important to note that RED does not manage the video streams to the several IP cameras on 
board the rover.  These cameras receive unique IP addresses and are viewed through a separate 
application on dedicated monitors at the base station.  This allows the connection through which 
telemetry and commands pass to be independent from the connections for video streams.  This 
isolation has been particularly valuable in the field and when troubleshooting.  If one camera is 
damaged, other cameras, telemetry, and commands will still function, and when that is not the 
case, it is due to a much larger issue such as power failure or a bad radio signal. 
 

USER INTERFACE 
 
RED utilizes Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) to render a user interface for operators to 
view and interact with telemetry.  RED integrates this user interface with many background 
threads that are responsible for tasks such as reading controller input, managing the network 
connections, serializing outgoing messages, deserializing incoming messages, and conducting 
the business logic that is ultimately visualized on the UI.  All of this functionality was organized 
in conjunction with Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) design pattern (Figure 3) leading to a 
modularization of functionality. 
 

View
(XAML)

ViewModel Model
N:1

(databinding)
1:1

 
 

Figure 3. Model-View-ViewModel Relationship Structure in RED 
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MODEL-VIEW-VIEWMODEL (MVVM) 
 
The View portion of MVVM corresponds to the markup code associated with the user interface 
known as Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) [11].  This markup is rendered by 
WPF into what users see on their monitor.  XAML offers an alternative to programmatically 
setting up the UI in code-behind.  Views are just classes (such as a Window) that derive from a 
long list of .NET classes where they obtain many different properties, event handlers, and 
methods.  One of these properties is the DataContext which we use to dynamically set a class 
that serves as the business logic for a particular View.  In addition, the same ViewModel instance 
can serve multiple Views.  The ViewModel can be seen as the mediator between the data objects, 
the Models, and the Views.  Having this separation can be beneficial when attempting to share 
the same data between multiple Views.  Two separate Views can set the same ViewModel 
instance as their DataContext, giving them the ability to display the same information in multiple 
locations on the UI.  In practice, this is not the exact implementation we use, but rather we have 
modified this approach by having ViewModels contain other ViewModels as members in a 
process called Composition. Dependency Injection is then implemented to share ViewModel 
functionality across ViewModels. 
 
DATABINDING 
 
The ability to display data on View from its DataContext is achieved through a process called 
databinding [12].  Views are composed of controls, such as a TextBox, which bind to public 
properties in the View’s DataContext (a ViewModel).  These properties encapsulate a portion of 
the Model by providing a getter and setter to the View.  Anytime the property’s setter is 
executed, an event is raised that notifies the UI thread of a change.  The UI thread then has every 
control bound to that property call the property’s getter for the updated value.  Upon doing so, 
the UI updates to reflect the change in value.  Logic can be used within the getters and setters of 
these properties to format the data.  Setters can also be removed from these properties when a 
read-only experience is all that is needed. 
 
MODULES 
 
RED’s primary window is called the Control Center, which is itself a View.  By design, nearly 
all operator functions can be performed from this screen.  Nonetheless, appearance and system 
settings are not configurable from the Control Center and must be accessed by clicking the 
settings link at the top-right of the Control Center.  The Control Center contains five rectangular 
placeholders the can contain modules.  Modules are just Views that can be loaded dynamically at 
runtime into the placeholders.  Recall that Views have access to ViewModels which contain the 
business logic and bindings for that View.  Therefore, modules can also be thought of as both the 
View and its corresponding ViewModel.  Modules are loaded by using the Module Manager 
(Figure 4) located on the far right column of the Control Center.  To load a module, the user 
selects a module from the list of available ones.  The user then assigns it to a placeholder by 
clicking one of the buttons below the list.  These buttons are visually structured to correspond to 
one of the placeholders.  Once loaded, the placeholders can be adjusted in size by clicking and 
dragging the lines that separate each placeholder.  The right column also contains the Message 
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Center (Figure 5), a read-only console that serves as a debugging tool at run-time.  A list of basic 
information pertaining to the state of the system can also be found on the Control Center.  
 

   
Figure 4. Module Manager Figure 5. Message Center 

 
The Module Manager also provides a way to save and delete a particular set of modules, as well 
as the size of their containing placeholder, that have been loaded between application executions.  
This serves to save the operators from having to manually load each module every time they use 
RED.  Users must designate a name for a particular layout before saving.  When a layout is 
saved, each placeholder’s contents and size are saved to a local XML file along with the given 
name.  Once saved, the user will see a button with that name appear at the bottom of the Control 
Center.  Clicking that button will adjust the placeholders to the layout specified in the XML file.   
 
The separation of the UI and business logic with WPF and the MVVM pattern is conducive to 
this modular UI approach.  Once the basic framework for loading modules was established, new 
features could be implemented as modules.  Once modules are completed, they integrate 
immediately with the Module Manager.  This integration is ensured by implementing our 
IModule interface on ViewModels used by Views that are intended to load into placeholders.  
Placeholders are ContentControls (C# Class) whose content is bound to properties of type 
IModule, the interface implemented by module ViewModels.  When these properties are set to a 
ViewModel implementing IModule, the placeholders update their content as a new instance of a 
View associated with that ViewModel.  The DataContext for this new View is the ViewModel 
implementing IModule that was just set.  This is a WPF feature known as Data Templates.  Any 
ViewModel that implements IModule has the following: 
 

 A Title property of type string 
 An InUse property of type Boolean 
 An IsManageable property of type Boolean 
 A TelemetryReceiver method that takes an IProtocol<T> as a parameter. 

 
All module ViewModels are initialized one time when RED is executed, as opposed to their 
associated Views which are initialized every time modules are loaded.  The module ViewModels 
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are stored in a List structure where they can be retrieved as needed.  The Title property of 
IModule provides a way to look up the module ViewModels within that List.  Selecting only the 
Titles for every ViewModel in that List generates a list of names that are used in the Module 
Manager’s list of available modules.  However, only module ViewModels that have their 
IsManageable property set to true will appear in the Module Manager.  The InUse property is 
used to enable a key part of the Module Manager’s logic when loading modules.  Any module 
that is currently loaded to a placeholder will have its InUse property set to true.  By checking this 
property when loading a module, we prevent the same module appearing in more than one 
placeholder simultaneously.  Lastly, the TelemetryReceiver method is the primary method that 
allows data to flow from one module to another.  The most important example of this is the flow 
of data from the Networking module to every other Module that displays telemetry from the 
rover.   When a message is received and parsed by the NetworkingViewModel as all incoming 
messages are, it is routed to the TelemetryReceiver of the appropriate ViewModel by accessing 
the aforementioned List.  At design-time, all possible telemetry is known and module Views are 
designed to have dedicated controls, such as a TextBlock, for each piece of telemetry.  Since 
these controls bind to properties in the ViewModel, the TelemetryReceiver implementation only 
needs to set the appropriate property to the new value received in order for the UI to update. 
 
The IProtocol<T> interface is the contract used to ensure that telemetry and commands maintain 
the Id/Value format.  Classes implementing IProtocol are serialized into the JSON that gets sent 
over the network to the rover.  Data received from the rover must be deserializable as an 
IProtocol in order for it to be routed to a module.  With many messages being received every 
second during a connection, care was taken to gracefully handle the deserialization of messages 
that were corrupted or improperly formatted.  JSON.NET deserialized every message as a 
Protocol<T> class, which implements the IProtocol<T> interface. The IProtocol<T> interface 
contains the following: 
 

 An Id property of type integer 
 A Value property of type T 

 
Having IProtocol be generic allows RED to serialize and deserialize JSON messages containing 
any primitive C# data type. 
 
CONTROLLER 
 
An Xbox controller is used by RED to get command input from an operator.  Reading and 
interpreting this input is managed by the Input ViewModel (InputVM) and the XInput class in 
DirectX [13].  This input is visualized on the Input View in order to verify that all buttons and 
joysticks are working.  When the InputVM is initialized, it creates a thread whose sole job is to 
read the current state of the controller every 30 milliseconds and map those values to properties 
within InputVM.  Following this, three more threads are created that interpret that input and pass 
commands through the Networking ViewModel so they will be serialized and sent to the rover.  
Each of these three threads are Timer classes that execute at regular intervals, each of which may 
be configured to be different.  Every time each thread fires, it reads the current state of values 
read from the controller and decides whether or not sending a command is necessary.  The three 
threads correspond to sending commands for driving, the robotic arm, and robotic arm gripper.  
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The difference in intervals between the three threads was seen as necessary to control the rate at 
which messages are sent if necessary.  For example, driving commands need to be sent the 
fastest because we needed as much responsiveness when trying to slow down or speed up rapidly 
for a short period of time.  In contrast, the robotic arm needed to seem less responsive to controls 
(or just slower) in order to provide the illusion of precision as we attempted to take advantage of 
six degrees of freedom. 
 
VISUALIZATIONS 
 
Due to limitations on time, mainly caused by the need to ensure successful integration, minimal 
efforts were applied to the implementation of visualizing and analyzing telemetry.  Still, the 
battery management system was reporting throughout integration and competition.  We took the 
time to keep the last ten messages received for each of the 15 telemetry messages for the battery 
management system.  All of this was displayed on the Battery Systems module, and the historical 
aspect was represented as a series of vertical bars progressing across the screen as telemetry was 
received.  This was enough to alert the operators to spikes in current or sags in voltage. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
RED is developed to provide MRDT with a user interface that effectively manages and 
visualizes communication with the remote rover.  RED’s design contributed to a successful year 
at URC 2014.  During competition, no significant issues arose from RED’s design that impeded 
the operator’s ability to operate the rover.  Commands sent by RED were received by the rover, 
and all telemetry sent by the rover was received and displayed properly.  All of this was done 
while maintaining a responsive user interface.  Network issues caused by non-fatal events on the 
rover always led to a connection being re-established and operation continuing as normal. 
 
Slight latency (less than half a second) in camera feeds was an issue that made controlling the 
rover difficult.  The limited perspective and picture quality of the IP cameras we used only added 
to that difficulty.  Nonetheless, there were enough cameras that operators could perform the 
tasks.  It is also worth noting that the desert conditions took a toll on the base station computer 
and its peripherals.  We foresaw this and brought spares for some things which turned out to be a 
good idea.  Glare from sunlight also made viewing RED difficult when its dark theme was 
enabled.  Switching to its light theme made viewing RED much easier in the desert sun. 
 
MRDT intends to add more telemetry-generating components to the rover, giving operators a 
better picture of what is going on.  Doing this presents a new challenge for those of us 
developing RED to create new ways of representing data, as well as storing it long-term.  
Implementing autonomous behavior on the rover is a long-term goal of MRDT, something that 
will require the generation, acquisition, and processing of much more data than we currently 
receive.  There are over 60 telemetry and command Ids currently in use by RED, with many 
more well on the way. 
 
Reducing any latency with communication, as well as increasing telemetry, enables the 
possibility of higher precision controls.  In particular, haptic feedback on the robotic arm and 
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suspension translated to vibrations on the controller are a simple, yet powerful manner in which 
to give operators insights into the environment around the rover. 
 
By using C# and WPF, along with the MVVM design pattern, RED is in a good position for 
expansion.  Currently, the telemetry and command Ids are hard coded as enumerations.  While 
changing them is not difficult, eliminating that task would open the door to allowing those who 
are unfamiliar with RED’s code to determine the commands it sends and telemetry it displays.  
Ultimately, we hope to empower the user to design new modules from within RED, a feature 
which would hopefully see RED serving more than just the needs of MRDT.   
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ABSTRACT

Generalized time-reversed space-time block codes (GTR-STBC) are introduced as a conceptual
tool to examine the impact of unequal power allocation in aeronautical telemetry channels. Two
transmitting antennas are employed to exploit partial channel state information. GTR-STBC are
observed to perform the best trade-off between the signal-to-noise ratio and inter symbol interfer-
ence. It is also observed that the optimum transmitter power profile for the measured channel is
significantly different than that in the statistical channel model.

INTRODUCTION

Aeronautical telemetry deals with a wideband air-to-ground communication link that usually com-
prises of frequency selective fading channels. In addition, severe size, weight and power limi-
tations are imposed on the airborne transmitter. Highly power-efficient transmitters, such as ra-
dio frequency (RF) power amplifiers operating in full saturation, and constant-envelope modula-
tion schemes are employed to overcome these limitations. Since frequency selective fading leads
to inter-symbol interference (ISI), techniques for mitigating ISI using the aeronautical telemetry
standard IRIG 106 [1] (especially the shaped offset quaternary phase shift keying version TG
(SOQPSK-TG)) are of immediate interest.

The goal therefore is one involving single-carrier, constant-envelope modulation operating in a
frequency selective channel. This is clearly an equalization and/or diversity problem. Diversity
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reception, especially by widely separated antennas, is an obvious but expensive solution. Another
feasible solution is transmit diversity when the size, weight and power constraints allow it. The
most common scenario will be a system involving multiple transmit antennas with a single receive
antenna, which can increase the reliability or throughput in multipath fading channels.

Under flat fading, if the transmitter knows the channels between each transmit and receive an-
tenna, then spatio-temporal coding [3] is optimum in that it maximizes signal-to-noise ratio [2].
If the transmitter does not have this knowledge, then a diversity-maximizing orthogonal design
(such as the Alamouti code [4]) is optimum [2]. Although OFDM is generally applied on a per
subcarrier basis in frequency selective fading, it is not a viable approach under the constraints just
described. Approaches suitable to single-carrier modulation are of interest, specifically the time-
reversed space-time block codes (TR-STBCs) [5]–[9]. It plays the role that the Alamouti code
does in frequency non-selective fading with an uninformed transmitter. If the transmitter knows
the channels, it is not obvious how it could use this channel state information since SOQPSK-TG
does not have any “variable parameters” such as the number and location of constellation points.
The only other variable available to the system is the power allocated to each transmit antenna.

In an effort to explore the robustness of transmit diversity in links prone to multipath fading, chan-
nel sounding experiments involving multiple transmit antennas have been conducted at Cairns
Army Airfield, Ft. Rucker, Alabama, [10, 11] and Edwards Air Force Base, California, [12]. Initial
experiments involving TR-STBC applied to the helicopter-to-ground channel sets revealed some
curious behavior, which was described in [11] for QPSK. This same behavior with TR-STBC,
SOQPSK-TG for the same data set is illustrated in Figure 1. This plot compares the simulated bit
error rate (BER) performance of TR-STBC using minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) equal-
izers to the simulated BER performance of a link using only one of the two available channels.
TR-STBC performs better than the single-channel link using only channel 2, but worse than the
single-channel link using only channel 1. Clearly, channel 1 is better, in some sense, than channel
2. In fact, channel 1 is so much better than channel 2 that incorporating channel 2 into a TR-STBC
system only makes things worse. These results imply that there are cases where it is better to aban-
don traditional TR-STBC and use only one of the two available channels. The fact that this curious
behavior can occur on real channels prompts one to ask, “Can this curious behavior be derived
from the given impulse responses of two channels?” In other words, it appears that with some
form of channel state information, it is possible to achieve better performance than TR-STBC.

This paper answers the question. As a conceptual tool, we consider a fixed-power transmitter that
allocates a portion of the fixed power to each channel. This power allocation is parameterized
by ρ, the proportion of total power allocated to channel 1. Using only one of the two available
channels is captured by the case ρ = 1 (channel 1 only) or ρ = 0 (channel 2 only). Next, we
introduce Generalized TR-STBC (GTR-STBC), a modified version of TR-STBC that incorporates
the unequal power allocation ρ. We also develop and analyze a MMSE equalizer that operates on
the samples of SOQPSK-TG. By expressing the residual mean-squared error at the equalizer output
as a function of ρ, we are able to choose ρ to minimize the residual mean-squared error for a given
pair of channel impulse responses. This criterion neatly captures the contributions of both ISI and
additive noise at the equalizer output and it facilitates the derivation of mathematical expressions
at the equalizer that are tractable. Also, generally speaking, reductions in mean-squared error lead
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Figure 1: Simulated BER plots for 10-Mbit/s SOQPSK-TG using MMSE equalizers over a pair
of representative impulse responses measured over a helicopter-to-ground channel. The circular
markers are the BER results using a single antenna, the square markers are the BER results using
both channels with TR-STBC.

to reductions in bit error.

Our numerical results show that the mean-squared error criterion is capable of identifying the
cases where the curious behavior occurs. The conceptual tool of unequal power allocation together
with GTR-STBC define a simple transmit diversity scheme based on the partial knowledge of the
channel by the transmitter. Here, the transmitter only needs to know ρ, which is easy to compute
at the receiver and send back to the transmitter. This simple scheme includes transmit selection
diversity (ρ = 0 or 1) and traditional TR-STBC (ρ = 1/2).

MMSE EQUALIZATION OF SOQPSK-TG

The system considered here is summarized in Figure 2. As before, the complex-valued baseband
equivalent representation [13] is used for all signals. Starting with the block diagram of Figure 2
(a), the SOQPSK-TG signal xc(t) is transmitted through a channel impulse response hc(t) whose
output, accompanied by thermal noise, forms the receive signal rc(t). After the application of an
anti-aliasing low-pass filter with impulse response ha(t), T -spaced samples of rc(t) are produced
by an A/D converter. Assuming the anti-aliasing filter does not distort the received signal, the
samples of the received signal may be expressed as

r(n) = x(n) ∗ h(n) + w(n) =

L2∑

k=−L1

h(k)x(n− k) + w(n), (1)

where
r(n) = rc(nT ), x(n) = xc(nT ), h(n) = hc(t) ∗ ha(t)|t=nT .
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Figure 2: A block diagram of the system that applies an MMSE equalizer to samples of a received
SOQPSK-TG signal: (a) the system showing the continuous-time signals, the anti-aliasing filter,
and A/D converter; (b) the equivalent discrete-time system.

In (1) w(n) is the n-th sample of a zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian random sequence with
autocorrelation function

Rw(k) =
1

2
E
{
w(n)w∗(n− k)

}
= σ2

wδ(k). (2)

Note that (1) assumes the discrete-time channel has support on −L1 ≤ n ≤ L2. As a first step, we
apply the samples r(n) to a filter matched to the discrete-time channel to produce y(n):

y(n) = r(n) ∗ h∗(−n)
= x(n) ∗ h(n) ∗ h∗(−n)︸ ︷︷ ︸

heq(n)

+w(n) ∗ h∗(−n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
v(n)

(3)

=

Leq∑

k=−Leq

heq(k)x(n− k) + v(n), (4)

where Leq = L1 + L2 and v(n) is a complex valued Gaussian random sequence with zero mean
and autocorrelation function

Rv(k) =
1

2
E
{
v(n)v∗(n− k)

}
= σ2

wheq(k). (5)

The samples y(n) form the input to an MMSE equalizer. The MMSE equalizer is an FIR filter
with coefficients c(n) for −Lc ≤ n ≤ Lc designed to minimize the mean squared error between
the equalizer filter output x̂(n) and the sequence x(n). The entire system may be represented by
an equivalent discrete-time system shown in Figure 2 (b).

The challenge with equalizing samples of the modulated signal is that the underlying continuous-
time waveform is not wide-sense stationary [13]. This fact carries over to the samples of xc(t) and
is captured by the fact that the autocorrelation function of the x(n) is of the form

Rx(k, `) =
1

2
E
{
x(k)x∗(`)

}
, (6)
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that is, the autocorrelation function is a function of both sample indexes, not the difference between
them. Consequently, the equalizer filter coefficients depend on sample index n. It is hard to see
how this solution has any practical utility, especially in the presence of a real-time performance
requirement. In the end, the designer is left with suboptimal approaches of reduced computational
complexity whose accompanying performance penalty is acceptable.

The simplest suboptimal approach is to assume the signal samples are wide-sense stationary. Here,
the autocorrelation function is of the form

Rx(k − `) =
1

2
E
{
x(k)x∗(`)

}
, (7)

that is, the autocorrelation function depends on the difference of the sample time indexes. The
wide-sense stationary assumption for x(n) greatly simplifies the solution as the equalizer coeffi-
cients no longer depend on the samples index n.

The question is now, what function should be used for the autocorrelation function Rx(k)? Two
approximations are investigated in [17]. The first is an empirically-derived autocorrelation function
which is obtained by generating a large number of samples x(n) and using the standard estimation
technique assuming wide sense stationarity. Given L samples of x(n) for n = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1, this
empirical autocorrelation function is

Re(k) =
1

2(L− k)
L−1∑

n=k

x(n)x∗(n− k), 0 ≤ k < L− 1 (8)

together with
Re(k) = R∗e(−k), −L < k < 0. (9)

The second approximation is to assume the data are uncorrelated which generates a correlation
function of the form

Ri(k) = σ2
xδ(k). (10)

In [17], we demonstrated that MMSE equalizers based on above approximations exhibit almost
identical performance. Consequently, we use the second approximation as this choice simplifies
the computations of the equalizer filter coefficients.

Because the optimum equalizer coefficients no longer depend on the samples index n, the relation-
ship between x(n) and the equalizer output x̂(n) is

x̂(n) = c(n) ∗ y(n) =
Lc∑

k=−Lc

c(k)y(n− k). (11)

The vector of filter coefficients that minimizes the mean squared error

E = E
{∣∣∣x(n)− x̂(n)

∣∣∣
2
}

(12)
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is given by

c =

[
GG† +

2

Eb/N0

Heq

]−1
g†, (13)

where c is the (2Lc + 1) × 1 vector of filter coefficients, G is the (2Lc + 1) × (2Lc + 1 + 2Leq)
matrix

G =




heq(Leq) · · · heq(−Leq)
heq(Leq) · · · heq(−Leq)

. . .
heq(Leq) · · · heq(−Leq)


 ; (14)

Heq is the (2Lc + 1)× (2Lc + 1) matrix given by

Heq =



heq(0) · · · heq(−2Lc)

...
...

heq(2Lc) · · · heq(0)


 , (15)

where it is understood that heq(k) = 0 for |k| > Leq.

Vector g is the 1× (2Lc + 1) vector given by

g =
[
01×(Lc−Leq) heq 01×(Lc−Leq)

]
, (16)

where 01×(Lc−Leq) is a row vector comprising Lc − Leq zeros (here we assume Lc > Leq, i.e., the
equalizer is longer than the channel), and heq is the 1× (2Leq + 1) vector given by

heq =
[
heq(Leq) · · · heq(0) · · · heq(−Leq)

]
. (17)

The corresponding mean squared error is

Emin = σ2
x

(
1− g

[
GG† +

2

Eb/N0

Heq

]−1
g†

)
. (18)

GENERALIZED TR-STBC (GTR-STBC): NON-EQUAL POWER ALLOCATIONS
USING TR-STBC

An abstraction (to the sample level) for a 2 × 1 TR-STBC system is illustrated in Figure 3. Here
the system transmits 2L samples of an SOQPSK-TG signal sampled at N samples/bit over two
transmit antennas to one receive antenna. The equivalent discrete-time channel between transmit
antenna 1 and the receive antenna is represented by the impulse response h1(n) for −L1,1 ≤
n ≤ L1,2 whereas the equivalent discrete-time channel between transmit antenna 2 and the receive
antenna is represented by the impulse response h2(n) for −L2,1 ≤ n ≤ L2,2.
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Figure 3: A block diagram of the TR-STBC system based on unequal power allocation using
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.

The TR-STBC encoder partitions the sample sequence x(0), . . . , x(2L − 1) into two sequences
x1(n) and x2(n) as shown in Figure 3. The length-2L packet is transmitted in two intervals1 each
spanning L sample intervals. During the first interval x1(0), . . . , x1(L − 1) is transmitted from
antenna 1 whereas x2(0), . . . , x2(L− 1) is transmitted from antenna 2. During the second interval,
x∗2(L−1), . . . , x∗2(0) is transmitted from antenna 1 whereas−x∗1(L−1), . . . ,−x∗1(0) is transmitted
from antenna 2.

Power division using 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is accomplished by modified the TR-STBC system along the lines
illustrated in Figure 3. Amplitude scaling is applied to the signals entering each channel so as to
divide the power between the channels. Here ρ represents the proportion of total power allocated
to transmit antenna 1. The traditional TR-STBC system2 is a special case for which ρ = 1/2. The
square-root is used in Figure 3 because the amplitudes are what are being modified—the energy
(or power) is the square of the amplitude.

The received signal r(n) is given by

r(n) =
√
ρ x1(n) ∗ h1(n) +

√
1− ρ x2(n) ∗ h2(n) + w(n), (19)

where w(n) is a complex-valued Gaussian random sequence with zero mean and autocovariance
function given by (2). The TR-STBC decoder partitions r(n) into r1(n) and r2(n) as follows:

r1(n) = r(n) for 0 ≤ n ≤ L− 1

r2(n− L) = r(n) for L ≤ n ≤ 2L− 1.
(20)

1In a practical implementation, a guard interval at least as long as the longest channel impulse response must be
inserted between the two intervals. Here, such an interval is assumed, although we won’t complicate the notation to
make this explicit.

2In the traditional TR-STBC system, ρ = 1/2 is included in neither the development nor the notation because
the same power is assumed to be applied to each channel. Hence there is no need to account for it, other than in
normalizing the noise variance.
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These two sequences are given by

r1(n) =
√
ρ x1(n) ∗ h1(n) +

√
1− ρ x2(n) ∗ h2(n) + w1(n) (21)

r2(n) =
√
ρ x∗2(−n) ∗ h1(n)−

√
1− ρ x∗1(−n) ∗ h2(n) + w2(n), (22)

where w1(n) and w2(n) are related to w(n) the same way r1(n) and r2(n) are related to r(n). The
TR-STBC decoder processes r1(n) and r2(n) using a bank of filters based on the channel impulse
responses h1(n) and h2(n) as shown. The result of this processing is a pair of parallel sequences
y1(n) and y2(n) which may be expressed as

y1(n) = r1(n) ∗
√
ρ h∗1(−n)− r∗2(−n) ∗

√
1− ρ h2(n)

= x1(n) ∗
[
ρ h1(n) ∗ h∗1(−n) + (1− ρ) h2(n) ∗ h∗2(−n)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
heq(n)

+ w1(n) ∗
√
ρ h∗1(−n) + w∗2(−n) ∗

√
1− ρ h2(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸

v1(n)

(23)

and

y2(n) = r1(n) ∗
√

1− ρ h∗2(−n) + r∗2(−n) ∗
√
ρ h1(n)

= x2(n) ∗
[
(1− ρ) h2(n) ∗ h∗2(−n) + ρ h∗1(−n) ∗ h1(n)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
heq(n)

+
√

1− ρ w1(n) ∗ h∗2(−n) +
√
ρ w∗2(−n) ∗ h1(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸

v2(n)

. (24)

These equations show that the equivalent composite channel for non-equal power allocation is

heq(n) = ρ h1(n) ∗ h∗1(−n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
η1(n)

+(1− ρ) h2(n) ∗ h∗2(−n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
η2(n)

. (25)

Because the support for h1(n) is −L1,1 ≤ n ≤ L1,2, the support for η1(n) is −(L1,1 +L1,2) ≤ n ≤
(L1,1 + L1,2). Similarly because the support for h2(n) is −L2,1 ≤ n ≤ L2,2, the support for η2(n)
is −(L2,1 + L2,2) ≤ n ≤ (L2,1 + L2,2). Consequently, the support for heq(n) is −Leq ≤ n ≤ Leq

where
Leq = max

{
L1,1 + L1,2, L2,1 + L2,2

}
. (26)

The noise sequences v1(n) and v2(n) are complex-valued Gaussian random sequences each with
zero mean and autocorrelation and cross correlation functions

1

2
E
{
v1(n)v

∗
1(n− k)

}
=

1

2
E
{
v2(n)v

∗
2(n− k)

}
= σ2

wheq(k). (27)

E
{
v1(n)v

∗
2(n− k)

}
= 0. (28)
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By way of summary, the TR-STBC system presents to the equalizers the sequences y1(n) and
y2(n) which may be represented by

y1(n) = x1(n) ∗ heq(n) + v1(n) (29)
y2(n) = x2(n) ∗ heq(n) + v2(n) (30)

where heq(n) is given by (25). The noise terms v1(n) and v2(n) are uncorrelated zero-mean Gaus-
sian random sequences each with autocorrelation function (27). A pair of equalizers operate in
parallel on y1(n) and y2(n). Because the the noise sequences v1(n) and v2(n) are statistically
equivalent and heq(n) is common to both, the pair of equalizers operating on y1(n) and y2(n) are
identical as long as a1(n) and a2(n) are statistically equivalent (the usual case). Any equalizer can
be applied here (linear or non-linear, with or without noise whitening) with the usual performance-
complexity tradeoffs. Here, we apply the approximate MMSE equalizer introduced in previous
section because the MMSE equalizer permit a mathematically tractable analysis for the resulting
mean-squared error. We leverage the analytical expression to find the value of ρ that minimizes the
mean squared error.

The equalizer filters of Figure 3 are identical, and the vector of filter coefficients is given by (13)
and the corresponding mean squared error is given by (18). In these equations, G, g, and Heq may
be expressed in terms of power allocation parameter ρ. Using (25), it is straightforward to show
that

G = ρG1 + (1− ρ)G2 (31)
g = ρg1 + (1− ρ)g2 (32)

Heq = ρH1 + (1− ρ)H2 (33)

where G1, g1, and H1 are formed from η1(n) the same way G, g, and Heq are formed from heq(n),
respectively. Similar definitions apply to G2, g2, and H2 with η2(n). Making the substitutions for
G, g, and Heq gives

c = M−1
(
ρg1 + (1− ρ)g2

)†
(34)

and

Emin = σ2
x

[
1−

(
ρg1 + (1− ρ)g2

)
M−1

(
ρg1 + (1− ρ)g2

)†]
(35)

where

M =
(
ρG1 + (1− ρ)G2

)(
ρG1 + (1− ρ)G2

)†
+

2

Eb/N0

(
ρH1 + (1− ρ)H2

)
. (36)

Equation (35) is the desired relationship: for a given pair of channels h1(n) and h2(n), it expresses
the mean squared error at the output of the MMSE equalizer as a function of the power allocation
ρ. Thus, for a fixed pair channels, one can choose the power allocation to minimize the achievable
mean-squared error.
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NUMERICAL RESULTS

The forgoing analysis was applied to a helicopter-to-ground radio link using 190,716 channel im-
pulse responses from the Black Mountain flight path at Edwards AFB, California, captured during
the channel sounding experiment described in [10]. For the modulation, we assume 10 Mbit/s
SOQPSK-TG with the equalizers operating at 2 samples/bit. In the results shown below, h1(n) is
the equivalent discrete-time channel between the nose antenna and the receive antenna and h2(n)
is the channel between the tail antenna and the receive antenna.

Two normalizations are applied to the channels: the natural normalization and the equal-energy
normalization. Let h1,u(n) and h2,u(n) be unnormalized channel impulse responses for the two
equivalent discrete-time channels obtained directly from the channel sounding data, and let

E1 =

L1,2∑

n=−L1,1

|h1,u(n)|2 E2 =

L2,2∑

n=−L2,1

|h2,u(n)|2 (37)

be the energies in two channels. The natural normalization uses

h1(n) =
1√
E
h1,u(n) h2(n) =

1√
E
h2,u(n) (38)

where E = max{E1, E2}. This normalizes the stronger of the two channels to unit energy.3 We
call this the natural normalization because in real multi-antenna scenarios, it is often the case that
one of the channels is stronger than the other.

For the equal-energy normalization, we use

h1(n) =
1√
E1

h1,u(n) h2(n) =
1√
E2

h2,u(n). (39)

Here, both channels are normalized to unit energy. This is more typical of statistical or mathemat-
ical models of multi-antenna propagation.

The numerical results were produced as follows. For each of the 190,716 pairs of channel im-
pulse responses, the impulse responses were normalized using one of the two procedures described
above. The value of ρ that minimizes (35) for Lc = 5 × Leq [18] was computed. The results cor-
responding to the natural normalization are shown in Figure 4. Here, the ISI is such that the
equalizer is able to reduce the residual ISI to the point where signal-to-noise ratio is the dominant
factor. The end result is that the ISI, signal-to-noise ratio, and power allocation tradeoff becomes
mostly a tradeoff between signal-to-noise ratio and power allocation. This tradeoff is such that the
mean squared error is minimized by applying 100% of the available power to the lower antenna
[corresponding to h2(n)] in the vast majority of the cases (152,246 or 80% for Eb/N0 = 10 dB,
130,989 or 69% for Eb/N0 = 20 dB). With the equal-energy normalization, the signal-to-noise
ratio penalty associated with h1(n) is removed and the tradeoff reduces to an ISI and power alloca-
tion tradeoff. In this case, summarized in Figure 5, the situation reverses. The mean squared error
is minimized by applying 100% of the available power to the upper antenna in the vast majority of
the cases (147,738 or 77% for Eb/N0 = 10 dB, 155,786 or 82% for Eb/N0 = 20 dB).

3The motivation for unit energy is for scaling the noise variance to define the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 4: Optimum power allocations in the mean-squared error sense for the measured channel
impulse responses from the Black Mountain flight path at Edwards AFB, California, using the
natural normalization: (left) Eb/N0 = 10 dB; (right) Eb/N0 = 20 dB.

Figure 5: Optimum power allocations in the mean-squared error sense for the measured channel
impulse responses from the Black Mountain flight path at Edwards AFB, California, using the
equal-energy normalization: (left) Eb/N0 = 10 dB; (right) Eb/N0 = 20 dB.
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Figure 6: Optimum power allocations in the mean-squared error sense for pairs of equal-energy
channels where the channel coefficients are i.i.d. zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian random
variables: (left) Eb/N0 = 10 dB; (right) Eb/N0 = 20 dB.

The channel between the upper antenna and the receiver, h1(n), is characterized by lower signal-
to-noise ratio and lower ISI than h2(n), the channel between the lower antenna and the receiver.
Using the natural normalization, the equalizer is able to remove ISI to the point where signal-to-
noise ratio is the dominant factor. In this case applying 100% of the available energy to the lower
antenna is the optimum approach in most of the cases. Using the equal-energy normalization,
differences in signal-to-noise ratio are removed so that ISI becomes the dominant factor. Because
the ISI on the channel from the upper antenna is so much less than the ISI from the lower antenna,
applying 100% of the available energy to the upper antenna is the optimum.

It is interesting to compare these results with what might be inferred from using a simple statistical
channel model. To do so, we use a simple Gaussian model for each channel such as that used
in [19]. In this experiment, channel 1 comprises 3 independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian random variables and channel 2 comprises 6 i.i.d. zero-mean
complex-valued Gaussian random variables. These numbers, 3 and 6, are the average lengths of
h1(n) and h2(n), respectively, in our measured data set. The channels were normalized using the
equal-energy normalization described above and 190,716 independent realizations were produced.
The results are summarized by the histograms in Figure 6. The temptation is to think of the
optimum ρ as a normally distributed random variable, but it should be kept in mind that this is not
the case because 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. For modest values of Eb/N0 we observe that the mean value of the
optimum ρ is about 0.5. Given the fact that ρ = 0.5 corresponds to traditional TR-STBC, we see
that the simple statistical model suggests that traditional TR-STBC is the best on average. This is
in contrast to the conclusion drawn from the measured channel data, where a strong preference for
transmit selection diversity is observed.

As Eb/N0 increases, the optimum value of ρ appears to increase. This is explained as follows: as
Eb/N0 increases, the contribution to squared error from additive noise is reduced and ISI starts to
become the dominant contributor. The optimum ρ > 0.5 means the system prefers to allocate more
energy to channel 1 than channel 2. This makes sense because channel 1 is shorter, and this tends
to contribute less residual ISI at the equalizer output.
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CONCLUSIONS

A criterion that allows one to predict when it is better to use transmit selection diversity (i.e., one
transmit antenna) or the diversity achievable through TR-STBC (i.e., two transmit antennas) was
developed. The criterion is the residual mean-squared error at the output of an MMSE equalizer.
The residual mean-squared error was not only a mathematically tractable quantity, but also an
excellent predictor of the curious behavior illustrated in Figure 1.

The above criterion was applied to a set of measured channel impulse responses collected from
the Black Mountain flight path at Edwards AFB, California. For each pair of channel impulse
responses, the value of ρ that minimized the residual mean-squared error (35) was computed and
used to form histograms to summarize the results. Transmit selection diversity (i.e. applying all of
the available power to the stronger channel) is optimum when two channels have unequal gains in
a 2-transmit, 1-receive antenna system operating in a frequency non-selective fading environment.
In contrast, we concluded that on a frequency selective fading channel, the optimum approach was
to apply power to produce the best trade-off between signal-to-noise ratio and ISI. The optimum
value of ρ associated with the GTR-STBC system described in this paper identified this trade-off.
There were some channel pairs for which ρ = 0 or 1 was the optimum (transmit diversity case)
and some channel pairs for which ρ = 1/2 (traditional TR-STBC). But there were many channel
pairs for which neither of these was optimum.

The results on our measured channels also indicated that transmit selection diversity was more
common than traditional TR-STBC. On a statistical channel, such as the one used in [19], tra-
ditional TR-STBC is the best thing to do on average. This is in contrast to the results from the
measured channels. Consequently, the optimum power allocation in a real setting is not predicted
well by simple statistical channel models.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Yuma Proving Ground (YPG) personnel developed the Video Bus Integrated Telemetry System 

(VBITS) for air delivery testing at YPG.  The system consists of a common rack for mounting 

both video and telemetry equipment, which makes installation easier and more time efficient.  

Prior to the one-rack concept, the video, TSPI, and telemetry were all installed as separate 

entities competing for space, power, and time.  Requirements to downlink High-Definition (HD) 

video from the aircraft prompted research into technological improvements in transmitters, on-

board encoders, and recorders.  These advances allowed the integration of video, analog sensors, 

and aircraft bus data into a single telemetry stream.  Future advancements will include 

combining multiple HD video sources in a single downlink. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

YPG is a subordinate command of the Army Test and Evaluation Command and is one of the 

largest military installations in the world.  Located in southwestern Arizona, it encompasses 

1,308 square miles.  YPG personnel conduct tests on nearly every weapon system or piece of 

military equipment in the ground combat arsenal.  With a mission to provide premier test 

services to the U.S. Government and her allies, YPG conducts, reports, and supports 

developmental tests, experiments, production tests, integrated developmental/operational tests, as 

well as provides training support.  In 2013, YPG fired over 400,000 rounds of artillery, mortar, 

missile and small arms munitions, flew over 2,800 aircraft sorties, drove over 145,000 test miles, 

and conducted over 2,100 airdrops.  These numbers more than double when events conducted in 

support of training are included.  For the last 3 years, YPG was the busiest Army proving 

ground. 
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The Aviation Systems and Electronic Test Division at YPG is responsible for testing of aviation 

weapons and missiles, unmanned aerial systems, aircraft systems, precision guided and unguided 

air delivered systems, personnel parachutes, sensors and surveillance systems, and electronic 

warfare systems.  As a developmental test activity, the goal is to help the developer field their 

systems and provide the Soldier with the safest, most lethal equipment.  Instrumentation is a 

critical part of meeting this goal, and is used to either capture the reported information from the 

item under test or capture the "true" performance of the system.  In either case, it is critical that 

the instrumentation accurately capture the necessary data. 

 

YPG has been testing air delivery systems since the early 1950’s and is the Army’s sole 

development tester for air delivery systems.  Throughout the years, many different types of 

technologies were developed to meet the Army’s wide-ranging requirements for both personnel 

and cargo air delivery systems.  Although there is no question that anything airdropped from an 

aircraft will eventually hit the ground, there are many complex interactions involved that can and 

will impact the performance of all systems designed to execute this simple sounding act.  As a 

result, there is an increasing demand for air delivery instrumentation regardless of the type of 

system being tested. 

 

One of the earliest requests for aircraft instrumentation was for video footage of the load as it 

exited from the aircraft.  This video coverage augments the ground and airborne cameras used to 

document all the phases of an air delivery trial.  To address this requirement, YPG’s Optics 

group developed an “on-board” video pallet that used standard definition video cameras and 

recorders.  Requests for an independent TSPI source and the recording of the aircraft’s MIL-

STD-1553 bus and other analog data signals available on the aircraft followed.  To address these 

requests, two other YPG groups provided their own “on-board” pallets to support each of these 

requirements.  After years of air delivery testing, it became clear that even though the types of 

systems being tested and the aircraft used could vary greatly, these three instrumentation types 

were common to most. 

 

Until recently, efforts to instrument a particular test aircraft were handled independently by three 

different groups, which were each responsible for either video, TSPI, or signals.  Figure 1 shows 

an example of past instrumentation efforts.  Although this approach was effective, the net result 

was that all instrumentation efforts were custom jobs with little or no direct carry over to a 

follow-on test, i.e. effective but inefficient. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Legacy Instrumentation Pallet 
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In order to better address the need for instrumentation for air delivery testing, YPG personnel 

developed the VBITS to consolidate all the instrumentation used on the aircraft into a common 

package that could be installed in a time efficient manner on a variety of aircraft types.  The 

VBITS effort also included upgrades to HD video, a HD capable telemetry down link, and the 

process and procedures needed to standardize efforts. 

 

 

TEST ITEM BACKGROUND 

 

YPG’s VBITS was an effort to develop a common instrumentation package for use on cargo 

aircraft during air delivery testing.  Controlled flexibility was the key design goal.  This goal was 

driven by the need to balance support to an expansive air delivery mission, multiple aircraft 

types, emerging instrumentation requirements versus a long and involved airworthiness approval 

process, and the need for standard processes and procedures. 

 

The great versatility and flexibility that is provided by recording data in a IRIG 106 Chapter 10 

Digital Recording Standard file made it the obvious choice for any recorder selected.  It takes 

signals from multiple data sources and records them in a Chapter 10 file.  That data can be 

analyzed post-mission or viewed real-time in a Mission Control room.  One operator is all that is 

required to operate the system in flight.  Figure 2 illustrates the basic functions of VBITS. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  VBITS Basic Functions 
 

The VBITS pallet can record up to eight HD video streams, four aircraft 1553 dual-redundant 

data busses, two audio channels, eight analog sensor inputs, and one TSPI channel.  Any of the 

data recorded can also be transmitted to the ground for real-time display in mission control.  The 

system is designed so only the capabilities required for the mission need to be powered on and 

functional.  It is also expandable to accommodate future requirements that have yet to be 

defined.  All major equipment is permanently installed on a removable instrumentation rack. 
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EQUIPMENT 

 

The VBITS rack has equipment from three different organizational groups that each individually 

support airdrop testing at YPG.  Figure 3 shows a Block Diagram of the equipment on the 

VBITS rack.  One group records TSPI information using GPS as a source and their TSPI 

recorder; another is responsible for recording on-board video from multiple stationary cameras in 

the cargo bay; and, a third records aircraft 1553 bus information, analog sensors, and transmits 

that data, plus video, to the ground.  This streamlined package combines most equipment onto 

one pallet for simple installation and removal.  The only equipment that is separate from the 

pallet are cables, cameras and antennas.  Previously, each group installed their own equipment 

independently and then interfaced hardware together once on the aircraft, so installing the 

VBITS rack reduces installation labor time. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  VBITS Block Diagram 

 

The core component of the VBITS system is the Chapter 10 compliant instrumentation recorder.  

The recorder accepts multiple video signals, Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), 1553 bus 

information, GPS information, analog signals, Ethernet data, and audio.  The recorder has the 

capability to produce a transmittable signal comprised of any mix of input signals captured by 

the recorder a groundbreaking Telemetry ™ Downlink module.  The TM Downlink module 

outputs data in an IRIG Chapter 4, fixed bit rate, Class II PCM stream that is compatible with 

existing transmitters, receivers, and telemetry front ends.  Up to three independent streams of 

data can be transmitted to the ground simultaneously. 
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The rack has MIL-STD-1553 bus couplers, which utilizes transformer-coupling to connect to the 

aircraft’s avionics data busses.  Four dual-redundant busses can be supported.  A telemetry 

transmitter is also on the rack with a 50-50 Radio Frequency (RF) splitter to feed two antennas.  

The antennas are mounted inside the aircraft on opposite sides to provide the best RF coverage to 

the ground.  The rack has an HD Video monitor so the operator can see camera outputs real-time.  

It also has an HD video time inserter to insert IRIG B time onto the video. 

 

The VBITS rack has input/output provisions for connecting cables to all external components 

(cameras, antennas, 1553 bus connections, sensors, etc.).  Power conditioning is also built into 

the pallet to protect the equipment and for quick shutoff in case of emergency in the aircraft.  

Figure 4 shows a populated VBITS rack. 

 

  
 

Figure 4.  VBITS Rack 

 

A TM Ground Station is required to receive the transmitted signal from the aircraft.  On the 

ground, a special module is required to unwrap and reconstruct the data from the TM downlink 

module into its native format for display and processing.  It is also capable of producing Chapter 

10 UDP packets, which allows distribution of live streaming data over the network.  Since the 

data is recorded in Chapter 10 format, several standard software tools are available to analyze 

and extract data products from the file post-flight.  Software also exists that is capable of 

ingesting the UDP streaming data for real-time display. 
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AIRWORTHINESS 

 

Before flying the VBITS system, it underwent airworthiness analysis.  Specification sheets for 

all vendor hardware were packaged together.  Next, YPG utilized in-house engineering assets to 

perform an initial analysis.  Mechanical engineers completed a stress analysis on the structure of 

the rack along with any physical connections between the rack and the equipment.  This involved 

a finite element analysis (FEA) utilizing a crash load rating of 4.5 gravity force, along with 

mounting requirements that would be seen in cargo aircrafts.  This ensured that even during a 

crash, neither the rack nor the components would represent a risk to flight personnel or damage 

the airframe.  Figure 5 shows an exaggerated defection and stress shown utilizing the crash 

loads.  A safety factor of nearly 2 was calculated. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Rack Defection and Stress 

 

The VBITS rack also had a full suite of electromagnetic interference and compatibility 

(EMI/EMC) tests run on it.  Figure 6 shows the rack in an anechoic chamber during one of those 

tests.  Two trips were made to the test facility with YPG personnel accompanying the rack to 

operate the equipment and observe the EMI/EMC testing.  Airworthiness approval has been 

granted for C-17 and C-130 aircraft, which support 99% of airdrop testing at YPG.  YPG will 

seek airworthiness approval from other aircraft platforms, as needed. 
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Figure 6.  Rack in an Anechoic Chamber 
 

All VBITS hardware is temporarily installed on the aircraft—nothing is permanently attached to 

the aircraft.  Equipment is strapped down or secured in place to support testing and is simply 

removed after the mission is complete. 

 

 

SYSTEM BENEFITS 

 

The VBITS pallet has many physical benefits designed into it.  The rack was designed to be 

easily mounted in a military cargo aircraft; it has multiple tie-down points and a compact design 

to save time and space when installing it.  The connector panel was designed to have all possible 

input and output connections in one central place, but is still configurable for each mission.  The 

power control panel was designed for a single operator to easily power up and configure the 

VBITS pallet for the capabilities the mission required.  Even the power supply was chosen for its 

ability to use a wide range of inputs.  The power supply can be powered by 47-500 Hz, 85-265 

VAC, and single to three phase power source, making it a universal fit for all military aircraft.  

The only aircraft-specific component required to power the VBITS pallet is a power cable with 

the appropriate connection. 

 

The VBITS platform is independent of the aircraft it is designed to fly on, making it very 

versatile.  Although physical camera location and 1553 busses vary on different aircraft, VBITS 

can support them all.  VBITS was designed to support a maximum level effort, but if fewer 

channels are required, then they can be easily disabled or not used.  Ultimately, this also leads to 

a common data format independent of the aircraft, which simplifies the data reduction process. 

 

One of the biggest benefits is that all data is recorded in a Chapter 10 format.  YPG Test Officers 

want to take advantage of all the capabilities that Chapter 10 can offer for their data analysis.  

Having a Chapter 10 file allows the Test Officer to use any suite of Chapter 10 software to view 

the airborne data synchronized with other ground-based data sources. 
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Other benefits to YPG are that all VBITS hardware is compatible with other Aviation test efforts 

at YPG for commonality and the system is well documented for airworthiness approvals and 

operational procedures. 

 

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

 

YPG is not currently utilizing all of the capabilities of the system.  Audio from the aircraft 

intercom system (ICS) is desirable in the mission control real-time to provide better situational 

awareness to the Test Officer.  Although this function is referenced in some documentation, it 

has yet to be implemented.  The plan is to use the TM Downlink module to send ICS audio to the 

mission room.  YPG is working with a vendor to develop software that will extract the 1553 bus 

traffic from the UDP data stream to drive displays in the mission room.  The instrumentation 

recorder already has this capability, but the ground station for the TM Downlink card does not.  

YPG currently uses a PCM encoder to perform this function, but wants to eliminate that piece of 

hardware to save on equipment maintenance costs, simplify the configuration, and save space on 

the pallet. 

 

YPG is also integrating newer Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (SOQPSK) 

transmitters into the VBITS rack.  They are more spectrally efficient than legacy PCM/FM 

transmitters, and they will be able to push more data with less bandwidth.  This is especially 

important since VBITS has the capability to downlink multiple HD video channels along with 

1553 and sensor data, which takes up a lot of bandwidth. 

 

Another future enhancement is VBITS Lite, which is a smaller version of VBITS that is on a 

smaller rack.  It will have most of the same capabilities of VBITS, but in fewer quantity and a 

smaller footprint.  This package will be ideal for smaller airframes where space is limited or for 

safari trips when less instrumentation is required. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This approach worked so well that customer’s demand has increased so much that YPG has 

already begun to expand both the number of VBITS systems and the amount of data collected.  

Notably, an air delivery test was the first test to transmit and display HD video in mission control 

at YPG.  This capability has already been used on other aviation test programs at YPG.  Not to 

be understated was the capabilities provided by the use of IRIG 106 Chapter 10 and Telemetry 

Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS), which were key parts of this cutting edge solution.  This 

has also expanded into creating several additional variants into smaller packaging and different 

configurations for use in different airframes. 
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ABSTRACT 

Channel equalizers based on minimum mean square error (MMSE) and zero forcing (ZF) criteria 
have been formulated for a general scalable multiple input multiple output  (MIMO) system and 
implemented for a 2x2 MIMO system with spatial multiplexing (SM) for Rayleigh channel 
associated with additive white Gaussian noise. A model to emulate transmitters and receivers on 
a spinning vehicle has been developed. A transceiver based on the BLAST architecture is 
developed in this work. A mathematical framework to explain the behavior of the ZF and MMSE 
equalizers is formulated. The performance of the equalizers has been validated for a case with 
one of the communication entities being a spinning aero vehicle. Performance analysis with 
respect to variation of angular separation between the antennas and relative antenna gain for each 
case is presented. Based on the simulation results a setup with optimal design parameters for 
placement of antennas, choice of the equalizers and transmit power is proposed.    

     

INTRODUCTION 

Aerospace telemetry offer interesting scope for deployment of MIMO systems. Usually aero 
vehicles follow complex patterns of motion. Such systems are associated with challenging 
conditions such as low bandwidth and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). In this case a Single Input 
Single Output (SISO) system, that is a communication system with one transmitter and one 
receiver antenna may suffer from severe loss of performance because of a large fraction of the 
transmit power directed away from the receiver. MIMO systems can effectively address these 
issues by reducing the probability of loss of link and increasing performance. 

Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) severely affects the performance of a receiver in a MIMO 
system. One of the effective means to abate ISI is by a filtering technique called equalization. In 
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this paper, two equalizers for a general NT x NR MIMO system (NT represents the number of 
transmitters and NR represents the number of receivers) based on minimum mean square error 
(MMSE) and zero forcing (ZF) criteria are formulated. The receiver is assumed to have the 
perfect knowledge of the channel state and the weights of the equalizing filters are dynamically 
computed [1-4].  

A mathematical framework to determine the SNR of the output data streams of the ZF and 
MMSE equalizers is formulated. This serves to be a key indicator of performance of equalizers 
in static and dynamic scenarios. A MIMO model with spatial multiplexing and equalization in 
accordance with the BLAST architecture is developed [10, 11]. The spin of the vehicle is 
simulated with the sine wave model makes the channel coefficients to have a periodic 
component. The MIMO system model is applied to one of the communication entities mounted 
on a spinning vehicle. 

Firstly, the system is verified for correctness by implementing it to a typical scenario with the 
transmitters and receivers being stationary. In this case the performance of the MMSE equalizer 
is seen to be nearly 3dB better than ZF equalizer. The performance of the receiver in case of the 
spinning vehicle is studied in two scenarios. In the first case, the spinning vehicle transmits data 
and the base station is the receiver. In this case ZF equalizer closely follows the performance of 
an MMSE equalizer. In the second case with the spinning vehicle is the receiver and the base 
station is the transmitter, the MMSE equalizer is seen to have a superior performance.  

The effect of beam-width of antenna on the performance of the system is studied. It is found that 
for a highly directive antenna, the gain in performance that may be achieved by increasing the 
SNR is negligible. The spatial configuration of the antennas on the spinning vehicles is seen to 
affect the performance. Increased performance is achieved when the antennas mounted on the 
spinning vehicle are separated by π radians. Based on these observations a few design 
optimizations are proposed to increase efficiency and reduce complexity.  

 

MIMO SYSTEM MODEL 

Consider a general NT x NR MIMO system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas. 
There will be NT x NR uncorrelated paths between the transmitters and receivers. The complex 
channel gains between ith receiver and jth transmitter at a kth Symbol Time Slot (STS) is 
represented as hij,k given by equation 1 where αij is the amplitude gain and ϴij are the phase shift 
along these paths. The multipath propagation of MIMO system along with scattering can be 
modeled using a Rayleigh fading channel. When the number of multipath components is 
sufficiently large, based on central limit theorem the propagation can be modeled as a radial 
component of two independent Gaussian random distributions.  It is a statistical model that 
assumes uniform scattering in all directions with no Line Of Sight (LOS) component between the 
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transmitter and receiver. The pdf of such a statistical model follows a Rayleigh distribution as 
seen in equation 2 [5-7, 14]. Figure 1 presents the functional block diagram of the system. 

h , α , e ,  (1) 
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Figure 1 - System Model representing from baseband transmission to baseband reception 

Here xi(t) and xq(t) are the in-phase and quadrature components of the baseband transmit signal 
and yi(t) and yq(t) are the baseband received signals. Equation 3 and equation 4 present the linear 
model to represent the system 
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X is a set of transmit signal vectors in the signal space defined by a set of basis functions. Y is 
the corresponding set of received signal vectors. 

Noise at the receiver is modeled by an NR x 1 column vector whose elements are zero-mean, i.i.d. 
complex Gaussian random variables with identical variances (power)  	   
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EQUALIZATION 

The effect of Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) in multipath time –varying dispersive channel is 
more severe than noise associated with the system. One method to abate this ISI is by 
implementing equalization or channel inversion at the receiver.  Effectively the equalizers are 
used to decouple the multiple sub-streams in the received sequence. The process of equalization 
involves realization of a filter w such that 	 . In this work a zero forcing equalizer 
is formulated based on a minimum error criterion and a MMSE equalizer based on minimum 
mean square error criterion. A generalized expression for these equalizers that can be used for 
any NT x NR MIMO system is presented [3]. 

 

ZERO FORCING EQUALIZER 

 A Zero Forcing equalizer is formulated to render the least square estimate of the transmit signal 
vector. It is shown that, the Zero Forcing equalizer is the pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix. 
Hence the zero forcing equalizer is purely a function of the channel state or the channel matrix 
[2]. W  represents the ZF equalizer 

min |Y HX|  (5)

W H~H H~  (6) 

With ZF equalization we NT independent data streams are obtained. The output SNR of nth sub‐
stream (μ  derived below 

γ , 	
μn

H~H
, 1 n N  (7)

 

MINIMUM MEAN SQUARE ERROR EQUALIZER 

The Zero Forcing equalizer neglects the effect of noise. A more robust equalizer is proposed 
based on the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion. The equalizer, W  renders an 
estimate of the transmit signal vector such that the mean square error between them is minimum. 
In this section a brief derivation of the MMSE equalizer is presented. The MMSE criterion is 
formulated as shown in equation 8 [2]. 

|| ||  (8)
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The MMSE Equalizer is given as 

~ ~ (9)

where . ~ represents the hermitian operation  

~ 1
μn

~ 
(10)

 

It can be seen that the MMSE equalizer is a function of the channel  and the noise variance . 
If the energy of the transmit signal is considered to be unity equation can be written in terms of 
SNR as in equation 10 

With MMSE equalization NT independent data streams are obtained. The output SNR of nth sub-
stream can be derived in a similar method as that applied to ZF equalizer. It is given as is given 
as γ ,  presented in equation 11[2] 

γ , 	
μn

~ 1
μn

1, 1 n N  (11)

 

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD RECEIVER 

ML receivers are based on optimal vector decoding and they minimize error probability. ML 
equalization involves calculation of the Euclidian distance between the estimate  and all 
possible transmitted signals (x) and detection of transmitted signal vector that corresponds to the 
minimum distance. The complexity of this receiver increases for higher order of modulation 
schemes. 

The design criterion of ML receiver is presented below. The objective of the ML receiver is to 
minimize the probability of error in decoding the transmitted message that is to minimize 
P p x 	 x |y t  or to maximize p x 	 x |y t . Signal constellation points have a one-to-
one relation with a transmitted message an equivalent condition is to maximize p s 	sent	|y t . 
Correspondingly the decision regions (Z1,...,ZN) are seen to be the sub-sets of the signal space 
and are defined as follows [28] 

Z y: p s 	sent|y p s sent y ∀j i . (33)
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SPINNING OF THE VEHICLE 

In this work a case of a spinning body such as a missile is considered as one of the 
communication entities. Due to the spin there is a change in the relative position of the 
transmitter and receiver. Hence the spin can be modeled as a periodic modulation of the channel 
gain. A ‘sine wave model’ is used to mathematically model the antenna gain. This is presented in 
figure 2 

               

Figure 2 - Sine wave rotation model 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As a first step the performance of the proposed equalizers is evaluated by considering a scenario 
where the transmitters and receivers are stationary. The performance of MMSE equalizer is 
better than ZF equalizer by nearly 3 dB. The results shown in figure 3 are within one dB of 
previously established results [1-4]  

 

Figure 3 - Performance of ZF and MMSE for a stationary case 

Parameters associated with the sine wave model 

a – maximum swing in the relative antenna gain 

b – gain offset 

Φ – Angular separation between the antennas 

T – Time period of rotation  
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Figure 6 Performance at a/b = 1 and phi = 180      
(Rotating transmitter) 

A comparative study of performance of equalizers in these cases is presented based on equation 
7 and equation 11 the output SNR of the output streams from the equalizer for cases of stationary 
transmitter and stationary receiver, rotating transmitter and stationary receiver and rotating 
receiver and stationary transmitter is obtained. Figure 4 presents the trend of difference between 
SNRs of the output streams with ZF and MMSE equalizers δ 	with a/b set to unity. For the 
stationary case δ  saturates to zero. A case of rotating receiver is seen to have similar 
behavior. However for a case of a rotating transmitter δ  increases with increase in SNR.  

 

Figure 4 Difference between SNRs of the output streams with ZF and MMSE equalizers 

It is seen that the behavior of equalizers for the case where the spinning aero-vehicle is the 
receiver and the base station is the transmitter follows a trend similar to a case of stationary 
transmitter and receiver. Therefore it is expected that the MMSE equalizer would perform better 
than ZF equalizer with their BER performance curves being parallel to each other. In case of 
spinning aero-vehicle being the transmitter and the base station being the receiver the trend 
deviates from the stationary case. In this scenario the δ  increases with increase in SNR at the 
transmitter. A general loss of performance in the two cases of spinning antennas is expected due 
to loss of power that is transmitted in undesired directions. This loss is more pronounced when 
the antennas are highly directive.  Figure 5 and 6 summarize the results discussed in this   
section.  

               

        
Figure 5 Performance at a/b = 1 and phi = 180      

(Rotating receiver) 
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The behavior ZF and MMSE equalizer in a case of full-duplex communication is studied with 
one of the communication entities being a spinning aero vehicle. The performance is dictated by 
the SNR of the output streams from the equalizers. Based on these observations a few important 
design optimizations are proposed 

 

Figure 7 Performance gain in MMSE equalizer 

Figure 7 illustrates the performance gain of MMSE equalizer in the cases of rotating Rx and 
stationary Tx and rotating Tx and stationary Rx. This experiment was conducted with a/b set to 
unity. It is seen that there is no significant gain in performance with use of MMSE equalizer for a 
case of rotating transmitter. From Figure 9 it is seen that for a case of rotating receiver MMSE is 
significantly better than ZF equalizer. However for a case of rotating transmitter the performance 
of both equalizers closely follow each other. Therefore at the ground station ZF equalizer can be 
deployed without any loss of performance. This is useful since with ZF equalizer the knowledge 
of noise statistics is not required.  

It is seen as the directivity of the antenna increases, the performance drops even though the 
transmitted power is maintained at the same value. When a/b ratio approaches unity the 
performance is almost independent of SNR. It is seen that at higher SNR the system is more 
sensitive to increase in directivity of the antennas. These results are summarized in figure 9 and 8 
for the cases of rotating receiver and rotating transmitter respectively. The improved receiver 
architecture proposed in the previous section is considered in this analysis. Consequently the 
behavior of MMSE equalizer is studied for a case of rotating transmitters and the performance of 
ZF equalizer is studied for a case of rotating receiver.  
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It is seen that angular separation of π radians on the rotating aero-vehicle is most suitable to 
achieve maximum performance. At this configuration, when the rotating body behaves as a 
transmitter the performance of ZF equalizer tends closer towards the MMSE equalizer thereby 
allowing optimization at the transmitter and receiver ends 

 

CONCLUSION 

 In this paper ZF and MMSE equalizers based on a BLAST architecture has been 
formulated for a 2x2 MIMO system. A theoretical framework to predict the performance of the 
equalizers is proposed and verified. The model is checked for correctness by verifying its 
performance for a static case. Further, the performance is studied for a case in which one of the 
communication entities is mounted on a spinning vehicle. The effect of directivity and angular 
placement of antennas is studied. It is seen that the BER increases with increase in directivity of 
the antenna. Also in such a case the performance of MMSE equalizer closely follows ZF 
equalizer. Hence, for systems with highly directive antennas a ZF equalizer can replace MMSE. 
Also with increase in antenna directivity the MIMO systems are less sensitive to SNR. Hence 
with our observations we suggest that for a/b set to unity lower SNRs can be preferred. It is also 
proved that antenna placed diametrically opposite on a rotating body is the best solution. Based 
on the simulation results new design optimizations are proposed. The proposed model is seen to 
have reduced complexity and computation, smart choice of transmits power and optimal 
placement of antennas on the spinning vehicle. In the background of the challenging conditions 
that demand robust solutions for effective communication this work can be seen to be a relevant 
contribution in the field of aerospace telemetry 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Effect of directivity of antennas 
for a case of rotating receiver 

Figure 9 Effect of directivity of antennas 
for a case of rotating transmitter
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, we propose a novel technique using a single antenna for direction of arrival 

(DOA) estimation of broadband microwave signals. We designed and fabricated a 

microstrip-leaky-wave receiving antenna, which has good matching and reasonable radiation 

efficiency in the frequency range of interest: 2 - 3.5 GHz. Because the frequency response of 

the antenna is strongly incident-angle dependent, by using the spectral information at the 

antenna, we are able to estimate the DOA of a broadband microwave signal with a high 

degree of accuracy. Simulations and experiments show that the proposed technique enables 

good DOA estimation performance within a 90˚ range. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Broadband systems are widely used in radar and wireless communication, RF tracking, and 

positioning because of their smaller or no multipath-effect impact and lower average power 

consumption [1, 2]. The direction of arrival (DOA) of an electromagnetic broadband signal is 

important for broadband communication systems [3] and military applications [4]. Many 

existing DOA-estimation techniques usually require a large number of antenna elements to 

achieve a high degree of accuracy. However, as the number of antenna elements increases, 

the power consumption, size, and cost of the system increase as well. Therefore, a system 

with a reduced number of antennas and a high DOA-estimation accuracy is highly desirable. 

 



There is already a good example of such a system in the acoustic instead of microwave 

world: the human auditory system. It is amazing that 1 degree of direction-finding accuracy 

for incident sounds from the azimuth plane can be achieved by human binaural (using both 

ears) localization [5-10]. It is also amazing that humans have this sound localization 

capability even when using only one ear, though this monaural localization is for broadband 

sound and is less accurate than binaural localization. A simplified illustration of the main 

mechanism of monaural localization is shown in Fig. 1. The pinnae and head will alter the 

received broadband sound spectrum, resulting in a notch frequency response that is 

incident-angle dependent, which provides a directional cue [11, 12]. By designing an antenna 

to achieve frequency dependencies of antenna radiation patterns, we can borrow this unique 

feature of human monaural localization for microwave applications such as direction finding 

for a broadband signal.  
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Figure 1. Simplified illustration of the human monaural direction finding system: The 

received amplitude spectrum is incident-angle dependent.  

 

To investigate the broadband microwave direction finding technique, a microstrip leaky wave 

antenna (LWA) [13] is used for its main-beam-steering ability over the working frequency 

range. In other words, a LWA is able to function as a band pass filter with an 

arrival-angle-dependent center frequency, which is analogous to the incident-angle-dependent 

notch frequency response of human ears. Although the microstrip LWA has a relatively large 

size (usually several wavelengths because it is a travelling-wave antenna), the LWA is 

selected here for its simplicity in terms of both structure and feeding method.  

 

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. First, the LWA is designed. Next, the 

DOA of the incident wideband signal is estimated by cross correlating the received spectrum 

of the antenna with a set of pre-determined incident-angle-dependent spectra. The estimation 

accuracy of this technique is studied theoretically using various signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

levels. Finally, the LWA is fabricated and the DOA estimation system is tested. The 

measured results have confirmed the feasibility of the proposed wideband DOA estimation 

technique. 

 

 

ANTENNA DESIGN AND DIRECTION FINDING THEORY 

 



A. Leaky Wave Antenna Design 
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Figure 2. Designed microstrip leaky wave antenna. 

 

A microstrip leaky wave antenna is modeled using the ANSYS HFSS software (version 13). 

The microstrip is made of Duroid 5880 with a strip line width of 9 mm and a substrate 

thickness of 3.41 mm as sown in Fig. 2. The substrate has a length of 200 mm and a width of 

40 mm. The vias along one side of the microstrip form an electric wall such that the first 

higher order mode EH1 is allowed to propagate and radiate from the structure. Since the 

antenna is a traveling wave antenna, a 50 ohm load is added at one end to eliminate 

reflection.  

 

Figure 3 shows a < -10 dB simulated reflection coefficient from 2 - 3.5 GHz, which is the 

band of interest in the following study. Figure 4 plots the simulated received spectra with the 

incident angle θ (see Fig. 2) from 0˚ to 90˚, the incident plane wave in the y-z plane, and the 

E field in the x direction. The spectra demonstrate incident–angle-dependent band pass 

responses in their operating frequency band as expected. These incident-angle-dependent 

frequency responses provide a cue for incident angle estimation using a single antenna. We 

will address the theory in greater depth in the next section. 

   

Figure 3. Simulated reflection coefficient of the designed microstrip leaky wave antenna. 
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Figure 4. Simulated received spectra (in arbitrary unit) for the incident plane wave in the 

y-z plane with the E field in the x direction. θ is from 0˚ to 90˚. 

 

B. Direction Finding Analysis 

We assume that we have the knowledge of the pure antenna spectra for all incident angles as 

shown in Fig. 4. We also assume that the environment noise in the simulation is White 

Gaussian Noise. Because the correlation coefficient between the received spectra for incident 

wave from any two angles reaches a peak when the two angles are the same, the correlation 

coefficient can be used to determine the incident angle. For ∀ incident angle θ , the 

cross-correlation coefficients are expressed as: 

 

 ρ( θn ) = Corr( y(θ), x(θn) ), n=1, 2…N                    (1), 

where N is the total number of possible incident angles, y is the received spectrum in a 

Gaussian White noisy environment when the incident angle is from θ, and 𝑥(θn) is the 

calibration set of spectra without noise, known as a priori. Then the incident angle can be 

determined as the angle (θn) that has the maximum correlation coefficient. The estimated 

incident angle can be written as: 

  θ̂ = arg max
θ

 { ρ(θ1), ρ(θ2), …  ρ(θN) }                    (2). 

Figure 5 plots the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the estimation errors for various SNR levels 

(after 10,000 runs of Gaussian White noise). The RMS errors are lower than 2º when incident 

angles are within 60º. When the incident angle is greater than 60º, errors become more 

numerous because the angular dependence in this range is weaker, as indicated in Fig. 4. In 

any case, effective direction finding using incident-angle-dependent spectra is demonstrated. 

In addition, as shown in Fig. 2, if we can exchange the feed port and the 50Ω-load port of the 

antenna, an extended directional coverage from -90˚ to 90˚ can be realized. 
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Figure 5. Simulated RMS error as a function of incident angle from 0˚ to 90˚ with 2˚ step 

and 10000 runs under SNR of 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB and 25 dB. 

 

 

EXPERIMENT 

 

The leaky wave antenna is fabricated as shown in Fig. 6(a). Figure 6(b) illustrates the 

measured reflection coefficient plotted with the simulation results. The measured reflection 

coefficient (using a vector network analyzer) is better than -5 dB in the frequency range of 

interest, which is reasonable compared to the simulation. This fabricated antenna is then used 

as the receiving antenna to test the proposed wideband direction finding technique 
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Figure 6 (a) The top and bottom views of the fabricated leaky wave antenna; (b) the measured 

and simulated antenna reflection coefficients. 

 

Figure 7 plots the experimental setup; the equipment model numbers are listed. The 

transmitter terminal consists of an arbitrary waveform generator, an amplifier, and a 

transmitting antenna. The receiver terminal consists of a receiving antenna (the fabricated 

leaky wave antenna) and an oscilloscope. The arbitrary waveform generator produces a 2 - 

3.5 GHz Gaussian pulse, which is first intensified by the broadband amplifier, then sent to the 

transmitting horn antenna, and finally radiated. The receiving antenna, which is placed about 
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2 m (far zone distance) apart from the transmitter, captures the Gaussian pulse and sends it to 

the digital oscilloscope. The time-domain waveform obtained from the oscilloscope is next 

Fourier transformed into the frequency domain for further data processing, as derived in 

equations (1 - 2), to obtain the angle estimation. It is worth pointing out that the recorded 

waveform on the oscilloscope can be truncated with a proper time window to remove all the 

long-delayed reflected arrival signals in a multipath-rich environment. The Gaussian pulse 

with 1 ns pulse width and 1 µs period generated from the arbitrary waveform generator is 

expressed as: 
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                         (3), 

where ξ0 ~ 1.5 times of the bandwidth, and f0 is the center frequency (2.75 GHz). 
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Figure 7. Experimental setup design with equipment model numbers listed. 

 

The measurement environment is shown in Fig. 8. Two sets of data, one inside and the other 

outside an anechoic chamber, are taken to test the proposed technique. The set of spectra 

taken inside the anechoic chamber with the same incident plane and polarization as the 

simulations is saved as calibration spectra. The measured calibration spectra as shown in Fig. 

9 corresponds well to the simulation results in Fig. 4. The test set of spectra are obtained 

outside the anechoic chamber with the same transmitted Gaussian pulse as in the calibration. 

The cross-correlation coefficient between the test spectrum outside the chamber and the 

previously saved calibration spectra at all angles is calculated according to equation (1). The 

estimated incident angle is the peak correlation-coefficient angle. The estimation errors can 

be calculated correspondingly. Figure 10 plots the measured estimation error. It can be 

observed that the error is lower than 6º for incident angles within a 90º range, showing a 

reliable directional estimation performance. The relatively higher error when the incident 

angle approaches 90º is due to the less angular dependencies of the spectra, as expected from 

the simulation results. It is worth noting that, although we have the same transmitted pulse 

signal for both the calibration and the test set of received spectra, this condition is not 

necessary in general as long as the generated pulse has a 3dB bandwidth greater than our 

receiving antenna’s operation band. 

 



 

Figure 8. The measurement environment. (a) Inside / (b) outside an anechoic chamber. 
 

  

Figure 9. Measured calibration spectra for θ from 0˚ to 90˚ in y-z plane with the E field in 

the x direction. 

  

Figure 10. The measured estimation error. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

A novel direction of arrival estimation technique using a single antenna for wideband pulsed 

signals is studied. The receiving antenna is designed as a microstrip leaky wave antenna 

working at 2 – 3.5 GHz. The correlation coefficient algorithm is used for incident angle 

estimation. The simulated directional estimation performance with Gaussian noises of 

different SNR levels is investigated. The directional estimation technique for an incident 

broadband Gaussian pulse is then tested experimentally. Good arrival-angle estimation 

performance within a 90˚ range of the proposed biologically inspired technique has been 

demonstrated in both simulation and experiment. 
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Abstract

Massive amounts of data are typically acquired in third generation full-waveform
(FW) LIDAR systems to generate image-like depthmaps of a scene of acceptable qual-
ity. The sampling systems acquiring this data, however, seldom take into account
the low information rate generally present in the FW signals and, consequently, they
sample very inefficiently. Our main goal here is to compare two efficient sampling
models and processes for the individual time-resolved FW signals collected by a LI-
DAR system. Specifically, we compare two approaches of sub-Nyquist sampling of the
continuous-time LIDAR FW return pulses: (i) modeling FW signals as short-duration
pulses with multiple bandlimited echoes, and (ii) modeling them as signals with finite
rates of innovation (FRI).

Keywords: LIDAR, full-waveform, sub-Nyquist sampling, finite rate of innovation.

1 Technology Overview

Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) is a remote sensing tool that provides excellent capa-
bilities for acquiring 3D images of real-world scenes. Many applications in agriculture, ar-
chaeology, biology, geology, meteorology, atmospheric environment, physics, robotics, space
flight, surveying, transportation, autonomous vehicles, and cartography [6] have taken ad-
vantage of the features provided by LIDAR systems for 3D imaging. The most popular
LIDAR systems to date operate using the time-of-flight (TOF) principle in which only the
flight time of a laser pulse is captured to determine depth. 3rd generation LIDAR systems,
on the other hand, store the full pulse return waveform and have gained popularity in the
last few years. This popularity is largely due to the improved depth estimation and scene
structure characterization capabilities (e.g, inclination, smoothness, vegetation type, urban
area) that such systems offer [11, 13, 8, 12] .
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Typically, third generation pulsed LIDAR systems project energy pulses from a single
laser source into a scene and capture the pulse return waveform which contains echoes
generated by the pulse’s interactions with the objects it encountered. Each of these reflected
pulses is sensed by a single photodetector or an avalanche photodiode and then sampled
using an A/D converter. By analyzing such signals, depth information about the objects
intercepted by the laser pulse along a specified direction can be inferred. An entire scene can
be imaged by successively moving the laser after each pulse emission so that it ultimately
scans the scene. From the resulting set of digitized return pulses (we name these full-
waveform (FW) signals here), a 2D depthmap can be created; by appropriately georeferencing
this depth map, a 3D (or partial 3D, at least) reconstruction of the scene can be formed.

2 Efficient Pulse Storage and Transmission

In a typical 3rd generation system, LIDAR return pulses would be sampled at the full
Nyquist rate and then compressed, if need be, for efficient storage or transmission. The
disadvantage of doing this is that a lot of redundant data is captured during the sampling
process, only to be discarded by subsequent compression. The idea of sub-Nyquist sampling,
on the other hand, is to directly sample the analog waveform at a reduced rate so that the
measurements themselves are already ‘compressed’. This can be accomplished using easily-
generated random sensing waveforms as long as the signal being compressively sampled is
sparse with respect to some known basis.

For application to 3rd generation LIDAR systems, we compare the performance of two dif-
ferent sub-Nyquist sampling architectures: one which considers FW signals as short-duration
bandlimited multiple echoes (SDBME) [3] and the second which models FW signals as signals
with finite-rate of innovation (FRI) [2]. Specifically, we compare the following characteristics
for these two approaches:

• practical implementation,

• sampling complexity,

• reconstruction complexity,

• compression performance.

3 Practical Implementation

In the following, we describe general implementations of the two sub-Nyquist sampling sys-
tems: one which samples FW signals modeled as short duration and bandlimited multiple
echoes and the second which models FW signals as signals with finite rate of innovation.

3.1 Short Duration Bandlimited Multiple Echoes

The approach we use to perform sub-Nyquist sampling for return pulses modeled as short
duration and bandlimited multiple echoes (SDBME) is similar in nature to the short-time
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Fourier transform in which finite-extent Fourier transforms are obtained from windowed sec-
tions of the signal. The practical implementation consists of a bank of samplers as illustrated
in Figure 1.

f(t) ×

Φ1(t)

nq ·Tb∫
(nq−1)·Tb

f(τ) · Φ1(τ)dτ S/H y1[nq]

f(t) ×

Φ2(t)

Ts+nq ·Tb∫
Ts+(nq−1)·Tb

f(τ) · Φ2(τ)dτ S/H y2[nq]

...
...

...

f(t) ×

Φq(t)

q·Ts+nq ·Tb∫
q·Ts+(nq−1)·Tb

f(τ) · Φq(τ)dτ S/H yq[nq]

Figure 1: Parallel implementation of random demodulators. This system splits the FW
signal f into q parallel channels whose outputs are sampled in an alternating manner. Each
of these channels first mixes the input FW signal with a random waveform, followed by
integration and uniform sampling by the sample and hold (S/H) operation.

In general, this system splits the FW signal f ∈ RN into q parallel channels that mix f(t)
with a random waveform Φ(j)(t), j ∈ (1, q) generated by independent random values that
change at rate fN = 1/TN . The resulting signal is then summed over interval Tb, starting
at an integer shift of Ts (Ts < Tb). Here, the integer shift depends on the time instant and
the channel j being considered. The output of each summing block is then sampled in an
alternating manner and concatenated to obtain the samples y ∈ RM .

A snapshot of this system at a given time can be modeled by a BRM Φ̃ ∈ RM×N

with parameters bh = Tb/TN ∈ Z+ and bs = Ts/TN ∈ Z+. Consider, for example, the
output y1[1]. This sample can be expressed as the inner product 〈f, Φ̃1〉 where Φ̃1(t) = 0
for t < 0 and t > Tb and constructed with random variables changing at rate 1/TN for
0 ≤ t ≤ Tb. The next sample y2[1] corresponding to channel 2 is generated as 〈f, Φ̃2〉 where
Φ̃2(t) = 0 for t < Ts and t > Ts + Tb and constructed with random variables again changing
at rate 1/TN for Ts ≤ t ≤ Ts + Tb. By continuing in this manner one collects samples that
can be modeled as y = Φ̃x where the structure of Φ̃ ∈ RM×N is banded and populated with
random entries. The entries of the vector x ∈ RN are given by

x[n] =

∫ n·TN

(n−1)·TN

f(τ)dτ. (1)

for n ∈ {1, .., N}.
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3.2 Sampling FW Signal as a Signal of Finite Rate of Innovation

The sampling strategy used to sample FW signals modeled as signals with finite rate of inno-
vation (FRI) can be implemented easily, as depicted in Figure 2. In general, the continuous-
time FW signal is input into a classical uniform sampler with rate B = 2L/T , the imple-
mentation of which consists of a lowpass filter with cut-off frequency B followed by a sample
and hold circuit.

f(t) h(t) = sinc (Bt) S/H y[n]

Figure 2: Implementation of the FRI based LIDAR A/D sampler

To compare the complexity of each of the corresponding practical implementations first,
we note that the system in Figure 1 is composed of a total of q channels. Each of these
channels contains a multiplier, and integrator and the sample and hold element. Thus,
the parallel implementation contains a total of 3q elements consisting of q multipliers, q
integrators and q sample and hold elements. In addition, the incorporation and generation
of a total of q independent random waveforms adds complexity to the system. Specifically,
the implementation requires a total of q random generators. In the case of the FRI sampler
illustrated in Figure 2, the system involves a single low pass filter and the sample and hold
element. Note that in terms of the number of system components, the complexity of the
system in Figure 1 is higher than the implementation described in Figure 2

4 Sampling and Reconstruction Complexity

In this section we evaluate the performance of both of the compared sensing architectures
with respect to their complexity. In particular, we are interested in describing the complexity
of the sampling and reconstruction mechanisms for each of the compared samplers.

To compare the sampling complexity of the two sub-Nyquist methods we refer to the
number of measurements each procedure requires. In the SDBME case, the number of sam-
ples required for the recovery of x ∈ RN in (1) with probability at least 1−4 exp(−cδ2bv/β))
for c > 0 is given by

M ≥ dCSβ[log(N/S) + 1] +N/bse − 1. (2)

for bs = Ts/TN ∈ Z, bh = Tb/TN ∈ Z, bv = bh/bs ∈ Z and N = T/TN ∈ Z [4]. Here, the
constant C > 0 is small and dependent upon the parameter δ ∈ (0, 1), on the sub-Gaussian
norm of its entries, and on c. Furthermore β ∈ (0, 1) is given by

β =


1 for S = 1 or S ≤ bs, bh
1− (S−bs)(S+bs)

3bh(S−1)
for bs ≤ S ≤ bh

b2s+3S(bh−1)−b2h
3S(S−1)

for S > bh.

The parameter S referred to as the sparsity of the signal is defined here as S = | supp(x)|. In
such sense, S measures the support of the present echoes caused by pulse reflections at the
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encountered objects. An alternative expression of this parameter can be posed relative to the
support of the emitted laser pulse as S = ne ·Se. Here, Se corresponds to the support of the
emitted pulse which can be measured prior to scanning and sampling a scene. The parameter
ne counts the number of objects intercepted by the laser pulse and can be estimated via the
scene complexity (more on scene complexity can be found in [5]). The usefulness of this
representation comes because the number of measurement requires knowledge of S prior to
sampling.

For the case when the FW signal is modeled as a signal with finite rate of innovation,
the signal can be sampled at, at least the rate of innovation given by

B = 2L/T (3)

for precise recovery. Here, the integer L corresponds to the number of innovations present in
the FW signal and T is a time interval (we assume all echoes occur within the interval T ).

In the FRI model we approximate the FW signal using linear splines as in [2]. Thus, the
number of innovations depends here on the number of knots used to approximate the FW
signal. Such number can be estimated as L = ne · Le where Le is the number of innovations
that yields a good linear spline representation of the emitted pulse whose characteristics
remain fixed throughout all pulse emissions. The number ne again counts the number of
objects intercepted by the laser pulse through its time of flight (TOF) and can be estimated
via the scene complexity.

From the aforementioned discussion we can infer that the number of measurements re-
quired in the SDBME case is larger than that of the FRI case. In particular this is because
Se is larger than Le (i.e., Se > Le). Such event can be best understood from the fact that Se

measures the support of the transmitted pulse while Le corresponds to the number of linear
splines which represent an accurate representation of the emitted pulse. Thus, the sampling
complexity of the SDBME method is higher than the complexity in the FRI method.

With regards to the reconstruction complexity. We measure such performance via their
computational complexity. In particular, the complexity involved in the recovery using the
FRI method is O{N} where N is the number of compressive FRI samples [9]. In contrast,
the computational complexity of the recovery involved in the SDBME using the basis pursuit
algorithm is O{N3} where N is again the number of required measurements [1, 7]. Therefore,
the reconstruction complexity of the FRI recovery process is much lower than that of the
SDBME recovery process.

5 Compression Performance

In this section, we compare the performance of the two sub-Nyquist techniques whose im-
plementations are described in Section 3. We first consider the error versus the compression
ratio as a function of the number of measurements collected for both the noisy and noiseless
cases. Having established this, we next consider the effects of coefficient quantization on the
performance tradeoff. Performance is assessed through Monte-Carlo experimentation with a
total of 500 real FW signals. Each of these signals has a sparsity S within an echo interval
between 17 and 25 ns.
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5.1 Performance metrics

To quantify the performance of our FW signal models, we consider only the temporal portion
of the waveform corresponding to the actual return pulse and disregard the rest (which is
entirely noise). In other words, we evaluate how accurately our low dimensional models
match the shapes of the temporal envelopes of the return pulse waveforms (i.e., the echoes).
We consider two related metrics for assessing the quality of the match, the first being the
normalized mean squared error (NMSE) as given by

NMSE =
1

γ1
‖xechoes − x̂echoes‖22 (4)

where xechoes ∈ RN is the signal component pertaining to the sampled echoes one would
get using Shannon/Nyquist sampling principle and N is the number of samples collected at
the Nyquist rate. The normalizing parameter is defined as γ1 = | supp(xechoes)| · ‖xechoes‖22.
The vector x̂echoes ∈ RN represents the signal reconstructed from samples collected using our
proposed sub-Nyquist sampling procedures. The second metric we consider is the normalized
maximum absolute error (NMAE) given by

NMAE =
1

γ2
max(|xechoes − x̂echoes|) (5)

with arguments as defined in (4). Here, the normalizing parameter is defined as γ2 =
max(|xechoes|). The normalizations applied in (4) and (5) have been selected so that the
highest possible values of the NMSE and NMAE are one. To quantify sampling efficiency,
we use the compression ratio (CR):

CR = (1− M

N
) · 100% (6)

where M and N denote the number of compressive samples and the number of Nyquist
samples, respectively.

5.2 Error as a Function of Measurements

5.2.1 Noiseless case

First, we consider the performance in the noiseless case. To do this using actual signals
(which inherently contain noise), the FW signal returns are first preprocessed to eliminate
the noise that is present in temporal segments of the signal which do not correspond to the
signal echoes (i.e., the signal sections corresponding to Γc

e). Both NMSE and NMAE are
computed and averaged over the 500 FW signals at each of the compression ratio considered.
The results are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the compression ratio.
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Figure 3: Performance of noiseless FW signal recovery

5.2.2 Noisy case

Next, we measure the performance of the sampling procedures with signals containing noise.
The noise levels vary in the signals used here, but we have determined through analysis that
the approximate SNR is 26 dB. The performance is again quantified using the NMSE and
NMAE metrics over the support of the echoes (i.e., Γe). The results are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Performance of noisy FW signal recovery
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From Figures 3 and 4, we note that both of the sub-Nyquist modeling/recovery procedures
perform well—even at high CR’s—in the terms of the NMSE metric. With regards to the
NMAE metric (which is indicative of the precision with which the subpeaks in the echoes
are approximated), performance at high CR’s is relatively more degraded. This deficiency
is alleviated, of course, by decreasing the compression ratio and thus improving subpeak
preservation in the echo signal. It is also clear from these plots that the error is almost
always lower for the FRI modeling/recovery process in both noiseless and noisy scenarios.
The only exception occurs in the performance as measured by the NMAE metric in the noisy
case; here, at high compression ratios, the SDBME modeling/recovery process approximates
the peaks more efficiently than the FRI process.

5.3 Comparisons with Sample Quantization

In this section we evaluate the effect of the scalar sample quantization on the performance
of each of the proposed sub-sampling approaches. An excellent historical overview on quan-
tization can be found in [10]. Here, we model the quantization inherent in an A/D converter
using the operator z = Q(y). The objective in this section is to analyze the effect of varying
degrees of sample quantization on the FW signal recovery performance. Specifically, we per-
form recovery with varying degrees of quantization (as given by the number of quantization
bits/sample used) at a fixed CR of about 80%. For comparison purposes, the energies of
the pulses are all normalized to one and the reconstruction error is averaged over 500 FW
signals for each of the quantization levels. Figure 5 illustrates the effects of quantization in
the noisy case for bit rates ranging from 4 to 10 bits/sample.

(a) Average NMSE as a function of quantization bits.

(b) Average NMAE as a function of quantization bits.

Figure 5: Effect of quantization on the FW signal recovery performance.

From Figure 5, we clearly see that the performance of the FRI method is better than
that of SDBME regardless of the metric. This is in sharp contrast to Figure 4b where the
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SDBME approach was considerably better. In fact, for the range of bit rates considered, the
error induced by the FRI method using either metric is essentially constant. In contrast,
the reconstruction error of the SDBME approach begins to rise significantly as the quan-
tization rate drops to 4 bits/sample. Clearly, the FRI approach provides more robustness
to coefficient quantization and is therefore the preferred approach for achieving maximal
waveform storage and transmission efficiency. Nonetheless, the SDBME approach is also
very efficiently and it may still be preferable due to the ease with which its sampling can be
implemented in hardware (e.g., Figure 1).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we compared two sub-Nyquist sampling approaches to sample the full-waveform
(FW) signals encountered in 3rd generation LIDAR systems. Specifically, we compare a
sampling mechanism which considers FW signals as signals consisting of short-duration and
bandlimited multiple echoes and a sampling mechanism which considers FW signals as sig-
nals with finite rate of innovation. Such comparison was made to evaluate the performance
of both methods in terms of its practical implementation, sampling and reconstruction com-
plexity and compression capabilities. In general, we found that the practical implementation
in the FRI case is much less complex than the SDBME case. In addition, the sampling
and reconstruction complexity is lower in the FRI case in comparison to the SDBME case.
Finally, the FRI approach provides more robustness to coefficient quantization and achieves
better error performance in general. Therefore we find the FRI FW signal model to be the
preferred approach for achieving maximal waveform storage and transmission efficiency.
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Abstract- Objects of varying sizes shapes, and origins, referred to as space debris, or “space junk,” 

have been accumulating in Earth orbit for over a half century. This personal glimpse into this 

fascinating subject discusses sources of space debris and the implications of this debris to working 

near Earth space vehicles and orbiting laboratories. 

 

1 BACKGROUND 

 

In October, 1957, I was a young college student of 17 with a head for planets, stars, solar systems 

and, at that time, the little known Science of Cosmology. On my frequent drives home from Hope 

College, a small Liberal Arts school located in the placid town of Holland on western Michigan’s 

central coast, I would ponder my future and which path my life would take.  My mind was awash in 

Mathematics, Physics, and the school’s one and only Astronomy course, as I made the 70-mile drive 

home. 

 

My weekend drives home were not unusual, but on one particular Friday evening, the 4th of 

October, 1957, the pop music to which I was listening was interrupted with an eerie “beep, beep, 

beep…” from a source announced as being a first ever artificial Earth orbiting satellite - called 

Sputnik. It was announced that the Soviet Union had launched the first artificial satellite into Earth 

orbit. The news was scintillating to my young mind, one filled with wonder at the planets of the 

Solar System; their names, mass, diameter, distance from the Sun, and a plethora of statistics 

gained from reading related books since the age of 6, as provided by my maternal grandfather. 

 

Only two years earlier a very first satellite launch had been the subject of a Science Fiction TV 

show that I had watched, and which I found completely fascinating. Little did I know at that time 

how close mankind was to that very achievement. In the years after graduation from college, I was 

to spend 4 years as an officer in the Air Force where I would learn computer programming. This 

was, mind you, in a world where drives of a hundred miles or farther were common in reaching 

the nearest computer.  

 

After serving as an Air Force computer systems instructor, training officers, such as those 

employed by NORAD in Cheyenne Mt. near Colorado Springs, I was to continue my career as a 

civilian programmer analyst in Sunnyvale, California. There I designed and wrote code for 

scheduling computer programs that were to send commands to a rapidly increasing number of 

Earth satellites and their on board intelligence acquisition systems, and download their payloads 

for processing at the tracking stations and the Satellite Test Center (STC), then in Sunnyvale, in 

the heart of what is now known as “Silicon Valley.”  
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This background subsequently led to my consulting for the Air Force Satellite Control Facility 

(AFSCF), including trips to all seven satellite tracking stations worldwide, the most distant from 

Sunnyvale being half way around the world at the Seychelles Islands located in the Indian Ocean. 

This assignment was followed by my leading a project to upgrade the ground telemetry system 

supporting polar satellite launches from Vandenberg Air Force Base. At no time did it ever occur 

to me and most, if not all other of my contemporaries, that these satellites and associated booster 

rockets remaining in orbit after their useful life would ultimately be viewed as a navigation hazard 

to future astronauts. 

 

Now fast forward to the 1990s. I was managing technical staff who worked on such JPL projects 

as the Magellan mission to map the surface of Venus, the Mars Observer, the Galileo Jupiter probe, 

and the Cassini probe to Titan, Saturn’s largest moon. These missions followed my managing the 

somewhat less spectacular, but no less important oceanographic satellites such as Topex Poseidon 

and Jason to map the surface temperature and currents of the Earth’s oceans. These satellites 

provided scientists a greater understanding of our home planet. Scientific data representing 

virtually every square foot of our oceans, included down-linked data consisting of infrared 

radiometer and radar altimeter measurements of ocean surface temperature and height differential 

accurate to within one centimeter.  These data were, and are applied to predicting phenomena such 

as El Niño and La Niña.  

 

In retrospect, I find it nothing short of amazing how routine this all became to me and to hundreds 

or thousands of my contemporaries; scientists and system analysts, representing over a dozen 

countries now involved in similar activities. However, we have, in the exuberance of repeated, 

almost routine success in achieving a growing number of satellites launched into Earth orbit over 

the years given very little, if any thought to the rapidly increasing residual debris now orbiting the 

planet. As a result we are learning that, contrary to popular belief, space, at least near-Earth space 

is not nearly as expansive or as empty as we might like to believe. 

 

 

2 THE PROBLEM 

 

These activities resulted, and continue to result in hundreds of satellites, rocket boosters, nuts, 

bolts and other discarded paraphernalia remaining in orbit to clutter the space surrounding our 

planet with what has become recognized as a potential hazard to scientific and our country’s 

Department of Defense (DoD) and NASA’s data gathering missions operating within and through 

the ever burgeoning field of debris. This has now become recognized as an accident waiting to 

happen and not so much a matter of if, but of when, if action is not taken to deal with the problem. 

 

The following quote was recently used by NASA to illustrate the contrast between current and 

early 1960s views of near-Earth space.  

 

"Space is big; Space is dark; You'll always find a place to park - Burma Shave" - S. Harris.  

 

While tongue-in-cheek, this quote does indicate a lack of appreciation for what would ultimately 

become a menacing problem, with no fewer than 13 countries having now launched satellites into 
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Earth orbit. Surprisingly, to me at least, the latest addition to this fraternity is Ecuador, a fact which 

is interesting if for no other reason than the country’s comparable size relative to the two super 

powers, the USSR and USA who were the first in space.  In any event, they are all contributing to 

the dizzying number of orbiting artifacts, which represent a continually growing risk to space 

vehicles, astronauts, and the missions of NASA and the DoD. The largest of these artifacts, now 

numbering in the hundreds of thousands, are being tracked, categorized and their ephemeris stored 

in DoD servers, from large discarded booster rockets down to orbiting trash around 10 centimeters 

(about the size of your fist) in diameter. 

 

A NASA computer-generated image of currently tracked objects in Earth orbit is shown in Figure 

1, below. Debris in this NASA-generated model comprises around 95% of the non-functional 

debris larger than 10 centimeters in diameter. There are also many thousands of even smaller 

objects which are not included in this model, but which could cause major damage to functional 

satellites, including the International Space Station.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: NASA Model of Orbiting Debris  

 

As stated, not all orbiting objects are of a size (diameter of 10 centimeters or larger) that can be 

tracked given current technology. In fact, according to the web site, space.com, there are in the 

neighborhood of 500,000 objects, from those smaller than 1.27 centimeters (1 inch) in diameter to 

the largest discarded space booster rockets, about 21,000 of which are being tracked by the 

Department of Defense U.S. Space Surveillance Network, and stored on servers by the Joint 

Functional Component Command (JFCC), Vandenberg Air Force Base.  

 

file:///C:/Jerry/ITC%202014/space.com
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This is all while recognizing that even some unknown amount of debris no larger than a grain of 

sand, if impacting a manned satellite or other working vehicle, can cause equipment, or life 

threatening damage. Remember, this debris may be traveling at orbital velocities of several 

thousands of feet per second, which can be much greater or much smaller, depending on the 

angular velocity between two converging objects. This is further aggravated by the fact that orbits 

cross each other depending on their inclination to the equator, and whether they are circular, 

elliptical, sun-synchronous, and their degree of eccentricity.  

 

Consider, if you will, a metropolitan freeway system, with no interchanges, and where it was legal 

to travel in either direction on both sides of the divided highway, or to cross surface streets without 

regard to oncoming or cross traffic. With a small number of vehicles, such as existed a hundred 

years ago, the likelihood of a collision is small, but as the years added millions of automobiles, the 

likelihood of collision increased geometrically until becoming inevitable that a growing number 

of collisions would eventually occur if something wasn’t done to accommodate the increased 

traffic. But as can be seen, collisions are still frequent. In fact, in the case of Earth satellites and 

orbiting debris, collisions have already occurred.   

 

Notwithstanding that our degree of situational awareness is becoming increasingly better, a 

solution that can reasonably be implemented to eliminate or significantly decrease the likelihood 

of a catastrophic collision with a manned vehicle is at present extremely uncertain. 

 

 

3 THE SOLUTION 

 

Current solutions to this growing problem are fairly primitive, focusing on detection and 

avoidance. That is, maneuver a spacecraft to avoid contact with detectable debris. However, an 

object too small to be detected given current technology, say smaller than a baseball, can still 

inflict extensive damage and even destroy a spacecraft, given a high enough angular velocity at 

impact. Other solutions may include devising means to return larger objects from orbit, essentially 

“de-boosting” them. It may also be possible to destroy the smaller objects with some yet untried 

method, with care being taken to avoid possible related side effects.  

 

One such solution is cited in another of my white papers, entitled “Synthetic Biology Landscape - 

Current Applications and Implications for the Future.” In this paper it is suggested that a “blob” to 

absorb the smaller debris, be devised through the creation of an anaerobic organism that could 

procreate in the near vacuum of space then be “de-boosted” to burn up on re-entry to the 

atmosphere. The unintended consequences of such a scheme are obvious, dictating that there be  a 

strict control with the ability to reverse such a seemingly “hair-brained” scheme. Is this possible? 

Probably not, but this is the thought process that will ultimately be required to solve this growing 

problem. 

 

But for now, the focus is on what we can do; that being, detection and tracking of any object that 

is large enough to be detectable applying our current capability and improving that capability with 

constantly emerging technology. Within the scope of current technology, NASA does have plans 

for possible mitigation, as shown in the following quote from their web site:  
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“Currently there are several efforts to mitigate the problem: 

  

 Pieces of space debris are tracked by radar, so that spacecraft can be steered around 

them.  

 Spacecraft can be built to survive impacts from space debris. This will also protect them 

from meteoroid impacts. 

 Several of the space faring nations have agreed to measures to reduce the number of 

derelict satellites that could hit working satellites by steering aging satellites into 

otherwise useless orbits or into paths that will cause them to harmlessly burn up in the 

atmosphere of the Earth.”  

 

As can be seen from this quote, solutions are not up to what is ultimately needed to provide the 

degree of safety needed to significantly reduce or eliminate this risk of existing orbiting debris. 

 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

 

Currently, to the best of my knowledge, there is no viable solution imminent that is capable of 

completely eliminating the risk of collisions with orbiting debris in Earth orbit by working 

vehicles, either manned or unmanned. JFFC Space in cooperation with Scitor Corporation and 

Vandenberg Air Force Base personnel are together working on a solution to assist in the manual 

avoidance of this debris, as ephemeris of 21,000 objects in Earth orbit that are 4” in diameter and 

larger is being recorded in local servers near Vandenberg Air Force Base, California. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In April of 2000, ViaSat (Carlsbad, CA) acquired the Communications and Tracking Systems 
division of Scientific Atlanta (Atlanta, GA).  Through that acquisition ViaSat can trace a fifty 
year heritage of range telemetry product and system development.  This paper describes some of 
ViaSat’s key contributions during those years, beginning with CORTS (Conversion of Range 
Telemetry Systems) and including development of Monoscan Converters for single-channel 
monopulse tracking, the 410 WA and Series 930 Telemetry Receivers, E-Scan autotracking and 
numerous tracking antenna systems.  This paper includes recent (within ten years) systems and 
products specifically developed for telemetry applications, and concludes with what ViaSat 
believes the future holds for telemetry tracking systems. 
 
 

PAST 
Monoscan Converters 

 
By mid-1960s the company now known as ViaSat, Antenna Systems Division (formerly 
Scientific Atlanta) had greatly expanded its product line and technical expertise.  In addition to 
precision antenna pattern measurement equipment, the company had developed numerous 
antennas (log-periodic/helix arrays and parabolic reflectors), pedestals, positioning controls and a 
complete line of telemetry receiver products.  These individual products and complete systems 
were gaining world-wide recognition as robust, reliable and practical.  Even NASA recognized 
the company’s technical contributions during various phases of the US Manned Space program.  
It was in 1967 that the US government released procurement specifications for CORTS: a 
program to convert telemetry ranges from sub-1 GHz operation (primarily P-band) to L, L/S and 
S-bands.  These specifications challenged systems suppliers to use the latest technology in 
overcoming practical problems such as tracking RF from spinning missiles or modulated by 
propellers and rotors, while also covering the wide band from 1435 to 2300 MHz.  ViaSat’s 
engineering staff developed a novel approach to the problem, the Monoscan Converter as shown 
in Figure 1, and successfully incorporated it into meeting CORTS system requirements. 
 
The primary technical advantages of the Monoscan were three-fold.  First, it utilized a single-
channel “pseudo-monopulse” technique that eliminated phase matching difficulties of traditional 
monopulse over multiple cable lengths.  Second, it overcame problems of conical scan tracking 
producing “beat notes” with AM modulation on the target signal, as recently described in 2013 
ITC Student Paper of the Year, “Does a Spinning Missile Cause Tracking Error at C-band” by 
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Mr. Darren Kartchner.  In the first technical description of the Monoscan Converter, “Scan-
coded Single Channel Monopulse Automatic Tracking Systems” by Mr. P.M. Pifer, the variable 
switching capability of the unit was considered its most novel feature.  Scanning could be up to 
1000 Hz (much higher than a mechanical conscan), fixed at a frequency far removed from 
extraneous AM on the RF signal, swept with a triangle waveform or even a pseudo-random 
signal. As an added bonus for systems with critical G/T requirements, the sum (or data) channel 
could be separate from the tracking channel and free of tracking modulation, unlike a conical 
scan antenna.  
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Monoscan Converter 

 
 
And finally, the Monoscan provided a singular solution for the wide RF band.  This third 
requirement was perhaps the most challenging as there had been numerous other converters built 
with discrete components over narrow bands.  A key construction feature was the flexible pwb 
material which allowed the 180 degree phase path to literally be a “twist,” as shown in the pwb 
assembly photo, figure 2. During the production life of the product, each Monoscan Converter 
was hand assembled, trimmed and tested.  Today, readily manufactured RF switches, hybrids 
and similar components can be used to form the same function at less cost.  Figure 3 is a 
schematic of the Monoscan Converter, which by today’s standards is incredibly simple!  The 
operation is controlled by four current drivers (located in control room electronics) operating into 
PIN diodes. As the diodes are forward or reverse biased, the appropriate RF signal paths (Az or 
El/ 0 or 180 degrees) are established or blocked.  The time multiplexed RF signals are added to 
the RF sum signal via a coupler, thus the axis tracking errors appear as amplitude modulation on 
the sum reference.  Table 1 provides a list of performance parameters of the original Monoscan 
Converters. 
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Figure 2.  Monoscan Converter PWB Assembly 

 
 

Figure 3.  Monoscan Converter Schematic 
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Table 1.  Monoscan Converter Performance 
Parameter Performance Specification 

Input Frequency Range 1400 to 2300 MHz (2400 in later versions) 
Sum Channel Insertion Loss 0.8 dB maximum, input to coupler output 
Difference Channel Insertion Loss 14 ±1 dB, each ∆ input to coupler output 
Coupler Slope ± 0.4 dB across each of three bands: 

1435 to 1540 MHz 
1650 to 1750 MHz 
2200 to 2300 MHz 

Isolation 30 dB minimum 
Switching Time 15 µseconds maximum 

 
ViaSat incorporated these Monoscan Converters into an L-L/S-S band feed design (Model 70) 
that was integrated into one of two reflectors: an 8 ft diameter on a Model 3100 Pedestal or 18 ft 
diameter on the Model 3200 Pedestal.  These antenna systems were known as the Series 3000 
UHF Automatic Tracking Antennas, eighteen of which were delivered to various US Test 
Ranges under the CORTS program. 
 
 

Telemetry Receivers 
 
Also during the 1960s, ViaSat (aka Scientific Atlanta) acquired design rights to a double 
conversion, superheterodyne telemetry receiver originally developed by DCE.  The author 
understands this receiver initially used Nuvistor tubes for amplification stages, however, ViaSat 
reworked the electronics to be completely solid-state for improved life and reliability.  The 
Model 410 WA, shown below in Figure 4, was an analog engineering piece of art!  The all-
aluminum chassis and plug-in modules were designed to be EMI tight, meeting the requirements 
of MIL-STD-461.   The tuning heads utilized multipole pre-selectors and a state-of-the-art 
double-balanced, hot carrier diode mixer covering RF input frequencies from 60 to 4200 MHz.  
Tuning was extremely smooth with a zero-backlash drive and dial mechanism controlling the 
Variable Frequency 1st LO. 

Figure 4.  Model 410WA Telemetry Receiver 
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For fixed frequency applications, a temperature-controlled crystal oscillator was also available.  
The chassis was designed for up to six plug-in modules for IF filtering, Demodulators, Record 
and Playback Translators, and even an optional Spectrum Analyzer.  The IF Filters (pre-
detection filtering of 10 MHZ 2nd IF) were electronically switched with the touch of a front panel 
button.  At that time ViaSat was the only company to offer both Butterworth (constant 
amplitude) and Bessel (linear phase) filter designs.  For most telemetry formats, especially 
FM/FM and PCM/FM, a Bessel filter provided less distortion than a constant amplitude filter of 
twice the bandwidth.  Several Demodulator plug-ins were available for the 410 Receiver to cover 
all IRIG telemetry formats, including Narrow, Standard and Wide FM, Wide angle PM and 
BPSK.  The standard Model 440 FM Demod covered a deviation range that required two 
demodulators in other receivers.  Table 2 lists some of the features, functions and modules that 
were part of the 410WA.  The author understands that in 2009, one satellite telemetry site in 
Brazil still used 410 Telemetry Receivers that were over 30 years old. Talk about being robust 
and reliable! 

 
Table 2.  Model 410WA Receiver Characteristics 

Function or Feature Value 
Receiver Type Super heterodyne, double conversion 

60 MHz 1st IF standard, 70 MHz optional 
10 MHz 2nd IF 

Tuning Range 60 to 4200 MHz via nine tuner plug-ins 
First LO Variable Frequency or Fixed Crystal, selectable 
Second LO 
     Crystal Mode 
     VFO Mode 
     AFC Mode 
     APC Mode 
     Playback Mode 

 
±0.005% stability (±0.0025 % with oven) 

± 250 kHz tuning range 
± 250 kHz acquisition range 

± 250 kHz tracking range 
10 MHz capability with 2nd LO disabled 

Input 
     Power 
     Impedance 
     VSWR 

 
-7 dBm Signal + Noise, maximum 

50 ohms 
2.0:1 maximum 

Dynamic Range 100 dB minimum 
Linearity ± 10% to within 12 dB of noise floor 
AGC Time Constant 1, 10, 100 & 1000 milliseconds 

plus MGC (manual control) 
2nd IF Filter Modules 
     Linear Phase (Bessel) 
 
 
   Constant Amplitude (Butterworth) 

 
100, 200, 250, 300, 500, 750, 1000, 1500,  

2500, 3300 and 5000 kHz bandwidths 
 

10, 30, 50, 70, 500, 750, 100, 1500, 2500,  
3300 and 5000 kHz bandwidths 

Noise Figure 8.5 dB typical, 10 dB maximum 
Metering Signal Strength (0 to 100 dB), Tuning Error (kHz), 

Modulation (FM kHz or PM degrees and AM %)  
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In 1985 ViaSat introduced the micro-processor controlled Series 930 Telemetry Receiver shown 
in Figure 5.  This unit was specifically designed to replace the venerable 410 Receiver, while 
incorporating features to support satellite as well as range telemetry formats at higher data rates.   
Two models were available: the 930A with a 70 MHz first IF and the 930B with 160 MHz first 
IF, both with up to three IF filters.  Only two low-phase noise, digitally synthesized tuners were 
developed to cover 215-320 and 3600-4200 MHz in the A version.  Six tuners were available for 
the B version, covering RF inputs from 215 to 2400 MHz.  The chassis could house up to seven 
20 MHz 2nd IF filters in three advanced designs: constant amplitude equalized (Cauer-Elliptic 
with delay equalization), linear phase (Bessel) and narrow-band linear phase crystal.  In most 
configurations the receiver housed two of three available Demodulators (FM, PM and BPSK), 
either one of which could be selected by operator or remote control.  The ability to remotely 
control and select up to ten configurations was a major feature of this receiver, particularly for 
satellite tracking.  Today, twenty years after product introduction NASA uses the Model 930 in 
several remote sensing satellite ground stations around the world.  
 

Figure 5.  Series 930 Telemetry Receiver 
 
 
 

E-Scan Autotracking 
 
The E-Scan autotracking technique was patented by ViaSat in 1991 as an alternative to single-
channel monopulse at L to S-bands.  In addition to saving the cost of a monopulse comparator, 
the E-scan technique provided better side lobe performance while maintaining electronic scan 
capability beyond mechanical conscan rates.  The original layout of E-Scan was a five-element 
array in a square pattern as diagrammed in figure 6a.  For each of four tracking scan states (El 0°, 
Az 0°, El 180°, Az 180°) the E-Scan switching network combined two corner elements with the 
center, and the result was tracking AM superimposed on the sum signal similar to single-channel 
monopulse.  But there were lessons to be learned in applying this to range telemetry!  Typical 
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requirements for telemetry antennas specify simultaneous Right-hand and Left-hand Circular 
reception, however the missile and aircraft antennas are quite often linear or have poor axial 
ratio.  The use of two tracking elements at a time required very good amplitude and phase 
balance in order to track these polarization mismatched signals without excessive cross-talk and 
error gradient variance.  As a result, the layout was rotated 45° and the network changed to 
combine a single element with the sum, a “diamond” arrangement as shown in figure 6b.  Except 
in rare instances, all L through S-band tracking feeds produced today by ViaSat utilize the 
patented E-Scan architecture, regardless of aperture. 

         Figure 6a.  Square E-Scan Array  Figure 6b.  Diamond E-Scan Array 
 
 
 

PRESENT 
 
Looking over the past few years to the present, ViaSat has continued to supply new assets, 
refurbishment and upgrade services to various ranges both domestic and foreign.  In 2002 ViaSat 
successfully bid the antenna systems portion of the Space Lift Range Systems Contract 
(SLRSC).  Three 13.5m and four 6.1m L to S-band telemetry autotrack antennas, along with ten 
4.3m vehicle uplink (command destruct) slave track antennas were delivered to the Eastern and 
Western Launch Ranges.  These antennas utilized what then was ViaSat’s latest antenna control 
unit, the Model 3880, along with three of the latest Elevation-over Azimuth Pedestals: the 3416, 
3418 and 3450.  The 3450, as shown in figure 7, was designed to swing the 13.5m reflector at up 
to 20 °/s with 20°/s2 acceleration and delivering 170,000 ft-lbs of peak torque.  Another 
interesting aspect of the SLRSC program was the tracking feed design: in order to meet 
requirements of specifications and desires of range personnel, both feeds were conical scan 
utilizing brushless motor technology and speed control up to 60 Hz. 
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Figure 7.  Model 3450 Elevation-over-Azimuth Pedestal 
 
 
During the 2003 to 2009 time frame, ViaSat furnished six trailer transportable 7.3m L-to-S band 
tracking systems to White Sands Missile Range.  Four of these systems incorporated a third 
pedestal axis (roll) and inertial navigation system for shipboard applications.  Figure 8 is a 
photograph of one shipboard system staged for operation with a second system ready for 
transport.  In addition, ViaSat upgraded five 8 ft and two 24 ft tracking antennas and in 2011 
delivered two new 8 ft L to S band tracking antennas to WSMR.  Also in 2003, ViaSat 
participated in a U.S. Air Force study contract “to examine feasibility of migrating L-/S-band 
and S-band Range Telemetry Tracking antennas to higher frequency bands” (quoted from an 
official press release).  As a result of this study and others, Telemetry Ranges today are moving 
toward C-band for increased bandwidth and separation from older bands crowded by commercial 
traffic.  Currently ViaSat is upgrading one each of WSMR’s 7.3m and 8 ft antennas to add 
simultaneous C-band operation.  The new high-performance, patent pending feed for the larger 
aperture was described in a 2012 ITC paper titled “High Speed Target C-band Feed Upgrade for 
Autotracking High Dynamic Targets” by Mr. Ray Lewis. 
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Figure 8.  Transportable 7.3m Antenna with El-Az-Roll 3420 Pedestal 
 
 
 

FUTURE 
 
The Telemetry community is experiencing new technologies, such as cellar and wireless routing 
that someday may supplant classic “tracking antennas” for telemetry reception.  But the winds of 
change blow slowly across Ranges, as mission costs rise and the need to keep targets, assets and 
access within controlled boundaries remains a constant concern.  ViaSat believes strongly in the 
future of supplying new tracking antenna systems as well as upgrading and refurbishing existing 
assets.  We are embracing the change to C-band, much like the move to L and S-bands during 
CORTS, by designing tracking feeds to retrofit into new or existing reflectors, and provide 
simultaneous operation with current frequency bands.  In addition to present pedestal offerings 
for 4.5 through 13.5m antennas, ViaSat has renewed efforts to supply cost effective systems in 8 
to 12 ft diameters with innovative techniques such as a digital tracking receivers within the 
pedestal.  And finally, ViaSat continually pursues improvements to our antenna control products, 
so their performance will be equal or superior to any controls for Telemetry Range applications.  
We believe the legacy will continue! 
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TELEMETRY (TM) HAS CHANGED QUITE A BIT OVER THE PAST 53 YEARS  

A long time ago, way back in 1961, my very first job after college was with Vertol Helicopters (now a 

Division of Boeing) in Media PA. Our flight test facility was located on the East side of the Philadelphia 

International Airport and our tie-down facility was located in the swamps east of the airport where the 

mosquitoes zoomed in on us at night with all of the lights focused on us. The CH-47 Chinook flight test 

program was just starting and we were preparing and installing the instrumentation system. The 

number of measurements (MEAS) was in the high hundreds and the instrumentation system consisted 

of a photo panel,  two CEC-124 oscillographs capable of recording 50 channels each using galvanometers 

to reflect light onto photographic rolls of paper. In addition we also had two CEC-119 36 channel 

oscillographs and a Brown temperature recorder with a thermos bottle ice bath reference. All MEAS 

except the thermocouples were wired to a centralized 4’ by 4’ patch-board so they could be selected 

and assigned to a recording device. Aside from the oscillographs we also had several banks of EMR (tube 

type) Voltage Controlled Oscillators that were used to record MEAS data on the AMPEX AR-100 analog 

tape recorder. Each VCO bank had a total of 14 channels of data and we utilized one of those 14 channel 

banks to modulate a Frequency Modulated telemetry transmitter. So in effect the combination of the 

FM VCOs modulating the FM XMTR created an FM/FM TM system. The ground station could receive and 

discriminate the FM signal and recover the 14 channels of data. Out of the hundreds of on-board 

recorded data only 14 MEAS could be looked at during the flight. In some respects this was a big 

breakthrough but at the same time selecting precisely what 14 MEAS could be monitored in the ground 

station, later called a Mission Control Room (MCR) was a difficult choice. Obviously the most critical data 

was sent on the TM link. 

TM reception improves with altitude but helicopters fly low so we had a low power TM XMTR which was 

boosted with a high gain power amplifier. To test to see if the TM XMTR system was working I took a 

graphite pencil and held it close to the TM antenna. If it sparked we knew that TM was on and 

operating. Due to the nature of the electronics at the time (tube type technology) signal conditioning for 

the MEAS and the Excitation Voltage to the XDCRs there was some drift and gain changes that always 

had to be compensated for in order to get accurate data. Same thing held for the TM transmitter. We 

had to tweak the modulating signal so the XMTR would be properly deviated. There was no remote 

frequency select option so we had to install a set frequency tuning device. TM reception was fairly good 

even though the receiving antenna had to be manually operated. For unknown reasons at the time 

during some flights especially on Friday afternoons we would completely lose TM reception and since 

critical flight data was on TM the flights had to be aborted. When the helicopter was on its way back to 

base the TM signal would come back on. Eventually we took out the maps and traced out the flight path 

and saw that there was a big water tower out there and we determined that the pilot knew that if he 

hovered behind the water tower we would lose signal and terminate the flight. The pilot had long 

weekends planned and this enabled him to depart early on Friday. 

In 1963 I joined Republic Aviation in Farmingdale L.I. N.Y. and went to work on the start of the F-105F, 

the first two seat F-105. I was assigned to assist in the development of the ejection seat sequencing and 

my particular job suited me very well because I worked on the dummies. Obviously you have seen the 

dummies that are instrumented and are used to simulate real people and are used for automobile crash 
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evaluation. The task was to build up and test the instrumentation telemetry system built in to the chest 

cavity on the dummies. We utilized a bank of Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCOs) with signal 

conditioning to acquire pitch and roll angle, three axis of acceleration and a few other MEAS. After we 

built up the first instrumentation package to be inserted in the dummy’s chest cavity I was told to run 

environmental lab tests to see how well the instrumentation package with the TM XMTR would survive 

the environment of being ejected/rocketed out of the cockpit and then being hit with the forces 

experienced while travelling at 300 knots. I was given a list of frequencies and amplitudes to run a 

shaker table with. I mounted the instrumentation package on the shaker table and began the test. As 

time progressed I changed the frequency and amplitude and took notes. About halfway through the test 

I heard a ping and a bang followed by more violent noises and I immediately shut down the test. This 

was the last environmental test before the dummies were to be sent for ejection testing on a high speed 

sled and it appeared that I screwed up badly and most likely would be fired for being incompetent. It 

turned out that I was not at fault and that a faulty tie-down attach screw that was common to the VCOs 

and the TM XMTR failed well below the specified load factor. The test was rerun with improved screws 

and the system was accepted for use. 

In 1965 while still at Republic Aviation I was assigned to Project Fire, a research and development 

program for reentry of the Space Shuttle into the Earth’s atmosphere. We had a Nose Cone that was to 

be mounted on the top of an Atlas rocket on Pad 34 at Cape Canaveral. There were three outer shields 

on the nose cone that were heavily instrumented. As the nose cone re-entered the Earth’s atmosphere 

data from the 1st shield would be telemetered to Mission Control Rooms at the Cape and at other 

facilities and was watched with a giant telescope on Ascension Island off of the African Coast. The 

telescope was equipped with a spectrometer which gave details about temperature and chemical 

composition. At a precise time the 1st shield was blown off with squibs and then the 2nd shield MEAS 

were taken and then the 3rd shield was exposed.   We had conducted months of clean room testing of 

the instrumentation data acquisition system, Pulse Amplitude Modulation and Pulse Duration 

Modulation signal conditioning system and the TM transmitter and everything checked out well. PAM 

and PDM were used so that with the bank of Voltage Controlled Oscillator system we could acquire 

hundreds of temperature MEAS along with positional MEAS and transmit that data via Telemetry.  

When the nose cone was shipped to the pad facility at Cape Canaveral we retested the nose cone 

system in our clean room. Things went well and the data obtained matched what we had acquired in 

Farmingdale NY. Then came the moment of truth when we closed the nose cone and telemetered the 

data to the ground receiving station that I was in charge of. The TM data was unintelligible and everyone 

asked me why my ground station was so screwed up. We went back over the operation that we had 

performed and as the nose cone was opened for inspection the TM data cleared up and it was once 

again perfect. Technicians slowly closed the nose cone and when they reached a certain angle the TM 

data went to pot again. Aha, we then came to realize that throughout all the months of testing in NY the 

nose cone was never closed. Now, with the scheduled launch date rapidly approaching a fix had to be 

made. All of the MEAS and signal conditioning were not the culprits. It turned out that the cause of the 

problem was the circular antenna that was around the nose cone radiated not only outward but also 

inward which created an electronic TM signal mess. One of our quick thinking engineers made a fast trip 
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to the town of Cocoa Beach to a hardware store and brought back a roll of copper screening used for 

screen doors and windows. We looked at him like he had three eyes on his head and asked what he 

planned to do. The circular antenna was on the upper portion of the nose cone that opened up and the 

rest of the instrumentation equipment was on the base of the nose cone. He cut out a circular shape of 

the copper screening to cover the base where the instrumentation equipment was and attached it to a 

ground stud. He requested that I go back and man the ground station and look at the data as they closed 

the nose cone. This time the data started out good and stayed good throughout the closing and opening 

of the nose cone. The fix was documented and the USAF and NASA inspected what was done and gave 

us the thumbs up.  TM was good and we got a go-ahead and prepared for the launch. 

That was followed by an assignment in 1966 to work on the XV-5A a vertical lift off airplane based at 

Edwards, AFB CA on the Mojave Desert. A three company team had been formed with Ryan building the 

airframe, GE supplying the engines and fan ducts and Republic Aviation supplying the instrumentation. 

This was my very first hands on experience with a Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) system. If I remember 

correctly it could accommodate 80 MEAS. It had an eight bit Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and the 

output signal was fed to an airborne analog recorder and to the FM transmitter. I had to learn all about 

the binary, octal and hexadecimal math systems and for our setup and calibration device we used an 

Airborne Single Channel Read Out (ASCRO) that we could dial in each MEAS channel one at a time and 

get octal count readout. An eight bit ADC produced a lot of stair case type data as there are only 512 

counts to represent each MEAS. A flap angle of 30 degrees divided by 512 counts = .0586 degrees per 

count and likewise 30,000 feet of altitude /512 counts produced a resolution of 58.6 feet per count. 

Aside from the poor resolution due to the 8 bit ADC the concept was great and I could see and 

appreciate the potential of what this could lead to in the future. Little did I know at that time that the 

rest of my career would be focused on the use of PCM telemetry. 

I left Republic in 1967 and went to work for Grumman at Calverton L.I. N.Y on the US Navy Version of 

the F-111. The instrumentation data system was on a pallet in the weapon bay and I had to learn how to 

do a duck walk. The instrumentation system was a pretty straight forward FM/FM system with banks of 

Proportional Band Width VCOs and signal conditioning to acquire lots of MEAS data. However the 

frequency requirements for many of the MEAS were too high for the PBW VCOs so we brought on the 

new technology of Constant Band Width VCOs. Now we could acquire MEAS data at much higher rates 

for accelerometers and other MEAS. The number of MEAS that could be transmitted to the ground 

station was still quite low so innovations were made but in essence we still had a FM/FM TM system. 

The A6A Intruder instrumentation system was also a basic FM/FM system but in 1968 a breakthrough 

was made and it enabled us the transmit MIL-STD-1553 Multiplex Data at a high bit rate to the US Navy 

Patuxent River MD ground station. It was what is now termed full bus Chapter 8 data. There was no 

room left on the TM bandwidth for anything but the 1553 Bus data but it was a great success. 

In 1969 Grumman decided to test out the concept of PCM versus VCO FM/FM technology on an actual 

A6A test aircraft. There were a lot of naysayers who were staunch in their belief that FM/FM was here 

to stay and PCM was never going to catch on. At the time aside from the engineers in the 

instrumentation Research and Development Lab I was the only INSTR Operations engineer that had any 
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experience at all with PCM. So by default I was put in charge of setting up and running the side by side 

flight tests on A6A #7 and processing the FM data and the PCM data to show that the 12 bit ADC 

PCM/FM system was indeed superior to the VCO based FM/FM system. This was a time consuming and 

costly experiment but it paved the way for the next really big Grumman program, the F-14. 

The changeover in 1970 for the F14 Flight Test program from the old VCO/FM/TM system to PCM/FM/ 

TM was not an easy one as not only did the aircraft system have to change but the ground station for 

Real Time in-flight processing and Post Test Batch processing also demanded the use of all new 

equipment. INSTR personnel had to be trained in the use of PCM for on-board recording and for PCM 

telemetry. Many refused or were slow to learn the new technology and they got left behind. The new 

kids on the block, young Instrumentation (INSTR) engineers and computer programmers fresh out of 

college had no hang-ups about leaving one technology for another and quickly rose to the top and 

displaced many of the old stuck in the mud old timers. The airplane PCM system actually had two 12 bit 

ADC units because at its fastest rate one ADC could not keep up with the required MEAS data rate. The 

TM changed from handling 14+ MEAS in the Real Time environment to now handling thousands of 

MEAS. The MCR now contained monitors displaying Engineering Unit (EU) data and answers produced 

by processing a multitude of MEAS EU data through complex computer programs. The TM link was still a 

FM/TM XMTR but now the signal into it was PCM. This opened the door for ever the increasing the 

number of MEAS being accommodated along with the demands for higher and higher frequency 

response. 

On the second flight of the F-14 I was out at the airplane with our lead INSTR engineer asking about how 

the preflight went and after the pilots boarded and got ready for take-off I went to the Grumman 

Advanced Flight Test Data System (AFTDS) facility adjacent to Plant 7 at Calverton L.I.N.Y and went up to 

the 3rd floor to take my INSTR Advisory seat close by to the test Conductor. We had a good TM signal 

and we looked at the airplane via a Zoom TV camera mounted on the TM tracking antenna. The take-off 

was smooth and after flying around for a short period of time things changed rapidly as the airplane 

hydraulic systems began failing. The airplane was heading back for an emergency landing and it was 

about a mile short of the runway when both pilots safely ejected and the airplane crash landed. We had 

witnessed an accident and we had TM data up until it crashed. Later on we retrieved the airplane PCM 

data and with the help of the FBI and some of their advanced techniques we were able to retrieve 

additional data from the partially scorched PCM data tape. 

In 1978 I went to work for General Dynamics on the very early part of the F16 flight Test program at 

Edwards AFB CA. PCM/TM systems were in general use and remained fairly static in terms of growth or 

innovations and PCM was the most accepted means of acquiring flight test MEAS data. However, this 

was the first time that  I ever got to be part of a Real Time Flutter Dynamics test program that had 

enough TM bandwidth and frequency response to be able to acquire all of MEAS needed for Flutter 

analysis. With Real Time processing of the TM data each test point could be evaluated and if safe to do 

so the pilot could continue on with the next test points. 

In the early 1980s there were ten F16 flight test aircraft on our flight line and we ran a very busy 

schedule with at least 6 flights per day so it was very frustrating to preflight the airplane and the 
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instrumentation and then go to the assigned ground station Mission Control Room to find out that the 

PCM data that was being received via the TM data stream was not showing up correctly on the various 

strip charts and displays. Day after day the MCR setup personnel would say that the airplane 

instrumentation was all hosed up. We knew this not to be true and we kept requesting them to check 

the raw PCM counts coming in to see if they were indeed locked onto our PCM stream and had a good 

bit synch, frame and sub frame lock. Eventually they would get their act together and we could be able 

to start our ground checkouts and then the flight. Then I devised a secret weapon in that I 

preprogrammed all the basic air data MEAS to known static PCM count and Engineering Unit Values on 

Format 2 of the airborne PCM system. So, when we TM’d the PCM data stream to the MCR there was no 

guesswork for the MCR personnel. They often asked how while the airplane was sitting on the ramp the 

data that was transmitted showed that it was flying at 400 knots at 30,000 feet and was pulling 2.5Gs. 

They never did catch on. Prior to flight we would switch the PCM/TM format back to Format 1 and 

continue on with a good data and a good flight.     

There were oh so many times that we had to remind the pilots that Hot Mike was on and that 

everything that they heard or said was being recorded on board and transmitted over the air via 

telemetry to the MCR and a large audience. There were indeed some very embarrassing moments. 

Starting in the mid-1980s the U.S. Government dictated that all flight Test PCM Telemetry data has to be 

encrypted and supplied us all with SP10-68 type encryptors. There was probably good reason for that 

action because years ago when I was at Cape Canaveral just prior to the launch a bevy of fishing ships 

equipped with large antennas would be lingering just off the coast so they could record and process our 

data. Years later I sat in the F16 Ground station and when we saw an F-15 takeoff we tracked it with our 

4 foot dish antenna and I was able to determine their PCM bit rate, frame rate and subcom level. Once I 

had locked onto the F-15 8 bit PCM data I was able to determine which PCM channels were moving at a 

faster rate than others and I could virtually tell what MEAS were on what PCM Word and Frame. With a 

little more time and patience I myself would have been able to deduce Engineering Unit data for many 

of the MEAS. If a novice like me could get that far you can imagine what Russian scientists could do. 

Therefore it became obvious to all that our Telemetry data must be encrypted.  

By 1987, I moved on to join Lockheed and immediately became involved in the YF-22 vs. YF-23 fly off 

competition. The big change in instrumentation at this time was that Aydin Vector designed and built 

micro miniature PCM signal conditioning units that could be distributed throughout the aircraft close to 

the XDCRS and sensors. Prior to this the wiring for every MEAS had to be brought to a centrally located 

PCM system. PCM frame sizes increased to accommodate more and more MEAS. The signal conditioning 

became more stable and allowed for more accurate data. More MEAS at higher sample rates meant 

there had to be an increase in Telemetry bandwidth and we went from a typical average of 400K bits per 

second up to 5 times that at 2 Megabits/second. Selection of MIL STD 1553 MUX Bus Message data into 

the TM PCM stream (known now as IRIG 106 Chapter 4 PCM) also became crucial so that Avionics 

personnel could see how their systems were performing in a Real Time environment. The standard 

analog XDCR data was 12 bits but the MUX Bus data was 16 bits long and some of the MUX Bus 

Messages were 32 bits or 64 bits long. The demand for MUX data on the TM data stream kept on 

growing. 
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After the award of the Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) program was announced I advanced to be the 

Manager of Flight Test INSTR for Lockheed in Marietta GA and we were teamed with General Dynamics 

and Boeing. We each built different sections of the airplane and then it was joined together in Marietta 

GA. The MEAS requirements list for the F-22 was at least a magnitude higher than any previous 

programs. That forced us to introduce the use of two 5 Megabit PCM/TM streams for many of the F22 

Test airplanes. We used up so much telemetry bandwidth that we essentially boxed out other test 

programs from scheduling test flights on the L- Band frequencies at Edwards AFB. 

At the very start of the F22 program there was some concern raised about the ability of the TM data to 

be received at the MCR because we were using a Low Observable INSTR L Band antenna. One of the AF 

INSTR engineers wrote a paper as part of his Master’s degree requirement and he claimed that we could 

not fly past 50 miles at 30K feet. He had a long and well done dissertation and used all the proper 

technical terms and had lots of fancy equations which I could not follow. To test the theoretical vs. 

reality I requested that we commandeer a company Beechcraft Bonanza and mount the LO L Band 

antenna on the bottom surface of the airplane and power that with a small PCM system sending its 

signal to our 10 watt TM transmitter. We plotted out a course and retained radio contact with the MCR 

and flew the route and altitudes that we had preplanned. We reached the point in the sky where the 

theoretical study said that we should lose signal and we kept on going. We tripled the predicted good 

signal distance and returned to base. It turned out that the technical study had every point; transmitter, 

cables, connectors, transmitting antenna, receiving antenna, cables, connectors and TM receiver, at its 

worst case and when all the points were added together it spelled out doom. Well, needless to say 

practical won out over theoretical and it made my day. 

During F-22 low and medium taxi runs on the field in Marietta GA the aircraft ran along in front of a 

number of hangars and as a result we got a lot of TM Ground bounce effects which really disturbed our 

ability to lock onto the PCM data. Losing synch created all the strip chart pens in the MCR to chatter so 

loud we thought that the fire alarms were going off. Our solution was to call back to Edwards AFB in CA 

and ask for help. They immediately supplied a team of personnel equipped with a Re-Rad system that 

could be deployed out on the field so that they could pick up the aircraft TM signal with no ground or 

background clutter effects and transmit that TM data directly at our TM receiving antenna on the top of 

the immense C5-A hangar. It worked like a charm and saved us time, effort and much embarrassment. 

On the morning of September 7th of 1997 I had my entire Instrumentation and Data Processing crew of 

Engineers and Software programmers primed and ready for the big event to take place. We all went to 

our assigned posts and stations and we completed the pre-flight checkout along with checking the TM 

data stream to the ground station Mission Control Room. The chief test pilot, Paul Metz, fired up the 

engines and after a long and thorough checkout he was given the sign to taxi. I was in direct contact 

with many of my INSTR engineers and MCR operators with a hand help radio. When the aircraft taxied 

to the runway and the engines were run up I turned to look at the MCR TM receiving antenna and I 

noticed that it was pointing in the wrong direction, away from the aircraft. I yelled over the radio to the 

MCR that they were apparently locked in to a TM signal that bounced off one of the buildings adjacent 

to the runway. I was afraid that we were going to lose signal and the MCR personnel would not be able 

to track the airplane and get good PCM data but for some unexplained reason they did not miss a beat. 
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The takeoff and in flight data was good throughout the flight. This does help to explain why my hair 

turned from black to snow white since this was just another one of the high panic, adrenalin flowing 

moments. I dare not mention all of the other close incidents we had over the years. 

At long last in 2000 I got to work for Northrop Grumman on the B2 Flight Test Program and now I simply 

stand in awe every day when I come to work. My first task was to convert the INSTR system over from a 

company R&D developed Northrop Grumman Data Systems 3000 to a commercially built ACRA based 

PCM system. The NDS system was well designed and performed admirably but parts were becoming 

obsolete and it was difficult to maintain the system. The ACRA PCM system would up being one fifth the 

size and appreciably lighter and more efficient. One of the best features was that it had a 16 bit ADC for 

the PCM and that provided 8 times the 12 bit resolution and the analog PCM MEAS and the MUX 1553 

MEAS were both 16 bits long.  The B2 Engineering Modification Design program was well over and as 

such most of the Flight Test Data being acquired was from the many MIL STD 1553 MUX Buses on board. 

Later on we added a few high speed standalone PCM systems. The PCM TM system used to acquire data 

for the Mission Control Room Engineers has a low rate of 1.5 Megabits per second because most of the 

Avionics Messages on the Busses is sampled at relatively low data rates. A second TM data steam is used 

for High Speed PCM data or video data at 5 Megabits per second. A recent innovation for the B2 

Telemetry streams is the use of SOPQSK technology which greatly reduces the TM bandwidth usage. 

In 2010 on another Northrop Grumman Program they started using an Ethernet Based PCM system and   

looking over their shoulder we can see that this is a paradigm shift from where we have been heading 

and it appears to have many advantages over how we handle INSTR data today on B2. There are some 

immediate benefits in how MEAS are selected for recording on-board and for TM to the MCR. Being able 

to carry and switch PCM TM formats to be aligned with the flight card requirements is a big positive and 

so is the manner in how real time and post flight data can be processed without the use of expensive 

front end equipment. The door to greatly improved Telemetry methods is opening once again and we 

are looking to future enhancements in the field of Telemetry. 

Things That Are Better Today for Telemetry 

 No longer require pre-modulation adjustments 

 Frequency selection can be remotely controlled 

 Increased Reliability, lower MTBF 

 Increased Stability, no drift 

 Reduced size, weight and power requirements 

 Increased bandwidth utilization with SOPQSK 

 Easier setup, Lower cost and requires fewer personnel to operate and maintain 

Things That Are More Complex today for Telemetry 

 Security Levels 

 So much data is being telemetered that it is hard to know all the MEAS on an individual basis 

 More data sources than before; Orange Wire MEAS, Bus Messages, Video, Fiber and Ethernet  
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ABSTRACT 
 

This is the story of three projects, which use three different research funding sources, coming 
together to demonstrate a small, but complete, instrumentation system that advances several 
technologies.  The Onboard Smart Sensor (OSS) project is a Small Business Innovation Research 
(SBIR) project that incorporates IEEE 1451.4 sensors into an existing Common Airborne 
Instrumentation System (CAIS) based instrumentation system.  These sensors are “smart” in that 
they can self-identify basic information via a Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS).  The 
Enhanced Query Data Recorder (EQDR) is being developed under the T&E Science & 
Technology Spectrum Efficient Technology (S&T SET) portfolio.  This recorder is based on the 
integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) specifications.  One of the objectives of iNET is 
to be able to query a recorder in real-time and transfer the request across a network telemetry 
link.  The third project provides Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) backfill to compensate for 
dropouts. 
 
One of the envisioned applications enabled by the iNET architecture is the ability to provide 
PCM displays in the control room that do not have dropouts.  This is called PCM Backfill.  The 
basic scenario is that PCM is both transmitted (as it traditionally has been via serial streaming 
telemetry (SST)) and recorded onboard.  When dropouts occur, a request over the telemetry 
network is made to the recorder (the EQDR in this case) and the dropped portions of the PCM 
stream are sent over the telemetry network to backfill the ground display.  By adding a PCM-to-
Ethernet/iNET bridge, the OSS and legacy instrumentation system can provide data to both the 
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standard PCM and to the EQDR.  Combined, this mini-system demonstrates a vision of having 
intelligence and networking ability across the entire instrumentation system – from sensor to 
display. 
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Smart Sensors, IEEE 1451.4, iNET, EQDR, PCM Backfill, Telemetry Network System (TmNS) 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

There has been a vision of an instrumentation system that includes intelligent devices at every 
level [1].  With the advent of network backbones on the vehicle, as well as, a telemetry network, 
this vision is becoming reality.  This network architecture allows every device to be 
communicated with directly.  If we include intelligence at the sensor level, this implements 
intelligent devices from sensor to display.  On a very small level, the test flight described here 
demonstrates such a system. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 1, the system under test consists of several components.  The smart 
sensor system (from NVE Corp.) interacts with a legacy CAIS Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) 
(from Teletronics Technology Corp.)  The DAU then outputs two PCM streams:  one is 
telemetered via traditional serial streaming telemetry, the second is sent to a PCM to Ethernet 
bridge (a Compact Data Manager (CDM) from L3 Communications).  The PCM is converted 

into an integrated Network Enhanced 
Telemetry (iNET) compatible package 
which is sent to, and recorded on, an 
Enhanced Query Data Recorder 
(EQDR) (provided by Leidos Corp.).  
During the flight test, dropouts to the 
PCM stream are expected (or will be 
created).  This causes the Mission 
Control System (MCS) Telemetry 
Processor to request backfill data via 
the telemetry link to the EQDR. The 
EQDR then transmits the requested 
data back to the MCS and a pristine 
(without dropouts) PCM stream is 
presented to the user in the control 
room. 
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ONBOARD SMART SENSORS (OSS) 
 

The Onboard Smart Sensor (OSS) system has been developed under the Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) program.  The objective has been to develop DAU equivalents that 
implement the architecture of the IEEE 1451.4 smart sensor standard [2].  The fundamental 
architecture of the IEEE 1451 standards includes a Network Capable Application Processor 
(NCAP) and a Smart Transducer Interface Module (STIM).  The NCAP is intended to interface 
between the STIM and some bus or network.  The idea is that an NCAP specific to one bus 
protocol can be substituted for a different NCAP for a different protocol without having to 
modify the STIM.  The STIM provides the smart sensor interface.  As illustrated in Figure 2, the 
OSS implementation uses a Universal STIM (USTIM) that includes 8 sensor ports.  The OSS 
Multi-NCAP is also designed to support multiple USTIMs. 
 
The IEEE 1451.4 standard is referred to as a “mixed-mode” interface.  It provides to 
communication methods to the sensor:  a digital interface that communicates with the sensors 
memory and an analog interface that transmits the standard analog signal from a transducer.  In 
its simplest form on a two wire sensor, the digital and analog modes are accomplished by 
changing the polarity.  A fully compliant IEEE 1451.4 sensor includes memory designed into the 
sensor.  But there is a requirement to be able to use legacy “dumb” sensors and it is possible to 
convert these sensors into smart sensors by adding inline memory.  The OSS adds memory this 
way via a Sensor Identification Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (SITEDS).  In either case, the 
memory allows sensors to be self-identifying.  That is, they can be queried to return full spec 
sheet information such as serial number, model number, calibration data, or any other 
information the user or manufacturer wants to store in it. 
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NUPL 
Bus  

NCAP USTIM 

PCM  

1451.4 Smart 
Sensors 

SITEDS 

Legacy “Dumb” 
Sensors Figure 2 – Smart Sensor Architecture 
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ENHANCED QUERY DATA RECORDER (EQDR) 
 

The Enhanced Query Data Recorder (EQDR) was developed under the Test Resource 
Management Center’s (TRMC) Spectrum Efficient Technologies (SET) S&T program.  The 
EQDR is a network flight recorder built around the iNET standards and which is intended to 
meet the future needs of the networked telemetry environment.  The EQDR is designed to 
support the “fetch” of recorded test data during a test without interruption to the ongoing 
recording of data from the test article vehicle network.   
 
The key benefits of the network data recorder as implemented in EQDR are increased flexibility 
and efficiency of test in an environment with increasing demands on spectrum available for 
telemetered data.  EQDR enables retrieval of individual recorded parameters on an as-needed 
basis.  Having the flexibility to send data only when it is required rather than throughout the 
duration of the test significantly increases the efficiency with which limited spectrum resources 
are used.  EQDR enables parametric-level data retrieval, based not only on time interval and data 
source, but also on the content of the recorded data messages.   EQDR enables selective, efficient 
retrieval of individual parameters using indexes derived from the actual values of recorded data. 
 
Within the context of the flight test demonstration described in this paper and as illustrated in 
Figure 1, the onboard smart sensors combined with the CDM act as a data source of iNET TmNS 
data messages for the EQDR onboard the C-12 aircraft.  In this instance, the payload of the 
TmNS data message is a traditional PCM minor frame that has been generated by the OSS.   The 
CDM wraps the PCM minor frame into a TmNS data message and sends it out onto the Ethernet 
network as multicast data.  The aircraft EQDR has been configured to be a data sink for the 
TmNS messages created by the OSS-CDM system.   There is also an instance of EQDR running 
on the ground.  It records the TmNS data messages that have been received by the ground 
network. 
 

Upon receiving the TmNS messages containing the embedded OSS PCM frames, the aircraft 
EQDR processes the TmNS data messages by breaking them apart and analyzing their content 
before recording them.  In this test, the TmNS message payload is a PCM frame, and the EQDR 
further breaks down the contents of the minor frame.  The system generates metadata about the 
individual parameters within the minor frame contained in the TmNS packet payload, and the 
metadata is stored within the EQDR along with the parameters to enable rapid, selective retrieval 
of individual parameters in the future.  
 
The EQDR can be controlled from the ground.  Recording can be started or stopped as defined in 
the iNET standards though an SNMP request, which in the case of the system described in the 
paper, is issued by the MCS telemetry processor.  Similarly, the EQDR will respond to SNMP 
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playback requests issued by the MCS telemetry processor.  These capabilities are demonstrated 
in Scenarios 3 and 4, which are described in more detail in the final section of this paper, during 
the flight test. 
 
One of the primary use cases for the EQDR is that of PCM backfill, which is described in more 
detail in the following section.  In this instance, the EQDR responds to playback requests 
initiated by the MCS telemetry processor, which is responsible for the mechanics of detecting 
losses and integrating retransmitted parameters from the EQDR into a pristine telemetry stream 
on the ground.  PCM back is demonstrated in Scenario 5 of the flight test. 
 
The EQDR can also support open-ended requests issued from ground, in which case it essentially 
acts as an iNET latency time critical (LTC) to reliability critical (RC) relay node.  This is 
demonstrated in Scenario 6 of the flight test demonstration. 
 
As previously mentioned, when the EQDR receives TmNS message data, it analyzes individual 
parameters within the TmNS payload and generates metadata about the parameters that are being 
recorded.  This metadata enables the ground station to issue “enhanced queries” of recorded data 
based on specific attributes of the data itself, a capability which is demonstrated in Scenario 8 of 
the flight test.  The capability is an extension of the iNET standards, which do not require the 
network recorder to generate metadata or to support retransmission of individual parameters 
based on the characteristics or values of the recorded data.  In Scenario 8, an “enhanced query” 
of the EQDR is performed using a web client to the EQDR Configuration Tool.  In this scenario, 
the ground operator issues an ad hoc request of the envelope of values of a specific parameter 
contained within the PCM frame, over a specified time interval.  This envelope is displayed on 
the ground web client.  A follow-up query of all measurements within a subset of the initial time 
interval is then issued, in which all values and not just the envelope representing maximum and 
minimum are retransmitted to ground over the RF link. 
 
 

PCM BACKFILL 
 
A test flight is a series of test points.  Test points are not always flown correctly first time they are tried.  
Further, test points are sometimes sequentially dependent with increasing risk.  Each test point is thus 
validated before moving on to the next test point. The purpose of data monitoring in the control room is to 
insure the integrity of the data recorded and to make sure the test was conducted in a way that maximizes 
the usefulness of the data collected.  By providing error free data in the control room, engineers are able 
to engage in more extensive data analysis in real-time, thus allowing for critical decisions to be made 
rapidly.  This can allow implementing more test points during a test and avoiding costly and time 
consuming re-testing. 
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In a typical test scenario, engineers monitor data in a control room for several purposes, chief among 
them are safety of flight and test efficiency.  PCM Backfill may play a role in both of these purposes but 
should be the most beneficial for test efficiency.  The data retrieval process takes some finite amount of 
time so PCM Backfill may or may not provide additional information in the split-second timing needed to 
make safety of flight decisions.  However for test efficiency, PCM Backfill might recover data so that a 
test point with dropouts does not need to be repeated. This allows the project to move on to the next test 
point quickly thus saving money for the project. 

 
The MCS system performs a serial to parallel conversion of the SST PCM data.  The PCM 
Backfill module receives the parallel PCM data and performs software frame synchronization on 
the PCM stream. This creates a virtual flow of PCM data frames.  When the PCM Backfill 
module detects a PCM dropout, any subsequently received PCM frames are stored in a first-in-
first-out (FIFO) queue for later processing.  Once the dropout ends, PCM data frames in the form 
of TmNS data messages are requested from the test article EQDR. Theses PCM frames are 
inserted into the virtual flow of PCM data frames to replace the PCM frames lost in the dropout.  
The completed flow of PCM data frames is output as iNET TmNS data messages, as well as, 
processed with the standard MCS modules for software decommutation and EU conversion used 
for standard SST PCM data streams.  This pristine data as well as the standard, noisy SST PCM 
stream are then sent from the MCS to the Symvionics Interactive Analysis and Display System 
(IADS) to be time aligned and displayed. 
 
 

RACK MOUNTED SYSTEM 
 
As shown in Figure 3, the OSS hardware and sensors are installed on a shelf mounted in a rack 
which can be installed on the test vehicle.  The rack is about four feet tall and the OSS portion, 

including the EQDR and sensors takes up less than a foot in the center 
of the rack.  (The rest of the rack contains iNET and other system 
hardware.) 
 
In order to test the smart sensor components a set of sensors are 
included in the OSS shelf.  These include accelerometers, pressure 
sensors, load cells, and Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs) 
(temperature probes).  The test concept is to compare sensors between 
the different modes:  legacy sensors, IEEE 1451.4 compliant sensors, 
and legacy sensors with SITEDS.  Like sensors are mounted near each 
other.  Ideally, there would have been a sensor of each measurement 
type for each of the 3 modes.  However, this was not possible due to 
availability of sensors and ports. 

 
 

Figure 3 – Smart 
Sensor Rack 
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FLIGHT TEST DEMONSTRATION 

 
The flight test itself consists of a series of test scenarios.  Individually they aren’t very exciting, 
but the sequential buildup leads to a complete test of the systems and the PCM Backfill 
application. 
 
Scenario 1: Characterize Range for SST and Telemetry Network.  The flight demo is sponsored 
by and supports the iNET program.  This scenario aids in characterizing the iNET transceivers.  
But it also allows an understanding of the limits of the test equipment and an understanding of 
what kinds of dropouts can be expected. 
 
Scenario 2: Verify Data Acquisition System (DAS) and OSS Operational.  This gets things 
started by making sure the basic system is working and that we are receiving data from the 
vehicle and displaying it on the ground. 
 
Scenario 3: Control EQDR From the Ground.  Another application of the network telemetry 
link is the ability to communicate directly with a device on the plane.  This scenario 
demonstrates that the EQDR can be thus controlled. 
 
Scenario 4: Query EQDR From the Ground.  This demonstrates further interaction with the 
EQDR and verifies the fundamental functionality of the EQDR needed to support PCM Backfill. 
 
Scenario 5: Demonstrate PCM Backfill.  This demonstrates the full functionality of PCM 
Backfill. 
 
Scenario 6: Packetized PCM from A/C EQDR Across RF Network.  This scenario compares real 
time transmission of PCM from the A/C EQDR.  That is, the EQDR is recording and 
retransmitting the PCM from the CDM at the same time across TCP in iNET packets.  This is an 
open-ended RC request issued to the EQDR from MCS_tmnsrecutil tool on ground. 
 
Scenario 7: Packetized PCM from CDM Across RF Network.  This compares PCM as sent by 
the CDM (using UDP multicast to send PCM in iNET messages over the TM Network) to the 
SST PCM stream. 
 
Scenario 8: Test Enhance Query on EQDR.  Using the EQDR Configuration Tool and 
associated web server, the ground operator will perform an “envelope query” of specific 
measurements that have been recorded on the A/C EQDR over a specific time interval. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
Through serendipitous events and coordination between different people working towards the 
same goals, a synergistic opportunity arose.  A flight demonstration that combines development 
efforts across multiple funding sources – smart sensors via SBIR, EQDR via T&E S&T and 
telemetry networks via CTEIP iNET – has been implemented.  The test system represents a mini-
version of a long term vision of an instrumentation system with intelligence at every level and in 
every device; an intelligent instrumentation system from sensor to display. We know this is 
possible; it’s just a question of doing it. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
One of the initial control room capabilities to be demonstrated by iNET program is the ability to 
provide data displays in the control room that do not contain data dropouts.  This concept is 
called PCM Backfill where PCM data is both transmitted via traditional SST and recorded 
onboard via an iNET compatible recorder.  When data dropouts occur, data requests are made 
over the telemetry network to the recorder for the missing portions of the PCM data stream.  The 
retrieved data is sent over the telemetry network to the backfill application and ultimately 
delivered to a pristine data display.  The integration of traditional SST and the PCM Backfill 
capability provides both real-time safety of flight data side-by-side with pristine data suitable for 
advanced analysis. 
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Network System (TmNS), integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET), Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP), recorder, Enhanced Query Data Recorder (EQDR). 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Telemetry via PCM is inherently prone to data dropouts. The concept of being able to fill in 
these dropouts, a process called PCM Backfill, was introduced in [1].  In that paper, PCM 
Backfill, an application in the Mission Control System (MCS) telemetry processor, was 
introduced as a demonstration application of the network telemetry link being implemented by 
the iNET program.  This application requires the capability to send a command from the ground 
to the test vehicle and receive data via the network telemetry link (in contrast to the serial 
streaming telemetry (SST) PCM link.)  Another key dependency is the existence of an intelligent 
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recorder that can service data requests in flight for the dropped data and return the data in a 
timely manner.  The Test & Evaluation Science & Technology (T&E S&T) Spectrum Efficient 
Technology (SET) portfolio has been funding the development of such a recorder, the Enhanced 
Query Data Recorder (EQDR).  These two capabilities provided by MCS and the EQDR 
implement the basic infrastructure needed to backfill PCM and display a pristine data stream 
(i.e., a data stream with few or no dropouts). 
 
A test flight is a series of test points.  Test points are not always flown correctly first time they 
are tried.  Further, test points are sometimes sequentially dependent with increasing risk.  Each 
test point is thus validated before moving on to the next test point. The purpose of data 
monitoring in the control room is to insure the integrity of the data recorded and to make sure the 
test was conducted in a way that maximizes the usefulness of the data collected.  By providing 
error free data in the control room, engineers are able to engage in more extensive data analysis 
in real-time, thus allowing for critical decisions to be made rapidly.  This can allow 
implementing more test points during a test and avoiding costly and time consuming re-testing. 
 
In a typical test scenario, engineers monitor data in a control room for several purposes, chief 
among them are safety of flight and test efficiency.  PCM Backfill may play a role in both of 
these purposes but should be the most beneficial for test efficiency.  The data retrieval process 
takes some finite amount of time so PCM Backfill may or may not provide additional 
information in the split-second timing needed to make safety of flight decisions.  However for 
test efficiency, PCM Backfill might recover data so that a test point with dropouts does not need 
to be repeated. This allows the project to move on to the next test point quickly thus saving 
money for the project. 
 
 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
The PCM Backfill effort was added to an existing project called Onboard Smart Sensor (OSS). 
OSS is an effort to integrate networks of smart sensors with an onboard data acquisition system. 
The test configuration for PCM Backfill consists of both test article hardware and a ground data 
processing system as shown in figure 1. 
 
 

TEST ARTICLE HARDWARE 
 
The OSS test instrumentation configuration was augmented with an L3 Communications 
Telemetry East Compact Data Manager (CDM) (1) and a Kauai Software Solutions EQDR (2) 
for PCM backfill. The CDM bridges standard Serial Streaming Telemetry (SST) Pulse Code 
Modulation (PCM) to a network. The CDM outputs standard iNET TmNS Data Messages. In-
flight, the EQDR (2) records the TmNS data messages received from the CDM. The EQDR also 
services data requests received from the ground data processing system. TTC nXCVR-2000 (3, 
4) network radios are used to construct a wireless telemetry network between the test article and 
a ground station.   
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GROUND DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM  
 

The ground processing system is based on the JT3 LLC Mission Control System (MCS) 
telemetry processor used by the 412th Test Wing at Edwards AFB. The MCS consists of a 
Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) DX Decommutator (PCM Decommutator) tied to 
commodity hardware with a CSC ION data bus. Rack mounted Dell 1950 computers are used to 
perform engineering units (EU) and application processing in the MCS (6) as well as for the 
PCM Backfill module.  The MCS was also augmented with an EQDR (5) that is used to record 
TmNS Data Messages generated by the PCM Backfill module.  
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Figure 1 Ground Data Processing System and Test Article 
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SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
 
The DX Decommutator deserializes IRIG 106 standards PCM and transfers this data to the other 
MCS components using the ION Bus.  The PCM Backfill module receives the PCM data from 
the ION Bus and performs software frame synchronization on the PCM stream. This creates a 
virtual flow of PCM data frames. When the PCM Backfill module detects a PCM dropout, any 
subsequently received PCM frames are stored in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue for later 
processing.  Once the dropout ends PCM data frames in the form of TmNS data messages are 
requested from the test article EQDR. Theses PCM frames are inserted into the virtual flow of 
PCM data frames to replace the PCM frames lost in the dropout.  The completed flow of PCM 
data frames is output as iNET TmNS data messages as well as processed with the standard MCS 
modules for software decommutation and EU conversion used for standard SST PCM data 
streams.  This pristine data as well as the standard, noisy SST PCM stream are then sent from the 
MCS to the Symvionics Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS) to be time aligned and 
displayed.  A detailed decomposition of the PCM Backfill module is provided in figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Detail of the Decomposition of the PCM Backfill Module 
 
 

REAL-TIME DISPLAY 
 
An example of a dropout recovery operation is shown in this PCM Backfill test display in figure 
3.  
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Figure 3 IADS Display of a Dropout Recovery Operation 
 

There are 7 traces on the IADS Display shown above in figure 3, referenced left to right: 
 

1. The normal SST PCM measurement DOT4_ACCEL_2_7. 
2. The PCM Backfill version of measurement DOT4_ACCEL_2_7.  Notice that the pen for 

trace #2 is approx. 25% of the way down the chart.  This is because of the dropouts 
shown on trace #1 are being actively retrieved from the test article EQDR. 

3. The time in nanoseconds that trace #2 is behind trace #1.  In the above example, ‘1G’ 
represents 1 second.  UDP Streaming version of DOT4_ACCEL_2_7. 

4. The UDP streamed version of measurement DOT4_ACCEL_2_7. 
5. The time in nanoseconds that trace #4 is behind trace #1.  In the above example, it 

bounces between approximately 2 and 7 milliseconds. 
6. DOT4_ACCEL_2_7 retransmitted via TCP from the test article EQDR. 
7. The time in nanoseconds that trace #6 is behind trace #1.  In the above example, it 

bounces between approx. 30 and 75 milliseconds. 
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When data is not dropping out, all traces look much the same as in figure 4 below.  Notice that 
the trace #2 is only 3 to 5 milliseconds behind trace #1. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 IADS All Traces Look the Same When Data is not Dropping Out 
 
 

TIMING AND SYNCHRONIZATION 
 
Proper synchronization of time between the iNET TmNS Data Messages recorded on the test 
article EQDR and the ground PCM processing system is crucial.  If the system is unable to select 
the proper PCM frames off the EQDR recorder for insertion into the PCM Backfill stream, then a 
lossless PCM data flow cannot be established. 
 
The PCM Backfill module establishes proper time synchronization by periodically selecting a 
successfully acquired SST PCM frame and then querying the test article EQDR for a time range 
that should include that frame.  Each frame retrieved from the test article EQDR is then 
compared to the successfully acquired SST PCM frame.  Once a match is found, a time offset 
between the recorded data on the test article EQDR and the ground PCM data is established.  
Future queries can use this offset to determine proper selection and insertion of retrieved frames 
into the PCM Backfill data flow.  It is important to note that the PCM data must be unique. That 
is, each of the frames selected in the window of comparison must be uniquely differentiable; 
otherwise, a false synchronization may occur. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
 
To determine the effectiveness of PCM Backfill, two methods of verification were used, 
measurement based comparison and iNET TmNS Data Message based comparison. 
 
Measurement base comparison was performed during lab testing. Real-time data verification 
tools were used to verify the data output of the backfill module before, during, and after backfill 
operations.  These tools operate by using simulated PCM data with a long sequence of known 
values for each measurement and then examining the value of each measurement in real-time to 
determine the values are in the proper sequence.  These tools can operate on all measurements 
simultaneously.  The only downside of these tools is that they only work with known, simulated 
data. 
 
The INET TmNS data message comparison tool was developed to compare iNET TmNS Data 
Messages.  This tool took the contents of both the test article EQDR and the ground recorder and 
compared the PCM frame data to ensure that no frames were lost, inserted or duplicated. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
PCM Backfill has been implemented using an iNET based telemetry network and an intelligent 
airborne recorder (the EQDR).  Required changes to 412th Test Wing’s control room hardware 
were minimal. Some software was developed, but this was interface software that did not 
drastically affect the existing MCS/IADS system.  The two main difficulties were designing a 
software architecture to implement the backfill and establishing methods for synchronization and 
timing that minimize delays in displaying the pristine PCM stream. 
 
The ability of PCM Backfill to provide near-real time error free data allows test engineers to be 
more aware of what is happening on the test vehicle.  This error free data also allows for more 
complete data analysis in the control room during the test.  The importance of this error free data 
is that more test points can be safely flown during a single test operation (or, conversely, to more 
easily and quickly identify problems that require test termination).  This, in turn, decreases costs 
and schedule by potentially eliminating retests and reducing the number of test operations 
needed in the first place. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The Enhanced Query Data Recorder (EQDR) has been developed under the Test Resource 

Management Center’s (TRMC) Spectrum Efficient Technologies (SET) T&E S&T program.  

The EQDR is a network flight recorder built around the iNET standards and which is intended to 

meet the future needs of the networked telemetry environment.  The EQDR is designed to 

support the “fetch” of recorded test data during a test without interruption to the ongoing 

recording of data from the test article vehicle network.   

 

The key benefits of the network data recorder as implemented in the EQDR are increased 

flexibility and efficiency of test in an environment with increasing demands on spectrum 

available for telemetered data.  EQDR enables retrieval of individual recorded parameters on an 

as-needed basis.  Having the flexibility to send data only when it is required rather than 

throughout the duration of the test significantly increases the efficiency with which limited 

spectrum resources are used.  EQDR enables parametric-level data retrieval, based not only on 

time interval and data source, but also on the content of the recorded data messages.   EQDR 

enables selective, efficient retrieval of individual parameters using indexes derived from the 

actual values of recorded data. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The T&E community has identified a number of use cases that call for the ability to “fetch” data 

on demand from a test article, without interrupting the ongoing recording process.   In response 

to this need, the Test Resource Management Center’s (TRMC) Spectrum Efficient Technologies 

(SET) T&E S&T program is sponsoring development of the Enhanced Query Data Recorder 

(EQDR), a network data recorder that is intended to meet the future needs of the networked 

telemetry environment.  The EQDR is a network data recorder that enables retrieval of individual 

recorded parameters on an as-needed basis, in response to queries from the ground, and supports 

concurrent recording of all data on the test article bus.  

 

This paper describes the design of EQDR and the benefits of selective data storage and retrieval 

in the application of networked telemetry.  
 

 

T&E NEED 

 

As described in the iNET Needs Discernment Report (2004), the T&E community has identified 

several use cases that highlight the need for a network data recorder that can retrieve and record 

data concurrently.  The first use case describes the T&E need to “fetch” data from the test article 

on demand. This underlying need applies to many of the remaining 51 use cases, as well.  The 

capability to pull data from an onboard flight recorder and transmit those data to the ground 

during flight test ensures that the test engineer can receive all required test data.   This benefit is 

significant to the T&E community. The need to fetch data from the test article may arise for 

several reasons, including data dropouts and changes in test mode, such as inter-maneuver 

periods and non-nominal/emergency phases of flight. The following paragraphs describe these 

reasons in more detail.   

 

Data dropouts. Telemetry data dropouts are unavoidable in T&E, especially in the aeronautical 

test community where aircraft maneuvers result in the degradation of received signals. In 

addition, various radio frequency (RF) environments encountered during a flight test (e.g., flight 

line, flight path over the ocean or a dry lake bed, or hilly terrain) can cause obstruction or 

multipath, fading, or line-of-sight signal degradation, also resulting in data dropouts.  During 

these dropout periods, critical data are lost, and because certain short duration dropouts are not 

always detected during the test, erroneous interpretation of real-time data can result.  Traditional 

flight recorders do not provide a mechanism to retrieve data to fill in these data dropouts.  

 

Non-nominal/emergency modes. The amount of data generated on board the test article exceeds 

by at least an order of magnitude the amount of spectrum available to support real-time 

transmission of onboard sensed parameters.  As a result, test engineers must choose to send only 

the most critical data to mission control facilities in real time, while recording the remainder of 

data on board for post-mission analysis. If an unanticipated or emergency mode occurs during a 

test event, the test engineer in mission control may want to view additional recorded data related 

to the observed anomaly that was recorded but not originally transmitted to ground because of 

spectrum limitations. Doing so may be critical in real time to ensure safety of flight or to 
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preclude unnecessary termination of flight test.   Traditional flight recorders have no mechanism 

for retrieving specific measurements from the flight recorder for analysis during flight test.  

 

Inter-maneuver periods. In accordance with current T&E operational scenarios and IRIG 106 

standards, the telemetry stream transmitted from the test article to the ground is a fixed stream 

for the duration of the test. This fixed stream results in inefficient use of the available spectrum, 

especially during inter-maneuver periods when there is a minimal requirement for data to be sent 

to the ground beyond safety of flight data.  During these periods of reduced test activity, 

recorded data could be retrieved and sent to the ground for analysis to ensure test objectives have 

been met.   The IRIG 106 Chapter 10 specification does not support this capability. 

 

Spectrum Efficiency.  A corollary requirement to the need to fetch data on demand is the need 

to do so with maximum spectrum efficiency.  Recorded data that are transmitted to the ground 

during flight must be inserted into the transmitted data stream and, as a result, compete with 

other data for very limited spectrum.   Therefore, it is an inherent requirement that the flight 

recorder support efficient retrieval of specific recorded parameters.   If the recorder responds to 

data requests with large blocks of extraneous data, along with data that are truly needed, then the 

retransmission of data represents a costly and inefficient use of spectrum.  For spectrum 

efficiency, it is imperative that the network data recorder be able to store, and retrieve, data at a 

parametric level. 

 

The overall benefits to the range community include more efficient use of available spectrum, 

increased safety of flight, more efficient use of range resources, and reduced cost of test.  

Existing IRIG 106 Chapter 10–compliant recorder technology does not support any of these 

requirements.  The EQDR has been developed to fill these T&E needs.   

 

 

DESIGN 

 

A primary reason for developing a network recorder is to have the ability to retrieve previously 

recorded data and transmit it to the ground station without interfering with the recording of live 

data during the test.  One key instance in which this capability adds value to T&E is during data 

drop out caused by the test vehicle maneuver or by other types of signal degradation.   Retrieving 

lost data from these intervals has many benefits, including improved safety of flight.  Having the 

ability to retrieve recorded data is only of value if sufficient bandwidth exists for its 

retransmission during flight, yet one of the major problems facing the T&E community is lack of 

spectrum available to send telemetry in real time. That problem is only exacerbated when 

recorded data are retrieved and added to what must be transmitted to the ground. 

 

Because of these constraints, a network data recorder not only must be able to record and retrieve 

data concurrently, but also must be able to retrieve that data efficiently.  Efficient data retrieval 

means fast data retrieval, and to an even greater extent, it means selective data retrieval.   The 

user of the recorder must be able to retrieve only the specific parameters that are required for 

retransmission.  The reason for this selectivity is spectrum efficiency. Because the amount of 

bandwidth available as a whole is constrained, the amount of bandwidth available for 

retransmitted parameters is even more limited.  Use of this extremely limited bandwidth to 
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retransmit data that are not needed represents a waste of limited resources.   Therefore, the NDR 

must be designed to retrieve very specific subsets of data.  The level of specificity required for 

spectrum efficiency goes much beyond retrieval of data based on time periods and Internet 

Protocol (IP) addresses of source Data Acquisition Units (DAUs).  The recorder must have a way 

to retrieve specific measurands of interest. 

 

 Spectrum efficiency, selective data retrieval, and rapid data retrieval were all factors in 

considering appropriate technologies for the EQDR.  Existing flight recorder technology is 

robust and capable of very high data recording rates.   No doubt, a developer could add an 

Ethernet interface to an existing flight recorder, update the system to allow for simultaneous 

record and retrieve, and record blocks of TmNS messages for retrieval.  While this design would 

meet the physical and network requirements for a network recorder, it would not provide a 

mechanism for selective data retrieval at the level of individual measurements.   In many 

implementations, data would be stored and retrieved as blocks of TmNS messages from multiple 

message sources.  Even if the system were designed to retrieve only the TmNS messages 

generated by a single message source (TmNS DAU), the TmNS packets themselves would be 

composed of measurands from many sensors on board the aircraft.   Retransmission of these 

packets in real time would include not only the few specific parameters of interest, but also all 

other measurements associated with that TmNS message source. 

 

The ideal network data recorder should be able to extract individual parameters from the TmNS 

messages to make most efficient use of the limited spectrum available for retransmission of 

historical data during flight.   One approach would be to design a system to record raw TmNS 

messages and develop software that would, on retrieval, process the TmNS packets to pull out 

individual measurands of interest.  To perform this capability efficiently, the system would need 

to associate measured parameters with a specific TmNS message source (e.g., DAU).  The 

system then could respond to a retrieval request by identifying the set of recorded TmNS 

messages that contain the desired data, based on message source and recording time. One could 

design the system to then dissect the TmNS messages to extract specific data for retransmission.   

A major downfall of this approach is that it requires the network recorder to keep track of which 

physical TmNS message sources are associated with individual sensed parameters.  This tracking 

is challenging and cumbersome, and it would be similar to writing software to run on large 

networks using static IP addresses.  In this approach, the system would record TmNS data 

messages in their raw format, and on their retrieval, it would extract individual sensed 

parameters from the recorded TmNS packets using post-processing software. 

 

A more powerful and flexible approach, the one adopted for the EQDR design, is to develop a 

recorder that processes the TmNS data before recording. This approach offers several benefits. 

First, the system need not associate TmNS message source with TmNS message content. It can 

maintain a level of abstraction between physical instrumentation of the aircraft and the data 

gathered by that instrumentation. This layer of abstraction is critical for system design and 

maintenance. Second, the design also makes it possible to retrieve individual sensed parameters 

rather than larger TmNS message blocks.  As the EQDR receives TmNS messages, it breaks 

them apart and analyzes the content of those messages.  Because there are many more individual 

sensors on board the test article than there are TmNS DAUs, each TmNS message may contain 

data measured by many individual sensors on board the test article.  The EQDR stores these data 
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independently of each other for more selective retrieval. A third, and perhaps the most powerful, 

benefit of preprocessing TmNS data is that it allows the EQDR to store not only measured data, 

but also metadata (above and beyond what is included in TmNS packet headers) associated with 

the measured data.  While a raw TmNS network recorder could keep track of recording time and 

message source (TmNS source IP), the EQDR records various attributes about the data, such as 

minimum, maximum, and average value recorded within that time block.  These attributes enable 

even more selective retrieval based not only on when the data were recorded, but also on the 

data’s value.    

 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A commercial DBMS is used for the underlying storage mechanism within the EQDR.  

Commercial DBMSs are a very mature technology. DBMS vendors have made tremendous 

investments in this technology, resulting in systems that can store and retrieve massive amounts 

of data at the parametric level, as quickly and efficiently as possible.  They handle the problem 

of storing and extracting selected data based on a variety of specific conditions with a high 

degree of efficiency.  Incorporating a commercial DBMS into the EQDR as an underlying 

storage and retrieval mechanism reduces development time and cost and results in a higher 

performing and robust recorder.  

 

The EQDR system comprises two major components.   First is EQDR Recorder module, which 

is the actual flight recorder that sits on the test article.   This consists of one or more processor 

boards that run the underlying system software, solid-state drives (SSDs) for data storage, and an 

Ethernet interface.  The second major component of the EQDR system resides on the ground and 

consists of a user interface and application code that processes retransmission requests and 

queries.  

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

The key benefits of the network data recorder as implemented in the EQDR are increased 

flexibility and efficiency of test in an environment with increasing demands on spectrum 

available for telemetered data.  EQDR enables retrieval of individual recorded parameters on an 

as-needed basis.  Having the flexibility to send data only when it is required rather than 

throughout the duration of the test significantly increases the efficiency with which limited 

spectrum resources are used.  EQDR enables parametric-level data retrieval, based not only on 

time interval and data source, but also on the content of the recorded data messages.   EQDR 

enables selective, efficient retrieval of individual parameters using indexes derived from the 

actual values of recorded data. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The new telemetry station of the DLR Mobile Rocket Base (MORABA) is a fully equipped 

commanding, tracking, and data acquisition ground station developed particularly for sounding 

rockets and stratospheric research balloons. Furthermore, it serves as a support system for satel-

lite missions during launch and early orbit phases. 

Its primary design goal was maximum mobility and versatility. Hence, the station is optimized 

for easy transportation in standard 20-foot ISO containers, fast setup, and highest independence 

regarding location and infrastructure. It can be operated at tropical temperatures and arctic condi-

tions alike. 

The TT&C station comprises two independent antenna systems made by ORBIT Communication 

Systems. The main antenna features a segmented five-meter parabolic dish on a very fast eleva-

tion-over-azimuth pedestal and an S-band tracking feed with supplementary acquisition aid. The 

feed supports simultaneous uplink and downlink in the S-band, both with polarization diversity 

for improved signal quality even under adverse conditions. A small 1.5-meter secondary antenna 

with autonomous tracking equipment provides backup to the main system for fast target acquisi-

tion and wide angle tracking capability. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION TO MORABA 

 

The Mobile Rocket Base (MORABA) is a division of the German Aerospace Center (DLR), lo-

cated in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. Since the 1960s, MORABA performs design, construction, 

preparation, and launch of sounding rockets and stratospheric research balloons, providing the 

scientific community a platform for research in atmospheric physics, microgravity, astronomy, 

materials science, and hypersonic technologies. 

The MORABA group “Mobile Infrastructure” is in charge of conception, setup, and operation of 

mobile Range Instrumentation Radar (RTR) and Telemetry, Tracking & Command (TT&C) 

ground stations required for sounding rocket and balloon missions. 

 

 

MORABA’S NEW MOBILE TELEMETRY STATION 

 

MORABA maintains and operates a new, multipurpose, mobile TT&C station with two inde-

pendent S-band tracking antenna systems (Figure 1). For transportation the entire station is 
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stowed in two 20-foot CSC-certified ISO containers which can be easily shipped worldwide by 

truck, train, ship, and airplane. 

Both tracking antennas are made by ORBIT Communication Systems. The main antenna features 

a segmented five-meter parabolic dish on a very fast elevation-over-azimuth pedestal and an S-

band tracking feed with supplementary acquisition aid. The feed supports simultaneous uplink 

and downlink in the S-band, both with polarization diversity for improved signal quality even 

under adverse conditions. A small 1.5-meter secondary antenna with autonomous tracking 

equipment supports the main system. 

 

 
Figure 1 

MORABA’s TT&C station with both tracking antennas and expanded control container 

 

The new TT&C station covers many fields of application, such as: 

 

 Satellite missions for earth observation 

 First acquisition in remote areas 

 Worldwide programs for atmosphere research, including sounding rocket and high-

altitude / long-term balloon projects 

 Aircraft tests 

 Launch- and re-entry mission support 

 

Among the current customers are government and public funded organizations, national and in-

ternational space agencies (e.g. DLR, ESA, SSC, DCTA/IAE), universities with international 

research programs, industry (e.g. Airbus Defense and Space, OHB), and consulting companies 

(for LEOPs, earth observation, space tourism, etc.). 

 

Key features of the new TT&C Station are described as follows: 

 

 Mobility was a primary design goal. Transportation and setup are fast and effortless, re-

quiring only a minimum of additional on-site services. All equipment is stowed in stand-

ardized boxes and containers. 

 Deployment and disassembling take only a couple of days, requiring a minimum number 

of personnel. 

 Its design allows maximum independence from setup location, infrastructure, and area of 

operation. 
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 The structure withstands harsh environmental conditions, such as pollutants and contami-

nants in industrial areas, salt and strong winds in coastal regions, and extreme tempera-

tures in arctic and tropic zones (see Figure 2). 

 Handling and setup adapt quickly to new tasks. Numerous external interfaces guarantee 

smooth connectivity to existing infrastructure. 

 Operational costs are minimized due to small number of required operators. 

 

 
Figure 2 

Ice and snow covered control container on mountain top in northern Norway in winter, running smoothly 

Main elements of MORABA’s new TT&C station are: 

 

 One 20-foot control container, which is expandable on two sides and provides ample 

space for control equipment and personnel (see also Figure 1 and 2). Five shock mounted 

19-inch racks form the central aspect of the station, containing antenna control, receiving 

and transmitting units, data recorders and servers, as well as network equipment, retracta-

ble consoles, and monitors (see Figure 3). A powerful air conditioning system provides 

comfortable indoor climate even under adverse weather conditions in arctic and tropic ar-

eas alike. For cooler regions it is supported by an integrated floor heating. The racks are 

cooled by a separate circuit, which is independent of the container air conditioning. 

Having two separate power inputs, the station can be powered redundantly. An uninter-

ruptible power system (UPS) backs all sensitive electronics in case of external power fail-

ure during a sounding rocket flight or satellite pass. 

 

 
Figure 3 

Central racks inside the control container, containing all TT&C equipment 
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 A five-meter S-band tracking antenna with built-in acquisition aid, polarization diversity, 

and simultaneous S-band uplink (Figure 4). Dismantled it fits inside a 20 foot ISO con-

tainer, which is stowage for the antenna and pedestal, and additional equipment. Roof and 

sidewalls of the container can be taken off in one piece for easy deployment. The contain-

er floor serves as base for the antenna pedestal. 

 

 
Figure 4 

Segmented five-meter S-band antenna on pedestal and concrete base 

 A secondary 1.5-meter S-band tracking antenna, functioning either as independent track-

ing system or separate acquisition aid for the large antenna (Figure 5). Like the main an-

tenna, it can be taken apart for convenient shipment in transport boxes. With its large 

beam width and high-speed positioner it is particularly suited for acquisition of fast tar-

gets. It can slave the main antenna and can take over backup or split-target tracking func-

tions during operation. 

 

 
Figure 5 

1.5-meter S-band antenna on foldable quadpod 
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Station Specs 

 

Power Supply:  Mains:  3 Phase 400V or 200V 63A 

Backup: 3 Phase 400V 63A IT-Net 

Power Redundancy:  Automatic switching between Mains/Backup 

UPS for sensitive rack equipment 

Air Condition:   2 separate A/C circuits for rack equipment and personnel 

Antenna Control Units: 2 Orbit AL-4000 ACUs 

Receiving Equipment: 6 Cortex RTR dual channel TM receivers 

4 Intus dual channel TV receivers 

Recording:   2 Wideband DRS3000 

 

Main Antenna Specs 

 

Dish Diameter:  5m parabolic 

3 dB Beamwidth:  1.8° 

Gain:    38 dBi  

Feed Type:   Main:  5 element prime focus 

Acquisition: 4 cavity backed elements 

Tracking Type:  Main:  E-Scan 

Acquisition: Single Channel Monopulse 

Scan Rate:   500 Hz 

Receive Characteristics 

Polarity:  LHCP and RHCP simultaneously 

Frequency Range: S-band: 2200 - 2400 MHz 

   System is prepared for optional upgrade to C-band 

G/T:   > 14 dB 

Dynamic Range: 96 dB 

Response:  ripples over whole frequency range < 2 dB/K 

Transmit Characteristics 

Polarity:  LHCP or RHCP, simultaneous with reception 

Frequency Range: S-band: 2000 - 2100 MHz 

Output Power:  2 redundant 100 W power amplifier 

Max. EIRP:  52 dBW 

 

Main Antenna Pedestal Specs 

 

Pedestal Motion Type: Elevation over azimuth 

Drive Type:   Dual servo drives 

Movement Range:  Azimuth: unlimited 

Elevation: -3° to 183° 

Max. Velocity:  25°/s 

Max. Acceleration:  25°/s² 

Pointing Accuracy:  << 0.05° 

Tracking Accuracy:  << 0.5° 

Tracking Velocity:  25°/s (stable tracking) 
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Secondary Antenna Specs 

 

Dish Diameter:  1.5m parabolic 

3 dB Beamwidth:  5° 

Gain:    27 dBi  

Feed Type:   5 element prime focus 

Tracking Type:  E-Scan 

Scan Rate:   500 Hz 

Receive Polarity:  LHCP and RHCP simultaneously 

Frequency Range:  S-band: 2200 - 2400 MHz 

G/T:    3 dB 

 

Secondary Antenna Pedestal Specs 

 

Pedestal Motion Type: Elevation over azimuth 

Max. Velocity:  30°/s 

Max. Acceleration:  30°/s² 

Tracking Velocity:  30°/s (stable tracking) 

 

Environmental Specs 

 

Temperature:   -40°C to +50°C operational 

Wind:    80 km/h operational 

180 km/h stowed 

Ground Requirement: Solid gravel (strip foundation for antenna, for higher wind speeds) 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

MORABA’s new TT&C station coalesces distinctive features in an ultra-mobile and utterly flex-

ible setup, with two independent tracking antenna systems, including a high-performance five-

meter dish antenna. All this is tightly stowed in easily transportable CSC-approved, 20-foot con-

tainers for easy transport. The station is fully equipped accommodating any conceivable TT&C 

scenario, such as sounding rocket or balloon tracking, aircraft tests, first acquisition, or LEOP 

support. It is designed to be deployable anywhere in the world, independent of weather or climate 

conditions, with minimal infrastructure requirements. 

With close to 50 years of experience in operation and design of TT&C stations, MORABA pro-

vides complete TT&C service with unmatched expertise. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

     The purpose of the Tri-Service C-Band Roadmap Study (TSCRS) is to identify  technology 

gaps and shortfalls associated with aeronautical mobile telemetry operations utilizing the           

4400 to 5150MHz frequency band (C-Band).  The goal of this study is to provide the information 

needed by the military services to generate  an investment strategy to develop   C-Band telemetry 

capabilities.  

     This paper discusses TSCRS findings.  Specifically, C-Band telemetry “gaps” related to 

operations on ground stations and in test articles are covered.  The paper addresses key C-Band 

telemetry challenges across mission domains and provides a quick look at the DoD investment 

strategy for maturing technologies relative to these challenges.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

     The Tri-Service C-Band Roadmap Study (TSCRS) was launched by the Test Resource 

Management Center (TRMC) in June 2012.   The objective of the study was to identify the 

technology gaps and shortfalls associated with Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) 

operations utilizing the C-Bands.  The basic goal was to provide the information needed by the 

military services to develop an investment strategy to develop C-Band telemetry (TM) capability 

with the same reliability as current L-Band and S-Band systems.   

     The TSCRS  study space was divided into four (4) mission areas or domains.  These are: a) 

Air-to-Air/Air-to-Surface Weapons, b) Surface-to-Air/Surface-to-Surface Missiles, c) Surface 

Weapons and Systems, and d) Aircraft TM. Table 1 shows the major test article categories that 

were assigned to each TSCRS domain.  The study effort was conducted in two phases.  Phase I 

(Mission Characterization/Requirements Definition phase) produced four “Requirements” 

Reports (one per domain).  These reports characterize the mission environment of systems in 

each domain.  Data is based on inputs provided by subject matter experts (SME) at several test 

mailto:steven.musteric@us.af.mil
mailto:nathan.king.4@us.af.mil
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ranges across three services.  The reports also characterize the mission environment of ground 

tracking systems and discuss challenges associated with basic TM operations.  Phase II efforts 

included a Gap Analysis, which then produced C-Band technology gaps (shortfalls).  These gaps 

fall into one of two categories (Test Article or Ground Station) and may represent a technology 

shortfall, an information gap, or a lack of equipment.   Relevant systems on the Test Article Side 

include transmitters/transceivers, antennas, and cabling.  On the Ground Station Side, the 

relevant systems include, but are not limited to receivers, antennas, and towers. 

     This study was conducted by a government-only team with the assistance of government 

support contractors and SMEs.  However, industry and government representatives met in May 

2013 at a TSCRS project sponsored C-Band Telemetry Technical Interchange Meeting/Industry 

Day in Fort Walton Beach, FL.  This one day session was the first to involve industry and 

contributed toward the generation of the Test Article and Ground Station gaps to be discussed in 

this paper.  

 

Table 1 – TSCRS Study Space  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

     Figure 1 shows the TSCRS project at a glance. In this view, the phased, but overlapping 

approach can be seen.  The Gap Analysis work produced the gaps and shortfalls that are the 

focus of this paper.  This was accomplished by a) Assessing current C-Band TM capabilities, b) 

comparing those capabilities to what is needed on a system by system basis within a mission 

domain, and c) then identifying shortfalls.   In total, eighteen (18) distinct gaps were identified 

by the TSCRS team.  The generation of many of these gaps was facilitated by the 15 May 2013 

C-Band TM Technical Interchange Meeting/Industry Day held in Ft. Walton Beach, Florida.  

During this event, two breakout sessions were held (one for Test Articles, one for Ground 

Stations) before re-convening as a larger government and industry group.  To set the stage for 

technical discussion, the reference diagrams shown in Figures 2 and 3 were used.  These 
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diagrams show the interaction between the constraints and characteristics of a modern telemetry 

transmitting and receiving system.  

 

Figure 1 – TSCRS Project at a Glance 

  

 

Figure 2 – Telemetry Functionality – Test Article Side  

      

     On a test article, the primary radio frequency (RF) parameter that impacts the quality of the 

telemetry data is the Effective Radiated Power (ERP) or the power of the RF signal that is 

radiated from the article toward the ground station. Factors that influence test article (TA) ERP 

include Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) constraints, cabling and connector losses, and antenna 

losses. The efficiency of the transmitter determines how much energy is converted into RF 
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signal. The lower the transmitter efficiency, the less RF signal will be produced by the 

transmitter and the more heat will be generated. This heat will then need to be dissipated by the 

TA. This could mean adding an active cooling system or a large heat sink. Adding these 

components may detract from the volume and power available for the transmitter itself. 

 

Figure 3 – Telemetry Functionality – Ground Station Side       

     Per Figure 3, TM ground station design is determined by the ground station gain required to 

produce quality data from TM received from the test article. Ground station gain, commonly 

expressed in dBi, is primarily impacted by altering the antenna pattern directionality 

(beamwidth).  Another way to visualize RF directionality is to think of it as using a telephoto 

lens to zoom in on an image. The image becomes larger but the field of view is reduced. The 

gain and beamwidth have separate but related impacts on the effectiveness of a telemetry ground 

station.  

     The ground station gain requirement is combined with the operation frequency and the overall 

antenna efficiency to yield the antenna physical size requirement. For a given antenna diameter, 

as the frequency increases the gain and directionality increases proportionally. Generally, as 

frequency increases, the efficiency of the antenna slightly decreases, although this is not a first 

order effect.  The antenna physical size determines the static antenna mounting requirements 

such as weight and wind loading. The physical size of the antenna also determines the moments 

of inertia that will be used in designing the antenna movement or tracking control loops. 

     A second offshoot of the ground station gain requirement comes from the by-product of 

antenna directionality. An increase in directionality that yields a higher gain decreases the 

antenna beamwidth. Decreasing the antenna beamwidth effectively reduces the margin for error 

that the control system has for pointing the antenna. The antenna control system must be able to 

point the antenna with greater accuracy to receive the signal from a transmitter. The requirement 

of the antenna to accurately point the antenna at a stationary target is identified as the antenna 

static pointing requirement.  

     The antenna static pointing ability, combined with the movement of the target, and the 

antenna moments of inertia, yield the antenna control system dynamic requirements. The antenna 

control system must be able to remain pointed at a test article that is moving in relation to the 

ground system. Increases in the antenna size increase the moment of inertia and can limit or, at a 
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minimum, will affect the ability of the control system to keep the antenna pointed at a moving 

target. These control requirements set the dynamic antenna mounting requirements such as 

deflection and resonance. Additionally the power requirements for the antenna system are 

determined by the required size and dynamic tracking requirements of the antenna. 

     There is significant coupling between the constraints and parameters of the ground station. 

Due to this coupling any one of the identified parameters may become a limiting factor for 

ground station performance. For example, if the antenna mount is extremely flexible, it will limit 

the ability of the antenna control system to effectively and predictably move the antenna. This 

will in turn place limits on the movement of the target, the beamwidth of the antenna, or the 

antenna moments of inertia.  Restricting the antenna beamwidth and moments of inertia will 

limit the gain the system is able to produce.       

 

C-BAND TELEMETRY GAPS IDENTIFIED BY THE TSCRS PROJECT 

     As a result of the Gap Analysis work performed by the TSCRS project team, a total of 

eighteen (18) gaps were identified.  Ten of the eighteen were associated with ground stations.  

The following tables list short descriptions of these gaps.  

 
                  * - Air-to-Air/Air-to-Surface and Surface-to-Surface/Surface-to-Air 

Table 2 – TSCRS Test Article Gaps  

Test Article Gaps – Short Descriptions
(Numerical Order, Not Prioritized)

Gap ID Gap Title Technical Gap S&T Needed

?

TA-01 Small C-Band Telemetry

Antennas

Inability to conduct C-Band TM 

operations on small test articles such 

as artillery, hand launched UAVs, and 

SUGVs

Yes

TA-02 Power Efficient C-Band 

Telemetry Transmitters

Inability to conduct C-Band TM 

operations on test articles such as 

missiles*, artillery shells, hand 

launched UAVs, and SUGVs

* - A-A/A-S and S-S/S-A 

Yes

TA-03 Uplink C-Band Interference 

Uncertainty 

Uncertainty of potential for test article 

TM to experience interference from 

satellite uplink signals 

Potentially

TA-04 Multi-Band Telemetry 

Antenna Performance 

Uncertainty

Lack of test data to assess multi-band

TM antenna performance on a wide 

range of test articles   

Yes

TA-05 Power Efficient Multi-Band 

Telemetry Transmitters

Inability to conduct multi-band TM 

operations on challenging test articles 

Yes
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Table 2 – TSCRS Test Article Gaps (cont’d)  

 

 

Table 3 – TSCRS Ground Station Gaps 

 

 

 

 

Gap ID Gap Title Technical Gap S&T Needed

?

TA-06 Target Scoring System 

Downlink 

Inability to conduct C-Band TM 

operations (downlink)

No

TA-07 High Altitude C-Band 

Antenna Performance

Uncertainty 

Inability to quantify the effects of 

coronal discharge on C-Band TM 

operations on test articles such as    

S-S and S-A missiles

No

TA-08 Miniaturized, Efficient 

Batteries 

Inability of test articles to provide 

required levels of power for TM 

operations in C-Band 

Yes

Ground Station Gaps – Short Descriptions
(Numerical Order, Not Prioritized)

Gap ID Gap Title Technical Gap S&T Needed

?

GS-01 C-Band Interference Inability to mitigate interference 

issues between telemetry ground 

stations and certain in-band

systems which may operate in close 

proximity (i.e.:  threat simulators, 

TSPI radar)

Yes

GS-02 Antenna Pointing 

Capability Assessment

Inability to verify dynamic tracking

performance of ground antennas 

operating in C-Band.

Yes

GS-03 Acquisition/Re-Acquisition Legacy Acquisition aids lack the 

accuracy to support C-band tracking.

Yes

GS-04 Small Medium Gain          

Multi-Band Antennas

Lack of commercially available multi-

band tracking antennas to support 

low dynamic ground vehicle 

applications.   

Yes

GS-05 Radome Wide Frequency 

Transparency

Lack of radome designs capable of 

supporting multi-band TM operations.  

Yes
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Table 3 – TSCRS Ground Station Gaps (cont’d) 

     The gaps shown may represent a technology shortfall, an information gap, or a lack of 

equipment.  The tables also give an indication as to whether Science and Technology (S&T) 

work is required to advance the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) or mature a relevant 

technology.  The relevant TRL range for S&T work is TRL 3 (analytical and experimental 

critical function and/or characteristic proof of concept) to TRL 6 (system/subsystem model or 

prototype demonstrated in a relevant environment).  The following provides additional detail on 

the presented gaps:  

1) Small C-Band Telemetry Antennas (TA-01):  This need pertains to C-Band (only) 

telemetry antennas that reside on the test article.  Telemetry antennas on test articles are 

typically of the following configurations:  a) blade, b) conformal (to include wrap-around 

designs), and c) button.  The DoD test community requires C-Band (only) TM antennas 

that are capable of meeting mission needs of systems in each of the four TSCRS mission 

domains.  Stressing systems include air-to-air missiles, artillery shells, hand-launched 

UAVs and SUGVs. 

    

2) Power Efficient C-Band TM Transmitters (TA-02): This need pertains to C-Band 

(only) telemetry transmitters used in test articles.  The DoD test community requires 

transmitters that are capable of meeting mission needs of systems in each of the four 

TSCRS mission domains.  C-Band transmitters which exhibit form, fit, function, 

efficiency, and power output comparable to existing L and S-Band transmitters are 

required.  Stressing systems include air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles, artillery shells, 

Gap ID Gap Title Technical Gap S&T Needed

?

GS-06 Antenna Pointing 

Accuracy 

Inability to accurately point existing

ground antennas when operating in 

C-Band.  Control systems used in 

current L and S Band tracking 

antennas are not accurate enough

Yes

GS-07 Interface Acceptability 

Assessment

Uncertainty of the suitability of legacy 

system interface protocols to support 

decreased system tolerances (as in 

C-Band operation)

Potentially

GS-08 Antenna Geometry 

Measurement Techniques

Need for antenna geometry 

measurement tools and techniques 

for ground antennas operating in         

C-band.

No

GS-09 Antenna Efficiency 

Improvements

Need for smaller tracking antennas 

with gain and tracking performance 

similar to larger reflectors. 

Yes

GS-10 Uplink Interference in              

C-Band

Need for algorithms and system 

changes that prevent ground antennas 

from interfering with satellite links

Yes
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hand-launched UAVs and Small Unmanned Ground Vehicles (SUGV). Development 

challenge:  New power efficient TM architectures which are based on the use of amplifier 

transistors operating at higher DC voltages. 

  

3) Uplink C-Band Interference Uncertainty (TA-03): There is currently a prohibition on 

telemetry uplink in the Middle C-Band (5091 - 5150 MHz), imposed at the World Radio-

communication Conference 2007 (WRC-07), due to risk of interference with satellite 

vehicles.  Some ranges foresee a need to operate a telemetry network system (TmNS) in 

the Middle C-Band, thereby necessitating a need to find ways to safely share the band.  

One proposed solution may be in the form of an agreement between the DoD and satellite 

vehicles to share the Middle C-Band.  If an agreement to share this portion of the Middle 

C-Band can be achieved, the potential exists that Network Telemetry uplinks to test 

articles will experience interference from ground-based transmitters such as satellite 

vehicle ground stations transmitting to orbiting satellites.  Interference analyses will be 

required to determine the impact of satellite vehicles and other ground transmitters on the 

performance of C-Band transmitters.   
  

4) Multi-Band Antenna Performance Uncertainty (TA-04):  There is currently a lack of 

multi-band antenna test data to make a determination  of performance compared to 

dedicated, single-band antennas.  Thus far, multi-band (L, S & C) antennas tested have 

not provided performance comparable to single-band antennas.   Recommended actions 

are to  a) procure additional representative samples of multi-band antennas, and b) 

conduct further investigations and flight testing required to evaluate the RF performance 

of samples and determine the viability of use.  

 

5) Power Efficient Multi-Band Telemetry Transmitters (TA-05):  There is a need for 

multi-band (L, S, and C) transmitters which can deliver comparable performance across 

the bands.  Existing power transistor technology may be the limiting factor.   

 

6) Target Scoring System Downlink (TA-06):  For full scale and sub-scale aerial targets, a 

C-Band TM downlink will be needed in the future to send scoring information to ground 

stations.  This function is currently performed with an L/S Band TM downlink.   

 

7) High Altitude Antenna Performance Uncertainty (TA-07):  This need pertains to the 

requirement to understand the coronal effects due to C-Band RF and antenna systems 

(wrap and otherwise) when installed in high altitude vehicles (rockets, sounding rockets,   

and target vehicles) capable of ionospheric and exo-ionospheric flight. The need centers 

on the effective design of these RF and antenna systems to avoid coronal discharge effects 

observed previously in L/S Band in designs.  Some of the recommended actions include:  

a)  Study and investigate historical coronal effects encountered at L and S Bands during 

testing; document findings including root causes, b) Perform analysis of potential coronal 

effects as a result of C-Band operations to quantify potential effects, c) Conduct high 

altitude chamber testing to investigate coronal effects at L, S, and C-Bands. 

 

8) Miniaturized, Efficient Batteries (TA-08):  The relevant technology gap is a need for 

advanced energy and power systems which support weapon system and other test article 
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instrumentation applications.  Key technical parameters are:  Higher Power density for a 

given physical size, miniaturization, and resistance to vibration and shock environments.  

Safety and low temperature operation are also key requirements. For example, for systems 

that incorporate a flight termination system (FTS), the telemetry and the FTS must have 

separate dedicated batteries independent from the rest of the missile. 

 

9) C-Band Interference (GS-01):  This need pertains to the mitigation of interference issues 

that have been noticed when certain systems operate in proximity to C-Band telemetry 

ground stations. This is expected to be a significant issue when integrated testing using 

threat simulators or TSPI radar is conducted. These devices are much higher in power 

than a telemetry transmitter and have a great potential to drown out the telemetry signal. 

Current indications are that there is a high potential for in-band interference at levels that 

may cause permanent damage to telemetry RF reception components.  Ground stations 

require the means to mitigate the effects of high power signals in C-Band and adjacent 

frequencies as these pose a significant risk of harmful and damaging interference.   

 

10)  Antenna Pointing Capability (GS-02): Legacy antenna tracking test techniques are not 

sufficient to assess modern, software controlled antenna systems. This deficiency in the 

telemetry community will become a significant weakness as systems migrate to the 

reduced beamwidth of C-Band operations.  The T&E community requires means to test 

the entire antenna system dynamic response and tracking accuracy.  Recommendations 

include a) Modify existing hardware and software for large scale antenna testing.  An 

example of software than be used is the Antenna Track Assessment System (A-TAS) (ref. 

ITC 2013 13-05-05).  A second recommendation is to establish a baseline at several test 

ranges so that as frequency transitions occur, existing reliability can be retained.  

 

11)  Acquisition/Re-Acquisition (GS-03): The acquisition of telemetry targets is often one of 

the more challenging tasks accomplished by a ground station telemetry system. Most 

telemetry ground stations to date do not retain significant information about the 

movement of the target so that when a ground station locks on a target there is very little 

the system can do but begin a blind search for the target. These issues are exaggerated by 

the reduced beamwidths due to operations at C-Band frequencies. The two primary 

methods for acquisition of a target can be broken into two categories, external and 

internal. External acquisition methods consist of using external TSPI sources to provide 

pointing information to the antenna (slaving). Often the error of the pointing angles 

provided by these systems is significantly large when compared to the beamwidth of a    

C-Band telemetry antenna. Internal acquisition methods consist of using a wide beam, low 

gain antenna to initially acquire the target. The use of these wide beam antennas can be 

troublesome due to the relatively low gain and difficulty in collimation of the wide beam 

to the main antenna. It is anticipated that additional development is required to address 

this gap. 

 

12)  Small, Medium-Gain Multi-Band Antennas (GS-04):  There is currently a lack of 

commercially available small, medium-gain multi-band antennas.  Market research has 

indicated that at least some antenna manufacturers have designs for 2- 4 ft. multi-band 

dishes with the major components in hand, but to date, have not actually built any. 
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Relatively large (6 ft. diameter and up) multi-band ground station telemetry antennas are 

currently available for L-, S- & C-Bands. However, for many surface vehicle weapons 

systems tests, ground station antennas in the 2 – 3 ft. diameter range are more suitable.  A 

gain range of approximately 15-25dB is required across the bands.  While vendor-

supplied antenna design specifications for 2 and 3 ft. dishes indicate performance fairly 

comparable to existing single-band antennas, actual testing of multi-band antennas in the 

past has generally shown degraded performance in the lower L-Band.  Recommendations 

include a) development of prototype small, medium gain multi-band ground station 

antennas, and b) lab characterization/field testing to evaluate performance. 

 

13)  Radome Wide Frequency Transparency (GS-05):  Some receive antenna locations are 

subject to weather conditions requiring the protection provided by radomes. A well-

designed radome provides environmental protection with minimal effect on the RF 

performance of the antenna for specific frequency bands. From an electrical standpoint, 

the main concern for the radome is its contribution of insertion loss at specific operational 

frequencies. Insertion loss degrades the signal, resulting in increased error rate and 

decreased maximum slant range. Radomes can also increase antenna side lobes, resulting 

in interference with other communication systems and decreases in overall antenna 

efficiency. Radomes can also impact antenna polarization schemes by distorting circularly 

polarized waveforms. Other electrical effects include changes in antenna beamwidth and 

shifting of the antenna boresight. Although there are very good radome designs available 

for L/S-Band and very good radome designs for C-Band frequencies, very little work has 

been accomplished regarding a single radome design that can cover the very wide 

frequency span from L- to C-Band. Single radome designs that can cover the wide 

frequency span from L to C-Band and still meet mission requirements are required. 

 

14)  Antenna Pointing (GS-06): Due to the reduced beamwidth of C-Band antennas, some 

antenna control system designs are not capable of providing the required level of target 

tracking capability when operating at C-Band. Although this gap is not currently 

quantifiably defined (see GS-02), it is assumed the gap is significant enough to warrant 

innovative tracking techniques. It is likely that, in addition to software modifications, this 

gap could be addressed by altering the physical RF collection method used. Software 

advancements could include adoption of advanced control filtering techniques or 

prediction methods. Hardware advancements could include focusing the antenna pattern 

to an off boresight angle. Pursuing solutions designed to fill this gap will likely impact 

other GS gaps. 

 

15)   Interface Acceptability Assessment (GS-07): The potential of new protocols to 

enhance the capability of telemetry ground stations is high. The scope of the impact is yet 

to be determined due to insufficient information regarding the impact of signal 

conversions and associated delays on antenna sub-system performance. A technical 

investigation of existing antenna system designs is needed to determine the impact of the 

retention of legacy protocols on the performance of antenna systems. This investigation 

would potentially validate a requirement to update these interfaces. Operation in C-Band 

frequencies further drives this need. 
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16)  Antenna Geometry Measurement Techniques (GS-08):  Decreased system tolerances 

are anticipated as a result of C-Band frequency operations.  This will require the physical 

components of the antenna system to be more accurately aligned. For example, a primary 

source of error in the installation of a system can be the alignment of the feed with respect 

to the antenna reflector. As with other physical factors, this alignment will become more 

critical as frequency increases.  Potentially, new tools will be needed to properly measure 

and tune the physical structures of the antennas. This will become particularly critical for 

larger aperture antennas >12ft. An initial step of surveying existing C-Band antenna 

systems, combined with an academic assessment of the found variations on antenna 

performance will determine if additional development is needed in this area. 

 

17)  Antenna Efficiency Improvements (GS-09):  Many of the ground station technical gaps 

relate to reductions in ground station beamwidths. These concerns stem from an 

assumption that current antenna physical sizes must be maintained to achieve the required 

ground station gain. An alternative method for providing this gain would be to increase 

the efficiency of the antennas. By increasing the efficiency of C-Band antennas, smaller 

antennas with wider beamwidths could be used in place of large, narrow beamwidth 

antennas, thereby reducing the majority of tracking and acquisition concerns.  Antenna 

efficiencies are a function of numerous components including resonant elements, reflector 

coatings, and internal feed electronics. The ability to increase antenna efficiency to a level 

where a significant impact on antenna size is realized requires advancements in numerous 

technologies and likely the creation of materials that do not currently exist.    

 

18)  Uplink Interference in C-Band (GS-10): There are currently regulatory restrictions on 

AMT  uplinks in the Middle C-Band (5091 - 5150 MHz), imposed at the World 

Radiocommunication Conference 2007 (WRC-07), due to risk of interference with 

satellite vehicles.  Some ranges foresee a need to operate a TmNS in the Middle C-Band, 

thereby driving a need to find ways to safely share the band.  Satellite vehicle 

communications would then require protection from interference by Network Telemetry 

uplinks. A topic in the S&T/Spectrum Efficient Technology Broad Agency 

Announcement (BAA) topic exists.   

 

Additional Notes: 

 

A strong interaction exists between the GS-03 and GS-06 gaps. Both of these gaps exist 

because of the reduced antenna beamwidth of C-Band frequencies. Historically, telemetry 

systems have not had to employ exotic techniques to maintain track or acquire targets. 

With a 50% reduction in beamwidth, it is likely that both acquisition and tracking will 

become more problematic. As both tracking and acquisition issues are anticipated to be a 

result of beamwidth reductions, it stands to reason that the solutions aimed at addressing 

these two gaps would be related. However, it may be more beneficial to characterize the 

potential solutions aimed at targeting these two gaps as either software or hardware 

solutions. 
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 The gaps as identified highlight specific technical shortfalls. It is likely that individual 

efforts or developments required to improve C-Band system performance may address more than 

one of the identified gaps.                                                            

         

C-BAND TM GAPS AND THE INVESTMENT PROCESS 

     Follow-on tasks assigned to the TSCRS team include the generation of a C-Band Telemetry 

Investment Roadmap.  The purpose of this roadmap is to present an optimized strategy for         

C-Band telemetry related investment projects stemming from TSCRS project findings.  While 

this roadmap is not a C-Band implementation plan for the ranges, it will be used in conjunction 

with other spectrum documents to facilitate C-Band transition planning by the services.     

 

SUMMARY 

     The objective of the TSCRS project was to identify technology shortfalls/gaps associated with 

telemetry operations in the C-Bands.  A Request for Information (RFI) was posted on the 

FedBizOpps website in April 2014 to solicit feedback from industry.  The expectation is that 

most projects that may be initiated to address the gaps described in this paper will come out of 

the T&E/S&T Program.  That is, Broad Agency Announcements (BAAs) associated with Test 

Technology Areas (TTA) such as Spectrum Efficient Technologies (SET) and Advanced 

Instrumentation Systems Technology (AIST) are likely to contain topics associated with TSCRS 

gaps.  The TSCRS team hopes to socialize the above findings within government circles such as 

the Range Commander’s Council (RCC) Telemetry Group (TG) as well as at T&E related 

conferences.  

 

LIST OF ACRONYMS 

 

A-A/A-S:  Air-to-Air/Air-to-Surface (Weapons Domain) 

AMT:  Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry 

S-S/S-A:  Surface-to-Surface/Surface-to-Air (Missile Domain) 

SUGV:  Small Unmanned Ground Vehicle 

TmNS:  Telemetry Network System 

TSPI:  Time, Space, and Position Information 
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Abstract— The Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA) is a validated, common 
architecture which provides for real-time software system interoperability as well as 
interfaces to existing range assets, C4ISR systems, and simulations.  The TENA 
Middleware, currently at Release 6.0.4, has been used by the range community for testing, 
training, evaluation, and feedback in many major exercises and events since 2002, and has 
been selected as the interoperability solution in the Joint Mission Environment Test 
Capability’s (JMETC’s) distributed testing.  Through investment in the Test Resource 
Management Center’s (TRMC’s) Test & Evaluation (T&E) / Science & Technology (S&T) 
Program and innovative use at ranges including the Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF), 
Yuma Proving Ground (YPG), Redstone Test Center (RTC), and Edwards AFB, TENA is 
increasingly expanding to and being utilized by the Telemetry community. 
 
  

I. INTRODUCTION  
 

While highly capable, Department of Defense (DoD) test and training ranges were initially 
developed with “stovepipe” systems; meaning that they were individually built with different 
suites of sensors, networks, hardware and software, making interoperability difficult.  The focus is 
now evolving to allow the most efficient use of current and future range resources via range 
resource integration.  This integration fosters interoperability and reuse within the test and 
training communities, critical to validate system performance in a more cost-effective manner.   

The Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA) is the DoD corporate approach for 
interoperability of distributed range facilities with a Live, Virtual, and Constructive (LVC) 
capability.  This includes the Services as well as Industry and Academic resources.  TENA 
provides real-time software system interoperability by interfacing to existing live range assets, 
plus Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems, and simulations.   

TENA provides the middleware software component and can be used on any Internet Protocol 
(IP)-based network.  Two such networks are the Joint Mission Environment Test Capability 
(JMETC) network and the Joint Staff (JS) J7 Deputy Director Joint Environment (DDJE) Joint 
Training and Experimentation Network (JTEN).  TENA enables and enhances distributed testing 
and training as well as range integration.  Upgrading an existing range system to TENA can be 
achieved in drastically shorter time than traditional software integration efforts.  Additional 
benefits include cost-effective replacement of unique range protocols, enhanced exchange of 
mission data, and organic TENA-compliant capabilities at sites, which can be leveraged for future 
events, enhancing both re-use and interoperability. 
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II. THE TELEMETRY (TM) COMMUNITY AND TENA 

A. TENA in Resource Constrained Environments  (TRCE) 
The rapid growth in Net-Centric warfare, coupled with the increasing need for interoperability 
among test ranges and sites, has led to a great diversity in the DoD testing infrastructure and the 
networks supporting it. The primary challenge of enabling interoperability for Systems Under 
Test (SUTs) in a mission-level context in a distributed LVC dynamic Joint Net-Centric 
Operations (JNO) environment is being met by adopting TENA.  For TENA to service the entire 
mission area, it must be able to function in this diverse, resource-constrained environment.  
Therefore, the OSD (Office of the Secretary of Defense) Test Resource Management Center 
(TRMC) Test and Evaluation (T&E) / Science and Technology (S&T) Program is sponsoring the 
TENA in Resource Constrained Environments (TRCE) approach. TRCE will improve the TENA 
Middleware’s operation and performance in resource-constrained environments by developing 
technologies that support a broad range of variable quality networks, including wireless networks, 
and provide native TENA support for handheld & embedded computing platforms. TRCE will 
enhance the TENA Middleware to support these types of networks and platforms to provide a 
common, robust interoperability architecture.   

The TRCE project has been focused on developing capabilities to extend the use of the TENA 
Middleware to remote and potentially tactical edge instrumentation and SUTs, including TM 
systems.  Two key aspects of the program related to developing reliable communication with 
performance constrained links (related to variable quality and low data rate networks) and 
operation on constrained hardware devices (related to low power, reduced Central Processing 
Unit (CPU) and reduced memory). Examples of constrained link types may be wireless, cellular, 
acoustic, Satellite Communication (SATCOM), and other Radio Frequency (RF) 
communications.  Furthermore, hardware constraints exist in the form of low power & small form 
factor computers, embedded instrumentation, and Mobile Internet Devices (MIDs) such as 
computers on module, smartphones, and tablet computers.  This variability and unpredictability in 
the overall test environment presents significant challenges in achieving interoperability; TRCE 
technologies are being developed in order improve the reliability and robustness of the TENA 
middleware in these types of environments. 

Recent TRCE transition activities are centered on transition demonstrations at the Edwards Air 
Force Flight Test Center where technical personnel use Instrumentation Ground Support Units 
(IGSU) to monitor and test on-aircraft instrumentation systems and data in support of flight test 
activities.  The IGSUs contain electronic equipment such as telemetry receivers, decryptors, 
radios, oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers and computers.  The IGSUs are parked at a distance 
from the aircraft and the engineers and technicians must spend time walking from the plane to the 
IGSU to accomplish mission objectives.  The TRCE transition demonstration will allow personnel 
to use wireless Android and iPad tablet devices to view and monitor the IGSU information in real-
time while working at the aircraft location.  The demonstration leverages a new TENA interface 
to the Instrumentation Loading, Integration, Analysis, and Decommutation (ILIAD) software used 
on the IGSUs and a TRCE developed prototype TENA Webserver application to provide the real-
time updates to the tablet displays, but future implementations will rely on use of the TENA Web 
Binding Beta 2 version to provide this connectivity to tablet devices.  Information provided to the 
user includes real-time access to post decommutation telemetry measurand data sets in standard 
TENA object models, strip chart representation of measurand values, oscilloscope and spectrum 
analyzer displays, and telemetered video streams all over a FIPS 140-2 compliant wireless 
communication network.   
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Figure 1.  TRCE ISGU Transition Demonstration 

 

Figure 2.  TRCE Enabled iPad with Real-Time Spectrum Analyzer Display 
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B. Source Integration Server (SIS) Interface to Telemetry Equipment at the Pacific Missile 
Range Facility (PMRF) Using TENA 

The Source Integration Server (SIS) at the Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF) is used for 
moving control and measurement data between the PMRF sensors’ centralized data processing / 
control / display centers.  TENA interfaces were developed for and then implemented within the 
PMRF instrumentation.  These new interfaces enable the reuse of systems and tools between 
ranges; support the rapid integration of new standards-bases systems into the range infrastructure; 
they increase the efficiency in the use of range resources (human and technical); and they increase 
the reliability and robustness of data distribution and range control. 

 
Figure 3.  PMRF SIS Interfaces to Telemetry Equipment via TENA 

C. The TENA Video Distribution System (TVDS) – Real-time Video Streaming Over TENA 
The TENA Video Distribution System (TVDS) was developed to manage multiple video streams 
distributed on large wide area networks.  The main goal of this effort was to demonstrate the use 
of range and commercial standards including TENA to address video requirements on the test 
range.  Under the Pacific Region Interoperability Test and Evaluation Capability (PRITEC) effort, 
this capability was matured from more of a prototype capability into a fieldable system addressing 
the specific needs of PMRF while providing a common solution for other test ranges to utilize.   

TVDS employs TENA to publish data concerning available video streams and / or video sources 
as well as to control those streams on the network.  Through TENA, the TVDS Clients are able to 
discover the information about those available streams and sources and use TENA Remote 
Method Invocations (RMIs) to request / control additional streams from the TVDS Server and 
Streamer.   
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D. Enhancing the Testing of Entry Control Point (ECP) Force Protection Systems Using TENA 
In response to repeated Personnel Borne and Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Device 
(PB/VB/IED) attacks of US Forward Operating Bases (FOBs), the US Army decided to harden 
the Entry Control Points (ECPs) at all FOBs by designing a variety of systems to be installed by 
the Army Corps of Engineers.  The various modules of the resulting ECP systems contained road 
barriers, vehicle arresting systems, armored guard posts, personnel and vehicle search equipment, 
translation and hailing gear, and pedestrian security systems. 

To meet current and future ECP test requirements with regard to the integration and testing of 
ECP sensors and controllers, existing test capabilities had to be enhanced to optimize the realism 
and fidelity of the FOB emulation.  In an effort to fill the gaps in existing test capabilities, 
Redstone Test Center (RTC) revitalized a test and evaluation facility to support ongoing and 
future testing and fielding of Force Protection Systems from an integrated System of Systems 
(SoS) stand point.  RTC procured all of the non-mechanical barriers and prepared the site for an 
ECP and mini FOB in accordance with the Joint ECP and Escalation of Force Procedures (JEEP) 
and ECP Handbooks.  RTC then instrumented the site with a TENA-based test infrastructure to 
facilitate support of fielding ECP systems, to support Program Managers (PMs) in procurement 
and developmental testing (DT) of future sensors and components, and for continued support of 
future integrated systems testing.   

One of the main objectives of the ECP Demonstration was to show how wireless technology, 
using smart devices as Time, Space, Position Information (TSPI) data collectors, could be 
integrated into the Test Site infrastructure to enhance testing capabilities.  By leveraging existing 
capabilities and utilizing TENA for its data distribution mechanism, RTC was able to significantly 
reduce the development and integration time required to stand up the test infrastructure and 
greatly enhance RTC’s capability for simultaneous testing of the entire suite of ECP sensors / 
systems.   

 
Figure 4.  The Integration of TENA and Wireless Technology Enhancements during the ECP Demo 
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E. Yuma Utilizing TENA in the TM Control of Antennas 
The Telemetry & Communications Systems, Inc. (TCS) Antenna Control Unit (ACU) model M1 
was the first to be implemented with a TENA interface at Yuma Proving Ground (YPG).  
Operational testing (OT) of remote monitoring and control of telemetry antenna systems via the 
use of TENA is currently underway.    This will be used on all Yuma TM pedestals. 

 

Figure 5.  Yuma Telemetry Antennas will be TENA-enabled 
 
 

III. TENA OFFERS INTEROPERABILITY AND RESOURCE REUSE 
 

Being successful in the development of any Joint testing capability requires a supporting and 
guiding activity, and in December 2005, the JMETC program element was formed.  JMETC, the 
DoD corporate approach for linking distributed facilities, is a distributed LVC testing capability 
developed to support the acquisition community during program development, DT, OT, 
interoperability certification, including demonstration of Net Ready Key Performance Parameters 
(KPP) requirements in a customer-specific Joint Mission Environment (JME).  JMETC provides 
readily available connectivity to the Services’ distributed test capabilities and simulations, as well 
as Industry test resources.  Although a testing capability, JMETC is also aligned with and 
complemented by Joint National Training Capability (JNTC) integration solutions to foster test, 
training, and experimental collaboration.  JMETC is expanding its current capabilities to JMETC 
2.0 in order to add the ability to do Cyber testing, Multiple Independent Levels (MLS) of 
Security, and Coalition Testing. 

The JMETC program has used TENA to build a new testing support infrastructure.  TENA, as the 
live range instrumentation architecture for test organizations and JNTC, and field-proven in major 
field exercises as well as numerous distributed test events since 2002, provides JMETC a 
technology already deployed in the DoD.  TENA provides the middleware and software 
component while the persistent JMETC network provides the hardware connectivity.  This is 
accomplished through the utilization of the existing Secret Defense Research and Engineering 
Network (SDREN) and Defense Research and Engineering Network (DREN) infrastructure.   
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Interoperability is the characteristic of an independently developed software element that enables 
it to work together with other elements toward a common goal by focusing on what is common 
among them.  Reuse is the ability to use a software element in a context for which it was not 
originally designed, in essence focusing on the multiple uses of a single element and often 
requiring well-documented interfaces.  In order to achieve interoperability, a common 
architecture, an ability to meaningfully communicate (including a common language and a 
common communication mechanism), and a common context (including the environment and 
time) must be present.  To bring the efficiency and economic advantages of interoperability and 
reuse to the DoD test and training ranges, TENA was developed.  The initial interoperability and 
reuse efforts were completed in early Fiscal Year 2005, and the continuing interoperability and 
reuse refinement of TENA is managed by the TENA Software Development Activity (SDA). 

The TENA architecture is a technical blueprint for achieving an interoperable, composable set 
(composibility is defined as the ability to rapidly assemble, initialize, test, and execute a system 
from members of a pool of reusable, interoperable elements) of geographically distributed range 
resources – some live, some simulated – that can be rapidly combined to meet new testing and 
training missions in a realistic manner.  TENA is made up of several components, including a 
domain-specific object model that supports information transfer throughout the event lifecycle, 
common real-time and non-real-time software infrastructures for manipulating objects, as well as 
standards, protocols, rules, supporting software, and other key components.   

The TENA Middleware combines distributed shared memory, anonymous publish-subscribe, and 
model-driven distributed object-oriented programming paradigms into a single distributed 
middleware system.  This unique combination of high-level programming abstractions yields a 
powerful middleware system that enables the middleware users to rapidly develop complex yet 
reliable distributed applications.  The TENA Middleware (currently at Release 6.0.4) is US 
Government owned and available for free download at the TENA SDA web site 
https://www.tena-sda.com. 

The TENA object model consists of those object / data definitions, derived from range 
instrumentation or other sources, which are used in a given execution to meet the immediate 
needs and requirements of a specific user for a specific range event.  The object model is shared 
by all TENA resource applications in an execution.  It may contain elements of the standard 
TENA object model although it is not required to do so.  Each execution is semantically bound 
together by its object model. 

Therefore, defining an object model for a particular execution is the most important task to be 
performed to integrate the separate range resource applications into a single event.  In order to 
support the formal definition of TENA object models, a standard metamodel has been developed 
to specify the modeling constructs that are supported by TENA.  This model is formally specified 
by the Extensible Markup Language (XML) Metadata Interchange standard and can be 
represented by Universal Markup Language (UML).  Standards for representing metamodels are 
being developed under the Object Management Group Model Driven Architecture activities.  The 
TENA Object Model Compiler is based on the formal representation of this metamodel, and 
TENA user-submitted object models are verified against the metamodel.  However, it is important 
to recognize the difference between the TENA metamodel and a particular TENA object model.  
The object captures the formal definition of the particular object/data elements that are shared 
between TENA applications participating in a particular execution while the object model is 
constrained by the features supported by the metamodel.  

A significant benefit for TENA users is auto-code generation.  The TENA Middleware is 
designed to enable the rapid development of distributed applications that exchange data using the 
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publish-subscribe paradigm.  While many publish-subscribe systems exist, few possess the high-
level programming abstractions presented by the TENA Middleware.  The TENA Middleware 
provides these high-level abstractions by using auto-code generation to create a complex 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) application.  As such, the TENA 
Middleware offers programming abstractions not present in CORBA and provides a strongly-
type-checked framework interface that is much less error-prone than the existing CORBA 
Application Programming Interface (API).  These higher-level programming abstractions 
combined with a framework designed to reduce programming errors enable users quickly and 
correctly to express the concepts of their applications.  Re-usable standardized object interfaces 
and implementations further simplify the application development process. 

Through the use of auto code generation, other utilities, and a growing number of common tools, 
TENA also provides an enhanced capability to accomplish the routine tasks which are performed 
on the test and training ranges in support of exercises.  The steps in many of the tasks are 
automated, and the information flow is streamlined between tools and the common infrastructure 
components through the enhanced software interoperability provided by TENA.  TENA utilities 
facilitate the creation of TENA-compliant software and the installing, integrating, and testing of 
the software at each designated range.  This complex task falls to the Logical Range Developer, 
which, in this phase, performs the detailed activities described in the requirement definitions and 
event planning, and the event construction, setup, and rehearsal activities of the Logical Range 
Concept of Operations.  While some manual exercise and event setup is required at ranges, TENA 
tools, as they are developed and become accepted across the range community, will make exercise 
pre-event management easier. 

 

IV. SUPPORT FOR TENA USERS 
 

The TENA SDA has developed a website that provides a wide range of support for the TENA 
user, including an easy process to download the middleware, free of charge.  The website also 
offers a help desk and user forums that will address any problems with the Middleware download 
and implementation.  The TENA SDA is very aware of the need to inform range managers and 
train TENA users, and the TENA SDA presents regular training classes that are designed to meet 
the attendees’ needs, from an overview of TENA to a technical introduction of TENA, all the way 
to a hands-on, computer lab class for the TENA Middleware. 

TENA’s continuing evolution in its support of the test and training range community is managed 
by an organization of users and developers.  This collection of TENA stakeholders, called the 
Architecture Management Team (AMT), meets several times a year to be updated on TENA 
usage, problems, and advancements.  The agenda involves briefings and is open to wide ranging 
discussions, ensuring the users’ concerns and inputs are understood, recorded, and action items 
are made if necessary.  Of equal importance, TENA developers and management has had a long 
and mutually beneficial relationship with the Range Commanders Council. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

Although it was a technological and software evolution that was the impetus for TENA’s growth 
in its enabling of range interoperability and resource reuse, the Middleware found its needed 
validation on the DoD test and training ranges.  On those ranges, the U.S. Military evaluates the 
warfighting equipment, personnel, and concepts that are deployed in support of ongoing missions 
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around the globe.  Unfortunately, test and training events only provide the opportunity for 
evaluation.  It is the data collection and analysis that determines the war worthiness of the 
equipment or concept; it can quickly and definitively illuminate any necessary improvements 
needed to ensure effective and safe weapon system operation and training.   

TENA and JMETC are time-tested, proven, integral parts of that equation.  JMETC reduces the 
time and cost to plan and prepare for distributed Joint events by providing a persistent, readily-
available network, including the necessary networking tools to connect all associated sites.  
TENA is the common integration software, easily integrated into telemetry environments and 
applications.  With TENA-enabled systems and events run over the JMETC network, Test 
Directors can put their focus back where it needs to be – on the warfighter and the task at hand. 

For more information about JMETC and TENA, contact George Rumford, JMETC Senior 
Technical Advisor / TENA SDA Director, or AJ Pathmanathan, JMETC Lead Engineer, E-mail: 
feedback@jmetc.org or feedback@tena-sda.org or go to the JMETC Web Site: 
https://www.jmetc.org  or TENA Web Site: https://www.tena-sda.org.  
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ABSTRACT: 

 

Flight line checkout of aircraft and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) is a necessary part of Test 

Range operations.  Checkout systems have been designed to support the Flight Test Engineer 

(FTE) and aircraft technicians to validate the operations of the aircraft instrumentation systems 

and to help in troubleshooting problems.  Current systems in use by the FTE include using range 

assets, such as range Telemetry Receiving system, and even home built systems.  One system 

used at Edwards Flight Test Center is called the Instrumentation Ground Support Units (IGSU) 

or "Taco Carts", a system that contains the basic elements of a telemetry ground system that also 

has the additional capability to connect directly to the aircraft.  This presentation shows 

advancement prototypes that enable the FTE access to modern technologies that will provide 

efficiencies using wireless networks, tablets and the Test and Training Enabling Architecture 

(TENA) TENA through activities developed as part of the TENA in Resource Constrained 

Environments (TRCE) project. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 DoD ranges were initially developed with “stovepipe” telemetry (TM) receiving systems.  These 

systems were built with different antennas, receivers and the associated components.  Mostly 

these systems were manually operated and employed people who were very familiar with all 

aspects of the TM receiving system.  In the flight test engineering realm, TM instrumentation 

was either connected directly to the aircraft telemetry and instrumentation busses (ports), or data 

is received over the air using an antenna.  This required the FTE to be close to the receiving 

system or have someone who would “call-out” the status of the system being investigated.  With 

advancements in communications technology, it is now possible to decouple the TM receiving 

system from the aircraft and even from the test engineer. 

 

II. TENA TRCE 

 

The Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA) is the DoD corporate approach for 

interoperability.  TENA provides real-time software system interoperability by interfacing to 

existing TM hardware and TM processing systems.  TENA provides the middleware software 

component and can be used on any Internet Protocol Based network.   

 



The OSD Test Resource Management Center (TRMC) Test and Evaluation (T&E) / Science and 

Technology (S&T) Program sponsors the TENA in Resource Constrained Environments (TRCE) 

project. TRCE improves the TENA Middleware’s operation and performance in resource-

constrained environments by developing prototype technologies that support a broad range of 

variable quality networks, including wireless networks, and provide native TENA support for 

handheld & embedded computing platforms. TRCE technologies will enhance the TENA 

Middleware to support these types of networks and platforms to provide common, robust 

interoperability architecture.   

 

The TRCE project has focused on developing capabilities to extend the use of the TENA 

Middleware to telemetry systems.  Two key aspects of the program related to developing reliable 

communication with performance constrained links (related to variable quality and low data rate 

networks) and operation on constrained hardware devices (related to low power, reduced CPU 

and reduced memory). Examples of constrained link types may be wireless, cellular, low power 

& small form factor computers, embedded instrumentation, and mobile internet devices (MID) 

such as computers on module, smartphones, and tablet computers.  TRCE technologies are being 

developed in order improve the reliability and robustness of the TENA middleware in these types 

of environments. 

 

III Prototype Demonstration  

 

Recent TRCE Phase 5 transition activities were centered on transition demonstrations at the 

Edwards Air Force Flight Test Center where technical personnel use Instrumentation Ground 

Support Units (IGSU) to monitor and test on-aircraft instrumentation systems and data in support 

of flight test activities.  The IGSUs contain electronic equipment such as telemetry receivers, 

decryptors, radios, oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers and computers.  The IGSUs are parked at a 

distance from the aircraft and the engineers and technicians must spend time walking from the 

plane to the IGSU to accomplish mission objectives.   

For the Edwards demonstration, the main use cases were: 

 FIPS 140-2 interface for Taco Cart interface to iPads via wifi to support Test Engineer. 

 TRCE FIPS 140-2 Enabled Tablets for Test Support 

The set of requirements for the different demonstration systems was described including the 

OMs defined, ILIAD TENA Publisher Interface, the wireless Encryption and User 

Authentication required as well as the streaming media needed to support the use cases.  One of 

the fallouts of the work was the interface to the oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer Digital 

Bridge that could lead to a more general OM for interfacing to these types of devices.   

 

The TRCE transition demonstration focused on getting information from the oscilloscope, 

spectrum analyzer, video and ILLIAD TM measurand information to the FTE over an existing 

wireless network.  By providing the ability to select parameter sets from a tablet or handheld 

device, this would allow the FTE an uncoupled connection to the IGSU, allowing the FTE to 

view selected parameters collected into the ILLIAD TM database.  This provided the ability to 

create several different displays on the tablet, such as stripcharts, EU converted parameters and 

raw data. 



The demonstration allowed personnel to use wireless Android and iPad tablet devices to view 

and monitor the IGSU information in real-time while working at the aircraft location.  The 

demonstration leveraged a new TENA interface to the Instrumentation Loading, Integration, 

Analysis, and Decommutation (ILIAD) software used on the IGSUs and a TRCE developed 

prototype TENA Webserver application to provide the real-time updates to the tablet displays.   

Information provided to the user interface on tablet displays included real-time access to post 

decommutation telemetry measurand data sets in standard TENA object models, strip chart 

representation of measurand values, oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer displays, and 

telemetered video streams, all over a FIPS 140-2 compliant wireless communication network.  A 

representation of the transition demonstration is shown in Figure 1 and a picture of the real-time 

spectrum analyzer display on an iPad is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 1.  TRCE ISGU Transition Demonstration 

The development used several different protocols to collect information from the 

instrumentation.  The oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer used USB or GPIB protocols to collect 

the display information, and republished in TENA using the prototype Instrumentation Gateway.  

The prototype TENA Web Server subscribed to this instrumentation data over Ethernet and 

served the data to the tablet displays.   The tablet displays were then able to display the 

instrumentation as well as the published ILIAD TM data in near real-time with latency <100ms.  



Embedded video in the TM stream was also re-transmitted from ILIAD using the open source 

VLC application and displayed on the tablets, which provided the FTE with a handheld interface 

to all key systems on the ISGU while working on the aircraft.  

 

The TENA Webserver Prototype was specific to the OMs used for this demonstrations/use case.  

We used a polling based mechanism from the tablets so the latency is based on that polling 

frequency and not the standard TENA pushing mechanism.  Future implementations will rely on 

use of the TENA Web Binding Beta 2 version to provide this connectivity to tablet devices.   

 

 
 

Development activities involved in wireless and embedded instrumentation applications included 

TENA Middleware on HW Constrained devices, RelayNode Prototype and TENA Webserver 

Prototype, including products like GumStix devices, iPad  and Android.  The conclusion of these 

efforts lead to transition of these prototype technologies to the TENA Software Development 

Activity (SDA) team for long term transition and support for mobile devices. 

We focused these prototypes on the Edwards AFB and their Instrumentation Ground Support 

Unit (IGSU), also known as the “Taco” Cart, and the EMC3 ILIAD System that interfaces to the 

instrumentation on the aircraft.  We developed use cases and benefits for integrating the 

handheld devices with the Taco Cart to allow the test Engineer to be able to interface with the 

Taco Cart without being tethered to that cart.   

 

IV Summary  

 

This project focused on developing TENA support for things such as Low Data Rate Networks, 

Secure Wireless Networks, Hardware Constraints, etc., the types of environments that were 

considered during this transition demonstration.   The devices that were used during the project 



were the Overo Gumstix, Embedded Instrumentation Systems Architecture (EISA), iPad, 

Andriod devices and iPhones. 

The efforts during the TRCE Phase 5 of the project were: 

 FIPS 140-2 Compliant Wireless Link Support 

 Android Port to TENA 6.0.3 

 Transition Demonstration of tablet Prototype interface for Edwards AFB Flight 

Test Center 

 Prototype Policy-Based User Authentications/Authorization for TENA 

The Instrumentation Loading, Integration, Analysis and Decommuntation (ILIAD) System is 

GOTS product supported by EMC
2
 for configuring and acquiring and analyzing test 

instrumentation data.   It is a suite of software that support the preflight configuration and 

checkout of flight line instrumentation, the processing of real-time data streaming from the 

instrumentation, and post-test decommutation of the Chapter 10 data recordings. 

The publishing of instrumentation data on the wireless network, displaying that data on the 

handheld devices, along with the video and instrumentation data from a test aircraft was 

processed through the TENA-enabled ILIAD system and published out the TRCE Webserver.  

Control and display of test equipment (oscilloscopes, etc.) was also demonstrated on the 

handheld devices and running on the FIPS 140-2 wireless network. 

The TRCE prototype technologies discussed in this paper are for demonstration purposes only.  

There are potential benefits demonstrated by the use these technologies, and broader 

requirements and utility need to be determined to verify if they will benefit the FTE and overall 

range TM operations.  Maturation of the technologies, features, and interfaces needs to be 

accomplished in order to fully support the fault tolerance required in an operational flight line 

environment.  

These technologies also provide the potential for a different approach for data to be transmitted 

to the Taco Cart without the need of TM RF transmission by using a FIPS 140-2 certified secure 

wireless network at the flight line instead of requiring the allocation of L/S/C band.  We also can 

provide aircraft TM settings to the range to verify range tracking system configuration and 

potentially provide auto-configuration of range systems, in certain circumstances. 

Future implementations of this prototype system will rely on use of the formal TENA Web 

Binding activities (currently in Beta 2 version) to provide connectivity to tablet devices.  Future 

extensions of the prototype may include the development of a formal TENA Instrumentation 

Bridge that would provide support for families of instrumentation in a vendor agnostic manner 

where the common functions and display characteristics can be standardized upon in a TENA 

Object Model.  This approach will allow for common user and system interfaces to be developed 

for instrumentation systems with out requiring the “specifics” of different manufacturers. Such a 

capability will help realize an enterprise approach for instrumentation and reduce developmental 

and training requirements when new manufacturer products are brought online.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

There is a need for a capability that enables setup and execution of tests, including integration of 

new instrumentation into the T&E range environment more rapidly and reliably than with 

existing methods, and with reduced cost and effort. Moreover, because individual ranges have 

developed approaches to range control and data distribution which are often range-specific and 

which call for significant interface development when integrating new instrumentation and 

systems to the range environment, there is a need to develop a range control and data distribution 

mechanism that can be reused throughout the T&E community.  

 

The purpose of the Next Generation Range Control and Data Distribution (NGRC&DD) project, 

which is funded by the Test Resource Management Center’s (TRMC) Central Test and 

Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP), is to develop a capability that modernizes and 

enhances system control and data distribution in DoD ranges.  The Test and Training Enabling 

Architecture (TENA) is an underlying technology used by NGRC&DD. 

 

Migrating to the TENA middleware requires a fundamental reexamination of what data is 

produced and how it is distributed.  TENA offers some tools and mechanisms for ranges that are 

advantageous relative to traditional methods of data dissemination as well as other versions of 

middleware available to the community.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

There is a need for a capability that enables setup and execution of tests, including integration of 

new instrumentation into the T&E range environment more rapidly and reliably than with 

existing methods, and with reduced cost and effort. Moreover, because individual ranges have 

developed approaches to range control and data distribution which are often range-specific and 

which call for significant interface development when integrating new instrumentation and 

systems to the range environment, there is a need to develop a range control and data distribution 

mechanism that can be reused throughout the T&E community.  

 

The purpose of the Next Generation Range Control and Data Distribution (NGRC&DD) project, 

which is funded by the Test Resource Management Center’s (TRMC) Central Test and 

Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP), is to develop a capability that modernizes and 

enhances system control and data distribution in DoD ranges. The project will focus on 

developing this capability at PMRF and seeks to develop a range control and data distribution 

system that: 

• Reduces turnaround time between tests, 

• Increases reliability in data exchange across the range, 

• Reduces duplication of data on network, improving efficiency of network 

utilization, 

• Increases management and monitoring of data exchange during test events, 

• Increases segregation of data delivery based on end-user requirements and need-

to-know, 

• Reduces time to integrate new instrumentation to range environment, and 

• Enables more rapid and effective connection of multiple ranges during tests 

covering extended ranges. 

 

The Next Generation Range Configuration and Data Distribution capability is being developed 

and prototyped at the Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF).   The Test and Training Enabling 

Architecture (TENA) is an underlying technology used by NGRC&DD.  

 

This paper explores several aspects of NGRC&DD that are currently being developed at PMRF 

which use TENA to modernize range control and data distribution and which provide more 

situational awareness to operators during a mission, with minimal adjustments to operators’ 

workflow or the overall concept of operations for a mission. 
 

 

INSTRUMENTATION PLAN 

 

The Instrumentation Plan (IP) at PMRF is a document that defines much of the data for a mission 

– things such as vehicle and sensor identification numbers for data tracks of interest as well as an 

annotated description for each track for the purposes of identification and communication.  The 

IP is a spread sheet developed prior to and refined throughout a mission using Microsoft Excel; 
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when a revision is made, it is sent out via email to scores of individuals who distribute it further, 

many of whom print out a copy and then in turn manually type in the data and any updates to 

their applications, resulting in the very real possibility of configuration errors.  Often revisions 

occur several times a day and during an operation there may be so many emails transmitted 

regarding the mission that a particular IP revision may not get noticed in the flood of 

information, or confusion exists as to whether one has the latest revision. 

 

We identified the distribution of the Instrumentation Plan as a key weakness in data distribution 

and range configuration and proposed under the NGRC contract to distribute the IP as a stateful 

distributed object (SDO) via the TENA middleware.  Applications that rely on information from 

the IP as part of their configuration can now be re-engineered to receive the IP and any updates 

and automatically adjust their configuration, eliminating the overhead and error prone nature of 

the previous dissemination method.  A key example of an application/process that benefits from 

this approach is the Instantaneous Impact Prediction (IIP) application.   

 

For unpiloted aerial vehicles such as missiles the Range Safety department at PMRF requires the 

estimation of where the vehicle is projected to land given current state and this calculation is 

called an Instantaneous Impact Prediction (IIP).  For such vehicles requiring an IIP, an additional 

entry in the Instrumentation Plan specifies the identification numbers of the IIP for that 

vehicle/sensor data source.  Only the drag number needed to be added to the existing 

Instrumentation Plan format in order to provide all the information needed to calculate an IIP 

from a track state and consequently the IIP could then be implemented as a service, to be 

deployed as needed where needed.  Self-identification for each service instance is done via 

entries in a master hosts file distributed across all computers throughout the PMRF 

instrumentation Network (iNet).  Previously the drag coefficient would be conveyed verbally to 

operators who then would enter that number into their configuration scripts.  At times the 

number was not conveyed and an incorrect default was utilized or there was confusion as to the 

valid drag for the missile under test.  We wanted to eliminate the error prone methods of 

transmitting both the Instrumentation Plan and the drag coefficient needed for IIP calculation. 

 

 

INSTRUMENTATION PLAN TASKER 

 

The mechanism for tasking of the IIP services at PMRF is an application called the IP Tasker 

(Figure 1).  This application can ingest an Instrumentation Plan and any entry in the IP that calls 

for an IIP calculation can be turned into a TENA task object that can be deployed to the desired 

server.  Each IIP service subscribes to task objects and pulls those tasks that are assigned to it.   

Track data gets scrutinized in order to see if an associated task exists and if a match is found the 

calculation is done.  This paradigm allows for an operator to load balance across servers as well 

as quickly recover from hardware failure during a mission via redeployment.  
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Figure 1: Instrumentation Plan Tasker displaying entries from a plan that can be assigned as 

Instantaneous Impact Point calculation tasks to capable servers. 

  

 

NEW METHOD OF DATA DISSEMINATION 

 

The PMRF instrumentation Network (iNet) not only defines the physical network infrastructure 

over which data is distributed at PMRF, but also defines the format of the different messages and 

the distribution of those messages.  The distribution paradigm is that of a decentralized set of 

applications with no broker and consequently little control over what data gets put on the iNet 

and who has access to that data – all applications are considered trusted, but no connections are.  

Malformed data messages are easy to construct and propagate and can cause potentially 

disastrous complications for consumers. 

 

Because of the assumption that any connections are to be unreliable, all messages are transmitted 

UDP/best effort, and as such any single message is repeated until the state that message reflects 

is updated.  This repetition is used as a means of detecting health of applications – no message 

implies the application/data producer/sensor may have an issue.  By migrating to TENA as a 

means of data distribution PMRF can exercise better control over data access on the iNet as well 

as reduce the volume of repetitive data – objects that represent a more stable state than tspi data 

can be communicated reliably via TCP rather than UDP.  Decentralization is still largely 

retained, with a TENA execution manager serving as the connection – but not data - broker (with 

redundancy) to match publishers and subscribers of the various objects types.   TENA also 

provides code generation for each object model and rigidly enforced the use of single version 

object models so that malformed messages are virtually non-existent.  

 

 

NEW METHODS OF DETERMINING APPLICATION HEALTH AND STATUS 

 

By migrating to TENA as discussed above, the workflow/situational awareness that operators are 

familiar with is eroded.  We addressed this erosion with two tools, one of which comes with the 
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TENA middleware, and the other which was developed specifically for the PMRF environment.  

The first tool, the TENA console, comes as part of the TENA middleware distribution and 

provides the capability to scrutinize network connectivity for all applications connected to a 

specific TENA execution.  A user can verify SDO’s as well as update and termination rates for 

any object models used by any application connected to the execution.  In addition, we took 

advantage of the ability to augment the information seen in the console regarding an application 

by using the TENA provided application configuration object, which can be used to verify 

configuration of an application across a network – a capability which did not exist under the iNet 

paradigm short of using a utility like Ksysguard and applying a filter to applications which have 

a known naming convention. 

 

The second tool is the Range Asset Manager, and required a software framework to be built to 

support it.  As the track data (time, position, velocity, etc.) is the primary data of interest at 

PMRF and accounts for roughly 80% of all traffic and is the most scrutinized of all the data 

messages, we felt it lay at the heart of our new tool.  Normally, if an application is considered to 

be acting incorrectly, a tool would be used to examine its input and output to try to infer what the 

application may be doing.  More drastically, the application would be run in a debugger (if 

possible) to see what the source of the problem was.  We looked to improve insight into an 

application’s performance while adding a measure of health – not of an application as the TENA 

Console provides that – but of a track as it travels through applications from its source to its 

various destinations.   

 

We implemented this with a pair of lightweight TENA object models known as the Processed 

and Rejected Application Status models.  Each contains the vehicle and sensor identification 

numbers that that status pertains to, as well as the application that produced the status.  In 

addition, the Rejected status object contains an entry for the reason why the application rejected 

the track.  The reasons vary across applications so that was distilled to obtain the total set of 

rejection possibilities.  Note that for each distinct vid/sid pair the application only publishes 

when a state change for that vid/sid occurs (from processed to rejected or vice/versa, or when the 

object is terminated).  An application manages all this via a status controller object which 

provides for the execution connection and publication of the status objects.  Coupled with the 

controller are test criterion derived from the configuration of the application that are evaluated to 

determine whether each track received is to be processed or rejected.  Because redundant data 

executions are deemed necessary for Range Safety related requirements (e.g., IIP calculations), it 

was decided to set up a separate TENA execution covering these status objects to simplify the 

layout design.  

 

 

RANGE ASSET MANAGER 

 

The Range Asset Manager subscribes to the Application Status Controllers of each application; 

contained within the controller object is a set of remote methods which allow for toggling the 

publication of the status objects, as well as flushing of existing status objects – useful when 

simulations are being run back to back.  When the configuration of an application is deemed 

sufficient, the publication of status objects from that application can be turned off, and vice-versa 

(Figure 2).   
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Figure 2: Range Asset Manager showing applications from which it has received Status control 

objects from.  All status objects for which the applications are capable of publishing are enabled 

and hence green. 

 

We initially were going to incorporate more information into the Range Asset Manager, but 

much of what we wanted existed in other tools such as the TENA Console and Ksysguard 

(KDE/Linux based GUI to monitor ram/disk/cpu usage of computers across a network).  Budget 

and logic dictated our effort along with the desire to implement a simple, intuitive interface.  

Figure 3 shows unfiltered results from RAM. 

 

 
 

Figure 3:  Range Asset Manager showing status updates from various applications.  Rejected 

objects are in red in order to catch the operator’s attention. 
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A user of RAM can apply filters to the data to focus on a particular track (VID/SID pair) as it 

traverses the various applications it encounters, including a hierarchical view of this traversal, or 

it can focus on a particular application or class of applications.  Filters can be combined to 

further narrow the scope of interest and can be saved via an XML format file.  Figure 4 shows 

the use of a filter applied to a single vehicle ID, but tracked by various sensors. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Range Asset Manager showing the filter interface (above) and the results of that 

interface applied to the data in the lower half of the GUI 

. 

 

SUMMARY 

 

Migrating to a middleware requires a fundamental reexamination of what data is produced and 

how it is distributed.  TENA offers some tools and mechanisms for ranges that are advantageous 

relative to traditional methods of data dissemination as well as other versions of middleware 

available to the community.  It is our expectation that by efforts such as this and the resulting 

discussions across ranges the community will be able to leverage the tools and knowledge to 

develop and maintain more optimal environments for operations. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper analyzed protocols may be used in each layer in networked telemetry systems, and 
also presents some deeper researches of the advantages of using synchronous time-division for 
the physical layer of a networked telemetry system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Since the structure of distributed data acquisition systems have been changing from a Master-
Slave architecture towards networked systems, the traditional bus-based data transportation 
becomes insufficient for the needs of timing, managing and monitoring for the networked systems. 
A more complicated transportation protocol should be introduced. 

 
The best way to implement transportation protocols for a networked data acquisition system 
is b y  choosing those from the communication industry, which should be tailored and 
reconstructed to satisfy the following features of an airborne networked data acquisition system: 
a) The synchronization of the whole system 
b) Needs for real-time transportation 
c) Fixed data transportation cycle 
d) Maintenance of time-sequence of the acquired data 
e) Small-scale with nearly fixed network topology and fixed data transportation route 

 
In addition, the data to be transported in the networked data acquisition system is limited to 
following types: 
a) Computer Generated Data (no needs for keeping time sequence) 
b) Timing Information 
c) PCM Data 
d) Bus Data 
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e) The analog and discrete data 
f) Video, Images and Sounds 

 
Based on these features, we can start to choose the proper protocols beginning by analyzing the 
network structure of a networked data acquisition system. 

 

 
NETWORK STRUCTURE ANALYSIS 

 
In the field of communication systems, network architecture is the key factor to determine the 
system design. The same is true in telemetry transportation networks. Here we will discuss a 
proper network structure for a networked data acquisition system from the network node 
characteristics, network layer and network abstraction. 

 
There are five types of network nodes in a networked data acquisition system: control node, 
data acquisition terminal, data transportation node, data processing center, recording and 
analyzing node. 

 
a) Control Node 

A network management node is needed to allocate the network bandwidth, to time and 
manage other nodes in the network. It should only consume a little of the network 
bandwidth since it only outputs computer generated data and timing information. 

b) Data acquisition terminal 
The characteristic of various data acquisition devices (terminals) in the network is that 
the terminals need mainly uplink bandwidth and a small downlink bandwidth. 

c) Data transportation node 
This may include both wireless and wired transmission nodes, which will be responsible for 
the data flow from one node to another node in the network. 

d) Data processing center 
This refers to the data processing service node and recording node in the network, which 
will occupy a large bandwidth in both directions in a burst mode. This node also supports 
multiple bidirectional data streams. 

e) Recording and analyzing node 
This is the recorder and data analysis node in the network, which has a small data throughput 
in the uplink direction, and a huge data throughput in the downlink direction. The node 
should be able to receive multiple data streams at same time. 

 
Based on the characteristics of the network nodes, a layered network architecture would be 
applicable to a networked data acquisition system. A flat architecture as shown in figure 1 is not 
chosen because it will treat all the network nodes the same and follow the same data 
transmission protocols on the physical layer. 
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Figure 1. Flat Network Architecture 

 
In contrast, using a layered architecture as shown in figure 2, the network nodes could be 
treated differently. The network could be separated into a relatively fixed core section and flexible 
access sections, and different transportation protocols could be applied in each section. In this 
way, the flexibility could be guaranteed while the stability and the security of the whole network 
is maintained. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Layered Network Architecture 
 
 

In a layered architecture, each sub-network could be managed independently. Both the 
complexity of each sub-network and its management complexity could be reduced by restricting 
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the number of nodes in the sub-network. The malfunction of one sub-network will not affect 
other sub-networks. 

 
The network of a networked data acquisition system could be divided into two parts, the 
transportation net and access net. As the core section, the transportation net could be composed of 
access/transmission devices and access nodes. The access node refers to the input/output devices 
of the transportation net and external equipment. There are different kinds of access nodes, such as 
analog acquisition node, the switch quantities acquisition node, the recording service node, PCM 
input and output nodes etc. The access node interface (ANI) is the interface between the 
transportation net and the external devices. A standard unique ANI, which would not be restricted 
to special access media or specified access nodes, could connect different access/transmission 
devices and access nodes to each other. 

 

 
 
 

PROTOCOLS ANALYSIS 

 
There are various data access protocols which can be running on the transportation net. Figure 4 
shows the necessary protocols in each layer of a transportation net for a data acquisition system. 

 
As synchronization and real-time processing are two crucial factors for an airborne data acquisition 
system, and the best way to improve synchronization of a system is using the communication 
protocols that have low transmission delay and high synchronization performance. So we 
recommend SDH (Synchronous Data Hierarchy) [2 ]  as the transport protocol in the physical 
layer. There are full and complete overhead bytes in SDH, which would provide detailed 
information for network performance monitoring, and an independent management channel for 
the network management. In addition, static routing in SDH greatly simplifies the complexity of 
the system and reduces the data transmission delay in the data acquisition system. 

 
 

Figure 3. Network Units
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Figure 4 Data Communication Protocols on Each Layer 
 

It is not necessary to realize the whole set of transmission protocols in SDH when we apply SDH 
to the airborne networked data acquisition system. It could be tailored and simplified in following 
ways which are not required in the telemetry area: 
a) Discard the redundant protection function 
b) Optimize the overhead processing 
c) Simplify the multiplexing path 
d) Select the appropriate timing level 

 
According to a sync relationship with the system clock, the data transportation service can be 
divided into a synchronous data service and an asynchronous data service. Different transmission 
protocol will be used for each. Generic framing procedure (GFP) will be used for the 
asynchronous data service while a synchronized PCM format [2] that complies with IRIG 106 
chapter 4 [1], will be used for the synchronous data service (as shown in Figure 4). 

 
GFP provides a general schema for signal adaptation to the transportation network. The client 
signal could include the protocol data unit PDU (such as Ethernet) or continuous bit flow (such as 
Fiber Channel, MIL-STD-1553B data flow, etc.). 

 
A synchronous PCM protocol that complies with Chapter 4 of IRIG-106, could be applied to 
transport synchronously sampled data using the system clock. In addition to complying with 
Chapter 4 of IRIG-106, the PCM frame should synchronize with SDH transmission net, and 
the frame length should be in accordance with the SDH transmission network frame format. 

 
 

The composition of the network and data exchange are completed in the transmission layer 
when using SDH as the transport layer protocol, so that the application layer protocol could be 
greatly simplified for an airborne data acquisition system. In fact, the required protocols in the 
application layer include the data service protocol, network management protocol, and timing 
protocol. 
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For data that comes from heterogeneous system protocols, such as STD-MIL1553 protocol, 
Arinc429 protocol, FC protocol and various types of Ethernet protocols, could be transmitted 
transparently through the GFP link to the transmission network. 

 
The analog quantities switching parameters could be directly put into the synchronous PCM 
frames and sent through the transmission network. The RTP, RTCP, RTSP protocol could be used 
to transport video data streams. 

 
The network management channel of the system could be based on the TCP/UDP, so the 
system should support IEEE802.2/802.3, IP, TCP and UDP protocols. TFTP and SNMP are 
two required network management protocols. HTTP and TELNET protocol might be adopted. In 
addition, we suggest LLDP protocol be used for automatic network topology discovery capability. 

 
IEEE1588 protocol [3] could be used for system timing, but it could be optimized and simplified 
by combining with the synchronous characteristics of SDH transmission network. 

 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
To construct a networked data acquisition system, the most significant task is to design the data 
communication network for the system and choosing the right protocols for it. 

 
It would be better to choose a mature synchronous transmission network with simplification and 
modification in accordance with the characteristics of the data transportation for airborne data 
acquisition. The suggested protocols for data transportation for each network layer would be a 
simplified SDH for the transport layer, GFP and synchronized PCM for data link layer, while 
TCP/UDP, TFTP, SNMP, LLDP and IEEE1588 are used for the application layer. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The paper discusses the history and background of metadata standards for the FTI community 

over the last 20 years and speculates on how they may develop in the future. It starts by 

highlighting the deficiencies of proprietary formats and the resulting problems.  It then discusses 

the characteristics and features of specific industry standard metadata descriptions such as 

TMATS, iHAL, MDL and XidML in addition to their levels of maturity. The attributes of what 

constitutes a fully mature FTI metadata standard is then discussed.  It is suggested that any 

standard must serve at least two functions, Configuration and Validation, and outlines what 

exactly each means. Finally, it is argued that there is now a significant level of convergence and 

consensus in both the scope and application of metadata, and in the associated concept of 

operations (ConOps).  The details of this Concept of Operations are then discussed along with 

suggestions as to how this may evolve in the coming years. 

Key words: XML, TMATS, iHAL, MDL, iNET, XidML, XdefML, Metadata, Meta-metadata, 

Metadata validation, Fight Test Instrumentation, Concept of Operations (ConOps). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The history of metadata in the Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) community has a long history 

and can trace its origins right back to the beginnings of flight test.  This paper is an attempt to 

illuminate this history and to describe its current state.  The paper will further describe ongoing 

efforts to produce new metadata standards.   
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The discussion begins by defining exactly what is meant by metadata.  Proprietary metadata 

formats will then be discussed.  Specifically, the paper will describe what formats proprietary 

metadata typically take and what the strengths and disadvantages to these formats are.   

The paper will also suggest what the desired attributes of a mature metadata standard should be 

and will discuss briefly a Concept of Operations. 

 

 

WHAT IS METADATA? 

 

In brief, metadata is data describing other data.  There are two classes of metadata, structural 

metadata, which is information pertaining to the structural aspects of the data and descriptive 

metadata, which describes the actual data.   

Typically, it is the descriptive metadata that is of most concern to FTI users as this is the data 

that is actually used in the definition and configuration of flight test equipment.  On the other 

hand, structural metadata is typically of most use to developers of tools that process files 

containing the descriptive metadata. 

Metadata descriptions generally take three forms.  The first is to hardcode the structural rules for 

processing the metadata in code, the second way to is to describe the metadata format using a 

formal grammar, while the third way is to use an XML schema. 

The first method is not ideal as the rules for processing the metadata are typically difficult for 

those who are not software engineers to determine.  Typically, there is also an extra overhead in 

maintaining this type of software compared to other methods as metadata processing code is 

typically constructed using one-off components.  Furthermore, it can also be very hard to extend 

and update the software if it is not designed with extensibility in mind.  

The second method is to define the structure of the metadata in a formal grammar using a 

notation such as Backus-Naur Form (BCF).  In brief, a grammar is a mechanism that is used to 

describe the allowable “strings”
1
 and the sequencing of the “strings” that an instance document 

can contain.  Typically, software developers would use libraries such as YACC or ANTRL to 

generate what are called “parsers” that in turn can be used to process and extract information 

from instance documents.  This method has the benefit of allowing the authors of metadata 

standards to rigorously define the structure and allowable content.  It can also result in software 

that can process instance documents extremely efficiently.  However, using specialized 

grammars can be complex, especially for non-specialist.  Obtaining descriptions for grammars 

from individual vendors, if they exist at all, can also be troublesome. 

The third method is to use an XML schema to define a metadata standard.  XML, or the 

extensible markup language, is a mechanism for encoding documents that is similar in structure 

to an HTML file and consists of opening and closing elements in addition to attributes.  It has 

been described as the “Lingua Franca” of data exchange and has been used to describe the format 

of many hundreds of documents’ formats
2
.  The structure and allowed content of an XML file 

                                                
1
 A string is essentially a collection of alpha numeric characters 

2
 XML Applications and Inititives http://xml.coverpages.org/xmlApplications.html.  

http://xml.coverpages.org/xmlApplications.html
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can be defined by an XML schema
3
.  The main benefits of using an XML schema to define a 

metadata standard is that it is ubiquitous, with many hundreds of off-the-shelf (and often free to 

use) tools and libraries for both processing and validating XML files against their associated 

schemas. XML is also very well understood with a large user base and the widespread 

availability of expertise. 

 

 

PROPRIETARY FORMATS 

 

Most of the early proprietary metadata file formats were typically ASCII based, and varied 

widely in their structure and in the type of data that they contained.   

The most basic of these is the CSV (Comma Separated Variable) format.  In this format the 

metadata usually consists of lines of data separated by commas, white space or tab characters. 

The advantage of this format is that it is relatively easy to parse but suffers from the drawback of 

being vendor-specific in nature and is not self-describing and is therefore not very human 

readable.   

Another common format that was used is the INI file format.  This format essentially consists of 

labelled “sections” that are marked up using the “[“ and “]” characters.  These sections in turn 

contain collections of “properties”.  These properties were essentially name-value pairs marked 

up using the “=” character.  This format has the advantage of being reasonably self-describing, 

and therefore human readable, but is not “structurally rich” and therefore cannot be used to 

describe complex data constructs (e.g. an IRIG-106 Chapter 4 Frame definition) in a natural way. 

For more complex applications, such as when the configuration of an entire FTI network needed 

to be described, vendors typically developed their own custom file formats. Sometimes they 

would be described using a formal grammar, but more often than not the rules of their 

“language” would be either opaque to the user, or consist of a set of informal rules that were 

known only to the software developers that created and maintained the proprietary format. 

The biggest disadvantage in having to work with vendor formats, however, is that users have to 

relearn a new “language” every time they purchase hardware from a new supplier.  This 

overhead is compounded even further when they have to integrate FTI equipment from more 

than one vendor. 

 

 

ATTRIBUTES OF A MATURE METADATA STANDARD 

 

It is suggested that, at a minimum, a mature metadata standard for the FTI community should 

meet the following criteria:  

                                                
3
 W3C.org http://www.w3.org/standards/xml/schema 

http://www.w3.org/standards/xml/schema
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 Vendor neutral: The standard should be designed is such a way that it is capable of 

describing equipment from any vendor. 

 Easily processed: The metadata format should be easily processed, preferably using 

freely available off-the-shelf tools. 

 Models the FTI domain:  The data model behind the metadata standard should 

effectively model the FTI domain.  This is to ensure that the standard is both easy to 

understand by the user community and is capable of being used for the full range of 

future needs. 

 Mature and widely used:  While this is difficult to achieve in a new standard, a 

metadata format that has evolved and been adapted over a long period of time to meet 

unanticipated user needs is almost certainly better suited than any putative new 

standards. 

 Flexible:  Not all FTI applications are the same.  Some involve large aircraft and 

some small; some are completely Ethernet based while others rely on older protocols 

and so on.  Any mature standard needs to be able to cope with this diversity. 

 Extensible: The requirements of the FTI community are not static and will change 

over time as new technologies and protocols emerge and the number of measurements 

increases.  Any mature metadata standard should be designed to allow it to grow and 

adapt over time. 

 Self-describing:  Ideally, a metadata standard should be easy to interpret and 

unambiguous.  This applies both to the mechanism used to markup the data and the 

data model used as the basis of the standard. 

 Concept of Operations:  Any metadata standard should also be able support an FTI 

engineers typical “Concept of Operations” or ConOps.  This ConOps generally 

involves metadata validation, device discovery, device configuration and requests for 

descriptions of device capabilities. 

 

 

EARLY STANDARD FORMATS 

 

TMATS 

Dating back to 1989, this is perhaps the oldest attempt at a metadata standard for the FTI 

community.  It is an ASCII-based format consisting of twelve sections, each of which defines a 

different aspect of the acquisition system that is being configured.  These sections include a 

General Information, PCM Format Attributes, PCM Measurement Attributes, Recorder and 

Reproducer Attributes and Bus Data Attributes. 

The main strengths of the TMATS standard are that it is a reasonably well accepted standard and 

it was designed predominantly by those involved in FTI for FTI engineers.  Given its origins it is 

also unsurprisingly very strong in describing the IRIG-106 Chapter 4 PCM standard and 

Recorders. 
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Its weaknesses arguably include that it is too PCM focused and does not handle modern Ethernet 

based protocols and infrastructure very well.  Furthermore, it only handles two bus protocols 

(MIL-STD-1553 and ARINC-429) explicitly.  The standard also lacks a way of describing and 

validating vendor-specific instrument data in a general way.    

Additionally, although several tools exist for reading and validating TMATS files, in comparison 

to XML based standards, there are very few off the shelf tools and libraries.  Furthermore, no 

formal grammar exists for TMATS which sometimes results in tools and APIs disagreeing on 

whether or not given instance files are actually valid 

TMATS XML 

In an attempt to address the disadvantages of using a custom ASCII format the TMATS 

committee developed an XML version of the standard.  This has meant that TMATS users no 

longer have to rely on vendor supplied or other specialist software to process and validate a 

TMATS XML file.  However, it is still not possible to validate vendor-specific information in 

the file. 

 

 

MODERN OPEN METADATA FORMATS 

 

XidML 

XidML is an XML based metadata standard that was first proposed in 2004 [1].  Since XidML 

2.0 was released, it has gone though numerous iterations and the latest version is now XidML 

3.0
4
.  From the beginning the schema was designed to be vendor neutral, and was based on a 

generic data model of the FTI domain.  It was also designed to be extensible and future proofed.  

The standard took a fundamental shift in the way it described instrumentation setup between 

versions 2.41 and 3.0.  It moved from a schema per class of instrument (40+ types) approach to a 

single highly generic instrument schema.   

The shift in methodology came as it became clear that the standard would always be chasing the 

technology.  The continuous changes to the schema and maintenance overhead resulting from 

these changes were not sustainable.  The solution to this problem was to the let the technology 

shape the standard. 

The generic instrument schema introduced in version 3.0 is extremely flexible and extensible, 

and gives vendors the power to model their hardware whichever way they want.  However, this 

highly generic approach has its drawbacks, it lacks rigor in setting names (structural Metadata) 

and validation information for the descriptive Metadata.  The XIdML dictionary and the XdefML 

schema were introduced to solve these problems respectively. 

Today XidML consists of two parts; the XidML schema itself and the optional XdefML schema.  

A XidML instance file contains the data used to actually configure the data acquisition network 

and is built around the five key concepts of Instruments, Parameters, Packages, Links and 

Algorithms.  An XdefML instance file contains data that is used by software to validate the user 

                                                
4
 The schema can be found at www.XidML.org 

http://www.xidml.org/
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specified data contained within a XidML file.  An XdefML file is provided for each type of 

instrument defined in a XidML file. 

XidML strengths include its simplicity (e.g. the Instrument element can be used to describe any 

device from any vendor), the ability to describe data constraints for any vendor device (using 

XdefML) and has been used to configure hundreds of devices from scores of manufacturers [2].  

XidMLs main drawback is that even though it is an open standard it’s perceived as not being 

open due to its origins with a particular FTI vendor.  

 

 

FUTURE METADATA EFFORTS 

 

MDL 

The Measurement Definition Language (MDL) [3] is one the most recent initiatives to formulate 

a metadata standard for the FTI community and has now been incorporated into the iNET 

initiative.  It is an XML based standard with an associated schema consisting of six top-level 

constructs.  Its underlying approach is fundamentally measurement-centric and aims to side-step 

vendor issues by avoiding the use of vendor-specific information completely in the MDL file. 

However, another of its main goals is to fully describe network based data acquisition systems. 

In the MDL philosophy, users specify the required characteristics of measurements, such as 

accuracy, uncertainty and so on, and pass this information on to vendor software for processing.  

The vendor software then returns a new MDL file which indicates what is actually achievable by 

the vendor hardware.   

The MDL schema also features very comprehensive and structurally rich mechanisms for 

describing networks and networks of networks, in addition to the flow traffic between these 

networks.  MDL also has specific provision for Quality of Service (QoS) using Differentiated 

Services (DiffServ). 

MDLs strongest features are undoubtedly its comprehensive description and approach to 

measurements.  MDL facilitates the detailed description of the digital filter characteristics to be 

applied to measurements via its AnalogAttributes section. 

Since MDL is network focused, one of its weaknesses it that older, well-established technologies 

are not natively supported by the standard (e.g. PCM or CAIS etc.).  The standard does 

acknowledge that these technologies may be required to interact with a network based system 

and recommends creating a hardware proxy to convert data from these technologies into network 

data and then model that hardware proxy in MDL. Perhaps its biggest weakness lies in the 

complexity of the schema.  This is particularly so in the NetworkNodes section of the schema 

that contains over 20 ManagebleAPPS, each dedicated to a specific function.  The use of XML 

schema “ID” construct to uniquely identify key entities can sometimes make relationships 

opaque to the user.  There is also very little support for the configuration and validation of 

vendor hardware, although it has improved as the schema has evolved from the original version. 
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iHAL 

iHAL (Instrumentation Hardware Abstraction Language) [3] is the most recent attempt to 

develop an open standard for the FTI community.  In its original form, iHAL was exclusively 

focused on the configuration of vendor hardware.  It also provided mechanisms for validating 

vendor-specific information on top of the basic schema level validation.   

 

Specifically, iHAL instance documents are broken up into two sections.  The iHAL “Use” 

section contains the actual data used to configure vendor hardware, while the iHAL “Pool” 

section is used to define vendor-specific constraints for the instrumentation in an acquisition 

system.  Software can use the constraints contained in the “Pool” section to validate user data 

contained within an iHAL instance file. 

 

In later iterations of the schema support for measurements and measurement units, IRIG-106 

Chapter 4 PCM, and network based systems was added by including parts of the MDL, TMATS 

XML, and XidML schemas respectively.  

 

Another interesting aspect of the iHAL project is the iHAL API.  This is the only standard with 

an associated API.  The API, which is a RESTful API, has the following functionality 

 

 Users can validate iHAL files using the API 

 Users can pass the API an iHAL file to program hardware 

 The API can return an iHAL file describing all hardware, and how they are configured 

 The API can return an iHAL file describing the capabilities (i.e. using the “Pool” 

section of the iHAL file) of vendor hardware. 

 

This API therefore covers all the basic ConOps scenarios described above. 

 

Arguably the best aspect of the iHAL standard is the mechanism used to separate configuration 

data from the data used to describe vendor-specific hardware constraints.  The decision to follow 

the RESTful paradigm with the API also appears to be a good choice for a number of reasons 

including its inherent scalability and its ubiquitous use in APIs on the internet.  The approach 

also allows vendors the choice of either implementing the API on hardware itself or by using a 

software proxy.  

 

Undoubtedly iHAL’s biggest weakness is its immaturity, especially relative to TMATS, TMATS 

XM and XidML.  As with MDL, the explicit inclusion of other schemas can make it difficult for 

users to understand and process.  Additionally, the relationship between the various constructs in 

each of the constituent schemas is immature and needs to be developed further. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This paper outlined a brief history of FTI metadata standards.  It started with a discussion on 

what metadata is and outlined some of the common formats used in these standards.  The paper 

then discussed FTI metadata history starting with TMATS and then describing the main 

metadata initiatives that followed on from this standard.  The paper then suggested some of the 

characteristics that a mature and functional metadata should have.  Table 1 compares each 

metadata standard against these characteristics.   

The industry needs a universal metadata standard and most recent initiative, MDL, has the 

potential and the momentum behind it to become that standard, but it must learn from mistakes 

made and problems solved by all of its predecessors in order to succeed. 

 

 TMATS 

XML 

XidML MDL iHAL 

Vendor 

Neutral 

    

Easily 

processed 

   
5
 

Models 

the FTI 

domain 

  
6
  

Widely 

used 

    

Flexible     

Extensible     

Self-

describing 

    

ConOps 

Modelling 

    

Table 1 Standards Maturity Comparison 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this work we evaluated the performance of different water filling algorithms. We have selected four 

power allocation algorithms: Conventional water-filling (CWF), Constant power water-filling, Inverse 

Water-filling (IWF), and Adaptive Iterative Water-Filling (AIWF) algorithms. Capacity is the 

performance metric we used to compare the above algorithms by taking the optimality of transmission 

power allocation to each sub-channel into account. The power allocation can be calculated with a 

reference of the water level value that has different approaches for different algorithms. The water level 

can either be fixed once it is found, or it may be adaptive or different for different sub-channels.  Hence, 

the results show that the adaptive iterative water filling (AIWF) algorithm has a better effect on the 

performance of MIMO-OFDM system by allocating power adaptively. 

Keywords— water filling algorithms;capacity;power allocation 

INTRODUCTION 

Wireless cellular communication systems’ energy consumption is basically due to the circuit energy 

consumption and the data transmission energy at the base station (BS). Even though the circuit power 

consumption in multiple inputs-multiple outputs (MIMO) and orthogonal frequency division multiple 

access (MIMO-OFDM) systems may increase due to the circuit complexity and the extra overheads that 

are added on the Single Input Single Output (SISO) system, the spectral efficiency (SE) can be increased 

without the need for extra transmission energy [1]. Hence, the transmission energy can be managed and 

minimized with an optimum resource allocation technique. Channel state information at the transmitter is 

considered to allocate transmission power for sub-channels and multiple users.  

The resource allocation technique is fundamentally based on the convex optimization problem on which 

the water-filling algorithms are working on [2]. In water-filling, more power is allocated to a sub-channel 

with better signal to noise ratio (SNR), so as to maximize the sum of data rates in all sub-channels, 

according to the Shannon’s Gaussian capacity formula where each sub-channel’s data rate is related to the 

power allocation [3]. Each used sub-channel’s SNR information will be fed back to the BS so that the 

water level is going to be derived from the fading channel coefficient and the noise power. 

Since then, different water-filling algorithms have been evolved for efficient resource allocation, of 

which:  Conventional water-filling (CWF), Constant power water-filling, Inverse Water-filling (IWF), 



 

Margin Adaptive Water-Filling (MAWF), Iterative dynamic water-filling and Geometric water-filling 

(GWF) algorithms [4, 5, 6, 3, 1].  

The paper is organized as follows: the system model is discussed in Section 2. The problem formulation 

of different power allocation algorithms are defined in Section 3. In section 4, performance analysis is 

presented. Finally, our conclusion and future work are presented in Section 5. 

SYSTEM MODEL 

Consider a downlink MIMO-OFDMA cellular network with one BS and I users. It is assumed that M 

transmitter antennas and N receive antennas are configured at the BS and on each mobile user 

respectively. Overall K subcarriers are shared by different users with no overlap. The index set of 

subcarriers occupied by user i is denoted as Si with size ki. Closed-loop single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO) 

schemes are considered and capacity-achieving precoder is assumed in this paper. It is assumed that users 

undergo frequency-selective and spatial non-coherent block fading channels. Denote Hij as the spatial 

channel matrix from BS to user i on subcarrier j. 

Elements in Hij are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables with zero mean and 

variance μi, which is the large-scale channel gain from the BS to user i. The noise at the receiver of each 

user is assumed to be additive white Gaussian with zero mean and variance N0. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The transmit-receive  signal  model  from  the  BS to the ith user, for  i  = 1, . . , K, can be expressed as 

   ∑            
 
                        (1) 

Where  ,            are path loss, shadow fading and multipath fading gain matrices respectively,    is a  

M×N  matrix  with  its  elements                , and             ,  is  additional Gaussian white 

noise.    and     are  modeled  as macro-cell model. Denoting        *  . 

                                                           

                                               (2) 

The system tries to evaluate the capacity with an optimum power allocation. To get the optimum power 

allocation, we needed to go though different water filling algorithms. Thus, we used the transmission 

power or allocated power to a user i in each water filling algorithms to evaluate the capacity of a user. We 

assumed that all the users are in the same fading environment and the Eigen value of the sub-channels 

        is the same for different j and d [7]. 

Considering singular value decomposition (SVD) on every data frame, independent sub-channels of each 

user have been constituted. Thus       denotes the dth sub-channel’s power gain of user i, and      

                  . 

Therefore, the overall power allocated to an active user by a conventional water filling according to their 

large scale fading          *   is: 
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Where, the water level is  
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The power allocated to a sub-channel or the transmit power in each sub-channel      having power gains 

     with the water level of user i,     
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The sum capacity of user i over one transmission frame of duration       with the optimization problem 

is:  
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Hence, the system capacity is the sum of active users’ capacity. It can also be denoted as the sum of active 

users’ sub-channel capacity: 
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We then compared different water filling algorithms based on their effect on the system capacity 

considering different transmit power allocation approaches for individual sub-channels. The algorithms 

are: Conventional water-filling (CWF), Constant power water-filling, Inverse Water-filling (IWF), and 

Dynamic Iterative water-filling. 

A. Conventional Water filling Algorithm 

The conventional water-filling (CWF) problem has a sum power constraint under non-negative individual 

powers. The solution for CWF problem is parameterized with a single water level of: 
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The transmit power that can be allocated to sub-channel d of a user i is: 
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The system capacity equation (8) is presented on the next page. 

B. Constant power allocation without water filling 

This approach considers that a constant power is allocated to each sub-channel with no water-filling. In 

other words, no water level is considered at which the power allocation threshold is based on. The 

optimization problem to minimize the transmit power required at the BS is with constraints on the upper 

bound of ergodic capacity for each user. The sum capacity of user i over one transmission frame of 

duration        is: 
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The constraints over the upper bound of the ergodic capacity are:  
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The Eigen value of sub-channels         is the same for different j and d [8] and is obtained as: 
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Hence, that the capacity constraint becomes: 
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Where the constraint only depends on the large-scale channel gain {  }   
   

The assumption here is that the transmit power is equally allocated over subcarriers and data streams. 

Therefore, the transmit power on each subcarrier for each data stream is  

                              
  

  
                                 (13) 

Where, D = min{M, N} is the number of data streams in an M × N MIMO system. 

So that the system capacity becomes: 
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C. Inverse Water filling Algorithm 

The water level can be changed iteratively until it reaches to the water-level that can be lower than the 

next channel metric to be added. It means that the water-level is largest on the first iteration and decreases 

on each iteration until it can no longer be decreased. Thus, the water level will be set on the channels that 

contribute a positive power. 

The data transmission rate to user i with respect to the allocated transmission power to sub-channels is 

given by: 
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Considering the power assigned to the each sub-channel is the ratio of the transmission power allocated to 

a user and the number of data streams that is equivalent to the number of transmit antennas,      
  

 
 , we 

can rewrite:  
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The system capacity is: 
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Where the RF transmission power of user i in time slot t is: 
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The power that is allocated to each sub-channel      can also be expressed with respect to the water level 

   and it is given by: 
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Where, the water level    can be found via an iterative search over the vector or set      of channels that 

contribute a positive power.  
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D. Constant Power Water filling Algorithm 

The central theme of this algorithm is that a constant power is allocated to all sub-channels that have 

channel gains         greater than or equal to the cutoff point,        . 
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             (21) 

Where, if the same cut-off point         is used as in exact water-filling, we have, 
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From the first inequality, i.e. when                  we see that the minimal sum of power and 

(normalized) noise is less than the water level (
  

       
), at which a constant power is allocated for all sub-

channels that are under this requirement.  

With the analysis of low complexity power allocation algorithm, the constant power allocated in each 

state      should be such that: 
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Therefore, the constant power allocated to the sub-channels with positive power allocation is:    
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|  | 
 , which is the average power.  

Hence the system capacity becomes: 
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Where, |  |  is the number of subcarriers per a user    and   is the number of data streams at a give time 

slot    

 



 

E. Adaptive Iterative Water filling Algorithm 

There are different iterative water filling algorithms, but in this paper we concentrated on the single level 

and multilevel iterative approaches. The water level can be one or more than one per given data frame 

over each iteration.  

The transmit power in each sub-channel with the sub-channels power gain of       is: 
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Where,     
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The sum capacity of user i over one transmission frame of duration        is:  
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Therefore the system capacity is: 
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The performance of different water filling algorithms are evaluated based on the numerical values 

specified in table 1 below. The algorithms we have considered were: constant power allocation, 

Conventional water-filling (CWF), Constant power water-filling, Inverse Water-filling (IWF), and 

Iterative dynamic water-filling. Comparing figures 1 and 2, we can see that in Figure 2, because of an 

optimum power allocation using adaptive iterative water filling algorithm the capacity of the system 

increased from that of figure 1. 

Table 1: List of simulation parameters: 

Number of Subcarrier, K 80 

Number of users, I 4 

Number of BS antennas, M [1,2,3,4,5] 

Number of antennas at each user, N [1,2,3,4,5] 

Minimum distance from S to users 35m 

Maximum transmit power, Pmax 20 

User Distribution in a cell Uniform 

Duration of frame/time slot, τframe/τ  10 ms/1 ms 

System/subcarrier bandwidth, W/w 4x10
-21

W/Hz 

 

Taking a similar point on both graphs where the SNR is at 20dB, we can notice that a 4x4 MIMO CWF 

system of Fig. 2 has almost the  same capacity as a 5x5 MIMO system of Fig. 1. Furthermore, we also 

notice that a 4x4 MIMO AIWF has a higher capacity than a CWF system.  Thus, the graphs indicate that 



 

the energy efficiency of Fig. 2 is higher than that of Fig. 1, and that a AIWF system has a higher capacity 

as compared to the CWF system. This is because of the adaptive power allocation to the sub-channels. 

Since we have considered a spatial multiplexing MIMO mode i.e. the data stream, D=min(M,N), in this 

paper, we can see from Fig. 3 that the capacities of 2x3 MIMO and 3x2 MIMO modes are aligned. Fig. 4 

indicates that the capacity for a 4x4 MIMO mode of constant power water filling algorithm is almost 

equivalent to that of equal power allocation.  However, the performance of both systems shown in Fig. 4 

is lower than those shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

 

 
Figure 1: Ergodic capacity of the system with respect to the SNR for different MIMO modes 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Capacity of the system with respect to the SNR for different MIMO modes using adaptive 

iterative water filling algorithm. 
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Figure 3: Capacity of the system with respect to the SNR for different MIMO modes and a 4x4 MIMO 

mode with conventional water filling algorithm. 

 
Figure 4: Capacity of the system with respect to the SNR of 4x4 MIMO mode for Constant power water 

filling algorithm and equal power allocation approach. 

 

Finally, the results presented in figures 1, 2, and 3 all show that as the number of antennas mounted on the 

transmitter and the receiver increases, the capacity of the system increases accordingly. Even though the 

transmission energy would not be increased with the increase in spatial diversity, the circuit energy 

consumption will rise due to the corresponding RF chain increase. This implies that the total energy 

consumption will increase. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this work, our results show that the adaptive iterative water filling (AIWF) algorithm has a better effect 

on the performance of MIMO-OFDM system by allocating optimum power to the sub-channels 

adaptively. It also increases the energy efficiency by providing more data transmission rate with the same 

number of RF chains. In addition, the following four approaches: AIWF, constant power allocation, 

constant power water-filling and conventional water filling algorithms provide higher energy efficiency 

with respect to the corresponding ergodic capacity system by providing more data transmission rate with 

less number of RF chains. This implies that the circuit energy consumption of the ergodic capacity system 

is higher than the other four algorithms: AIWF, constant power allocation, constant power water-filling 

and conventional.  Our future work will include the evaluation of other recent water filling algorithms 

based on different metrics. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Data acquisition for flight test is typically handled by dedicated hardware which performs 

specific functions and targets specific interfaces and buses. Through the use of an FPGA state 

machine based design approach, performance and robustness can be guaranteed. Up to now 

sufficient flexibility has been provided by allowing the user to configure the hardware depending 

on the particular application. However by allowing custom algorithms to be run on the data 

acquisition hardware, far greater control and flexibility can be offered to the flight test engineer. 

As the volume of the acquired data increases, this extra control can be used to vastly reduce the 

amount of data to be recorded or telemetered. Also real-time analysis of test points can now be 

done where post processing would previously have been required. This paper examines examples 

of data acquisition, recording and processing and investigates where data reduction and time 

savings can be achieved by enabling the flight test engineer to run his own algorithms on the 

hardware. 

 

Key words: data acquisition, data reduction, real-time analysis, custom algorithms, FFT. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Modern data acquisition cards perform specific functions and target specific interfaces and 

buses. They perform one task or function repeatedly following a state machine based design 

approach. They are typically implemented on FPGAs to maximize performance and robustness. 

For the vast majority of acquired interfaces and parameters this is the ideal approach. Sufficient 

flexibility can be offered through the configuration of certain settings. For example the gain, 

sample rate or filter cut-off of an analog acquistion card can be programmed per channel. 

Similarly for bus monitors, the messages and parameters that are to be selected for recoding or 

telemetry can be preconfigured [1]. 

Typically all the acquired data will be recorded onboard and analysis tools will be used to 

postprocess the recorded data. Some analysis is also done in real-time on critical parameters. 
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These critical parameters are telemetered to ground where they are analyzed as the parameters 

are received.  

However the volume of acquired data is ever increasing. It is not unusual for tens of thousands of 

parameters to be acquired during the testing of modern aircraft. Many of these parameters will be 

sampled at high frequency leading to a network throughput of hundreds of megabits of data. As a 

consequence a flight test sortie may record up to one terabyte of data. The task of managing and 

analyzing all this extra data is compounded by the requirement to shorten the flight test cycle [2]. 

Unfortunately the bandwidth available to telemetry has not kept pace with the increase of data 

acquired. This means that an ever decreasing subset of the acquired data is available to be 

telemetered to ground. 

There are a number of ways of overcoming these problems. Data reduction is a means of 

reducing the amount of raw data that needs to be recorded or telemetered. Some form of 

processing is done on the data so that only the information contained within the parameter stream 

that is of interest is recorded or telemetered. This could be as simple as only selecting data 

around a given event or it could be the transfer of information into another domain so that the 

dominant frequencies of the measurement are all that need to be stored or transmitted to ground.  

Another option would be to do the analysis on board. In this paradigm the same algorithms that 

would normally be run on ground would now be run on the test article and only the result of the 

analysis needs to be telemetered or recorded. Of course data reduction and onboard processing 

are already supported to some extent on existing data acquisition hardware. Bus monitors can be 

configured so that only certain messages or parameters are acquired.  

Recording can be enabled or disabled based on certain trigger conditions. Analog data is 

typically oversampled and filtered before being transmitted or recorded at the desired sample 

rate.  

However with existing data acquisition hardware the flight test engineer is limited to the options 

provided by the data acquisition vendor. Many of the scenarios under which he would like to do 

data reduction or onboard processing may not be available to him in off the shelf hardware. For 

these scenarios a more flexible module, which allows the flight test engineer to run his own 

algorithms on the acquisition system, is required. 

This paper examines what platform a flexible module should provide, how it could be deployed 

in the data acquisition system and discusses some example use cases. 

 

 

 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

 

The first requirement of a flexible module would be that it can be placed in any location in any 

configuration. To this end the module should have the same form factor and backplane interface 

as all the other data acquisition cards. This will allow it to be placed in any slot in any chassis. 
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Fig. 1. Processor card in a networked system 

To maintain flexibility and allow the card to process data from any bus or interface it should not 

directly acquire any data. Acquired data from any module in the chassis can be passed to the 

module for processing. The processed data can then be fed via the backplane to any transmitter 

in the chassis. In fact in a fully networked system the card can be placed anywhere in the system 

and data from any acquisition card in any chassis in the system can be routed to it. The processed 

data can then be routed back to any card in any chassis in the system for the purposes of 

recording or telemetry. 

In figure 1 the processor card is placed in the chassis which houses the Ethernet to PCM bridge. 

This is a good location as all the parameters that are intended for telemetry to ground are 

available to the processor card via the chassis backplane. However the processor card can in fact 

be placed in any of the chassis in the system and the processed data can be routed to the analysis 

laptop, recorder or Ethernet to PCM bridge. 

 

 

HARDWARE PLATFORM 

 

The next consideration is the hardware which would provide the platform for the flight test 

engineer to run his own algorithms. Due to constraints on the test article data acquisition cards 

are typically designed to be small, light and low power. Any processor used in a data acquisition 

card would need to minimize size and power consumption. Also given that the processing 

required on the data would include digital filtering and FFTs a DSP co-processor would 

significantly increase the number and complexity of algorithms that could be performed. 
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During the initial development phase of this flexible card many microprocessors were considered 

and their strengths and weaknesses were compared. 

The processor chosen was the Texas Instruments OMAP L138 microprocessor. TI developed this 

processor as a lower power application processor which has gained wide traction in the industry 

due to the wide range of peripherals with low power requirements.  

The processor has multiple cores including a general purpose ARM9 core. This will be familiar 

to anyone with exposure to modern processors. It is commonly used on embedded processors 

and a typical mobile phone will have one or more of these cores. 

There is a powerful DSP co-processor onboard. This is based on the TI family of DSPs and 

supports both fixed and floating point instruction sets. 

Of course the most attractive feature of this processor is the low power consumption. In typical 

applications the power drawn by the device is less than 350mW. 

While no data is acquired by this module the flight test engineer may want to have direct access 

to the module in order to debug his algorithm in the lab. The two most common interfaces for 

debug are UART and Ethernet. The UART interface allows the flight test engineer to easily print 

status and debug information to a serial console. Similarly the Ethernet interface can be used to  

generate debug Ethernet packets with diagnostic and status information. 

 

 

SOFTWARE PLATFORM 

 

Of course on top of the hardware platform the flight test engineer needs a software platform to 

abstract him from the internal workings of the hardware so he can focus on writing application 

code to manipulate the acquired parameters. 

While the OMAP processor supports a number of operating systems, Linux was chosen as the 

most suitable operating system. TI maintains a freely available SDK for Linux which supports a 

full set of pretested components for the OMAP device. These include the kernel, boot loader, 

device drivers, DSP software libraries and build tools. 

As Linux supports a wide set of peripherals and comes with the build tools needed to develop the 

applications, the flight test engineer  can focus on getting their applications up and running in the 

minimum amount of time. Also as developers will be familiar and comfortable with the 

development  environments,  this will help in reducing the learning curve. 

 

DEVELOPING ALGORITHMS 
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The supported environment is an Ubuntu 10.04 Linux platform. The user would typically run a 

Ubuntu virtual machine on their PC. Inside this virtual machine they would have access to GCC 

which supports cross compiling to the OMAP processor. Texas Instruments also has developed 

and supplies, as part of the development environment, a number of utilities for leveraging the 

DSP. These include a number of libraries which have been written to use the DSP and a number 

of applications that will optimise standard C code to run on the DSP. This makes the use of the 

DSP relatively transparent to the flight test engineer who will not have to worry about the 

passing of data between the processors.  

Before writing custom algorithms, the flight test engineer will decide which parameters are 

inputs to their algorithm and which parameters they wish to create as outputs. The flight test 

engineer will use the same setup software  used to configure their data acquisition hardware. In a 

networked system all parameters within the system will be available to the flight test engineer to 

select from the GUI of the setup software. The engineer will simply need to select the parameters 

and the setup software will ensure that they get transferred in a timely and coherent manner to 

the module for use in the flight test engineers algorithm. Similarly the parameters the engineer 

creates from their algorithm will be available to any sink of data in the system. 

After configuring the parameters, the setup software will create a C header file. This file defines 

the parameters in readable format that can be used as an input to the compiler. The underlying 

hardware uses this information to move the parameters into memory addresses available to the 

OMAP processor. This header file is then used when developing the C application. 

Once the algorithm is developed, it is compiled and the resulting binary is loaded into the 

hardware in the same way as all other configuration settings. The flight test engineer is simply 

required to point to the file from the setup software GUI. 

 

 

LATENCY AND COHERENCY 

 

Two of the biggest considerations when acquiring data for flight test are latency and coherency 

[3]. For critical parameters, it is important that the latency between sensor and screen is kept to 

an acceptable limit - often in the region of 250 ms.  

In order to correlate measurements across the entire test article, it is vital that all channels are 

sampled at the same time. As well as  the fact that all channels need to be sampled at the same 

time, it is important that the analysis software knows which sample from each channel 

correspond to the same sampling instant. In IRIG 106 chapter 4 PCM the analysis software can 

extrapolate this from the position of the parameter in the PCM frame. In Ethernet streams the 

analysis software can extrapolate this from the timestamp on the packet and the position of the 

parameter in the packet. If the analysis software can always work out which sampling instant a 

given sample corresponds to, the data stream is said to be coherent. 

The processing of acquired data in the acquisition hardware will add latency. It is important to 

manage this latency addition so that it is minimized and deterministic. Minimizing the latency 

allows you to keep the sensor to screen delay to an acceptable limit. Ensuring that the latency is 
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deterministic will guarantee coherency and allow the analysis software to correlate processed 

parameters with other processed parameters and with raw parameters.  

Curtiss-Wright hardware uses the concept of an Acquisition Cycle. All channels are sampled at 

the beginning of an acquistion cycle and equal intervals thereafter depending on the sample rate. 

The processor card works on acquisition cycle boundaries. The data is acquired in one 

acquisition cycle, processed in the next acquisition cycle and then the processed parameters are 

transferred in the second next acquisition cyle. The length of the acquisition cycle is known in 

advance so the delay between raw parameters and processed parameters is fixed and therefore 

deterministic. This guarantees a coherent data stream where raw and processed parameters from 

all channels can be correlated. It also allows the flight test engineer to tailor their latency by 

keeping the acquisition cycle short. 

Separating the acquistion, processing and transmission of the parameters into separate 

acquisition cyles also isolates the engineer who writes the algorithm on the data from the internal 

timings of data transfers within the hardware. The engineer does not need to know when each of 

their samples were acquired. The engineer has a buffer of data on which they can run their 

algorithm. They simply need to know that their algorithm can be carried out within the 

acquisition cycle. In fact if this is not the case the engineer has the option of running the 

algorithm over multiple acquisition cycles. 

 

 

THROUGHPUT 

 

The question of how many algorithms can be run in one acquisition cycle depends on the size of 

the acquisition cycle and the complexity of the algorithm. There is a 256KB buffer that is used to 

store raw parameters which are inputs to the algorithms and processed parameters, which are the 

outputs. The amount of data that can be processed in any one acquisition cycle is limited to what 

can be fit into this 256KB buffer.  

Tab. 1: Throughput of OMAP 

Sample 

size 

Execution for 

FFT (16 bits) 

in uS 

32 973 

64 935 

128 958 

256 965 

512 1025 

1024 1129 
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2048 1273 

4096 1521 

8192 2062 

16384 4094 

32768 9747 

 

The OMAP processor was benchmarked to see how many operations could be done in given 

time window. The execution time was measured for different sizes of FFT as shown in figure 1. 

As shown, the execution time remains at around one milisecond until the size of the FFT reaches 

over 8K samples at which point the time of execution starts to double. 

As an example if we had a 125 mS acquisition cycle then 100 1Ksample FFTs could be executed 

every acquisition cycle. This could be 100 channels of analog data all processed with one 

processor card. 

 

 

APPLICATIONS 

 

Next we consider some of the applications that are best suited to the use of custom algorithms as 

written by the flight test engineer. When we think of data reduction an obvious area where 

telemetry bandwidth and recorder capacity savings can be made is in wideband analog.  

In existing flight test campaigns, wideband signals such as vibration measurements are not 

typically analysed in real-time via telemetry. A data acquisition card, which samples each 

channel at 100Ksamples per second, will produce 1.6 Mbps of data per channel.If all this data is 

to be telemetered to ground then a telemetry bandwidth of, for example 10 Mbps, will be used up 

by a handful of vibration channels.  

By doing onboard frequency analysis of these wideband acquisitions, the key information can be 

sent to ground using only a fraction of the bandwidth. For example an FFT can be run on the 

processor card and the top ten frequencies or the frequencies of interest can be telemetered to 

ground. 

Of course the on board network has a much higher bandwidth than the telemetry link so all of the 

raw data could be recorded for later processing. However a large number of wideband channels 

this may lead to the requirement for hundreds of GigaBytes of data to be recorded. Post 

processing this data could be a time consuming process. The ability to process the data from each 

channel in the hardware and only record certain frequencies can drastically reduce the amount of 

recorded data and the time to extract and display that data in the ground based analysis software. 

It may be that for wideband analog all the raw parameters are required but only for small time 

periods. For example the flight test engineer may want to record all the parameters one second 

either side of a certain event. In this case the processor card can be setup to store data from a 
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certain channel for the last second. It can then trigger the transmission to the recorder of that 

stored data plus the next second of data from that channel based on some predefined event. This 

event could be an exceedance on the channel itself or the value of a parameter received on an 

avionics bus or the toggling of a discrete input. In this case only the raw parameters one second 

either side of the event are recorded, saving huge bandwidth compared to a scenario where all 

parameters from that channel from an entire flight need to be recorded. 

Downloading and post proceesing up to 1TB of test data, can take up to 6 before before the flight 

test engineer is able to judge the quality of the test process and find any potential problems with 

the test. This long analysis time may mean that only one that only one flight test sortie can be 

made per day. Using some of the data reduction techniques discussed above the downloading 

and post processing time could be reduced to 30 minutes. This would allow multiple sorties per 

day which would have the knock on effect of shortening the entire flight test campaign. 

The processor card could also be used to do custom bus monitoring. Taking NMEA messages as 

an example, a standard RS422 bus monitor will parse individual messages based on the 

characters in certain locations in the message. These messages are typically of variable length 

and comma delimited, each message potentially carrying different GPS information.  

It may be desirable to extract only key parameters from the message rather than telemeter or 

record the entire message. Due to the variable length of the message it will not be possible to 

know the postion of the parameter based on character location in the message. Therefore it may 

not be possible to extract only the parameter of interest using a standard bus monitor. However 

with a processor card, a custom algorithm could be written to that uses  regular expressions to 

pull out key information from the NMEA messages and record and telemeter only the parameters 

of interest. 

Another possible application would be the aggregation of a particular parameter on board. For 

example the fuel burn from the start of the flight could be monitored. The processor card could 

take the fuel flow message from the ARINC 429 bus, convert it into the appropriate units and 

aggregate the value at each acquisition to give a fuel burn from the start of the flight. Of course 

the aggregator could be reset by any external event, for example the receipt of another bus 

message or the toggling of a discrete signal. In this way it would give the fuel burn since a 

particular event.  

Also given that you are monitoring the total burn since a given point in time the accumulated 

value should be stored in non volatile memory so that if a power dip to the data acquisition 

hardware occurs mid flight the accumulated value is not lost. 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
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Data acquisition for flight test is handled by dedicated hardware which performs specific 

functions and targets specific interfaces and buses. While this approach offers significant 

flexibility by allowing the flight test engineer to configure each data acquisition card for his 

particular requirements, further control and flexibility can be offered by allowing the flight test 

engineer to run their own algorithms on the data acquisition hardware. Particularly as the volume 

of the acquired data increases, this extra control can be used to vastly reduce the amount of data 

to be recorded or telemetered.  

This paper considered various requirements in the design of a module that would be used for on 

board processing. The system considerations include the requirement for the module to interface 

to any source and sink of data in the entire network so that any parameter destined for any 

transmitting device or recording media can be processed.  

The hardware and software platform were considered, focusing in particular on the isolation of 

the flight test engineer from the internal workings of the hardware so that the engineer can focus 

purely on the processing algorithm. It is of equal importance to ensure a very short learning 

curve by using a development environment that is widely used and a processing platform that has 

a wide range of existing libraries and applications. 

Particular emphasis was placed on the issues of latency and coherency. It is important that 

latency can be controlled and that it is deterministic so that correlation of processed parameters 

and raw parameters is achievable. 

Finally, this paper discusses some of the typical applications. However one of the key functions 

of a card that allows flight test engineers to run their own algorithms is to provide a platform for 

all the atypical applications. The  functions the processor card will actually be used for can be 

left to the imagination of all of the engineers within the flight test community. 
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ABSTRACT 

While great strides have been made in recent years by government agencies in deploying 

proactive network security tools, the federal government as a whole desires to continue to press 

the state of the art in protecting its IT infrastructure.  To this end, the US Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS) has created the Continuous Diagnostic and Mitigation (CDM) 

program [1] (also known as Continuous Monitoring, CM). It strives to establish a technology 

framework whereby agency federal government IT networks can be continuously monitored for 

threats and vulnerabilities, providing an analysis and correlation capability that will enable 

entities to better evaluate risk.  It also defines a hierarchical dash-boarding capability that 

facilitates both aggregation and communication of each agency’s network health status into 

abstracted levels of summary so the federal system as a whole can be better evaluate  their IT 

security posture.  Going forward, these technologies will dramatically impact all government 

agencies, the Department of Defense (DOD), and commercial entities. 

KEYWORDS 

Continuous Monitoring, Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of continuous monitoring is not new [2]; however, its widespread actual use and 

deployment in the federal government in a closed loop fashion is.  It is important to stress that it 

is one thing to identify potential threats in an IT environment and attempt to address them in an 

ad hoc, manual, fashion; and quite another to systematically and regularly weigh the severity of 

those threats, and methodically remediate them at regular intervals using a semi-automated or 

automated regimen----this is the essence of the CM challenge.  The DHS sees their CM initiative 

as a three phase effort.  The first phase emphasizes asset management including: Hardware Asset 

Management (HWAM), Software Asset Management (SWAM), Configuration Management 

(CM) and Vulnerability Management (VUL).  The second phase highlights infrastructure 



integrity and user accounts and privilege involving network access controls, managing trust in 

users, managing security related behavior, managing credentials and authentication, and 

managing account access.  The third and final phase relates to managing events such as preparing 

and responding to contingencies, policy, planning and quality and managing audit and 

operational security.  

CM ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS 

The goal of a CM system (Figure 1) it to enable an organization to make smart triaging decisions 

about addressing potential threats and vulnerabilities to their IT environment by evaluating risk 

at regular interval (i.e. closed loop).  Identifying risk requires the deployment and use of security 

sensor applications whose data must flow into a monitor/dashboard application where it can be 

correlated and processed to quantify that risk.  Security sensor applications of interest can 

involve end point or server protection applications that can assist organizations in identifying the 

following: 

 Hardware that is not authorized or does not have active management. 

 Software that is unmanaged or unauthorized running on servers (physical or virtual).   

 Configuration settings of both hardware and software items that are inappropriate. 

 Vulnerabilities (from the National Vulnerability Database ,NVD) that may exist on 

organization IT assets.    

The security sensor information must be collected and forwarded to the monitor or dashboard 

application at regular intervals.  This can be accomplished with a dedicated data transport tool.  

Data formats are also an issue and the hope is to leverage a unifying format like the Secure 

Content Automation Protocol, SCAP version 1.2 [2] to ease those challenges.  

Once the sensor data is in the dashboard it can be processed and analyzed to quantify risk.  Other 

information from the IT environment is also leveraged by the dashboard in this effort including 

the organization IT Configuration Database. The dashboard must then have an intuitive user 

interface to visualize the risk, so security personnel in the organization may evaluate and 

prioritize the vulnerabilities and threats which are to be remediated.  Other information may be 

used by the dashboard to complement risk evaluation including input from other types of 

operational security tools (e.g. Security Information Event Management, SIEM, Intrusion 

Prevention, IP, Data Leak Protection, DLP, etc.).  Anything that can augment or assist the 

dashboard in properly depicting the risk situation is of value.    

An example using Data Leak Protection (DLP) will illustrate this point.  Data Leak Protection 

tools seek not only to identify sensitive information which might be illicitly or accidently be 

removed from an organization, but simply identify where sensitive information may reside 

anywhere inside the corporate IT network.  If a vulnerability is found on a server (which makes it 

more likely to be compromised) there is obviously a risk in not remediating that vulnerability.  



However, if a DLP tool finds sensitive documents are residing on that server, then that should 

influence the calculated risk value for that server.  The risk should be higher since if that server 

were compromised, sensitive documents would immediately be at risk.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  A basic CDM Phase 1 framework. 

 

DASHBOARD ROLL-UP 

The government CM vision also includes rolling-up individual agency IT security status/risk to 

higher level dashboards which could give the government a macro view of overall federal agency 

IT risk.  The challenge with this mandate involves seamless communication of information in a 

blinded fashion to prevent any sensitive information from individual agencies from being 

compromised.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

THE OTHER CM PHASES 

The other two phases of CM help to augment and enhance the risk evaluation.  Identity, privilege 

and access control applications (in Phase 2) will help better quantify and manage user risk.  



Information such as what the user has access to, what computer security training the user has 

had, and what the user actual behavior has been, can significantly impact risk in an IT 

environment.  Thus, while Phase 1 deals with the hardware/software or machine risk; Phase 2 

involves accounting for the human element in the IT environment.  Phase 3 relates to utilizing 

operational security (e.g. Database Activity Monitoring, DAM, Intrusion Prevention, IP, etc.) 

and audit tools (Security Information Event Management, SIEM) to help better integrate the risk 

story. 

 

Figure 2.  The CM Dashboard roll-up concept. 

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR TELEMETRY POST-PROCESSING ENVIRONMENTS 

There are a number of important takeaways with respect to the DHS CDM initiative.  First, the 

technology is going to be required to be deployed in all federal agency environments.  However, 

not all at once; and thus, some agencies will have longer to think about deployment strategies 

than others.  However, it should be clear: this is an initiative that is not going to go away.  So the 

best approach at dealing with it, is to accept the challenge and start planning how each 

organization can get the maximum value out of it!  Commercial vendors should also take notice. 

Although the DHS mandate does not effect them, it is not outside the realm of possibility that the 

government will be so enamored with the success CM that they could mandate their commercial 

contractors to utilize it! 



With respect to telemetry post processing environments, one of the key benefits is the protection 

of the post-processed telemetry data product.  That is, a deployed CDM framework inside a 

telemetry post-processing environment will ensure that clients and servers in that computing 

environment where sensitive telemetry data may be stored, will be less vulnerable to 

compromise.  Further, if an operational security application like DLP is also utilized in the CM 

framework, then anytime vulnerabilities are discovered, the dashboard can cross-reference where 

the most sensitive telemetry data in the organization resides; to make sure that if the sensitive 

telemetry data is residing on one of the servers that has a newly identified vulnerability; that its 

risk weighting will be substantially increased to account for the increased risk of sensitive data 

compromise.   This concept is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Exmple CM use in telemetry post processing environments. 

 

CONCLUSION 

CM technologies involve aggregating and analyzing security sensor data and IT configuration 

database information in a dashboard/monitor application to gain better insight into IT risk giving 

organizations better insight on how to get from their actual (potentially insecure) state to a 

desired (more secure) state.  Operational security applications can better augment risk 



calculations by giving the dashboard application better insight into specific client/server 

organization characteristics (e.g. Server A maintains sensitive telemetry data, Server B maintains 

personnel data, etc.)  The federal government is committed to deploying Continuous Monitoring 

technology in federal agencies to better protect government IT environments.  The implications 

of this commitment will span the federal realm; but most immediately will help to insure 

government IT environments will be better protected.  Finally, CM technologies can offer 

telemetry post processing environments more robust protections by regularly checking to make 

sure production and test client and server machines are free of vulnerabilities that could 

potentially endanger valuable telemetry post processing data residing on those machines, leaving 

them vulnerable to compromise. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Ethernet-based data acquisition systems are becoming more and more common in the Flight Test 

Instrumentation environment.  Digitized analog sensor output and various other types of digital data is 

captured and inserted into Ethernet packets using a “packet fill” strategy that in general is under 

control of the user.  This paper discuss and compares two strategies “FILL-TO-TIME” and “FILL-

TO-SIZE” for the acquisition of ARINC-429 digital data bus. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Today's Data Acquisition Systems used in Flight Test Instrumentation are capable of inserting 

instrumentation data into Ethernet/IP packets.  These packets are transmitted commonly using one of 

two “packet fill” strategies: 

 

FILL-TO-TIME: Packets are transmitted as result of timer expiration 

FILL-TO-SIZE: Packets are transmitted as result of packet size limit exceedance 

 

In either case, no packet is transmitted when its payload is empty. 

 

The use of one or the other "packet fill" strategy is discussed here for the special case of the 

acquisition of ARINC-429 serial bus data. 

 

 

SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSMISSIONS 

 

Data Acquisition Systems since the 80's are capable of acting as "bus monitors" for most digital 

buses used in modern avionics.  ARINC-429, MIL-1553B, RS-485, RS-232, CAN, TTP, among 



others (more recently Ethernet), became important sources of data in flight testing complementing, 

sometimes replacing, analog or digital sensors traditionally deployed by Instrumentation Engineers. 

 

Most of these digital buses are considered "asynchronous", in the sense that data transmissions from 

a source to a destination may begin at any given time without any previous agreement between 

participants in the bus.  TTP can be considered "synchronous", in the sense that any data transmission 

starts and ends at a source at precise instants of time and repeats itself at precise time intervals, as 

dictated by a time-table shared by all participants in the bus. 

 

 

PERIODIC AND NON-PERIODIC DATA SOURCES 

 

In modern avionics, messages transmitted over digital buses are produced either by specialized 

hardware or by a combination of hardware and software executing in general purpose processors.  In 

either case, data transmission can be initiated by either "periodic" or "non-periodic" tasks.  A 

"periodic" task executes at precise time intervals, usually as a result of precise timer expiration.  A 

"non-periodic" task usually executes as a result of an external event other than timer expiration (like 

flipping a switch or pressing a button). 

 

Although ARINC-429, MIL-1553B, RS-485, RS-232 and CAN are in nature "asynchronous", 

"periodic" tasks transmitting data over any of these digital buses may generate a sequence of 

messages that appear to be as "periodic" as its source to an external observer.  Under these special 

circumstances, messages are transmitted "asynchronously" (with no synchronization between source 

and destination), but "periodically" (equally spaced in time). 

 

Periodic data sources are preferred, because it favors certain aspects of the design of data consumers.  

Fundamental to any analysis in the frequency domain, Nyquist's "Sampling Theorem" only works if 

signal samples are equally spaced in time.  The discretization of any continuous model (as the 

transformation from the "s" domain to the "z" domain) also requires a fixed time step. 

 

Modern avionic systems usually rely on "periodic task scheduling" and on "sampled signal 

acquisition", therefore one should expect "periodic" message flows through "asynchronous" digital 

buses. 

 

 

PACKETIZED DIGITAL BUS DATA ACQUISITION 

 

Today's flight test instrumentation hardware is commonly capable of performing similarly to 

commercial off-the-shelf "bus monitors" on the receiving side, as messages can be filtered and sorted 

out according to various criteria.  Once received and processed, messages are inserted into 

Ethernet/IP packets and sent out to other devices, such as data analysis computers or instrumentation 

recorders.  When no filtering or other processing is required, messages are accommodated into 

Ethernet/IP packets in the order they are received. 

 

 



Ethernet/IP packets are transmitted according to one of two “packet fill” strategies: 

 

FILL-TO-TIME (FTT): Packets are transmitted as result of timer expiration 

FILL-TO-SIZE (FTS): Packets are transmitted as result of packet size limit exceedance 

 

With FTT, packets are transmitted at regular time intervals with varying packet filling.  With FTS, 

packets have the same size, but are transmitted at irregular time intervals. 

 

In either case, no packet is transmitted when its payload is empty. 

 

Choosing one or the other "packet fill" strategy is user's discretion and the hardware is in general 

programmable to accept one or the other strategy per digital data bus.  Packet payload efficiency is 

vendor specific, as each message may be accompanied by other data, such as a "health" or "status" 

indication and a time-stamp generated at message reception. 

 

 

FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

 

In general, suppliers of modern avionics offer an "Interface Control Document" (ICD) which 

describes the contents of messages transmitted over a digital bus.  Most of the time, the "periodic" 

nature of message transmissions is clearly expressed in terms of frequency (in Hertz) or period (in 

milliseconds).  On the other hand, the order by which messages are transmitted is seldom expressed.  

However, fixed message groups are quite frequent. 

 

A simple observation of message transmissions over a digital bus for a longer period of time can 

offer additional information about the actual profile of the message flow.  Modern computer-based 

"bus monitors" are capable of recording and analyzing a message flow, so one can eventually 

determine its behavior over time. 

 

Observations using such a "bus monitor" were performed in two ARINC-429 buses for a short period 

of time: one from a typical aircraft sensor (“A” bus) and one from a typical avionics processor 

module (“B” bus).  The intention was to compare how these the two "packet fill" strategies perform 

and draw conclusions that may influence the choice of one or the other in packetized bus data 

acquisition. 

 

 

EFFECT OF "FILL-TO-SIZE" IN THE OBSERVED ARINC-429 BUSES 

 

In ARINC-429 buses operating at 100 kilobits per second, each message occupies a 360 microsecond 

slot, that is, 32 bit-times for the 32-bit message plus 4 bit-times of mandatory inter-message gap.  A 

typical ARINC-429 bus monitor card uses a 12-byte block for each received message, so each 

Ethernet/IP packet formatted can accommodate as many as 120 messages without IP fragmentation.  

This 1,514-bytes packet is transmitted every 42.3 milliseconds, approximately 23 packets per second, 

if one assumes a regular flow of messages through the bus. 

 



The choice of the maximum packet size depends on the application.  Sometimes a higher rate of 

packet transmission is desired when, for instance, a short-period dynamic behavior has to be 

observed.  In this case, the maximum packet size is reduced expecting the rate of packet transmission 

to be increased, if one assumes a regular flow of ARINC-429. 

 

Using FTS packet fill strategy had dissimilar effects on A and B buses.  In the A bus, a programmed 

maximum packet size of 1,008 bytes, enough to accommodate 84 ARINC-429 messages, resulted in 

packets being transmitted at intervals varying from a maximum of 68 milliseconds (apparently there 

has been a transmission interruption in the A bus) and a minimum of 34 milliseconds.  Assuming a 

regular flow of messages through the bus, the packet transmission rate would have been 34 packets 

per second, roughly one packet every 30 milliseconds.  In the B bus, packets were transmitted as a 

result of a 50 milliseconds, user-defined, "safeguard timer" expiration with payloads filled with a 

maximum of 26 and a minimum of 23 messages. 

 

The A box seemed to produce a more irregular, faster message flow in its normal operation, while the 

B box seemed to produce a more regular, slower message flow during the short period of 

observation. 

 

 

ZOOMING IN THE MESSAGE FLOW 

 

By closely examining the A bus message flow, groups of messages that repeated themselves at 

harmonic rates could be identified, but there was still a significant count of messages for which the 

transmission intervals could not be exactly determined within the observation window.  The message 

groups found are listed in Figure 1. 

 

 
Transmission

Group

Number of

Messages

Transmission

interval

A 9 10ms

B 10 20ms

C 6 20ms

D 4 40ms

E 3 40ms

F 32 >40ms
 

 

Figure 1 – ARINC-429 message transmission groups for the A bus 

 

 

The B bus message flow was surprisingly regular, with two fixed groups of messages transmitted 

alternately every 40 milliseconds with very small jitter.  The occurrence of ordered pairs of ARINC-

429 labels indicated that the hardware designer wanted to "mark" the start and end of each message 

group. 

 



Transmission

Group

0 1 204 75 374

0 1 205 224 375

0 1 145 231 376

0 1 24 230 377

0 1 26 227 374

0 1 74 237 375

0 1 25 376

0 1 27 377

ARINC-429 Labels in Group

A

B

 
 

Figure 2 – ARINC-429 message transmission groups for the B bus 

 

 

In Figure 2, note that each group is a unique sequence of ARINC-429 labels accommodated in four 

rounds that start with a label pair “0” and “1” and ending with label “377” (the largest octal number 

in an 8-bit word) at the end of the fourth round. 

 

None of this was clearly indicated in the supplied ICD for any of these buses.  However, a simple 

"bus monitor" software tool listening to the physical bus could quickly identify message transmission 

rates and calculate its maximum, minimum, average and jitter (difference between maximum and 

minimum).  If the message flow could be recorded on a hard-disk file for further investigation, the 

presence of fixed groups of messages could be more easily detected by a simple heuristic algorithm. 

 

 

CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT "FILL-TO-SIZE" IN THE A BUS 

 

In the A bus, it seemed waste of time finding any benefit for the little regularity observed in its 

message flow.  However, a method adapted from the traditional "Task Schedulability Analysis" [1] 

by means of finding each task's "Response Time" can help finding a packet composition that better 

fits the observed message flow in which groups of messages repeat themselves at regular periods. 

 

In the iterative formula (1), C (“Capacity”) represents the task execution time (in general the worst-

case), T (“Period”) represents the task activation period, HP() represents the group of tasks that have 

scheduling priority higher than the task under analysis and R (“Response”) represents the minimum 

time interval in which the task under analysis and all tasks with higher priority can execute to 

completion. 
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The adapted method uses the 360 microsecond ARINC-429 message inter-arrival time (32 plus 4 bit 

times at 100kbps) as the base unit for calculating C (“Capacity”) for each one of the message groups. 

For instance, a group of 10 messages would have a C of 10*0.360 = 3.600 milliseconds.  For T 

("Period"), the observed average message transmission interval is used.  The "Rate Monotonic 



Priority Assignment" [1] is used as high-to-low priorities are assigned to high-to-low rates, that is, 

short-to-long periods. 

 

Finally, an iterative process adds a complementary group of "low priority" messages arriving at the 

longest observed period until the total transmission time approaches but not exceeds the longest 

message period in a still schedulable set (task deadline equal task period).  Figure 3 shows the result 

of the iterative process. 

 
Count Times Total Count Delta T

9 4 36 10

10 2 20 20

6 2 12 20

4 1 4 40

3 1 3 40

75

C T Prio Repeats

3.24 10 4 n/a

5.76 20 3 n/a

2.52 40 2 n/a

12.96 >40 1 36

Sum C 24.48 # of Msg

w0 24.48

w1 36.72 102

w2 39.96 111

w3 39.96 111

Pkt Time 30.24 84

40.32 112

43.2 120 (max)  
 

Figure 3 – Iterative process for finding a suitable packet size 

 

 

The resulting number of messages per packet (111) can be easily obtained by dividing the longest 

observed transmission interval (40 milliseconds) by 0.360 milliseconds (total duration of an ARINC-

429 message).  The iterative process has the benefit of finding how many additional slower rate 

messages (36) can be accommodated while maintaining a transmission period that is close to the 

smallest common multiple of all message periods. 

 

However, in the A bus there are only so many messages (32) transmitted at slower rates (less than 1 

in 40 milliseconds); therefore any number of messages (from 0 to 32) can arrive within the longest 

transmission interval (40 milliseconds).  Even considering a message transmission burst, the resulting 

number of messages (75 plus 32) is still less than the total number of messages calculated by the 

iterative process (111). 

 

 



 

Since there is no simple way of calculating an “optimal” packet size for this particular case, it would 

make more sense to use FTT and setting the packet transmission interval to the least common 

multiple of all harmonic message periods, plus some jitter. 

 

 

CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT "FILL-TO-SIZE" IN THE B BUS 

 

In the B bus, the repeating sequence of messages arranged in two fixed groups indicates that the 

correct packet size should fit an integer number of these two groups.  Since the two groups added 

together contain 38 messages, it is possible to fit a total of 3 sets (114 messages) in a packet without 

fragmentation. 

 

Although surprisingly regular in normal operation, there are no guarantees that the B box will always 

transmit messages without interruption, so it makes more sense to use FTT and setting the packet 

transmission interval to 1 to 3 times the period of one whole set of messages (80 milliseconds). 

 

 

CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT "FILL-TO-TIME" IN THE OBSERVED ARINC-429 BUSES 

 

It seems that FTT can be adequate for those ARINC-429 buses originating from a particular category 

of avionic boxes that execute a strictly periodic task scheduling.  However, a question remains about 

at which point in time the timer should start.  Let us examine two possibilities: 

 

A) Timer starts as soon as one message arrives. 

 

Assuming that no packet should be transmitted empty, the timer should start as soon as one 

message arrives and restart as it expires.  In a regular, periodic message flow, packets should 

contain the same number of messages.  However, even when messages are transmitted in groups, 

there is no guarantee that these groups will be entirely contained in one packet. 

 

If the message flow is interrupted or slowed before timer expiration, the resulting packet size may 

be shorter than expected. 

 

B) Timer starts upon arrival of a particular message 

 

This can be very helpful when the message flow is "marked", that is, there is a message (or 

sequence of messages) that "marks" the beginning of a fixed periodic group of messages. To 

handle the situation whereby this "mark" is never transmitted, a "safeguard timer" should be set to 

a carefully chosen time interval, for instance, the least common multiple of all message group 

periods. 

 

 

 



As above, if the message flow is interrupted or slowed before timer expiration, the resulting 

packet size may be shorter than expected.  However, if the message flow is regular and message 

inter-arrival times show little jitter, there is a greater chance that the majority of packets will be 

transmitted with the same size. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

It seems that "FILL-TO-SIZE" (FTS) or "FILL-TO-TIME" (FTT) packet fill strategies are not 

capable of improving characteristics such as regularity or predictability in the resulting packet flow 

coming out of a packetized ARINC-429 bus data acquisition, if used alone. 

 

If one chooses FTS, there is still a need for a "safeguard timer" to prevent a situation whereby a 

partially filled packet may take an arbitrary long time interval to be transmitted.  If one chooses FTT, 

there is a chance that an irregular message flow may cause partially filled packets to be transmitted 

degrading payload efficiency. 

 

If there is enough knowledge about the ARINC-429 message flow indicating regularity and 

predictability, a combination of FTS and a FTT packet fill strategies can complement each other: 

 

 Choose FTS as the "primary strategy" and FTT as the "safeguard strategy" for regular, periodic 

message flows; 

 Choose FTT as the "primary strategy" and FTS as the "safeguard strategy" for irregular, non-

periodic message flows. 

 

It seems ironic to choose FTS as "primary strategy" for a regular, periodic message flow such as the 

one coming out of the B box.  However, a fixed bit-rate source transmits always the same amount of 

bits per unit of time, so choosing a "size" indirectly fixes a time interval and makes the packet filling 

immune to a small transmission jitter, which may cause a packet to be transmitted with less than its 

expected size a tiny fraction of time ahead of its due time.  The FTS as a "safeguard strategy" for 

irregular, non-periodic message flows is somewhat equivalent the usual "empty packets shall not be 

transmitted" rule.  It means that no packet should be transmitted with less than the specified size, 

regardless of the time taken to fill it. 

 

Taken to an extreme, a perfectly regular and predictable ARINC-429 message flow could allow 

switching from a "parser-aligned" to a "placed" iNet-X payload lay-out with all the benefits in 

payload efficiency and in the design of a data consumer application.  In between, a periodic, 

"marked" ARINC-429 message flow can allow selecting the right size and right time for a better 

configured packet fill strategy. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Camera technology is now ubiquitous with smartphones, laptops, automotive and industrial 

applications frequently utilizing high resolution imagine sensors. Increasingly there is a 

demand for high-definition cameras in the aerospace market – however, such cameras must 

have several considerations that do not apply to average consumer use including high 

reliability and being ruggedized for harsh environments.  

 

A significant issue is managing the large volumes of data that one or more HD cameras 

produce. One method of addressing this issue is to use compression algorithms that reduce 

video bandwidth. This can be achieved with dedicated compression units or modules within 

data acquisition systems. For flight test applications it is important that data from cameras is 

available for telemetry and coherently synchronized while also being available for storage. 

Ideally the data in the telemetry steam should be highly compressed to preserve downlink 

bandwidth while the recorded data is lightly compressed to provide maximum quality for 

onboard/ post flight analysis. 

 

This paper discusses the requirements for airborne applications and presents an innovative 

solution using Ethernet cameras with integrated compression that outputs two steams of data. 

This removes the need for dedicated video and compression units while offering all the 

features of such including switching camera sources and optimized video streams. 

Key words: Ethernet, video, camera, compression, flight test 



INTRODUCTION 

 

Digital cameras have become ubiquitous in recent years as their prices have dropped. Today, 

almost every smartphone and laptop, as well as an increasing amount of cars and even children’s 

toys, have a camera sensor. Vendors like GoPro have also developed more rugged cameras 

intended for outdoor activities while providing high-definition images. High-definition cameras 

for flight test have yet to become so widespread despite the desirability of having several 

cameras monitoring surfaces, carriage and internal systems. One of the key reasons for this is 

that while commercially available camera technology can be used in some limited capacity, they 

are not specifically designed for flight test applications. 

 

Broadly speaking, the requirements for flight test cameras can be split into two categories – 

camera characteristics and system level design and integration. 

 

 

CAMERA CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Camera characteristics describe the physical elements a flight testing camera should have in 

order to meet both image and environmental requirements. Just as other sensors, data acquisition 

units or recording equipment are built according to specific flight testing requirements, cameras 

should also be designed with the application in mind. The most important of these considerations 

include the following aspects. 

 

Signal quality requirements 

 

Signal quality starts at image capture. Not all digital sensors / processing hardware can meet 

required image capture. For example, for flight tests it’s important to have a ‘global shutter’ to 

eliminate the smearing effect caused by a ‘rolling shutter’ in Figure 1. Rolling shutters are 

common in consumer cameras and capture an image frame by scanning rapidly vertically or 

horizontally. Since there is a time difference between different parts of the frame, moving 

elements, such as spinning rotor blades, can appear distorted. Global shutters capture the entire 

frame in once instance of time and thus don’t suffer this smearing effect. 

 

 
Figure 1: Global shutter (clear) and rolling shutter (distorted) 
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The resolution of the CCD sensor and the color processing of a camera, are also important 

aspects for a proper image quality. 

 

 
Figure 2: Spectral sensitivity of a typical CCD 

 

HD-resolution (High-definition) helps to increase the viewing angle without losing image 

quality. The human eye has a field of view of approx. 50° at an angular resolution of ~1’. 

 

 
Figure 3: Viewing angles at HD resolution 

 

A standard full HD sensor with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels at an angular resolution of 1’ 

results in a horizontal viewing angle of 32°; while an SD-sensor (Standard Definition) with 

720x576 pixels results in a viewing angle of only 12°. 

 

Other important aspects during image capture include low noise readout, black level control, 

adjustable exposure time, gain, color settings amongst others. Therefore the following image-

processing functions are essential for appropriate image quality during test flights:  

 

 Defect pixel correction 

 Automatic exposure control 

 Automatic gain control 

 Automatic white balance control 

 Lens distortion correction 

 

Meeting external environmental conditions 

 

Factors such as vibration, shock, humidity and temperature could damage or reduce the 

effectiveness of the units. Flight test applications are particularly subject to harsh environments 

as the aircraft must execute maneuvers that may not be encountered in typical operational 

applications. Without testing the aircraft and its systems to the limit, it is difficult to prove the 

validity of the design assumptions and to ensure the safe operational limits of the aircraft are 

recorded.  
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Therefore cameras have to be designed to meet the strong environmental requirements. For 

example, a camera may need to operate on a runway at 50ºC and shortly afterwards at -30ºC – 

such thermal differences can result in changed impedances of components due directly to 

temperature or indirectly though effects such as condensation. Such can alter the quality or 

reliability of the unit. Similarly, high levels of vibration or shock subject the electronics to 

stresses which could damage circuit boards, components or the connections between (solder, 

connector points). Commercially designed electronics which are not expected to encounter such 

extremes are unlikely to invest the extra resources to protect the electronics from such effects as 

these increase the manufacturing/ quality control costs. 

 

Table 1: External Environmental Requirements 

Temperature 

range 

-55°C to +85°C 

Altitude 50.000 ft (116 mbar) 

Humidity Cycles between 95% / 

65°C and 85% / 38°C 

(for 16 hours) 

EMI (emissions) 10 kHz to 6 GHz 

EMI 

(susceptibility) 

100 MHz to 6 GHz 

Lightning, 

indirect effect 

up to 1600 V / 107 A 

Shock 40 g / 10 ms 

Vibration 6 grms, 5-2000 Hz 

 

Rugged optical entrance windows are required to protect against scratches and breakage – 

sapphire glass has these properties. A method to prevent icing and misting on the lens, such as a 

heating element is also recommended. 

 

For safe handling of a camera in the flight test environment, ruggedized connectors help to 

maximize the availability of the camera. 

 

To ensure that these requirements are met, the camera has to be qualified (DO-160, MIL-

STD461, MIL-STD 464, MIL-STD 810, MIL-STD 704) at certified laboratories. 

 

 
Figure 4: Random Vibration Test 
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But also at quality management (ISO 9100, EN/AS 9100) and Manufacturing (IPC-A-610 E, 

IPC-A-600, IPC J-STD-011, IPC/WHMAA-A-620) a lot of standards have to be taken into 

account. 

 

Matching to flight test mission 

 

Each flight test mission has its own needs. For example a wide range of lenses are needed to get 

the important information at maximum resolution. Viewing angles from 10° for small objects far 

away, up to 95° to get a wide scene overview are useful. An appropriate lens should have 

adjustable focus plane and aperture. 

 

Also an easy mounting mechanical interface is important. The camera should be easily mounted 

in a secure manner with the ability to fine tune the direction of observation. 

 

 
Figure 5: Mounting Kit 
 

All adjustable camera features have to be configurable in a way that doesn’t require further 

actions during a test flight. 

 

 

SYSTEM LEVEL CHARACTERISTICS 
 

At a system level, data from the camera is typically sent to ground via a telemetry bridge and to a 

recording device. This is relatively straight forward for a single high-definition or a few standard 

definition cameras. The onboard data acquisition system is likely able to support such via video 

compression cards. However, once several high-definition cameras are required the bandwidth 

required for uncompressed video can overload the data acquisition system e.g. full HD video at 

60 fps can take up to 3 Gbps of bandwidth per channel as shown in  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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Table 2: Bandwidth requirements for uncompressed video 

Format Pixels  

[M] 

Frame 

rate  

[fps] 

Color 

depth 

[bit] 

Bandwidth  

[Gbps] 

SD 576 .414 24 24 0.24 

HD 

720p 

.922 30 24 0.66 

HD 

1080p 

2.07 30 24 1.5 

HD 

1080p 

2.07 60 24 3 

 

One method of solving this problem is to use dedicated video multiplexors and management 

units to isolate the camera network from the FTI system. One can then use a dedicated video 

recorder to store uncompressed video data and selectively send channels of interest to ground via 

a telemetry bridge. Figure 6 shows an example of such a system. However, often these video 

management units limit the data from cameras as the telemetry system and the recorder required 

to handle such raw data rates can be expensive, large and heavy. A work around is to lower the 

frame rate, e.g. send only every tenth frame, or the color depth e.g. a monochrome image might 

yield the data required. 

 

In addition, setting up and managing the video management unit can be difficult as they can be 

complex when trying to direct limited data to different locations. Another issue is that the video 

is not synchronized with other FTI parameters resulting in time consuming post processing work 

if correlation between the video and other data is required. The use of separate boxes also adds 

weight and reduces available space. 

 

 
Figure 6: Camera system using video multiplexors and management unit 
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A method to overcome some of these problems is to use video compression. As raw HD video 

can be over 1 Gbps, more bandwidth can be taken by one video channel than the entire data 

acquisition of a very large network. Compressing this data using an industry standard algorithm 

can reduce the bandwidth to a more reasonable amount without significantly affecting the image 

quality.  

 

Compression standards 

 

Often video data contains a lot of redundancy such as intra and inter frame redundancy. Intra 

frame redundancy is where one part of frame is similar to another or inter frame redundancy 

where successive frames are similar to each other. Figure 7 shows an example of an aircraft wing 

where there are areas which are very similar to each other, such as sections of sky and the wing 

(intra frame redundancy), and sections which will change little between frames, such as the 

wings (inter frame redundancy). 

 

 
Figure 7: Video data can contain significant redundancy 
 

Figure 8 shows how an inter frame scheme can be setup. The I frames are complete picture 

where the P frames only contain information about the difference between the previous frame to 

the next. The more P frames there are in comparison to I frames, the less information in needed 

to reconstruct a video. An advantage of only using more I frames and less P frames (or none at 

all) is it is a more robust scheme against corruption due to signal drop outs. If an intra coded 

frame is lost, say due to a transmission error, then the following predicted frames will also be 

corrupted. In practice these effects can be minimized with modern hardware and by selecting 

appropriate trade-offs between high compression and robustness against signal drop-out. 

 

 
Figure 8: I and P frames in a compression algorithm 
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Comparison of compression standards 

 

There are many video compression algorithms available, many of which share similarities. 

Popular compression schemes for flight test include MPEG2 (used for DVD videos), H.264 

(used for Blu-ray video discs and on some online streaming services such as YouTube) and 

JPEG 2000 (used in applications such as archiving, medical imagery and digital cameras). Some 

characteristics of these three compression algorithms are shown in Table 3.  

 

 

 

Table 3: Comparison of popular airborne compression standards 

Standard MPEG 2 H.264 JPEG 2000 

Lossy/lossless Either Either Either 

Intra frame support Yes Yes Yes 

Inter frame support Yes Yes No 

Compression rate for good video* Low High Medium 

Suitability for continually changing 

scene at a fixed bitrate 

Low Medium High 

Resilience to transmission errors Low Variable High 

Processing overhead Low High Medium 
* For aircraft surface monitoring or other application where scene doesn’t change rapidly 

 

In a scheme such as H.264, it is possible to only have I frames which effectively makes the codec 

inter only and perform very much like JPEG 2000. In this case however, because JPEG 2000 is 

optimized for intra-frame redundancy, better quality will be achieved for a given bit rate. This is 

also true if a scene contains constantly changing imagery (e.g. looking at moving landscape). 

However, if a scene contain intra frame redundancy and if bandwidth is limited, H.264 is more 

suitable. A compression algorithm such as MPEG 2 is only advantageous if low processing 

power is more important than quality at a given bitrate.  

 

Compression advantages 

 

Using a modern video compression/ decompression algorithm (codec) to exploit redundancies 

can result in a HD video stream that can be compressed down to <10 Mbps. Thus bandwidth and 

recording capacity required to handle compressed video can be over 100 times less than for raw 

video, often without a great loss in quality. This compression can be performed by a video 

multiplexing unit, however the unit will need to be powerful as it must be capable of handling 

multiple high bandwidth inputs and perform compression on these. Thus the unit is likely to be 

expensive, large and heavy. 

 

An alternate solution is to perform the compression at source i.e. in the cameras. This has the 

advantage of splitting the compression task into less complex sub-units that inherently scale with 

the number of cameras used. This also means that there is no longer any need for a dedicated 

video multiplexor or management unit. Using Ethernet as the data transfer standard, a COTS 

switch can be used to route the packetized video data to the destination devices. Ethernet has the 
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additional benefit of allowing packets to be filtered so a standard PC can be used to ‘switch’ 

camera source onboard as well as monitoring other FTI parameters.  

 

A key benefit of such a camera design is that the onboard compression and packet based 

transmission facilitates multiple compression streams. This is particularly of use for flight test 

instrumentation where being able to define two compression rates for the same channel over the 

same Ethernet connection allows the user to set one data rate for the recorder and a second data 

rate for PCM transmission (Figure 9).  

 

Filtering in the switch, either by port or by packet header, routes lightly compressed data (e.g. 

8Mbps video data) to a recorder while highly compressed data (e.g. 1Mbps) is sent to a PCM 

bridge for telemetering. As a result, the video recorded is of good quality and high resolution 

whereas the video sent over PCM is of a lower quality, but still useful for real-time analysis. This 

allows the user to save on PCM bandwidth and send multiple video signals on a single telemetry 

link and have access to higher quality video data for post-flight analysis. 

 

 
Figure 9: Dual compression on FTI cameras 

 

Time stamping, such as the IEEE-1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP), can be used to 

synchronize the video packets with other parameters in the FTI system. The PTP contains 

accurate information (typically to within 100ns) about when the data was acquired. It accounts 

for latencies across the network (for example through layers of switches) without adding 

significant extra overhead to the packet’s size. With such a synchronization scheme, the difficult 

and time consuming task of correlating video imagery with other data becomes trivial using 

industry standard software tools.  

 
 
 

IRIS AIRBORNE CAMERA 

 

The IRIS airborne camera (Figure 10) was developed in line with the analysis of the future high-

definition video needs for flight test applications. The design is rugged to survive the 

environment and takes account for the image capture needs in flight test applications (e.g. global 

shutter over rolling shutter).  
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The H.264 compression algorithm was selected as it was determined to have the best quality to 

bandwidth characteristics for the anticipated usage. FTI engineers are interested in viewing the 

aircraft and therefore likely to be pointing the camera at surfaces, landing gear and so forth 

which are scenes which typically contain inter frame redundancy. The desire to telemeter video 

pushes the focus to high compression rates, and in this situation H.264 is more suitable than a 

standard such as JPEG 2000. Additionally the flexibility of I to P frame prevalence means 

engineers can adjust this compression-to-robustness ratio to best suit the expected telemetry 

dropout rate. 

 

The solution of compressing two channels of video at different rates is considered a good 

solution to the absence of high speed telemetry links. Until such time as these are widely 

available, the PCM bandwidth will inevitable limit the real-time quality of video data. However, 

although the real-time data isn’t the HD quality many are now used to at home with HD TV’s 

and content, a 1Mbps video stream compressed with a modern codec and properly optimized for 

the application will deliver good quality. Having a higher quality copy recorded onboard the 

aircraft means post-flight analysis can view details traditional SD cameras didn’t provide. 

  

The use of an industry standard time synchronization protocol (PTP) was considered a necessary 

addition in an industry which is shifting inevitably towards an Ethernet backbone. Using 

common standards means it can be seamlessly integrated with data acquisition and recording 

systems which also use these standards. Removing the compression out of a data acquisition 

system or a dedicated unit, means the camera can be connected directly to an Ethernet switch. As 

there is no need for dedicated hardware compression, SWaP (Size Weight and Power) is 

minimized and installation wiring greatly simplified. 

 

 
Figure 10: The IRIS airborne camera from Curtiss-Wright 
 

As with Ethernet switches and network recorders, the camera can be set up and configured using 

the same data acquisition software reducing time and effort in configuring the system. As far as 

the software is concerned, the camera is just another data acquisition node.  

 

Another advantage of using an industry standard and widely adopted video compression scheme 

is that commercial off-the-shelf software can be used to replay the data, in addition to 

simplifying integration with standard flight test replay and analysis software. 

Other useful features adopted for flight test applications include; 
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 Different Lenses of focal length between 4.8 mm and 35 mm 

 Full HD 1080P color (1 to 30 fps) 

 RTSP, RTP and iNET-X compliant dual video streaming  

 Unicast as well as Multicast Streaming 

 High quality Kodak CCD sensor with global shutter imager 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

Flight test applications benefit from cameras designed specifically to meet the application and 

environmental requirements. Such cameras perform more reliably and integrate with other FTI 

better than consumer products which were not designed for the task. 

 

Video cameras are moving from SD to HD which presents issues for existing video system 

solutions. Transmitting raw video adds complexity and limits the amount of video frames that 

can be transmitted and stored. Synchronizing this video data with other flight test parameters can 

also be a challenge. Dedicated compression cards can solve some of these issues but they have 

implications for SWaP. 

 

Ethernet cameras with integrated compression aim to address these issues with dual output 

streams to suit recorder and telemetry applications, capabilities to switch video streams in an 

Ethernet switch and synchronization between FTI and video data. The use of simple and 

consistent setup software and off-the-shelf technologies facilitate quick and easy deployment. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper develops a Security Architecture for a network of telemetry networks as is envisioned 

for future telemetry systems. We show a model for an aggregation of Test Centers as might be 

deployed for the envisioned network telemetry. We build a security architecture grounded in best 

practices for security design as captured in the NIST family of standards and guidelines captured 

in the SANS 20 critical controls. 

 

TELEMETRY NETWORKS AND SECURITY THREATS 

Today’s telemetry networks are transitioning from a hub and spoke links to an integrated 

network of telemetry networks. This transformation promises great improvement in performance, 

capability, and efficiency.  Figure 1 illustrates the 

nature of an interconnected telemetry 

environment where multiple test ranges 

collaborate on a test mission. A networked radio 

environment as proposed in the iNET standard, 

for example, offers the potential of increased data 

rates and more timely access to test 

data.Connecting across test centers enables use of 

remote resources and shared testing for complex 

systems. These benefits come at a price. The 

connection of previously dedicated links to data 

networks, which are connected over the internet, 

dramatically expands exposure to threats. Figure 1: Interconnected Telemetry Network 
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Cyber Security threats are pervasive. Attacks by cyber hackers, criminal organizations, and 

nation states are reported in the papers every day. This prompted the director of national 

intelligence, James Clapper, to tell a congressional committee [1] “We all recognize [cyber 

attacks] as a profound threat to this country, to its future, to its economy, to its very being”. 

Defense infrastructure and contractors are a prime target for nation states. It has been reported 

that China [2] is actively attacking defense facilities to capture technology for emerging weapon 

systems. Telemetry networks represent an attractive target for such attempts. Furthermore, the 

nature of modern cyber attacks are not limited to probes at the network boundary. The best 

attacks manage to leverage internal network resources to find an exfiltrate sensitive data. 

SECURITY SOLUTIONS AND THE 20CRITICAL CONTROLS 

Network Security solutions are complex, evolving and extensive. There is little science to 

Network Security and a plethora of ad hoc solutions. There are so many strategies proposed to 

address this that confusion prevails.  Some have focused on a few components such as intrusion 

detection or the firewall, while others have an abundance of overlapping and conflicting 

schemes. For this reason a complete set of features organized into an architectural framework is 

proposed here as a strategy. We chose the SANS 20 Critical Controls [3] as a definitive set of 

requirements and features. This work is an aggregation of work that reflects the best practices 

from NIST, NSA and Industry experts. We take these controls and then organize and map them 

into an architectural framework based on the best security design principles. These 20 Critical 

Controls include: 

1. Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized Devices – this detects unauthorized 

penetration of devices on to your network by intent or by error. 

2. Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized Software – this detects insertion of 

unauthorized software on your machines by intent or by error. 

3. Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software on Laptops, Workstations, and 

Servers – this verifies that hardware and software have the latest security updates. 

4. Continuous Vulnerability Assessment and Remediation – these are the tools that find 

weaknesses in your network including your network devices and host devices. Such tools 

can be centralized or distributed, and include alerting and remediation.. 

5. Malware Defenses – these are the various security software tools that find malware 

like viruses and worms, or attacks like port scanners. These include virus scanners, 

Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDS, IPS), and firewalls that can be at 

multiple locations in the network tailored to the domains and application.  

6. Application Software Security – these are all the processes, tools and testing needed to 

design and test software for high assurance. These include the training and skill in 

personnel developing software as well as the processes to validate software developed by 

third parties. 

7.Wireless Device Control – these are the tools needed to detect and mitigate the 

unauthorized connection of wireless devices to the network. 
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8. Data Recovery Capability – these are the capabilities needed to capture, store and 

recover data that might be compromised by a successful attack of the network. 

9. Security Skills Assessment and Appropriate Training to Fill Gaps – these represent the 

policies and practices of the network owners to insure that the necessary security skills 

and awareness are present at all levels of the organization. 

10. Secure Configurations for Network Devices such as Firewalls, Routers, Switches – 

these are the tools necessary to test and verify that all networks devices are protected 

from the latest potential attacks. 

11. Limitation and Control of Network Ports, Protocols, and Services – these are the tools 

necessary to limit and manage access to sensitive machines on the network from potential 

internal and external attackers. 

12. Controlled Use of Administrative Privileges – these are the tools necessary to manage 

access control to sensitive machines to limit access to authorized users and to monitor all 

access. 

13. Boundary Defense – these are all the tools necessary to isolate the internal network 

from the external network with mechanisms such as firewalls, DMZ;s, IDS, and proxies. 

14. Maintenance, Monitoring, and Analysis of Security Audit Logs – these are the tools 

and processes necessary to manage security for the immediate and long term potential for 

security compromise. 

15. Controlled Access based on the Need to Know – these are the tools necessary to 

insure that sensitive information is available only to users with the necessary 

authorization. 

16. Account Monitoring and Control – these are the necessary tools and processes needed 

to insure that only current and authorizer users have accounts on the network. 

17. Data Loss Prevention – these are the necessary tools needed to identify, deter, and 

recover from the exfiltration of sensitive data to unauthorized parties. 

18. Incident Response Capability – These are the policies, practices and resources needed 

to provide timely responses to a security compromise in the network. 

19. Secure Network Engineering – these are the policies, practices, and resources needed 

to maintain a skilled and active technical community to design and manage sensitive 

networks. 

20. Penetration Tests and Red Team Exercises – these are the practices and resources 

necessary to maintain an independent skilled team of expert who routinely test the 

networks security health. 
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These controls are useful in that each 

addresses a set of potential attacks, 

includes a set of recommended tools to 

implement the control, and ways to test 

their effectiveness. These controls are 

better seen in the context of a typical 

network. For this purpose we organize 

these controls into network elements as 

shown in figure 2. There are four segments 

shown in figure 2 for this structure into 

which each control may be mapped. This 

mapping is illustrated in figure 3 and 

summarized below by the five elements. 

 

Figure 3: Security Controls Mapping 

Security Policy and Practices – These are the set of controls that are endemic to the operation 

of the enterprise that owns the network. These include controls 9, 18, 19 and 20. Note that these 

controls reflect capabilities of the network owner and are not present on the networks as 

hardware or software. 

Security Manager - The security manager consists of hardware and software within the network 

in the background that executes and verifies security controls. These include controls 

1,2,3,4,6,7,8,10,11,12, 14, 15, 16. Note that these capabilities might be bundled into several 

hardware and/or software packages that operate collaboratively. Several are configured to control 

and collaborate with packages on hosts, network devices, and servers. 

Boundary- These are controls that are included in hardware and software elements that reside at 

the boundary between the inside and the outside network. These are the classical security 

mechanisms such as firewalls and DMZ’s that isolate the inside network from the outside 

internet. These boundary capabilities collectively satisfy the controls below. Note that these 

controls may map into several mechanisms that might be configured in numerous ways. The 

Figure 2: Security Controls Placement 
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proposed architecture that follows is a preferred ways to execute these controls. These include 

controls 5, 10, 11,12, 13, 17, and 19. 

Network –these are the hardware and software components that enable the network to operate 

and include the routers, switches, hubs, and servers on the network. These include controls 3, 4, 

5, 7, 10, 11, and 19 which are Secure Configurations; Continuous Vulnerability Assessment; 

Malware Defenses; Wireless Device Control; Secure Configuration of Network Devices; Control 

of Network Ports; Secure Engineering, respectively. 

Host - these are the controls that reside on each host machine for users and servers. These 

controls are hardware and software that work independently or in conjunction with the Security 

Manager, e.g., inventory of hardware and software. These include controls 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 17. 

ARCHITECTURE 

The 20 Critical Controls identify security features and constraints, but do not describe or imply 

the structure needed to support these controls. This section now proceeds to develop a network 

architecture where these controls are populated. Together these represent a network security 

architecture that can inspire real hardware and software designs. 

Design Principles 

While agreement on security design detail is absent, there is clear consensus among security 

experts on security design principles capture in the NIST family of standards and guidelines. 

These include: 

Boundaries – Security design follows from the definition of clear boundaries in software, 

systems and networks. Boundaries and associated gateway management enable design, analysis 

and verification of security properties. In the context of this work we develop a set of domains 

within the network, and boundaries among these domains that maintain their security integrity. 

Security design follows from the constraints established by these boundaries. 

Security in Depth – This follows a long tradition in security design. It assumes that security 

failures are common and that high assurance security design develops layers of security, where 

each layer is independent, and all layers must be compromised for a security failure to occur. In 

this context the probability of a security failure, Pf, is the product of the independent layer 

failures ,Pfn, which for n layers yields toPf = ∏nPfn 

This creates the illusion of strong security solutions from multiple sub-layers. In practice it is 

difficult because independence of layers is difficult to design and harder yet to prove. In this 

architecture security in depth is accomplished by the creation of multiple domains and boundary 

controls such that multiple boundary security failures are necessary for a successful attack. 

Verification and Risk Management – Security design verification represent a final layer for 

each security sub-layer. Security designs are only effective if the design is present, active, and 

functional. In operational systems a verification function tests these properties before during and 

after operations. This verification operates at multiple levels, from the hardware and software 

module, to the subsystem and system. Included in the 20 Critical Controls are numerous 
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verification functions. These include control 4, continuous vulnerability assessment, control 10, 

up to date secure configuration of hosts etc., 

and control 14, maintenance of security audit 

logs. 

NIST and IBM Redbook Design 

Methodology [4] – with the constraints and 

requirements set by the 20 Critical Controls, 

and with the design principles established 

above, the next step is a design methodology. 

There is a large set of design guides available 

in the public domain but few if any methods 

that can be applied systematically. The NIST 

[5,6,7] family of standards and guidelines 

represent the best overall design guidance. 

The composite of guidance from NIST approaches the methodology shown in figure 4 and will 

be used here.  A similar framework appears in the IBM RedBook [4]. 

Best Practice – Security designs are ephemeral. Attacks, applications, and tools change on a 

regular basis. In 2005, for example, most attacks and solutions were focused on boundary 

devices while in 2014 emphasis has moved to application software vulnerabilities. The notion of 

Best Practice captures a methodology that varies dynamically over time with ongoing peer 

review and support. 

DESIGN 

ORGANIZATION OF DOMAINS 

Security design is driven by 

organizing users and data into 

domains by virtue of a common set of 

privileges, function, and location in 

the network. Domains enable the 

development of security policies that 

can be enforced at domain 

boundaries. Such policies may 

prescribe who has access, allowable 

packet types, and required security 

features. By organizing entities into 

domains more sensitive functions and 

data can be isolated from less 

privileged users and functions. For 

telemetry network five distinct 

domains are established as shown in 

figure 5. These include: 

Figure 4: Security Framework 

Figure 5: Distinct Security Domains 
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The Boundary Network – This is a boundary network which separates internal functions and 

elements from the outside internet users. This will typically host a DMZ, outside service web 

servers, outside mail servers and proxy servers. Boundary security devices such as firewalls and 

intrusion detection systems are normally part of the boundary network.  

Network Management – This is the collection of entities that manages the operation of the 

overall network such as the routers, switches and Domain Name Server. 

Telemetry Operations – These are the operational telemetry elements including the links and 

networks associated with the telemetry. 

Telemetry Management – These are the networks that host the telemetry developers, managers, 

and operators that configure and manage telemetry operations. 

Security Management – These are the elements of the network that configure and manage the 

overall security of the network.  

Note that each domain in the network may be physically or logically isolated from the other 

domains. Such isolation can include separation by physically separate LAN’s or by virtual 

VLAN’s incorporated into network switches.  This separation will also include a boundary 

gateway. In this context the gateway would incorporate security mechanisms customized for this 

gateway between domain (i) and domain (k) where the connection (i,k) is established. A gateway 

system might include a firewall, intrusion detection,  and IPSec. Two cases of boundary 

gateways can be developed. The first case is the Boundary network and gateway between the 

outside network (internet) and the inside sub networks (domains) as illustrated in figure 6. This 

network includes services that connect to the outside internet such as the mail server, domain 

name server (DNS), a web server, and proxy 

servers. These are services that are especially 

subject to attack and are isolated into a boundary 

network referred to as the DMZ. These also 

include a firewall at both the input to the DMZ 

and the output to the sub-networks. These 

firewalls are different in that they apply different 

rules and filters to allow the traffic beyond the 

firewall in both directions.  The DMZ also 

includes an Intrusion Detection System and a 

Honeypot which work in tandem to identify 

traffic and attack conditions on the boundary. The 

focus of this boundary network is to isolate more 

sensitive domains from direct attacks and to place 

more outside facing servers away from sensitive 

networks. The second case is the boundary to the 

sub-network or domain as illustrated in figure 7. 

This gateway is also connected through a 

firewall. This firewall is customized to this 

specific domain and can have rules and filter for 

each of the other domains tailored to the specific 

Figure 6: Boundary Design 1 

Figure 7: Boundary Design 2 
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security needs of the domain. Telemetry operation sub-networks may limit traffic only to the 

telemetry management domain even though it is logically connected to the other domains, and 

even though it is less sensitive than the security manager, or may limit the packets from the 

Security Manager to a small subset of packet types from specific network addresses. The domain 

boundary also includes a separate intrusion detection system (IDS)  which is tailored to the 

traffic and features of this domain. The boundary may also include IPSec which would create a 

virtual private network with other domains, or peer domains on other networks. With IPSec in 

place the firewall might severely limit traffic to only domains with a peer security relationship.  

SECURITY MANAGEMENT DOMAIN 

Critical to this architecture is a security management domain which can configure and deploy the 

security controls identified above. A suite of hardware and software security applications are 

envisioned for this domain. Its operation and management would be severely limited by its 

boundary gateway which would limit access to a small set of security manager administrators, 

and to authorized traffic to other domains. The firewall and IDS associated with the Security 

manager would be narrowly configured to limit traffic to authorized security applications and 

administrative controls. As seen above the Security Manager hosts many of the security 

applications dictated by the 20 Critical Controls. These controls might be separate applications, 

or more likely, bundled into a security suite.  Think of the Security manager as a hydra of links 

the reach into the system and initiate, probe, and validate the security status of the system. This 

manager is at once highly protected from access by other sub-networks, and yet connected to the 

rest of the networks. This is made possible with highly refined firewalls and security associations 

(with encryption) to the various security modules distributed over the network. The Security 

manager is also the place where a Security Operations Center (SOC) would reside with 

visualization of the security status of the many applications, and administrators at the ready to 

address security alerts. 

HOST OPERATIONS 

The host operation would include user host machines and applications as well as servers within 

the network. The host machine may also include boundary security features as shown in figure 8. 

These may include yet another firewall that is tailored 

to the specific applications and vulnerabilities of this 

host. If for example the host was a sensitive 

administrator in the Telemetry management domain, 

it might limit traffic from all other domains and peer 

domains from other telemetry networks by the 

incorporation of a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or 

IPSec (Virtual Private Network) requirement. This 

would allow only connections to other authorized 

telemetry centers and applications. 

 

 

Figure 8: Host Configuration 
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VERIFICATION AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

The final layer of security lies in the process of verification that the security elements of the 

system are functional and the residual risks and new risks are managed. This element is the key 

as the threats and vulnerabilities of the network are dynamic and the security must adapt to 

changes if it is to be effective. Verification is accomplished for every control. Many of the 

components of verification are accomplished in the Security Manager. These elements however 

do not address the dynamics of the threats and vulnerabilities. Constant reassessment, as 

illustrated in the NIST model of figure 4, is a critical component in the design methodology. The 

risk management component includes a best practices activity that looks for new  vulnerabilities, 

new attacks, and fixes that happen on a daily or hourly basis. The Security Manager envisioned 

here includes a SOC whose role would include operational management of alerts and risks. 

Beyond that, Control 18, Secure Network Engineering, would tap into the larger security 

community to identify and address emerging risks on a continuing basis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The security framework and architecture presented here is intended to lay down some markers 

for the journey that the telemetry community has begun. Moving into the world of Networked 

Telemetry is essential for the capabilities and efficiency envisioned for future test systems. The 

security complexity that comes with networked solutions is a challenging, but manageable piece 

of this journey. Fortunately the best practices of the 20 Critical Control and the NIST/IBM 

architectural guidelines captured here are a well traveled road that will make this journey more 

productive and less risky. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In some flight test scenarios the telemetry link is noise limited at long slant ranges or during 
signal fade events caused by antenna pattern nulls. In these situations, a mitigation technique 
such as forward error correction (FEC) can add several decibels to the link margin. The 
particular FEC code discussed in this paper is a variant of a low-density parity check (LDPC) 
code and is coupled with SOQPSK modulation in the hardware tested. This paper will briefly 
cover lab testing of the flight-ready hardware then present flight test results comparing a baseline 
uncoded telemetry link with a LDPC-coded telemetry link. This is the first known test dedicated 
to this specific FEC code in a real-world test environment with flight profile tailored to assess the 
viability of an LDPC-coded telemetry link.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Forward error correction, a way of adding more information to a transmitted bit stream, has been 
around for many years and comes in many different forms. The correction code implemented in 
the telemetry hardware tested falls under the general category of parity check codes, the “low-
density” term stems from the parity check matrix containing mostly 0’s and relatively few 1’s. 
For further reading on low-density parity check codes refer to Gallagher and his revolutionary 
monograph [1]. This specific LDPC variant comes from the satellite link community and is 
identical to the ARA4J code described by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems 
“Orange Book” [2]. The Orange Book describes nine different LDPC codes with differing code 
rates (rate 1/2, 2/3, 4/5) and information block sizes (1024, 4096, 16384). In the trade between 
bandwidth efficiency, coding gain, and block size the rate 2/3 code was chosen with an 
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information block size of 4096 bits. The same code rate and block size is also used by the 
integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) program for error correction.   
 
LDPC is a “block” code meaning that a block of information bits have parity added to them in 
order to correct for errors in the information bits. Given the power of these codes and their ability 
to correct errors at very low Eb/No coupled with the need to distinguish the information/parity 
blocks from other information/parity blocks, a synchronization marker is added. In this case the 
attached synchronization marker (ASM) is 256-bits with a very specific structure designed to 
enhance synchronization and frequency/phase estimation for the demodulator. The resulting 
packet structure is shown in Figure 1.   

 

 
Figure 1 – Packet Structure 

 
Figure 1 defines the bit structure after coding is added which would then be applied to a 
modulator/power amplifier (transmitter) for transmission. Another way to think about the 
structure, for every 4096 information bits there are 6400 bits transmitted leading to a bit 
expansion factor of 25/16 (6400/4096). Implementing this bit-encoding into an airborne 
transmitter is not a daunting task. Building a receiver/demodulator that can maintain 
synchronization and re-synchronize at very low Eb/No along with accurately performing the 
decoding process is a daunting task.   
 
Does this forward error correction coding work in the aeronautical channel? That is the question 
this paper will attempt to answer. First, characterize the transmitter/receiver pair in terms of 
spectral occupancy, detection performance, and resynchronization performance. Second, present 
flight test results over various flight profiles comparing the coded link performance to the 
uncoded system in terms of overall link availability (LA) [4].     
 

LABORATORY HARDWARE TESTING 
 
Prior to flight testing, the hardware was tested in the Telemetry Laboratory at Edwards AFB. The 
testing was comprised of comparing the modulated spectrum, detection performance, and 
resynchronization performance between the coded system to a reference uncoded system. Both 
coded and uncoded transmitter/receivers were from Quasonix, LLC, the uncoded system 
represents current state of the art SOPQSK performance in terms of waveform generation and 
detection. The lab testing was done with a baseband data rate of 5Mbps and 10Mbps thought to 
be representative of data rates in use today at the Ranges and also to gather performance data for 
the data rate of the follow-on flight tests.    

 

ASM (256-bits) Information Bits (4096-bits) Parity Bits (2048-bits)
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Figure 2 - Spectrum Occupancy Comparison, SOQPSK vs. SOQPSK-LDPC 

 

   
Figure 3 – Detection Efficiency (Eb/No vs BER) 

 

   
Figure 4 – Resynchronization Time 

 
A comparison of the modulated spectrum reveals the expected result, the over-the-air SOQPSK 
waveform for the coded system occupied 25/16 (1.56 times) that of the uncoded system. Where 
the parity bits are a liability in terms of occupied spectrum, Figure 3 clearly illustrates the benefit 
of these bits in detection performance. When detection performance is compared at a bit error 
rate of 1.0e-5, the coded system exhibits a detection gain of roughly 9dB which also matches 
well with prior simulations [8]. Any communication engineer realizes that 9dB is an impressive 
number to add to a link budget. Resynchronization performance was then investigated as 
demodulator resynchronization time is one contributor to degraded link availability. Figure 4 
shows the general trend that the LDPC decoder/demodulator adds time (in terms of bits) to 
resynchronize when testing flat fade recovery [6]. Given the complexity of the LDPC 
decoder/demodulator and what it must accomplish during each block at potentially very low 
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values of Eb/No, and high data rates, this number seems justified. The purpose of coding is to add 
link margin in a noise limited channel. This added resynchronization time could suggest that 
adding LDPC to a telemetry link may not be a good idea in a fading-limited channel. Lab testing 
gave some insight into the performance of the LDPC-coded system with the results providing no 
indication that the hardware should not be tested in an airborne environment.  
 

AIRCRAFT AND GROUND STATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
The airborne system was designed to simultaneously produce LDPC-coded and uncoded 
SOQPSK modulated telemetry streams which were output power matched, combined, and sent to 
a bottom antenna on the C-12 test platform. This approach eliminated aircraft location (if 
separate flights were used for uncoded and coded signals), transmit antenna placement (differing 
transmit patterns of separate antenna were used), and output power as variables in the 
comparison. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the aircraft transmission system. Output power 
was not only matched, but depending upon flight profile, further attenuated in order to reach the 
maximum range calculated in the link budget for that particular test. The other variable is carrier 
frequency for the LDPC and reference signals. For the test conducted, C-Band was chosen for 
Range scheduling purposes in addition to providing further telemetry testing in this newly 
acquired telemetry band. Minimum signal separation given the modulation scheme (SOQPSK-
TG) and over-the-air data rate were adhered to per the recommendations in IRIG-106. See Table 
1 for a list of the flight parameters for each test.   
 

 
Figure 5 – Aircraft System Bock Diagram 

 
Flight Fref FLDPC Channel Rate Pout 

158 4630.5MHz 4410.5MHz 10Mbps/15.625Mbps +20dBm 
159 4612.5MHz 4630.5MHz 5Mbps/7.8125Mbps +30dBm 
160 4612.5MHz 4630.5MHz 5Mbps/7.8125Mbps +18dBm 

Table 1 – Flight Parameters 
 
The ground station utilized either an 8 foot or 10 foot parabolic dish as the receiving aperture. 
Existing ground station telemetry receivers were used as sources of automatic gain control 
(AGC) data for both coded and uncoded telemetry signals captured and recorded by the Antenna 
Control Unit (ACU). Each receiver, one labeled “Ref” and one “LDPC” were both tuned to their 
respective frequencies of the day (see Table 1). The test receivers for the Reference and LDPC 
links were connected to the right hand circularly polarized (RHCP) and left hand circularly 
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polarized (LHCP) multicouplers through power dividers for access to the RF signals from the 
antenna. Each receiver used diversity combining prior to demodulation. It should be noted that 
the LDPC decoder is resident within the Quasonix LDPC receiver. Each test receiver was then 
connected to bit error rate testers and each receiver’s AGC were sampled and recorded. The bit 
error rate tester was used to capture and record individual bit errors on a second by second basis 
for detailed post flight analysis. The Reference link was chosen as the tracking signal for each 
flight removing one potential unknown from each test.   
 

 
Figure 6 – Ground Station Block Diagram 

 
FLIGHT TESTING DESCRIPTION 

 
Three flights (Flights 158, 159, and 160) were dedicated to testing the viability of LDPC as a 
forward error correction code for aeronautical telemetry. Flight 158 was conducted at the Sea 
Range at Pt. Mugu, Flights 159 and 160 were conducted at Edwards AFB. Portions of each flight 
were tailored to showcase the benefit of a coded telemetry link i.e. fly in a predominately noise 
limited channel and compare link performance in terms of Link Availability between the coded 
and uncoded link. Since most flight tests are not strictly flown in noise limited channels, i.e. 
flown at long slant ranges at high altitudes, there were also test points flown in a multipath 
limited channel in order to assess LDPC link performance in a more “typical” aeronautical 
telemetry channel. 
 
The flight profile of Flight 158 consisted of an off-shore flight path outbound from the telemetry 
receive station with a climb starting at 7.5K’ mean sea level (MSL) ending at 25K’ MSL (Point 
I). Point I was flown out to two different maximum slant ranges (which after post-flight analysis 
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it was determined that neither slant range approached the end of the serviceable coded link 
range). Point J is the return path back into shore with a descend profile the opposite of the 
outbound profile offering a different aircraft antenna pattern than the outbound leg. Each point 
offers both types of channels as the links suffer from a noise dominated channel as slant range 
increases which then includes multipath as the receive antenna elevation decreases. The flight 
track for Flight 158 is shown in Figure 7.  
 
Flight 159 was constructed to characterize link performance in both a noise dominated channel 
and a multipath limited channel over land. Point H1 is an outbound track with a climb starting at 
4.5K’ MSL and ending at 30K’ MSL. Given the altitude and maximum slant range, this point 
only characterized each link in a noise limited channel. Point H2 was the return path offering a 
different antenna gain pattern presented to the receive antenna as the aircraft flew towards the 
telemetry receive site. The last two test points were along the Cords Road flight corridor (points 
C/D) flown at an altitude of 5K’ MSL. These test points are well characterized exhibiting 
portions known to be rich in multipath allowing a comparative assessment of link performance 
for this type of channel over land. Once the post flight analysis of Flight 159 was completed, it 
was determined that points H1/H2 were not flown past its useable range. Since the aircraft 
already flew to the limits of the restricted airspace, transmitter power had to be decreased in 
order to achieve the required result. Flight 160 only flew points H1/H2, this time with reduced 
transmitter output power for both links. Figure 8 shows the flight tracks for Flights 159 and 160.   
 

 
Figure 7 – Flight 158 Flight Track 

 

    
Figure 8 – Flight 159 and 160 Flight Tracks 
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FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 
 
Signal to Noise Ratio and Bit Error Rate versus Time 
It is clear through coding theory and the prior lab testing (see Figure 3) that the LDPC code adds 
an additional 9dB of detection efficiency in a strictly “noisy” channel. In a flight scenario, as 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) decreases to a point where errors appear on the Reference link, the 
LDPC link should be error free if those errors were due to noise. What is unknown at this time is 
the effect that multipath will have on the coded link. From the lab testing any multipath event or 
channel anomaly that causes the demodulator to resynchronize will cause the LA for the coded 
link to degrade when compared to the Reference link due to the added resynchronization time 
(see Figure 4). How this all plays out in a real flight test environment is the reason for 
performing these flight tests. 
 
Time correlated antenna system data was captured from the ACU (see Figure 6) which included 
antenna pointing angles (for post flight antenna tracking calculations) and AGC levels of the 
telemetry receivers tuned to the Reference and LDPC link frequencies. Prior to each flight each 
receiver’s AGC was zeroed allowing estimates of SNR. Because of this, the following figures 
showing plots of SNR versus time can be used for both relative and absolute SNR comparisons. 
These SNR levels are typically an excellent metric for channel conditions including effects of 
antenna pattern nulling, multipath, and receive antenna pointing errors. Combined with the SNR 
versus time plot is the instantaneous BER in one second intervals throughout the test point. 
These figures illustrate the effect the channel event had on each telemetry link in terms of both 
SNR and BER. Each figure identifies the Severely Errored Second metric of an instantaneous bit 
error rate of 1.0e-5, the link is “in-service” if the BER is less that this limit and “out-of-service” 
if the BER is greater than this limit.   

 
Flight 158 was the first flight conducted and was the only flight conducted over water. Figures 9 
and 10 show only test points I1/I2 as these points illustrate the intended purpose of the test, 
illustrate the benefit of coding in a noise limited channel. As the aircraft flew away from the 
receive site and climbed, SNR dropped. A closer look at Point I1 reveals that at ~8:15:58 the 
SNR level was low enough to start causing errors on the Reference link. Errors did not start 
occurring on the coded link until ~8:21:00. Between times 8:15:00 and 8:22:00 the channel was 
noise limited and by observing the occurrence of bit errors on both links, the benefit of forward 
error correction is evident. At 8:22:33 the link benefitted from a composite aircraft antenna gain 
of roughly 10dB negating the noise-limited condition. As the aircraft continued outbound, 
antenna elevation decreased allowing multipath to be a contributor to error events. At the end 
point there was still enough SNR available for the coded link but given the very low elevation 
angle (2 degrees) of the receive antenna, multipath became the limiting channel condition. The 
same observations can be made for Figure 10 (Point I2).    
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Figure 9 – Flight 158 Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time, Point I1 (Outbound) 

 
Points J1/J2 are not shown as they are not interesting, i.e. neither link exceeded its link margin 
nor had any interesting channel anomalies. This is primarily due to the composite antenna pattern 
from the aircraft provides greater gain when looking at the aircraft, or, stated another way, when 
the plane is flying towards the receive site. Remember, the objective of this test was to illustrate 
the benefits of coding in a low SNR condition which was not the case for Points J1/J2.   
 

 
Figure 10 – Flight 158 Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time, Point I2 (Inbound) 

 
Flight 159 was conducted over land and combined test points with channel conditions containing 
low SNR (Points H1/H2) and multipath (Points C/D). Figure 11, the outbound point H1, started 
with the antenna initally being off track leading to errors in both links. Once the pointing was 
corrected the only errors to occur prior to the Reference link going out-of-service were due to a 
combination of aircraft antena pattern nulls and multipath. At no time during the test point was 
the coded link out-of-service. On the return path a combination of constructive multipath and 
greater aircraft antenna gain allowed the Reference link to stay in-service. At ~10:57:00 a 10dB 
drop in signal is observed causing the Reference link to drop out-of-service due noise dominating 
the link. Note that the coded link is providing error-free data at this point. At ~11:04:00 the 
Reference link has the necessary SNR to return to in-service and continues that way until the end 
of the test point. Figures 13 and 14 show the effects of a multipath dominated channel on both 
telemetry links. Rapid fluctuations of receiver SNR along with slow variations are characteristic 
of this channel. Throughout both test points multipath events caused errors in one or both links. 
A closer inspection shows the general trend that the uncoded link in low SNR conditioins was 
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more affected by multipath events than the coded link. Also, rapid fluctuations in SNR 
characteristic of short delay multipath affected the coded link more. The mechanism behind this 
is not fully understood. Lastly, line of site (LOS) was lost at the end of Point C and the start 
Point D which caused error events in both links and negatively bias the Link Availability in both 
links.  
 

 
Figure 11 – Flight 159 Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time, Point H1 (Outbound) 

 

 
Figure 12 – Flight 159 Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time, Point H2 (Inbound) 

 

 
Figure 13 – Flight 159 Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time, Point C 
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Figure 14 – Flight 159 Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time, Point D 

 
Figures 15 and 16 for Points H1/H2 for Flight 160 clearly illustrate the benefits of forward error 
correction in a noise limited transmission channel. As the aircraft flies away from the telemetry 
receive station (Figure 15, Point H1) and signal strength slowly decreases, the Reference link 
drops out-of-service first, then after some amount of time (and distance) the coded link drops 
out-of-service. The reverse is true for the fight path towards the receiving station (Figure 16, 
Point H2), signal strength slowly increases enabling the coded link to be in-service first, then as 
signal strength further increases the Reference link is then in-service. For the inbound point, the 
coded link was in-service at 9:04:27, the Reference was in service at 9:15:24. When slant ranges 
were calculated at those points in space, an increase in slant range of about 94km (102km 
uncoded to 196km coded) was realized, or about double the uncoded range. Lab measurements 
said to expect a 9dB gain, real-world gain was 6dB.      
 

 
Figure 14 – Flight 160 Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time, Point H1 (Outbound) 

 

 
Figure 15 – Flight 160 Receiver AGC/BER vs. Time, Point H2 (Inbound) 
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Link Availability 
The accepted system-level performance metric for telemetry links is Link Availability (LA) [4]. 
As indicated in Figures 16 through 18, this communication channel exhibits long error free 
intervals interrupted by signal fades with durations as long as seconds. For these flight profiles 
these fades are caused by a combination of aircraft antenna pattern gain variations, multipath, 
and ground station antenna pointing errors. These fades cause large error tallies potentially 
coupled with demodulator resynchronization.  
 
Link Availability for each test point was calculated per the following equation:   
 

LA (%) = �
(𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐸𝑆)

𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
� ∗ (100%) 

                     
TTotal – Total length of the test point or interval of interest 
ES – Errored Seconds, summation of SES and LT 
• Severely Errored Second (SES) - 1 second interval where bit error rate > 1x10-5  
• Lost Time (LT) - 1 second interval where demodulator was not in synchronization 
 
The flight at Pt. Mugu tested the coded link in a noise limited channel over the water. Link 
Availability results (Figure 16) show that for this flight test profile, the coded link outperformed 
the uncoded (Reference) link for both outbound and inbound flight tracks. The inbound track 
outperformed the outbound track due solely to the greater composite antenna gain of the aircraft 
when viewed from the front of the aircraft. 
 

        
 Figure 16 – Link Availability Results, Flight 158 

 
Flight 159 had two distinct flight paths to not only test the telemetry links in a noise limited 
channel (Points H1/H2) but also in a channel known to exhibit short and long delay multipath 
(Points C/D). Figure 17 shows the LA results for both channel environments. As expected, LA 
for the coded link far exceeded the Reference link for Points H1/H2. As was discussed 
previously when analyzing the SNR data for Points C/D, there are portions of the flight path 
where coding provides benefit (low SNR) and portions where it is a detriment to the link 
(multipath events). If both points are viewed together as a “round trip” test point, coding 
provided no noticeable gain or loss in LA.  
 

Test Point Reference LDPC
I-1 53.6% 80.3%
J-1 95.0% 100.0%
I-2 36.6% 66.6%
J-2 82.7% 93.0%

Link Availability
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Figure 17 – Link Availability Results, Flight 159 

 
One could argue that Flight 160 is the definitive test clearly demonstrating the benefit of forward 
error correction for aeronautical telemetry. Points H1 and H2 from Flight 159 were re-flown with 
additional attenuation on both telemetry links to ensure link margin would be exceeded on both 
links. It is clear given the resulting LA numbers for both test points that the coding gain played 
great dividends in this flight scenario. The extremely low values of LA for the Reference link are 
due to the time the Reference link was out of service but the coded link was still providing useful 
data. This out-of-service time was counted as Errored Seconds which lowered overall LA.   
 

      
Figure 18 – Link Availability Results, Flight 160 

   
CONCLUSIONS 

 
• The penalty of this specific implementation of LDPC is baseband data overhead, 2/3 rate 

code with the attached synchronization marker leads to a bandwidth expansion factor of 
25/16.  

• Lab testing showed resynchronization time is greater for the receiver implementing the 
LDPC decoder. 

• Using the inbound test Point H2 during Flight 160, evaluating “real-world coding gain” was 
calculated. When evaluated at a BER=1.0e-5, the coded link extended the slant range by a 
factor of 2, or a 6dB gain 

• Link Availability numbers clearly show the benefit of FEC for noise dominated transmission 
channels.  

• Link Availability numbers also show no significant loss or gain when using a coded link in a 
multipath dominated transmission channel. 
 

Test Point Reference LDPC
C 95.9% 98.3%
D 94.4% 91.2%
H1 92.0% 98.5%
H2 89.1% 100.0%

Link Availability
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 LDPC FEC provided error correction in a noise limited channel 
 LDPC FEC does not mitigate multipath 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper addresses the future military munitions' system requirements for antennas in 
terms of the existing versus new fabrication technology.  The antenna requirements of the 
future smart munitions will be GPS for precision guidance and TM for system 
performance testing.  The environmental requirements remain the same; large 
temperature operating range with operation at high temperatures and high shock capable.  
As usual, the munitions are getting smaller, frequency bandwidth is getting larger, and 
the cost of the antennas must be minimized in production quantities.  In particular this 
paper compares the existing antenna fabrication technology of Teflon based dielectric 
printed circuits versus multilayer alumina in the green state, a technology that has been 
perfected for fabricating microwave integrated circuits (MIC's).  The trade-offs that will 
be addressed are temperature, shock, cost, tunability, loss, size, dielectric constant, and 
frequency bandwidth. 
 
There has been a significant effort to miniaturize the GPS and TM antenna using higher 
dielectric constant materials. The most popular direction of this effort has been to use 
ceramic impregnated Teflon.  The ultimate temperature performance is the material with 
a dielectric constant around 2 since this material exhibits a very low coefficient of change 
with temperature.  Materials are available with nominal dielectric constants of 6 and 10 to 
reduce the size of the antenna but the coefficient of change with temperature is very large 
and leaves these materials marginal for military temperature ranges.  There have also 
been two other problems with Teflon based printed circuit boards, forming and bonding 
the boards in a 3D shape and homogeneity of the dielectric constant in the board and after 
bonding.  These problems usually make tuning a requirement and drive the cost of 
antenna fabrication up. 
 
There has been a revolution in MIC's.  The circuits are now being made with multiple 
layers of ceramic (alumina) with interlayer conductive connections and a nominal 
dielectric constant of 10.  The layers are formed in the green state and fired at high 
temperature and the resulting alumina substrate has a very low coefficient of change with 
temperature and low loss.  Since this procedure is now beyond development, the cost is 
low and the volume capability is high.  Another significant point is that the part can be 
any shape since the substrate is done in the green state (formable) and then fired. 
 
 

KEY WORDS 



 
Antenna, transmit antenna, TM antenna, GPS antenna, MIC, LTCC 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The current antennas for high performance munitions are made from Teflon based 
material to withstand the sever environment.  Variation with temperature and lack of 
homogeneity makes these dielectrics produce antennas that need tuning after etching for 
thin dielectrics.  Efforts to make the antennas smaller has resulted in using Teflon 
dielectric impregnated with very high dielectric substances such as Titanium dioxide.  
This has resulted in an effective higher dielectric with resulting smaller antennas but the 
change of dielectric constant with temperature has made these materials unacceptable for 
military temperature range requirement.  Therefore we have two problems:  (1) 
homogeneity of the dielectric for a complex 3D antenna structure and (2) need for a 
higher dielectric constant for smaller antennas.  The driving factor is cost, tuning means 
higher cost. 
 
Current microwave circuits are being produced by using alumina in the green state, 
adding circuitry, firing the substrate, and adding other elements.  It would appear that the 
techniques developed for mostly 2D applications could be used to fabricate high 
performance antennas in 3D applications that would be smaller due to a higher dielectric 
constant and not require tuning due to a better control of the dielectric.  The results 
should be a lower cost antenna in production 
 
This report looks at this situation and the problems that must be solved to prove that 
alumina antenna circuits can survive in a military environment. 
 
 

BODY 
 
EXISTING ANTENNAS -  The existing antennas for a GPS or TM applications usually 
consists of several layers of Rogers Corporation's RT/duroid 6002.  Several layers are 
required to achieve the minimum bending radius for the dielectric.  The RT/duroid 6002 
is used because it has a proven track record of very low antenna resonate frequency shift 
due to temperature change.  The problem with current antennas is that complex 3D 
shaped antennas cause the dielectric constant to not be homogeneous or consistent 
antenna to antenna for small sized antennas so that tuning is required to meet frequency 
bandwidth requirements.  The problem is exasperated by requirements to make the 
antenna smaller.  Going to a higher dielectric can make the antenna smaller but for 
example going to Rogers Corporation RT/duroid 6010 increased the dielectric from 2.94 
to 10.2 but with a change due to temperature of from 12 ppm/degC to -425 ppm/degC 
(Reference 1 and 2).  Unless the frequency bandwidth is very small,  this antenna will fail 
to meet the temperature requirements.  Most of the antennas do have a protective cover 
made from Rogers Corporation RT/duroid 5870.  This material has a proven track record 



of withstanding very high temperatures due to the dielectrics ability to abate material off 
the surface of the antenna that reduces the antenna's temperature. 
 
EXISTING MICROWAVE COMPONENTS - Mini-Circuits has developed green tape 
low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) techniques to produce many 2D product lines 
that are reproducible and more importantly, low cost (Reference 3).  The alumina ceramic 
has the benefit of a high dielectric constant of 9 and a low loss and low change of 
dielectric constant with temperature with a high temperature limit of 1650 degC 
(Reference 4). 
 
FABRICTION TECHNOLOGY - The basic green tape LTCC fabrication technology has 
been developed by DuPont (Reference 5).  The fabrication technique if mature but for the 
most part has been for 2D structures.   
 
PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED - Going to antennas fabricated with green tape LTCC 
does hold a big benefit but several items must be solved.  The first is going from a 2D to 
a 3D structure, will this cause a problem in homogeneity as it does in Teflon based 
dielectrics.  The second and most important problem is will alumina antennas withstand 
shock as well as Teflon based antennas.  Maybe using shock absorbing materials to 
mount the ceramic antennas will make them shock resistant but this must be tested. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The potential of using green tape LTCC fabrication techniques to reduce the cost and size 
of high performance antennas appears to be significant.  The electrical performance of the 
higher ceramic dielectric should be comparable to the temperature compensated Teflon 
dielectric over military temperature ranges. 
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ABSTRACT
Spatial modulation (SM) is a transmission scheme where only one transmit antenna is active at
any time instant. It thus reduces interchannel interference (ICI) and receiver complexity over tra-
ditional multi-antenna systems. However, the spectral efficiency of SM is low. To improve the
spectral efficiency, generalized spatial modulation (GSM) can be used. In this paper, we propose
to apply the Alamouti technique with GSM for correlated antennas, and show that the proposed
approach provides significant improvement over conventional SM and GSM. Our study also shows
the importance of bit-to-antenna mappings and their roles on the selection of appropriate correlated
antennas.

KEY WORDS
MIMO, spatial modulation, Rayleigh fading, correlated antennas, Alamouti technique.

INTRODUCTION
In wireless communication, multiple antennas can be used at the transmitter and the receiver to in-
crease the data rate and system’s capacity [1]. Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST)
[2] architecture is one of the most well-known techniques for a multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) system. It allows data to be transmitted through different transmit antennas at the same
frequency simultaneously in order to achieve a very high spectral efficiency. However, V-BLAST
system’s channel capacity highly depends on the channel characteristics and the antenna’s features
[3]. Besides, since all antennas transmit information at the same frequency and time, there is inter-
channel interference (ICI) which degrades the system performance at the receiver [4]. Finally, the
use of multiple RF chains increases the system complexity.
To avoid ICI and to eliminate multiple radio frequency (RF) chains, spatial modulation (SM) [5]
and generalized spatial modulation (GSM) [6] are proposed. Unlike V-BLAST, in SM and GSM,
not all of the antennas transmit data. While in SM only one antenna transmits data at a given time,
GSM allows more than one antenna to transmit data simultaneously. In this way, the RF chains
at the transmitter are reduced and ICI is thus decreased. SM can also be considered as a special
case of GSM, since only one transmit antenna is active at each time instant [5], [7]. Therefore, SM
highly decreases the system complexity and entirely eliminates the ICI. In SM/GSM, at any given
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time, which antenna(s) is/are used can be represented by transmit binary bits. The transmit bits in
SM/GSM can therefore be divided into two parts: the bits that identify the active antenna(s) and the
bits to be transmitted by the active antenna(s). In this way, SM/GSM system transmits more bits
than a single-input single-output (SISO) system at each time instant, thus enhancing the spectral
efficiency over a SISO system.
There are two types of GSM techniques considered in the literature: (1) All active antennas transmit
the same data [6], and (2) different antennas transmit different information [8]. In this paper, we
consider the second approach which can improve the spectral efficiency even more without increas-
ing the bandwidth or data rate or changing modulation schemes, since more bits are transmitted
in parallel at transmitter. Alamouti algorithm [9] is a well-known approach to increase diversity.
In Alamouti, there are two transmit antennas and multiple receive antennas. Due to the diversity
increase, the bit error rate (BER) performance of the system is enhanced.
In this paper, we propose to improve the performance of GSM by combining it with the Alamouti
modulation technique. To our best knowledge, there have been no studies that use Alamouti tech-
nique with GSM for correlated antennas. Our study shows that the new Alamouti-GSM scheme
presents a significant BER performance improvement for both independent as well as correlated
antennas. Further improvement is obtained by selecting appropriate bit-to-antenna selection and
bit-to-symbol mappings. We have compared the performance of GSM and SM for the same spec-
tral efficiency and found that GSM behaves better than SM with four transmit antennas, but its
performance becomes worse when the number of antennas is greater than four in case of indepen-
dent transmit antennas. For correlated antennas, SM has better BER performance in all cases (with
different numbers of antennas).

SPATIAL MODULATION
In SM, the transmit data bits are split into two parts. The first part represents the selected active
antenna. To see this, let Nt denote the total number of available transmit antennas. So the number
of bits needed to represent any of the available antennas is ma = log2Nt. For instance, we need 2
bits to select a single antenna in a 4-transmit-antenna system, and so 00, 01, 10, and 11 represent
antenna 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Similarly, 3 bits are needed for selecting one antenna in an 8
antenna transmit system.
The second part of the transmit data is mapped to symbols of a given modulation alphabet, such as
MPSK and MQAM. For an M -ary system, the number of bits per symbol is k = log2M . Thus, the
total bits for each transmission is m = ma + k.
Fig. 1 presents an example SM transmission, where 4 transmit antennas are used and 8PSK symbols
are transmitted. For this example, 5 bits are transmitted at each time instant. These bits are divided
into two parts. The first two bits are used to select the active antenna and the remaining three bits
are mapped to 8PSK symbols to be transmitted by the chosen antenna. At time t1, the first two bits
01 of the transmitted bits 01010 indicate that the second antenna is selected as the active antenna.
The remaining three bits 010 correspond to the 8PSK symbol 1√

2
(−1− j) which is transmitted by

the active antenna. Thus, the whole symbol to be transmitted by the 4 antennas can be represented
as [0, 1√

2
(−1− j), 0, 0]T , where [·]T denotes vector transpose.

ALAMOUTI-GENERALIZED SPATIAL MODULATION
In SM, only one transmit antenna is selected at a given time. In contrast, GSM allows selection
of more than one antennas for each transmission. Let Na denote the number of active transmit
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Fig. 1. Spatial modulation for a Nt=4 system with 8PSK

antennas. Based on [8], there are
(
Nt

Na

)
possible combinations, and hence the corresponding number

of bits, ma, is given by

ma = blog2
(
Nt

Na

)
c (1)

where b·c is the floor function. The total number of bits transmitted during each transmission period
ism = ma+Nak, where k = log2M for a system withM -ary modulation. As an example, ifNa =
2 antennas are used out of Nt = 4 total transmit antennas, there are

(
4
2

)
= 6 combinations, i.e.,

(1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4) and (3,4), where (m,n) denotes that the Antenna #m and Antenna
#n are the active antennas. Only 4 out of 6 combinations can be used since the available number
of combinations has to be a power of two.
In this paper, we propose to combine Alamouti technique with GSM. In Alamouti-GSM, two anten-
nas are active for each transmission. Define T as the transmission duration. At each even time slot
(time 0, time 2T , time 4T , etc.), the symbols transmitted by two antennas are determined from the
transmit data. At the odd time slots (time T , time 3T , time 5T , etc.), the same active antennas are
used, but the symbols that will be transmitted by them are determined according to the Alamouti
scheme.
Fig. 2 shows an example of the Alamouti-GSM transmission when 2 antennas are activated out of
a total of 4 transmit antennas. At time 0, assume Antenna 1 and 3 are activated, and they transmit
signals s1 and s2 respectively. Next, at time T, the active antennas remain the same. However,
Antenna 1 transmits −s2∗, and Antenna 3 transmits s∗1, where ∗ denotes complex conjugation.
Next, at time 3T , the active antennas are changed to Antenna 2 and 3, and they transmit symbols
s3 and s4 respectively. At time 4T , the antenna selection remains the same as at time 3T , and the
symbols are −s∗4 and s∗3. The process then repeats with different data for the next time instants.
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Fig. 2. Alamouti Generalized Spatial Modulation (Nt = 4 Na = 2)

CORRELATED ANTENNAS AND BIT MAPPINGS TO ANTENNAS
If the antennas are correlated, the selection of the specific antennas affects performance. Fig. 3
shows one approach of transmit antenna placement [10]. It assumes that the antennas are placed
along a straight line. The correlation coefficient between two neighboring antennas is ρ (−1 < ρ <
1). The correlation coefficient between the first and the third antenna is ρ2, and between the first
and the fourth is ρ3.

Fig. 3. Correlation among the transmit antennas and bit mappings for spatial modulation

For SM with Nt = 4, two bits are needed to identify the active transmit antenna’s number. The
best bit-to-antenna mapping should be selected so that the antennas with higher correlations have
smaller Hamming distances. Gray code mapping can be used as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Transmit antennas selection for generalized spatial modulation

For GSM, Fig. 4 lists three example selections of the active transmit antennas. The best antenna
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selection combination for GSM is to choose two antennas which are as far way from each other as
possible, since the correlation decreases with the increase in the distance between two antennas.
To minimize the correlation effect for a given selection case, we also need to choose appropriate bit
mappings. The bit patterns need to be assigned in such a way that any two antenna combinations
that are less similar will have a higher Hamming distance. For instance, in Case 1, the combinations
(1, 2) and (1, 3) differ due to Antennas 2 and 3 that are neighbors. Therefore, we use 00 and 01
mapped to the combinations (1, 2) and (1, 3) respectively. In contrast, the combinations (1, 2) and
(1, 4) differ due to Antennas 2 and 4 that are separated more than the previous case of (1, 2) and
(1, 3). Therefore, bit patterns 00 and 11 (with a Hamming distance of 2) are assigned to (1, 2) and
(1, 4) respectively.
Let y = [y1, y2, ..., yNr ]

T be the received signal, where Nr is the number of receive antennas and yi
is the received sample at the i-th receive antenna. Then y is given by

y = Hx+ n (2)

where x = [x1, x2, ..., xNt ]
T is the transmit signal vector, xi is the symbol transmitted by the i-th

transmit antenna, n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector containing noise samples
of zero mean and variance σ2, and the channel matrix H is defined as

H =


h11 h12 · · · h1Nt

h21 h22 · · · h2Nt

...
... . . . ...

hNr1 hNr2 · · · hNrNt

 (3)

where hij is the channel coefficient between the i-th receive antenna and the j-th transmit antenna.
According to [10], we can write the channel matrix H as H = HrCt, where Hr is the Nr × Nt

frequency-flat channel matrix with all elements in Hr distributed as i.i.d. Rayleigh. Matrix Ct

identifies the transmit antenna correlation. The Nt × Nt transmit antennas correlation matrix is
Rt = CH

t Ct, where [·]H denotes the matrix Hermitian. Therefore Ct = R
1
2
t , and Rt is determined

by the correlation coefficient, ρ, of the transmit antennas, so that the (i, j)-th element of Rt is ρ|i−j|.
For a Nt = 4 system,

Rt =


1 ρ ρ2 ρ3

ρ 1 ρ ρ2

ρ2 ρ 1 ρ
ρ3 ρ2 ρ 1

 (4)

For SM and GSM, the maximum likelihood (ML) detection [10] is applied as

x̂ = arg minx̃ ‖ y −Hx̃ ‖2 (5)

where x̂ is the detected transmit signal vector. For an M -ary modulated system, there are 2maMNa

possible signal vectors to transmit. For example, for a 2 × 2 SM system with QPSK modulation,
ma = Na = 1, and thus there are 2× 4 = 8 possible vectors for transmit signal, and they are given
as [1, 0], [j, 0], [−1, 0], [−j, 0], [0, 1], [0, j], [0,−1] and [0,−j].
For Alamouti-GSM, the ML detection is modified. Since the transmitted bits are actually the same
but modulated differently at time (2i− 2)T and (2i− 1)T , where i represents the i-th transmission,
i = 1, 2, 3, ..., the detection needs to combine the two time slots together. Therefore, in (5), x̂
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becomes [x̂(2i−2), x̂(2i−1)]T , where x̂(2i−2) is the transmit signal vector at time (2i−2)T and
x̂(2i−1) is the signal transmitted at time (2i−1)T . Similarly, y is changed to [y(2i−2), y(2i−1)]T ,
and x̃ becomes [x̃(2i− 2), x̃(2i− 1)]T .

NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this paper, we define SNR as P

σ2 , where P is the transmit signal power. We use Nt = 4 and 8.
For GSM and Alamouti-GSM, we use Na = 2. In all cases, the number of receive antennas is kept
as Nr = 4. Modulation schemes are selected in such a way that the spectral efficiency is the same
for all the curves in each figure.
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Fig. 5. SM and GSM with independent transmit antennas (ρ = 0) with a spectral efficiency of 6 bits/transmission

1) Comparison of SM and GSM: Fig. 5 presents the BER performance of SM and GSM with
independent transmit antennas when 6 bits are transmitted at each time instant. For the 4 transmit
antenna system, GSM has a better BER performance than SM by about 2 dB. For this case, the
probabilities of incorrectly detecting the active antenna or antennas is similar for both SM and
GSM, but GSM uses lower level modulation, thus resulting in better performance for GSM. GSM’s
BER performance is worse than SM when Nt = 8. In this case, there are 4 bits used to select
the combinations of antennas in GSM, and so GSM is more prone to errors in the active antenna
detection than SM where 3 bits are used for antenna selection. When active antennas are wrongly
detected, it is likely that the symbols transmitted by the antennas are detected wrongly as well.
When transmit antennas are correlated, Fig. 6 shows that both SM’s and GSM’s BERs degrade
compared with the BER results obtained with independent antennas considered in Fig. 5. In this
case, since two transmit antennas are active for each transmission in GSM, GSM is more sensitive
to the antenna correlation than SM. Thus, SM does better than GSM with correlated antennas
generally. At high SNR, the benefit of using lower modulation helps GSM.

2) GSM vs. Alamouti-GSM: Fig. 7 presents the BER results for GSM and Alamouti-GSM. Since

6
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Fig. 6. SM and GSM with correlated transmit antennas (ρ=0.9) for all cases, with a spectral efficiency of 6
bits/transmission

Alamouti scheme increases diversity, it improves BER performance for both independent transmit
antennas and correlated antennas. For correlated antennas, our proposed Alamouti-GSM provides
more than 4 dB gain over conventional GSM. The effect of antenna correlations is investigated in
detail in Fig. 8. Over the whole range of correlations shown, Alamouti-GSM’s BER performance
remains the best compared to SM and GSM.

3) Bit-to-antenna and bit-to-symbol mappings: Fig. 9 presents the BER performance of SM for
different bit-to-antenna mappings. The mappings correspond to the 3 cases shown in Fig. 3. We
can see that the antenna mapping with Gray code (Case 2) provides the best performance and Case
3 gives the worst result as expected.
Fig. 10 shows the BER curves of GSM for different bit-to-antenna mappings and the cases corre-
spond to Fig. 4. We see that the differences among the three cases are slightly larger than the SM
antenna mappings. Therefore, appropriate bit mapping is even more important for GSM.

CONCLUSION
We have proposed Alamouti-GSM technique for correlated transmit antennas. It is observed that
Alamouti-GSM performs better than GSM by 4 dB in some cases even in the presence of antenna
correlations. For independent transmit antennas, GSM is found to perform better than SM for
a 4 transmit antenna system but its performance worsens when the number of transmit antennas
is greater than 4. Antenna correlation affects GSM’s performance more heavily than SM, so SM
generally has a better performance with correlated antennas. In addition, antenna selection mapping
affects both SM’s and GSM’s BER. We observe that the BER performance can be further improved
by assigning bit patterns of large Hamming distances to antennas with lower correlations.
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Fig. 7. GSM and Alamouti-GSM for a 4× 4 MIMO system with Na=2. The spectral efficiency is 4 bits/transmission
and ρ=0.9
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Fig. 8. BER vs. correlation coefficient ρ for SM, GSM and Alamouti-GSM for a 4× 4 MIMO system. Na=2 for GSM
and Alamouti-GSM. The spectral efficiency is 4 bits/transmission
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Fig. 9. SM for different bit-to-antenna mappings with 4×4 MIMO andNa = 2. The modulation is 16QAM and ρ=0.9
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Fig. 10. GSM for different bit-to-antenna mappings with 4 × 4 MIMO and Na = 2. The modulation is QPSK and
ρ=0.9
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ABSTRACT 

 

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) imaging is typically conducted in the pulse-echo mono-static 

format with a simple CW pulse as the probing signal. Recently, the data-acquisition hardware 

has been extended to the use of linear multi-element arrays. This paper presents an advanced 

GPR imaging system with FMCW probing waveforms, with a seven-element hexagonal array 

and software-defined data-acquisition hardware. The use of FMCW probing signals is for the 

optimization of the information contents of the returned waveforms. The utilization of the 

hexagonal unit is to produce sub-images with direction-independent resolution capability. In this 

paper, mathematical analysis, system modeling, field experiments, and image reconstruction are 

included to illustrate the performance and capability of the engineering concepts. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The objective of this research project is the design and implementation of a portable, low-power 

ground penetrating radar (GPR) imaging system, operating in the step-frequency FMCW mode. 

The data-acquisition device consists of a 7-element antenna array configured in a hexagonal 

geometry, where antennas will be at an equal distance to the adjacent elements, for the 

improvement of symmetry in cross-range resolution. The antenna array is driven by a fully 

programmable software-defined radar unit with operational bandwidth from 0.9 GHz to 2 GHz, 

in 1102 frequency steps. The corresponding range resolution in the subsurface region is 6.82 cm 

for the 1.1 GHz bandwidth. 

 

This system can function as a solitary unit in the form of a simple microwave flashlight, 

producing 3D collimated cylindrical images of the subsurface region. The system can also 

function in the synthetic-aperture mode to produce the three-dimensional subsurface profile of a 

greater region. The redundancy from the 7-element array unit provides improved accuracy of 

estimation and compensation of the platform motion of the synthetic-aperture scan. In addition, 

the geometrical properties of the hexagonal structure minimize the degradation due to platform 

rotation from the nonlinear scan paths. 

 



Multiple array units can also be combined to form a larger hexagonal imaging array. The nature 

of the hexagonal structure allows effective integration. The radial symmetry of the images due to 

the hexagonal configuration gives superior accuracy in 3D image registration during the 

superposition process. The geometrical properties of the hexagonal structure are retained during 

the image reconstruction and superposition procedures. 

 

 

HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

 

The hardware used for the ground penetrating radar imaging system consists of three main 

components of (1) the radar unit, (2) the transceiver antenna array, and (2) a computer unit for 

the control and image formation of the system. The MIMO radar unit for this project is a 

programmable software-defined radar, with 8 user-defined input/output ports, and operating in 

the step-frequency FMCW mode. All transmission-waveform parameters, consisting of the 

frequency hopping rate, bandwidth, and frequency increment are selected by the user. The 

transmit power is 50mW, and the operating frequency range chosen for this experiment was 0.9 

GHz to 2.0 GHz, corresponding to a total bandwidth of 1.1GHz. The system’s frequency 

hopping rate can be programmed up to 90,000 hops per second. For this experiment, it was set at 

15,000 hops per second to increase the observation period for improved data accuracy. The entire 

imaging radar is powered by a 12V DC input. Figure (1) shows the radar unit. 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure (1): 8-port MIMO radar unit 
 

 



The antenna array consists of 7 planar bow-tie antennas, organized in a hexagonal configuration, 

as shown in Figure (2). This configuration allows the resolution of the sub-images to be rotation 

independent. The spacing between antenna elements is set at 13.65 cm, making the dimension of 

the hexagonal array 30 cm x 30 cm. A metal plane was attached behind the antenna array and 

connected to a common ground to improve the directivity of the antennas. The transmitting 

element is at the center of the hexagonal array. At each data-acquisition position, the centered 

antenna transmits and the six surrounding antennas act as receivers. So, at each position, the 

array produces six tracks of data sequences, corresponding to one single transmitter. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure (2) Hexagonal antenna array unit 

 

 

RANGE ESTIMATION AND IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION 

 

The first step in the image reconstruction process is the formation of the range profile at the data-

acquisition position. For conventional systems, the transmitted signals are typically a predefined 

pulse, known as the probing waveforms. The estimation of the range profiles can then be 

performed by correlating the received waveforms with the probing signal. 

 

Employing step-frequency FMCW is an alternative probing technique. Instead of one single 

probing waveform, the step-frequency FMCW system transmits a sequence of coherent signals. 

These CW signals are within the frequency band B with frequency increment Δf 

 

  

f = f0 + k Δf                   where k = 0, 1, 2, … N-1 

 

  

   (1) 

 

where N is the total number of FMCW frequency steps. For simplicity, the transmitted signal can 

be written in the phasor form of,  

 



  

s(t) = A exp(-j2πft ) 

 

  

   (2) 

 

For a propagation distance r, the travel time is τ = r/v where v is the propagation speed. Then, 

responding to a single target, the reflected signal detected by the receiver is in the form of a 

weighted and delayed version of the transmitted waveform, 

 

  

g(t) = α A exp(-j2πf(t - τ)) = α A exp(-j2πf(t - r/v)) 

 

  

    (3) 

 

where α denotes the weighting is due to the target reflectivity and propagation loss, and the delay 

is due to the round-trip travel time, from the transmitter to the receiver. At each frequency step, 

after demodulation, the received signal becomes, 

 

  

g(t) s
*
(t) = α |A|

2
 exp(j2πfτ)  

 

                        = α |A|
2
 exp(j2πf(r/v)) 

 

  

    (4) 

 

After the demodulation, for each frequency, the result is a complex scalar. Through the N 

frequency steps, a complete illumination cycle produces an N-point sequence {p(k)} from the 

demodulated received waveforms.  

 

  

                         p(k) = g(t) s
*
(t) 

 

                                = α |A|
2 

exp(j2π (f0 + k Δf )(r/v)) 

 

                              =  α |A|
2
 exp(j2πf0 (r/v)) exp(j2πkΔf (r/v)) 

 

  

   (5) 

 

 

The term exp(j2πkΔf (r/v)) is the only one as a function of the index k. Then we match the core 

part of the sequence against the kernel of the FFT operator 

 

 

  

exp(j2πkΔf (r/v)) = exp(j2πnk/N) 

 

  

   (6) 

 

The matching results in a simple relationship, 

 

 



  

N

n
= (

v

f
) r 

 

  

   (7) 

 

It is then simplified down to a linear relationship between the FFT index n and the propagation 

distance r, 

 

  

propagation distance =  r  =  (
B

v
) n 

 

  

   (8) 

 

where B is the bandwidth of the waveform, defined as B = NΔf.  Thus, the estimation of the 

range profile from the step-frequency FMCW system can be achieved with a simple FFT 

operator. Since the index n is an integer, the scaling factor 
B

v
represents the increment of the 

range profile, which is often referred to as the range resolution, 

 

  

resolution in range direction = Δr  = 
B

v
 

 

   

   (9) 

 

The hexagonal-array unit operates in the bi-static mode, with one centered transmitter and six 

neighboring receivers. At each data-acquisition position, six tracks of FMCW data sequences are 

collected. Six range profiles are then calculated through Fourier transformation operations. The 

average of these six range profiles produces the range profile corresponding to the center of the 

hexagonal array. In combination, at each scan position, there exists a 7-track collimated 

hexagonal range profile. This approach can be described as the strip-mapping method that a 

target profile along the depth direction is estimated at each data-acquisition position. 

 

Equal weighting is utilized for the standard hexagonal arrays, for the equal distance between 

adjacent antenna elements. For hexagonal arrays with non-uniform spacing, difference weighting 

schemes are then applied. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 

Laboratory experiments were conducted to verify the mathematical analysis and physical 

modeling. The experiments were used to document the accuracy of the image reconstruction 

algorithm and evaluate the performance of the overall system. As shown in Figure (3), the test 

apparatus include an electronically controlled mechanical scanning system over a large test bed. 

For simplicity, dry sand is used as the propagation medium for homogeneity. The indoor test 



apparatus allowed for controlled and consistent environmental conditions for the capacity of 

repeated data-acquisition exercises. 

 

 

 
 

Figure (3) Antenna array mount to test apparatus 

 

The operating frequency bandwidth of the transmission signal of the radar was selected to be 1.1 

GHz with a hopping rate of 15,000 frequency hops per second. The total number of FMCW 

frequency steps is 1102 at each data-acquisition position. 

 

The relative permittivity of the sand in the experiment is estimated to be  = 4, which results in 

the wave propagation speed to be scaled down by a factor of  = 2. As a result, the range 

resolution of the surface region is Δr = 6.82 cm. A corner reflector was used as the target for the 

laboratory experiments, as shown in Figure (4). The subsurface depth of the reflector is 

approximately 12.7 cm.  

 

 

 
 

Figure (4): Corner reflector as target for subsurface imaging experiment 

 

In these experiments, the data-acquisition system conducts a raster scan to form a two-

dimensional aperture. A 512-count encoder tracks the vertical movement of the antenna array. 



The multi-frequency backward propagation method, approximated in the form of Fourier 

transformation, is then used for the image reconstruction. The algorithm converted the raw data 

into a full three-dimensional image of the region of interest. Two-dimensional image slices can 

then be selected from the three-dimensional image volume for inspection. 

 

A horizontal image slice of the region directly above the corner reflector, is shown in Figure (5). 

A vertical slice of the target region is shown in Figure (6).  

 
 

 
Figure (5): Horizontal planar cross-sectional image 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure (6): Vertical slice of the image of the target region 

 

 

 



 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents the design and development of a portable, low-power, wideband, software-

defined radar imaging system with a hexagonal antenna array and FMCW illumination. The use 

of FMCW waveforms for illumination enables the dynamic reconfiguration of the probing signal 

and Fourier transformation for the estimation of the range profiles with computation simplicity. 

The use of hexagonal array is to achieve uniform and direction-independent resolving capability. 

The presentation of this paper includes the design concepts, formulation of the range profiles and 

image formation, and laboratory subsurface-imaging experiments. 

 

This system can be used as a single microwave imaging. Alternatively, it can function in the 

synthetic-aperture format to extend the aperture coverage to improve cross-range resolution.  The 

objective applications in this paper are ground-penetrating radar imaging to demonstrate the 

capability of subsurface profiling. Nonetheless, the system can be easily applied to high-

resolution imaging in-air or through-wall modalities. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Airbus is authorized to use S-band for Telemetry transmission until 2015. In October 2011, 

the decision was taken to move to C-band in 2013, to cope with Airbus development aircraft 

planning. The objective was a real challenge for 2 main reasons: C-band channel was not 

characterized in Airbus transmission environment and it was necessary to validate the 

propagation performance for Flight Tests uses. 

The selected solution is based on Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

(COFDM) modulation. There was no existing solution so it has led the Airbus Test Centre to 

drive the development of its own C Band solution.    

C-band telemetry at Airbus has been tested and evaluated in flight from April 2012. The first 

goal was to check the coverage and the impact of the bad weather condition. Besides, it was 

necessary to characterize the channel to choose the optimised parameters for the waveform in 

the Toulouse Blagnac environment. This selection of parameters allows the high quality and 

increased data rate required for Airbus Telemetry to be reached. 

The test results consolidated the choice of a COFDM modulation, when given the high 

sensitivity to multipath of usual Frequency Modulation in the airport environment full of 

buildings and aircrafts. Moreover, it has been possible to reach a similar quality to the S-band 

telemetry systems , thanks to a fine tuning of the waveform parameters, and  tracking system.  

Deployment of the system by modifying 8 reception antennas and 12 development aircrafts 

was done over a span of 4 weeks in January 2014. No impact on Airbus A350 certification 

campaign occurred due to close collaboration with Flight Test Operations. 

The new Telemetry system enables an increase of telemetry capabilities in the future, 

especially the data throughput, simplified remote control and monitoring.  

This experience is an opportunity to set up a new standard. 
 

Keywords: Airbus, C Band, COFDM, Telemetry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Airbus’s master telemetry centre located at Toulouse (France) has the capacity to follow three 

different flights test simultaneously. Airbus sites at Filton (UK), Bremen and Hamburg 

(Germany) are also equipped with a telemetry room which can be connected to the Toulouse 

master Centre. Toulouse can also be inter-connected with the Airbus Defence & Space 

Telemetry Centre in Sevilla (Spain). 

 

Since its creation in 1987, the Telemetry Centre has had huge progress. Although the mission 

hasn’t changed, the level of aircraft support has grown and technical analysis has been 

improved. The Telemetry Centre was initially dedicated to flights testers. Now, thanks to 

improvements in the tools and change mind-set, the centre has become a privileged place 

where people coming from different activities share their questions and solutions. 

 

The development of the Telemetry facilities at Airbus continues to be a key strategic choice to 

manage flight tests. 

 

In 2009 the French frequency authority asked Airbus to move to C Band in accordance to the 

WRC07 (World Radio Conference 2007) decision: allocation of C Band for aeronautical 

telemetry. 

 

This paper describes the main topics addressed by Airbus to manage the “Move to C Band” 

project. 

 

 

FREQUENCY ALLOCATION 

 

1°) WORLD RADIO COMMUNICATION 2007:  allocation for telemetry (only down link) 
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1°) ALLOCATION TO AIRBUS TELEMETRY in FRANCE 

 

The current frequency allocation for Airbus telemetry is described here after: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODULATION 

 

Airbus has been using COFDM modulation since 1999. This modulation improved 

dramatically the quality of service of the transmission. The goal at Airbus telemetry test 

Centre is to get an error free transmission whatever the location of the aircraft: in the air, on 

the runway, in the parking…   

The airports environment generate a lot of multi-path (Figure 1) and single carrier 

modulations like PCM/FM are not robust enough to multipath frequency even using complex 

equalizer to mitigate these kind of defects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Example of multipath at Toulouse airport 
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The multi-carrier modulations like COFDM (Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing) largely used in telecommunication transmission DVB-T, DAB, WiFi, 

Wimax,…are intrinsically designed to overcome multipath. 

 

When Airbus made the decision to move to C Band, the key question of the modulation was 

raised. After a strong theoretical and practical study on this topic it’s clearly appeared that 

COFDM modulation is still  state of the art today for  managing  multipath. 

 

However, COFDM modulation has never been used in C Band bandwidth allocated for the 

aeronautical world.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Doppler shift formula 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• fd : doppler shift 

• F : transmission frequency 

• v : aircraft speed 

• C : wave propagation speed 

• α : angle between the receiver and the aircraft 
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Figure 2: COFDM - Main parameters 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CHANNEL 

 

Airbus decided to characterize the C Band aeronautical channel in order to determine some 

key parameters like multipath delay and Doppler spectrum. Those parameters are key to 

setting up the COFDM waveforms. 

No theoretical model of this aeronautical channel existed. A test bench (Figure 4) has been 

defined at Airbus to perform real measurements in flight using an A380 flight tests aircraft. 

The main results of those tests are described in the paper “Paradigms optimization for a C 

Band COFDM telemetry with high bit efficiency” from Zodiac published and presented at 

ITC 2013. 

The results of those tests show a maximum delay path of 19 µs (6µs in average) and a 

Doppler spread of 600Hz (1.2KHz during short period of time).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHEATHER CONDITIONS 

 

The worldwide telemetry community shared a fear regarding the influence of the bad weather 

on the propagation of C Band waves.  

We know of the good tests results achieved by Edwards Air Force Base in sunny conditions.  

However, to mitigate the bad weather conditions risks we decided to perform a test campaign 

with a test aircraft during the winter 2012.  

The test consisted of measuring the signal to noise ratio between the aircraft and a ground 

station located in Toulouse and compare it to sunny conditions results. 

In the worst case, in heavy rainy conditions encountered during those tests the attenuation of 

the signal was no more than 2dB. 
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Figure 4: Test bench for channel characterization 



  

 

DATA RATE INCREASE 

 

The S Band system used at Airbus before C Band allowed a data rate of 5Mbits (without data 

compression) simultaneously on 3 flight tests aircrafts. 

The C Band move was the opportunity to increase this bandwidth.  

Indeed, the complexity of the aircrafts is growing and our internal customers request more and 

more data through telemetry to analyse in real time the behaviour of the aircraft. 

The new C Band telemetry system enabled us to use a data rate (without data compression) of 

12 Mbits/s using a ½ FEC (Forward Error Correction) rate and 16QAM modulation on each 

channel. 

 
 

THE MOVE 

 

Airbus decided to move from S to C Band in January 2014 to minimize the impact on flight 

test operations. This change happened in the middle of the A350 flights tests campaign, so the 

level of criticality of the decision and the choice of the right time to move were very high.  

The strategy of Airbus to manage this move was: 

- On board transmission : Double transmission S Band + C Band  

- On ground reception : change step by step each telemetry ground station from S to C 

Band 

 

This way to manage the change allowed us to minimize the impact on the day to day 

operation without spending a lot of money (We avoided using a double reception chain S+ C 

Band on each ground station which would have been dramatically more expensive). 

Thanks to good preparation, the time to upgrade each ground station was only few hours. We 

didn’t find any unexpected problem and the change from S to C went well. 
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STATUS AFTER A FEW MONTHS 

 

Six months after the move, the C Band telemetry is used every day at Airbus and it works 

well. 

We confirm that the C Band is more sensitive for tracking aircraft by ground antennas (angle 

of reception antenna divided by two versus S Band). 

The BER (Bite Error Rate) is very good (10e-10) and the quality of service didn’t change 

versus S Band. 

For the time being we have some unexpected losses of data for a few seconds on the runway 

in Toulouse airport. We are currently studying this phenomenon to solve it. It should be the 

last step of this project. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The C Band history for aeronautics started at the end of the 90’s when a few dedicated people 

decided to ask for a specific frequency from the World Radio Communication for aeronautical 

telemetry.  

An incredibly huge amount of working hours, lobbying and discussions was required to get 

this attribution at WRC 07. 

The team in charge of that work succeeded and we can say: THANK YOU GREAT JOB! 

 

C Band project at Airbus was a big project due to the criticality of the telemetry in the Airbus 

flight tests operations and the amount of money invested. We moved from S to C Band 

without disturbing the flights and we increased by more than two the effective data rate. 

We can say today that it is a great success! 
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ABSTRACT 

One of the core philosophies of the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project is to 
leverage standard networking technologies whenever possible to reduce development cost and to 
allow standard networking applications to function.  This also provides the best long-term 
scalability to new unforeseen applications much as the Internet has grown through its open 
standards.  The Developmental Flight Test phase is currently under way to perform initial flight 
testing of the Test Article (TA) Network.  This paper provides an overview of the planned TA 
Network Testing and the expected results.  Current results from flight testing will be presented at 
the conference. 

KEYWORDS 
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INTRODUCTION 

The integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project is an effort to enhance telemetry 
capabilities through the use of networks.  Due to the ubiquitous nature of communication 
networks, particularly Internet Protocol (IP) networks, there are many well-defined and proven 
networking technologies that can be utilized within a network-based system.  One of the core 
philosophies of the iNET project is to leverage standard networking technologies whenever 
possible, which will reduce development cost as well as allowing standard networking 
applications to function.  This approach also provides long-term scalability to future applications. 
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The iNET project has defined a Telemetry Network System (TmNS).  At the highest level, a 
TmNS is a network of networks.  One of the networks in a TmNS is the vehicle network, or test 
article (TA) network.  The TA network is an IP-based network that consists of various network 
components, some of which acquire data and generate network packets containing the data, and 
some of which record and/or process the acquired data after receiving it from the network [1].  
Other IP-based networks are present on the ground and may consist of mission control rooms 
and other range infrastructure.  The networks on the ground are connected to the TA network via 
the Radio Access Network (RAN) segment of the TmNS. 

Spanning across all of the segments of the TmNS are the standardized system management 
interfaces and the common Metadata Description Language (MDL).  A high-level view of the 
TmNS can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  TmNS Networks 

The iNET standards have matured to a level that can now be utilized to support flight test 
operations.  Developmental Flight Testing (DFT) of a TmNS system is scheduled to occur in the 
last half of 2014 at Edwards Air Force Base.  This paper focuses on the testing of the TA 
network. 

INET TA NETWORK CAPABILITIES 

The TA network consists of several different types of IP-based network devices.  Network 
switches provide the backbone of the TA network.  Data Acquisition Units (DAUs) acquire data 
from a variety of sources, be it analog signals, digital signals, avionics busses, etc.  DAUs 
package the data it acquires into network IP packets for transport over the network.  Recorder 
devices operate as network data sinks and record the data received over the network.  Recorders 
also provide other network services, some of which allow for data mining and retrieval upon 
request. 

All TA components implement several standard networking technologies, allowing standard off-
the-shelf network applications to be used in conjunction with the system.  Of particular interest is 
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the implementation of the TMNS-MIB, a private Management Information Base (MIB) accessed 
through Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).  The TMNS-MIB contains information 
common to all TmNS devices as well as information specific to certain types of devices.  A 
network manager can utilize SNMP to command and control instrumentation over the network as 
well as retrieve on-demand health, status, and statistics from each device [2]. 

The MDL is defined by the Metadata Standard and is understood by all TmNS components.  The 
MDL is used to construct configuration files that can configure all TmNS components in a test.  
There are a number of benefits to having this information contained within a single MDL file.  
For one, it means that a single application can be used to generate a file that contains all the 
configuration information for all devices.  It also ensures that the packaging definitions used by 
the DAUs to package measurement data are the same packaging definitions that a recorder or 
other data mining application can use to unpack the messages received from the DAUs over the 
network [3]. 

As has been stated, the TmNS is a network of networks.  The wireless Radio Frequency (RF) 
network also plays an important role in enhancing the capabilities of the telemetry system as a 
whole.  Part of the RF network segment is a two-way network telemetry link.  This new bi-
directional link allows assets on the ground inside the Mission Control Room (MCR) to 
communicate with the instrumentation onboard the airborne TA.  This new capability gives rises 
to new concepts of operations for telemetry systems. 

PLANNED TA NETWORK TESTING 

The initial DFT is on the horizon for the iNET project.  The TmNS system to be used during 
DFT will consist of a small number of TA components, radios, and supporting ground 
components and applications.  Though there will be TmNS switches, DAUs, and recorders on 
the TA network, the set of components will not produce enough representative data to exercise 
all of the functionality of the radios and the RF link.  As such, there will also be supporting 
equipment on the TA to increase the network load to a more reasonable level. 

The traffic generator system onboard the TA network is capable of producing various streams of 
network data.  This system will be used to provide the data flows that are representative of a 
larger TA network.  The traffic generator will be able to establish connectivity with a companion 
traffic generator inside the MCR network.  The anticipated packet sizes and frequency of packets 
per data flow will be used to build a representative traffic load between the TA and MCR 
networks.  These data flows will each carry their respective Differentiated Services Code Point 
(DSCP) within their IP packets, thus exercising the Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities of the 
iNET radios. 

There will also be an active phone call using standard Voice over IP (VoIP) protocols.  The end 
points of the call will be a phone connected to the TA network and a phone connected to the 
ground MCR network. There is one soft phone running on the TA network that has a microphone 
and headset attached, allowing someone on the TA to converse with someone inside the MCR.  
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There is another soft phone running on the TA network that is running in a loopback mode, 
allowing a ground phone user to speak and listen for the return echo, giving an indication of the 
round trip latency of the audio channel through the iNET radio link.  The loopback phone is 
available in case there is no other person to talk to on the TA.  Either way, a voice call will be 
active during DFT operation. 

Upholding multiple levels of service for different data flows is nothing new in the world of 
networking, but it is somewhat new territory in the world of telemetry systems.  Classical one-
way telemetry links contain a fixed transmission schedule for the Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA) link of Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) data.  Due to the static nature of those links, 
there was no link contention or spikes in bandwidth requirements.  However, flexibility and 
dynamic nature of IP networks can result in periods where there are multiple streams of data to 
be delivered over the link.  To handle these periods of network contention, the iNET radios 
implement a series of rules to follow in order to guarantee a certain quality of service for each 
service class.  The devices on the TA network are configured to include the proper DSCP 
marking in their data flows in order to receive the proper quality of service.  For DFT, the traffic 
generator system can create the network contention, thus affecting the latency and throughput of 
delivered packets from the TA network to the MCR network and vice versa.  The voice data 
from the VoIP phone call will utilize the low-latency service class of “Expedited Forwarding”. 

Inside the MCR network will be an instance of the Ground TA Manager (GTAM), a software 
application that is capable of discovering devices on the TA network and managing those 
components as well.  The GTAM can issue commands in order to control the instrumentation on 
the TA network.  It can also retrieve the health and status of those devices along with any other 
statistics made available through the SNMP interface.  Being able to control the airborne 
instrumentation from the MCR during flight is a new capability that may result in bandwidth 
efficiency gains over one-way static PCM links. 

Another new capability within the TmNS is the ability to perform a PCM backfill function when 
the PCM data stream has momentary dropouts on the link.  The TA network contains a PCM 
gateway device that acquires the same PCM data that is being sent over the Serial Streaming 
Telemetry (SST) link, packages the PCM data into TmNS Data Messages (TDMs), and then 
delivers those TDMs to the onboard TA recorder.  When a dropout occurs on the SST link, there 
are one or more gaps in the data.  When a gap is detected, the TmNS Data Server (TDS) issues a 
request to the onboard TA recorder for the missing data.  The TA recorder responds by sending 
down the requested data stream over the two-way network link.  Once the data is received by the 
TDS, the data can then be written to the data displays to fill in the gaps.  This capability will be 
exercised during DFT. 

DFT is the first step in exercising the functionality of the TmNS in an operational environment 
outside of the lab.  Advanced Flight Test (AFT) is planned to follow some time after DFT in 
order to test the more advanced concepts of the TmNS. 
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EXPECTED RESULTS OF TA NETWORK TESTING 

Many of the new concepts and capabilities that will be exercised during DFT have undergone 
some level of lab testing.  This gives a level of confidence that the general functions and 
capabilities to be tested during DFT will be successful.  It is expected that the GTAM software 
application will be able to configure the onboard instrumentation during preflight activities.  
During flight, the GTAM should be able to control and manage the onboard instrumentation.  
This includes enabling and disabling the data transmission capability of DAUs as well as 
modifying the recording state of the recorder.  Also, the GTAM will be able to retrieve device 
statistics on demand from the TA instrumentation. 

The voice call from the ground within the MCR network to the TA network will be established.  
The expected bandwidth requirement for the two-way voice conversation is approximately 110 
kbps in each direction.  All data packets associated with the VoIP phone call will utilize the 
“Expedited Forwarding” class for QoS, allowing the voice call to receive transmission 
preference through the iNET radios in order to meet the low latency requirements of voice data.  
Even when the link is congested due to other flows of lower priority data, it is expected that the 
voice call should maintain good performance throughout the test, as long as the bandwidth 
allocations for the “Expedited Forwarding” class are not exceeded.  The expected end-to-end 
latency of voice data is expected to be less than 200 ms. 

Lastly, it is expected that the PCM backfill capability will be able to be demonstrated 
successfully.  Modifications have already been made to the PCM decommutator and the display 
system that will be used during DFT.  The display system will continue to generate real-time 
plots of the PCM data received.  However, when a PCM dropout is detected, the TDS will 
automatically request the missing data from the TA recorder.  When the data is received by the 
TDS, it will be provided to the display system.  The display system can then fill in the missing 
data gaps in the display.  Figure 2 provides an illustration of the PCM backfill operation [4].  The 
original PCM data is plotted in real time at a constant data rate, and it is subject to data loss due 
to data dropouts over the SST link.  The pristine data arrives over the two-way iNET link upon 
request from the TDS.  The pristine data may be characterized by some latency and bursty data, 
but it will be lossless. 
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Figure 2.  Example Stripchart Data Demonstrating PCM Backfill Capability 

CONCLUSION 

The iNET program’s TmNS is poised to be a game changer for telemetry-based systems.  By 
moving the instrumentation to a network-based architecture, the door is opened to leverage the 
wide array of proven networking technologies and tools in order to accomplish the testing goals.  
With the introduction of a new two-way telemetry link comes a whole new set of enhanced 
capabilities and concepts of operations for how the onboard TA instrumentation system can be 
used.  Many of the new capabilities have been conducted in the lab environment with success.  
The upcoming DFT activities will yield actual results outside of the lab.  Available results will 
be presented at the conference. 
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ABSTRACT 

One of the core philosophies of the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project is to 
leverage standard networking technologies whenever possible to both reduce development cost 
and to allow standard networking applications to function properly.  This also provides the best 
long-term scalability to new unforeseen applications much as the Internet has grown through its 
open standards.  Unfortunately, the Radio Frequency (RF) channel characteristics do not fully 
lend themselves to the typical physical layer approaches utilized by Internet Protocol (IP) 
technologies.  The iNET project is developing the Telemetry Network System (TmNS) RF 
Network to provide a flexible two-way IP telemetry capability.  The Developmental Flight Test 
(DFT) phase is currently under way to perform initial flight testing of the RF Network.  This 
paper provides an overview of the planned RF network testing and the expected results.  Current 
results from flight testing will be presented at the conference. 

KEYWORDS 
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INTRODUCTION 

The integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project is an effort to enhance telemetry 
capabilities through the use of networks.  Due to the ubiquitous nature of communication 
networks, particularly Internet Protocol (IP) networks, there are many well-defined and proven 
networking technologies that can be utilized within a network-based system.  One of the core 
philosophies of the iNET project is to leverage standard networking technologies whenever 
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possible, which will reduce development cost as well as allowing standard networking 
applications to function.  This approach also provides long-term scalability to future applications. 

The iNET project has defined a Telemetry Network System (TmNS) which, at the highest level, 
is a network of networks.  One of the networks in a TmNS is the vehicle network, or Test Article 
(TA) network.  The TA network is an IP-based network that consists of various network 
components, some of which acquire data and generate network packets containing the data, and 
some of which record and/or process the acquired data after receiving it from the network.  Other 
IP-based networks are present on the ground and may consist of mission control rooms and other 
range infrastructure.  The networks on the ground are connected to the TA network via the Radio 
Access Network (RAN) segment of the TmNS. 

Spanning across all of the segments of the TmNS are the standardized system management 
interfaces and the common Metadata Description Language (MDL).  A high-level view of the 
TmNS can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. TmNS Network 

A key technology being developed within the RAN segment of the TmNS is the two-way IP 
telemetry link.  In addition to allowing established IP protocols to function correctly, this two-
way link will allow authorized personnel in the ground station segment to remotely monitor the 
health and status of the TA and its onboard devices while simultaneously providing an avenue to 
communicate upstream to the TA and its devices.  This introduces to the ground station user a 
capability to remotely reconfigure devices on the TA while in flight, thus reducing time and costs 
associated with flight testing. 

The iNET project is currently in the DFT phase and will be performing extensive in-flight RF 
network testing later this year.  Data from these tests will be collected, processed, and analyzed 
to determine the effectiveness of the RF network.  Results of this testing are planned to be 
presented at the 2014 International Telemetry Conference (ITC).  Areas of interest throughout 
DFT include, but are not limited to, RF link statistics, IP performance, Low Density Parity 
Check (LDPC) performance, Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) performance, Antenna to 
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Antenna (A2A) handoff, and iNET radio health and status.  This paper focuses on the testing 
approach of the RF network. 

INET RF NETWORK CAPABILITIES  

The information in this section comes directly from the iNET RAN Standard version 0.7.9.2. 

Architecturally, the RAN segment is divided into three elements: 

1. Radio Element (Radio) – provides the capabilities necessary to transform between RF formats and 
digital formats (e.g., modulation / demodulation, and timing of transmissions / receptions) 
 

2. RF Network Element (RFNE) – provides management of resource sharing, traffic management, 
communication protocol implementations, scheduling and queue 
 

3. Antenna Element (Antenna) – provides the interface between the Radio elements located in TAs and 
on the ground and the RF spectrum (Air Interface) 
 

In the Aeronautical environment, the RAN segment will support the sharing of one RF frequency 
by multiple tests using a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme. 

The RAN segment supports mobility of a TA during a test through handover and relay operation. 

• The RAN segment supports a TA moving from one antenna to another while continuing 
to participate in the same TDMA regime on the same frequency (intra-TmNS handover).  
The RAN segment also supports a TA moving from one antenna to another and switching 
to a different TDMA regime on a different frequency (inter-TmNS handover). 

• The RAN segment supports relay operation for a TA required to operate beyond the limit 
of one radio-to-radio link in two manners: 

a) A TA may be handed off to an antenna that is remote from the Mission Control 
Facility so as to require additional network links to the range network. 

b) A second aircraft, configured as a TA but not being tested, may stay in range of 
an antenna on the ground and serve to relay wireless communications to/from the 
TA under test. 

The RAN segment supports Quality of Service (QoS) for distinguishing priorities among 
different TAs and for distinguishing different QoS levels within a test.  Within a test, different 
QoS levels can be provided for different data streams being telemetered from TA to ground 
and/or for different command-and-response actions initiated on the ground.  The RAN segment 
supports QoS which makes decisions on the order in which packets will be presented to the radio 
for transmission over a shared TDMA channel. 

The RAN segment supports data delivery for tests with diverse security constraints that require 
TA and ground networks to be divided into red and black network segments by security devices.  
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For some ranges and some tests, it may be possible to use guards or data diodes in the ground 
network.  The RAN provides multiple flexible capacity management and QoS approaches to 
allow basic functionality for constrained security conditions and improved performance when 
security conditions are less constrained. 

The RAN segment supports cross-band operation of TAs using spectrum allocated from the L, S 
and C telemetry bands concurrently.  The RAN can provide multiple physical network uplink or 
downlink paths through the use of multiple radios on the TAs and in associated ground 
stations [1]. 

The RAN segment supports a two-way IP telemetry link providing ground station users the 
ability to communicate up to the TA while simultaneously monitoring the health and status of the 
TA and its components. 

PLANNED RF NETWORK TESTING 

As the DFT phase of the iNET project continues, a series of flight tests will take place, and data 
will be collected to validate the performance of the RF network in its entirety.  The following 
sections will describe in greater detail the specific data to be collected with each representing a 
test area of interest. 

For all flight tests, data generators will primarily be used to simulate multiple Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) network traffic flows at various 
priorities and rates.  This simulated traffic will be shaped to resemble real TmNS network traffic.  
There will be iNET TA components integrated into the tests producing real data; however, the 
bulk of TmNS network traffic will be simulated.  Voice over IP (VoIP) will be used to generate 
the higher priority voice traffic for all tests.  The different data flows will exercise the capability 
of the iNET radios to provide the QoS according to the different rates and priorities of those data 
flows. 

For a majority of all flight tests, static Transmission Opportunity (TxOp) schedules will be 
utilized for all active RF links involved in the test.  These static schedules will provide different 
scheduling scenarios by varying how the TxOps are divided between the RF links. For example, 
a series of tests may be run with a balanced TxOp schedule between the active RF links (50/50 
TxOp schedule), or more TxOps may be scheduled for the downlink providing fewer TxOps to 
the uplink (80/20 TxOp schedule).  In some cases, a dynamic TxOp schedule will be supplied to 
the active RF links involved in the test using a Link Manager (LM). 

RF Link Statistics 

The quality and reliability of the RF link is of great importance.  During all flight tests, specific 
radio statistics will be collected at a constant rate from all TA and ground iNET radios actively 
involved in the test using an automated script.  These statistics include, at a minimum, the 
current transmit power, the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), the Carrier to 
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Interference plus Noise Ratio (CINR), and the queue lengths.  Additional parameters may be 
added when deemed necessary. 

These statistics will be captured with IEEE 1588 synchronized time so that each data point can 
be traced back to a specific time or event in the test and correlated with data collected at other 
locations in the test.  This data may become increasingly interesting when debugging link drop-
out events.  The RF transmission power of a source radio may be compared to the RSSI reported 
by the destination radio at a given point in time during the test to determine when a signal began 
to degrade or at what point the signal was too poor to maintain the link.  When used in 
conjunction with Time and Space Position Information (TSPI) data, these statistics can help to 
validate the RF network performance based on location, distance, and geographical 
considerations. 

IP Performance 

The iNET radios must handle with high reliability all IP traffic traveling into their wired 
interface at rates that do not exceed the physical limitations of the RF link.  When rates entering 
the iNET radios on their wired interfaces do exceed the capacity limitations of the RF link, 
delays or drops must occur on the lower priority traffic classes while higher priority classes are 
forwarded using the available capacity.  During all flight tests, specific IP related measurements 
will be taken that include end-to-end latency, end-to-end throughput, jitter, and IP packet drops.  
All IP packets entering a source iNET radio on its wired interface and the corresponding packets 
exiting the destination iNET radio on its wired interface will be captured to collect these 
measurements.  Each TA and ground iNET radio actively involved in a test will have their wired 
interface tapped so that the necessary IP data may be collected.  All IP traffic will be analyzed as 
a whole as well as individually by class or traffic type.  Additional measurements will be taken 
when deemed necessary. 

All measurements will be captured with IEEE 1588 synchronized time so that each piece of data 
can be traced back to a specific time or event in the test and correlated with data collected at 
other locations in the test.  These measurements will be analyzed in conjunction with the RF 
Link Statistics.  For example, if IP packet drops are measured, it would be informative to see 
what the iNET radio queues looked like around the time of the drops.  It is also expected that the 
corresponding TSPI data will be valuable when performing IP performance analysis. 

LDPC Performance 

During all flight tests, specific data will be collected at a constant rate from all TA and ground 
iNET radios actively involved in the test using an automated script.  This data which includes the 
LDPC blocks per burst, LDPC blocks sent, LDPC blocks received, LDPC blocks dropped, and 
LDPC Block Error Rate (BER) will help to analyze overall LDPC performance.  Additional data 
will be collected when deemed necessary. 

The LDPC data will be collected with IEEE 1588 synchronized time so that each piece of data 
can be traced back to a specific time or event in the test and correlated with data collected at 
other locations in the test.  This data will be analyzed in conjunction with the IP performance and 
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RF link statistics data and is expected to benefit from being analyzed with corresponding TSPI 
data.  This data will help to understand dropouts on a link for a particular location of the TA as 
well as LDPC drops versus total IP end-to-end throughput. 

ARQ Performance 

During DFT, ARQ will be primarily analyzed based on its effects on TCP and UDP IP traffic.  
The IP performance measurements outlined above will be collected with ARQ disabled and 
enabled at a variety of data rates and IP protocols.  The difference in IP performance while ARQ 
is enabled versus IP performance with ARQ disabled will help to validate ARQ performance.  In 
addition, RF link statistics and TSPI data will be utilized to characterize and possibly identify 
conditions (i.e., distance, position, terrain) that may improve or degrade ARQ performance.  
ARQ retires will be collected at a constant rate from all TA and ground iNET radios actively 
involved in the test using an automated script.  All data will be collected with IEEE 1588 
synchronized time so that each data point can be traced back to a specific time or event in the test 
and correlated with data collected at other locations in the test. 

A2A Handoff 

A2A handoffs require a lossless handoff from one antenna to another.  Each antenna is linked to 
a single iNET radio so an A2A handoff could also be defined as a handoff from one iNET radio 
to another.  It is important that all data is drained from the old iNET radio’s queues prior to the 
new iNET radio becoming the active radio.  A2A handoffs are performed when a TA antenna 
hands off from one ground antenna to another.  To accomplish this, an LM will be used to 
monitor the RF link statistics (outlined above) of all active ground iNET radios.  When the LM 
determines the active RF downlink degrades below a pre-determined threshold, the LM will 
automatically command a handoff from the currently active ground antenna to the new ground 
antenna.  A successful handoff is completed when the ground iNET radio’s queues are drained 
and the new link is established without data loss. 

While A2A handoffs are being tested, the RF link statistics, IP performance, and LDPC 
performance data outlined above will be collected with IEEE 1588 synchronized time so that 
each piece of data can be traced back to a specific time or event in the test and correlated with 
data collected at other locations in the test.  This data used in conjunction with TSPI data will 
provide potentially critical information that can be used to characterize what may result in 
successful or unsuccessful A2A handoffs. 

iNET Radio Health and Status 

In addition to the data and measurements outlined above, during all flight tests some iNET radio 
health and status parameters will be collected at a constant rate from all TA and ground iNET 
radios actively involved in the test using an automated script.  This will provide additional 
debugging information if needed for additional diagnosis.  These health and status parameters 
include, but are not limited to, IEEE 1588 synchronization status, IEEE 1588 offset from master, 
internal temperature, voltage, current readings, memory usages, and error/fault logging.  This 
data will be collected with IEEE 1588 synchronized time and used in conjunction with all data 
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outlined above in the event of test failures and correlated with data collected at other locations in 
the test. 

EXPECTED RESULTS OF RF NETWORK TESTING 

As a result of preliminary testing performed in the iNET System Integration Lab (iSIL) at 
Southwest Research Institute, there are certain results that are expected to be observed during 
DFT RF network testing.  Although it is impossible to completely simulate all of the dynamics of 
a live flight test inside a laboratory, many performance characteristics of the two-way IP 
telemetry link were analyzed. 

Based on the laboratory analysis, it is expected that 5 Mbps of end-to-end throughput can be 
achieved in each direction across the RF link, as long as the scheduled TxOps for each link 
direction allow enough transmission time.  When the data rate entering the source iNET radio on 
its wired interface exceeds the physical limitations of the RF link, the iNET radio will delay or 
drop the lower priority class traffic while maintaining the performance of the higher priority 
traffic. For example, it was observed in the lab that Best Effort (BE) UDP traffic was dropped 
while Expedited Forwarding (EF) VoIP traffic maintained its performance without drops.  This 
was observed when the BE UDP traffic rate was increased beyond the current capacity of the RF 
link. 

It is expected that end-to-end latency of EF VoIP traffic will remain below 200 ms as long as the 
TxOp schedule allows the data rate to be maintained. This is independent of other traffic classes 
because the radios have been observed to drop lower class traffic in the event that the link input 
rate exceeds the limitations of the RF link.  In other words, the iNET radios have been observed 
to maintain EF VoIP performance despite total traffic loads.  The end-to-end latency of the other 
traffic classes is expected to remain low as well; however, they will vary depending on the 
available bandwidth. 

It is anticipated that there will be no IP packet drops recorded while the link maintains a healthy 
signal and the data rates do not exceed the capacity limitations of the RF link.  All drops that 
occur will be intentional and based purely on QoS.  This includes A2A handoffs.  It has been 
observed in the iSIL that A2A handoffs can be achieved without losing data, so it is anticipated 
that they will occur as such during DFT. 

CONCLUSION 

As the iNET project continues to progress, DFT is the primary focus of the development effort.  
An extensive number of tests will be performed in the months to come that will help validate the 
RAN segment of the TmNS network.  Specifically, the two-way IP telemetry link will be 
thoroughly tested to ensure reliability and performance.  A series of flights will take place 
allowing the RF link to be tested in a number of different scenarios and pushed to its limits.  
Handoffs will be performed and a large quantity of data will be collected.  During the process, IP 
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performance will be validated and, in doing so, one of the core philosophies of the iNET project 
will be realized.  That philosophy is to leverage standard networking technologies whenever 
possible to both reduce development cost and to allow standard networking applications to 
function.  Although there was no data to present at the time this paper was written, results will be 
available and presented at the 2014 ITC. 
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ABSTRACT 

Network-based telemetry systems have unprecedented amounts of flexibility due to the ability to 
monitor, control, configure, coordinate, and visualize the operations of the flight test system. As 
a result of this flexibility, multiple tests can be conducted in a single flight; all it takes is 
reconfiguration of portions of the system.  However, management of such a dynamic system is a 
complex task.  As such, the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) Program is 
currently developing a System Manager application to provide a model for coordinated 
management of networked telemetry.  The System Manager provides a user application for 
monitoring, controlling, configuring, coordinating, and visualizing the operations of the 
Telemetry Network System (TmNS) network.  This paper describes the key requirements, 
capabilities, and development approach of the System Manager.   

KEYWORDS 

Telemetry Network System (TmNS), System Management, iNET 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade, network-based data acquisition systems have gained popularity in the 
deployment of telemetry systems.  Due to the ubiquitous nature of communication networks, 
Internet Protocol (IP) networks in particular, there are several standardized networking protocols 
and technologies that can be leveraged by a network-based system.  By utilizing these proven 
technologies, standard networking tools can be used, making network-based telemetry systems 
all the more attractive for deployment.  The integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) 
project seeks to enhance classical telemetry systems by utilizing a network-based 
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instrumentation system and introducing a two-way radio link that allows bi-directional 
communication between the network-based instrumentation on the Test Article (TA) vehicle and 
the network-based workstations on the ground within the Mission Control Room (MCR).  This 
capability has opened the door for new concepts of operations for telemetry systems. 

To support all this advancement, highly specialized applications are needed to fully manage a 
TmNS.  These applications (i.e., managers) are central in maintaining the system working 
seamlessly, reliably, and effectively.  One example of such application is the System Manager, 
which is being developed as part of the iNET program.  The System Manager is a software 
application that provides both visibility and control capability over an entire TmNS.  The System 
Manager is the user application for monitoring, controlling, configuring, coordinating, and 
visualizing the operations of the TmNS network.  Using the System Manager, users will be able 
to obtain system, subsystem, and device-level status, including status of onboard instrumentation 
and information about local and system-wide network performance (expected versus actual).  It 
is an all-encompassing tool for managing and maintaining a functional and reliable TmNS.  This 
paper highlights the key requirements and capabilities of the System Manager, the multiple roles 
the System Manager will play, and the approach for developing the System Manager.  

KEY REQUIREMENTS AND CAPABILITIES OF THE INET SYSTEM MANAGER 

The System Manager utilizes various logical interfaces required for system configuration and 
management.  The interfaces provide the functional hooks that enable the higher-level 
capabilities such as system configuration, control and status of onboard instrumentation, and 
automated or manual radio handoffs.  The key interfaces that enable these capabilities are as 
follows. 

The iNET program developed several standards for TmNS components.  These standards are 
meant to provide a uniform approach to communicating and managing various types of TmNS 
components from multiple vendors.  The iNET program’s Metadata Standard defines the 
Metadata Description Language (MDL), the standard language created by the iNET program for 
capturing metadata that describes network-based telemetry systems.  MDL Instance Documents 
are files that contain metadata that adheres to the MDL syntax and semantics.  MDL Instance 
Documents are used to configure TmNSs as well as the network-enabled devices attached to 
them. 

MDL is eXtensible Markup Language (XML)-based and follows a syntax that is defined and 
constrained by an XML schema.  The schema defines a vocabulary (names of elements and 
attributes), a content model (structure and relationships), and a type system.  The language 
syntax represented by the schema is not a complete specification of the language, as it does not 
provide the semantics of the language.  The semantics of a language relate to the meaning of the 
elements and sentences written in the language.  The semantics of MDL correspond to the 
meaning of the individual elements and attributes and their combination in an MDL Instance 
Document.  The MDL semantics are embodied by a set of use cases and the transformations that 
will be applied to the metadata to support those uses. 
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MDL is expressive enough to describe a wide variety of systems: large and small, simple and 
complex, from the low-level transducer-to-measurement association for an acquisition card on a 
Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) up to network topology of multiple test mission networks. 

The iNET program has also standardized the management interfaces of the TmNS components.  
The System Management Standard (SMS) contains a set of standard networking protocols to be 
implemented by all components in order to allow for standard networking tools to be utilized for 
managing and monitoring various devices from multiple vendors.  The SMS has identified 
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) as the core management technology, and it has 
defined a private Management Information Base (MIB), the TMNS-MIB, for standard 
management of all TmNS components.  Because of the two-way telemetry link in iNET, a 
System Manager inside the MCR is able to communicate directly with the instrumentation 
onboard the airborne instrumentation vehicle.  This capability allows for remote control and on-
demand status updates of the instrumentation.  Other standard network and management 
technologies include File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and 
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), just to name a few.  The System Manager will utilize 
the available standard management interfaces to discover, monitor, and control the onboard TA 
network components. 

The System Manager connected to the range network is also able to discover, monitor, and 
control the iNET radios as well as other TmNS components on the ground.  The System 
Manager is able to maintain a top level operational view of several concurrent tests by 
monitoring the health and status of all TmNS assets deployed across a particular range.  It is able 
to manage Link Managers, the entities responsible for issuing the dynamic transmission schedule 
to all ground and airborne radios.  Since the Link Manager is maintaining health, status, and 
statistics of the radios, the System Manager can retrieve the radio information by indirect 
management through the Link Manager. 

With all the capabilities of the System Manager to gather health, status, and statistics as well as 
configuring and controlling of all TmNS airborne instrumentation and ground assets, the System 
Manager is required to present the data to the end user in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that 
provides key information into the overall health of the TmNSs on the range.  Based on the 
system information retrieved and displayed by the System Manager, an authorized user may 
manually issue commands to certain components in order to facilitate necessary system level 
changes.  

With the interfaces of the TmNS components clearly identified through the System Management 
and Metadata Standards, the basic hooks are set for how to manage each type of TmNS 
component.  From the System Manager application’s perspective, a corresponding interface is 
required for managing the TmNS components.  In other words, in order to be able to manage a 
TmNS component via the standard-defined SNMP interface, the System Manager shall 
implement the functionality of an SNMP manager in order to issue SNMP commands and 
queries to the SNMP agent of the TmNS component. 

The System Manager also maintains a complete understanding of the MDL, as it is the software 
tool that provides the user's window into the system configuration.  MDL files that describe 
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entire test missions, from network topology to device settings, even down to measurement 
packaging information within a message will be created using the System Manager through a 
combination of user input and negotiation with devices or proxies which can apply constraints of 
their implementations to describe the resulting measurement and message characteristics.  As 
such, it is a logical requirement that the System Manager provide MDL-authoring and editing 
capability, allowing a user to create and edit test configurations. 

Since the System Manager is an interactive user tool, it is required to provide a GUI.  This is the 
primary means of providing information to the user.  With such a complex system with volumes 
of detailed information available, the GUI must find the right balance of providing the most 
useful information without overloading the display with too much information.  Further, the 
information that is displayed by the System Manager is dependent upon the role of the user using 
the System Manager.   For instance, one user may have permission to monitor the status of 
instrumentation on the TA, but he may not be able to control the instrumentation or alter its state 
or configuration.  A more privileged user may have different screens and options available that 
allow him to issue certain commands and alter the operational state of the instrumentation.  The 
System Manager’s GUI is also the primary indicator of any fault conditions detected within the 
TmNS. 

Under certain scenarios the System Manager is required to communicate with another instance of 
a System Manager operating on a different test range.  The System Manager applications 
communicate configuration, status, and control parameters with each other in order to coordinate 
inter-range operations such as range-to-range handoff events where a TA leaves the management 
space of one range and moves into the management space of another. 

One other special feature of the System Manager is that it is context-sensitive and dependent 
upon the user permissions and its host platform’s location on the network to determine the GUI 
screens available to the user.  This is discussed in more detail in the following section.  

ROLES OF THE INET SYSTEM MANAGER  

The System Manager is an all-encompassing management tool, and it incorporates all 
management capabilities required for managing several TmNSs.  While there is a lot of 
capability wrapped up within the System Manager, not all of those capabilities need to be 
presented to every user all the time.  Using a user-permission and context-sensitive approach, the 
System Manager only presents the user with information and capabilities that the user is 
authorized to view.  The physical location of the host platform may also affect the available 
functionality of the System Manager.  These roles will be described in more detail below. 

The first usage role of the System Manager is that of creating projects which can be used to 
generate MDL files which ultimately are used to configure all devices within a TmNS.  This 
mode of operation of the System Manager may be completely independent of actually operating 
the System Manager in a device management mode.  There are some scenarios where the System 
Manager is connected directly to an instrumentation network in order to retrieve the as-built, 
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device-specific configuration to be imported into the active System Manager project.  This may 
be done in a lab environment.  The authoring capability of the System Manager may not be 
available for some users that utilize the System Manager during actual flight test operations. 

There are multiple operational views within the System Manager.  In one view, the System 
Manager operates within the MCR.  The scope of its management reach includes the MCR as 
well as the instrumentation on the TA network.  Using the defined management interfaces, the 
System Manager is able to discover the TmNS devices within its scope.  It is capable of pushing 
new configurations to the devices.  It is able to command and control the instrumentation, 
including the starting and stopping of recording activities of the TA-based and MCR-based 
recorders as well as enabling and disabling the transmit function of the DAUs.  The user of the 
System Manager may retrieve health and status information as well as statistics from any 
managed TmNS device.  If any fault conditions are detected on a managed component, the 
System Manager can retrieve additional fault information from the device on demand. 

A second operational view is when the System Manager operates within the ROC.  From this 
vantage point, the System Manager manages the range network components.  These components 
include both ground-based and airborne radios, Link Managers , and other TmNS components 
found on the range network.  A Link Manager provides the dynamic transmission schedule for 
the radios whose links it is managing.  The System Manager is able to provide system-wide 
monitoring across the range network that may include multiple concurrent tests.  By monitoring 
a Link Manager, the System Manager is able to retrieve the radio statistics that are being 
collected by the Link Manager.  The System Manager can use this information to provide the 
user with the ability to command certain types of radio handoff events.  A handoff consists of 
changing from one tracking antenna to another tracking antenna as a TA moves out of the range 
of one into the range of the other.  Because a single ground radio is associated with a single 
ground antenna, a change in the radio transmission scheduling needs to occur in order to stop 
transmissions from one radio and begin transmissions for the TA with the other.  The System 
Manager will have the ability to command the Link Manager to perform the radio handoff.  It 
will also be able to push rules to the Link Manager so that the Link Manager can perform a 
handoff without user interaction on the System Manager. 

Figure 1 shows the System Manager operating in both the MCR and the ROC. In this scenario 
the System Manager operating in the MCR manages devices in the TA network, while the 
System Manager operating in the ROC manages the range network components.  
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Figure 1. System Manager Roles 

Under both operational views, the System Manager is able to view network performance but 
only as it pertains to the respective networks being managed by each System Manager.  For 
instance, the System Manager operating within the MCR can monitor the network performance 
of the TA network, but it cannot monitor the performance of the RF network segment or the 
range network.  Network performance management includes an analysis of throughput, latency, 
data drops and packet loss, and other general network statistics.  There is a visualization 
component provided in the GUI for monitoring the network performance.  Based on the MDL 
descriptions of a particular test, the data rates across the network can be estimated.  As part of the 
network performance monitoring, the System Manager will be able to analyze in real time the 
expected performance versus the actual performance and notify the user of any discrepancies. 

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH OF INET SYSTEM MANAGER 

The key to the System Manager’s success will be in how well it can handle the various 
management complexities that come with the new operational concepts while providing a simple 
but complete user interface for operating the System Manager.  It is being designed in such a 
way so as to handle the system complexities behind the scenes, sheltering the user from all the 
low-level details.  After all, the user should only have to focus on the test mission itself rather 
than the specific details of SNMP packets, MDL system configuration file elements, or any other 
mechanism or protocol used for overall management of the system [1]. 
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The System Manager is a sophisticated and complex tool.  Indeed, it must be complex given the 
list of requirements and capabilities that it must perform.  However, not all data being 
maintained by the System Manager should be displayed to every user all the time.  Some views 
of the System Manager involve describing a test network, from network topologies to 
measurement assignment and packaging rules for sensor data of DAUs.  Other views provide 
live health and status information of discovered network devices and may allow for command 
and control of those managed devices.  The System Manager is being designed with these usage 
concepts in mind. 

The System Manager is being designed around a database.  The database will contain 
descriptions of physical network components within the local range inventory, including network 
topology information.  If the System Manager is operating in a live monitoring mode, then the 
System Manager will also store information in the database concerning each managed device.  
The System Manager can perform comparisons between the expected configuration and status of 
a device and the actual configuration and status of the device.  The user would only need to be 
notified when there is a critical difference between the expected status verses the actual status.  
The database will also contain settings for context-sensitive capabilities based on the permissions 
associated with the user roles. 

Once the general design phase has been completed, development will begin.  Throughout the 
development stage, the System Manager will be integrated into the iNET System Integration Lab 
(iSIL) at Southwest Research Institute in San Antonio, Texas.  This will allow for testing and 
interface validation as the development effort progresses. 

CONCLUSION 

The System Manager is the software application being developed for the iNET project that will 
be used to describe, configure, command, control, monitor, and visualize the various network 
components that comprise a TmNS.  It is an all-encompassing tool for management of the 
TmNS.  However, due to the complex nature of the TmNS, not all functionality will be made 
available to every user of the tool.  Instead, the System Manager will have a different look and 
feel based on the permissions of the user and the contextual role of the application.  By using this 
context-sensitive approach, the functionality made available to and seen by a user will vary to 
match that user’s role, therefore allowing the user to focus on their specific responsibilities.   
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ABSTRACT

The iNET preamble can be used to estimate the frequency offset and multipath channel in an
aeronautical telemetry link. To accomplish this, the receiver must be able to identify the start of
the preamble within the received data stream in the presence of uncompensated frequency offset
and unknown multipath channel. In this paper, we explore the performance of seven candidate
preamble detectors in the presence of a frequency offset and over multipath channels typically en-
countered in aeronautical telemetry. A non-coherent post-detection integration (NCPDI) detector
considered in this paper demonstrates the best detection performance for a reduced complexity.

INTRODUCTION

This paper will consider data-aided synchronization and equalization for aeronautical telemetry.
The integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) standard [1] describes a packet-based mode
of data transfer, useful for telemetry downlinks. The standard defines each packet as consisting of
three fields: a preamble, an attached sync marker (ASM), and data bits in the form of an LDPC
codeword.

Data-aided synchronizers and equalizers operate by comparing a copy of a preamble (a known
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sequence) to the received copy. The frequency, phase, and timing offset can be estimated in the
synchronizer. Previous work on this idea using iNET formatted SOQPSK-TG is shown in [2].
The comparison is used in the equalizer to estimate the impulse response of the channel in discrete
time, which is then used to compute the optimum equalizer coefficients. See [3] for a more detailed
example of this.

The first challenge in either operation lies in determining the starting location of the preamble for
each packet within the received signal. Whatever detector is employed to find the preamble must
be robust enough to detect it reliably given unknown channels and frequency offsets. The detected
preamble can then be used in the synchronizers or equalizers. This paper will focus on preamble
detection in SOQPSK-TG modulated data streams in the iNET format.

SIGNAL MODEL

A block diagram of the system under consideration is shown in Figure 1. The input bit stream
comprises an iNET preamble followed by data. From analysis in [6], the preamble sequence is
CD98hex repeated eight times. This pattern was chosen because the repetition allowed fast acqui-
sition in burst-mode transmissions. The bits are modulated using SOQPSK-TG and transmitted
over a multipath channel. The multipath corrupted signal, accompanied by additive white Gaus-
sian noise (AWGN), is filtered and downconverted by the RF Front End. The I/Q baseband signal
is sampled by an A/D converter operating at a sample rate equivalent to two samples/bit. These
samples, denoted r[n] in the figure and in the equations below, form the input to the preamble
detector, which must identify the starting index of the preamble.

Figure 1: A block diagram of an aeronautical telemetry system showing the role of the preamble
detector.

THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD PREAMBLE DETECTOR

Barker [7] showed that preamble detection (also called “frame synchronization”) was possible by
maximizing a simple correlation function. Massey expounded on this by deriving the maximum
likelihood (ML) preamble detector searching for binary data in Gaussian noise [8]. Gansman et
al. addressed unknown carrier frequency and phase in the received signal [9]. Choi and Lee, who
derived several ML functions examined in this paper, developed an ML detector that has a “double
correlation” structure [10]. The Choi and Lee functions provide better performance over a wider
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frequency offset than the Gansman preamble detector [9].

Pedone et al. [11] showed a preamble detector from a series of balanced generalized post detec-
tion integration (B-GPDI) operations. Their work used a non-coherent combination of coherent
partial correlations (also called “integrations”). This paper will utilize this structure, called non-
coherent post detection integration (NCPDI) to derive two lower-complexity preamble detectors to
be examined.

SIMPLE PREAMBLE DETECTOR

The basic preamble detector structure in the literature consists of a correlation function that com-
pares a known and stored copy of the preamble to the received samples. For this paper, let p[n],
0 ≤ n < Lp be the stored copy of the preamble of length Lp − 1. In the AWGN case (where no
frequency-selective channel or frequency offset is applied), the correlation function is calculated
as

L0[u] =

∣∣∣∣∣
u+Lp−1∑

n=u

r[n]p∗[n− u]

∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

This function is evaluated once for each received sample. Over each packet length, the maximum
value of L0, called imax, is chosen as the starting location of the preamble. If the true location of
the preamble for a given packet is at sample i, then the preamble detector has correctly decided the
starting location of the preamble if imax = i.

This detector has the advantage of being moderately simple in complexity. It required 4Lp + 2
real-valued multiplications and a single square root operation.

CHOI-LEE PREAMBLE DETECTORS

In real aeronautical telemetry environments, we must account for frequency offset and multipath
channels. The added interference of the frequency offset causes the simple preamble detector in
(1) to fail; the frequency offset introduces destructive cancellation in the summation.

The Choi and Lee described “double correlation” functions exhibit good performance despite un-
known channel and frequency offset. The first function (called L1(u) in [10]) has the form

LCL-1a[u] =

Lp−1∑
i=1

{∣∣∣∣∣
Lp−1∑
k=i

r∗[u + k]p[k]r[u + k − i]p∗[k − i]

∣∣∣∣∣−
u+Lp−1∑
k=u+i

|r[k]||r[k − i]|

}
(2)

This function is computationally complex. It requires 1
2
[13Lp(Lp − 1) + 4Lp] real-valued mul-

tiplications and 2Lp − 1 square root operations for each index u. LCL−1a comprises a “double
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correlation” term followed by a data correction term. As a simplification, the data correction term
can be omitted, resulting in the function

LCL-1b[u] =

Lp−1∑
i=1

{∣∣∣∣∣
Lp−1∑
k=i

r∗[u + k]p[k]r[u + k − i]p∗[k − i]

∣∣∣∣∣
}

(3)

This function needs only 6Lp(Lp−1) real-valued multiplications, and Lp−1 square root operations.
Choi and Lee proposed two other functions that result from using only the i = 1 terms in (2) and
(3) to produce, respectively:

LCL-2[u] =

∣∣∣∣∣
Lp−1∑
k=1

r∗[u + k]p[k]r[u + k − 1]p∗[k − 1]

∣∣∣∣∣−
u+Lp−1∑
k=u+1

|r[k]||r[k − 1]| (4)

and

LCL-3[u] =

∣∣∣∣∣
Lp−1∑
k=1

r∗[u + k]p[k]r[u + k − 1]p∗[k − 1]

∣∣∣∣∣ (5)

The LCL-2 function requires 15Lp−13 real-valued multiplications and Lp+1 square root operations
for each index u. The LCL-3 function requires 12(Lp − 1) real-valued multiplications and a single
square root operation for each index u.

For all of these functions, as in the AWGN case, the maximum value is found over the length of a
packet. This is the estimated starting index of the preamble.

NCPDI PREAMBLE DETECTORS

An inherent disadvantage of the Choi and Lee detectors is the overwhelming computational com-
plexity required for each sample value u. Running these detectors in real-time is a difficult proposi-
tion at best; it is desirable to find a reduced-complexity detector that will achieve good performance
even in unknown multipath interference and frequency offset environments.

We adapt the non-coherent post-detection integration (NCPDI) detector developed in [11]. We
first write the correlation interval as Lp = LPDILcoh to separate the correlation into two sections:
coherent correlations of length Lcoh, and LPDI non-coherent sums of the Lcoh combinations. This is
written as

LNCPDI[u] =

LPDI−1∑
k=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(k+1)Lcoh−1∑

m=kLcoh

r[u + m]p∗[m]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(6)
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Taking advantage of the chosen preamble structure, we set Lcoh = 32. This is the length of the
repeating sequence in the preamble (at 2 samples per bit). Choosing this value then forces LPDI =
8. Further taking advantage of the fact that p[n] is the form of the modulated bit pattern repeated
eight times, let q[n] be the SOQPSK-TG modulated samples of a single repeating section of the
preamble (corresponding to the bits CD98hex), with length Lq. With some variable manipulation,
we can write the function as

LNCPDI-1[u] =
7∑

k=0

∣∣∣∣∣
Lq−1∑
l=0

r[u + kLq + l]q∗[l]

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(7)

This function requires 4Lq + 16 real-valued multiplications and zero square root operations for
each index u. A simplified version of this detector quantizes the possible values of q[n] to ±1, ±j,
and 1√

2
(±1± j). This function, denoted LNCPDI-2, requires only 32 real-valued multiplications and

zero square root operations for each index u.

PERFORMANCE

At N = 2 samples per bit and using the iNET preamble, Table 1 summarizes the computational
burden of the preamble detectors described above for each index u.

Table 1: Computational complexity of the candidate preamble detectors for a sample rate of
N = 2 samples/bit.

L[u] # Real-Value Mults. # Square-Roots
L0[u] 1,026 1
LCL-1a[u] 424,832 511
LCL-1b[u] 391,680 255
LCL-2[u] 3,827 257
LCL-3[u] 3,060 1
LNCPDI-1[u] 1,040 0
LNCPDI-2[u] 32 0

All of these functions were tested in simulation, and performance was gauged by the mean and
variance of i− imax. Simulations were performed with ten different channel impulse responses, all
of which were captured during channel sounding experiments at Edwards AFB, California [12].
See Figure 3 for the frequency responses of the channels. The simulations were run with a bit rate
of 10.3125 Mbits/s, using SOQPSK-TG modulation at a sample rate of N = 2 two samples/bit.
Frequency offsets of ∆f = 0 Hz and ∆f = 50 KHz were applied.

Due to the computational burden of LCL−1a and LCL−1b, the performance of these detectors was
only simulated over channels 1, 4, and 7.
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Figure 2: Legend used for Figures 4 and 5.

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the detectors using LCL-1a, LCL-1b, LNCPDI-1 and LNCPDI-2 exhibited
great performance in all test scenarios. The mean error for the detectors using these functions was
very nearly zero, even in the high frequency offset environments.

Some caution must be exercised when examining the variance results. Because many of the index
errors were zero the number of errors from which the variance estimate is determined is small,
causing the estimate to be somewhat unreliable. This is especially true for the LCL-1a and LCL-1b

based detectors, who had nearly zero errors across the board.

However, we can draw general conclusions from the results. The LCL-1a and LCL-1b based detectors
had the best performance, followed closely by the LNCPDI-1 and LNCPDI-2 based detectors. The LCL-2

and LCL-3 detectors came third in performance, although their error variances were quite different
from channel to channel.

The correction term found in in LNCPDI-1 and LCL-2 had a curious effect on the detector performance.
Depending on the channel, it either improved or degraded system performance when compared to
the LCL-1b and LCL-3 detector systems. It appears that the varying multipath from channel to channel
coupled with the correction term causes detector performance to vary, as well.

As expected, the simple detector based on L0 showed good performance when the frequency offset
∆f = 0 Hz, but had terrible performance when the frequency offset ∆f = 50 KHz.
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Figure 3: The example channels from channel sounding experiments at Edwards AFB.
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Figure 4: Simulation results for test channels 01 to 05. See Figure 2 for the legend.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for test channels 06 to 10. See Figure 2 for the legend.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that of the candidate functions explored in this paper, the reduced complexity
NCPDI detector provides the best tradeoff between performance and computational complexity. It
is also shown that preamble detectors based on SOQPSK-TG samples can have good performance,
despite an unknown frequency offset and unknown multipath channel.
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ITC continues to be run by an all-volunteer
organizing committee without whom the
conference would never come to pass. The
Board of the International Foundation for
Telemetering wishes to thank all ITC
volunteers, and the companies who sponsor
them, for their generous contributions to
making this forum the premier event it has
been for the past 50 years.

In 2014, the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) celebrates its 50th
Anniversary and the 50th year of holding the International Telemetering Conference.

In each year of the past half century, the ITC has been a forum for sharing information
regarding new innovations to make our telemetering jobs easier and more efficient. In
addition, the primary purpose of the IFT and the conference (ITC) has been to promote
the industry of telemetry and provide a forum for exchanging technical information and
offering the community a place to view, present, and discuss the latest advances in
telemetering.  And the ancillary function/benefit of the IFT and the ITC has been to pro-
vide financial resources to the educational organizations that we support to advance
the field of telemetering and bring new and younger minds into our community.

With these lofty goals in mind, the ITC has become the cornerstone of the industry,
providing an annual get-together of industry users, developers and equipment providers
to present their ideas, innovative products, and clever ways of solving problems to their
users, customers and peers in a packed 3½-day program.  

In consonance with this, and on behalf of the ITC 2014 committee, we would like to
invite your participation and support of the 50th Annual International Telemetering
Conference/USA (ITC/USA) on 20–23 October, 2014 in San Diego, CA.  In celebration
of our 50th Anniversary, the theme for 2014 is “50 Years of Advancing the Art of
Telemetry”, designed to focus on identifying and discussing the past, present, and
future of telemetry.

The resulting forum will provide an important venue for participants to collaborate
through the sharing of both solutions and problems.  Our robust Technical Program
provides an educational and training vehicle for participants to further their career
objectives and knowledge base.  This year, we have 13 short courses to offer our atten-
dees.  An example of courses to be provided this year are Advanced Modulation &
Demodulation Techniques for TM, Implementation of the IRIG 106-13 Chapter 10
Standard, and a new course on providing an overview of the Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards for communications.  Technical sessions will
address the normal telemetry-related topics, but will also offer a view of the past and
what is better today and more complex today.

We will also have an exciting luncheon program.  On Tuesday, we will feature a special
luncheon focused on the history of the ITC with a panel of greyheads led by former
IFT president Bill Rymer.  The greyheads will bring our history to life through discus-
sions, anecdotes, and other experiences in advancing telemetry to our current state.
Our conference luncheon will also focus on the history of the ITC, but with an eye to
the future.

I hope to see you in October and encourage all to join us at our Monday evening “Luau”
theme icebreaker.  The ITC staff remains grateful to all attendees, exhibitors, and spon-
sors in support of our quest to support the importance of telemetering.  See you in
beautiful San Diego.

— Les Bordelon
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CONFERENCE
PLANNER

CONFERENCE PLANNER

Calendar subject to slight modifications.  Consult on-site program for latest information.

Free!

All
Welcome

Free!

No other venue provides the depth of coverage on the
telemetry industry than you’ll get from ITC.  Consistent with
our 50th Anniversary, the theme for 2014 is “50 Years of
Advancing the Art of Telemetry”, designed to focus on identifying and discussing the past, present,
and future of telemetry.  We’re kicking the conference off with the Icebreaker on Monday night
that you won’t want to miss.  We continue the fun with an Exhibit Hall Reception held on Tuesday
night.  On Tuesday, we will feature a special luncheon focused on the history of the ITC with a
panel of greyheads led by former IFT president, Bill Rymer.  The conference caps off our special
events with a conference luncheon on Wednesday that offers an interesting and entertaining
presentation by Dr. Todd Coleman, Associate Professor, Department of Bioengineering at UCSD.  

EVENT GUIDE DATE TIME

Registration Sunday, October 19 4:00pm–6:30pm

Monday, October 20 7:00am–6:00pm

Tuesday, October 21 7:00am–5:45pm

Wednesday, October 22 7:30am–11:45am / 2:00pm–5:00pm

Thursday, October 23 8:00am–10:00am

Short Courses Monday, October 20 9:00am–5:00pm
(See pages 7–8 for complete short course information) 

Exhibition Hours Tuesday, October 21 10:00am–6:00pm

Wednesday, October 22 8:00am–11:45am / 2:00pm–6:00pm

Thursday, October 23 8:00am–12:00pm

Technical Sessions Tuesday, October 21 1:30pm–4:30pm

Wednesday, October 22 8:30am–11:30am / 2:30pm–5:30pm

Thursday, October 23 8:30am–11:30am

Special Events
ITC Icebreaker – Luau! Monday, October 20 6:30pm–8:30pm

Opening Ceremony &
Keynote Address Tuesday, October 21 8:00am–10:00am

Historical Luncheon Tuesday, October 21 11:30am–1:00pm

Exhibit Hall Reception Tuesday, October 21 5:00pm–6:00pm

Conference Luncheon Wednesday, October 22 12:00pm–2:00pm



TU
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DA
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T. 

21

8:00 AM

Opening Ceremony & Keynote Address  >Location:  Grand Ballroom

DoD T&E – A View From the Top Chair: Dr. C. David Brown – Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Developmental Test & Evaluation Director, Test Resources Management Center

CLOSED

10:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM

OPEN
10:00
AM
to

6:00 
PM

11:30 AM
to

1:00 PM

Historical Luncheon  >Location:  Grand Ballroom

50 Years of Evolution in Telemetry
Moderator: Bill Rymer – Retired

Panelists: Gene Law – Retired; Dr. Stephen Horan– NASA, Space Technology Mission Directorate; Lee Eccles – Boeing Test & Evaluation; Warren Price – Retired

2:30 PM
to 

4:30 PM

Technical 
Sessions:

1.
Stories from 50 Years

of Telemetering
Evolution

2.
Antennas and
Tracking 1

3.
Range Systems

1

4.
Network

1

5.
Processing

1

6.
Modulation

1

5:00 PM Reception  >Location:  Exhibit Halls  (5:00 PM – 6:00 PM)

CONFERENCE
AT A GLANCE

4

Special sessions consist of late-breaking technical presentations and will not have material in the Proceedings.
Times and locations subject to change.  Consult on-site program for latest information.
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Short Courses Halls

TIME

9:00 AM
to

5:00 PM

Advanced
Modulation &
Demodulation
Techniques

Basic
Signals &
Modulation

Inter-
mediate 
Concepts

CCSDS 
Tutorial

iNET
Telemetric
Networks

IRIG 106-13
Chapter 10
Standard

Spectrum
& Signal
Analysis

Basic
Systems

Engineering

Intro
to

MATLAB

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

& RF

Basics of
Aircraft

Instrumen-
tation

Introduction
to Analyzing
Ethernet Data

Introduction to
Scientific Test
& Analysis
Techniques

SETUP

6:30 PM
to

8:30 PM

ITC/USA 2014 Icebreaker:  “Luau!!!!”
>Location:  Terrace Pavilion (by the pool)

CLOSED

W
ED

NE
SD

AY
, O

CT
. 2

2

8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 11:45 AM OPEN
8:00
AM
to

11:45 
AM

8:30 AM
to

11:30
AM

Technical Sessions:

7.
ICTS

8.
iNET
1

9.
Antennas and

Tracking
2

10.
Imaging

1

11.
Processing

2

12.
Modulation

2

12:00
PM

Conference Luncheon & Keynote Speaker  >Location:  Grand Ballroom

Wireless Tattoo Technology for Transmitting Vital Medical Data
Speaker: Dr. Todd Coleman – Associate Professor, Department of Bioengineering, UCSD

CLOSED

2:00 PM Exhibits Are Open from 2:00 to 6:00 PM / Exhibitor Feedback Meeting 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM >Terrace Salon 1
OPEN
2:00 
PM
to

6:00 
PM

2:30 PM
to 

5:30 PM
Technical Sessions:

13.
Metadata Description
Language (MDL)
Users Group

14.
Imaging 

2

15.
Data Transport

16.
Antennas and

Tracking
3

17.
Recollections and

Predictions

18.
Range Systems

2

Exhibits Are Open until 6:00 PM 

TH
UR

SD
AY

, O
CT

. 2
3

8:00 AM Exhibits Are Open from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM
OPEN
8:00 
AM
to

12:00
PM

8:30 AM 
to 

11:30
AM

Technical Sessions:

19.
US Spectrum

Issues

20.
TENA

21.
Processing

3

22.
Network

2

23.
Antennas and

Tracking
4

24.
iNET 
2

Exhibits Are Open Until 12:00 PM

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

Special

Session
Special

Session

Free!
All Welcome!

Free!
All Welcome!

Fun!
Food!

Entertainment!

Special

Session
Special

Session
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GUEST SPEAKERS

OPENING CEREMONY & KEYNOTE ADDRESS
>Tuesday, October 21, 2014  8:00am – 10:00am | Grand Ballroom

DOD T&E – A VIEW FROM THE TOP

This presentation will focus on Developmental Test & Evaluation in the Department of Defense
and many issues that directly affect the Ranges. This will set the stage for the remainder of the
conference as we continue to focus on identifying and discussing the past, present, and future
of telemetry.

ITC/USA’14 GUEST SPEAKERS

Keynote Speaker:
Dr. C. David Brown – Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, Developmental Test
& Evaluation Director, Test Resource Management Center

Dr. C. David Brown is the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Developmental Test & Evaluation
(DASD(DT&E)) and Director, Test Resource Management Center (TRMC). As the DASD(DT&E), he
serves as the principal advisor on developmental test and evaluation to the Secretary of Defense
(SECDEF) and the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics (USD(AT&L)).
Dr. Brown is responsible for DT&E policy and guidance in support of the acquisition of major
Department of Defense (DoD) weapons systems, and providing advocacy, oversight, and guidance to
the DT&E acquisition workforce.

In Dr. Brown’s role as Director, TRMC he advises the SECDEF and USD(AT&L) on matters pertain-
ing to the DoD’s Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB), the Nation’s critical range infrastruc-
ture for conducting effective test and evaluation (T&E). Additionally, he reviews and certifies proposed

T&E budgets of Military Departments and Defense Agencies, administers the Central Test and Evaluation Investment
Program (CTEIP), and oversees the DoD program for T&E science and technology.

Prior to his appointment in September of 2013, Dr. Brown was a consulting engineer for the MITRE Corporation and the
Institute for Defense Analyses in the areas of DoD program management, systems engineering, and test and evaluation. He
was also an adjunct professor and still teaches graduate courses in program management and systems engineering for Johns
Hopkins University. He previously served as the Director of the Combined Test Organization and Executive Director for
Test for the Army Future Combat Systems (FCS) program where he was responsible for planning and overseeing the test-
ing and evaluation for this multi-billion dollar revolutionary development program.

Before working on the FCS program, Dr. Brown was the Director for Test and Technology for the Army Developmental Test
Command, where he oversaw the management of more than 1700 tests annually, technical operations at five of the DoD
MRTFBs and six associated test sites, and an annual budget of over $450 million in investment in test support and test tech-
nology development. Dr. Brown was also the focal point for the Army’s application of modeling and simulation techniques
to technical test and evaluation, including the development of the Virtual Proving Ground, the Army’s multi-million dollar,
multi-year virtual testing program. He has also been a test instrumentation engineer, test director, test manager, and an active
Army Signal Corps officer in various leadership positions.

Dr. Brown became a member of the Senior Executive Service in 1999, holds two patents, and has authored numerous tech-
nical papers. He is a registered Professional Engineer, was a member of the Army Acquisition Corps, and is a retired Army
Reserve Colonel. He has a PhD in electrical engineering from the University of Delaware, and a MS in National Resource
Strategy from the National Defense University Industrial College of the Armed Forces. He is an active member of the
International Council on Systems Engineering and the International Test and Evaluation Association.
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CONFERENCE LUNCHEON GUEST SPEAKER

CONFERENCE LUNCHEON
>Wednesday, October 22, 2014
12:00pm – 2:00pm | Grand Ballroom
Dr. Coleman’s research focuses on wireless tattoo technology to trans-
mit vital medical data, bringing yesterday’s science fiction into today’s
reality.  His ultrathin devices can monitor brain waves, heart rates, and
other vital signs without tying a patient to a machine.

WIRELESS TATTOO TECHNOLOGY FOR

TRANSMITTING VITAL MEDICAL DATA

Luncheon Speaker:  Dr. Todd Coleman
Associate Professor, Department of Bioengineering at UCSD

Todd P. Coleman joined the Jacobs School of Engineering in 2011 as an associate professor in the Department of
Bioengineering.  He received bachelor’s degrees in electrical engineering (summa cum laude), as well as computer engineer-
ing (summa cum laude) from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, in 2000, along with master’s and doctoral degrees in
electrical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, in 2002, and 2005.  During the 2005-2006
academic year, he was a postdoctoral scholar in computational neuroscience at MIT and Massachusetts General Hospital.
From fall 2006 until June 2011, he was an assistant professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering and Neuroscience at
the University of Illinois, Urbana, Champaign.

Dr. Coleman, a National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship recipient, was awarded the University of
Michigan College of Engineering’s Senior Class Prize in 1999 and was awarded the MIT EECS Department’s M. J. Levin Award
for Best Masterworks Oral Thesis Presentation in 2002.  In fall 2008, he was a co-recipient of the University of Illinois
College of Engineering’s Grainger Award in Emerging Technologies for development of a novel, practical timing-based tech-
nology.  Beginning fall 2009, he served as a co-Principal Investigator on a five-year NSF IGERT interdisciplinary training grant
for graduate students, titled “Neuro-engineering:  A Unified Educational Program for Systems Engineering and
Neuroscience”.  Coleman also has been serving on the DARPA Information Science and Technology study group for a three-
year term, beginning fall 2009.  He was a Fellow with the University of Illinois Center for Advanced Study for the 2010-
2011 academic year.

HISTORICAL LUNCHEON

50 YEARS OF EVOLUTION IN TELEMETRY

The Historical Luncheon will highlight the events of the last 50 years involving telemetry technology, instrumentation, education, and manufacturing.  The
panel will provide humorous anecdotes from days gone by and provide a historical perspective leading to current telemetry practice. Be sure to stop by
the Historical Museum to view telemetry equipment of the past, such as a custom data processing board and a Milgo Plotter.

Moderator:
Bill Rymer – Retired
Mr. Rymer began work with Naval Aviation as a student trainee at Patuxent
River, MD in 1962.  He worked a specialty in spectral analysis and vibration
for most of his career.  He was head of Telemetry from 1982-2000 and retired
January 2001 as Head of Range Instrumentation in Atlantic Ranges & Facilities
at Patuxent.  He  worked part-time on Network Enhanced Telemetry for

Spiral Technology Corp. and OSD from 2001 through 2011.  Mr. Rymer is a Rotarian and
Life Member of IEEE.  He has also served on the  Board of Directors of the IFT from 2004-
2012 and was President for 4 years ,ending October 2012. 

Gene Law – Retired
Mr. Law has worked in the field of aeronautical telemetry since 1970.  His main
effort was providing engineering support to the Telemetry Group of the Range
Commanders Council.  He retired from the Weapons Instrumentation
Division of the Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, Point Mugu, CA

in 2006.  Mr. Law now works part-time for Jacobs Technology/Aegir Systems.

Dr. Stephen Horan – NASA
Stephen Horan, PhD is presently the Principal Investigator for Avionics and
Software within the Space Technology Mission Directorate of NASA.  In 2009, 
Dr. Horan joined NASA Langley Research Center as the spacecraft communica-
tions lead and ground systems lead for the CLARREO project.  

Lee Eccles – Boeing Test & Evaluation
Mr. Eccles was hired in 1962 into the Electrical Power Group on the B-52 in
Wichita, KS.  In 1963 he was transferred into a group writing AF technical manuals
for the B-52 and in 1964 was transferred into the Flight Test Calibration Lab. 
Mr. Eccles has participated in IEEE standards working groups as well as with the

Range Commanders Council - Telemetry Group on the IRIG-106 standards.

Warren Price – Retired
Mr. Price began his 40-year career in Telemetry at Defense Electronics, Inc.,in 1963
and moved to Microdyne Corporation in 1968.  He retired in 2003 as Western
Regional Sales Manager.  He was a member of the ITC Committee for 18 years and
on the board of International Foundation for Telemetering from 1985 to 2000. 

** Complete biographies of panelists can be found in the on-site program that will be available in October

>Tuesday, October 21, 2014

11:30pm – 1:00pm | Grand Ballroom
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Short Course Description Instructor

Advanced Modulation
& Demodulation

Techniques For Telemetry

Explores modulation techniques currently employed or proposed for telemetry.  Material covers the legacy PCM/FM wave-
form, SOQPSK, and Multi-h CPM.  Demodulation techniques for these waveforms are also addressed with particular
emphasis on synchronization techniques and performance. 

Terry Hill, 
Quasonix, LLC

Basic Signals
& Modulation

This course is directed towards beginning technical personnel or telemetry personnel with limited experience in commu-
nications and modulation systems. The course will cover basic concepts necessary to understanding the data communica-
tions process within the telemetry system.  This will include signal descriptions, the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) process,
concepts of analog and digital modulation and demodulation, and signal bandwidth representations.  Emphasis will be on
graphical representations with minimal mathematical requirements.

Dr. Stephen
Horan, 

NASA Langley
Research Center

Intermediate 
Concepts

This course is designed for the more experienced user.  It includes a discussion on technology covering the entire system
- from signal conditioners to recorders, workstations, and software.  Specific topics include systemic implementations of
Nyquist and Nyquist folding, recorder architectures (both hardware and software), RAID implementations (DAS, NAS,
SAN) and performance issues of Windows and Unix system architectures, Range Communications, and the use of the new
Chapter 10 Data formats, with a review of how the new iNET architecture will impact the ranges through 2025.

Tim Gatton

Consultative
Committee for Space
Data Systems (CCSDS)

Tutorial

With applications in land, sea, air and space telemetry systems, the CCSDS tutorial provides an overview of the
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards for communications.  It provides a graphical depic-
tion of the CCSDS protocol stacks with references to the more common OSI stack.  It includes descriptions of practical
applications for high-latency and error-prone links, reasons to include different forms of forward error correction and
compression, practical reasons for using packet telemetry, considerations for making everything IP-based, concerns over
security, new applications of short and medium distance Wi-Fi techniques, and interoperability interests between civil and
defense systems.  The course focuses on standard commanding, telemetry and node-to-node communication operations
for remote data systems.  Time is additionally spent on presenting new global proposals by member countries to extend
the standards to cover broader interfaces, monitor and control, and even GUI features.  Students should have a general
technical competency and understanding of communications theory, protocols and systems.

Robert Ritter, 
IMI/RT Logic

iNET Telemetric
Networks

This course introduces participants to telemetric networks as applicable to the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry
(iNET) project. Participants will gain an understanding of telemetric networking principles, applicable networking technolo-
gies, trade-offs in applying networks to telemetry, and end-to-end telemetric applications. Specifically, the iNET Telemetry
Network System (TmNS) demonstration system will be presented illustrating the test article network, radio access net-
work, range operations network, mission control network, system management operations, and telemetric applications.
The presentation will include current performance and capabilities of developmentally flight tested capabilities.  This course
is intended for anyone who needs an introduction to iNET technologies and system capabilities. It will be useful for par-
ticipants to have a basic knowledge of networking concepts. This short course is particularly beneficial for persons respon-
sible for or involved in flight test instrumentation and telemetry systems.

Thomas Grace,
NAVAIR

Patuxent River
& Ben Abbott,

SwRI

Principles &
Implementation of 
the IRIG 106-13

Chapter 10 Standard

This course offers an in-depth tutorial presentation of the IRIG 106-13 Chapter 10 Digital Recording Standard for onboard
and ground recorders and includes the draft Optical Systems Group High Speed Separation Video recording format defi-
nition.  Use of recording, reconstruction, and replay systems compliant with IRIG-106 Chapter 10 will be discussed as well
as recordings from Chapter 10/GigE Vision compliant High Speed Video Cameras.  The IRIG 106-15 version of Chapter 10
standard which is in work will also be presented.  The workshop leaders have pioneered IRIG-106 Chapter 10 standard
and uses throughout developmental test, operational test and operational fleets.

Al Berard,
Air Force Test

Center, Eglin AFB
& Mark Buckley,

Telspan Data

Spectrum and Signal
Analysis

This course explores the range of measurements that can be made with a vector spectrum analyzer, from swept
measurements of the RF spectrum through spur searches and pulsed signal measurements and on to more advanced
measurements like phase noise, noise figure and demodulation of communications signals.  The material presented is
suitable for beginners, but can also serve as a useful survey for more experienced users.

Donald
Vanderweit,

Keysight
Technologies

Basic Systems 
Engineering

This course studies end-to-end telemetry systems with their signal and noise characteristics. It concentrates on analysis
of data streams for efficient transfers over the communication link. Sampling, filtering, commutation, and RF link character-
istics are studied. Line Coding (NRZ-L, BIΦ-L, etc.) with their spectral (Fourier) characteristics, bandwidth and filtering
requirements are analyzed.  Benefits of using Forward Error Correction (FEC) for data transmission is explained (Block,
Convolutional, and Turbo Coding concepts are discussed).  Modulation techniques such as AM, PCM/FM, BPSK and QPSK
are analyzed; their Eb/N0 and BER performance characteristics are compared.  Learn dB/dBm concepts better. Course relies
on the basic mathematical principals of the system.

Halil Altan, 
Altan Tech
Consulting

Introduction to
Analyzing Ethernet

Data

With the proliferation of Ethernet as a data transport on multiple commercial and military aircraft and weapon systems
it is becoming even more important to get a basic understanding of how to analyze Ethernet data. This course will start
with an introduction to the OSI model and lay out the basics that make up Ethernet traffic. Then we'll look at the open
source Wireshark program and go through a crash course in using it to examine different types of Ethernet traffic. Finally
we'll look at using the Python programming language along with several libraries to actually analyze and decode data
embedded in Ethernet traffic.

Paul Ferrill, 
Avionics Test 
and Analysis
Corporation

SHORT COURSES
>MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2014 | 9:00AM–5:00PM

* Short courses continued on page 8
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*Short course certificates provided upon request.

>MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2014 | 9:00AM–5:00PM
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Short Course Description Instructor

Fundamentals
of Microwaves

and RF

The course begins with an overview of electromagnetic theory and the many common uses of RF-microwaves today.
Concepts such as the frequency spectrum, basic physics of electro-magnetic wave reflection and propagation, standing
waves, power density, phase and polarity are discussed. The second section discusses RF-microwave components typically
found in telemetry systems, touching on design and applications. Consideration of antennas, transmissions lines,
couplers/splitters/combiners, hybrids, RF amplifiers, VCOs, isolators, attenuators, modulators, etc. is given. Concepts such
as “intermodulation”, “dynamic range” and, “linearity” are introduced.  The final section of the course addresses the appli-
cation of an end-to-end digital telemetry transceiving system. A typical airborne to ground station radio link is presented
with emphasis placed on “RF-centric issues” impacting radio link performance.

Mark McWhorter,
Lumistar, Inc.

Basics of Aircraft
Instrumentation

This course is an introduction to the full measurement chain, from sensor to graphic display. The course will cover modern
airborne data acquisition, recording, RF telemetry, and data reduction/processing systems. Emphasis is on practical
application of instrumentation devices, their operations, and best practices.

Carl Kowalski
& Jim Alich,

412 Test Wing
Edwards AFB

Introduction to
Scientific Test &

Analysis Techniques

With the increased emphasis that industry and DoD are placing on the use of scientific principles in the test and evaluation
environment, you may have heard of the term STAT (Scientific Test and Analysis Techniques).  This course will provide an
overview of some of the most important scientific test and analysis techniques used in test and evaluation activities.  This
course is intended for executives, leaders, managers, and practitioners who need to know what STAT includes and what it can
do for their organizations even if they might never design a test or evaluate its results.  No prior statistical knowledge is need-
ed to garner some key principles and take-aways from this course as the presentation will be in the KISS (Keep It Simple
Statistically) mode.  The course will be very practical, giving many examples and case studies of the techniques presented, as
well as Rules of Thumb which help bypass complexity.  

Dr. Mark Kiemele,
Air Academy
Associates

Introduction to
MATLAB

This is a hands-on course for practicing engineers who would like to learn how to leverage one of industry's most powerful
software tools: MATLAB.  Participants will gain the experience of writing their own MATLAB scripts.  Topics covered will
be basic MATLAB syntax, file I/O, data analysis, data reduction, data visualization, and algorithm development.  We will
explore MATLAB's basic tool set as well as additional tool boxes.  No programming experience is required.

** MATLAB software and a rental license will be provided as part of the course, however, participants will need to provide
their own laptop computer, and have administrative rights that will allow them to install the MATLAB software.

Grant Senn,
TRAX International,

LLC

ITC/USA 2014 TECHNICAL SESSIONS AND SESSION CHAIRS

>Tuesday, October 21
Session 1. Stories from 50 Years
of Telemetering Evolution * 
Mike Scardello, Systems Engineer

Session 2. Antennas & 
Tracking 1
Christian H. Winkelmann, Boeing

Session 3. Range Systems 1
Bruce Johnson, Chief Engineer, Aircraft
Instrumentation Division

Session 4. Network 1
Joseph Bilodeau, Technical Excellence,
Boeing Instrumentation & Data
Systems

Session 5. Processing 1
Steven Meyer, Head, Airborne
Instrumentation Systems Division
Project Coordination Branch, NAVAIR

Session 6. Modulation 1
Jesus Benitez, Electronics Engineer,
White Sands Missile Range

>Thursday, October 23
Session 19. US Spectrum 
Issues * 
Darrell Ernst, Operations Research
Scientist, ErnsTek LLC

Session 20. TENA
Jessica Moore, Systems & Integration,
Boeing Test & Evaluation

Session 21. Processing 3
Anita Johnson, Software Engineer,
Boeing Instrumentation & Data
Systems

Session 22. Network 2
Philip Ellerbrock, Technical Fellow, The
Boeing Company

Session 23. Antennas & Tracking
4
Jaime Reyes, Electronics Engineer, White
Sands Missile Range

Session 24. iNET 2
Richard D. Stiers, Boeing

Session 7. ICTS * 
Jean Claude Ghnassia, Systems
Engineer (Retired)

Session 8. iNET 1
Mark Wigent, Systems Engineer, 
Leidos

Session 9. Antennas & 
Tracking 2
Scott Kujiraoka, Project Manager,
NAVAIR

Session 10. Imaging 1
Kenneth A. Wihelm, Technical Lead
Engineer, Boeing Test & Evaluation

Session 11. Processing 2
Michael Van Meter, Head, Telemetry
Systems Branch, NAVAIR

Session 12. Modulation 2
Thomas Fisher, Technical Lead Engineer,
Boeing Test & Evaluation

Session 13. Metadata
Description Language (MDL)

Users Group* 
Lee Eccles, Technical Fellow, Boeing Test
& Evaluation

Session 14. Imaging 2
Shannon Wigent, Principal, Laulima
Systems

Session 15. Data Transport
Brian Keating, Electronics Engineer,
NAVAIR

Session 16. Antennas & Tracking
3
Jesus Nevarez, Electronics Engineer,
White Sands Missile Range

Session 17. Recollections &
Predictions
Kenneth Smith, Systems Engineer
(Retired)

Session 18. Range Systems 2
Jon Morgan, Telemetry Systems
Architect, JT3, Edwards Air Force Base

* Special Session

>Wednesday, October 22
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>WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2014
Conference Luncheon 12:00pm–2:00pm
Wireless Tattoo Technology for Transmitting Vital Medical Data >Grand Ballroom
You won’t want to miss this exciting and extremely entertaining presentation by Dr. Todd Coleman, Associate Professor,
Department of Bioengineering at UCSD.  Dr. Coleman’s research focuses on wireless tattoo technology to transmit vital
medical data, bringing yesterday’s science fiction into today’s reality.  Come and enjoy a delicious lunch and listen to a
dynamic speaker for what promises to be a very memorable experience.

Tickets: $25.00/person.

>TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2014
Opening Ceremony & Keynote Address 8:00am–10:00am

DoD T&E – A View From the Top >Grand Ballroom
The best paper prizes for the conference will be followed by the keynote address from Dr. C. David Brown, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense, Development Test & Evaluation Director, Test Resource Management Center (TRMC).  A light continen-
tal breakfast will be served at 7:30am and the program will begin promptly at 8:00am.

Historical Luncheon 11:30am–1:00pm

50 Years of Evolution in Telemetry >Grand Ballroom

The Historical Luncheon will highlight the events of the last 50 years involving telemetry technology, instrumentation,

education and manufacturing.  The panel will provide humorous anecdotes from days gone by and provide an historical

perspective leading to current telemetry practice. Be sure to stop by the Historical Museum to view telemetry equipment of

the past such as a custom data processing board and a Milgo Plotter.

Tickets: $25.00/person.

Exhibit Hall Reception 5:00pm–6:00pm
>Exhibit Halls

This not-to-be-missed reception allows you to network while enjoying a taste of the industry’s very latest innovations.  We’re
keeping the exhibit halls open until 6:00p.m., so you can get the most of mixing business with pleasure!  All conference atten-
dees are welcome!!

>MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2014
ITC Icebreaker 6:30pm–8:30pm
Luau!!! >Terrace Pavilion (by the pool)

Ho'olu komo la kaua!  Shake your hips and move your feet, — this is a Hawaiian celebration you won’t want

to miss!  Please come join us in celebrating our 50th year Anniversary.  There will be a Hawaiian feast as

well as live entertainment.  Everyone is welcome to this event — a great way to renew old acquaintances

and make new contacts.

Free!
All Welcome!

Free!
All Welcome!

Seating for both luncheons are limited, so buy your ticket(s) early.  Online purchase is available through
October 17, 2014 — just go to www.telemetry.org.  Or you can buy your tickets on-site at the registration desk

starting Sunday, October 19th at 4:00pm..

Free!
All Welcome!
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ABOUT ITC/USA 2014

Background

The International Telemetering Conference/USA (ITC/USA) is an annual forum and
technical exhibition sponsored by the International Foundation for Telemetering
(IFT), a non-profit corporation dedicated to serving the technical and professional
interests of the telemetering community, including the establishment and support
of scholastic telemetry programs at six universities.  The 3½-day conference
consists of technical presentations, tutorials, and short courses arranged in
concurrent sessions and complemented by a technical exhibition area that features
latest-technology product demos and displays from more than 100 industry
suppliers.

The unique relationship between the manufacturing community and users in both
government and industry has produced yearly conferences that have led to
continued advancements of the telemetering and instrumentation
systems/equipment we rely on today, as well as the continuing education of
telemetering professionals worldwide.

Who Should Attend?

If you are involved with any kind of aerospace, vehicular, biomedical, meteorological,
or industrial telemetry applications, then you belong at ITC/USA 2014.  This
premier forum brings together customers, suppliers, academics, and the engineering
community to discuss how technology is revolutionizing the field.

Why Attend?
> Unprecedented opportunity to network with the industry’s leading experts and

innovators
> Robust technical program covering the latest policies, trends, constraints, and

breakthroughs shaping the industry
> Expert commentary from keynote speakers
> Wide selection of short courses to keep you on top of technology

developments
> Attain Continuing Learning Points (CLPs) to further your professional

development

Why Exhibit?
> Extremely affordable way to reach the telemetry industry’s movers and shakers
> Captive audience of over 2,000 telemetry engineers, scientists, and management

personnel
> Outstanding opportunity to stay abreast of the competition and get new ideas

to expand your product base
> Highly targeted direct mail opportunities to conference attendees

An acclaimed international technical symposium for 50 years
running, ITC remains the world’s most comprehensive telemetry
event.  With everything from in-depth technical short courses
and technical briefs presented by real-world experts to world-
class speakers and cutting-edge exhibits, this show has
something for everyone in the industry.  Don’t miss out!

ABOUT
ITC/USA 2014
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ITC/USA 2014 EXHIBITOR LIST (AS OF JULY 25, 2014)

Acroamatics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .813

ADAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1017

AIM-USA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .405

Air Academy Associates  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1216

AIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .903

Alta Data Technologies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1002

AMERGINT Technologies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .217

AMPEX Data Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1003

Apogee Labs, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .218

Apollotek Ltd  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .211

BAE Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1011

Brandywine Communications  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .908

CALCULEX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .511

Command and Control Technologies Corporation  . . . . . . . . .1201

Compunetix Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1001

CPI Malibu Division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1008

Curtiss-Wright Controls Avionics & Electronics (CWC-AE)  . .201

De Vries Scientific  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1009

Delta Digital Video  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .911

DEWESoft LLC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .901

Dewetron  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .313

Digital West Imaging  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1116

Dynetics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .314

Edge Consulting & Sales  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1111

EMC Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .413

Emhiser Research, Inc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .101

ESE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .716

Evertz Microsystems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1100

GDP Space Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .913

IAI  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .907

Instrumentation Technology Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .816

IPtec Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1016

ITEA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .916

JDA Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1007

JT3  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .818

Knowledge Based Systems Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .110

KRATOS Lancaster  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .212

L-3  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .317 

Lumistar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .409

Meggitt Sensing Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .202

Microwave Innovations  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .208

NAVAIR Ranges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1217

NetAcquire Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .601

Nevion  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1013

OnTime Networks  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .209

Orbit Communication Systems, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1113

Pulse Research Lab  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .811

Quad Tron Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .113

Quasonix  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .607

Ramona Research, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .403

Raytheon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .301

Reach Technologies Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .705

Rotating Precision Mechanisms Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .910

RT Logic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .610

San Francisco Circuits, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1006

Sekai Electronics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .918

SMART High Reliability Solutions  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .200

Smartronix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .501

Society of Flight Test Engineers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .401

Southwest Research Institute  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .308

Spectracom  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .800

Summation Research, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .809

Superior Access Solutions, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .905

Symvionics, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .307

Sypris Electronics  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .204

Systel, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .215

Systems Engineering & Management Company  . . . . . . . . . . . . .507

Telemetry & Communications Systems, Inc.  . . . . . . . . .1101, 1200

Teletronics Technology Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .125

Telspan Data  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .804

Times Microwave Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .109

Ulyssix Technologies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .701

Universal Switching Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .326

ViaSat, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .219

Wideband Systems, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .711

WTW-Tel Data System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .121

Zodiac Data Systems  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .801

Company Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth Company Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Booth

= Gold Sponsorship = Silver Sponsorship         = Bronze Sponsorship
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SEE OUR NEW 8 FOOT C- /  
S-BAND TRACKER IN BOOTH 219 
THAT OFFERS THE BEST 
PERFORMANCE FOR STAYING 
ON FAST MOVING TARGETS. 

TELEMETRY TRACKING SYSTEMS 
FOR TODAY AND DECADES TO COME

TRACKING THE MOST 
DEMANDING TARGETS

Difficult tracking applications require 
an antenna that provides precision 
tracking performance and accurate 
telemetry data acquisition, even on the 
most difficult targets. 

ViaSat has been supplying high 
performance tracking antennas for 
over 45 years and has delivered 
hundreds of installed systems.  

WWW.VIASAT.COM
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Over 100 Quadrillion Models and Counting

Please visit us in booth 607 to see live demos.

Quasonix is expanding
the industry’s widest
range of C-Band
transmitters and
receivers…

SPONSORSHIPS ARE A GREAT WAY TO HELP YOU EXTEND YOUR REACH AND MAXIMIZE
YOUR EXPOSURE TO OUR ATTENDEES AND READY-TO-BUY DECISION-MAKERS AS WELL AS:
> Draw attention to a new product or service
> Generate more sales leads
> Increase booth traffic
> Make a lasting impression

>Sponsorship Opportunities Include
ITC Mobile App Banner Ad- Display your logo or advertisement in a rotating banner and attract more
leads. Attendees can tap on your advertisement to see other resources in the app or in the web. An
effective banner can drive traffic to your booth or website, increase visibility, and boost sales.
Premier listing in the conference app - Highlight your company listing to make your brand more
visible as well as upload photos and marketing material. This is the easiest way to stand out in a long list
of exhibitors and receive more attention!
ITC Website Advertising - Your Company's logo or fixed image advertisement will run prominently on
the ITC Telemetry.org home page or the ITC 2014 page. 
Meeting Space - If you need meeting space, don’t wait to reserve a meeting room because they will
sell out. Food and beverage orders for the meeting rooms must be made thru the hotel. Please contact
Lena Moran at Lmoran@traxintl.com if you have any questions. 

For the complete list of sponsorship opportunities please visit our website at www.telemetry.org

Sign Up

Today!



Beautiful
San Diego!
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HOTEL INFORMATION

Event Location
ITC/USA 2014 will be hosted at the Town and Country
Resort & Convention Center located in the heart of San
Diego, just minutes from Lindbergh Field.  With first-class spa
facilities, fine dining, and gracious accommodations, the Town
and Country is ideal for vacationers and convention delegates
alike.  Most ITC events, including short courses, technical ses-
sions, and exhibits, will occur in or in close proximity to the
Convention Center area of the hotel property.  Other events,
including the opening ceremony and conference luncheon, will
be clearly marked with signs.  The Town and Country is locat-
ed at 500 Hotel Circle North, San Diego, California 92108.
There will be a $5 charge for parking for ITC attendees and
exhibitors.

Hotel Reservations
ITC/USA 2014 encourages all attendees and exhibitors to stay
at the Town and Country during the conference.  Doing so
justifies our free use of convention space during the confer-
ence, which in turn allows us to offer free “exhibits only”
admittance and a “regular” technical registration charge that is
far lower than other major technical conferences.
Care has been taken to reserve a block of rooms at special
rates for attendees — please specify that you will be attend-
ing the conference when booking your reservation.  The cut-
off date to reserve under the room block is October 12, 2014.
After that, rooms will be sold on a space-available basis.
Room block cut-off: October 12, 2014
Reservations via Web: www.telemetry.org (click on ITC
2014 to be directed to the hotel information page)
Reservations via phone: 1.800.772.8527 / please cite
“International Telemetering Conference” when making reser-
vations.
Resort Fee: A daily resort fee of $10 will be charge upon
check-in.  Resort fee includes: guest room Wi-Fi, all local calls,
fitness center access, 10% off spa services at Bella Tosca Day
Spa, and discounted pricing on airport transfers.
Cancellations: The Town and Country requires a 48-hour
cancellation notice prior to the reservation date.  Late cancel-
lations will result in the first night’s stay being billed to your
credit card. If you need to reserve more than one room,
establish master billing, or have any questions, please contact
Town and Country Room Reservations at 1.800.772.8527. eINTERNET CAFÉ

ITC will provide an Internet Café for personal use
by attendees within the Convention Space. Please
consult the Exhibitor Packet for Internet access at
exhibitor booth spaces. For your convenience, the
Town and Country offers wireless access from its
guest rooms.

Reserve now to 
ensure the best selectio

n!
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ITC’14 Exhibitors:  Please register your show personnel, guests, and sales representatives on the web!

Regular
Provides access to all exhibit areas, technical sessions and includes a DVD of
the Technical Proceedings.

$30

Short Course Fee to attend one short course of your choice. $400

Active Duty
Military

For individuals on active military duty.  Provides access to all exhibit areas,
technical sessions and includes a DVD of the Technical Proceedings.

$10

Full-Time
Student

For full-time students.  Provides access to all exhibit areas, technical sessions
and includes a DVD of the Technical Proceedings.

$10

Author/
Session Chair

For those individuals whose technical paper has been published in ITC 2014
Technical Proceedings and/or individuals who will be chairing a technical
session.  Includes access to all exhibit areas/technical sessions and a DVD of
the Technical Proceedings.

No Charge

Exhibitor 
Booth Staff

For those individuals working at their company’s booth.  Provides access to all
exhibit areas, technical sessions, and includes a DVD of the Proceedings.

No Charge 

Conference
Luncheon

Ticket allows admittance to Conference Luncheon. $25

ITC/USA 2014 
REGISTRATION POLICIES

Online Registration Deadline
Don’t wait… 
go to www.telemetry.org.
Online registration ends
October 17, 2014.
Substitutions
Substitutions are allowed.  
Please e-mail requests to: 
telemetry@comcast.net
Cancellations
Refunds will be accepted for 
cancellations received before
October 17, 2014.
Badging Info
Badges for anyone that registers
online will be available for pickup
at the ITC registration desk
beginning Sunday, October 19,
2014 at 4:00pm.

2 Easy Ways 
to Register!

Online: G o  t o  
w w w . t e l e m e t r y . o r g
a n d  c l i c k  o n  t h e
registration link.  This is
your quickest and easiest
option!

In Person: If you don’t
register by October 17,
2014, you’ll need to register
at the conference.  On-site
registration begins Sunday,
October 19th at 4:00 p.m.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATIONTYPES

>

www.telemetry.org

To Register, Go Online

NOTE:  Space for short courses is limited.  Acceptance is on a first-come, 
first-payment basis.  Early online registration is highly recommended.

1

2
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INTERNATIONAL
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> INFRASTRUCTURE

> METEOROLOGY
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International Foundation 
for Telemetering
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WHOWE ARE . . .
> A conference by and for the telemetering

community

> A conference with a continued record of success
since our start in 1965

The International Telemetering Conference/USA (ITC/USA) is an
annual forum and technical exhibition sponsored by the International
Foundation for Telemetering (IFT), a non-profit corporation
dedicated to serving the technical and professional interests of the
telemetering community.  The conference is held in the fall of each
year and consists of three and one-half days of technical
presentations, tutorials, and short courses arranged in several
concurrent sessions.  In addition, a technical exhibit staffed by both
manufacturers and users displays the latest advancements in
equipment and services. Exhibitors staff their booths with
professional sales engineers and other technical personnel to ensure
that an appropriate level of technical expertise is available to the
attendee.

Each year, the IFT-appointed General Chair and Technical Program
Chair develop the conference based on their perspectives and
experience.  They, in turn, assemble a staff to handle the various
functions of the conference program.  The entire staff is composed
of volunteers, sponsored by their parent organizations, who are
active in the industry or are involved in test and evaluation and
instrumentation systems.

The unique relationship, which began in 1965, between the
manufacturing community and the users in both government and
industry has produced yearly conferences that have led to the
continued advancements in telemetering and instrumentation
systems and equipment we rely on today, as well as the continuing
education of telemetering professionals worldwide.

>
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WHATWE DO . . .
> Provide a forum for the exchange of ideas 

and information

> Educate with short courses and tutorials

> Publish technical papers

We provide a forum for the exchange of information and education.
Our technical program consists of approximately 100 technical
paper presentations logically grouped into several concurrent
sessions.  All papers are screened prior to acceptance to maintain
high technical standards and relevance to the industry.  Sessions and
presentations are timed for the convenience of the attendee.

In addition to the paper presentations, we offer several short
courses on subjects of interest to the community.  Past courses, for
example, have included Telemetering Basics for engineers just
entering the field and non-technical members of the community, as
well as courses such as Telemetering System Design and Application
of Global Positioning System Capabilities for the advanced engineer.

Every conference includes several speakers who open the event and
address the luncheons.  Each speaker is a recognized expert in his
field and discusses a topic of interest to the community. Past
speakers have included various Department of Defense
undersecretaries, NASA administrators, university presidents,
technical directors, corporate CEOs, and astronauts.

>
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TECHNICAL EXHIBITION . . .
> 200+ booths staffed with sales and 

engineering specialists

> Over 125 exhibitors per conference

A technical exhibition is an integral part of each conference.  The
primary goal of our exhibits committee is to ensure an efficiently
organized and well-managed exhibit area. Committee members
enroll the exhibitors, assign spaces, appoint an exhibits management
company to set up the booths, receive and deliver the exhibitors’
equipment and displays, and attend to the needs of both the
exhibitors and the attendees. Each conference includes a meeting
between the exhibitors, ITC exhibits staff, and the responsible IFT
director to ensure that we are meeting the needs of all concerned.
Continued coordination with the telemetering community has
resulted in the number of exhibitors exceeding 125, and the number
of booths has increased to over 200 spaces.

For nominal charges, exhibitors can have their booth(s) carpeted and
furnished to their specifications.  Electrical power and telephone
services are also available.  In addition, each exhibitor receives a copy
of the Technical Proceedings on a DVD and a pass to attend the
technical sessions at no charge.  A complete list of attendees,
including all exhibitor personnel, is distributed to each exhibitor at
the close of the conference.

A separate publication is available, which outlines the responsibilities
of the exhibitors and the ITC.

>
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EDUCATION . . .
> Individual scholarships

> Monetary grants

> Establishment of programs

> Technical coordination

An integral part of the IFT philosophy is active participation in
education. Residual funds from each conference are channeled into
programs at several universities in the U.S.  We were a major force
in the establishment of a Master’s Program with an emphasis in
telemetering in the Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department at New Mexico State University.  Since that beginning,
we have added programs at the University of Arizona, Brigham Young
University, the University of Missouri-Rolla, the University of
California at Santa Barbara, and the University of Kansas.

The grants from IFT to the universities help fund numerous diverse
endeavors in the telemetering field.  These funds support
development of curricula and programs in telemetry, lab equipment
purchases, specific projects, professorships, graduate assistantships,
scholarships, and student travel to the ITC.  Each year, the conference
sponsors a student paper contest and awards prizes to the best
papers in both the undergraduate and graduate categories.

The IFT also sponsors the Telemetering Standards Coordinating
Committee (TSCC) and the International Consortium for Telemetry
Spectrum (ICTS).  The TSCC is comprised of members of both 

government and industry
and serves to review and 
recommend proposed stan-
dards affecting the teleme-
tering community.  The
ICTS is an international
committee that serves to
keep its members and the
appropriate members of
the international communi-
ty aware of potential
impacts on the telemetry
spectrum.

>

Gone... but not forgotten.

10101010101010101010101101010101010101010101010101010101010

Judd Strock, a telemetry pioneer



BENEFITS TOYOU, THE EXHIBITOR . . .
> A professionally-managed environment to showcase your products

and services

– We have earned our reputation as a well-managed, highly technical conference.

> Promotion and advertisement of your participation in the
conference

– We direct mail to our mailing list and advertise in appropriate periodicals several
times a year.

> Domestic and international attendance

– Typically, non-U.S. attendees number in the mid-100s with over 25 countries
represented.

> Reach more potential customers per advertising dollar

– Our attendance exceeds 2,200 engineers, scientists, and management personnel.

> See your competition

– Learn what you have to do to keep ahead in product development.

> Get new ideas to expand your product base

– Listen to attendees describe their particular requirements and compare their needs
with available technology.

SOWHYWAIT? 
VISIT WWW.TELEMETRY.ORG

TO FIND OUT MORE ON

ATTENDING/EXHIBITING AT ITC!

>
10101010101010101010101101010101010101010101010101010101010

International Foundation
for Telemetering
5665 Oberlin Dr. Suite 200

San Diego, CA 92121
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